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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION

After the Riicldoii death of ]h*ofossor Richtmyor, it was decided that

the writer should undertake the preparation of a. new edition of his

‘Mntroduction to Modem Pliysics/’ Closer iiispectioa showed that

something like a major operation would be necjessary, so greatly has
th(> scone changed in physical resoiircli diiidng the last ten years. In
ntoinie theory, wave me(!hanir\s has become thoroughly established;

and experimental iidYaiiee has been rapid in the physics of the nucleus

and of fundamontal particles, as observed in the i)henomena of cosmic

i-ays. If the hook was to remain true to its title, extensive additions

s(‘(Mn(*d neec'ssaiy, and to make room for them th(^ existing material

had to be skorteind; at tli(j same lime, nuu^li of the discussion needed

r(‘casiing in (jrder to p:iv(^ dm' l(^cognitif>n to the triumph of wave
in(‘ehai)i(%s.

In ina.king theses ehaiig(\s, the writer has striv<ai to retain as much
as possihh' of th<^ cliarnehuist i<‘ f(\M.tur<s of the book. Nevertheless,

its friciwls will no doiiht Ix^ shocked to (lis(a>ver that only a minor part

of it. stands siihsi n,iii iaily as in the s(‘<*oiid (xlition. 'Idie double process

of shorUMiing and of m(>(l(‘rnizing tlu* viewpoint was found to noces-

sitate <'xt(‘nsiv(^ rearrangcMmai t and inm^h rewriting of the material,

'riu' writer ca.n only hopc^ that he has not fallen too far short of his goal

in jittempting to products an up-to-da-te ecpiivaJent of the first edition.

Hrielly, t.li<i course of tlu^ nndsion has [khui as follows. The his-

lorica.l iiit.rodiud ion, abhrcjviated, is followcxi hy a single chapter,

r<‘wrill.cn, on t.hos<' topics in cl(^(d.roinM.giKd,ism which arc' nc^eded for

I lie sul )s<*c|U('nt discu.ssion and arc' not always adcMpiately treated in

gcaic'ral textbooks. Helwcc'ii the (‘liapf.ers on tbe^ photoelectric effect

;ind <»n Mk^ origin of t h(‘ <|iiantnm tln'ory is insfa-tc'd a short chapter

on r(‘l:i.li vily. TIkmi k^oiik's a single <dia pt('r, rej)ljiciiig Chaj)s. IX and
cont aining tln^ ('.sse?ilial ideas concerning the rmchNir atom, spectral

s(‘ri(‘s, and a.toinic (iiiantuin sta.t<‘s. The Ik)hr theory of hydrogen
is r(‘lairi(‘d, bcu'.anse of its pictoihil value, but with a clear statement

as to its true st.atus. A (l(\s(*rip(.ivc3 chapUu* on wave mechanics is

lh(‘ii follow<‘(l by 11 single chapter, r(^pla(ung Chaps. XI and XII, on

lh<' tlu'oiy of tlu^ p(‘rio<lic. tables aiul on optical si^ectroscopy. The
chaph'r on spcMufie lujats, whic'h might ptn-lmps have been omitted,

is inserted next. The chapter on X-rays has been thoroughly revised
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in collaboration with Prof. L. G. Parratt. The book closes with the

chapter on the nucleus, considerably extended, and a new chapter on

cosmic-ray phenomena.

The writer takes pleasure in acknowledging his indebtedness to

many of his colleagues in Cornell University, in particular to Prof.

L. G. Parratt, to Prof. B, Rossi for assistance in the field of cosmic

rays, and to Dr. C. W. Gartlein for photographic copies of illustrations.

Grateful acknowledgment is also made for permission to use figures

from other sources: to G. Herzberg and to Prentice-Hall, Inc., for Figs.

58, 69, 129, 132, 133; to A. H. Compton and S. K. Allison and to D.

Van Nostrand Company, Inc., for Figs. 169, 170; to H. E. White, for

Figs. 98, 118, 122; to Prof. C. D. Anderson for photographs for Figs.

226, 227 ;
and to Prof. L. G. Parratt for a cut for Fig. 180. Further-

more, in accord with the statement in the preface to the second (edition,

grateful acknowledgment is made to Dr. K. T. Bainbridge for Fig. 187;

to Dr. C. J. Davisson and L. H. Germer (and to the editom of the

Bell System Technical Journal and of the Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences) for' Figs. 79 to 84; to Prof. G. P. Thomson (and

Cornell University) for Fig. 86(6); to Dr. E. Rupp (and the editors

of AnnalenderPhysik) for Fig. 86(c); and to Dr. I. Fankuchon for mak-
ing the plate from which Fig. 86 (o) was reproduced. Finally, the

writer is greatly indebted to Dr. W. M. Cady and to other users of the

book for invaluable criticisms and suggestions.

E. H. KENN.A.RD.
Ithaca, N. Y.,

January
^
1942.



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

For several years, the author has given at Cornell University,

aiiti, occasioiiall}", in summer sessions, elsewhere, a course of lectures

under the title “Introduction to Modern Physical Theories.^' These

lectures have been adapted, as far as possible, to meet the needs of

two groups of students: (i) those special students in physics who,

before entering the specialized graduate coumos, desire a sui*vey of the

origin and development of luodern physics in order the better to

understand the interrelations of the more advanced coui-ses; and (2)

those students who, i)iii*suing either academic or professional curricula

and having had the usual elementary undergraduate eoumes in physics,

wish a further bird^s-eyc view of the whole subject. This book is

based upon these lectures and has been prepared, although rather

reluctantly, as a result of the importuniticss of fojniKM* students and

other fricMids.

The purj)ose of this book is, frankly, pcnlagogic^al. The author

luis attempted to present such a discussion of tlic: origin, development,

and pr(\s(Mit status of some of the more important eoncepts of physics,

daniiical well (in modern, as will giv(^ to the student a corn^ct pei*spe<^-

tive of th(^ growth and prc'sent tr<*nd of physi^^s as a whole. Such a

perspcjctive is a ii(H‘essary basis—so tlui author, at lc‘ast, believes— for

a more intcuisLve study of any of tlu‘ various subdivisions of the subject.

While for the siud<Mit whosc^ inkn-ests are (‘.ultural, or who is to (‘liter

any of the ])r(>f(‘ssions dir<‘ctly or indinM'.tly iTlated to physics, such as

eugiu(‘(‘ring, elnunistry, iust ronomy, or niutli(una.ti<*s, an a<*(M)uiit of

modern physics whicli gives the origin of curn'iit tli('iori(‘s is likely Lo

!)t‘ <niit.(‘ as int(^r(‘sting and valuabh* as is a ca.t(‘g()rica.l statement of

the Ui(‘()rms th(Mnselv<‘s. liKk'od, in ail l)ra.ncb(‘s of human knowledge'

the “why” is an Jibsoluk'ly irulispc'iisable a<*com[)aniin(‘iit to the

“ wliat.” “ Why?” is th(^ prov(‘rl)iaI (pKNstion of (diildliood. “Why? ”

iii(iuir(‘s th(^ thovghtjul (!) stude^nt in classroom or lecture hall.

“Why?” (k'manclsthe veuuM’able scientist wii(‘n lLst(‘ning to an (exposi-

tion of vi(‘VYS h(‘ld by a coll(?agu<‘. Aceeordingly, if this book senems to

lay somewhat, grt^ater (unphasis on mattesrs which are freciucntly

n‘garded as historical, or, if lH‘r(‘ and there a (hissical experiment is

(lcs(*rib(‘d in grc'utei- (hd.ail than is customary, it is with a desire* to

ivc()gniz<^ the importaiu^e of “why.”
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If one were to attempt to answer all of the *'why^s” raised by

an intelligent auditor in answer to a categorical statement, such as,

‘^The atom of oxygen is composed of eight electrons surrounding a

nucleus containing four alpha particles,” one would have to expound

a large part of physical science from Copernicus to Rutherford and

Bohr. To attempt a statement of even the more important concepts,

hypotheses, and laws of modem physics and of their origin and

development would be an encyclopedic task wliich, at least in so far

as concerns the aim of this book, would fall of its own weight. Accord-

ingly, it has been necessary to select those parts of the subject which

best serve our purpose. This selection, as well as the inotliod of

presentation, has been based upon the experience gained in giving the

above-mentioned lectures to numeroUvS groups of students. Many
very important developments, particularly the mor(3 recent ones,

either have been omitted entirely or have been given only a passing

comment. And even in those parts of the subject whicli hav(‘ Ixhmi

discussed, there has been no attempt to bring the discaission strictly

up to date. Indeed, with the present rapid growth of pliysics, it

would be quite impossible for any hook^ even a special trc^atist^, to bo

strictly up to date. Happily, for our purpose, up-to-date-iu>ss is not

an imperative requisite, since it is assumed that the student who
wishes the latest knowledge will consult the current perio(li(*aIs.

In this connection, it should be emphasized that this hook is an

introduction to modern physical theories and is intended lUMtlnu’ as a

compendium of information nor as a critical a('C(^iint of any of th(‘

subjects discussed. In preparing the maiiuscuipt, the author has

consulted freely the many very excelleut texts which deal with th(‘

various special topics. Save for hero and there a very minor item,

or an occasional novelty in presentation, the book makes no claim to

originality, except, perhaps, as regards the viewpoint from wliicdi soim^

parts have been written.

It is assumed that the student is familiar with tli(‘ elcincmtai-y

principles of calculus, for no account of modern physic's can dispcIls(^

with at least a limited amount of mathematical discussion, if foi* no

other reason than to emphasize the fact that, in the progress of physics,

theory and experiinent have gone hand in hand. Partly, however, for

the sake of brevity and partly in the attempt always to keep the

underlying physical principles in the foreground, numerous “short

cuts” and simplifications, some of them perhaps rather questionable

from a precise standpoint, have been introduced. These elisions

should cause no confusion.
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The student who, in his educational career, has reached the point

where he can, with profit, pui*sue a course based on such a book as

this, has passed beyond the stage where he assimilates only the material

presented in lecture or class and has come to regard a ^‘course” as a
channel to guide his own independent studies, branching out from the
“ course” in such directions as his fancy or interests may lead him. It

is hoped that students reading this book will do likewise. Deliber-

ately, the author has not given a collected bibliography at the end of

each chapter, or a list of problems and suggested topics for study.

Rather, references, in most cases to original sources, have been given at

appropriate points in the text, and it is hoped that, starting from
these references, the student will prepare his own bibliography of

such parts of the subject as appeal to him. The advantage to the

student, of such a proceedure is obvious. Quite apart from the value

of the experience gained in making contact with, and in studying, the

literature of any subject, the reading of first-hand accounts of at least

some of the more important developments will give the student a better

understanding of tlic subject than can, in general, bo gained by text-

book study only. Accordingly, he will find hero and there throughout

this book suggestions of iin])ortant articles wliicdi should be read in the

original. Likewise, in many places th(^ discussion has, of necessity,

bcM‘n brief, find the stiukuit is referred to s])ecial treatises for further

details. Various supplementary (piestions and problems will also

.‘iris(^ at nuinero\is points as the student retuls the text.

There is no more’s fascinating story than a.n account of the develop-

i\m\i of [physical science as a whole. {Any scientist would probably

make the same staUum’-nt about his own sciemee!) Such a study leads

(o (*e.rtn.in broiul gc’iKM-aJizjitions which are of outstanding importance

in evaluat ing curn’nt- ( h<H)rieK and concepts. For (‘xtimple, one finds

t.hat, takiMi by a.n<l lai*gc, the evolution of physics has been charac-

(.eriz(Ml by roniinuiiy. That is to say: With f(*.w excerptions, the ideas,

conc(^l>ts, and laws of pbysic.s have evolved gradnally; only hero and

i.here do w(^ find onislandmy <lLscon tin ui ties. Tl\o discovery of photo-

(rh^ctricit.y, of X-rays, and of radiojwdivity ro])reRont such discontinui-

ties and are e.ornr.ctly (l<*.signated ‘Miscovorios.” But we must use

“discover” in a (piii,(r dilTercnt sense when wo say tliat J. J. Thomson
“discovered” (dc^ctron. Tlu'. history of the (dectron goes back

at least to Fa-raday. Thomson's experiments are all the more brilliant

because he succeeded in demonstrating, by dire(;t experiment, the

existence of something, evidence concerning which had been previously

mdired. Then, there are the respective roles played by qualitative
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and by quantitative work. Numerous important discoveries have

been made investigating the next decimal place.” Witness the

discovery of argon. And ever since Kepler proved that the orbits

of the planets are ellipses, relations expressible in quantitative form

have carried, greater weight than those which could be stated only

qualitatively. For example, Rumford’s experiments on the production

of heat by mechanical means were suggestive. But Joule's measure-

ment of the mechanical equivalent of heat was convincing. If, directly,

or indirectly by inference, the author has succeeded here and there in

the text in pointing out such generalizations as these, one more object

which he has had in mind will have been accomplished.

The author wishes to take this occasion to acknowledge his obliga-

tions to those who have aided in the preparation of this book: to his

wife, for assistance in preparing the manuscript and in proof reading;

and to his many students, whose generous approbation of the lecture

courses upon which the book is based has, in a large part, inspired its

preparation. He is particularly indebted to Dr. J. A. Becker, of the

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., for his invaluable aid in reading the

manuscript, pointing out numerous errors, and suggesting important

improvements.

F. K. Richtmykr.
Ithaca, N. Y.,

July, 1928.
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INTRODUCTION TO MODERN PHYSICS

nlTRODtrCTlOH

The term “modern physics/' taken literally, means, of course, the

mm total of knowledge included under the head of present-day physics.

Tn this sense, the physics of 1890 is still modern; very few statements

made in a good physics text of 1890 would need to be deleted today

as untrue. The principal changes reciiiired would be in a few generali-

zations, perhaps, to which exceptions have since been discovered, and

in certain speculative tlieoricis, such as that concerning the ether,

which any good ])hysieist of 1890 would have recognized to be open to

possibhi doubt.

On the other hand, since 1890, there have been enormous advances

in i)hysi(\s, and some of th(^s(‘ advances have brought into question,

or have diriuitly contradicted, certain theories that had seemed to be

strongly siii)i)ortoxl by tlie exi)eninental evidence.

For exaini)lo, lew, if any, pliysicasts in J890 (lucsstioned the wave
theory of light. Its triumphs ovei- th(^ old corpuscular theory seemed

to be final and comi)l(^te, particulai'ly after l.ho brilliant oxpeuirnents of

Hertz, in 1887, which donionstratcsd, beyond doubt, the fundamental

souiuhusss of Maxwell's electromagnetic tluxny of liglit. And yet,

l)y an irony of Fate which makes the story of modern physics full of

the most int(U'est.ing and dramatic situations, these very experiments of

Hertz brouglifc to light a new phenomenon—the ])ln)toelectric effect

—

which played an important part in establishing the (inantum theory.

Hie lati.ei- theory, in many of its asp(M*.ts, is dianudricuilly (qiposed to

the wa.V(‘ theory of light; indeed, the recunudJiatioii of those two
t.h(‘ori(‘s, i‘acli l)ased on iiu^oiitrovertihle evidences, was one of the great

prol)lems of Hh; first quartcu* of the twentieth (uuitury.

It w'ill 1)(^ the purpose of tlic following pages to give an outline of the

origin, deaudopment, and present status of tlu^so parts of physics which

have develoiied dining recent decades.

But a history of the United States cannot begin abruptly with

July 1 ,
177(>. In like manner, if we would undemtand the full meaning

of tli(^ growth of pliysi(\s since 1900, we must have clearly in mind at

li»ast tlie main events in the development of the subject up to that time.

1
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Accordingly, we shall begin our study by a brief account of the history

of physics up to a half-century ago*

In presenting this brief historical survey, a further purpose has

been kept in mind toward which it is hoped that the reader will be,

ultimately at least, sympathetic. Modem scientists, with few excep-

tions, have grossly neglected to cultivate the history of their respective

sciences. How many physicists can answer the questions: When
was the law of the conservation of energy first enunciated? Who was

Count Rumford? Did the concept of universal gravitation spring

full grown from the head of that genius, Newton? Indeed, when did

Newton live?

Just as any good American should know the essential outline of the

history of his country, so any good physicist should know the prin-

cipal facts in the history of physics. For, in that history, in the lives

of those men whose labors have given us our subject, and in the part

that physics has played in molding human thought and in contributing

to modern civilization, the student will find a story which is as full of

human interest and inspiration as any subject of the curriculum.

What can be more inspiring than the life of Michael Faraday and his

whole-souled devotion to his work? The physicist owes it to his

science to possess such a knowledge of the history of physics as gives

him a correct perspective of the development and present-day impor-

tance of the subject and, in turn, enables him to acquaint his con-

temporaries in other fields with these essential facts.

It is hoped, therefore, that the student who proposes to follow

physics as a profession, as well as the student whose interest is largely

cultural, will extend the following all too brief historical sketch by

independent study particularly of biography.

In order to make it easier to keep the essential facts in mind, wc may
somewhat arbitrarily divide the history of physics into four periods.

The First Period extends from the earliest times up to about

1550 A.D., this date marking approximately the beginning of the

experimental method. During this long era, there was some advance

in the accumulation of ih.^ facts of physics as a result of the observation

of natural phenomena, but the development of physical theories was

rendered impossible, partly by the speculative, metaphysical nature

of the reasoning employed, but more particularly by the almost com-

plete absence of experiment to test the correctness of sucli theories

as were proposed. The main characteristic of this period, therefore,

is the absence of systematic experiment.

The Second Period extends from 1550 to 1800 a.d. Although

numerous basic advances were made during this period—by such men
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as Gilbert, Galileo, Newton, Huygens, Boyle—its most important

characteristic is the development and the firm establishment of the experi-

mental method as a recognized and accepted means of scientific inquiry.

This period was inaugurated by the classic work of Galileo (1564r-

1642); but it took nearly two centuries more to overcome prejudice,

dogma, and religious intolerance and to bring universal recognition,

even among scientific men, of the basic principle that

. . . science can advance only so far as theories, themselves based upon experi-

ment, are accepted or rejected cuxording as they either agree with or are cx>rvtrary

to other experiments devised to check the theory.

The Third Period, 1800-1890, is characterized by the develop-

ment of what is now called '' classical physics'’ in contrast with the

quantum physics” of the present century. The experiments of

Count Rumford and Joule led to our present kinetic theory of heat.

The observations of Thomas Young (1802) and his proposal of the

principle of intei-ference (of two beams of light) resulted ultimately

in the triumph of Huygens’s wave theory of light over the corpuscular

theory. And the researches of Faraday and others gav(^ Maxwell

the material for the crowning achievement of this })eriod, the clectro-

rniagnctic theory.

So profound wore theses and other developimuits that, by 1880,

not a few physicists of note Ixdieved that all the important laws of

physics had been discovered and that, hcuuu^forth, nvscfaroh would be

concerned with clearing up minor problems and, particularly, with

imj)rovcments of methods of measuiement so as *‘to iiiv(\stigate the

n(‘xt decimal place.” They couUl not foresee that thc^ world of

l)hysics was on th<^ eve of a series of <^po(di-inaking discov(‘ries destined,

on the one hand, to stimulate n^stwch as nevc^r before^ and, on the

otluM', to usher in an era of the application of physics to industry on a

scale pr(‘viously unknown.

The Fourth Period may ho. said to begin with th(^ discovery of

t.h(‘ i)hot()eI(’tctric, effect (1887). In the first d('ca(l(*. of this period

i}i(*r(‘ w(^re discoveu-ed, in rapid succ(\ssion: X-rays, in 1895; radio-

activity, in I89(); tluMdectron, in 1897. The beginnings of the quan-

tum tlu'ory da.t(^ from 1900. From 1900 to 1925 th(». oId(‘r form of

the ciuaiitiirn theory grew to (x^cupy a <^oininaiiding ))ositioii in almast

every field of physics; the nu(d(‘ar typ(^ of atom and its ndjition to the

emission and absorption of radiation w(U'e: diweloped to a high degree;

researidi in pliysics, stimulatcul in part by these oiitstaiulirig dis-

coveries and in part by extensive industrial ai)plicatioris, increased

to almost a now order of inagnit\ide. Then, when idiysicists wore
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just beginning to grow accustomed to the use of either the classical

theory or the quantum theory, according to the problem in hand,

the theoretical papers of de Broglie, Heisenberg and Schrodinger,

and the experimental work of Davisson and Germer and of G. P.

Thomson, beginning about 1925, initiated the new form of quantum

theory known as wave mechanics. This new theory has effected, in a

radied and remarkable way, a synthesis of classical and quantum

physics and h^ already exerted almost as profound an influence on

physics as did the discoveries of Newton over t\^'o and a half centuries

ago. Perhaps the histonan of a few decades hence may designate

1925 as marking the beginning of a fifth period in the history of physics.

It is obviously far beyond the scope of this book to give a detailed

account of the history of physics during each of these periods. Instead,

in the first chapter we shall discuss briefly the histojy of physics up

to the establishment of the electromagnetic theory of light. There-

after we shall not adhere strictly to the historical mesthod. In the

first chapter, furthermore, wc shall make no attcmi)t to giv(^ a com])lete

outline of the history of physics, but wc shall select such inat-(‘rijil for

presentation as best illustrates general trends and vicuvpoints. No
mention at all will be made of the work of many distinguisluMl ])liysi-

cists of the past. It is hoped that the student will fill in th(' gaps by

supplementaiy reading.

The real introduction to modern phydes b(igins with («hap. HI.

It should be emphasized again that this book is an introdncHon to

the subject and is in no sens(' a compendium. If little or no mention

is made of such important branches of ph.vsic,s as tlu‘rniionics, crystal

structure, or the theory of the solid state, it is because of th(^ b'C'ling

that the student^s interests will be servmd best by discussing r(*la.tiv('ly

few subjects more thoroughly.

It is desirable, of course, that a book dealing with inod('rn physics

should be up to date. The subj(*.ct is growing at suc<h an astonishing

rate, however, that any book, even if u}) to date wlu'n ])ul)lished,

would be out of date within a few months. Accordingly, thos(^ topics

have been selected for discussion which seem most likely to remain

permanently important and to provide the student with the most

effective starting point for further study.



CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL SKETCH

FIRST PERIOD: EARLIEST TIMES TO 16fi0 A-D.

1. The Greeks,—Relatively speaking, the contributions made by
the Greeks to the natural sciences were far loss than their contributions

io mathematics, literature, ai*t, and metaphysics. Nevertheless, in

spite of their vague and misty i)hilosophi55ing concerning natural

plienomena and in spite of their gcuieral failure to tost theory by
experiment, the Greeks gave to the world much of the physics that

was known up to 1400 a,d. In their writings, one finds, here and

tliere, the gcM’m of su(*h fundamental modern principles as the con-

servation of matter, inertia, atomic theory, the finite velocity of light,

and the Wkv.

2. Thales of Miletus ((>24-547 n.c.), according to Aristotle, was

ac(|uaintod with the attractive ]>ow<u‘ of magiud.s and of rubbed amber.

H(^ is oft(‘n said to have discoveixsl the iiu^lination of the ecliptic and

(he spherical shape of the (^arth,‘ but Aristot le er(Klit(Ml him with the

<lo(‘trine that tlie cartli wjis cylindri(‘al in sliapc. and rested on water.

3. Pythagoras (r)8()-'50() b.o.) was one of the gi-eatc^st of the early

(jJr<‘('k ])hilos()phers and the founder of tlu'- l^vth^igo^iUln school. He
held Mint. Uie, earth is spluu’ical, although tlie basis of this belief is

not known. According to Heath,- his argument was ])n)bably a
“ matluMnai iiMM^st.lietic/’ oii(‘ bascMl on the idiMi that ‘'the sphere is

lh(‘ most pc*rf(‘(*i of all figiiUNs.’’ Pytliagoi’as himself, and proljably

his im^l^^dia4<^ successors ainoug tlie Pythagon^ans, bcilievcul that the

entire uiuv(‘rse was sphc‘rical in sluipe with tlic earth at its center

and that the? sun, stars, and planets moved in indept^udent circles

around tlie earth as a e<^nl.er.

4. Anaxagoras (500-128 n.c.) and Empedocles (484-424 b.o.).

Aec'ordiiig to Plato, Anaxagoras U(‘gl(‘eted his possessions in order to

den'ote hiins(‘lf to s(*ien<;e. He is credited with the view that the moon

does not shine by its own liglit but that "the sun places the brightness

ill the moon'' and "the moon is eclipsed througii the interposition of

the earth." Also, “The sun is (udipsed at new moon through the

^ UosPJNBKBabJK, F., Cioscihuilitc <l«r Pliysik,” vol, I, p. 6.

® Hbath, T. L., “ Aristarchus of Samos.*'

5
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interposition of the moon.'^^ Apparently, however, human nature,

as well as human curiosity, has not changed for 2,500 years, for Anaxag-

oras was accused of impiety because he taught that the sun was a

red-hot stone and that the moon was simply earth, and for holding this

doctrine he was banished from Athens.

To Anaxagoras is due the germ of the idea of the atomic hypothesis

of Democritus, who lived in the next generation. Anaxagoras denied

the contention of the earlier Greeks regarding the creation or destruc-

tion of matter. He taught that changes in matter are due to combina-

tions or separations of small, invisible particles (spermata). These

particles themselves were conceived to be unchangeable and imperish-

able and different from each other in form, color, and taste. This

doctrine foreshadowed the law of the conservation of matter.

Empedocles, on the other hand, reduced the elements to four—earth,

water, air, and fire—^through combinatioas and separations of which

the All exists. He also held definite views concerning the phenomena
of light. According to him, light is due to the emission by the lumi-

nous or visible body of small particles that enter the eye and are then

returned from the eye to the body, the two ''streams^' giving rise to

the sense of form, color, etc.

According to Aristotle, Empedocles believed that light ^Hakes time

to travel from one point to another.” This idea was rejected by
Aristotle, who stated that ^Hhough a movement of light might elude

our observation within a short distance, that it should do so all the

way from east to west is too much to assume.”^

6. Democritus (4()0-370 b.c.) gave more definite form to the atomic
hypothesis of Anaxagoras by postulating that the universe consists of

empty space and an (almost) infinite number of indivisible and invisible

particles which differ from each other in form^ position^ and arrange-

ment In support of this hypothesis, Democritus argues that the
creation of matter is impossible, since nothing can come from nothing

and, further, nothing which is can cease to exist. Aristotle® puts the

argument in this form: “If, then, some one of the things which are is

consNntly disappearing, why has not the whole of what is been used
up long ago and vanished away?” But Aristotle rejects the atomic
hypothesis which, indeed, on the basis of speculative reasoning alone,

could not evolve beyond the point where Democritus left it.

6. Anstotle (384-332 b.c.), a pupil of the philosopher Plato, con-

tributed so much to all branches of knowledge—logic, rhetoric, ethics,

^ Ibid^j p. 7C. Quotations* cited from later Greek writers.
* Quoted by Heath, op. cU., p. 93.

*“De Generatione et Corruptione,^* Book I, Cap. Ill, translated by H. H.
Joachim, the Clarendon PrMa Oxford, 1922.
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nietaphyyicH, psychologj'', natural science—that it is difficult to sift

out that whicli is germane to a brief history of physics. Perhaps the

most important single fact is the tremendous influence which, as a

result of his intellectual brilliance and achievements in many branches

of learning, he exerted for many succeeding centuries in all branches,

physics included. Viewed from our twentieth-centuiy vantage point,

however, not a little of his reasoning concerning the physical universe

sounds like piffle. For example, in “ De Goneratione et Corruptione,’’

he discusses the coming-to-be'' and the ^'passing-away " of things,

and argues for the indestructibility of matter by saying that (Book 11,

Cap. X) ‘Mt is far more reasonable (to assume) that whatisshovld

(^aiise the coming-to-be of what u rud than that whal is not should cause

the being of rvhat is” which is understandable. But then follows the

curious argument: '^Now that which is being moved is, but that which

is coming to be is not; hence, also, motion is f)rior to <^oming-to-l)e . . .

and we assort that motion causes coming-lo-bc.” But comingAo-ho.

and pasaing-away arc two processes (M)utrary to one another. There-

fore, says Aristotle, we must look for two motions, likewise contrary,

as the cause' of both cmrdng-Uhhe and p(imn(i-‘Oway, 8in(^e these

processes go on continuously, must look for continuous motion.

Only motion in a. circle! is continuous, and motion in an inclined circle

has thc! necessary duality of opposing movcnuuits. Siudi a motion

is that, of sun along the ecliptic, which, as it approaclu^s (spring),

caus(ss (H)miiig-to-l)e and, as it rctn'ats (niituinn), causes decay.

And ycd. Aristotle fnHiiiontly calls in oI)S(^rved fa(‘ts to suhstantiatc

liis sixHuilations. For example, in ^^I)e Caelo" (Book II, Cap. XIV),

aft(M* proving, hy a more or Ic^ss a))stra(*t argunumt, that the <\‘irth is

sph(U'ical, lie says:

The evidoiK^i^ of all thc senses further corroborates this. How else would

ixdipsos of the moon show sognieiits as wc see them? . . . since it is the inter-

position of thc earth that makes thc (Mdipso, the form of this line (i.c., the

earth’s shadow on thc moon) will ])e caused by the form of the (garth’s surface,

wlii<'li is therefon^ spherieal.

He also points to tbe^ api)arent change in altitude of the stars as one

travels north or south and conclu<h\s that ^^not only is the earth circu-

lar, but it is a circles of no great size."

Indeed, in theory if not in his own practice, Aristotle placets great

emphasis on Hkj importance of facts in connection with scientific

development. In a pai-agraph in “De Generatione et Corruptione"

(Book I, Cap. II), he says:

Lack of experience diminishes our power of taking a comprehensive view

of the admitted facts. Hence, those who dwell in intinmate association with
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nature and its phenomena grow more and more able to formulate, as the

foundation of their theories, principles such as to admit of a wide and coherent

development; while those whom devotion to abstract discussions lias rendered

unobservant of the facts are too ready to dogmatize on the basis of a few

observations.

This is surely good doctrine even for twentieth-century sciontists!

An attempt to summarize Aristotle^s views on jihysics is l>eyond

the scope of this book, but reference may be made to t^^'o of his doc-

trines because of their bearing upon subsequent history.

The first is his supposed views on falling bodies. ''Fhe statement

is commonly made that Aristotle held that a heavy body would fall

from a given height with greater velocity than a light body. It is

difficult, however, to be sure from Aristotle^s extant writings just

what he actually held in regard to this point. Thc‘ passag(\s that

seem to refer to it occur in the course of his arguminits against the

possibility of the existence of a void. For exampl(‘, stat(‘s\‘

. . . We see the same weight or body moring faster than another for two

reasons, either because there is a difference in wliat it moves through, as

between water, air, and earth, or because, other things being e(|u;tl, moving
body differs from the other owing to excess of weight or lightness. . . , And
always, by so much as the medium is more incorponial and less n'sislant and

more easily divided, the faster will be the moVermont.

Here, as elsew'here, Aristotle speaks always of inov(‘nH‘nt of t\ body

through a medium. It has been suggested by Ort^cmhill" llmt In' may
have meant terminal velocity, such as the (‘onstniit, \'eloeil.y of rain

drops as they approach the ground. The heavier di-ops dn full faster.

It seems perhaps more probable that Aristotle, belio^'ing I hal a rnc'diuni

of some sort must always be present, was unawni-e of such distinctions

as that between terminal and nonterminal velocity and actually did

believe that in all stages of its motion the heavier l)ody falls fasbu*.*'*

The second doctrine referred to is tha.t of tlic motion of t fourth,

vsun, and planets. In his “De Caelo” (Book II, Cap. .\I\'). after a

series of abstract arguments, in the course of whi<'h In^ state's that

“heavy bodies forcibly thrown quite straight upward ^•(‘turn to the

point from which they started even if they be thrown to an infinite (!)

distance,” Aristotle concludes “that the earth do(\s not move and docs

not lie elsewhere than at the center.” He supposed that tlie sun,

planets, and stars are carried by a series of concentric splun-cs wliich

^ This and the following quotation from Aristotle are taken from '^Tho Works
of Aristotle translated into English,” vol. IT, the Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1930.

* Greenhiij., Nature^ vol. 92, p. 584.

* Cf. Cooper, L., ” Aristotle, Galileo, and the Tower of Pisa,” 1935.
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revolve around the earth aa a center. The authority of Aristotle was

so great as to render sterile the brilliant work of Aristarchus in the next

century.

7. Aristarchus (about 310-230 b.c.) enunciated a cosmogony identi-

cal with that proposed by Copernicus 2,000 years later. No mention of

this liypotliesis is made in his only extant work, '*On the Sizes and
Distances of the Sun and Moon,” but Archimedes tells us, in a book
(tailed Sand-reckoner,” that ^‘Aristarchus of Samos brought out

a book” containing the hypothesis “that the fixed stars and the sun

reinaiiied unmoved; that the earth revolves around the sun in the

(dniinulcrence of a circle, the sun lying in the middle of the orbit”;

and that “the sphere of the fixed stars” is very great compared with

the (iircle in which the earth revolvers. The prestige of Aristotle was
tot) groat, howevcj*, and the gootjontric hypothesis that he supported

was so completely satisfactory to tlic ancient mind that Aristarchuses

theory was practically lost for nearly 2,000 years.

‘

8. Archimedes (287-212 b.c.), whose name is known to every

student of (‘Icuiunitajy physics bticausc of the famous principle of

liydrostati{\s tliat b(^ars his iiairm, was one of the most noted physicists

of aiitiiiuity. lie was a man of gnuit al)ility in what would now bo

i*all(‘d “ tlK^on^lical (or iuatli(i!inati(‘al) physics” iis well as a practical

enginet‘r--a sort of ancient Lord K<^lviii. In one of his books already

niiMiiioiKMl, “Tli(‘ Sarul-rcHdvoner,” ho computes tliat 10®'' grains of

sand would fill the spheres of the uuivi'rsc ms fixinl by Aristarchus.

In aiioMier, “On Floating Bodies,” he lays the foundations of hydro-

statics. His Fro[)()siti()n 7, in tliis book, oirun(nat('s tlu^ famous princi-

1
) 1 (‘: “W solid li(‘avier than a (luid will, if placed in it, descend to thc^

bottom of tli(* Iluid, and tlic^ solid will, when weighed in the fluid, be

ligliter IhiMi its true weight by the weight of the fluid displaced.”

9. From the Greeks to Copernicus.— give but a passing com-

iiieiit to tlie 17 cciilui-ios botwee^n Arrhinuxh^s and Copeniicnia would

s(.‘(uii to givi* ( he reader (.lie iinpnsssioii that nodevelopnieiits of moment
oeeurred diiriiig t liat. long pm-iod. This impression is almost (jorreet.

During anciiuit tiiiu's Ftoleniy of Alexandria (70-147 a.d.) collected

the oi)licMl knowledge* of his time in a hook in which he discusses,

Minoiig ot li(*r things, ndlec'tiou from mirrom—plane, convex, concave

—

iind, partiiMilarly, refra(4.ion, which Ptolemy evidently studied experi-

mentally. lie gives, in degrees, relative valucis of angles of incidence

^ “Aristarchus of Sjimos" i.s an exceedingly iiitcronting and valuable

l)()()k. Itfonlainsa n‘vi(wof early ( Irook astronomy up to the time of Aristarchus,

a (listumsion of hi.s work, and a tran.sIatioii of his only extant book, “On the Sizes

;itul Di.staiie(5s of the Sun and Moon."
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and of refraction for air-water, air-glass, and water-glass surfaces and

describes an apparatus by which he determined these quantities; he

states that for a given interface these two angles are proportional.

He also mentions atmospheric refraction as affecting the apparent

position of stars. He invented a complicated theory of the motions

of the planets in their orbits about the earth in order to explain their

apparent motions among the stam.

From Ptolemy to the Arabian Alhazen, is a span of nine centuries—

twice the total lapse of time from the discoveiy of America to the

present—during which there was stagnation in almost all lines of

intellectual pursuits. But about the eighth century A.n., as an

indirect result of religions activity, the Arabs began to cultivate

chemistry, mathematics, and astronomy, in large part by translating

into Arabic the works of the Greeks but also, in a few instances, by
making original contributions. About the year 1000, Alhazen pro-

duced a work on optics in seven books. This treatise sets forth a

clear description of the optical system of the eye, discusses the laws

of concave and convex mirrors, both spherical and cylindrical, and
carries the subject of refraction a little further by recognizing that

the proportionality between the angles of incidence and refraction

holds only for small angles.

During the next 500 yearn, a very few advances in physics were
made. Roger Bacon (1214-*1294:), British philosopher and sekmtist

and a monk of the Franciscan Order, taught tliat in order to learn the

secrets of nature we must first observe. He believed in mathematics
and in deductive science, but he clearly realized that only as tliese

were based on observed phenomena and tcwted by experiment could

useful knowledge result.

About the same time Petrus Peregrinus recognized that magnetic
poles are of two kinds, like poles repelling and unlike attracting each

other.

Then there was Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), Italian painter,

architect, sculptor, engineer, and philosopher, whose greatness as

a scientist has come to be appreciated only in recent years, for his

works were left in manuscript form and were probably not widely

known among his contemporaries—for which reason his influence

on early science is comparatively insignificant. His belief in the value

of experiment is woithy of the twentieth century: ^'Before making
this case a general rule, test it by experiment two or three tiriiCM

and see if the experiment produces the same effect."' Althougli

expressed in the vague language of his time, some of his ideas con-

cerning what vfe now refer to as “force," “inertia," “acceleration,"
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the “laws of motion, etc., were qualitatively correct. Concerninji^

perpetual motion, he wrote: “Oh, speculators on perpetual motion,

how many vain projects of the like character you have created! Go
and be the companions of the searchers after gold.” Rejecting the

Ptolemaic theoiy, he held that “the sun does not move.” That
he was not pei’seouted or even burned at the stake, as was Bruno a

century later, for holding such revolutionary and, therefore (I),

heretical views is probably due to the fact that his doctrines were

given so little publicity; for, holding no academic position, he did not

teach, and he published nothing.

Finally, in the sixteenth century, the full force of that period of

intense intellectual activity known as the Renaissanco ))ogan to

he felt in the field of physics. Then were produced such men as

Copernicus, Tycho, Kepler, Galileo, Newton, who with their con-

temi>oraries and colleagues, in a spacer of hardly more than a century,

completely broke the “spell” of Aristotle and made possible the

beginnings of modern experimental s(M(mu*,c’‘.. In so far as tlu' holio-

<*entri(‘, theory eomi^letely rcvoIutionizcKl man’s eom^eption of the

univcM’se and his place in it, it is quite eornsd. to regard the work of

Copcriuciis as beginning a now era in seieiitifie. thought. But had

it not been for other discoveries <M)ming immediately after Coper-

nicus, such Jis the t(d(\seoi)e, Kepler’s laws, Galileo’s famous experi-

ineni.s on falling bodies, and many others, it is (piito. possible that the

theory of Co[xu'nicus wouhl hav<'. had the same fat<^ as that of Aris-

tarchus c<mt.uri(‘s earlicu*. It is, therefore, fitting to regard the hirtli

of th(‘ C()p(M*ni(^!Ui tlu^ory its dontiij tlu*. first perio<l in the history of

physics.

10. The Copernican System.

—

Cop(*rnicus (1 173 -1543), a younger

(*on<emi)()rjiry of Coluinlnis, spent most of his lif<* as one of the leading

(*anons in th(* inoimstcM-y Jit FriUienlnirg, n(*ar t.lu^ mouth of the. Vistula.

As ;i stiul<*nt,, hovv<W(*r, Ik* had studied, among otlK*r suhj(K*f.s, mathe-

maiies jtnd astronomy; jit- the Uiiiv(M*sity of Bologna, he wiis Ji jiupil

of Ji famous astrouorner, Novara, who supportcsd the Pythagorean

syst<*in of th<^ universes iis agjiinst th<^ Pt()l(*iniiic. C<)perni(Mis’s new

Mi(*()iy of tlie univ<‘rs(* is s<*t forth in his “ I>e H(*v'olutionil)Us Orbiiiin

C hel(\st.iuin,” wliieli h<^ alIow(*(l to b(^ priiit(*d n(*ar Mi<^ dose* of his life.

The new tIi<*ory {ipptMirs to hiiv<*. been tlu^ r(*sul(. of long ndl(*cti<‘)n upon

tlu^ (litluailties of th(^ current iustronoinii'iil theory of his day, .and

u|)on ih(* Viirious specuhitions of ancient phiiosoplu^rs.

(\)l)(*niieus |)<*rc(‘ive(l that, by iissuming tluit tln^ earth is a

})la.ii(*t Iik(^ th(^ ()th<‘rs jind tluit .nil the pl,nn<d.s move in circh^s aronml

the sun, a gre.nt simplification, both philosophical and mathciniiticiil.
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could be made with regard to the world system. He could thus

easily account for the seasons and for the apparent retrograde motion,

at times, of the planets. The rotation of the earth on its a.^’is causes

the ap^areyU daily motion of the sun, moon, and stare; and ho pointed

out that, probably, the- stains are too far away for any motion of the-*

earth to affect their apparent positions. He gave the eoi'vcot ordoi-

of the pla;aets from the sun outward.

Whatever the system as proposed by Copernicus lacked (pianti-

tatively, it was correct, in its main outline, qualitatively. Its rt^asou-

ableness set a few men thinking and did much to usher in a ii<‘vv era

in science, an era that could come only when truth could have tlio

opportunity of standing alone, unaided or wnhindered by the “ author-

ity'' of 2,000 years.

SECOND PERIOD (1660-1800 A.D.)

:

RISE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

11. Galileo Galilei (1564-1642).—Galileo is widely, and finite

correctly, regarded as the father of modern physics. To.lx^ sure',

modem physics has grandfathcre and still more remote ane(\slors,

but none of them gave to experimental physics so miielj as Oalil(‘(j.

Physicists should be acquainted with the main details not only of Ins

scientific work but also of his life. The student is urged, tlKM*ef(>ri\

to peruse one of the several biographies and to read sornc^ of Ofdil(M)'s

writings, at least in translation. Even a short time spent in f()Ilf)\ving

his deductions and in reading something ho wrote, w ill i)rave

both interesting and instructive.

Galileo was descended from a noble family, and it is (piite |)rol.)al)l<'

that he inherited from his father the spirit of free inquiry wliicli chor-

actorized his life. For, in the writings of the eldfT Galileo, who wns

well educated and was an accomplished musician, is the stat<‘in(‘Mt:

“It appears to me that they who in proof of any assertion U'ly siinj^l^'

on the weight of authority, without adducing any argument in sui)i)()ii

of it, act very absurdly."

As a student in the monastery of Yalloinbrosa, near l^'Iorfmf’-e,

the young Galileo excelled in the classics and literature and wns

something of a poet, musician, and art. critic. He also showc'd an

aptitude for science and exhibited considerable mechanical inv(ni(.ive-

ness. At the age of seventeen he was sent to the University of Pisa

to study medicine. It was here that he made his first disf^)veiy and

invention. One day, in 1581, he noticed the regular oscillations of

the great hanging lamp in the cathedral at Pisa. Although the

amplitude of these oscillations became less and less, they were all
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Plate 1.—Galileo.
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performed in the same time, as he determined by counting his pulse.

Turning the* process around, he invented a ‘^pulsometer,” a ball-

and-string (z.e., simple pendulum) device, whose length, when adjusted

to synchronism with the pulse, was a measure of its frequency.

But the urge toward mathematics and science overcame the

pecuniary advantages of a medical career. At the age of twenty-six,

Galileo became Professor of Mathematics at Pisa. Here he began a

systematic investigation of the mechanical doctrines of Aristotle.

He soon demonstrated by experiment to his own satisfaction that

Aristotle was in error in many of his assertions, and these errors he

proclaimed energetically from his professorial chair.-

It will be recalled that Aristotle was commonly understood to

teach that a heavy body falls faster than a light one. This doctrine

had been questioned, on the basis of actual test, by various writei-s,

e.p., by Philoponus in the fifth century and by Benedetto Varchi in

the generation before Galileo. Nevertheless the authority of Aristotle

had continued to be accepted. To test the point, Galileo apparently

tried the famous experiment of dropping bodies of unequal weight

from the leaning tower of Pisa and found that they all fell with prac-

tically equal velocities. We know nothing of the details of +he

experiment; indeed it is not even certain that he performed it at all.^

It is certain, however, that Galileo and a few of his friends were

convinced of Aristotle^s error; and it seems equally certain that the

majority maintained, in spite of all experiments and arguments to

the contrary, that Aristotle must be i*ight.

And then began a persecution which was to last Galileo's lifetime,

increasing in severity as he grew older and, finally, resulting in impris-

onment. To present the details of his stormy life is far I)eyond the

scope of this book. The reader is referred to his biographers.'-*

He was soon forced to quit Pisa, and, in 1592, he became Professor

of Mathematics at the University of Padua, where he remained 18

years, enjoying comparative liberty of thought and teaching. His

fame as a teacher spread all over Europe, and his lectures were crowded.

In 1608, a Dutch optician, Lipperhey, as a result of a chance

observation of an apprentice, had succeeded in ^‘making distant

objects appear nearer but inverted'' by looking through a tube in

which were mounted two spectacle lenses. News of this iru^ention

1 Recently there has been a tendency to question the historical accuracy of the

various accounts of this experiment. For an excellent discussion of the whole

subject see L. Cooper, “Aristotle, Galileo and the Tower of Pisa,** 1935.

*Fahie, J. J., “Galileo: His Life and Work,*’ 1903; Brewster, Sir Da.vid,

“Martyrs of Science,** 1S70: Lodge, Oliver, “Pioneers of Science.*'
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reached Galileo in June, 1609. Immediately grasping the principle

involved, he made a telescope and exhibited it in Venice ^*for more
than a month, to the astonishment of the chiefs of the republic.”

By January, 1610, Galileo had made a telescope with a power of

30 diameters,^ and with this instniment he made a numl.)er of funda-

mental discoveries. He saw that the number of fixed stars was vastly

gi'eater than could be seen by the unaided eye, and thus he was able

to explain the agelong puzzle of the Milky Way. He saw that the

planets appeared in his telescope as luminous disks while the stai*s

still remained points of light, and he discovered the satellites of Jupiter,

These discoveries naturally made Galileo famous, and he soon accepted

an invitation to return to Pisa as “ First Mathematician and Philos-

opher,” at a very substantial increase in salary, but at a sacrifice,

unfoitunately, of liis ^^academic freedom” in Padua. Continuing

his astronomical investigations, he discovered the crescent phases of

Venus, sunspots and the rotation of the sun, the faculae of the solar

atinospluu'o, and t\w libration of thtj moon. In 1012, he published

his “ Discourse on Floating Bodies.”

At first, it seemed as if his fame had silenced all opposition from
the (diurch. But tlui support that his discoveries gave to the hated

Coptjriiicaii theory and his vigorous attacks on Aristotelian philosophy

roused his c*neini(^s to fuiy, with the rt*.sult that in 1()15 he was hauled

before the l\)i)e aiul, under tlirc^at of imprisonment and torture, was
*^eiijoiii(*d ... to ndiiKpiish altogetlKT the said opinion that the sun
is centor of the world aiul immovable . . . nor hcuurerorth to liold,

tea(di, or defend it in any way ...” Simultaneously, it was decreed

that the works of Ch)p<‘riii(Mis “l)e suspended until May be corrected.”

(lalil(M) ae(iui(‘se<^d in these (Um'umss and was allowed to ndurn to Pisa,

where lu^ eontimu'd his researclu\s along siudi lines as would not give

offense.

In l()28, one of Galik^o’s fri(uids, Bai-heriiii, beciame ik)pe Urban
V nr, from whom Chilileo rc‘eeive(l assurances of “ poiit.ifi(*aI good will.”

Thereupon, thinking that tlie (h'eree of J()15 would no longer ho

(‘iiforecd, In^ lu^gan th(^ writing of his great book, “Dialogue's on the

ITokuuaie an<l C\)i)(M'niean SysUmis.” This was published in 1632,

uiid(*r formal p(*rmission from the (-eiisor. The form of these dialogues

is ingeniously contrived to abides by the Icltcr of the decree of 1615.

'three “eharact(‘rs” cany on the discussion: Siilviati, a Copernican;

Simplituo, an Aristotelian; and Sagrtalo, a witty, impartial, good-

^ (Jiililoo’s t(!l(!S(iopcs similar to the uioderri opera glass—a double-convex
(or plano-<u )n vex ) object glass and a doublo-co nea vo eyepiece. TJius, they had an
(^n^ct image.
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aatured chairman. The dialogues cover four ''Days/' during which

the arguments for and against each system are set forth with apparent

impai-tiality and without reaching any staled conclusion. Neverthe-

less, the general effect of the book was "a powerful plea for

Copernicanism. ” ^

In spite of its enthusiastic reception by the public, the form of the

book did not deceive his enemies, who were now determined that he

must be silenced. This was effectually accomplished by representing

to the Pope that the Simplicio of the dialogues, whose ignorance was
veiy apparent, was simply a caricature of the Pope himself. In spite

of the absurdity of the argument—^for Galileo would hardly have
risked offending Urban VIII, his one friend in the church—the Pope,

who seems to have been both ambitious and vain, became convinced

that Galileo “had made game of him." Whereupon he was ready to

join Galileo's enemies in persecuting that great scientist, ostensibly

for “the safe^ty of the church and the vindication of its decrees."

This tragic incident is illustrative of the fact that, in the seven-

teenth just as in the twentieth century, much of the “warfare between

science and theology"—as Andrew D. White calls it-—has been based

upon personal motives rather than upon a sincere wish to uphold

theological do(;trines. Intolerance, even when it is siiu?(M*e, is to be

condemned; but insincere intolerance is to be despised. Yet, one

cannot fully comprehend the forward march of science unless one

recognizes the seriousness of the obstacles of this kind that have had to

be overcome. Great as is the fame of Galileo, how much more might

he have accomplished if the energy that he was forced to spcuicl in over-

coming opposition could have been directed toward his researches.

Without doubt, the giant strides being taken by science in the twen-

tieth century are possible only because of the freedom that the scien-

tist now enjoys.

Galileo was presently called before the Inquisition. He was sixty-

seven years old, impaired in health and in spirit. Bowing to the

inevitable because of the magnitude of the forces arrayed against him,

he followed the advice of his friends and indicated his “free and
unbiased" willingness to recant, to “abjure, curse, and detest the said

heresies and errors and every other error and sect contrary to the Holy
Church," and he further agreed “never more in future to say or assert

anything, verbally or in writing, which may give rise to a similar

suspicion," Thereafter Galileo was kept a prisoner under suspended

1 Fahie, loc , cit ,

* White, Aj^dbew D., “The History of the Warfare between Science and
Theology.”
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sentence, first at Rome, then at his home in Arcetri. Here, during the

last years of his life, he prepared and, in 1636, published his Dialogues

on Two New Sciences*’^ (i.e. Cohesion and Motion).

The dialogues on Motion sum up Galileo^s earlier experiments

and his more mature deliberations. He states that ^^if the resistance

of the media be taken away, all matter would descend with equal

velocity.^’ He deduces the formulas of uniformly accelerated motion.

He shows that the path of a projectile is parabolic under suitable

limiting conditions and states that, if all resistance were removed, a

body projected along a horizontal plane would continue to move
forever. His work on mechanics paved the way for the enunciation

by Newton of the famous three laws of motion, which form the founda-

tion of mechanics.

12. Tycho Brahe (154()-1G01) and Kepler (1571-1630).—The work
of Tycho and Kepler js particularly interesting not only because of its

direct bearing on the dcivelopmont of physics but more particularly

because of the mutual <lependcnce of the work of each one upon that

of the other, a relation v(uy common in present-day science. Tycho
was the ex]>erim(uittilist, the ol)servei*, who supplied the accurate data

\ipon which Kephu*, tlu^ theorist, built a new theory of planetary

motion. Without a K('pler to build a theory from thcuu, Tycho’s

ot>servationa would have attracted hardly more than i>iussing notice.

Kepler, in turn, luiglit have tlieorized to his luMirt’s content, but,

without the accairatc'. data of aTy(‘ho, those theories would ultimately

have shannl the fnti'j of Aristotle’s. Sometimes tluwy lu'ecedes,

sometimes exp(M-iiuent. But neither can get far without other.

Tycho Bnihe, born of a noble family in Sweden, was educated for

a career as a siat('sn\an, but he developed a consuming interest in

astronoiny. By nutans of observations of his own, ho soon found that

ihe current astronomical iabh's w’eix^ incorrect. In 1575, he was put

in charge of th<‘ ol)S(M’vatoiy of Uraniborg by King Frederick II of

I)(Munark, oin^ of his dui.ii's being to make adrological calculations foi*

th(^ royal family. H(u*(‘ hr sixud. 20 ycai-s making .systematic- obaerva-

iions of the phimds, const ructing a star catalogue, and accumulating

* S(»c Uio oxrollont trjinslHiion l»y CVovv suid do S;ilvio.

iSonui vrriUo'H lin vc .sovctrc^ly r.fMiwircHl Clalili^o for yielding to lh(^ Jn(|uiaitjon.

'’riiey HJiy that 'Maid (Inlilco added the courage of a martyr to llic wisdom of a

sage . . . seieiH’e would hav<i aeliievcMl n memorable triumph” (see lirowster,

“Life <)f T'^ewton”). Whatever opinions on this question one may hold, one fmU

stands out indisputable: Had (Jalihio no/ yielded he would surely have been east

into thiv dungeon and would prohjihly Fiavo been burned at the slake. Wc should

not then have had handed down to us these dialogues on Motion, so fundamental

to our inodern physicH.
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other astronomical data, always with the highest possible order of

accuracy that could be attained without a telescope. In 1699, Tycho
undertook to establish a new observatory at Prague for the German
emperor, Rudolph the Second, but in the midst of this work he sud-

denly died (1601).

Now among Tycho’s assistants at Prague had been, during the last

few months, a brilliant young mathematician, Johann Kepler. He
succeeded Tycho as principal mathematician to the emperor and
undertook to carry to completion the new set of astronomical tables

based on elaborate observations, which Tycho had begun. Kepler

remained at Prague until 1612; from then until his death in 1G30, he

held a professorship at Linz.

Kepler believed thoroughly in the Copernioan system, which Tycho
had. rejected for a geocentric system of his own. It is one of the

dramatic situations in science that Tycho’s data on planetary motions,

taken in* support of his own theory, became, in the hands of Kepler,

the clinching argument for the Copernican system. Using Tycho’s

observations, Kepler made a special study of the motion of Mars.

He tried to reconcile the various recorded positions of the planet by

assuming circular orbits for Mars and for the earth, tiying various

positions of these orbits relative to the sun. None worked. By
resorting to the Ptolemaic notion of epicycles and deferents, some
improvement resulted, but still the observed positions differed from

the computed, in some cases by as much as 8 minutes of arc. Kepler

knew that Tycho’s observations could not be in error by that amount.

Some new concept regarding planetary motion was necicssary.

Then Kepler gave up uniform circular motion and assumed that

the speed varied inversely as the planet’s distance from the sun. This

assumption is his famous second law,” that the rcidius vector from the

sun to the 'planet describes equal areas in equal tiw^s. It worked approx-

imately, but still there were systematic errors which exce(ided the

possible errors of observation. Finally, he cast aside the last tradi-

tions of the Ptolemaic system and tried orbits of other forms, an

oval path, and, then, an ellipse, with the sun at one focus. At last,

his years of computation bore fruit. The path was an ellipse. Theory

and observation agreed! And one of the most important and far-

reaching laws in all science had been discovered, all b(^c;auso of a

discrepancy of 8 minutes of arc between observation and theory! In

fact, one of the striking things in the growth of science;, particularly

physical science, is the fact that many fundamental advamu's have

come about because of just such discrepancies, frequently very small

^ones, lictween observation and theory. Studying Tycho’s observa-
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bions further, Kepler finally hit upon the true relation between the

periods of the planets and the radii of their orbits, a relation now
known as Kepler’s “third law,” that the tsquares of the Limes of reiwlu-

Hon around the sun are as the cubes of the mmn orbital radiL

Thus were completed the three laws of planetary motion that

Kepler handed down to posterity and which, swi^epiiig away all

remnants of tlie Ptolemaic s^'stem, paved the way for modern
astronomy:

L. The planets move around the sun in orbits whic^h are ellipses,

with the sun at one focus.

2. I'lio radius vector (from sun to planet) sweeps over equal areas

in ecpial times.

3. 'Fho sejuares of the periods of revolution of the planets around

the suii are proportional to the cubes of the (mean) radii of their

r(\si)0(dive orbits.

But what makes the planets move? Why do the outer ones go

more slowly? Is tlua-e “oiu^ moving iiibdligcncc in the sun, the

common ('(‘ntca*, forcing Huun all around, but thos(^ most violently

which ar(^ nearest,?” Ki'pler spe<‘ula.ted long on this (jiK^stion and

arrivi^d at the idc'a. of an attraedion acting I)<‘t,w(uai any two material

bodies. This (jualilaiire idcMi of K<‘i)l(u*’s was later developinl by

Newton into his <fnantitatir<’ tlu'ory of univeixal gravitation. Kepler

hiinst‘lf, li()w<'ver, s(‘<‘ms to have had no id(‘a Mint it is t.liis v(n-y attrac-

tiv'e forces wliich k(‘eps th(‘ plaiuds th(Mnselv<*s in th(‘ir orbits.

Ill [lassing, it. may nientioned that Kiqihu’ also made substantial

coni ribii lions in t li(‘ li(‘l(l of opti<*.s. He uiuhu’stood ck'arly th(^ princi-

pl(‘ of total rclh'ctioii and how to d(‘terinin(‘ what. w<^ now (‘all the

“critical angl(‘.” II(^ studied atmospheric. ndVaction as aff(‘cting tlu!

appanait. iiosition of th<‘ h<‘av(‘nly bodhss and workc'd out cOn ap|)r<)xi-

mate formula to allow for this error for all positions, from z<‘nith to

hoi'izon. ll(‘ was t he first to proposi^ tln^ m(*nis(ais tyix^ of l(‘iis. Ami
he j)ropos(‘(l t in* K(*i)leria.n or a.st ronoinical type, of t.(^I(^s^a)p<^ in which

a real iniagi^ is formed, thus making possible' accurate! iu(‘iisur(*ments

l>y m(‘ans of (*ross hairs in l,hc foca.! phim^of the objective.

13. The Experimental Method Spreads- 'Vhr imped,us givmi to

science by t hat great trio, Cialil(x>, 'rycho, and K(q)l(‘r, n\sulted in an

ev(‘r iiicn'Msing number of iiiv<\stigators in tlu^ gc'mu’atioiis that I’ol-

lowixl. \Vc call mention only a few of tluan. Of gnnit, significance,

t(x>, is th(^ fact that at about this time |.li(‘r(j werc^ fonnixl in several

Muropt'an ci'iiti'rs various le.a.rix‘d sixacdies whudi brought together, for

argum<‘iit. and discussion, imm of kindred interests. The Iiiuc(»an

So(U(d,y was found<Ml in Italy, in 1()03; the Jtoyal Ac.adoiny of Scionce.s,
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in France, in 1666; and the EoyaJ Society for the Advancement of

[.eaiming, in England, in 1662. The continued improvement of the

art of piinting enormoxisly facilitated the diffxision of scientific

knowledge.

In 1600, Gilbert, an English physician, published his famous work,

“De Magnete,'' based largely upon his own experiments, in which he

showed the fallacy of such popular fancies as the belief that lodestonas

lost their magnetic power wlien rubbed with garlic and I’egained it

again when smeared with goat^s blood. He was the first to recognize

that the earth is a great spherical magnet, and he actually magnetized

a small sphere of iron and showed that it behaved as the earth behaves.

Among other workers in magnetism may be mentioned Kircher

(1601-1680), who, by measuring the force required to pull a piece

of iron from either pole of a magnet, demonstrated the equality of

the two poles; Cabeo (1585-1650), who showed that an unmagnetized

iron needle floated freely on water would place itself along the earth's

magnetic meridian; and Gellibrand (1597-1637), who discovered the

secular variation of the magnetic declination.

In the field of optics, there was Scheiner (1575-1650), who studied

the optics of the eye; Snell (1691-1626), who discovered the true law

of refraction; and Cavalieri (1598-1647), who gave the correct formula

for the focal length of a thin glass lens in terms of the radii of curvature

of the two sides. Studies in acoustics, also, were not wanting. For

example, Merseiine (1588-1648), after having investigated the laws of

vibrating strings, determined, in absolute measure, the frequency of

a tone. He also measured the velocity of sound by observing the time

interval between the flash of a gun and the arrival of the report.

In the field of fluid mechanics, there was Torricelli (1008-1647),

who studied the flow of liquids from orifices, discovered the principle

of the barometer, and observed variation in barometric height with

altitude. Working independently, Guericke (1602-1686) invented

the air pump. Pascal (1623-1662) measured the difference in baro-

metric height between the base and the top of a mountain, correctly

explaining the reason for the difference, and, later, announcied the

famous principle of hydrostatics that bears his name.

Not only was physics, as a subject, beginning to assume definite

form, but even the usual subdivisions such as mechanics, light, sound,

etc., were beginning to crystallize out.

Then came a man

. . . towering head and shoulders above all his contemporaries, a veritable

giant among the giants, a man whose intellect and whose contributions to
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knowledge are incomparably greater than those of any other scientist of the

past, that prince of philosophers, Sir Isaac Newton.^

The other giants'' referred to, contemporaries of Newton, are such

men as Boyle, Huygens, and Hooke.

14. Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727).—-Newton was bom in the

little hamlet of Woolsthorpe, England, in 1642, less than a year after

the death of Galileo. In the public school at Grantham, he showed

at fiist no exceptional aptitude for his studies, but ultimately he rose

to the highest place in the class. Then, at the age of fifteen, he was
removed from school to assist his widowed mother in running the

family estate at Woolsthorpe. But he had little taste for farming.

Rather,, he was interested in studying and in devising various mech-

anisms. He made a water clock, water wheels, sundials, and a work-

ing model of a windmill. And one morning his uncle found him
under a hedge stud>dng mathematics when he should have been

farming. Thereupon Newton's mother wisely decided that an educa-

tional career was more suitable for her son, and he wius sent back to

school and, ultimately, to Cambridge, which he entered in 1001.

Hero his fondness for mathematics continued, and soon his creative

genius began to appear. While still a student, ho discovered the

binomial theorem, developed the methods of infinite series, and dis-

covered ‘^fluxions," or the differential calculus.

Soon thereafter, an outbreak of the plague closed the University

for some months, during w’hich time Newton, at the family estate

at Woolsthorpe, began his speculations on tlie subjcM^t of gravity,

which later led to his euuiiciatioii of the inverse-s(|uare law. ft

was Ikm’c that tlio niiieh-quot<^d falling apple” (episode is said to have
oecurrtd, which is sui>posed to have giv(Mi Newton the basic idea of

univns(il gravitation. But Newton hiins(4f makes no mention of the

incident, iind it seems fsir more probable that at Cambridge', he had
ix'ud K(‘pler’s ((ualitativc pro])osal of a general princ.iph^ of gravitation,

(./ortainly, Newton wjis familiar with the three laws of planotaiy

motion that Kej)ler had discovered.

In Nciwton returiuid to Cambridge Jis Fellow of Trinity.

'Pwo yc'ars lat(u*, at the age of twenty-six, lie wa^s appointed Lucasian

Professor of Mathcfinatics, a chair which he h(dd for nearly 30 yearn.

In 1703, he resigned his ])rofessorship to devote himself to liis duties

as Master of the Mint, to the scientific work of his (ronteinporaries,

and to d(*f(inding his own work against the attacks of jealous rivals.

In tins same year, he was elected President of the Royal Society, an

‘ Haut, ‘‘Makers of »S<;Hjncc/'
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office which he held until his death. In 1706, he was knighted by

Queen Anne-

Most of Newton^s important scientific work was done before he

vacated the professorship, although he remained thereafter “a power

of the first magnitude in the world of science.'' In his later years,

he devoted much time to theological studies. He died Mar. 20, 1727,

at the ripe old age of eighty-five. Throughout his life, he shunned

publicity and retained a modesty and simplicity which are indicated

by a sentiment uttered shortly before his death:

I do not know what I may appear to the world, but to myself I seem to

liave been only like a boy playing on the seashore, and diverting myself in

now and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary,

whilst the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me.

Any brief account of Newton's work must inevitably give a very

inadequate imx^ression of his contributions to science. The student

is urged to read some of his writings fii'sthand or, at least, some exten-

sive biographical discussion of his life and work. We can hero refer

only to a very few of his researches on optics and on mechanics.

Newton's work on optics arose out of an attempt to improve lenses.

The inability of a lens with spherical surfaces to bring parallel )*ays

to a point focus was early recognized. In 1029, Descartes had shown

that lenses with hyperbolic or, under certain conditions, ])ai*al)oli(t

surfaces should be free from the defect which we now call ‘^sl)horical

aberration." Newton found, however, that such lonst's ])r()(liic(‘d

only a veiy slight improvement in the image, and he conjectured that,

perhaps, the trouble lay not in the lens but in the light itself.

Accordingly, he procured a prism of glass and, placing it over n

hole li inch in diameter through which sunlight was shining into a

darkened room, he observed the vivid and intemse colors"

produced on a wall some 20 feet distant. Newton was surprised to

find that this “spectnim," as we now call it, was so much longer thn,n

it was wide (13J4 by inches). The width sul)tended at tlu’i holc^

an angle corresponding exactly to the sun^s angular diameter, but the

length could not be so explained. He made various surmis(\s as to

the origin of the colors, such as the varying thickness of the prism

from apex to base, the unevenness of the glass, a cuivilinear motion of

the light after leaving the prism, etc. One by one, exporiinont proved

these hypotheses wrong. Finally, he isolated one ray, or color," by

suitable screens and caused it to pass through a second prism. In

this way, hc' could measure the refrangibility of a single ray. And
he found that the refrangibility increased from red to violet, that.
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therefore, the first prism simply ‘‘sorted out” the colors, which, in

combination, made “white” light. In other words, he discovered that

so-called “white light” is made up of the spectral colors—a very

elementary concept to us of the twentieth century but vei^^ new and

of far-reaching importance in 1666.

Newton at once saw that this dispemion of light was the cause of

his failure to effect any substantial improvement in telescopes by

use of paraboloidal lenses. Furthermore, he concluded, on the basis

of a hurried experiment, that, in different mediums, dispersion was

alwa3''s proportional to refracting power. If this were so, it would

follow that hy no combination of lenses of different materials could

chromatic aberration be eliminated. This singular en'or of Newton^s

retarded the development of refracting telescopes for many
In 1730, Hall made several achromatic combinations of crown and

flint glasses, but he published no account of his work, so that, when
Dolland, about 1767, rediscovered the method of making such com-

binations, he was able to secure a patent on it—an invention that

had been within the grasp of Newton three-quarters of a century befort).

Newton^s theories concerning the nature of light are of groat

historical interest. And much has been written concerning the extent

to which he is supposed b^’’ some to have retarded the development of

optics, by espousing the corpuscular theoiy as against the wave tlicorx'

of his contemporaries, Huygens (1629-1695) and Hooke (1635-1703).

Accordingly?', it may be of interest to point out, by a quotation or two,

that Newton was by no means dogmatic in his support of the cor-

puscular theory and that later writers may have taken him, in this

regard, more seriously than he intended.

In a communication to the Eoyal Society, in 1676, concerning

“An Hypothesis Explaining the Properties of Light,” Newton states:

... I have here thought fit to send you a description ... of this hypothesis

. . . though I shall not assume either this or any other hypothesis, not think-

ing it necessary to concern myself whether the properties of light discovered by
men be explained by this or any other hypothesis capable of explaining thorn;

yet while I am describing tliis, I shall sometimes, to avoid circumlocutation

. . . speak of it as if I assumed it.

He then proceeds to describe “ an setherial medium, much of the same
constitution with air but far rarer, subtiler and more strongly elastic”

and supposes that

, . . light is neither aether, nor its vibrating motion, but something of a

different kind propagated from lucid bodies. They that will may suppose

it an aggregate of vai'ious peripatetic qualities. Others may suppose it multi-
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tudes of animaginable small and swift corpuscles of various sizes springing

from shining bodies . . . and continually urged forward by a principle of

motion which in the beginning accelerates them, till the resistance of the

aetherial medium equals the force of that piinciple much after the manner

that bodies let fall in water are accelerated till the resistance of the water

equals the force of granty.

Nearly 33 yeai’s later (1704), Newton puhlishod his optical researches

in book form in his well-known ^^Opticks/' liringiiig out a third edition

in 1721. His fii-st sentence roads: “My Design in this Book is not to

explain the ProiMu-ties of Liglit by Hypotheses, but to propose and

prove them by Re<ason and Expeudinont.” He then, in sonic 300 pages,

giv(\s his rc'scarchcs on refraction, reflection, coloi's of thin plates,

etc., and he concludes the book by “proposing only some queries in

order to further soandi to bo lnad(^ b\^ others.” One of these queries

expresses his ol)je(d.ions to the wave theory of light:

28. i\rc ]i<d. all hypotheses erroneous in whieh light is supposed to consist

in pressiou or inotioti ])n)i)Hg}ite<l through a fli^i<l ine<liuin? If light consists

only in jiressiou proi)agate<I w ithout actual motion, it would not ho able to

agitate and heat the l)odi(*s w*hi(di refract and r(dlc(d it, and ... it would

Ix^nd into the shadow. Por pr(^ssiou or motion (rannot be |)ropagatcd in a

fluid in right lines beyond an olhstaide . . . ))ut will Ixnul and spread every

way into the (iui<^seent medium wdiicli lies beyoml the obstacle.

In ord<u’ to account for th(' colors of thin films, which are now
r('ga.r(l(Ml as strong (‘vidence for th(‘ wnv(^ nature of light, he supposes

that “ev<‘ry ray of light in its |)jussa,ge through any refracting surfaces

is pnl. into :i e<‘rtaiu trausicMit constitution or sta.t(', which in thc^

progrc'ss of Lh(^ ray returns at (Xjual intervals and disi)os(‘s the ray at

(^very redurn to he <*asily refrmdcd through the n(*xt refracting surface

and l)et.\v(‘(ui ilu^ ndurns to bcj (easily rcflecd.cxl by it.” He even siig-

g(\sts that thc' (*tT(*el might he due to vibrations excited by the “rays’^

in t.h(* material iiuxlium whi(di vibrations “move faster than the rays

so as to <)V(M-tak<^ them; and that when a.ny ray is In that jiart of the

vibration wliicdi (a)ns|)ir(\s with its motion, it, easily I)reaks through a

refracting surface, l)iit when it is in t.hc eonf.rary part of the vibration

which imp(‘d(\s its mot.ion, it is (N'lsily rethud.cd . . . But whether this

hypotlx'sis h(‘ t.ru(‘ or fa.ls(‘, I do not here (•onsi<l(M‘.”
‘

It is cl(‘!ir Mint. N^^vvt.()n r(*ga,r(l(Ml Ids <‘<)rpuscular theory lus a tenta-

tiv(^ one, sul)j(^ct to confirmation or r<qec,i ion on the basis of further

(*xp(M’ini(mts. If his tlumry nuilly did retard ])r()gr(\ss in optics, the

fault, lay ratluu- with those who attache<l too gr(‘at w(Mght to his opin-

' <iuotcd in Vrc.slon’H ‘‘Tiight,” p. 22.
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ions, perhaps because they retained something of that medieval respect

for authority which had kept Aristotle enthroned so long.

Newton^s speculations may also serve as an example to illustrate

the rule that even the greatest intellect works on the basis of the

knowledge and viewpoints of its age. Had Nevd;on lived a centuiy

later, he would probably have been one of the first believem in the

wave theory. The fact that great scientists share the limitations of

their age is an added reason for treating their speculative opinions

chiefly as sources of inspiration for further experiment.

Newton’s researches on optics alone would have given him a high

rank among the scientists of his time. But of still greater value was
his work in mechanicH. In announcing that every particle of matter

in the universe attracts every other particle with a force inversely

proportional to the square of the distance between the two partic‘les,”

in showing that this one universal and comparatively simple law

governs not only the motions of the planets around the sun and of the

satellites round their planets but, probably, also the relative motions

of all the heavenly bodies, he gave to the world a truth which excu-cised

an enormous influence upon thought. This achievement of Newton’s

played a large part in bringing about the general conviction that the

physical universe in its entirety is governed b3'’ law, not b.y (caprice.

Newton himself has told us how he came to discover the law of

gravitation. First he attacked the problem of finding a law of atti\‘ie-

tion between two bodies, such as the sun and a planet, whicli w'ould

result in Kepler’s third law, viz., that squares of the periods of rotation

of the planets around the sun are proj^ortioiial to the cubes of th(‘ir

mean distances from the sun. He found that a gravitational attrac-

tion varying as the inverse square of the distance gives this law^ of

planetary motion.

Then he saw^ that a test of this inverse-square law could easily

be made by comparing the acceleration of the moon toward tlie earth

with the acceleration of falling bodices at tlie siii-facc^ of the c»arth. It

was known that the distance between th(^ moon and the earth’s center

is about sixty times the earth’s radius. By the inverse-scpiare law,

therefore, the moon should ^^drop” toward the earth, in 1 sec^oiid, Vf-o-

as far as a bod^'' at the surface of the earth drops in 1 second. The
latter distance being, from observations on falling bodies, 10 feet, the*

former should be feel? or 10 feet in 1 minute. But the ac(^el<^^a-

tion of the moon could be determined directly by applying to the moon
the expression he had used for the motion of the planets in their orbits,

viz.^
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where v is the velocity of the moon in its orbit or T Is the period of its

motion around the earth and r is the radius of the orbit. Now r is

equal to sixty times the earth^s radius, which was taken as 3,436 miles,

on the then common assumption that a degree of latitude is 60 miles.

On this basis, the moon is found to ‘^drop^^ 13.9 foot toward the earth

in a minute, instead of 10 feet, as should be the case if the inverse-

square law were obeyed. Thus the two results did not agree.

Newton was twenty-three years old at the time, and he laid this

calculation aside, not nientioniug it to anyone. Some years later,

however, lie learned of a new and more accurate dote}*miiiation of the

length of a degree whiclx had been made by Picard, who found not

00 but more nearly 70 miles. In the meantime Newton had also

siH^coedod in proving that a homogeneous sphere attrac^ts an external

body as if all its mass were concemtrated at its center, thereby removing

one small iHKJortaiiity in the calculation. So, on the basis of Picard\s

new \'alu(^ for hsigth of a d(‘gr<^o, Neiwton rc^vised his computations

on the moon’s a(*(^(^I('ratiou and, to his gr(‘at joy, found that it falls

toward t he earth 10 fiM^t in a minute, just as predicted by the inverse-

squaiH^ law. At last, he had tliscoven^d the true law of gravitation.

On tli(^ basis of this law, ho (^ould now derive all throe of Kepler’s laws.

'rii(‘ory and obsiawaiion olK.-icked perfctid.ly.

'rh(‘S(‘ results, (.()geth(*r with souk? pi*o])ositions on the motion of

th(* plMiu'ts, \vi‘n^ (a)miiuini(^ate<l in 1()83 to th(^ lioyal Society, w'hich

r(‘(ni(‘sl.(*(l p(‘rmission to publish Ntuvion’s complete resear(‘hes on the

subj(‘(‘t of motion and gravitation. In I (>87, there appeared the first

edition of his Principia” or, in full, Pliilosopliiae Naturalis Principia

Math(‘mal.i(^a” (Mathemati(*al l*rincipl(*s of Natural Philosophy),

“without exception the most important work in natural i)hilosoph.y

(‘xtaiit.’’’ 'TIk? original is in Latin, but lOuglish translations aroavail-

abh‘. Th(^ treat.isi^ is divid<*d into three hooks, tlu^ subject matter of

<^ach being pr<‘S(‘ut(Hl by propositions, ihconuus, and corollaries. The
iirst two books <l(^al with g(Mi(u*aI tlieonuns (^omau-ning the mptions of

l)<)(li(‘S, wli(‘r(*a.s tli<^ third (M)ntains applications to the solar system.

'V\w tr(‘atisi» is charade riz(Ml by Mie (exposition of the principle of

univ(‘rsa.I gravitation and its ramific^ations but, :is the author carefully

points out, without att(Mnpting any liypotliesis as to the caii,se of

gravitat.ion.

In this tr(‘atis(e tluj famous tlirc*(e laws of motion are iussiuned iis

axioms. Thceir gr(‘a.t(‘st merit lay in tlui fa<et that they cemtain just

enough to c.onstit.ute a (joini)l<‘t(e basis for the science of mechanics

and no niorce. Tlu^ laws (*.an }je expressed with slightly greater clarity

in modern tierniinology, and we now realize that in part they express

^ Hart, Lot:. ciL.
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in March and farthest north in September, the angular distance between

the two positions being about 40 second of arc. Bradley continued

his observations on other stars, and, in 1728, he came to the conclusion

that the observed displacement was not due to parallax at all but

to an apparent shift in the star’s position due to a combination of the

velocity of light with that of the eaith in its orbit.^ He was thus

enabled to deduce a value for the velocity of light. The value so

found was in substantial agreement with that determined by Romer a

half-century earlier, from a study of the motion of Jupiter’s moons,

which constituted the first determination of the velocity of light. This

discovery of Bradley’s was the first in the series that formed the basis

for the modem thedry of relativity.

Theories as to the nature of light made no material progress during

the eighteenth century. Some writers are inclined to ascribe this

to the prestige given to the corpuscular theory by the fact that it was

supported by Newton, whose preeminence ‘‘seemed to act like a spoil/'

as had Aristotle’s centuries before. But if so, then, likewise, the

kinetic theory of heat held by Newton should have been uppermost

during the eighteenth century, whereas, as has alread3' been pointed

out, the reigning theory of heat during this period was thc^ ealor-ie

theory. Lack of progress in the theory of light was morc^ likely diu'

to the lack of any crucial experiment, just as was the case with theories

of heat. Science has never progressed on the basis of speculation only.

19, Electricity during the Eighteenth Century,—]^loctri(ut\'

received a great deal of attention during the eighteenth century, but.

research was concerned principally with electrostatics. Stephen Gray

(1670-1730) distinguished clearly between conductoi’S and noncon-

ductors of electricity and showed that even conducting bcxlios may b(^

electrified provided they are insulated. Du Fa.y (l()98-173l)) sliownd

tliat flames exercise a discharging power and that there are two kinds

of electricity, which he called “vitreous” and “resinous.” Ho was

thus led to propose the two-fluid theory of electricity. During the

first half of the eighteenth century, the electroscope was invented (by

Hawksbee, in 1705), frictional electric machines were developed, the

Leyden jar was discovered (1745), and there was consicloralfle popular

interest in electrical phenomena. During the latter lialf of the eentury

,

three names stand out preeminent: Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790),

Henry Cavendish (1731-1810), and Charles A. Coulomb (173G-180G).

Franklin’s experiments began about 1745. One of his first obseiva-

tions was the effect of points “in drawing off and throwing off the

electrical fire.” He proposed the one-fluid theory of electricity, some-
1 See any text on astronomy for further expla nation of aberration.
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what similar to the caloric theory of heat. This theory supposed that

all bodies contained naturally a certain amount of the electric fluid.

When a body had an excess of the fluid, it exhibited one of the two
kinds of electrification, which Franklin chose to call for this reason

po,v.live; wlien it had a deficit, it exhibited the other kind, which he
called negative. Certain features in the appearance of electric sparks

led him to identify his positive electrification witli that which had been
(*alled vitreous. (In the liglit of the modern electron theoiy, we
should j)rerer that he had a])pli(d the signs in the opposite order!)

About 1750, Fj-anklin Ix'gan to speculate on the identity of elec-

tricity and lightning, pointing out many similarities and proposing, by
means of a pointed iron rod, to ^Slraw off the fire from a cloud.'*

Franklin’s writings wore piiljlislud in Europe, and in 1752 Dalibard

triced the (^\]KM*inic‘iit in Paris, confirming Franklin's prediction. A
sliort tiino. later, Franklin ]KTformed the famous kite experiment, so

well known to <‘\^(M*v schoolboy; this led to his study of atmospheric

electricity and to liis invention, of the lightning rod. Franklin’s

rosearcli(‘s occupicnl hut ti small portion of his long and busy life, but

they w<M*c suflicicMit to give him a liigh standing among the scientists

of the*! world.

QiutnllUitiir r(*s(‘arcli(‘s in (‘lectricity Ix^gcin with (<avon(lish and
Coulomb. C’avcndish is known not only for his work in electrostatics

hut also for his res(‘an*hes in elKunistry and for the wcOI-known ^'Caven-

dish ('\’|)eriin(‘iit,” in 17^)S, in whicli he <let(M’rnin(Hl tlu^ constant of

gra\'il ni ioii. 1 1 is (d(‘ct.rical n\s(»arch<\s very (\\'tensiv(‘, hut most of

his work nMnaiiKul unknown, for Ik^ ])iil)lished only one pa|)or of impor-

lan(M*. lie. left. b<‘hin<l a hirgi*. amount of material, however, in the

form of inimuscrij)t n<)t(‘s, and th(‘se were edited and published in

IS7!) by Maxwell. In tiKNs<* ex|MU*inieni.s, (-a-vendish i>rf)ved the

inv(‘rs(‘-s<ni!ir<‘. law of (d(Mi< rostat ie force; in (*asu red (rapacity, roeognized

tin* pihiciple of th<r c<)nd(‘ns(*r, and measun*d th<r sjarcifie inductive

capMcily of sev(‘nil substances; arriv(*d at a r(‘asona-l)ly ch^ar idc^a of the

<iu.‘inlilv wliich w(‘ now call ‘'potcMitiar'; and antieipahrd Ohm’s law

hy 50 years. Had tli(‘se import,ant im'jisnnMuents Immui eoinmuine«ated

to liis sei<*nlific conleinporaihrs, th(*. history of cleetrieity might have

l)(*(m siihstiintially inodili(‘d. As it is, thc^ ei*(alit of (Hficovery seems

fairly t o Ixrlong to ot lurrs, for a dis(;overy is of no importa-ncjc to any one

(‘Istr if it is k(‘pt s(‘(*ret.

(k)iiIoml)’s \vo!-k in (‘Urctricrity grew out of his dcivolopnicnt of the

torsion hnlancM*, originally ns(d for studying the tomioiial elasticity of

wires. In tlnr jxrruxl 17S5--1789, ho published seven papers on
elect l icit,\’ nnd magnetism in the Memoires dc VAcadimie lioyaU des
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Sciences. In these papers, he showed by means of the torsion balance

that electrostatic forces obey the inverse-square law; that, on conduct-

ing bodies, the charge exists only on the surface; and that the capacity

of a body is independent of the nature of the material of which it is

composed. He advocated the two-fluid theory of electricity.

20. Close of the Second Period.—^The end of the eighteenth cen-

tury found rival theories contending in each of three of the subdivisions

of physics : the caloric vs. the kinetic theory in heat; the corpuscular vs,

the undulatory theory in light
;
and the one-fluid vs, the two-fluid theory

in electricity. The very fact that these issues were raised in rather

clean-cut fashion is an indication of the tremendous strides that had

been taken since Galileo. But most important of all, men had learned

the value of experiment and observation and the fallacy of blindly

following ^'authority.’’

During the next century the caloric theoiy was definitely ruled

out, apparently never to return. The corpusculai* theoiy^ of light

seemed likewise to be ejffectively disproved by many new experiments.

But further progress in regard to the nature of electrification waited,

for the most part, until the twentieth century.

THIRD PERIOD (1800-1890 A.D.):

THE RISE OF CLASSICAL PHYSICS

21. The Nineteenth Century in Physics.—So much was added to

physical knowledge during the nineteenth century that an adequate

history of this period would almost constitute a textbook of ph^^sics.

We can only comment briefly upon the principal lines of advance and a

few of the most important discoveries, selecting especially those that

form the background for the characteristic advances of the present

century.

In mechanics, there was Hamilton, who discovered in the '^Hamil-

tonian equations” a new form of the equations of motion which is

especially convenient in attacking theoretical questions. The theory

of the motion of rigid bodies, including the gyroscope, was worked out

as well as the mathematical theoiy of elasticity. The subject of

hydrodynamics, dealing with the motion of fluid of all sorts, was
developed. In dealing with the flow of viscous fluids, however, only

simple problems could be solved; fuither study of such fluids, by
half-empirical methods, was not made until during the present century,

after the invention of the airplane.

The work in other fields was more striking. The most significant

discoveries and advances were: the establishment of the kinetic theory

of heat, and the development of the kinetic theory of gases; the
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victory(?) of the wave theory of light over the corpuscular theory; the

formulation of the general law of tlie conservation of energy; the dis-

covery of the second law of thermodynamics; and, above all, the

discovery, by Faraday and others, of the whole range of electro-

magnetic phenomena, culminating in Maxwell’s theory of the electro-

magnetic field and of light.

Of these lines of advance we shall select three for detailed presenta-

tion, choosing those which bear more or less directly upon modern

dev'clopinents in physics; and as typical scientists of the period, we
shall discuss especially Farada^^ and Maxwell.

22. Heat and Energy.—The law of the conservation of energy is

one of tlie most fundamental and far-reaching of all physi(^al laws, and

yet, curiously enough, it is of comparatively recent origin, for it was

not announced until the middle of the nineteenth century. As

exemplified in imxdianics, it had been recognized during the eighteenth

century, in the tlieory of the “vis viva”; but its announcement as a

general law of |)hysics awaited experimental work demonstrating the

definite ec|uivalence of and ine(ha.iii(%M.l work.

Thcj first qiialitatwc (‘xpiM-inu*nt bearing on the nature of heat was

performed in 1798 l)y (Jount liiiinford, an American who liad fled to

l^higlnnd in 1775 and <‘ventiially lux'ame a sort of military engineer to

Jitivarian govei-nineiit. He became iinpn^sseil by the large amount

of h(‘al. that was (J('V(^lop(.'d in boring cannon, and lie performed

ex|)(‘riiiuMits indicating that this lieat was too great to be accounted

foi* plausibly by the caloric th<‘ory.. He could find no loss of weight,

when th(^ clii|)s made by boring were incliuUxl, and showed that th(^

.s[)(‘cilic lH‘at of the clii])s was the same as that of the block from which

th(*y had come. n(‘ (X)ncluded that heat “cannot possildy be a

material substance” sii<*li as caloric but must lie a form of “motion.”

A st.ill more (lifFu-ult (^xixa-iiTKmt for the (ailoric theory to explain

was oiK^ p(‘rform(‘d by Sir Humphry Havy, Director of the Itoyal

Institution, wliich bad be(Mi founded hy (x)unt liuinford. Davy
rubbed togidhm* two piec<‘s of ice in a vacuum surrounded by walls

ke[)t b(‘l()vv thi^ fnx'zing point and found that tlu? ice wiis melted.

Ibu-e tli(‘ uKThanical work of rubbing aceoinplislKxl exactly the same

(‘ff(‘ct.s that could hav(^ Ixxiii prodm'ed hy the addition of a certain

(luantity of luxd. from the outsi<l<;, yet there was no way in which

cjd()ri(^ could have (Uit(M-<'d the ice.

M’he majorit y of the! supporitTs of the caloric theory were, however,

unconviiic(xl. lOven Carnot (171)1)- 1832), the founder of tlio modern

scienci* of t lu‘rmodynarnics, wIkui he proposeil th(^ now famous Carnot’s

(•y<*le in 1S24, l)iis(*<l his ri^asoniiig on the caloric theory. A given
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quantity of caloric “falling^’ from a higher to a lower temperatiue was

analogous to a given, quantity of water falling from a higher to a lower

level; each was capable of producing motive power. The kinetic

theory had to wait for a quantitative experiment.

In 1842, R. J. Mayer (1814-1878) published a paper^ in which,

partly on philosophical grounds, he announced the equivalence of heat

and energy, and from data on the specific heats of a gas he deduced a

value for ttie mechanical equivalent of heat. Meanwhile, Joule

(1818-1889), in England, unacquainted with Mayer's work, was

carrying on a very careful series of experiments in which he converted

the mechanical energy of a falling weight into heat by a paddle wheel

revolving in water and thus determined that 778 foot-pounds of work
would raise 1 pound of water l^'F. Joule announced his results at a

meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in

1847. The paper would have passed almost unnoticed, had it not

been for William Thomson, later Lord Kelvin, who, grasping the real

significance of the proposed theory, by his discussion made the paper

the event of the meeting.

Quite independently of the work of Mayer and of Joule, Helmholtz

(1821-1894) in 1847 read a paper before the Physical Society in Bcj’lin

on ^*Die Erhaltuiig der Kraft," in which, on the basis of the iiiii)ossi-

bility of perpetual-motion machines, he announced the law of the

conservation of energy. The paper was rejected for publication

by the editor of the Annalen der PhysikI It was later published in

pamphlet form.

The caloric theory could not withstand these attacks, and by 1850

the mechanical theory of heat and the doctrine of the conservation of

energy were generally accepted. The science of heat then proceeded

to grow apace. The second law of thermodynamics was announced
by Claxisius (1850) and, in another form, by Kelvin (1851), and in 1854

Kelvin proposed the thermodynamic sc^ale of temperature. Thus was
developed the highly successful “classical theory" of heat. Wc shall

discuss later the facts that this theory was unable to explain and the

way in which the study of these facts led to the developmtint of the

quantum theory.

23, Light.—The revival of the wave theory of light, begun by
Thomas Young (1773-1829), is one of the most important features

of the history of the nineteenth century. Young pointed out that the;

dividing of a beam of light into a refracted ray at the interface

between two mediums was to be expected from the wave theory hut

1 Ann. d. Chenu u. Pharmadef May, 1842,
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had not been satisfactorily explained on the corpuscular theory. In

1801, he presented to the Royal Society a paper ‘‘On the Theory of

Light and Colors/’ in which he proposed the principle of the inter-

ference of two wave trains as an explanation of Newton’s rings and the

colors of thin plates. From Newton’s measurements of the thickness

of the air layers necessary to produce the several colors, Young was
enabled to compute wave lengths. In subsequent papers, he described

the interference fringes which he had observed by placing hairs or silk

threads in fi’oiit of a narrow slit illuminated from the rear; he announced
the change of phase on reflection; he explained diffraction bands by the

principle of interferencje, and he showed that the spacing of these bands
gave valiK's of the wave Icmgth agreeing with those obtained from
Neswton’s rings and that, therefore, both phenomena must be due to a
common (^ause. Again, quaiitilalwe measurements became an indis-

])onsal)I(^ link in tlu*. chain of roiisoning.

But the dogmatic spirit in regard to scientific mattem was not yet

(l(\‘i(l. ^^)ung’s papci* aroiiscul a storm of protest, even of derision

and abuse. He was at.tackc^d not by the (*hiirch, as was Galileo, but

by some of his scuontific, or, inor<‘. i>robal)ly, pseudoscientific, con-

[(Mupornrii^s, His chief assailant, was Henry Brougham, afterward

Lord Glia.ne<'ll()r of Mngland, who “reviewcMl” Young’s papers in the

KiUnhurifh Rvview. Th<i natun^ of Brougham’s attaede is indicated

by ilie following (pioiation:

\\'(^ wish to rais<^ our fe(;l)I(^ v()i<^e against innovations that can have no

otliiM* (‘IVcct l lirm to <^he<*k the progn^ss of srieinro an<I r(niew all those wild

j)han<(»ms of (,1 m‘ imagination wliioh Jhioon and Ncnvtoii put to flight from her

<,cinplc. \V(‘ wish to r(M*a,ll pliilosopluu's to tlie strict and severe methods of

inv(‘slig;ilion . . ,

Alibough ^’oung n'plied at. hmgtli in a privatedy publislu^d pamphlet, it

was li long iiiiK^ Ix'forc^ public ()|)inion was willing to n^xdve his theories

with an ojxai mind.

In IS If), a. b'rcncliniMii, Fn\smd (178S1827), 7’ediscovorod the

plxuiomcuon of int.(‘rf(‘n*nc.e, p(‘rfonning tlu*: famous experiment with

lh(‘ two mirrors. A r<'\v y(':u’s la.tcM* lic! d(W(dope<l a mathematical

(lu'ory of such phcnoincMia (ISUS-IHIP). He also <^xi)laine(l the

poiarizai ion of light by assuming that tlu^ liglit vibrations in the ether

ar(‘ fraf!srrr,s(‘ to t.lu‘ direct ion of ])ropngati()n of th(^ light rather than

l(nigitu<linal. did not know tluit this suggestion luid already been

mad<^ by Young in a. IfM<‘r to Arugo writhai in 1817. Fresnel sui>

porb'd tlu*. explanat ion by sliowing e,\i)enineiitally that two plane-

polarizcMl Ix'anis of light cannot iutm-fen^ at all if their planes of
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polarization are perpendicular to each other. Phenomena of polarizar

tion had been known to Newton, the polarization of light by Iceland

spar being discovered by Bartholinus in 1669. Newton had tried to

fit these phenomena into the corpuscular theory by assuming a sort of

structure in the corpuscles, but the explanation was not convincing,

and polarization had remained an enigma to both theories of light.

Even FresnePs explanation seemed almost to demand the impossible,

for it required the ether to be a solid, or at least to haA^'e such properties

of a solid as are necessary for the transmission of transverse waves, ix,,

the properties of rigidity and density. And yet the planets must move
through this “solid” peiwading all space, with no measurable changes

in their periods of revolution!

Experimental evidence for the wave theory continued to accumu-

late. Finally, in 1850, Foucault performed a crucial experiment in its

favor by showing, with his well-known revolving-mirror apparatus for

measuring the velocity,^ that light travels more slowly in water than

in air, as it should on the wave theory, in order to account for the

relative refractive index of these two mediums, wliercas, with the

corpuscular theory, tlie reverse should be the case.^

From 1850 until the end of the third period (181)0), the wave theory

held the field undisputed. The frequent assertions that the corpus-

cular theory was finally disposed of certainly seemed jiistifi(^d, particu-

larly after the development of Maxwell’s electromagnetic tlu^ory of

light and its experimental verification. Yet the corpuscular theory

was not dead- It was only sleeping.

Rome important discoveries in light from 1800 to 1890 not pnwiously

mentioned aie:

Dibcovebwr
Dark lines in the solar spectrum Fraunhofer

Three-color theory of vision (1807) Young
Rotary polarization, of quartz (1811) Arago

Polarization of scattered light (1813) Arago

Rotary polarization by liquids (181*5) Biot

light sensitivity of silver bromide (1821)) Balard

Change of conductivity of selenium on illumination (1K.37). Knox
Doppler effect (1842) Doppler

Foundation of spectral analysis (1859) Kirchhoff and Bunsen

24. Electricity and Magnetism.—The history of electricity during

the nineteenth century is so extensive that even a sketchy outline

would fill a small volume. We shall, therefore, discuss little besides

1 See Edsbr, “light for Students/’

^ See any textbook on optics.
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the fundamental discoveries of the opening decades and then the work
of Faraday and that of Maxwell, which arc so closely related to each

other and to recent developments in physics that we can best present

the part of electricity and magnetism in which we are particularly

interc^stod by giving an account of the contributions of these two men.

While the mathematical theory of electrostatics and of magnetism
was IxMiig elaborated by Laplace, Green, and Poisson, fundamental

discoveri(\s were made in regard to electric currents. Galvani, in

178(), as a result of a chance observation that a frog\s leg kicked con-

vulsively when connected with the terminal of an electric machine, was
led to ail extensive study of ‘^animal electricity.^’ In the course of

th(\so exj)eriments he observed that if the frog’s leg was so suspended

that t}u> exposed ikm-vos touclud a metal jdate, say silver, then, a con-

traction of the muscle o(*curred wheiiov'er the foot touched another

metal, say iron. He oven observed slight muscular contraction wh(‘u

l>oth plates were of the same kind of metal. This led him to believ<^

tliat the nerve was the source of eloetricity and that the metal sei*v(‘(l

simply as conductor. Volta later found that |)oteiitiaIs could be

produced using inorganic materials and, in 1800, described the fii*st

battery for pro(lu(*ing an electric current—the historically famous

x'oliaic consist ing of zinc- and copper j)la.tes pla(*ed alternately

and s(‘i)nrated by blotting paper moistened with brine. He also

d(5scril)cd a battery consisting of cups containing brine or dilute mud
coniH^c^tiul by C()i)i)er and zinc st.n|)s joiru'd togi^ther.

Volta. as(u*il)ed tlio (‘ih'ct to the (^outa(*t of two dissimilar metals.

We now know, liowt‘V(U‘, i.hnt the eurnuit that can be c.aused in this

jmumcM’ to How in a closiul circuit is due to chemical action at the

contacts of thc'. metals with the electrolyte; the effect at the junction

of t.lu^ nudids giv(\s i-ise to pohaitial differences of a different nature,

(lie: ‘'('oiitact (liff(M’(uice of potential” or Volta effect,” which results

ill a total of z(uo in any (*losed circuit.

'Phis n(‘w sources of (deetricity was received with a gnuit deal of

int(‘n‘st. A f(‘w wi'eks after hearing of Volta’s woi-k, Nieholson and

('arlisle accideiil.jdly diseov(‘r<‘d the decomposition of water by the

(‘lectric curriait. Thinking to s(M*.ure better contact bctwc^eii two wires

foruiing part of the circuit, lli(*y had joined tln^ (^nds of the wires by a

drop of wall*!*. At onci^ (hey observed the formation of a gas, which

tliey i*ecogniz(*d as h^’d^()g(Ul. This was the Ix^giiiuing of the study

of eliMdrolysis. During ( his same period the heating cllcet of the cur-

rent and tlu^ an* ligh(. were discovered.

It was (uirly suspcsctcMl that there was some relation between

electricity and ningmd.isin, l)iit the first significant discoveiy was made
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in 1820 by Oersted, who found that a magnetic needle tends to set

itself at right angles to a wire through which an electric current is

flowing. Soon after, Biot and Savart discovered the law for the field

of a long straight current, and, toward the end of 1820, Biot proposed,

on the basis of a special experiment, the formula for the field due to a

cuiTent element that is commonly used today and is often miscalled

‘^Amp&re’s formula.''^ Soon after, the brilliant French physicist,

Amplre (1775-1836), on the basis of just enough crucial experiments,

showed that a closed current is equivalent in its magnetic effects to a

magnetic shell. Then, reversing his line of thought, he suggested that

magnetism itself might be due to currents circulating in the molecule.

He also discovered the action of a magnetic field on a current. Thus,

within five years of the first discovery, the foundations of electro-

magnetism had been completely laid.

26. Michael Faraday.^ (a) Biographical Sketch,—Michael Fara-

day was born in 1791, in a small village near London. He was the son

of a blacksmith, James Faraday. Being required to assist his mother

in providing for the family, he was engaged in 1804 as errand boy to a

bookseller and stationer, and in the following year he was formally

apprenticed to his employer to learn the art of bookl)inding. During

this apprenticeship, Faraday made good use of his si)aro time by

reading some of the books that passed through the shop. Ho was

paiticularly interested in works on science, and in coiinecitioii with his

reading he showed one of the important characteristi(\s“ of the grtiat

investigator-to-be by performing such of the simple e.\i)oi*iin(*nts

described ‘^as could be defrayed in their expense by a few peruM^ Ixm*

week.''

Aside from tiis own reading, Faraday^s only sdertlific edticalion

consisted in a dozen lectures on 'natural philosophy hy a Mr. Tatum and

four lectures on chemistry by Sir Humphry Davy, in the 'ivinler of 1812.

Submitting the very careful and neatly written notes which ho mad(^

of these lectures “as proof of his earnestness," he made bold to iipi)ly

to Sir Humphry Davy for a position, however menial, at the lioyal

Institution of which Davy was then director. Davy was so pleased

with the letter and the notes that in March, 1813, Faraday was

^l.e.j dH = ids sin 0/rK Cf, Biot, J. B., “Precis 6l6nientaire de Physique

exp6rimentale,” 1824. Ampere appears to have assumed that the force-action

between two current elements must necessarily lie along a line drawn through the

elements, which is not the case if Biot’s formula is used for the magnetic field.

* See Thompson, Sylvantjs P., “Michael Faraday: His Life and Work.”
“ In later life, he wrote: “ I was never able to make a fact my own without seeing

it.’'
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engaged as apparatus and lecture assistant at 25 shillings per week.

In October, 1813, he accompanied Sir Humphry and Lady Davy on a

trip to the Continent, which took them to many of the important

scientific centers of Europe. Assistant though he was, Faraday
impressed others because of his modesty, amiability, and intelligence;

said one writer, ^'We admired Davy, we loved Faraday.'^

On returning to England, under Davy’s encouragement, Faraday
soon began original investigations, initially in chemistry. From 1816

to 1819 he published 37 papers. These were concerned with such

subjects as the escape of gases through capillary tubes, the production

of sound in tubes by flames, the combustion of the diamond, and the

separation of manganese from iron. About 1820, he began his elec-

trical researches. These, and others growing out of them, continued

for nearly 40 years.

Almost his entire scientific life was spent at the Royal Institution,

In 1826, he was made Director of the Laboratory. Declining offers of

positions elsewhere, turning away professional occupations which
might have made him wealthy, he gave to his science and to the

institution he served a devotion seldom if ever equaled. The secret

of his success, which brought him, during his lifetime, honors from all

over the scientific world and which immortalized his name by the long

list of scientific discoveries ascribed to him, is, perhaps, to be found in

some excerpts from his many notes:

Aim at high things, but not presumptuously.

Endeavor to succeed—expect not to succeed.

It puzzles me greatly to know what makes the successful philosopher.

Is it industry and perseverance with a moderate proportion of good sense

and intelligence? Is not a modest assurance or earnestness a requisite?

Do not many fail because they look rather to the renown to be acquired than
to the pure acquisition of knowledge - . . ? l]am sure I have seen many who
^voiild have been good and successful pursuers of science, and have gained

themselves a high name, but that it was the name and the reward thej' wore
always looking forward to—the reward of the world^s praise. In such there

is always a shade of envy or regret over their minds and I cannot imagine a
man making discoveries in science under these feelings.

The reader is urged to study carefully Faraday^s life and works,

particularly to read, as unexcelled examples of scientific expositions,

portions of his ‘‘Experimental Researches in Electricity and Mag-
netism.'’ We can mention here only a few of his most important
discoveries,

(b) The Principle of the Motor .—Faraday had been interested in

electromagnetism since April, 1821, when Wollaston attempted, at the
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Royal Institution, to make a wire carrying an electric current revolve

around its own axis when the pole of a magnet was brought near.

The experiment was unsuccessful, hut the phenomenon excited

Faraday's interest, and he determined to make a study of it. First, he

read what had been done by others and repeated many of their experi-

ments. In the course of these experiments, he ol)sorved that, when
the magnetic pole was brouglit near the wire, the effort of the wire is

always to pass off at riglit angles from the pole, indeed to go In a circle

around it . . .

The following day he wrote in his laboratoiy notebook:

Apparatus for revolution of wire and magnet. A deep basiu with a bit

of wax at bottom and tlieii tilled with menuiry. A luagiiot stuck upright in

wax so that pole [is] just above siirfac^e of mercury. Then piece of wire,

floated by cork, at lower end <lippinginto nuircury and al)ove into silver cup.

On passing a current through tlu^ wire, it revolved conlinuoudy around

the magiKd. Tins was tlu^ first (^h'c.tric motor!

(c) Elcctromapielic Induciion.—( Icu’sti^d's expcn*iment and sub-

so([uent developments had (d(‘arly shown how ^‘to i)rodu(*e magnetism

by electricity.” Faraday seems to have held it as om^ of the tenets of

his seientifie philosoi)liy that every physical relation (of causes and
.

effect) has its (Converse. If electricity (ntn ])rodiicic magiKd-ism, then

magnetism should produce oIecti*i<4ty. His n^peated at(.(‘mpts to

accomplish ( his failed. For exainph*, in 1825, he trhal what siMuned to

he th<^ obvious <*oiivorse by looking for an electric current in a hc^lix of

wiri^ coihsl around a magnet. Ijater, ho tried to find a ciirivmt in a

win* pla<*t‘d lu^ar anotluu' wire carrying current. Other seicuitists were

looking for similar effeets but without succusss. They wTro all looking

for tin^ prodmdioii of a steady curnuit.

But s(*v(‘ral times iiivirsiigat.ors were very n(\ar to the disimvery of

indu(*e(l (Uirreiits. In 1821, Arago ol)s(*rvi*<l the damping of the vibra-

tions of a magnetic lUMxlhs susp(*iul(*<l over a eopi)er plat<^. Tins

ohserviit.iou was extenJe^d by c:uisiiig the iu‘(‘dlc; to nw'olve by ri'volving

the co|)p(‘r i)late uud(*rneatli it, air <listuii)anc(*s hcang, of eoui’sc,

eliminated. It w.'is shown that this 'Mragging” <*fT(*ct was greater, the

greater th<* i^l(Hd;ri<^aI (a>nduetivity of tln^ spinning plat(\ lOven the

effect of radial slits in the copper <lisk, in n‘(lucing Mk* dragging action

on the magnet, was ohserved. Suggc'stivc^ as iJiese (?xp(M*imonts were,

howev(U‘, the true explanation re.niaine<l undiscovta-ed.

In tli(i sunmior of 1831 Faraday attacked tlie pr()l)lem for a fifth

tim(\ d'liis time, instead of placing a permanent magnet inside’ a

^Quotation from Kiiraday's Inlxinilury S<*pt. 3, 1821.
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helix, he procured a soft iron ring 6 inches in external diameter, on

which he wound two coils of copper, A and J5, separated by twine and

calico.” To detect a possible current in coil B, he ^‘connected its

extremities hy a copper wire passing to a distance and just over a

magnetic needle.” When coil A was connected to a battery, there was
^'a sensible effect on the needle. It oscillated and settled at last in

onginal On breaking connection of side A with batter3^,

again a disturbance of the needle.” Slight as these momentary effects

were, Faraday recognized their importance, although he too had been

looking for a continuous effect. On Aug. 30, he writes, “ May not these

transient effects be connected with causes of difference between power
of metals at rest and in motion in Arago’s experiments?”

From this slender clue, Faraday proceeded rapidly to the discovery

of the real effect. On the ‘Hhird day” of his experiments, he wound a

coil of wire around an iron cylinder and placed the cylinder so as to

join the N pole of one permanent magnet with the S pole of another.

The coil was connected to a galvanometer:

Every time the magnetic contact Sit N or S was mad? or broken there

was a magnetic action at the indicating helix [i.e., galvanometer]—the effect

being, as in former cases, not permanent biit a mere momentary push or pull.

On the fourth day, he showed that the presence of iron was not neces-

sary; that the effect could be produdfed by the action of one helix on
another. On the fifth day:

A cylindrical bar magnet . , . had one end just inserted into the end of

the helix cylinder; then it was quickly thrust in the whole length and the

galvanometer needle moved; then pulled out and again the needle moved,

but in the opposite direction. The effecit was repeated every time the magnet
was put in or out, and therefore a wave of electricity was so produced from

mere approxiimtion of a magnet and not from its formation in situ.

At last ! He had converted magnetism into electricity.” The essen-

tial requisite was relative motion^ or a change of condition. On the

ninth day, he produced a continuous current by turning a copper disk

between the poles of a powerful electromagnet, the periphery of the

disk being connected to its axis through an indicating galvanometei’.

This was the now well-known Faraday disk dynamo, the very first

dynamoelectric machine.

Thus, after only a few days^ work in his laboratory, following,

however, years of patient and persistent experiment, Faraday had

discovered a phenomenon for which the greatest scientists of his time

had sought in vain—electromagnetic induction.
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Following this discovery, Faraday devised and tried various electric

machines to test and extend his newly discovered principle. One of

these machines, consisting of a rotating rectangle of wire mth a com-

wulator atiachedj is the prototype of the modern dynamo. But his

interest was always in pure science, for he writes:

I have^ rather, however, been desirous of discovering now facts and relations

dependent on inagnetoeleetric induction, than of exalting the force of those

already obtained; being assured that the latter woiihl find their full develop-

ment hereafter.

Being unaeciuaiiited with mathematical symbols and methods,

Faraday always sought to explain his discoveries and to (extend his

res(*n.rch(\s by purely physical reasoning. To the mathematician, the

law of magnetic attraction

may hav(^ ))e(m a sufficient explanation of the phenomenon. To
Farjiday, this gave a statmnent only of the •magnitude of the magiudic

forc(‘s; it left the phenomenon itself quite unexplained. A<i;ordingly, he

insist (‘(1 tluit two magnetic ])oles, or two (*I(‘etri(‘. (*harg(\s, could act on

cjich ot h(‘r onlg if the medium beiween the two played sonie important part

in the phenomemtn. This insistence on the inii)ort.u.n(i^ of the medium
ultimat(‘ly h^d him to tlie very fruitful (i)nc(‘pt of lines of forc(^ and

of the ‘‘cutting” of theses lines as essmitial to (‘hid-romagiud-ic induction.

At first (lualitative, this (‘oiui^pt was d(W(*lop<il by Farmhiy into an

essditiaJly ((uarit ita.tiv(^ form, although it was first statcil in math(‘-

matical languages by V. Nmimann in ISlfi. ('ommmitiiig on Faraday \s

laws of (‘lectromagiu'tic induction, Miixwcdl wrote:

After nearly a half-ecmtnry . . . ,
we; may say tha.t, though th(^ pra(d.i<\‘il

apprn*atioMs of I'\m.raday’s disco V(M’i(ss hav<^ in(M’(^•lS(Ml and an^ iina’c^asing in

numl)(‘r and vaha* every y(‘ar, no (‘xe<‘pt.iyn t() tln^ statmntmt of th<\s(5 laws as

giv(‘.n by Kara.<Iay lias been dis(a)V(a’(*d, no nmv law has hemi a<lded to them,

arnl t’ara,day’s original stafimient nmiains to this day tint only one whi(O)

a.ss(*rls no nior<* tlnin <*a.n he v<'.rili(‘d hy exp(‘rim(Mit, and t-lu^ only on<‘ hy which

the l.h(‘ory of l.h(‘ pluMiommia. can h<‘ (^xpress<‘d in a ma.nn(M' which is exactly-

and numerically a.c<‘nrat(‘, and at tlni sam<^ tinu* within th(^ range of elenienta.ry

nudJaxIs of (‘xposition.

(d) 77n' Laws of Kleelrolysis,— I*7ir:i<lay nt'xt turncid his attention

to |)roving tlmt “ Mh'ct.ricity, whatev(‘r may Ix^ its sourd*, is identical

in its natuii?.” lie found, for examph*, that (‘l(‘ct.ricity from a friction

machim* would d(dl<‘cfc a galvanometer and would (iiuse chemical
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decomposition just as would electricity produced by chemical action.

This led him into the field of electrolysis. He found that many sub-

stances, such as certain chlorides and sulphates, are nonconductors

when solid but ai-e good conductors when melted, and that in the

molten state they ai-e decomposed by the passage of current. This

shov/ed that water was not essential to electrolysis. To clarify

description of his experiments, he introduced the terms ‘‘electrode/’

“anode,” “cathode,” “ion,” “anion,” “cation,” “electrolyte,” “elec-

trochemical equivalent,” etc. A quantitative study of the phenomena
resulted in his discovery of the laws of electrolysis that bear his name
and which are the basis of all present-day work in that field.

Further, Faraday clearly recognized that a definite quantit}^ of

electricity is associated with each atom or ion in electrolysis. Had he

been able to determine the number of atoms in unit mass of any

substance, he would have anticipated, by 60 years, the determination

of the fundamental charge c. For he says:

Equivalent weights of bodies are simply those quantities of them which

contain equal quantities of electricity; ... it being the electridty which

determines the combining force. Or, if we adopt the atomic theory or phrase-

ology, then the atoms of bodies which are equivalent to eacli other in their

ordinary chemical action, have equal quantities of electricity naturally

associated with them.

(o) The Conservation of Energy,—In connection with a proof of the

fact that the electricity from the voltaic pile results from (chemical

action and not from mere contact of one substance with another,

Faraday stated clearly the doctrine of the conservation of energy

several years before the statement of Helmholtz. In 1840, he wrote:

The contact theory assumes that a force which is able to overcome a

powerful resistance . . . can arise out of nothing . . . This would indee<I

be a creation of power, and is like no other force in nature. We have many
processes by which the form of the power is so changed that an apparent con-

version of one into the other takes place . . . But in no case is there a pure

creation or a production of power vAtJwid a corres'ponding exhaustion of some-

thing to sti^pply ii.

(/) The Faraday Effect .—Reference has already been made to

Faraday’s abhorrence of the doctrine of “action at a distance.” He
believed that, if two electric charges attract each other, the medium
between the two plays some important role. Presumably, therefore,

the medium between two such charges is in a different state than it

would be if the charges were not present; and if so, such an altered

state should he detectable by observing the alteration in some physical
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property of the medium. As early as 1822
,
Faraday' had experimented

with a beam of polarized light passing through a transparent solution

carrying a current, to see whether the current caused any ^depolar-

izing action. Although he repeated the experiment several times in

subsequent years, the results were all negative. In 1845
,
he returned

to the problem, but still with negative results. He then tried solid

dielectrics between plates of metal foil connected to a powerful electric

machine to see whether, under electric strains, they would show any
<jptical effects. No results!^

Faraday then substituted a magnetic field for the electrostatic

field to see whether the former would cause any depolarizing action

on the beam of liglit. V^arious substanccjs wen^ tricnl but still with

negative results. Finally, he placed in the magnetic field a very dense

piece of lead glass, which he had made man\' years earlier. When the

magnetic^ linos wcrcj parallel to the direction of the beam of polarized

light, he observc'd that tlie plane of i)olarization was rotated. At last,

he had found a relnt ion betwcssi magnetism and liglit. This magnetics

rotation is now known as the ‘‘Famday eiT(‘e.t.^’ Again, his iiersistent

search, inainlained during 20 years of rejx^atcsl failun^s, w^as I'owardcd

by the discoves’y of an elToct in the (‘xi.st(uic(^ of which li(^ had tlu^ most

sublime confidiuice.

((/) MisvrllanvifUH ,—Among Faraday’s otluu* r(‘S(‘an*luss may lx*

inenti()ii(*d: imnu'rous inv<*stigatioiis in chemistry; tlu^ li(lU(‘faction of

several gas<‘s foriiK'rly lliouglit “permanent”; tin* diffusion of gases

1 hrougli solids; self-induetion; ctu-tain rundanuuital propm’ties of

(lieU^etries; dianiagu(‘tism ; distinction l)(‘tw(sui anode and cathodes

in lh(*. eleei.ri(^ dis(*lijirg(^ t hrough gas(‘s at low prt'ssun^; vibration of

plates; r(‘g(*lati()n of ie(*; idloys of ste<*l; and optical glass.

Well may this simple, modest, s(^lf-taiight philosophi*!’ be given a

conspicuous places among tlu^ grc*at ben(»fa(4ors of mankind.

26 . Joseph Henry ( 171M) 1S7S).—Any account of Faraday’s work,

liowev(‘r l)ri(*f, should l)e accompanied by at b^ast a mention of th(‘

res(‘arcli(*s of tb<‘ Ani(*riean jibysieist, Joseph Henry, whose* memory is

honor(‘<l by ilu* nanu* of tlu* unit of inductanecs tlu^ li(*ury, which hears

to (*I(*<*trokin(*t ies a. n‘hili()ii id(*iitical with that of t-lu^ farad to eloetro-

staiics. Had Ib'iiry b(*<‘ii able to (*x|)<‘rim<*nt continuously, and with

more r(*sour(*c‘s, inst(‘a(l of only during a summer \'acatioa of 1 month

while teaching mathematies at Alhain*^ Academy, and then only with

such apparatus as he (rould make with his own hands, he would

undouhUHlly have anticipated Faraday in the <liseovciy of clectro-

* \oirs l!it(‘r (1875) this was found liy Kt*rr ll*kil. Mng., vol. 1, p. 337

(1875)1.
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magnetic induction, including the phenomena of self-induction. In

all of his work, furthermore, he was greatly hampered by his isolation

from the scientific atmosphere of Europe.

Henry was interested especially in the design and use of electro-

magnets. He constructed the first electric motor operating by an

electromagnet, which rocked back and forth between two permanent

magnets. He found that, for maximum tractive effect, the cells

of. the battery and also the “spools” of the electromagnet should be

connected in series if the magnet were a long distance from the battery,

but they should be connected in pai*allel if the wires joining the magnet

to the battery were short. His work on electromagnets led directly

to the commercial development of the telegraph.

27. James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879).—It would be difficult to

pick out two eminent scientists whose beginnings differed from each

other more than did Maxweirs and Faraday's. Faraday came of very

humble parentage; Maxwell, from a long line of distinguished ancestor.

Fai'aday's early life was lived ahnost in poverty; Maxwell's family had
abundant means. Faraday received only the most rudimentary

education; Maxwell was given every advantage of school and univer-

sity, They differed also in their aptitude for scientific work. Faraday

was one of the greatest exponents of experimental science that the

world has ever seen; whereas Maxwell, although likewise an able

experimenter, is one of the greatest figures in the history of theoretical

physics. And yet both made indispensable and mutually supple-

mentary contributions to the classical theory of electromagnetics.

Maxwell was bom in Edinburgh in 1831. At the age of ten he W4is

sent to the Edinburgh Academy, where he was a friendly boy, though

never quite amalgamating with the rest. But, however strange he

sometimes seemed to his companions, he had three qualities whi(‘h

they could not fail to iindemtand: agile strength of limb, imperturbable

courage, and profound good nature.*-

When he left the Academy in 1847, he was “first in mathematics
and in English and nearly first in Latin.” Then, after 3 years in the

University of Edinburgh, he entered Trinity College, Cambridge, from
which he graduated in 1854 with high honors.

Maxwell early showed extraordinary interest in both theoretical

and experimental research in physics. At the academy, he invented a
means of drawing certain types of oval curves, and a few years later

he published a paper on “The Theory of Rolling Curves” and another

on “The Equilibrium of Elastic Solids”—all this. before he was
nineteen years old! During these same years he was also busy with

^ Glazebrook, Jaanes Clerk Maxwell and Modem Physica*'
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Pi-ATK -t.— Maxwell.
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experiments of many sorts, especially in his little laboratory in a

garret on the family estate at Glenlair, -vsrhere he spent his vacations.

After 4 years at Aberdeen, he was Professor for 6 years at King’s

College, London (1860-1865) ; from here some of his most important
papei-s were published, such as “Physical Lines of Force’’ (1862) and
his greatest paper, “A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic
P^eld." After a retirement of several years, he was elected in 1870
to the newly founded professorship of experimental physics at Cam-
bridge. In this capacity, he superintended the planning and equip-
ment of the now famous Cavendish Laboratory, of which he was
director until his rmtimely death in 1879.

A large proportion of Maxwell’s papers, over 100 in number, may
be grouped under three headings: color vision; molecular theory; and
electromagnetic theory.

The work on color vision was imdertaken to make a quantitative
study of the physical facts pertinent to the theory of color sensations
proposed by Thomas Young, according to which any luminous sensa-
tion is the result of exciting in the eye three primary sensations, red,

green, and violet. For this purpose Maxwell invented a “color
box,’’ by means of which he could mix spectral colors.

Maxwell’s work on molecular physics is very extensive. He
discovered and, in part, established theoretically the law of the
distribution of velocities among the molecules of a gas (“Maxwell’s
law”). He showed that when two gases are at the same temperature,
the mean kinetic energy of translatory motion of their individual

molecules is the same in both gases. From the kinetic theory of

viscosity, he drew the surprising conclusion that the viscosity of a gas
should be independent of its density so long as the mean free path is not
too large, and he verified this conclusion by experiment. He brought
to bear upon the whole subject mathematical methods “far in advance
of anything previously attempted on the subject”; indeed, he is

the co-founder with Clausius (1822-1888) of the kinetic theory of

matter.

In the electromagnetic theory, Maxwell’s great contributions were
the "displacement currents” and the formulation of the general
equations of the electromagnetic field, which led to the electromagnetic
theory of light. In the preface to his treatise “Electricity and
Magnetism,” he makes the interesting remark:

Before I began the study of electricity I resolved to read no mathematics
on the subject till I had first read through Faradays “Experimental
Researohes on Electricity.”
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He became convinced that Faraday was right in regarding the dielec-

tric as the true seat of electrical phenomena and in supposing that it

acted by becoming electrically polarized, the positive ends of its

molecules pointing on the whole with the field and the negative ends

in the opposite direction. The term ''dielectric,” as used here, must
be understood to include a tenuous medium or ether filling all space,

even in what we call a vacuum. He drew th(‘ coiu'lusion that when
the polarization changes, this change must involve a displacement of

electricity, and so there must exist in the dielectric, while the change

is going on, a current having the same magnetic properties as the cur-

rent in a conductor.

This assumption of displacement currents opened the way for the

deduction of MaxwelFs famous equations of the eIe(^troinagnetic field-

It is interesting, how^CATr, that he was first led to these equations

through a mechanical analogy, i.c., in studying the behavior of a

mvchanic.al system filling all space, wdiich would bc^ capable of causing

the oI)S('rvcd electrical and magnetic phononienit. He showed (1862)

that his liypothetical medium would Ix^ ca.pabl(‘. of tninsmitting

transverse vibrations with a spcHxl (upial i.o the ratio f)f the (doctro-

magnetic to the eh'ctrostat.ic unit of charg(‘. Altliough he did not take

his mod(‘l too seriously, he nevertheless rcimarks, that the ratio of the

units

. . . agrees so exactly with the velocity of light eahuilatcd from the optical

experiments of M. Fizeaii, that wo can searwdy avoid the inference that light

nrnsists in (hr fram^rrrsr undulations of the same vwdiuniy which is the cause of

(Urine and vKfgnrfir phenomena,

'rh(‘ t.li(M)ry w as r(\sta,ted, without reference to any particular model, in

his gr<‘ai pap(‘r of 186:1, in wdiich he says:

theory whic'li T propose may thend(»ro he called a theory of the Electro-

magnetic Eieldy l>e(\ause it lias to do wnth the sp/u^e in tiie neiglihorhood of the

eh'etrie, or magiud-ie Ixxlies, and it may he ealI(Ml a, Dgnandcal Theory^ bex^ause

it. assumes that in that spa(^e there is matter in moti<m i)y which the observed

pheiunnena are produee<l.

In IS78, Maxw^('ll ])ublished bis "Treatise on IClecd.rirdty a,nd Mag-
netism,” wdiicb ranks wdth Newton’s "Principia” as one of the most

important hooks in all scien(*.e.

Maxwell’s ocpiationH and the subject of elcMjtroniagiielic waves will

\x\ discussed in some detail in the next (duiptcu* along with certain other

rt'sults of electromagnetic th(M)ry that will iKxxb'd later. Here we

shall add only a f(wv words coman-iiing the later history of the subject

during th<^ closing decades of the last century.
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28. The Completion of Electromagnetic Theory.—The physical

ideas underlying Maxwell's new theory were left none too clear by him.

In his treatise, we find the assumption that all space is full of incom-

pressible ^‘electricity"; in a conductor this electricity can move freely

(except for ohmic resistance), thus constituting an electric current, but

in a dielectric “ there is a force which we have called electric elasticity

which acts against the electric displacement and forces the electricity

back when the electromotive force is removed." This is clear enough.

But what is the origin of this “electromotive force?" And in what

does electrification consist? According to Maxwell's theory a charged

conductor has neither more nor less electricity on it or in its neighbor-

hood than when it is not charged. This point became still more

obscure when in 1876 the American physicist, Rowland, showed

experimentally that a moving charged conductor is surrounded by a

magnetic field, the moving electrification evidently constituting a

current.

The mathematical theory, on the other hand, was slowly developed

by others, especially by H. A. Lorentz, and was shown to give a good

account of all electric and magnetic phenomena and of the principal

properties of light. And in Germany, stimulated by Helmholtz, Hertz

set out to search experimentally for the magnetic effects of Maxwell’s

displacement currents and in 1887 discovered waves that were undoubt-

edly of electrical nature. Later, it was shown that the speed of

propagation of these waves is the same as that of light. Speculation

as to the nature of the displacement currents in a vacuum then

gradually died out, until today we speak only of electric and magnetic

“fields” governed by the Maxwell-Lorentz equations. This develop-

ment in electromagnetic theory illustrates a general tendency, notable

during the last century but regretted by many, for the fundamentals

of physics tp become an abstract mathematical theory unsupporhKl by

underlying concrete ideas.

As we have noted in the Introduction, about 1880 a few physicists

were thinking that perhaps all of the important discoveries in physics

had been made, so that research henceforth would consist in studying

details and in improving the technique of measurement “so as to

investigate the next decimal place,” We now know that in reality

more fundamental discoveries yet were to come. It will always be

unsafe to assume that all of the important problems in physics have

been solved.



CHAPTER II

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AND MOVING CHARGES

Before taking up the main theme of this book, we shall discuss, in

this chapter, a few points in electromagnetic theory which it will be
useful for the student to ha\x‘ in mind. Electromagnetic waves and
the emission of radiation will be discussed, on the basis of Maxwells
theory, in sufficient detail to enable the student to appreciate more
readily the conflict of this theory with the modem quantum theory.

Then a few points conexu-ning the fields of moving charges will be

taken up. W(^ begin with a d<jtailed discussion of Maxwell’s equations

for the electromagnetic field.

29. Displacement Currents.—In discussing Maxwell’s new theory

of (electromagnet ism, we have s(;en that his greatest eontributicju was

the displacement ciirnmt. This is a current which, capable of existence

eviMi in a vacuum, is associat(>d with the magiu^tic fi(dd in the same

way as is an ordinary curnuit in a win? and whicdi is of such magnitude

that all currents are cITectively closed. To find what the necessary

magnitude of the displacement

current is, consider tlio circuit

shown in Eig. 1. A battery H is

connechid to a long resistance ah

on which is a sliding contact c.

Points a and c are conncctc'd

i ll rough galvanoiuct(u*s (j\ and (h

to th(^ i)laics of a condciiscM* C. If

c, starting from (joiiuudeiux with

a, inov(\s uniformly towjird b so

as to increase uniformly the po-

t.(‘iitial (lilTcrcncc bctwc(*ri the

plai.es of tlui condenser, thereby increasing its charge, a constant cur-

r<^nt, say i, will flow through the galvanometer 0\ and an identical

current through (Ja. Execi)t for the condenser, the circuit aG\0^c might

be regard(‘d as a (iontimious circuit. No actual current, in the ordinary

sense of the term, flows betwcum the plates of the condenser; but, during

thc» charging process, the electric field between the plate is increasing

at a uniform rate.

51
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merely assumed that, wherever an electric field is changing, there is

also a magnetic field related to the displacement current in exactly

the same way as the magnetic field is related to a conduction current

having the same direction and magnitude. (A less sophisticated form
of statement would be that displacement currents “produce'^ mag-
netic fields according to the same law according to which such fields

are produced by conduction currents. It is not really obvious, how-
ever, which is cause and which is effect. Does the displacement
current cause the magnetic field, or do certain peculiarities in the

geometrical distribution of the magnetic field cause the change in

the electric field, in accordance with Maxwell’s equations?)
30. Maxwell’s Equations.—^We are now in a position to deduce

Maxwell’s equations for the electromagnetic field. In order to have
these equations collected together in a group, we shall first write them
all down, and then we shall proceed to consider their deduction from
the familiar laws of electromagnetism.

The electric and the magnetic field strengths are vectors, having
direction as well as magnitude. To deal with them analytically, let

us introduce a set of right-handed Cartesian axes. To save words, it

will be convenient, hereafter, to say that any three mutually per-

pendicular vectors related to each other in

direction like the directed lines Ox, Oy, Oz
form a right-handed (orthogonal) set^ of

vectors.

Let us now represent the field vectors by
their components in the directions of these

axes, Iiet the components of the elec/t.ric

field strength E be denoted by Ey,

'*‘hlnd''vectol"fut*
respectively, and those of the magnetic field

strength H by ff., Hy, H,. Then Max-
well’s field equations for a region in which the dielectric constant is e and
the magnetic permeability n, but in which there is no electrical (*on-

ductivity and no accumulation of electric charge, can be written thus:

dHe _ dHy __ € dEz
dy dz c dt'

dHx _ dHt __ edEy

dz dz c dt
^

dHy ^ dHx _
dx dy ^

c dt^

^ Vectors can be tested for this property with the right hand, as suggested in

Fiji:. 4,

()

()

(3c)
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SEz _^ ^ _ iJL dHz
dy dz c dt *

dz dx c dt
*

dEy ^ dEz _ __
yidHz

dx dy c di
^

lyu.) + - 0,

i(.E,) + + 1(.« . 0.

We shall suppose that e.g.s. units are used and that E is in electrostatic

units, whereas H is in electromagnetic units or oersteds; e and yL are,

therefore, pure numbers, and equal to unity if the field is in a vacuum.

The derivatives occurring in the equations are all partial derivatives,

since Ex^Ey^E^j Hx^HyMs all vary, not only from point to point, but

also from time to time, each (fomponent being thus a function of the

four variables x,y,z,L The constant c enters into tliese cciuations as

the ratio of tlui electromagnetic to the electrostatic unit of charge; as

is \vc‘ll known, however, this constant is also etpial to the speed of light

in vacuum.

^rhe inathoniatical foundation of thci tlu^oiy may tluni l>e completed

by adding to the field ecjuations the Loivntz force! (^<iiiati(>u, which

inori'ly (‘.\j)resses the familiar value for th(^ force exerti'd by the field

upon a small t(*st charges placed in it. U[)on a stationary (diarge of (/

e.lcel r()siatic units, t.lu*n*acts a force of qE dym's in th(‘ direction of E;

if th<‘ charge! is moving with velocity v cm. s(!C.“‘, thca*(^ is added to the

forci^ qE another forc,(‘ of magnitude </ef/ sin dyiu's, 0 being the

angl(‘ h(dw<‘en the directions of /» and of //. This ad<litional force aets

p(‘rp(‘ndicularly bot h to v and to H and in such a din'ction that the

thioe v(Tt()rs v, v<*ctor component of Jf jxM-pondicular to v, and the

forc<‘ itself form a right.-lian(l<*d set (sen*: above and Fig. t).

Of six Maxwell (‘(juations, nuinlxu- (MA) is a mathematical

eciuivahuii of Gauss’ tln^onuu, familiar in (‘k'ctrostatics. liquation

(%) repn^sent-s th<^ coi*r(;si)onding fact in the tlu'ory of magnetism,

nc., that the tubes of th(^ induction fill iiri'. closed, (jach tube having a

uiiiforni flux of indu<d.i<^n across all of its cross sections. We shall not

actually make use of tli(‘s<^ cciuations oursedves, preferring to employ

the corresponding i)hysical laws directly; hence wo shall refer for their

proof to the standard troatisos on Electricity and Magnetism. ^ Proofs

^ E.g,, Starunq, “Klectririty and Magnetism,” Chap. XIII (or XIV): Paob

and Adams, “Principles of Klectricity,*' Chap. XYI.
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of the remaining equations are also given in those treatises, but it may
be worth while to repeat the proof of these equations here.

Equations (3a) to (3c) are a mathematical equivalent of the

familiar principle that the work done by the field on a unit positive

magnetic pole carried around any closed path equals 49r times the

total current, in electromagnetic units, that is encircled or linked by

the path. (The principle can also be stated more elegantly in terms

of a line integral without reference to poles, which do not exist, but

the statement in terms of a fictitious pole has the advantage of con-

creteness.) In the present instance, however, we are dealing with a

medium in which only displacement currents can occur. It may be

remarked that the principle just stated could not be formulated as a

general one, applicable to all cases, if displacement currents did not

exist; for then the currents, being limited to those on conductors,

might not be closed, and in such cases the expression “ cuj*rcnt linked

by a path'' would not convey a precisely defined meaning. For this

reason, it was impossible for any one to arrive at Maxwell's field

equations until displacement currents, or their equivalent, had been

invented.

To obtain equation (3a) from the principle just stated, draw a

small rectangle PQRS with one corner at any chosen point P; let it

lie in a plane perpendicular to the x-

axis and have two sides of huigtli dy

parallel to the tZ-axis and the other

two of length dz parallel to tiie s-axis

(c/. Fig. 5). Let a unit magnetic pole

be carried in the direction PQRSP
once around this rectangle. Then, if

we let Hy denote the value of the

^/-component of H on QR and. f/^ its

value on the opposite side ^SP, treating

these values as constant along their

respective sides because the rectangle is small, the work done by the

field on the pole,- as it traverses these two sides, is liydy ~ Hy dy-

Treating the other two sides similarly, we have, for the total work on

the pole,

dW = - H.)dz - (H' - Hy)dy. (4)

But two points situated like P and Q, or S and iZ, differ only in their

2-coordinates; hence the ratio (Hy — Hy)/dz will be close to the partial

derivative of Hy with respect to 2 at P; this ratio will approach the

Fig. 5,
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derivative as a limit as dz We can write, therefore,

57

Treating — Ih in the same way and then substituting in (4), we
have

iW = ^dydz - -^dzdy. (5)

On the other hand, the total amount ()f current linking with the

path PQRSPy or the current flowing through the rectangle, is deter-

mined by the ar-componont of the displacement current. It may
help the student to visualize the situation if the rectangle is supposed

drawn in a largo tank of electrolytic solution with current entering

at one point and leaving at another point. If the current flows

perpendi(*iilarly acu-oss the recta.nglo with a d(‘nsity jjc, the total (uirrent

erovssing it is jxdydz. If the (electricity has additional c.ompoiients

of motion parallel to the rectanglc% th(\se do not affect the amount of

<J('ctri(aty that (U'osscs the re(d.angle. So here, from expression (2)

for the (U'nsity of displaceincuit curnMit j/>, wo have for the total dis-

placement current linking with the path

joihjdz =

Uj)on multiplying this expression for tlu^ current by Itt and dividing it

by r, lli(‘ raid) of (lie elec^tromagrudic (.o the (^krtroslatic unit of charge,

iu order lo convert th(^ curnuit into electromagnetic units, and then

e<|uating (.h(‘ i*(‘sul(, lo the <‘xprossion found above for the work dW
on a unil. |)olc, w'c* have

This gives hkj. (3o) upon dividing through hj dydz,

h]((iui.lio!is and (3c) can ho derived in a similar manner by
using r(‘clniigl<‘S ]K'rpendicuInr to the y- and s-ivx(‘.s, respectively.

In cMSc' I li(‘ inny woinlfn* why tlu? varint ion of 11^ and //' nlorig tlieir

ro.sp(‘<*t iv<‘ .si<l«‘s ol* tin? n'clM iiju:I<? not hnvo to lx? lakeii into conHidonition, as

\v(‘ll ns (heir variM(i<tn in lh<* pcrpcinliiMiliir it iiniy ho rci narked that Uy
Mini //' will \'!U*y in M.i>pn»:iim:it (‘ly tlio Hamn nianniM* along Qli jiikI along PS,

n?si)(‘(*liv’oly, m.im.1 Mk? dijji'rrnrv of t li<*sti Viirijitions gives riso to a- tenri in rilKof a

liighcr ()r(l(‘i\ which can h(i iii?glecUMl. The argument cam bo made <uitircly rigor-

ous, provided is a eontinuous function of y amd z.
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It is easier, however, to obtain them by cyclic interchange of the

variables. We might have drawn our x-axis in the“ direction Oy in

Fig. 5 and our y-axds in the direction Oz
;
then, to keep the axes right.-

handed, the 2^axis would have the direction Ox, for a rotation of the

axes like a rigid body through 90® about the old Oz would bring the

x-axis onto Oy, the 2/-axis now falling on —Ox. Then a second rotation

of 90° about the old Oy would bring the 2/-axis onto the old Oz and at

the same time the s-axis would be brought onto the old Ox. Equation

(3o) can now be deduced in terms of the new variables by the same
argument as before. But then, since it does not matter mathe-
matically what letter is used for a variable, we can replace the neu^

variables by the old ones in the end, which amounts to making the

cyclic interchange:

2:->x. (6)

Thus we obtain (3&). Another cyclic interchange then gives us (3c).

The remaining three equations (3d) to (3/) embody in a similar way
Faraday’s principle that the electromotive force in a closed circuit,

measured in electromagnetic units, equals the negative of the time

rate of change of the flux of magnetic induction through the circuit.

The electromotive force is measured by the work done on a unit

positive charge earned around the circuit. Using the same rectangle

as before (Fig, 5), we find, by the same argument as that which led to

Eq. (5), for the work done on an electromagnetic unit charge, which is

equal to c electrostatic units, when it is carried around the rectangle :

The magnetic flux through the rectangle is

fxHxdydz.

For we can think of the field as made up of three fields superposed,

each parallel to one of the axes, and of magnitudes Ih, Hy, Hz, respec-

tively; then it is clear that the Hy and Hs fields contribute nothing to

the flux through the rectangle, being parallel to its plane. The
negative rate of change of this flux is, therefore,

since fjt and dydz do not change with time. Equating this to the
expression just found for dW and dividing through by c dydz, we have
Eq. (3d). Successive cyclic interchanges then give (3e) and (3/).
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It might be remarked, by way of generalization, that if electric

charges are present in the field, with a volume density p in electrostatic,

units, the 0 in l5q. (3A) is replaced by 4xp; and, if currents are present,

with density'' components j*, jyj js in electrostatic units = amount
of electricity flowing per second across a unit area placed perpendicular

to the r-axis, at aii}'' point in the medium), there are added to the

right-hand members of (3a) to (Sc) the terms Jc, ^rjyjc,

respectively.

31. Energy and Momentum in the Electromagnetic Field.—In the

interaction of material bodies with electromagnetic fields, the bodies

(commonly gain or lose energy. It has been found possible to preserve

the law of the conservation of energy' by supposing a definite amount
of energy to exist in the field tis well as in material bodies. This is

tiie usual procedure in physics. Whenever a new phenomenon is

cricountored, the attempt is made to invent a new form of energy so

that the conservation law will hold; and so far it has always proved

possible to do this.

The (‘iicrgy in ( lie field is determined by calculating the work done

in s(‘-tling it up. In this way it can be proved ciuito generally,^ and

is shown for special cases in elementary textbooks, that energy can

be supposed to be distributed throughout an electromagnetic field

at tlio rate of

tE- + iu//-
w = -

' (*rgs pcT unit volume, (7)
OTT

K being the electric inhuisity in electrosbitic. units, fJ the magnetic

int(‘nsity in oersteds, « the <rKiloct.ric constant, and p the p(u*moHbility.‘^

WIkmi the field changes, the energy in it must b(‘. sup})osed to move
about.. From tlu’? theory, it can Ixj shown that correct results are

obtaiiunl if \v(‘ supposes the energy to stream in the direction of a vector

know^ as rector. 1'‘his is a vector drawn pc^rperidicular to

E and to // ainl in sucli a direction that a right-lianded set of vectors is

foriiK'd l)y the vector E, the vector (‘oinponent of If perpendicular to

Ej and l^jynting^s vector {ef. Sec. 30 and Fig. 0). Its magnitude is

assumed to be

—EUame
4r

' CJ. Smythk, W. II., “Static and Dynamic Electricity,'* Sec. 13.04.

* This expression is rostricUocl, of course, to free space or to matter that is

isotropic and not ferromagnetics In material bodies, furthermore, m represents

free energy, in the therinodyiuitnic sense, rather than stored energy; but this dis-

tinction is seldom important.
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where 6 denotes the angle between the directions of E and H, and c

is the rati6 of the electromagnetic to the electrostatic unit of cha.rge.

or the speed of light in vacuum.
This last expression represents the rate at which the energy is

flowing. If, at any point P in the field, a small plane surface is drawn
parallel to E and to H and hence perpendicu-

lar to Poynting^s vector {cf. Fig. 6), then the

number of ergs of energy crossing each square

centimeter of this area per second is given by

the magnitude of Poynting\s vector as just

's written. The student can readily veril'y in

simple cases the fact that the correct amouiii

of energy is thereby delivered to the various

parts of electrical circuits; e.g., the liciit pro-

duced in a resistor by an electric curriuit can

be supposed to stream in from the surrcnmdiiig

space in the direction of Po3mting\s vendor.

In mechanics, the principles of momentum arc second only to thost'

of energy in importance. Now electromagnetic fields are capable of

changing the momentum of material bodices. In all pracjtical cases

the total momentum of all bodies concerned remains constant, a force

on one body being offset by a reaction on some othei* body. There are

a few phenomena in which this is not true, however; the most note-

worthy is the phenomenon of light pressure, discussed bc'low. It can

be shown^ that the principles of momentum and of angular monuui-

tum can be preserved even in such cases provided we assign rnoinentuni

not only to matter but also to the electromagnetic field itself.

The momentum in the field is called ehctroniagnctic momentum.
It is a vector quantity, of course, and it is assumed to have, at each

point in the field, the direction of Poyiitiiig’s vector at that point;

furthermore, the amount of electromagnetic rnoinontum in unit

volume, in space free from matter, is just equal to Poyutillg^s vectoi*

divided by

Space cannot be taken here to deduce either of tlicse two principles

from the fundamental electromagnetic etiuations. It can easily be

seen that they can be interpreted in a concrete way that is of great

interest in connection with modern ideas concerning mass and energy.

We can, in fact, account for the transfer of energy by supposing that

the energy in the field whose density is w is actually in motion with a

^ Cf, Abraham, Mj, and R. Becker, “Classical Electricity and Magaetisni,"

Chap. XV; also Lorbntz, H. A:., ‘‘Theory of Electrons,'* Secs. 19-25 (1916), a

readable discussion.

Eicj. 0.
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certain velocity v in the direction of Poynting’s vector IL The
necessary velocity is

for, if we draw a right cylinder of height v and of unit cross section,

with its length in the direction of Poynting^s vector, this cylinder will

contain wv or TI ergs of energy; and in a second this energy moves
across the end of the c>'linder, thus producing the rate of transfer

required by Poynting’s vector. If wc then add the assumption that

each erg of the moving energy has a mass of l/c® or 1/(9 X 10^°) gram,

the energy in a cubic centimeter will have momentum equal to

(w/c^)v == Il/c\‘

whi(di, in free space, is the magnitude of the momentum in unit

volume. Thus, the eloctroniagnetic momentum in free space may be

thought of ns ordinary momentum j)ossossod l^y the moving electro-

magnetic c>iU5i‘gy.

32. Electromagnetic Waves.—The fidd o(iuations [(8a) to (3fe)]

admit of jui enormous variety of (li(Tor(‘rit solutions. There is no
general nuMliod for discovering usc^fnl solutions; in the end, one has to

resort to guessing. Ac*(M)r<lingly, a particular solution that turns out

to l.)(.i important will siin]>ly l)(< written tlowm here and then shown
to satisfy the (‘((nations. Supposes that

= Kr - /‘O, hJx = J?. = (3, (8)

Hen? / stands for any function whatever (provided it has a first

dcM*ivativ(‘). By suhstiiulion it is easily se(?n that all eight of the

field equations arc satisficvl. Hnhstilution in (3/0, for oxami)le, givw

But

cm

^ ^ d(.T - Pt) ^ dj

dx d{x — vt) Ox (l(x — vt) ’

^ _ df d(x — vt) ^ _
_dj_ ^ d/

dt d(x — vl) dt ^^d{x — vi) \/ejid(x — vt)

(10)

(11 )

(12 )

Ix^cause of tin? value assumed for v. Substituting these expressions

for the derivatives in (10). w(* obtain an identity.
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As an alternative to using Eqs. (Zg) and (3/i), which we did not

deduce above, we may simply note that according to our assumed

solution the electric lines are parallel to the 2/-axis and therefore

straight, and the field strength is also uniform, so that Gauss' theorem

is satisfied. A corresponding remark can be made about the magnetic

field.

The physical characteristics of the field specified by this solution

are simple and interesting. It represents waves of electric and mag-
netic field moving toward +x with speed t». For, if a point is made
to move toward with a speed equal to Vy at this point the quantity

X — vt always keeps the same value, since, in time Ai, a* changes by
Ax ^ V Aty and x — vt changes, therefore, by

A{x — yt) = Ax — V At ^ 0.

Hence, at this moving point, Ey and Hx always keep the same values.

Furthermore, the waves are planCy since Ey has the same value at all

points of any plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation,

which is the x-axis; and so has H*, also. Finally, the waves are

transverse, for the vectors E and H are both perpendicular to the

direction of propagation; and the waves are plane-polarized, with the

electric vector in the xy plane.

As a special case, the function / might be sinusoidal in form.

For example, with standing for any variable, wo might take

Then

f{x — ?i) = A sin2T^| —

and, if we also write v for r/X, Eqs. (8) and (9) become

Ey = Asin27r^^ — Hg = ^^Asin27r^^ — (13o,h)

These equations represent sinusoidal waves of wave length X and
frequency Py and of electric amplitude A. Their sinusoidal character

can be brought out physically in two different ways. If we fix our

attention on a particular point, i.c., if wo keep x constant., then at that

point Ey and Hz are sine functions of the time L On the other hand,

if we take a “snapshot” of conditions at any instant, if we keep t

constant and vary Xy Ey and Hg are sine functions of x.

Waves polarized in other planes, or traveling in other directions,

can be obtained by writing down equations like (8) and (9) in terms of

rotated axes and then changing variables back to the old In
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this TOy can be obtained, for example,

E, = /i(x — vt), H„ = - — vt),

representing waves polarized with the electric vector in the xz plane, or

= /a + i’O, Hjf

representing waves of the original type but moving toward —x instead

of +x, and so on.

By superposing two wave trains traveling in the same direction

but polarized in perpendicular directions, the most general type of

plane waves traveling in a definite direction

can b(j represented. At any point of such a

train, as in the examples just given, the elec-

trie field E and the magnetic field H arc per- J ^

pondicular both to each otlna* and to the

direction of pi-opagation
;
the three vectors Ej /

//, and direction of ])ropagation form a right- 7.—Helativo dircc-

liaiickvl Hct. (r/. Sw. 30 and Fig. 7). The
'*«>•.« in a pi„n«

iiuinorieal ratio of U to B at any point Is y/Tffx, when E is measured in

ele(drostatic units and H in oersteds. Thus, in free space, // = E.

It should be reinark(*ch hovvev(u\ that in other types of mediums,

su(*li as crystals or conductors, the relationships of E and H are some-

what di fie rent from those just descrilx'd.

It is vv(‘ll known that (^hx^tromagnetict waves of the sort we have

IxHai (lescrihing can be pro(lu(x*d in the laboratory; and it was supposed

unhl r(U‘(Mitly that notliing had to be changcnl in the description except

the wav(^ length in ord(*r to liave an accurate descript ion of ordinary

light. The disc<>veri(\s of tlie pu'sent century, however, as we shall

see in later cl nip tors, liavc made necessary a considerable modification

in oiir (‘onc(»[)t.ion of ihe (*l<^c:tromagnetic field, so that the piciture just

<lcscril)(‘(l, whiles sufii(*i('ntly corn»ct in all d(‘tails for long olectromag-

nct.i(^ wav(*s, is not. imine<liat<Ov applicable to light.

33. Velocity of Electromagnetic Waves- The velocity of the

wave's that wc havc^ sliown to rcpnjscuit a possible solution of the Max-
well equations is

(!. 7.—Helativo direc-

tions in a piano wuvo.

Thus in free space, when* e = g = 1, the velocity of these waves

equals c, the ratio of the clc'ctromagnetie to the electrostatic unit of
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charge. When Maxwell announced this result in 1862, he had avail-

able Weber and Kohlrausch^s value for c, the ratio of the units,

published in 1857, and Fizeau^s value of 1849 for the velocity of

light in a vacuum, m.,

c = 3.11 X t;o = 3.14 X lO^®.

This was a good agreement in those days. The best modern values

are probably those furnished by the measurements of Rosa and Dorsey

for c and the last measurement of i;© made by Michelson, viz,,^

c - 2.9979 X 10^0, Vo = 2.99796 X lO^o.

The agreement is within the experimental error, and the two quantities

are universally regarded as exactly equal.

An interesting conclusion from this result is that the ratio of the

units must have the dimensions of a velocity. It is easy to see more
directly why this must be so. For a charge Q in electrostatic units

exerts on another charge Q', at a distance r, the Coulomb force

whereas a current element i ds, measured in electrorn^agnetic units, exerts

on another current element i' ds' at a distance r, under suitable

geome.trical conditions, a force

« (i ds) {i' ds')
-2 i

by the ordinary Biot formula for the magnetic field of a current

element. The similarity of these formulas shows that Q and i ds

must have the same dimensions. But i represents charge per unit

time; hence, i ds has the dimensions of a charge measured in electro-

magnetic units times length divided by time, or times a velocity. It

follows that the ratio of a charge Q measured in electrostatic units

to a charge measured in electromagnetic units has the dimensions of a
velocity. The number or numeric representing the measure of a
quantity, however, has dimensions reciprocal to those of the cor-

responding unit; the numeric and the unit change in reciprocal ratios

when the fundamental units of mass, length, and time are changed.

Hence, it is the ratio of the electromagnetic unit to the electrostatic unit

of charge that has the dimensions of a velocity.

In a material substance, on the other hand, the velocity of electro-

magnetic waves ought usually to be different from c. In any sub-

1
Cf. Birgb, Rev. Mod. Phys., vol. 1, p. 1 (1929). But c/. also Dttnnington,

Rev. Mod. Phya., vol. 11, p. 65 (1939).
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stance free from conductivity, jn = 1 very nearly, so that (16) becomes

c

The refractive index, which is the ratio of the velocity in vacuum to

the velocity in the substance, will be, therefore, for electromagnetic

waves in such a substance,

n = ^
= V^, (17)

or the refractive index should be equal to the square root of the

dielectric constant. A comparison of the data now at hand shows

that ill many cases values of n for visible light agree closely with

Eq. (17), but more commonly there are discrepancies, which may
even be glaring. For example, for water, « = 80, Ve = 8.94, but

n = 1.33 for yellow light. Furthermore, Eq. (17) indicates no

variation of n with wave length and thus heaves no j-ooni for the

phenomenon of dispersion. The discrepancies tend to disappear,

however, when sufficiently long \viives arc used. Foi* example, for

waves produced olcctriciilly with a wave length of 1.75 cm., water

has an index of refraction of 7.82, whereas, for a wave length of 05 cm.,

the index is 8.88, in almost exact agreement witli x/e = 8.94.

The existence of dispersion indicatcjs, as Maxwell himself suggested,

that in dealing with material l)odi(\s (*.ertaiii facstors luive not becui

taken into account. Later work luis shown that dispersion can he

accountc'.d for satisfactorily by assuming matter to contain electrical

charges capable of vibrating elastically with definite -natural periods.

When the frequency of the disturbing electric field is very low, these

charges undergo displacements i)r(>portioiial to the field strength

very nearly to the same degree as they do in the sh^ady field that is

employed in measuring the dielectric constant; but at higher fre-

quency their inertia modifies their motion, and their elTect upon the

waves is thereby altered. By assuming the motion of the particles

to be damped in some way, and by including the effect of the free

electrons in metallic conductoi-s, it has been possible to give a good

account of the optical properties of matter. To allow for all of these

effects, the field equations as we have written them above have to

be modified; furthej-more, to obtain accurate results it is necessary

to introduce quantum theory. We have not space, however, to

pursue further here the subject of the electromagnetic theory of light.

34. Energy of Electromagnetic Waves.—The most important

property of electromagnetic waves is that they convey energy-
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According Eq. (7) above, the energy is distributed in space at the

rate of

€£2 -L
y) « ergs per cm.®, (18)

E and H being the electric and magnetic field strengths and e and m
the dielectric constant and permeability, respectively. For plane
waves traveling in a definite direction, this expression can be put into

other forms by using the relations obtained from (9),

H = V = ( 19a,6)

V being the velocity of the waves. We note that for such waves
so that the amounts of electxic and magnetic energies are

equal, and we can also wi-ite

w =
iir

(20)

This energy is carried along with the waves; and what is actually
observable is usually not the energy density itself but the amount of

energy that flows per second across unit area of a plane drawn per-

^
pendicular to the direction of propagation
of the wav'es. This latter quantity is called

tli(f inU'msiiy of the train of waves; we shall

denote it by 1. The connection between /
and w is easily found. Consider an ele-

mentary volume with faces of unit area and
of thickness dx, placed perpendicular to

the ar-axis, the waves traveling as usual
toward -fa: (Fig. 8). The energy in this element is wdx, since its

volume is dx. As the wave moves to the right with velocity v, in a
time di given by

V

Fig. H.

^ of this energy passes through the right-hand face of the element.
The rate of flow of the energy across this face, which equals / because
the face has unit area, is, therefore.

1
wdx
dt

or

I — vw. (21a)
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In free space, where v = c, this takes the form

67

/ = nr.
(216 )

By means of (19a). (196), and (20), Kq. (21a) can also be put into the
form

I
4w

EH-.
(22 )

or, if /I = 1, we may write it. fmm (21a) and (20), inst^rting r = c/n
and e = from (17),

/ = rn

Itt
a;*. (23)

Here n is the refractive index, and / is |.h(‘ intensity of the waves or
the energy that flows in a s<‘cond across unit area. In free space,
where // = 1, this l)<'C()m<\s

I (23aj

Kquation (22) is also (*n.sily ohtaiiu'd from Poynting’s vector, whicli
was des(*ril)(Ml in a, pr(‘vious s(‘ction.

Tli(^s(‘ formulas for f hold, primarily, at (‘ach s<‘para.te |)oint along
the wa.v<' train. 'PIkw (*an Im‘ a.ppli(‘<l to th(‘ iirvr(t{fv inUuisitv, Jiow-
evm-, mer<‘ly by av(*raging 1h(‘ (|uaiititi(‘s that a.pp(‘a,r on the right in

th(‘ <‘(|ua.tions, by insmiing for w or AV/ or K- tln^ time av(‘ragc
of iiiis (]ua<ntity at- any fixed [)oifit. In lh<* casi* ol siniisoid.aJ waves
the a.V(‘rage va,lu(‘s an' I'asily fouml in terms of tin' amplitude. Thus/
if, as in h]<|. (13f/),

"')•

then E- lias the sairu' jivoniKc vahi<> <luiin}? .all snc(a‘.ssivc cyclns of
IXM'iod / ~ l/i' s(‘coii(ls or dtirin;!; ,ati\ iii((>}!;r.al iiuinlKa* of cvclos
FIciKa* the av<>r!iK<' of is

K

E-

/•r
r''' /.• \

E‘hlt - ',, , I sin''27r(’ I'M
hi / Jo V x /

n 1
1

,
/r

2 ~ 2*'”''
’^Vx

>

I
<11.

1

^ 1
.

,

/.r
„ .sm Iff-I ,

i!'
1

- - A -

2 '2 Sxi- \X 7 . H

the sine havinti; tlie same value at times t and i -h T or I + 1 / r, Hence
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the average intensity of the waves is, from (23),

I = (24)

36. Momentum of Electromagnetic Waves. Radiation Pressure.

Besides energy, electromagnetic waves carry momentum. As stated

in Sec, 31, the direction of this momentum is that of Poynting’s

vector, which, in the case of plane waves traveling in a definite direc-

tion, is readil\' seen to be the direction of propagation of the weaves.

The amount of momentum in unit volume, furthermore, is equal to

ejLt/c“ times the magnit\ide of Poynting’s vector; and the latter repre-

sents the energy ti-ansfe.rred across unit area per unit time, which we

have denoted above by I. Hence, the density of momentum in the

waves, symbol gf, is

» - ^ w
by (22). Or, by using (21a),

_ eixvw _ w

by (196); and in free space

w

The total amount of momentum associated with energy W carried by

plane w'aves in free spaci^ is, therefore,

O' = — •
(25c)

c

Thus waves moving in free space carry with them momentum equal

to the energy divided by the speed of light (in c.g.s. units). This fact

is of interest in dealing with atomic phenomena, especially the Comp-
ton effect. Another interesting observation is that the momentum is

the same as would be present if the energy had a mass equal to w/c-

grams and were moving a t the speed c of the waves. This is a special

case of the general interpretation of electromagnetic momentum
described above.

Experimentally, however, the electromagnetic momentum in the

waves will manifest itself only in reactions upon material bodies when

the momentum in the field is changed. Thus, if a beam of light is

deflected, or perhaps absorbed, by a material body, a force will be

observed to act on the body, just as a baseball player, when he destroys

the momentum of a moving baseball by stopping it with his hand, feels

(25a)

(256)
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a blow on the hand. The phenomena so produced are those of radi'^

aiion 'pressure.

The magnitude of the pressure is easily calculated in any given case
from the momentum brought up by the radiation. Since force equals
rate of change of momentum, the pressure will equal the momentum
delivered by the waves to unit area in a second. Since the waves move
a distance v in a second, the momentum brought up will be that in a
cylinder of unit cross section and length v, or vg c.g.s. units. If, then,
the waves entirely absorbed by the body, the radiation pressure
on it will be, by (25) and (9),

V = vg — dynes per cm®., (26)

n denoting the refractive index of the medium or c/v.

The radiation pressure can also bo deduced by calculating from
ordinary laws the forc(^s that the electrics and magnetic fields in the
waves exert upon the charges and (airrents produced by them in

mattu'ial bodies.^ A third method is to cal ci date it from the Maxwell
stresses in the waves. These stresses are known to give correct values
lor the for(‘es upon mat(!rial bodies. The d(^du(•tion from the momen-
tum carried by the waves is the simplest, however, and we shall find

that it is inter(\sting in conm^ction with tlu^ (wplanation of such
atomic phenomena as the Com])ton elTect.

1 hat radiation billing on a body should (jxert a pressure upon it

is by no nu'ans a concept p(‘culiar to nKxiern physics. Over 300 years

^^8^) Kepl(*r suggested that tint curvature of (iornets^ tails away from the
sun might be due to radiation ])rossur(^—and modern astronomers
believe that Kephn- was right! Nijwton re(*ogniz(xl that Kepler^s
sugg(\st,ion was in harmony with the corpuscular theory of light (just

as the j)r(\ssure i)roduced by a gas is diuj to t he impa(d. of its molecules).

Exj)(‘rim(‘ntally, the sul)ject was a.ttn.ck(xl as ('arly as 1750, and at

intervals thereafter, but with inconclusive or (^ouilicting results, due
for th(^ most part to tln^ disturbing acdiion of the gas surrounding the
illuminated surfac^o. Finally, howev(u*, the disturbanc.es du<^ to the

gas w(‘r(‘ delinit.ely (diminated, and radiation prc‘ssure was discovered

almost siniult.ancously by ijebedev in l<]uroi)e (1000) and by E. F.

Nichols and G. F. Hull in America (1003).“ Tlie pressure, in the

experiments of Nichols and Hull, was only about 7 X lO""** dyne per

scpiare centimeter (which is several times the pressure due to strong

sunlight), but they were able to measure this small pressure with

^ Cf. Planck, M., “Theory of Heat Radiation,“ Part IT, Chap. I.

“ Cf, Nichols and Hull, Phys. Rev., vol. 17, pp. 29, 91 (1903).
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sufficient precision to show that the observed values agreed within

1 per cent with the theoretical values.

36. Field of a Uniformly Moving Point Charge.—We have seen

how to obtain a solution of Maxwell's equations representing plane

electromagnetic waves. It is natural to consider next how such waves

can be generated or stopped- This problem was not solved by
Maxwell; a complete treatment of it requires elaborate mathematical

procedures. The emission of radiation by a point charge is of some
importance in dealing with the production of X-rays. Accordingly,

the characteristics of such emission will be described presently; its

characteristic features can be found in part by elementary methods.

As a preliminary, however, it will be useful to consider first the field

of a concentrated charge that is in uniform motion in a vacuum.

The charge will be assumed to be concentrated at a point, but the

results will also hold, at least approximately, if it is merely confined

within a finite but negligibly small volume.

If the charge is stationary, its field is simply the familiar Coulomb
field. When it moves, however, we can easily show that it must be

surrounded by a magnetic field as well; and, in the special case of

uniform motion along a straight line, we find that there e.xists a simple

relation between the magnetic and

electric fields.

As the charge moves along at

constant velocity, its field must move
with it, so that relative to the charge

the field seems to stand still. Any
magnetic lines that may accompany it

will have the form of circles having as

their axis the line along which th(^

charge is moving; for otherwise it is

scarcely possible that the tubes of magnetic induction could be closed,

as they must be. The field strength H will then have the same mag-
nitude along any given line. The work done on a unit pole carried

once around a line of radius R {e,g., PUTQ in Fig. 9) will be, therefore,

W - 2tRH.

But, by the same circuital law that we employed above in deducing

the first three of Maxwell's equations, this work is also equal to 47r

times the current that links with the path, measured in electromagnetic

units. We can calculate this total current entirely in terms of the dis-

placement currents that are produced at each point in space as the

electric field varies with time, due to the motion of the charge. To do
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this, consider the plane circular area that is bounded by the line around

which the pole was carried. Through any element dS of this area

there flows a displacement current jx>i iS, joi being the component of

the displacement-current density perpendicular to the area. The
total current crossing the area inside the line is thus

integrated over the whole area. Now the value of jn is given in Eq.

(2), but in electrostatic units; to get it in electromagnetic units, we
must divide by c. Hence, since here € = 1,

i / EidS

where E\ is the component of the electric field strength perpendicular

to the area. But /Ei dS = the total flux of electric induction

through the part of the area bounded by the line. Hence,

J_^?.
lire dt

^

and, equating iri to the expression found above for W\ we obtain

(27)

Now the rate of change of tp is easily found, since it results merely

from the convection of the field with the moving charge. Let the

spewed of the latter bo v. We can imagine that the magnetic line which

coincides momontaril.y with the c\rc\o PT in Fig. 9 is moving with the

charge, the flux <p of electric in<liietion through it remaining constant.

At time t, let this line he in the position AfAf, and at time t + dt let it

be in the position FT, Then MP = vdt. Now, at time t + di,

all of ip passes through PT; whereas, at time part of it escaped

between the two cir<*I(‘s. Thus in di the flux through PT increases

by th(‘ jimouiif. of flux which at time I passed outward through the

cylindrical surfac(? MPTN. Since the area of this surface is

2tR X {MP) - 2TrP.vdt,

we have, therefore, for the increase in the flux ox dip, 2tRvEx dt, where

Ex stands for the component of the electric field perpendicular to the

direction of motion. Hence

dip

di
— 2tRvE

\
.
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From this equation and (27), we have, then,

(28)

This equation gives us the magnetic field H in oerateds at any point

in terms of the electric field E measured in electrostatic units.

It remains to find the electric field E. Now if the motion is very

shiv as compared wdth the speed of light (y/c ver}’’ small), the electric

field will be sensibly the same as that of a stationary charge. Hence,

at a point distant r from the charge in a direction making an angle 6

with its direction of motion (Fig. 9),

^x = ^sine, (29)

q being the charge in electrostatic units. Thus, at such a point, by
(28),

H — ^ sin S. (30a)

Or, if g' is the charge in electromagnetic units, H being as before in

oersteds,

/y = ^ sin e, (306)

From this formula we see that the magnetic field around a slowly

moving point charge is the same as the field that is duo, according to

the familiar Biot (or “ Ampere’s' ') formula, to a current element of

magnitude i ck = qv/c = q'v.

If the speed v of the charge is not small as compared with the

velocity of light, wo have to take account of the modification produced

in the electric field by the varying magnetic flux (varying, that is,

at ptnnts fixed relative to the frame of reference used in defining the

speed of the particle). Unfortunately, this modification cannot be

found by elementary methods. It is most conveniently found by a

relativity transformation, and this will be done in a later chapter on

“Relativity,"

It turns out that the electric lines remain straight at all speeds,

pointing radially away from the charge in its instantaneous position,

but the magnitude of the field strength, as shown in Sec. 70, is

E = 7 ^
[1 + (7® - 1) cos*

y =

c*

1
(31a,?))
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Then, by (28) and (29),

H - y qv

[1 +• (7“ — 1 ) c?''

7,
sin (32)

This formula shows that, as v increases, the whole field tends to become
compressed toward an ‘‘ equatorial'

’
plane drawn through the charge

and perpendicular to its motion. On the line of motion, for example,

where 0 = 0 and [1 + (7
" •“ l)cos“0]'- = E is less in the ratio

1/7^ than it is at the same distance from a stationary charge; whereas,

in the equatorial piano, where 6 = 90° and [1 + (7^ — l)cos-0]'^-* = 1,

it is greater in tlie ratio 7 . As «; —> c, the field tends to be con(*entrated

entirely in the equatorial plane.

37. Radiation Field of an Accelerated Point Charge.—As we have

seen, the fi(‘ld around a uniformly inoring point charge is simply carried

along with the charge, so that the energy in such a field j-einains in the

neighborhood of the charge. Thus, from uniformly moving i^liargc^s,

there is no radiation <jf energy, for ^^radiaiion" implies tlial energy

passes off to infinity.

The situation is cpiite dilTer(‘nt in regard to ncaivratvd (*harges.

A complete treatment of this more general (‘aso is Ixwond tln^ s(‘ope

of this book; and h(‘rc^ nffativity lends no h(‘l|). It liappens, h()\v( 5ver,

that only one con(*hision ikhxI Ik' cit(‘d from tli(^ advances, I th(M)rv.

It can hi) shown that th<^ liekl due to any element of clni-rge may lx*

supposed to be (‘initUKl cont imially from

that ehnnent and to spread out in all

dinictioiis away from it with the speed

of light. ^ This being ussuined, the rest

of the deduction recjuires only elementary

methods.

Consid(U’ the special case of a i)oint^'^;V' p
chufR-d r/, wliicli for soiik! t.iiiK' hius In'ciiat

lo. uiuatrui.-

rest at a point () in fn'O space* (Fig. 10) inp: Um' omiHsiotj of a puinc of

1 I .p ,
radiiilion.

and now im(lc‘rg()(\s :i unil(jrin a.<*c(‘l(*ra-

tion a during a very sliort time* r, after whicli it continues to move
uniformly with v(‘locity

r --= ar.

At the end of the period of acceleration, it will have moved to a slightly

diflferent point Pi; and, after an additional time t, much greater.

^ Cf. Abuamam, M., jokI \l, JiKCKKit, “Electricity and Maj^uetimn,'' p. 220

(“Electrodyniiniic Potentials”); W. It. Smytue, “Static .and I)yniinii(? MleiJtric-

ity,” Sec. 13.25 (“Retarded Potentials'').
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than r, it will have got to P2,
where

P1P2 « vt.

Let us find the field at the end of the additional time tj when the

charge is at Pa.

Let ONL represent any line of force drawn from the charge while

stationary at 0; let N lie on a sphere of radius c(r + 0 about 0 as

center, c being the speed of light. The field emitted at the beginning

of the period r has just had time to reach the surface of this sphere.

The field outside must have been emitted earlier, and, therefore,

according to the conclusion just cited from the exact theory, it must

be the original field associated with the stationary charge at 0, not

having received news' ^ of the acceleration of the charge. Similarly,

vnside a sphere of radius ct with center at Pi, we have the field of

the charge moving uniformly with speed Between these two spheres

is a shell within which the transition from the one type of field to

the other occurs, the line of force running obliquely here from M to

N, If we allow time to flow on, this transition shell moves outward

with the speed of light. We shall show that it contains a radiation

component of the field that carries a certain amount of energy off to

infinity.

The part MN of » the force line is straight, at least in the limit as

T —> 0, because the acceleration is uniform.^ Let us resolve the electric

field at any point on MN into a radial component Er, in the direction

of P^iMy and a perpendicular component Et. Then, at any point on

MN,
Et _ M'N ^ MN'
Er MM'

But PaM is (in the limit as r —> 0) parallel to OW', since, according to

(31a) above, the change in the electric field due to the motion is of the

second order in v, and since P^M and OAT' are different positions of the

same force line (a line can be identified its lying on a cone about

Ox which encloses a given fraction of the electric flux of induction).

Hence, if we neglect the distance OPi, which is of the second order in v,

MN' = (OPi) Bind = vtBiTid — art Bind.

^ ThatMN must be straight (in the limit) is easily seen, after reading the whole

deduction, from the following consideration. The field at any point K on MN was

emitted at a certain time r' after the charge left O. Had the acceleration ceased at

this instant, the point ikf, as defined in the text, would have been at K and the

distance of Af or ir from ON, according to the expression found in the text for MN',
would have been ar't sin $. Thus the distance of K from ON is proportional to r'.

But so is KN, to the first order. Hence the line MN is straight.
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Furthermore, MM^ equals the difference in radii of the spheres if

0P\ is again neglected, whence,

Therefore,

Mil/' = cr.

El
Er

ai

c
sin 6;

a minus sign has been inserted here because Et has a component
opposite to the acceleration a. But Er must have the same value

in the shell as outside in order to carry the flux of induction through

the shell and so satisfy Gauss* theorem. Hence,

r being: the radius of the shell. Thus,

Et = — ^ — sind,

or, since r = so that t = r/c,

Thus, within the transition shell then^ is a tangcmtial electric com-

ponent Et, w'hich falls off, as r iiHuv^^iscs, only as the first 'power of r.

This component li(*s in a ])lano drawn through tht^ charge and con-

taining the dircM'tioii of its a.<*cel(U’iition. As tiiu<‘ goes on and r —> oc,

Er will become (‘ntirely lu'gligible in coinj)arison with Et. Thus,

ultiniatc'ly, w<* hiu e a shell or pulse of fi(»l(l, traveling outward with

the s[)e(Hl of light,, in whi<‘h the olc(d.rie v(^(d-or is Irarmwrsc, just as in

plaiK^ waves. Jii any portion of the pulses ultimately approxi-

mates a plane wave. Nothing has Ixuui said about the magnetic

field, whi(‘.h is not so easily treated; luit it can searecely b(i doubte<l

that t.her(e must, also exist in t.lie pulse a. transveersce magnetic field,

equal in str(mgth to tlK*! electric field hut perpcuidicular to it, just as

we found to exist in i)lan<^ waves, and this conelusion is confirmed by

the (*()mplet(^ theory. Tlu^ (^h^ctroinagiuitic fichl that thus travels

away to infinity from an ac(‘,(;lenit<xJ charge is oft-en <.*alled its radiation

field.

By nu^aiiH of a rc^lativity transformation, t.hesci results can readily

be generalizt^d so as to repre^sent the radiation from a charge that is

already in motion. It turns out that th(‘ radiation field is always

numerically proportional to the aceiUeration of the charge, and in this

field measured in electrostatic units, and //, me.-isured in oersteds,
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iwe equal; furthermore, E, i?, and the radius from the point of emission

form a right-handed set of mutually perpendicular vectors (c/. Sec. 30),

The formula for E is somewhat complicated, in general, so we shall

write it down only for the simple case in which the acceleration and

the velocity lie along the same line, as in linear motion; in this case^

£1 = - 1 qa

(1 — iScos By cV
sin0, (34a,6)

V being the instantaneous speed and a the instantaneous acceleration

of the charge. We observe that the radiation field vanishes, in this

case, at points on the line of motion, and that E lies in a plane drawn

through the line of motion, just as for a slowly moving charge. The
only effect of the motion, in fact, is represented by the first factor on

the right in (34a), which serves to strengthen the field in forward

directions and to weaken it toward the rear of the moving charge.

38. Energy Radiated by an Accelerated Point Charge.—The most

important feature introduced by the acceleration of a charge is the

resulting radiation of energy. We can readily calculate its magnitude

for a charge moving along a line, from the formula just given.

Le^t a charge, of magnitude q in electrostatic units, move with

acceleration a, constant or variable, along

a line Ox (Fig. 11). During an interval of

time dtj let the charge move at speed v

from P to P', so that PP' = v dt. Then
the radiation field emitted during this

interval will be found, at an instant t

seconds after the time at which the charge

passed P', between two spheres, one of

radius ct about P' as center, the other of

radiiisc(^ + dt) aboutP ascentor. Let the

time I be large enough so that in this region there is only the radiation

field, in which H — E, Then there is in this field an energy density

of magnitude (vacuum being assumed)

8t 47r

ricj. 11.-—Diagi'ain illuBtrating

a puIho of radiation.

W = (35)

The distance between the two spheres, which would be c dt if they had
a common center, is changed by their relative displacement to the

extent of the projection of PP' on the radius; thus, in a direction mak-
ing an angle d with the motion, the distance between the spheres is

c dt — V dt cos 6 or (c — v cos 6) dU Hence, between each pair of

^ €f. ^MY'rHK, op. dt., Sec. 14.12.
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opposing unit areas on the spheres, there lies a volume equal to

(c — y cos d) dl

times unity; and this volume contains energy of amount

dW 1 = w (c — 'y cos 6) dt ergs.

Inserting the value of xo from (35) and of E from (34a), we find

dFi = -7- (c! - fcofl e) ^-.”2 71 5
4t c (1 — c‘os by

or, dividing out c and using = v/c [Eq. (346)],

dW, -
47rc*r2(l — j5cos0)^

'rdt. (36a)

If the velocity v is much b(‘low that of light, so that /3 is negligible,

we can write this in the form

Air ch-
(366)

This energy d\Y lying b(^t\v(^on two unit areas on the spheres, eventu-

ally passes outward aeross a fixed unit area 1 k4(1 so ns to coincides

momentarily with tliat on the outer spluu’e. Thus, dlTi nq)r(\sents

thii radiant (uuirgy that i)asrtt's outward in time dt across a unit area

located at a distaruM* r and in tlui direction spocith^d l.)y 0 from the

acc(*l(M’atcd charges

Th(‘ formula for dlKi is applied to particular probUuns in dilTeront

ways.

(a) I n,Ht(tntanv<nit< Hate of Hadiation of Eiur(jij, — "V\\a total rat(^ at

which energy is passing outward or is being radiatc^d can 1»(‘ round by

integrating ov(M‘ tlu^ oiitcu* s|)lier(^, whose radius is sensibly (‘cpial to /-or

to cL We shall do I his for tli(‘ ea.s(^ of slow motion only. As nn (4(s

iiient of a.r(^a on tin' splierc, take a. ring of width r dO and radius r sin 6,

and henc<^ of an^a- ‘JTr/ ^sin 0 dO, using as the axis of tliis ring di(‘ line

from vvliich 6 is ineasunal. 'rh<‘ value iddW

[

is uniform ov(m* the ring,

hence th(^ energy that i)a.ss<‘s outward aeross it in time dt is

27rr“.siii^^/}rpZ<? == »iiv^0d0dt

by Eq. (366). I'lie total energy that passes outward over the whole

sphere is, therefore, by integration,

(/-a-

2c^
^dt I
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Now

w*9de (1 — cos*fl) sintfd®
_4
~ 3

(37)

Hence, dividing by dt, we have for the energy passing outward over the

sphere per second

3 c*

This is the rate at which the charge q is radiating energy in all directions

at an instant when its acceleration has the value a.

(/>) Stoppcoge of a Particle ,—Suppose a particle carrying a charge

q and moving initially with speed Vq is brought to rest without change

in its direction of motion. This case is of interest in connection with

the production of X-rays. An adequate theory of X-rays can be given

only in terms of quantum theory, but the results of classical theory

furnish useful analogies.

Consider the radiation emitted by the charge during the stopping

process, in a direction making an angle $ with the direction of motion.

At a large distance r, the total energy Wi crossing unit area of a plane

perpendicular to the radius from the particle can be got by integrating

dWi, as given in (3Ga) or (366), with respect to the time. Tlie result

of the integration will depend upon the manner in which the accelera-

tion a varies with the time; for simplicity, let the acceleration be uni-

form. Then, if is small compared with the speed of light c, since

for the process in question

we have from (366)

= (39a)

|a| being the absolute value of the acceleration and equal to —a.

If, on the other hand, vo/c is not small, we have only to note that

dl = dv/a = c dfi/a, so that, writing fio = va/cy we have during the

stopping process

r dl ^ c r djS c r. i

J (1 — /8cos9)® ajfi, (1 — ficoB0)‘ 4aco8flL (1 ~ jSoCosfl)®

By noting that

1 - (1 - /SoCOBff)* = [!-(!- (9ocostf)*][l + (1 - i8«oose)»]

= (2/3oCOs 9 — iSSeoa*0) (2 — 2j8ocos 9 + Pjcos*9),
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the last expression can be got into a more useful form. The result of

integrating (36a) can then be written

w -
^ ~ M^°cosg)(l - pocoae 4- }401cob*9)

4ir c*r» " (l-fiocose)*
' '

The total radiation emitted during the stopping process can then

iilso be found by integrating Wi in turn over a sphere of radius r.

We shall do this, again, for the case of slow motion only. As an
element of area on the sphere, take, as before, a ring of width r dd

and radius r ain 0, and hence of area 2Tr2sin S dd, its axis being the line

from, which 9 is measured. Wi is uniform over this ring. Hence
the total energy emitted is, from (39a),

or, by (37),

IFir^sin OdB
2c» Jo

sin®0dl?,

W 2
(39c)

We note that, the more rapidly the charge is brought to rest

the larger is the amount of energy radiated.

(c) Damped Harmonic Oscillator,—A case of interest in connection

with the omission of radiation from atoms is that of an electron or

other particle bound elastically to an equilibrium position. If the

partiele is set into vibration by some disturbance, it will gradually

lose its energy by radiation Ixn^ausc^ of the acceleration experienced at

various parts of its ])ath and will eventually come to rest. It should

be r(uiuirk(d again that c’orn^ct results for atomic? j)li(Mioiucii[a can be
obtained only from ciuautum theory; but the analogous phenomenon
in classical theory is intc'rcstiug.

Suppose for simplicity t hat the luotion is one-dimensional. Then,
if the damping by radiation is small, tin? displacoinont x of the particle

from its position of (^(jui librium will be given approximately by the

usual equation of simple harmonic motion,

X = Asin27^^'(/ 4- ^),

and its energy of vibration will be

W = V2m(z;,nAx)^ = 2Thnv^A^, (40)

Umw. or 2'kvA being its maximum velocity and m its mass. The rate of

loss of energy by the oscillator can be found from (306) if we suppose

the velocity to be always small compared with that of light. We inte-

grate over a large sphere as was done in deducing (38). This gives.
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for the energy radiated during time dt,

2ir f dTTir^sin^c?^ = f sin®tfd^ =
JO 2c® Jo 3 c*

by (37), q being the charge on the particle. Now the acceleration is

a = = — 47r®y®Asin2irv (i + 6).

The energy lost during a single period of vibration, lasting l/v seconds,

will be, therefore,

/
2gV
3 c»

df =
32 t'‘)^V^’

p.+iA

3 c* J,.

sin®2irv (t + S) dt

since

(40a)

p(i+iA

J‘i
siii*2a-x (f + 5)(ii =

ph+iAfi
1 1 1

i. [2
~ (« + «)

J
= 2v

(Here t\ is any fixed time that .may be selected.) The expressions

obtained in Eq. (40a), divided by the period l/v, represent the average

loss of energy per second. Hence, we can write for the energy of the

oscillator, if the loss in a single period is small, the approximate

differential equation

dt 3 c»
~ 3 OTC»

’ ^

by Elq. (40). The solution of this equation is, if is the value of

at i = 0,

W = (41a,6)

The energy and amplitude of the vibrating charge thus decrease

exponentially at a rate proportional to v^.

In subsequent chapters, we shall find a number of uses for the

formulas that we have been obtaining. The most important single

conclusion from our work, however, is that according to classical

electromagnetic theory accelerated charge must necessarily radiate

energy,

39. Electromagnetic Mass.—It was pointed out by J. J. Thomson
in 1881 that a body should appear to have a larger mass when charged

than it has when uncharged. The effect is essentially one of self-

induction; just as the process of starting a current in a wire calls into
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existence a momentary electromotive force opposing the current, so,

similarly, setting a charge into motion produces, associated with the

changing magnetic field around it, an electric field that acts on the

charge so as to oppose its acceleration. The effect is thus the same

as if the mass were increased.

Nowadays, however, we prefer to view this phenomenon in terms

of the electromagnetic momentum in the field. The momentum can

be calculated if the electric and magnetic fields around the body are

known. The calculation is easily made for the case of a uniformly

charged sphere moving slowly (as compared with the speed of light).

At a point distant r from the center of the sphere, on a radius

making an angle 6 with the direction of motion, we have a radial

electric field strength

q being the total charge on the surface of the sphere in electro-

static units, and also a magnetic field whose magnitudo, according

to E<i. (30a) in See. 3(>, is

H = -4, sin B,
cr-

Thus Poynting\s vector, (lcs<Tibed in See.

31, will lie in a plane through the lino of

motion aiul will bo perp(Mulicular to the

radius, as shown by the a.irow marked P in^

P^ig. 12; its niagnitn(l<‘, sin<‘<» E and // arc

|)er]ieiulicular, will l)e

r
(rv

sin 0,

Kia. 12.- Diiiprum illiiH-

Irnt.intt Mjo calculation of tlin

ok*ctrotii!iKn(^ti<^ inoinontuui

jiroiiiid a moving clijnKod

Hphoro *S.

Aeeording to th<' rub’ slated in Sec. 31, therofons Ui(‘r(‘ will h<‘ (dec-

troinagiK'tie inonu^ntuTn in tbe n^gion surrounding th(‘ spluMc^ h) th(^

extent of P/r" per unit volume, its direction being that of roynl.ing’s

vector. Insider the spln'ro tluTO is no field and heni*o no mom<uitum.

Because of the symnudjy, however, the eompomuit of this momen-

tum p(M’pen(li(uibir t.o. the motion will sum up to ziu’o. 1 bus the.

resultant ni(^ineutum in the wboU^ fiedd is parallel to th(‘. motion, and to

find it w(^ iKHid sum ii|> coniponeiits in this direction only. Ihe com-

ponent of clcctnjmagnetie inoinentum i)arallel to the motion is, per

unit volume.

P
sin 0 ==

qh^

4irc''*r^

sin®0.
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As an element of volume we may take a ring whose axis is the line of

motion of the charge, with a cross section rdSdr and a perimeter

27rr sin ^ (r sin 0 being its radius), so that its volume is 2irr2sin 9 dddr.

The component of the momentum has the same value at all points on

this ring. Then the total electromagnetic momentum in the field will

be

-//

2c^Ja r^-Jo

4irc^r-
sin®0 • 27rr®sm

fimHde,

C ** df 1
d being the radius of the sphere; or, from (37), and since I

'a

M =
3oc*

This is the same amount of momentum that the sphere would possess,

according to the ordinary formula for momentum, if it had a mass

mq of magnitude

2^1 (42o)

for then M = mtp. The sphere will behave dynamically as if it

possessed a mass m = mo + m^, where mo is its ordinary mass.

The formula just obtained for is correct, strictly speaking, only

for indefinitely slow motion. In case the sphere becomes contracted

in the direction of motion in the ratio (1 — in accordance with

the requirement of Relativity (c/. Sec. 64), it can be shown that the

electromagnetic mass is

= 1

'* 3ac2-y/l _
(42&)

The calculation of rriq for slow motion is often made by calculating

the energy in the magnetic field around the sphere and equating this

energy to rriqV^, This method would be reliable if it could be seen

in some way that there is no change in the energy of the electric field

arising from its distortion as represented by Eq. (31a) in Sec. 36.

Actually there is no change of order in this part of the energy’', so that

a correct result is obtained for rriq] but this comes about only because

the decrease in electrical energy in polar regions, which is of the same

order as the total magnetic energy, is offset by a nearly equal increase

of energy in equatorial regions.



CHAPTEE. Ill

THE PHOTOELECTRIC AND THERMIONIC EFFECTS

An approach to the outHtandiiig problem of the iirst quarter of the

present century, viz,j the nature of radiant energy, is most directly

made by a study of the photoelectric effect. The term “ photoelectric”

might be applied with reason to a wide variety of phenomena involving

the interaction between light and electricity, such as the change in the

resistance of selenium under illumination or the rotation of the plane

of polarization of a beam of light when passing through a medium
placed in a strong electric field. It is (iommonly restricted, however,

to the discharge of negative electricity from l)odics when illuminated

by light of appropriate wave length. In this chapter, wo shall give a

brief discussion of this elfec?t, cinpliasizing those featiirc‘s which proved

especially difficult of explanation in terms of the wave theory <jf light.

The discussion of tlie i)hot<K^le(*tri<‘. (dTect naturally involves a con-

sideration of the e.xpcriments that 1(hI to one of tlic most striking

advances of the modern pciriod, the discov<n*y of th(^ chictron. Some
of these ex])(M*imoiits will be described. Inci-

dentally, we shall include a brief discussion of

a closely reiat(Ml pluinomonoii, that of thermi-

onic emission.

40, Discovery of the Photoelectric Effect.

The photoch^ctrie effect was discovoia^d by Y

Heinrich Hertz,' ciuite actadimtally, in 1S87.

While carrying on experiments in which he d(*m-

oristrated tho (‘xisleiiccj of c^hH^troinagiudh^

waves, he ohscM’ved that i h(^ spark lK*tw(»(‘n ilu^
*

terminals (>S, Fig. l.‘f) of his directing eireuit [)assed more rapidly

when thos(‘ Uu-miiKils were illumijiaU*d by tlu^ light from tho primary

spark P than whim an opacjue screen, or ev(‘n a. piee(‘ ol platen glass, was

intcrpos(^d b(‘lw(‘(*ii J* aiul B(M*ause the pi’imary spark was known
to emit ultravioh^t light, whi(*li would lx; tilt<‘n‘d out by the ghws.

Hertz coneludotl that the <.'ffect was duo to ultraviolet light falling on

the secondary gap— a e.onehisioii wirn*h lu; <;oiitirnu;d by scre(;ning S
from P and allowing light from another source^ to fall on S. Further,

he found that tin; light must fall on tin; terminals themselves, whieh,

^Ann. d. Phyaikj vol. 31, p. 983 (1887).

S3
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for the effect to be observed, must be ^‘smooth and clean.^’ Hertz

announced this discovery in a paper entitled An Effect of Ultraviolet

Light upon the Electric Discharge/' and then returned to his investiga-

tions of electromagnetic waves.

Hertz's discovery at once attracted numerous investigators.

Hallwachs^ found that a freshly polished zinc plate, insulated and

connected to an electroscope as an indicator, when charged negatively

and illuminated by ultraviolet light, would lose its charge, but that

there was no effect if the charge was positive. He concluded that in

some mysterious manner, when the plate was negatively charged and

illuminated, negatively electrified particles were emitted from it.

He even observed, by using an electrometer instead of an electroscope,

that a neutral insulated plate, when illuminated, would acquire a small

podtive potential, i.e., would lose a negative charge. Not only did

light permit the escape of negative electricity from a negatively electri-

fied plate, it even caused the expulsion of negative electncity from a

neutral plate.

Stoletow^ devised an arrangement, shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 14, for producing a continuous p/ioio-

electric current. P is a photoelectrically

sensitive plate, say a polished zinc plate,

connected to the negative terminal of a bat-

tery B of several cells. is a wire grating

or gauze coimected to the positive terminal

of the battery through a very sensitive' gal-

vanometer or electrometer G. When ultrar

violet light falls upon P, a continuous current

is observed in G, indicating that a negative

flowing from P to S. No current flows if the battery is

G

Fiu. J4.

charge is

reversed.

Elster and Geitel* showed that there is a close relation between

the contact potential series of metals and the photoelectric effect:

the more electropositive the metal, the longer the wave length to which

it would respond photoelectrically. The alkali metals, sodium, potas-

sium, and rubidium, were found to be sensitive to light of the visible

spectrum. It was early observed that the photoelectric effect took

place even in the highest attainable vacuum. For example, if the

plates P and S, in Fig. 14, were enclosed in a glass bulb fitted with a

quartz window for admitting ultraviolet light, the photoelectric

1 Ann. d. Physik, vol. 33, p. 301 (January, 1888).

* J, de. PhysiquCf vol. 9, p. 486 (1890).

» Ann. d. Physik, vol. 38, pp. 40, 497 (1889).
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current was observed to flow even if the bulb was evacuated as thor-

oughly as possible. This showed that the gas surrounding the plate

played no essential role.

41. A Problem.—An important question then arose. What is the

mechanism by which negative electricity is transferred from the cath-

ode to the anode? That the charge is carried by negatively electrified

particles was clearly indicated by experiments of Elstor and Geitel,

who showed that a transverse magnetic field diminishes the photo-

electric current if the phenomenon takes place in a vacuum. But what
are the particles?

Negative answers to this question were readily obtained. The
fact that the effect persisted even to the highest attainable vacuum
and was quite independent of the ‘degree” of the vacuum after a

certain low pressure had been reached seemed to indicate that th(i

gas molecules themselves in the region between P and S could not be

acting as carriers of the charge. The suggestion was made that, per-

haps, under the influence of light, negatively charged particl(?H of the

catliode became detached and moved to the anode. This suggestion

wiis rendered untenable by an experiment by P. Louard,^ in which a

clean platinum wire acted as anode and a sodium amalgam as cathode,

both being in an atmosphere of hydrogen. The f)h()t()(^l(Hd.ri(? current

was allowed to flow until about X 10’*® (‘oulomb had passed thr()\igh

the circuit. If the carriers of the charge were atoms of sodium, eacli

atom could hardly be expected to cany a larg(U' charge than it carries

in el(Md rolysis. Taking the electrochoinical e(iiiival(Mit of sodium ns

().0()()2I gram p<*r coulomb, there should have bcicm depositcHl on the

platinum wire at huist 0.7 X milligram of sodium, a quantity

sufficient, to bo detectable by the well-known (laim^ k*st. On rtnnoying

the wire from th<^ bulb, however, no trace of sodium could be detec^ted.

lOvidently, particles of the cathode did not art as <\‘irri(‘rs of the

|)hoto(^l<^(dric. current.

If ih(‘ pli()to(d(M*iri(*. curnmt is carried neither by molecules of th(^

ga.s surrounding the cal.luxle nor l)y molecul(\s of tln^ catbofle itself,

what, are tlu^ <*arri(U-s? fllie a.nswer to this (piestion came as a result

of the conv(u-g(mce of a numlxu* of difl’erent lines of evidfuic-e, which

finally culminat-ed in tlui <liscoveiy of the (dectroii by J. J. Tliomson.

Before (continuing tluc discussion of t.he photoehx'iric elToct wo shall

consider some of tlucs(> other devolopinents.’'*

I Ann. d. Phi/ftik, vol. 2, p. 350 (UK)0).

* Collectively thrw(^ (h^vi^lopmcnts illuatrutc many cliara.ct(Ti.st.i(^H of th(^ growth

of modern physicHi

1. A nuinhor of w*cmingly nimdatcd linos of rescjireh frecpieiitly converge t.o
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42. Electricily in Matter.— certain atomicity of electricity was

suggested long ago by the laws of electrolysis. Faraday found that

when the same quantity of electricity deposits univalent ions of

different kinds, the amoxmts deposited, as measured by weight,

are proportional to the ionic weights in the chemical sense. By the

^4onic weight^ ^ is meant the ordinary atomic weight (oxygen = 16)

if the ion consists of a single atom, or the sum of the atomic weights

of the atoms composing a compound ion. Suppose an amount F of

electricity deposits a gram-ion of a certain kind of univalent ion, i.e.,

a quantity the mass of which in grams is equal to the ionic weight.

If the ion is monatomic, the mass deposited will be a gram-atom, or a

number of grams equal to the atomic weight. Then the same quantity

of electricity would suffice to deposit a gram-ion of any other kind of

univalent ion. This quantity of electricity is an important fundar

mental constant in chemistry and physics and is called the faraday.

The best modern value of it is^

F = 96,489 coulombs.

Now the number of ions in a gi*am-ion, or of atoms in a gram-atom

(or of molecules in a gram-molecule) is in all cases the same; for, if

equal numbers be taken of different kinds of ions, the masses will be

proportional to the ionic weights of the ions. This number, which we

shall denote by No, is an important physical constant. It follows that

all univalent ions carry the same numerical charge, equal to F/No,

The charge on a univalent ion thus constitutes a natural unit of charge,

provide an explanation of, or a theory for, a group of plienomena not hitherto

understood.

2. The explanation or theory thus evolved is then found to bear directly on

other branches of physics and often on other sciences.

3. Thus, the methods of physics arc both (1) synthetic and (2) analytic—

a

fortunate circumstance, which makes it possible for the physicist to comprehend

physics as a whole in spite of the vast increase, particularly in recent years, of

factual knowledge.

4. These discoveries, of both fact and theory, are the sine qua non of applied

physics and of much of industry—witness, as a single example, the wide use of the

various kinds of photo- and thermionic tubes.

5. This application of science to industry very frequently reacts to provide the

research man with improved tools. Electron tubes, manufactured primarily for

industrial purposes, are a boon to the physicist in his research laboratory.

6. In all these developments, scientists of all nations ‘^collaborate,'* the more

effectively because of the very fact that they are not formally organized, let alone

directed^ but are free as individuals to follow their respective interests.

An understanding of these generalizations is essential to an understanding of

modern physics.

> Btrob, Eci\ .\fodem Physics, vol. 1, p. 1 (1929).
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usually denoted by e. Multivalent ions carry multiples of e, divalent

ions carry charges of 2e, and so on. For this natural unit of charge Dr.

G. Johnstone Stoney proposed in 1891 the name ^^electron.^'

If the number iV'o were known, we could at once calculate e from

the equation

F

In Stoney’s time, however, it was known only, from kinetic theory,

that iVo was very largo, perhaps of the order of lO'-**, so that e was of the

order of 10“^® electromagnetic unit. We shall see later that, as a

matter of fact, JVo is best determined by fii*st measuring e and then

calculating ATo, as iVo = F/e,

An independent line of thought whi(^li likewise suggested the

presence of definite electrical charges in matter was the treatment of

dispersion in developing the clectroinagnotic^ theory of light. L.

Lorenz suggested in 1880‘ that refractive* mediums may contain small

charg(?d particles wdiich can vil)rate with a natui*al period Po a])oiit a

fixed (Miuilibrium position. By assuming one or m(.)re sets of such

particles, with dilTcu’cnt natural frequenci(*s, it was possible to account

completely for the phenomena of dispersion. But the data on dis-

persion could not bo made to furnisli any elm* as to the magnitude of

the charges on thescj particles, as to th(.*i!- mass, or as to the sign

of their charge. The first evidence on this point from optical phe-

nomena was furnished by a new elTe<*t discov(*n‘<l by ZcMunan in 1897.

43. The Zeeman Effect, In 18()2, Faraday, looking for a possil)!<^

elT(‘(*t of a nuigiH’itic field upon a light sour(‘(^, placed a sodium flanu^

l)et\v(‘(*n th(^ poles of a strong eh^ctrornagnet and (*xamiii(jd th(^ D liiuvs

by a spectroscope. H(* was unable to di‘t.(^et any change in th(i

appearance of tht* liiu's.

Faraday’s failure to observe the elTee.t that Ik* ex|)(K‘.ted was due to

the inad(*<niate resolving power of his apparatus. For, in ]89(),

Zo(‘man,- rep(*at.ing Kaniday’s experiment with the iinprovcnl tech-

nicpie IIkui available*, (liscov’er(*(l that sp<‘ctral lin<‘s are split up into

eoinp()ii(‘nt.s when the source* emitting tin* liiu's is placed in a very

strong inagn(*tic field; fiirtli<*rinon^, following a sugg(*stion by H. A.

JK)n*nt z, he found tJiat thesci compoiu*nts are polarizt'd. The simplest

<;ase is shown in Fig. 15, where a reprcisents a lino bt^fore the magnetic

field is turned on. If the field is turned on and the line viewed at right

angles (H) to the direction of the field, the line is seen U) be triple with

components /«, and rn. Tlu^ central line a' has the same wave

^Lorenz, Ann. cl. Fliys-ik, vol. 11, p. 70 (1880).

* Phil. Mag., vol. 43, p. 22(i (1897).
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Fi<a. 15.—Diagrammatic repre-
sentation of the Zeeman effect: a
ia the originaL line; R shows the
three components when viewed at

right angles to the magnetic field;

P shows the two components when
viewed parallel to the field.

length as the original line a but is plane polarized in a plane at right

angles to the magnetic field H, the direction of polarization being

indicated by the double arrow above the line. The other two com-

ponents Ir (left, shorter wave length)

and rs (right, longer wave length) are

plane polarized in a direction parallel to

the magnetic field.

If the pole pieces of the electro-

magnet be drilled through longitudi-

nally so that one may view the source in

a direction parallel to the magnetic field,

only two components Ip and tjp are seen,

as shown atP. These two lines have

the same respective wave lengths as the

outside components in the previous

case, but they are circularly polarized in

opposite directions, as shown by the arrows above the lines. (In this

latter case the magnetic field is directed toward the reader.)

In his original paper announcing his discovery, Zeeman discusses

the phenomenon at first in terms of a mechanical ether, but finally be

decides in favor of an explanation in terms of the electrical theory of

matter, which had recently been developed in more complete form by

Lorentz. It may be worth while to derive here the classical Zeemaii-

Lorentz theory of the effect, in spite of the fact that we now believe

classical theory not to be applicable to atomic phenomena; a simple

concrete picture is thus obtained which assists the memory, in contrast

with the abstra(;tiiess of the wave-mechanical theory. Furthermore, a

motion such as Zeeman supposed to occur in the atom could actually

be executed by an electron in a vacuum tube.

In order to have light of a fixed frequency emitted by electrical

charges, according to classical theory, the charges must vibrate in

simple harmonic motion. Let there be then, within an atom, a

particle having a charge of e electro-

magnetic units and a mass m (e being

either positive or negative). When
this particle is displaced a distance r

from its normal position of equilibrium

0, let it be acted upon by a restoring

force hr directed toward 0. Then the

component of the force parallel to any fixed line {e.g.y AB in Fig. 16)

will also equal h times the component of the displacement in this direc-

tion. H^ce, this component of the displacement will vary harmoni-

Fig. 16.—A particle vibrating har-

monically in two dimensions.
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according to the ordinary laws of simple harmonic motion. Any
component perpendicular to AB will do the same but, perhaps, with

different amplitude and phase. Thus, the general motion of the

particle will be equivalent to three independent vibrations in mutually

perpendicular directions, all executed wdth the same period T.

P’lo. 17.'“ KfToct of II iniiKMdtic fi(‘l<l on a churned body vibrating initially with simple
hiiriiionic motion at right niiglus to the Bold.

Now suppose tlie i){irticUi is vibrating in a singlo tlirection, say

along tli<‘ lin(‘ A B in I'ig. JO or A iBi in Fig. 17. a magiu^tic field

of strcMigih fl I)(^ iipplit'd at right angles to tlu^ plaiH^ of the paper and
dinud.f^d sway Troin tlu^ r<‘ad(M*. Atrording to tlu^ fiiiniliar oloinentary

law, t.h<* charge will now oxptM-ience an additional foi-e(‘ /w, at right

angles lioth to the field and to its velocity /», whoso magnitude is

/// = II(i\

V being the magnitude of thes charge' in electr<nnagn<di<* units. The

efToct of this forn' upon the charge' will Ix' t-o d('fl(‘(*t it sideways. If

it is a j)(>siiiv(‘ charge! and starts from Ai toward Ii\ (Fig. 17), it will

arrive at soiik' sii<‘h point as /^«; starting l)a(‘k i.ovvar<l O, it will be

deflected again and arrive', at /lo, and so on. 'I'lius, t he fidd causes the

path to rotat(^ slowly, in a plane pc'rpeiulicular to tli(‘ Ih'ld.

Tlu‘ rnt(^ of this rotation can bf^fouiKl by r(\soIving t li<? motion into

two (nrcular motions about 0. Suppose first that- (h<*rc is no magnetic

Held. Tb(‘n th(^ partich' is capable of revolving around tlu^ circle

shown in Mg. 1 7 with a steady speed Cn or an angulai* velocity <oo and
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period of revolution To given by

irwl

T
— nualr == br, eoo (44a,6)

Suppose now we imagine a motion in which the particle revolves in this

manner, and another in which the motion is similar but is counter-

clockwise, and add the two resulting displacements due to these two
motions on the assumption that the particle starts from jBi at the same
time in both. Then components of displacement perpendicular to

AiBi cancel out, and we have a linear harmonic vibration of period T
along AijBi. What we have done is simply to amplify the treatment
of simple harmonic motion as given in elementary texts.

Now introduce a magnetic field, directed, as before, away from the
reader in Fig. 17. In addition to the elastic force br, there will then
be the force Hev; if the particle moves at constant speed around the
circle in a counterclockwise direction and is positively charged, this

added force will be constant and directed toward the center. A steady
circular motion is, therefore, still possible, but the speed must be given
not by (44a) but by — = 6r + Hev.

T

Putting V 5= wir, where coi is the new angular velocity, we have, after

rearranging,

<of
- = CO?,

for, by Eq. (446), 6/m = <o?. Completing the square and extracting

the square root gives

If the motion is clockwise, instead of counterclockwise^, th(^ force

due to the magnetic field acts in the opposite clin^ction and we find

,
He 7/v

(456)

In all cases of interest, however, Ilel^vfx, is very small in comparison
with Wo, so that the radicals in these equations may l)c r(*placod Iw wo.

Hence, if we change to frequencies by writing wo — 27ri/o, wi = 2^^!,
and W2 = 27ry2, we have

He
I'l * j'o + (counterclockwise), (46a)

He
4^^

(cl^'-X^kwise). (466)
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If two such circular motions with slightly different frequencies are

superposed, it is easily seen that their resultant is a rotating linear

vibration such as is illustrated in Fig. 17, and that the quantity i?e/4irm

thus gives the rate at which the direction of vibration is caused to

precess about the direction of the magnetic field. This effect is known
as the “Larmor precession.'' However the particle may be vibrating,

its component of motion perpendicular to the field (^an be resolved into

two circular motions of the type described. Its component of motion
parallel to the field, on the other hand, is unaffected and occurs at the

undisturbed frequency vq.

The characteristic features of the emitted radiation are easily

inferred now if we recall that the radiated electric intensity is as

nearly oppositely directed to the acceleration of tlui (diarge as it can

be, subject to the condition that it must be perpendicular to the direc-

tion of propagation of the waves (see Sec. 37). If the emitted light is

viewed with a spectroscope in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic

field, as by an observ'^er at P in P^ig. 17, three lines will be seen. One,

emitted by the component of vibration parallel to the field, will have

a frequency vo and will be polarized with the cle(itric vector parallel

to the applied magnetic field; the two others, einitt(‘(l I)y the (circular

motions, will have frequencies vi and and will bo polariz(^d with the

electric vector perpendicular to the magnetic fi(dd. If, on the other

hand, the light is viewed in a direction parallel to tli(i field, only thes

lines of frequency Pi and V2 can be seen [for in ICcj. (33) sin 6 = 0 for

the otheT component of the vibration]; and they will be circularly

polarized. These features agree e.xactly with Zeeman's observations.

For a positive particle, however, th(^ .slow(*r rotation occurs in a

clockwise direction as seen by an observeo* looking in the direct tion

of the field [cf, lOq. (406)], whereas Zc^nnan found <H)unttu‘cl<jckwise

rotation for the line of lower frcHiiunu^v {ef. Fig. 10, P, where th(}

magnetic fi(4d is assumed to be direct(Ml toward the reader). He
concluded, therefore, that the charges on th(^ ra-diating particles must

be negative. The ratio c/m for the parti des (\‘in be computed from the

separation between the outer lines. Letting e stand hereafter for

the numerical charge on a particle, we have from lOqs. (4Ga,6)

A A /\A, = H7a,b)

Zeeman's first observation indicated that e/tn must be ‘*of the order of

magnitude of lO"^ electromagnetic units." In a later experiment,

working with much higher resolving power, he found c/m == 1.6 X 10^,

as against the modern value of 1.76 X 10^.
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It should be remarked, however, that later experiments have shown
the Zeeman effect to be much more complicated than Zeeman at first

assumed from his observations with apparatus of relatively low

resolving power. In general, many more components are observed

than are shown in Fig. 15. The simple theory outlined above fails

completely to explain these more complicated ‘‘patterns.^' The
quantum theory of the.Zeeman effect is discussed in Chap. VIII.

44. The Discovery of the Electron.—Previous to 1897, many
studies had been made of -that beautiful phenomenon, the discharge of

electricity through rarefied gases. Let the discharge from an induction

coil or an electrostatic machine pass between the negative terminal C
(cathode) and the positive terminal .4 (anode) sealed into a glass tube

(Fig. 18), which is being exhausted through the side tube T. At a

very low pressure, there appeal's around the cathode a dark space,

known as the Crookes dark space,” which, with further decrease in

St Sji 4%

Fig. 18.—Tube for electrioal diacliarge at low pressure.

pressure, grows longer (i.e., extends farther toward D), until finally it

reaches the glass walls of the tube. The glass is then observed to glow,

the color, greenish or bluish, depending on the kind of glass of which

the tube is made. If screens pierced with holes Si and aSi 2 are intro-

duced, the glow is confined to a spot on the end of the tube, at D. The
something” which, under these conditions, seems to proceed from

the cathode and to cause the phosphorescence of the glass was early

called '^cathode rays.” In support of this view could be cited the

usual facts listed in elementary texts of physics. The rays are

deflected by a magnetic field; they are also deflected by an electrostatic

field, the spot at D moving upward if a positively charged rod is

brought up in the position S3 . The concentration of the spot, in line

with the holes in S\ and >82
,
indicates that something is proceeding

from C to D; if the cathode is suitably curved, this something can be

‘^focused” upon a piece of platinum foil within the tube, which is

heated to incandescence if the rays are sufficiently intense. Finally,

in 1895, Perrin caught the rays in an insulated chamber connected to

an electroscope and proved that they carry a negative charge.
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Final confirmation of the correctness of the view that cathode rays

are moving negatively charged particles came from the classical experi-

ments^ of J. J. Thomson. His experiments are so fundamental in the

history of the electrical theory of matter as to warrant description.

The highly evacuated glass tube [Fig. 19(a)] contains the cathode

C and an anode A, which has a small recitangular slot in it through

which the cathode rays ma3" pass. B is a screen similar to, and

electrically connected with, A, Cathode ra,ys, a(^celorated from C
toward A, after passing the slot in A move with uniform velocity and

emerge from the slot in .S as a small bundle of rectangular cross section,

which causes a smafl, fluorescent patch at P\ on the far side of the bulb.

(b)

Kiq. 10.— («) ThoniHon’H uppnratUN for <U>tortiiiniiiK tlio ratio t'/m for ('dortronH.

Dofh'ctioii of an eloofcron l)y tho oIortroHtatif

(f>)

But when a ])()tential dilTenmc^e V' is mainitiiiu^d Ixd vvcMui tli(‘ pjirallel

plates D and li, E being positive, tlte spot apix^ars at having bec^n

deflected downward l\v the eleictrostatit* field. A pair of Hf'lrnlioltz

coils, not shown, whose diameters are (xjual to f he ItMigth of the plates

D and ar(^ ])l{iced, one in front and the other Ixdiind th(‘ tube, so as

to produ(*(^ a inagind-ie fa'ld p<.‘rpeiKli(*uIar to f h(^ plane of the paper, the

strength of which can b<^ det(M*mined from the dinnuisions of the coils

and the current through them. If the magiudic^ fi(‘Id is dire(d.ed toward

the read(u*, th<* spot Px is defl<‘cted upivard.

Two exi)erim(^nts an* now performed:

1. With a given electrostatic field l)etw(*en the plat.<\s, th<^ strength

of th(? magru'tic field is adjusted to siudi a valium as wdll cause

the spot to return to the original undeviat-ed position P\.

Phil. Mag., vol. 44, p. 203 fO^iohor, 1897).
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2. The magnetic field is then removed and the deflection P 1P2

caused by the electrostatic field alone is measured.

Prom these two experiments, the ratio 6|v^ may be determined as

follows. In the first experiment, the electrostatic field has a magnitude

B =! F/d, if d denotes the distance between the plates, and it exerts a

force Me upon the charge e. Let both M and e be measured in electro-

magnetic units. This force is just equal and opposite to the force

Meo due to the magnetic field, E being the field in oersteds and v the

velocity with which the particles emerge from P. The velocity is

constant over the entire path from B to Pi because there are no

longitudinal forces acting on the particle. Hence Eeo = Me and

(48)

Thus the first experiment serves to measure the velocity of the particles

as they emerge from P. In the second experiment, let the distance

P 1P2 be measured; from this, the deflection B of the particles as they

pass over the distance I between the plates 2) and E can be determined

[cf. Fig. 19(6)]. This deflection results from a uniform acceleration

a = m

acting during a time l/v; hence, by the laws of uniformly accelerated

motion,

<s =
2 m (49)

All quantities in this equation being known except e/m, the latter may
be computed.

Thomson found that the value of ejm determined in this way was
of the order of 10^ and that it was independent of the kind of gas in the

tube (air, H 2 ,
or CO 2) and, likewise, independent of the material of the

electrodes (Al, Fe, or Pt). A later determination gave

a value almost numerically identical with the value of e/m determinedfrom
the Zeeman effect for the particles taking part in light emission, (The
modem value is 1.76 X 10’'.) This value of e/m is very much larger

than the value of e/m for hydrogen atoms in electrolysis. Its

great magnitude might result either from a large value of c or a small
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value ofm or both. It became a matter of much importance, therefoie,

to determine the charge e carried by these particles.

Now it seemed almost certain that the charge on the cathode

particles must be of the same order as the charges on gaseous ions such

as are produced in a gas by X-rays. The study of such ions had
begun just a few years before Thomson’s work. To measure their

charges, Townsend, working in Thomson’s laboratory, utilized the

clouds that form about the ions in saturated air. By observing the

rate of fall of the cloud and applying Stokes’ law for the free fall of

spheres through a viscous medium, he was able to determine the size

of the droplets; from a measurement of the total amount of water

in the cloud, he could then calculate the. number of droplets it had
contained. He assumed that each droplet contained just 1 ion

;
hence,

having measured also the total charge on the cloud, he was able to

calculate the charge on a single ion. For this charge he obtained a

value of about 3 X electrostatic unit. A repetition of the

measurements with some modifications by Thomson gave the value

6.5 X 10“'® electrostatic unit.'

Thomson assumed that the charge on the gaseous ions was the same
as that on his cathode particles. It followed, then, that the cathode

particles must be previously unknown particles of e.xtremely small

mass, which he called ^^corpuscles’’ or ‘‘primordial atoms.” For

many years English writers stuck to the name “corpuscle” for these

particles, using the word “electron” in Stoney’s original sense to

denote the amount of charge carried by a corpuscle or a univalent ion;

but others, including Lorentz, called the corpuscles themselves “elec-

trons,” and this usage ultimately became well established. It was
generally assumed that electrons are a constituent part of all atoms
and are resi)onsiblo for the emission of light by them, thus accounting

for the fact that the ratio e/m had been found to be the same for the

vibrating ])articles causing the Zeeman elTecit as for the cathode rays.

Thus was made possible the explanation of a number of more or less

diverse phenomena on the basis of a single concept.

45. Electronic Magnitudes.—A much more reliable method of

measuring ionic charges was developed by Millikan in 1909. He
found that tiny droplets of oil in ionized air, viewed with a microscope,

would frequently pick up charges and could then be held suspended, or

accelerated upward or downward, by applying a suitable electric field.

When uncharged, the droplets fall at a slow uniform rate, their weight

being balanced by the drag due to the viscosity of the surrounding air.

‘ For a good account of work on the electronic charge see Millikan, “ Electrons

(-f and — ), Protons, Photons, Neutrons, and Cosmic Rays,” 1936.
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By observing their rate of fall, Millikan was able to determine the size

and weight of the droplets. According to Stokes’ law, a sphere of

radius a moving at a steady slow speed v through a fluid whose coejfi-

cient of viscosity is ri experiences a resisting force

F = QrriaVo, (50)

If we equate this force to the weight of a droplet, which is %Ta^pg in

terms of the density p of the oil, we have

= Q^rirjavo. (51)

Now suppose the drop picks up a charge of e units and that a vertical

electric field E is present, e and E both being measured in electrostatic

units. Then a force eE is added to the weight and instead of (51) we
have

f^va^pg + ci? = OTrnavi^

vi being the new velocity of steady fall. From these equations we find

eE = &jrna(vi — yo);

and, inserting in this equation the value of a given by (51) and solving

for we find

(62)

All quantities in this last expression being known, e can be calculated.

Millikan found that the charges so calculated from his observations

were all multiples of a smallest charge. The latter he assumed to be

the charge on the electron, an assumption which is difficult to test

directly but seems to be well supported by indirect evidence. For the

electronic charge he found e = 4.774 X 10”"^° electrostati(? unit.

This latter value of e was accepted for many years. Its accuracy

was first called into question by Backlin,i who, from values of X-ray
wave lengths measured by a ruled grating found e = 4.793 X
e.s.u., a value 0.4 per cent higher than that reported by Millikan. It

now appears that the discrepancy was due to Millikan’s having used too

low a value of the viscosity of air, w^hich appears as v in Eq. (52) above.

Recent measurements give a value of rf about 0.5 per cent higher than

Millikan’s, and this higher value leads to an “oil-drop value” of eof

(4.8036 ± 0.0048) X 10"^° e.s.u. Dunnington concludes that the best

^BiCKLiN, E., ‘‘Absolute Wellenbestimmungen der Rontgenstrahlen,*’ Disserta-

tion, ITpsala, 1928.
* Cf. Dunninoton-, Rev, Modem Physics, vol. 11, p. 71 (1939).
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‘‘niled-grating^' value of e is (4.8025 ± 0.0004) X 10“^° e.s.u. The

best modern value of the ratio e/w, which has been measured recently

by different methods with high precision, appears to he^ 1.7591 X 10^.

From e and e/m, the value of the electronic mass m can then be

calculated. 2

We thus obtain for these three important (constants and for iVo,

representing Avogadro’s number or the niiml)er of titoms in a gram-

atom, calculated as F/c where F is th(‘ valiu? of the faraday (Sec. 42):

e == 4.803 X 10“*" electrostatic unit,

B— = 1.7591 X 10’' electromagnetic units,m o >

m = 0.9107 X 10“-’ gram.

Wo - 6.023 X 10-*».

It is often of intca-c^st, also, to know how tln^ (electron compares in

mass with a hy(lr<)g(‘n atom. Th(^ faraday, imaitioiual in Sec. J2,

repros(‘nts tlu^ <4iarg(‘ carriial by 1 gram-ntom or 1.0078 grams of

hydrogen; its valine is 9,(>48.9 ek'clromagnetic units. Tims for a

hydrogen atom of ma.ss M //, which (*a.rries th(‘ same charge as th(i

electron when ionized, c/M u = 9,648.9/ 1.0078 or

~ 9,574 X 10’* (‘iectromagmdic units.M n

Dividing this jiumbia* into th<‘ valine of vjm for th(‘ eleidron, we have,

e canceling,

= 1,837m '

as the ratio of the two masses.

46. Photoelectrons.—W(^ now n^turn to th(^ question raised at the

end of S(H*. 41: What arc^ the carrica-s of (*l(M4,ri(aty in tlu‘ |)hotr)(jlectric

current? The discovery of tlu^ (4e(;tron fiirnislH^d an ansvv(‘r: The
'photoelectric effect in due to the Hheraiion, from the illmuinated metal plate

j

of electrons which, under the injluemr of the elerfrie field, passfrom cathode

to anode, thereby causing th(‘ ph()to(4(H*(.ric curnait. This hypothesis

^Cf Birge, Phys. Itcv., vol. ol, p. 972 (I0.S8); Dcnniinkjton, lor. cit.

® This value of m is the so-<.*allo<l “rest !iui.s.s** (»f tlic! ohicaron, i.r., its muss when
at rest or when moving with velocities negligibly snitiH comparetl with the velocity

of light. If we denote this value by wo, the mass /a,, of the electron wlien moving
with velocity v is (c/. Sec. 07)
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was confirmed by Lenard,*^ who showed that the photoelectric discharge

is deflected in a magnetic field exactly as are cathode rays. By
measuring the deflection of the “photoelectric rays^' in a known
magnetic field, he found a value of e/m of (about) 1.2 X 10^, in

qualitative agreement with Thomson's value of e/m for electrons.®

Lenard’s method of determining e/m for photoelectrons involves

basic principles which, with ever increasing refinement, have been

widely applied in “ charged-particle physics. His apparatus is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 20. A glass tube, which could be exhausted

to the highest attainable vacuum through the side tube T, contained

an aluminum cathode C, which could be illuminated by ultraviolet light

from a spark jS, the light passing through the quartz plate Q. The

Fia. 20.—^Lenard’s apparatus for determining the ratio e/wi for photoeleetroiis.

cathode C could be charged toany potential, positive or negative. A
screen A, "with a small hole at its center and connected to earth, served

as anode. Pi and were small metal electrodes connected to elec-

trometei’s. When <7 was illuminated and charged to a negative poten-
tial of several volts, photoelectrons w^ero liberated and accelerated

toward the anode A. A few electrons passed through the hole in the
center of A and proceeded thereafter at uniform velocity to the elec-

trode Pi, their reception there being indicated by the electrometer 1

.

But if, by means of a pair of Helmholtz coils (represented by the dotted
circle), a magnetic field directed toward the reader was produced in the
region between A and Pi, the electrons were deflected upward in a
circular path and, with a sufficient field strength, struck the electrode^

Pa.

Lenard first investigated the relation between the current reaching
the anode and the potential Y applied to C, A being assumed to be

1 Ann. d. Physikj vol. 2, p. 369 (1900).
* Later, Alberti [Ann. d. Physik, vol. 39, p. 1133 (1912)] found for photoelectrons

e/m »* 1.766 X lO'^ e.m.u. gram~^.
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always at zero potential. There was no photoelectric current when Y
was several volts positive. But, when V was dropped to about 2 volts

positive, a small current was observed. This indicated that the

photoelectrons were not simply /reed from the cathode but that some of

them at least were ejected with sufficient velocity to enable them to over-

come the retarding potential of 2 volts. The current increased when V
was reduced to zero and increased still more rapidly as V was made
negative but attained a ‘^saturation” value after V had reached some
15 or 20 volts negative. Those data are shown diagrammatically

in Fig. 21. /is the photoelectric current and Fo is the positive poten-

tial (about 2 volts) necessary to apply to the cathode to prevent the

escape of any electrons.

/

Fia. 21.—Varijition of photoeloctrio eurroiii wit.h ciithodo potential.

The determination of c/m was made, (essentially as follows. Let a

negative potential V', large comparcxl with Fo, be applic^d to the cathode

C, all pot(^ntials being in ('l(^ctromagn(di(^ units. The photoelectron, on
reaching the anode, will have a kincdic (uiergy given approximately by

Vc = }^rnv\

where m and r are t he mass and the charge in electromagnetic units of

the electron, r(\si)(»ctively, and v is its velocity on n^acdiing A (Fig. 20).

Assuming t.lint aft<u' leaving A the electron mov(\s in a uniform mag-
netic field, the cin^dar jiath tluit it follows is determined by the

equation

//cP
Ti"

where // is the strengt.h of t he inagindlc field just necessary to cause the

electron to reach 7^^, and R is th(^ radius of the corresponding circular

path, determined from the gc'.onnd.ry of the apparatus. From the last

two equations we have

6> ^ 2F
m

from which c/m may lx* computed.
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47. Relation between Photoelectric Current and Intensity of

Illumination of the Cathode.—The experiments of ELster and Geitel,

Lenard, and Ladenburg seemed to show that, as long as there is no

change in the spectral quality of the light causing the emission of

electrons, the photoelectric current is apparently proportional to the

intensity of illumination on the emitting suiface, although some work

by Griffith threw doubt on this conclusion. Subsequent experiments, ^

however, confirmed the law of proportionality and showed that it holds

rigorously over a very wide range^ of intensities—in the experiments

of Elster and Geitel, over a range of 60,000,000 to >1. This law of

proportionality was, therefore, well established, and it is one of the

most important laws of the photoelectric effect.

48. Energy Distribution of Photoelectrons.—In his experiments,

Lenard showed, by observing the retarding potential against which

these electrons could move, that for a given emitter their kinetic

energy did not exceed a definite maximum, given by Voe, where Vn

is the maximum retarding potential for which a photoelectric current

was obser^J-ed and e is the electronic charge. From Lenard\s time

to the present, this question of the energy of photoelectrons has been

the subject of many investigations.

We mention the experiments of Richardson and Compton,^ who, by

introducing important corrections and techniques, cleared up a number
of previous discrepancies and gave impetus

to the quantitative * verification of

Einstein's photoelectric equation (see next

section). The apparatus used by Rich-

ardson and Compton is sketched in Fig.

22. The photoelectric emitter C, a strip

1X5 mm. of the metal under investiga-

tion, was placed at the center of a spherical

glass bulb B some 7.5 cm. in diameter and

silvered on its inner surface. The emitter

C could be charged to any desired poten-

The bulb could be evacuated through the

side tube T. Monochromatic light L passed through the quartz

window W and fell on C. The silver coating on the inside of B, serving

as anode ri, was connected to the electrometer Q by which the photo-

electric current was measured.

^ Richtmyeb, Phys. Rev,j vol. 29, pp. 71, 404 (1909).

* Elstbb and Geitel, Phys. Zeits., vol. 14, p. 741 (1913); vol. 15, p. 610 (1914)

;

vol. 17, p. 268 (1916). Kttnz and Stebbins, Phys. Rev., vol. 7, p. 62 (191 6).

® Richardson and Compton, PhU. Mag., vol, 24, p. 575 (1912),

Ficj. 22.—Apparatus of

Richardson and Compton for

observations on the energy of

photoelectrons.

tial, read by voltmeter V.
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The large spherical anode, with the small emitter at its center,

served two important purposes. First, since the electric field aroimd C
was nearly radial, it was possible to measure the energy distribution

of the photoelectrons irrespective of direction of omission and thus to

determine what has come to be known as tlu; total energy,'* in

contradistinction to the- ‘'normal energy,” wlii(;h is measured when

cathode and anode are a pair of parallel plates, as in Fig. 14. Second,

the impact of the photoclectrons on tlio anode caused the diffuse

emission from the latter of a certain numhiM* of soc-ondary (ilecdrons.

In the case of parallel plates, a (H)nsideral)l(i proijortion of th(‘S(^ return

to the cathode, and the observ’'ed current is, therefore, not, tlu^ true

photoelectric current. Only a few of these s(‘(*ondarit\s, ho\\’(‘V(‘r, reach

the small cathode C at the center of

the large anode, and the error in the

observed current is negligible. Rich-

ardson and Compton made (*ar(4iil

correction for the contact dilT(^r<^nce of

potential between the eathod(‘ C and t.lui

silver anode, an important (M)rnwtion,

for the maximum retarding ])oi<‘nti:ils

1 or 2 volts—w(U’e of the saim* ord(4- of

magnitude as the contact potentials.

The relation Ixdwec^n photoeh'ctric

current and retarding potxMitial obtained

by Richardson and Comj)ton is sliown

for alumiiiuin as omitttn* in Fig. 211.

When the aluminum surface was illu-

minated by ultraviolet light, of constant

intensity and of wave hxigth ().()()()02()

no photoelectric^ curnait was ob-

Tin

/y
1^'

vj

'll

_/
V

2 I 0
Reiarriing potential on C, volts

was

As

Wjiv«*
( UmilM i>,

(Mil. voHh

tn O.OOtHKtI.'t Vx - 0.1)0
iL'l O.f)(M)0L*7r> n- -
CO o.()(H)():'r>4 Vi - i.r)0

M» ().()()()02:i V* - 1.1)0
(Tt) 0.0(H)()1>() Cfi - L».;u)

'Ja. of photo-
ciirnMil with n*i,iircliuK

cm.,

served when tlu^ potcMitial of C
greater than 2.3 volts

—

Vu, curve 5.

the retarding jmteutial (l<*cr(‘a.sed from

this value to zero, the currcMit rosc^ to a.

maximum /m, beyond which th(a*e wiis no incr(\‘is(> for nc'gative potentials

on thecathode. For loiigca- vvav<d<aigtlis, similiirciirv(‘S" 1,3,2, 1—were

obtained, but with tlu‘ important dilTenuicc^’ that th(‘ critical regarding

potentials—Vd, F3, Fa, —becaim^ j)rogr<‘ssiv(‘Iy h‘ss a,s thc^ wave
length increased. Curves of the sanu^ shap(‘ wove obtained for other

^ The intensity of thtwe .several iiionochroinatie hoains wa.s adjustiHl to give tlu-

.'<aino value of /,« in case.
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intensities of illmaination, the current increasing in all cases in propor-

tion to the intensity of the light.

These observations are readily interpreted on the assumption that,

for a given emitter, light of wave length X causes the emission of photo-

electrons with initial velocities v varying from zero up to a maximum
Vm determined by X. The typical variation- of photoelectric current

with retarding potential V is shown again in Fig. 24. Since no

Fig. 24.—Typical variation of photoelectric current with retarding potential.

photoelectric current was observed for retarding potentials greater

than Fo, Vm is at once given by

Foe = Hmv%,

e being the numerical electronic charge. When the potential V applied

to the emitter is zero or negative, all electrons

freed by the light reach the anode and the photo-

electric current has its maximum value

When Fo > F > 0, only those electrons will

reach the anode for which

> Ve.

Energy
photoelectric currents be Ji and 1 2 when

tion of ph^eie^oM potentials are Fi and F2 ,
respectively,

as to energy. Then (h -- Ii)Je photoelectrons per second leave

the emitter with velocities between vi and V2 defined by

Vie = = El, V2 e = }imvl = E2 ,

El and E2 being the corresponding kinetic energies. Thus the slope

of the curve in Fig. 24 at any point is proportional to the number of

photoelectrons possessing energy E corresponding to the value of F
at that point. A curve plotted between these slopes and F is the
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energy distribution curve for photoelectrons; its general form is shown
in Fig. 26.

49. Relation between the Velocities of Photoelectrons and the

Frequency of the Light.—As stated above, if the photoelectric current

as a function of applied voltage V is determined for several different

monochromatic radiations, curves of the type shown in Fig. 23 are

obtained. Fi, ^2 ,

• • • Vs denote the various values of the critical

retarding voltage necessary to prevent the escape of the fastest elec-

tron. We note that, as the wave length decreases, the ci*itical retarding

voltage increases. Or, the maximum kinetic energy of the photoelectrons

increases with increasing frequency v of the

light that ca^ises their emission.

A very simple linear relation has been

found to exist between this maximum
energy and the frequency. If, as shown

by Millikan, a curve is plotted between Vo c

and the corresponding frequency v of the

light, a straight line results which has an

intercept vq on the frequency axis (Fig. 21)).

The experimental meaning of this intercept

is that light of frequency less than vq cannot

cause the emission of photoelectrons from th(^ metal (‘oncerned. The
quantity is characteristic of the emitting electrode, but the slope of

the curve is the same for all electrodes, Th(^ equation of the curve may
be written

Foc = = h{v — = hv — hvo

or

“ hv - 0) 0 , (63)

where h is the slope of the curve and o)o is written for hv^. If, in Fig. 26

and Eq. (53), the ordinates are expressed in (Tgs and the abscissas in

frequencies (sec.”*), the numerical valine of /?, as found by Millikan, is

(\66 X lO”-^ erg sec. The l>est modern value is (>.(>1 X 10”*-*^. This

constant A, called *U^lanck^s constant” for reasons whic^h will appear

in Chap. V, is one of th(‘. fundamental constants of nature and hiis

played an extraordinary part in modern physics. The product hv is

called a quantum of energy corresponding to light of frequency v.

Equation (53) has had a very int(^r(‘sting history and is one of the

most fundamental equations, or laws, of modi‘rn physics. It was first

proposed on theoretical grounds by l^instein, in 1D05, as a result of the

extension to the photo(dcotric ])rocess of the concept, previously

developed by Planck (see Chap. V), that interehanges of energy'

Fig. 26.—Variation of
maximum energy of photo-
clcctrons with frequency of
the oxcnt.ing riuliation.
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between radiation and matter take place in energy quanta hv^ where v

is the frequency of the radiation absorbed or emitted and A is a con-

stant. Einstein arrived at the equation^ by assuming that the whole

quantum hv of radiant energy was absorbed by an electron but that a

partm of it was expended by the electron in escaping from the emitter.

He had at his disposal only qualitative data to show that his equation

gave results of at least the right order of magnitude. The equation

received final and complete experimental verification as a result of the

precision experiments of Millikan, to which reference has been made
previously,® Subsequent work extended the validity of the equation

to the X-ray region, where frequencies are involved that are several

thousand times the frequencies of visible light. Einstein^s photo-

electric equation played an enormous part in the development of the

modern quantum theory. But in spite of its generality and of the

many successful applications that have been made of it in recent

theories in physics, the equation is, as we shall see presently, based on a

concept of radiation—^the concept of light quanta'^—completely at

variance with the most fundamental postulates and conclusions of

the electromagnetic theory of radiation.

60. Other Properties of Photoelectric Emission.—It is not our

purpose to give a complete account of the properties of the photo-

electric effect, which has been extensively studied during the past two

decades. A few other features of interest may be mentioned, however,

in passing-

We have seen that monochromatic light causes the emission of

photoelectrons only if its frequency lies above a certain critical value

I/O, commonly called the ‘‘threshold” frequency. This critical fre-

quency varies considerably with the state of the surface, as does the

photoelectric current in general. Usually it lies in the ultraviolet, but

for the alkali metals and for barium and strontium it lies in the visible

region. For potassium the threshold lies in the red, and for cesium

even in the infrared. Photoelectric cells used for the measurement of

light commonly contain either an alkali metal or barium.

Variation of temperature usually has little or no effect upon the

photoelectric current, so long as the temperature does not exceed

several hundred degrees centigrade and so long as no change occurs

in the crystal structure or in the physical state of the metal. The
alkalis, however, form an exception to this rule.

If polarized light is used, differences are commonly found as tlie

plane of polarization is rotated, except, of course, at normal inci(l(Mic(‘.

1 EmsTBiN, Ann, d. Physik, vol. 17, p, 132 (1905).

* Millikan, Pkys, RetK, vol. 7, p. 355 (1916).
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The effect is complicated, and its cause is in doubt. Especially
interesting is the ‘^selective effect” in the alkali metals. Over certain

ranges of wave length, the photoelectric current from these metals is

much greater when the electric vector in the light has a component
perpendicular to the surface than when it is parallel to the surface;
in the case of certain sodium-potassium alloys, the ratio of the currents
in the two cases may be 10:1 or 20: 1 or even more.

For further discussion of the photoelectric effect tlie student is

referred to the treatise of Hughes and DiiBridge. ^

We shall return here to those fundamental problems presented
by the photoelectric effect which have a bearing on quantum theory.

61. Source of the Photoelectric Energy.—Whence comevs tlu^ energy
which the photoelectrons are observed to carry away from the siii-face

of the emitter? Does it come from energy' i)reviousIy stored in the
atom, or by direct absorption from the incident light? And, in the
latter case, what is the mechanism l)y which the energy is absorlxid?

As a basis for the discussion of this (lucstion, wo have tln^ following

experimental conclusions, previously discussed:

1. For a given spectral composition of the incident light, the
number of photoelcetrons expelled per second f]*om a given emitter is

strictly proportional to the intensity of th(i light ovei* a very wide range*

of intensities.

2. The maximum kinetic energy of the photo(d('!(^troiis is a linear

function of the frequency of the light, the ndatioii l>etween the two
being given by the Einstein photoelectric eciuation

= Av — Wo.

If we interpret wo as the amount of work required to escape from the

emitter, it follows that each electron receives from the light an amount
of energy hv whicdi is strictly proportional to th(i frequency of the light

and is independent of the nature of the emitter,

3. The maximum kinetic energy of the phot()el(^ctrons emitted l)y

monochromatic light lias been found to rigorously indepentleut of the

intensity of the light over a very wide range? of jntensiti(\s.

From these experimental conclusions, the? j)resum])tion is very

strong that the energy acquired by the i)hoto(*lectrons is obtained

from the incident light. If that is the ease, then it must be that the

atom absorbs the energy from the light and gives this energy to the

photoelectron. But how can vve picture an atomic mechanism that

will function in accordance with the experimental facts? The diffi-

culties in the way of postulating such a mechanism on the basis of the

‘ Hughes, A. L., aiidL. A. DuBbidge, “Photoelectric Phenomena, 1932.
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classical electromagnetic wave theory of light can best be shown by
some numerical data.

A photoelectric current of 1 X 10“^® e.m.u. per square centimeter

is easily obtained from a sodium surface in vacuo with very moderate

intensity of illumination. This current corresponds to the emission

of about 6.25 X 10^ electrons per square centimeter per second. These

electrons come from the surface layers of atoms. We can easily

compute the order of magnitude of the number of atoms involved.

Calling Avogadro’s number Nq, the atomic weight of the emitter A, and

its density d, the number of atoms per unit volume n is given by

No = 6.02 X 10^®; and, for sodium, A = 23.0 and d — 0.97 gram per

cubic centimeter. Therefore, n = 25.4 X 10^^ atoms per cubic

centimeter. Assuming the atoms in a centimeter cube of sodium

to be arranged in regular rows, columns, and layers/ we find that

there are -^26.4 X 10^^ = 2.94 X 10^ atoms along each edge, or

(2.94 X 100^ = 8.64 X lO’^^ atoms in a layer 1 cm.® in area and 1 atom

deep. Assuming, for the sake of illustration, that the photoelectrons

are supplied by, say, the first 10 layers of atoms, we find that

8.64 X 10^® atoms

furnish, under the conditions of illumination above mentioned,

6.25 X 10^ electrons per second. That is, 1 atom in

8.64 X 10^®

6.25 X 10’
- 1.38 X 10«,

on the average, furnishes 1 photoelectron per second. But what is it

that determines which one of these hundred million odd atoms shall

furnish an electron in any particular second? According to the wave
theory of light, radiant energy should be distributed continuously and

uniformly over the wave front. We know of no reason to expect that

one atom diffei*s from another in any way which might result in one

atom having at any instant a greater absorbing power than another.

On the bads of the classical theory of radiation, we are unable to put

foiward any hypothesis that should result in singling out the one atom
in a hundred million.

Furthermore, it is hard to understand how the energy carried off by
a photoelectron comes to be concentrated in one spot. For example,

1 The crystal structure of sodium is really a body-centered cube. See “Inter-

national Critical Tables,’’ vol. 1, p. 340.
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an illumination of 0.1 meter-candle, or perhaps 10 ergs per cm.* per sec.,

produces an easily measurable photoelectric current from sodium.

Not over 0.05 erg of this, however, falls within the spectral range that

is effective for sodium, which is sensitive only in the blue and near-

ultraviolet part of the spectrum. Furthermore’!, sodium has a high

reflecting power, and only absorbed light can possibly be used in

expelling electrons. We conclude that not oveu* 0.001 erg per cm.* per

sec. is available for the photoelectric process.

According to the electromagnetic theory, this absorbed energy

should be equally'' distributed among the 8.0 X 10‘® atoms which
form the (10, arbitrarily assumed) surface layers, so that there is

1.1 X 10""*® erg per see. for each atom. Now a (|uantum of violet light

corresponding to X = 0.00004 cm. 1s

hv = 6.61 X 10-*7 X 0.75 X 10*® == 6 X lO"** erg.

Thus, if an atom can absorb only the cm^rgy that falls on it (so to

speak), the number of sc^conds re(|uir<‘d for it to obtain enough energy

to expel a photoelectron is

^ Hcconds.

This is over 500 days!

This calculation may not be quite correct, hovv(^v(^r. Theoretically,

it can be shown that an electron vibrating in resonance with the

light can absorb as mu(*h (Uiergy as falls on a (*onsi(l<*ral)l(^ fraction of a
square wa%)e length, Th(*.re arc' difrMMill i(‘s about assuming photo-

electric emission to be a rosonan(r(‘ idienonumon, how<‘V(u*; and it is

hard to see why there should Ix^ a n'sonnlor jictivcdy absorbing in one
atom while all of thc’i neighboring atoms n,n‘ (|ui(*sc(‘nt . 1 f, howev(‘r, we
brush aside these objections, w<’i may <*om1ude tlnit, in th(‘ ])r(‘S(Md.

case, an atom might possibly Jibsorb the emu-gy fnlling on 10 cm.,

or 10~*® X 10“* = 10“*** e?-g per s<‘c. Th(‘ t.im(‘ nxjuirefi to absorb a

quantum would tlien be only 5 X 10 '“/lb = 5() s(‘eonds. Fven
this, however, is too long a. time to agrcM^ with e\']K*rim(‘nt. Thf‘re has

never been observed any time lag whatcuan* b(‘tw(xm tin* beginning of

illumination and th(^ si.arting of tln^ photodectih^ current. Indeed,

precise measurememts have shown that if th(u*o is su(*h a time lag, it is

less than 3 billionths of a second!

The classical electromagiKdlc tluiory of light thus encounter
enormous difficulties in (3xplaiuing th(3 observed facts in regard tc

photoelectric emission.
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62. The Photoelectric Effect and the Corpuscular Theory of Light.

If we could return to the corpuscular theory and regard light as a rain

of corpuscles’^ or quanta of energy, all of the diflBiculties raised in the

preceding section would disappear. If we could assume (a) that each

quantum, or, in modern terms, ‘^photon,” possesses energy hv and (6)

that a collision between a photon and an atom may result in the

absorption of the whole photon and the emission of a photoelectron

with the initial energy hv, we could at once explain why only one atom
in many millions expels an electron in any particular second and also

why there is no time lag in the photoelectric process.

Such a theory would predict, also, that the photoelectric current

should be proportional to light intensity, as is experimentally observed.

For the intensity of the light should be proportional to the number of

photons falling per second on each square centimeter of the photo-

electric emitter; and, because of the large number of photons and atoms
involved, the proportion of collisions between photons and atoms
which result in the emission of an electron should be constant. Fur-

ther, we should have a ready explanation of the experimentally

observed facts: (1) that the initial velocity of the photoelectrons is

independent of the intensity of the light and (2) that this velocity

depends only on the wave length of the light. For, keeping the wave
length of the incident light constant and increasing the intensity would
increase the number of photons striking each square centimeter each
second and, proportionately, the number of collisions resulting in

photoelectric emission; but there would be no change in the nature of

each collision. Each photoelectron would receive exactly the same
energy, hv, and would acquire the same initial velocity regardless

of the intensity. If the frequency of the incident light is increased,

however, the value of hv is increased, and, accordingly, the energy

received by each photoelectron is increased.

The difficulties with such a radical theory of light, however, are

many. For one thing, if we regard light as a ^‘shower” of photons,

what can possibly be the meaning of frequency? There is nothing

periodic about a falling raindrop, for example. As a matter of fact, in

order to find the frequency of a beam of light, we measure (a) the

velocity c of the light and (6) its wave length X on the assumption that

light consists of waves, and then we compute the frequency as

V
c

\

Thus we have to rely on the wave theory of light to give us the energy value

hv of a photon! And there still remains the phenomenon of inter-
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ference, which, since its discovery by Young in 1802, has defied

explanation on any other basis than by assuming light to be a wave
phenomenon. However, the experimental facts of photoelectricity

are equally as cogent as the phenomena of interference, and these

cannot be explained on the basis of the classical wave theory of light.

Thus in 1920, say, the ph^'-sicist could sum up the situation about

like this: On one side of a seemingly impenetrable ban-ici-, or fence, is

to be found a group of phenomena—^such as interf(n*eiice, polarization,

smaller velocity of light in optically denser bodies, indeed, the whole

electromagnetic theory and its ramifications—ac(^ording to which we
should say, without the slightest doubt, that light nmst consist of waves.

On the other side of the fence is to be found anotluu- group---the photo-

electric effect, and other phenomena which we shall (‘onsider in sub-

sequent chapters—according to which wc should say, again without

the slightest hesitation, if we did not know what was on the first side

of the fence, that light must he corpuscular. The situation thus

created was perhaps the most puzzling one that has ev(u- aris(‘ii in tlu^

whole history of physics. We cannot i-esoh'c the mystery at this

point. We shall return to the (|uestion after we have Ix^come familiar

with the quantum theory of atomic structure arid of spixd.ra.

The remainder of the ])resent chapter will Ix^ d(‘\'ot(xl to anotlKM-

aspect of the photoelectric problem, and to a diflenMit but related

phenomenon involving <'leetrons. Granted that th(‘ jihotoelcclrons

receive their energy in sonic manner from tlui im^ident light, do these

electrons th(unselves come out of the atoms, or do they c.oimi from th<‘

so-called “free^’ el(x;trons in the metal? Before att.(mii)ting to answer

this question, we shall discuss the spofUancous cunission of (‘leetroiis

from hot bodies.

53. Thermionic Emission.—It has been known for 200 years that

air in the neighborhood of hot solids has (Ik^ pow(u‘ of conducting

electricity. In a systematic inv(^stigatiou b(‘gun about 1880, hfister

and Geitel showi^d that, in general, at a red h(iat, charged bodi(\s lose a

positive (diarge more naidily than they do a negatives one, wh(jr(‘as at a

white heat a m^gativc cliarge is more n^adily CHmducted away; a few

substanc(\s, however, lose a lu^gativo charge most rea(lil3
'’ Jit all tem-

peratures. About th(^ same time, lOdison noti(‘(Hl that a (airi'eiit can

flow in an evacuated bulb from a glowing carbon filament to another

filament when tlK^ hot filament is charged negatively but not when it

is positive.

The ions that carry the electricity in such cases were studied by

McClelland and by J. J. Thomson. In 1899, Thomson measured

e/7n, the ratio of charge to mass, for the negative ions, using the method
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described in Sec. 44. He found this ratio to have about the same large

value as for cathode rays and concluded that these negative ions were

electrons. Later he showed that, for the positive ions, e/m was in all

cases of the same order of magnitude as for electrolytic ions and con-

cluded that the positive ions were positively charged atoms or molecules.

This emission of electrons from hot bodies furnishes the basis

for the thermionic vacuum tubes that have come into such wide use.

No general treatment of thermionic emission will be attempted here^

we shall discuss only a few aspects of the phenomenon that are impor-

tant in connection with the theory of the emission of electrons from

conductors.

The thermionic current from a given emitter is found to increase

very rapidly with increasing temperature. It depends also upon

geometrical factors, which determine space-charge effects, and upon

the potential of the emitter relative to its surroundings. From a given

emitter operating at a given temperature, however, the thermionic

current cannot be made to exceed a certain limiting value. Special

interest attaches to this maximum possible thermionic current. Let I

denote the maximum current obtainable per square centimeter of the

surface from a given emitter operating at absolute temperature T. By
means of thermodynamic reasoning, it can be shown that I should vary

with temperature, approximately, at least, according to Richardson's

equation

I ^ (54)

The proof is rather elaborate and will not be given here;® the equation

itself can be understood without going through its deduction. The

Napierian base of logarithms is denoted here by 6 to distinguish it

from the numerical electronic charge e; fc is the Boltzmann constant, or

gas constant for 1 molecule (1.381 X 10~^* erg per degree centigrade),

and V? and A are constants depending on the emitting substance and

on the state of its surface.

The Richardson equation, as stated in (54) above, is found to

represent the experimental facts very well. The variation of the

exponential factor in the equation is so rapid, however, that it is not

possible to tell whether the factor T® is really correct. An argument

from quantum theory indicates that the constant A ought, perhaps, to

be a universal constant, equal to 60 amperes per square centimeter for

1 C/. Rbimann, a. L., **Thermionic Emission,” 1934.

* Sm Richardson, O. W., “Electron Theory of Matter,” Chap. XVIII, 1916;

Rbiuann, loc, cit.
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all substances; but experimentally it is found to vary over a consider-

able range from one substance to another.

The quantity etp in the Richardson equation represents an energy.

For this reason, (p, known as the “work function,’’ is commonly
measured in volts, representing the change of potential through which

the electron must pass in order to gain or lose ergs of energy. In the

theoretical derivation of the ecpiation, eip enters as representing

the “heat of emission” of the thermions at the absolute zero of tem-

perature, or, in other words, it is the amount of enei'gy rc^qiiired to

extract a thermion at that temperature. The value of ^ enii be

calculated from observations of I by plotting log (I/T-) against 1/7’;

according to Richardson’s cipiatiori

log ^2 = logi4 -

so that a straight line is obtained whose slope is ^e<plkj ip being in

electrostatic units of potential. Values of ip so obtained, when con-

verted into volts, range from 2 to 6 volts for various metals.

64. Relation between Thermionic and Photoelectric Constants.- - I t

is obvious that the i)h<)toel(H;tric efl‘(^ct and the lh(u-mioni(*- emission of

electrons are in some respcK^ts similar pheuomcma. Thcsy to differ

mainly in the manner in which the electron is givcm th(^ additional

energy to enable it to escape through t he surface of the (unit.ter against

the potential barrier. In the th(u*inionic (tase, the ele(!tron acejuires this

energy from the th(u*mal agitation incident to th(^ high teinp(u*atur(‘

of the emittitu” in the photoelectric cas(^, by the absorption of light.

In the case of thermionic (unission, it is natural to suppose that the heat

of emission represemts work done by tlu^ (‘l(‘ctr()n in (^scaping from

the emitter, just as the largiu* part of th<^ h(‘at of evaporation of a

liquid repr<ss<*nts work doiu* l)y the evaporal.ing molc'culc^s against th<‘

attraction of the: molecult^s l<»rt b<*bind in th(^ lupiid. If that is so, cv?

ought to be the same as the (piantity coo or kvo in Mk^ Minstiun photo-

electric e(|uation, whic^h was assununl to repr(*s(‘nt work done by the

photoelectron. Thus, the tlHU'inionic work funetioii oiiglit to be related

to the photoelectric^ thnsshoUl, th<* lU) of Fig. 2(), by th(‘ ecpiation

^ = OJO (55)

ip and V being measured here in a consistent set of absolute units-

Sin(*e ip and t'l, can both be determined experimentally, a check of

this relationship is possible.
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It has not been easy to eliminate the many spurious disturb-

ances inherent in both photoelectric and thermionic research. But

reasonably comparable measurements have been made on several

metals with results^ as follows:

Metal
volts

4,

volts

Platinum 6.30 0.27

Rhodium 4.57 4.58

Tantalum 4.05 4.07

Tungsten 4.58 4.52

Palladium 4.96 4.99

Silver 4.73 4.08

Gold : 4.82 4.42

The agreement between the values of the work function determined

photoelectrically and those determined thermionically seems good
enough to warrant the hypothesis that the photoelectrons and the

thermionic electrons have a common origin and are subject to some-
what similar laws.

66. Velocities of Emission of Thermions.—The velocities with
which thermions are emitted from the surface of the emitter can be
measured in the same way in which the velocities of photoelectrons
are measured (Sec. 48). The velocities of the thermions are found
to be very much smaller than those of photoelectrons and to be dis-

tributed according to Maxwell's law, just as if they were molecules
in a gas at the temperature of the emitter.

To see clearly what this latter statement means, suppose that the
electrons emerge into a space entirely surrounded by the emitting
substance, all at the same temperature T\ f.c., consider emission into a
cavUy in the emitter. As electrons accumulate in the cavity, they
will begin to return to the emitter, and an equilibiium condition will

come into existence in which as many electrons return to the emitter
per second as issue from it. The cavity is then filled with an electron

gas in equilibrium at temperature T, The density of this gas is so
low that it will obey the laws of perfect gases. The rate at which
molecules return to the emitter from such a gas can be calculated from
kinetic theory in terms of the density and temperature of the gas.
If the assumption is made that all of the electrons enter the emitter
as they strike its surface, none of them being reflected, then the rate
of return must equal the rate of emission as given by Richardson's

* Quoted from Hughes and DuBridgb, loc. dt.
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equation. In this way, the density and pressure of the electron gas

corresponding to any temperature can be calculated. The emitted

electrons must be distributed in velocity in the same manner as are

the returning electrons. Hence, their distribution in velocity, also,

can be calculated, from Maxwells law for molecular velocities in a

gas. It follows from kinetic theory that their mean kinetic energy

as they come from the emitter must be 2kT] this amounts only to

0,22 electron-volt at 1000°C. (An electron-volt is the work done on an

electron as it passes from one point to another between which there is a

potential difference of 1 volt. It equals

4.803 X = 1.601 X 10-‘= erg.)

As a concluding remark concerning thermionic emission, it may
be mentioned that if an accelerating electric field is applied to the

emitter, the maximum thermionic current is somewhat increased.

As a matter of fact, very intense fields, of the order of 10^ voUhS per cm.,

are able to cause small currents of electrons to flow from metals even

at room temperature. These are sometimes callcHl ‘‘field (uirn^its.^*

66. Theories of Electrons in Metals.—An explanation of all the

features of photoelectric and thermionic emission can b(^ given only

on the basis of a theory of the electrical constitution of matte i*. At
this point, therefore, the electron theory of metals will be very briefly

discussed.

Soon after the discovruy of the electron, it was suggested that

electrical conductivity in metals may be duo to tlio existence, in the

interatomic spaces, of “freci'' electrons, which, drifting under the

influence of an applied electric field or pohmtial gradi(‘nt, cause

the transport of (ihargo, the actual direction of motion of thc^ ele(d.rons

being opposite to the usual convention coTi(‘,erning the 'positive direction

of current. This theory was developed into the wc^ll-known classical

theory of metallic conduction by Drude, Lorentz,^ and others.

They assumed that the free electrons move about and collide w'ith

each other just as do the molecules of a gas, having i.he usual max-
wellian distribution of velo<ut.i(Ns proper to a gas of electrons at the

temperature of the metal. They showed that such fre^e electrons

would account, also, for the high thcrm<il conductivify of metals;

because of their light mass, the electroas would have, according to

classical theory, much higher velocities of thermal agitation than

do the atoms, and for this reason they would be, in proportion to

their numbers, much more effective in the conduction of heat

.

^boRWNTz, H. A., '^Theory of Electrons.”
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The theory had some success in accounting for the properties

of the electrical and thermal conductivities of metals. Most of the

formulas that were obtained, however, contained as constants the

number of free electrons per unit volume and also the mean free path

of the electrons among the atoms, quantities that were not inde-

pendently known. Furthermore, a serious difficulty was encountered

in connection with specific heats. The specific heat of a metal is

fully accounted for by the kinetic and potential energy which the

atoms themselves should possess, according to the classical principle

of the eqmpartition of energy (see Sec. 85). It was necessary to

suppose, therefore, that for some reason the heat energy of the free

electrons was very small, or at least independent of temperature.

Several lines of evidence indicated, however, that the number of the

free electrons should be of the order of magnitude of the number of

atoms; and, according to the principle of equipartition, a free electron

should have the same average kinetic energy as an atom. Thus,

it was hard to understand why the specific heats of good conductors

were not considerably larger than the experimental values.

This last difficulty was removed completely in a new theory

introduced by Sommerfeld in 1928. His theory may be regarded as a

first step toward the modem wave-mechanical theory of metals.

The latter theory has been developed to a certain point during the

last few years, but it remains incomplete and rather complicated.

Its conclusions aie reproduced in the Sommerfeld theory with suffi-

cient completeness and accuracy for the application to the more
important features of photoelectric and thermionic emission, so the

Sommerfeld theory will be used here.

The concept of a gas of free electrons within the metals is retained

by Sommerfeld, but this gas is treated in terms of wave mechanics.

Because of their light mass and their high density in the metal, the

electrons form a degenerate gas of “Fermi-Dirac type,” as it is called,

after the two physicists who first worked out the theoiy of such a

gas. The electrons have a distribution of velocities very different

from the classical one as represented by Maxwell's law.

According to classical theory, the electrons should all have zero

energy of translation at absolute zero. As the temperature rises, their

energies of translation should increase and at r°K. should have an

average value per electron of %kT, the distribution of energy among
the electrons being the familiar Maxwell distribution curve shown
in Fig. 27 for temperatures of 300°K. and 1500°K. A few electrons

have high energy, but the majority are grouped around the mean
value which at 1500®K. is equivalent to some 0.2 electron-volt.
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For comparison, the distribution of energy given by the Fenni-

Dirao theory is shown in Fig. 28 for the electrons in platinum at three

Fi«. 27.— Distribution of energy among condiietion electrons at temperatures of

300® and 1500®K., according to the classical distribution law of Maxwell.

Fio. 28.—Distribution of energy among the conduction electrons of platinum at three

different temperatures, according to the Formi-Dirac>h>oinmorfcld theory.

temperatures: absolute zero, 300, and 1500®K. It is to be observed

that the Fermi-Dirac distribution does not give zero energy for all

free electrons at absolute zero, as is required by the classical theory.
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Instead, the graph for absolute zero starts from the origin and rises

according to an equation of the type 2/
= a \/5 until a maximum

energy Em is reached, at which point the graph drops suddenly to

zero. No electrons possess energy greater than Em- According to

the theory, the value of Em is given^ by

where h is Planck’s constant, m is the mass of the electron, and n is

the number of electrons per unit volume. If it be assumed that

the number of free electrons per unit volume is of the same mag-

nitude as the number of atom^ per unit volum^, then for platinum

(6.6 X 10^*-® electrons per cubic centimeter) is approximately 6 electron-

volts. The theory shows that the mean value E of the energy per

electron at absolute zero is

E = HEm = 3.6 electron-volts for platinum.

This is to be compared with the corresponding mean values given

by the classical theory, e,g,, 0.2 electron-volt for 1500°K. quoted above.

These results are astonishing to any one who is used to thinking

in classical terms, for they mean that even at absolute zero the free

electrons in a metal have enormous energies. It is questionable,

however, whether it quite makes physical sense to say that this energy

is kinetic energy of motion. In wave mechanics many ordinary terms

lose half of their usual physical meaning when applied to atomic

phenomena.

The rate of increase of energy with temperature, according to the

Fermi-Dirac theory, is much less than it is according to classical theory.

Referring again to the distributions in energy for platinum at 300®K.

and at 1500®K. as shown in Fig. 28, we note that only in the neighbor-

hood of Em is there any significant change in distribution with tem-

perature. As the temperature rises, the sharp discontinuity for

absolute zero at Em becomes ‘‘rounded off” more and more and an

increasing number of electrons come to possess energy greater than Em-

A few electrons even have energies up to several times Eml the curve

has a long tail (extending, theoretically, up to all energies), and in this

tail it can be shown that the distribution of energies follows approxi-

mately Maxweirs law, just as in the classical theory of gases.

From the curves it is obvious, furthermore, that the total energy

of the free electrons changes very little with rise of temperature.

1 Cf, Kbnnabd, E. H., “Kinetic Theory of Gases,” Secs. 238, 240, 1938,
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Hence the free electrons will contribute little to the change in energy

of the metal as its temperature rises, i.e., to its specific heat. Thus

the difficulty noted above in regard to specific heats disappears.

67. Origin of Photoelectrons and Thermions.—Either of the two

theories of metals that have been described furnishes at once an

explanation of thermionic emission. Presumably, the free electrons

are retained in the metal by forces of attraction. There must be as

many positively charged atoms in the metal as there arc free electrons,

and the electrons will be held by the attraction of these positive

charges. If, for any reason, an electron escapes from the metal, as it

moves away, it will be drawn back by an attraction that may be

regarded as arising from its “electrical image” in the surface of the

metal, this image being caused by the repulsion of the other electrons

by the escaping one and the consequent exposure of positive charge.

Thus, in escaping, the electron will lose a certain amount of kinetic

energy, for which we may write e<Py e being the numerical electronic

charge.

Now in the metal there will always be a few free electrons with

energies of thermal agitation exceeding c<p. Those electrons will bo

able to escape as thermions. As the temperature rises, the number of

electrons with energies greater than dp will increase rapidly; hence, the

thermionic current will increase rapidly with rising temperature, as is

obseiwed to be the Ccose. If, howcivcr, we adopt the Sommerfeld

theory, an important question at once arises. If, even at low tem-

peratures, a metal possessc^s some free electrons with energies as large

as Em, the range of value of which is from 5 or (> electron-volts up,

why do we not have thermionic emission of (‘lectrons at all tempera-

tures above absolute zero, since wo found that the work function was

in general less than 0 volts? The answer is that on the new theory dp

does not represent the work il done by the electron against attractive

forces in escaping. The latter work is equal not. to r<p l)ut to ctp •+• Em-

For the thermions come from the efl'e(*tive top of the Fermi distribu-

tion and so start with energy Em- The additional energy required to

remove an electron as a thermion is, therefore, not it but only 12 — Em-

This is the quantity that appears as ctp in the thermionic equation*

^ Strictly speakinj^, = U — Km, eiily at 0®K. question as to a possible

variation of the heat of omission of an electron with tcinperaturo cannot be dis-

cussed hero; in any case, the experimental facts themselves arc not clear. It might

be thought, perhaps, that since only electrons with energies greater than 12 actually

escape, no energy at all would need to ho supplied in order to remove the thermions.

As such high-speed electrons escape, however, a rcwlistribution of velocities of the

remaining electrons occurs, principally at the expense of electrons with energies

near since it is only electrons with energies near to or greater than Em whose
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[(54) in Sec. 53], so that in that equation

ep » 0 — Em> (66)

For platinum tp is 6.3 volts and E^/e is at least 6 volts; hence

n/e is at least 12.3 volts. For the metals in general, £2/e is 5 to 20 volts

higher than the ordinary “work function” tp. These high values of S
are qualitatively confirmed by observations on the index of refraction

of electron waves (</. Sec. 117 in Chap. VII).

‘

The relation between these various quantities is shown diagram-

matically in Fig. 29. The heavy curve shows the way in which the

potential energy of an electron varies as the electron, coming from

Fio 29.—Energy of eleotrone in a metal. An electron with extra energy e<f> can
just escape as a thermion. A photoelectron absorbs hv and retains as kinetic
energy.

the left in the figure, passes through the surface of the metal into the

space outside, the potential energy rising by the amount ft. The
ordinate of any point above this line may represent the total energy

of an electron; the height of the point above the"heavy line will then

represent its kinetic energy. The horizontal lines at the level marked
Em and below indicate the Fermi energy levels (actually much more
closely spaced) at 0°K.; at any other temperature, there are a few

electrons with energy above Em.

Concerning photoelectronSj on the other hand, there was long a

difference of opinion as to whether they come from among the free

electrons or out of the interior of the atoms. On either hypothesis,

it is easy to explain the fact that all velocities occur up to a maximum
value Vm given by the Einstein equation

3^ rrivl, ^ hv — coo.

distribution is subject to change. Thus the result is the same as if the thermions

themselves started with energy E^.
^ See also Thomson, G. P., “The Wave Mechanics of Free Electrons,” 1930.
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The quantity cco is interpreted here as the energy lost by an electron

in escaping through the surface of the emitter. But light is known to

penetrate a distance equal to many atomic diameters into the metal;
hence, photoelectrons should originate at various depths. In order to

reach the surface, the electron would have to pass by (or through)
many atoms, and collisions would be probable, at each of which the

electron might lose some of the energy hv initially given to it by the

light. The electron would reach the surface with less energy than Av,

would give up energy m in escaping from the surface, and would
emerge with energy less than the maximum. Some electrons would
lose almost all of their initial energy in this way and would emerge with
velocity almost zero.

If, now, the photoelectrons come from among the free electrons,

they will have an initial energy Ei due to thermal agitation and, after

absorbing hp from the light, will start off with energy hv + Ei. The
photoelectrons produced near tlie surface should thus emerge with

energy

— hp + Ei — W().

Since Ei has no upper limit, there should exist, theoretically, no maxi-
mum velocity for a given fretiuency Py and no sharp threshold the

curves tailing off instead of plunging sharply into the axis. According
to classical theory, however, the value of Ei is small

;
according to the

classical principle of the equipartition of energy, or Eq. (104) in Sec. 84,

the average value of Ei is

Ei = %kT,

where T is the absolute tempcu’aturo and k is the Boltzmann constant

(1.381 X 10”^® erg deg.~*). At 300®K., Si is equivalent to about
0.04 electron-volt; at 15()()®K,, to about 0.20 electron-volk. Practi-

cally, therefore, a fairly definite maximum velocity v„t and threshold

frequency pq would (jxist. But, since Ei is proportional to T, th(i

apparent values of and pq should vary somewhat with temperature.

Most of the experimental evidence indicates that a variation of the

right order of magnitude do<\s not exist, at least not in all cases.

Formerly, this was commonly ac(;epted as (ividence that the photo-
electrons come from the atom arid not from the free electrons, since

there was no reason for believing that the internal energy of atoms
depends on temperature over the range covered by the experiments.

This latter view was strengthened by observations on the photo-
electric effect with X-rays, the frequencies of which are several thou-

sand times those of ordinary light. In these experiments (see Sec. 196)
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there is very direct evidence not only that photoelectrons come from

atoms but that they come from different “depths” within atoms and,

in order to leave the atom, must expend quantities of enei^ which can

be directly measured and which can be checked by independent

means.
' Further, the discovery of the Compton effect with X-rays (see

Sec. 198) and its explanation emphasized the importance of another

objection to the ‘theory that the photoelectrons come from the free

electrons. It would be impossible for a free electron to absorb a

quantum of radiation, for the laws of the conservation of energy

and of momentum could not simultaneously hold. If an electron,

free and at rest, acquires kinetic energy by the absorption of a

quantum hv, we should have, from the laws of conservation of energy

and of momentum,^

1 1 , hv
hv = — = rm,

where c is the velocity of light, m the mass of the electron, and v

its velocity after absorbing the quantum. These equations can hold

simultaneously only if t; =* 2c—an impossibility. But if the electron

absorbs light while in an atom, the momentum of the rest of the atom
may change, and the above laws of mechanics may hold simultaneously.

If, however, the photoelectron originates in the atom,^ a new
difficulty arises. The electron will then have to do work in order to

escape from the atom into the interatomic space, and this work wiU

be included in coo. Thus, coo would necessarily exceed the work of

escape e<p of a thermion, which starts presumably in the interatomic

space. The difference should, in fact, be relatively large, for it ought

to be of the order of the work required to ionize an atom, which, at

least for atonas in the vapor state, amounts always to several electron-

volts. Yet it is found experimentally that coo and etp differ (at least

usually) by less than 1 electron-volt, often by lessthan 0. 1 electron-volt.

Thus, the classical theory was not able to furnish a satisfactory

answer to the question as to the origin of the photoelectrons. The
new theory, on the other hand, removes all objections to supposing

that photoelectrons liberated by visible or ultraviolet light (in contrast

with most of those liberated by X-rays) come from the so-called

“free" electrons. For, according to the new theory, these electrons

are not really free; they are simply bound to the metal as a whole

^ See Sec. 198(a) for the momentum of a photon.
* We are considering photoelectrons ejected by visible and ultraviolet light,

not by X-«iyB.
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rather than to an individual atom. They differ from the electrons

in the interior of an atom chiefly in that they are subject to forces

exerted by several atoms at once. The difiSculty regarding con-

servation of momentum, therefore, does not arise.

The situation is improved, also, in regard to the variation with
temperature. The electrons that emerge with maximum kinetic

energies will be chiefly those that come from the top of the Fermi
distribution in Fig. 29). After absorbing a quantum hv, one of

these electrons has energy A*/ + Then it must do work 12 to

escape from the surface, so that, if no further loss of energy occurs,

it emerges with kinetic energ}^

+ Em “ (57)

This value of ]4niv^ will represent the maximum value of the kinetic

energy of the photoelectrons. The equation has the same form as the

Einstein equation [(53) in Sec. 49], which was

== A?' -- coo.

Thus, the of the Einstein equation should have the magnitude

<00 = $2 - En,: (58)

Comparing this equation with Eq. (5G) or

= 12 — Em,

where <p is the thermionic work function, wo see that wo should also

equal e<p, in agreement w'ith experiment.

Even on the Sommerfeld theory, howevcu’, then^ ought, th(K)reti-

cally, to be no triu^ limit to the maximum encirgy of ejection, and
hence no frequency thresliold; for a/c/e free (electrons an^ present with
all energies. The curves in Figs. 23 juid 24 ought, th(M'ofore, to be
rounded ofl' at the end, so as to meed. th(^ axis asymi)toti(^aIIy instead of

plunging into it at a finite angles ((except at T = 0). This effecjt

would be much smalk^r than thc^ elh^ct reciuired by classical theory,

however, for the number of ehu-trons in the maxw(dlian tail of the
Fermi-Dirac. distribution is extreme’ily small. Furthermore, there is

experimental evidence that a slight rounding off of the cuives at this

point does exist.*

1 DuBridge, Phys, Reo., vol. 43, p. 727 (1933).



CHAPTER IV

THE THEORY OF RELATIVITY

The greatest revolution in physical thought during the twentieth,

century undoubtedly has been that which resulted from the mtro-
duction of the quantum theory. This, however, was not the first

innovation in modem physical theory to attract general attention.

In a different way, the new form of relativity put forward by Einstein
in 1905 made an equally complete break with classical ways of thought.
Relativity touches all branches of atomic physics here and there, but
in itself it occupies a detached position, more fundamental than that of
other parts of physical theory. For this reason it seems appropriate
at this point to devote a chapter to a discussion of the theory of rela-
tivity. Any student who does not wish to interrupt the study of
atomic physics at the present juncture can omit the present chapter
without appreciable embarrassment in reading subsequent chapters.

58. Newtonian Relativily*—^The phenomenon of motion has been a
subject of speculation since ancient times. It was early recognized
that all motion involves displacement relative to something or other;
but ideas have varied in regard to the entity relative to which the
displacement occurs. In his treatise on mechanics, Newton says that
absolute motion is the translation of a body from one absolute place

to another absolute place.’’^ But he does not explain what he means
by ‘^absolute place.” He states explicitly that the physicist can
detect translatoiy motion only in the form of motion relative to other
material bodies.

Motion involves, also, the passage of time. Until recently, time
was regarded as something essentially distinct from space or from the
behavior of material bodies. Newton says, “Absolute, true, and
mathematical time, of itseK, and by its own nature, flows uniformly on,
without regard to an3rthing external.”® Thus there was supposed to
be a single time scale valid everywhere. Until 1905, this view seems
to have been accepted universally.

The kind of relativity embodied in these views has been called
^‘Newtonian relativity.” For purposes of comparison, it will be
worth while to formulate it in mathematical terms.

1 Cf. Mach, E., Science of Mechanics,” 4th ed., p. 226, 1919.
« p. 222,

122
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Jjet us represent position by means of Cartesian coordinates a;, y, z

and let t denote the time. Then a set of four numbers representing

values of y, z, and t specifies the position and the time at which an

event of some sort occum. The event might, for instance, consist in a

projectile's passing a certain point in space at a certain time, or it

might consist in an electron's leaving a filament or entering a Geiger

counter. All physical phenomena, in so far as they involve positions

and times, can be resolved into sequences of events.

In order that given values of our x, z may fix th(i location of an

event, we must have some material reference body from which dis-

tances can be measured, such as the floor and walls of a laboratoiy,

or the bench marks established by surveyors on the earth. Similarly,

in order to define a time, we must
have available some reference process,

such as the rotation of the earth or the

swinging of a pendulum, in order that

times may be specified by stating the

stage to which the reference process

has advanced. These material means
of fixing positions and times, together

with the methods adopted for using

them, are said to constitute a space-

time frame of nferencc.

Now suppose we liave two different frames of rc^ft'rcuico, each in

uniform translatoi'y motion n^lative to the other. Oin^ frame might

be on the earth, while the other is located on an airplarn^ flying over-

head. Let us call the two frames S and aS'; and let the v^clocity of S'

relative to S be w. Let coordinates and times of any event as obtained

when the frame S is used bo denoted by Xy y, Zy t; and let those obtained

for the same event when S' is used be denoted by x', y', z'y t'. In

order to make the relation between these variables as simple as

possible, let us choose our axes so that the x- and x'-axes are botli

parallel to the velocity u and, in fact, so that these axes slide along

each other; and let the y'- and s'-axes be parallel to y and z, respec-

tively (Fig. 30). Let us also agree to count time from the instant

at which the two origins of coordinates, 0 and O', momentarily coin-

cide. Then the coordinates of O', the origin of S' as measured in the

first frame S, will be x ^ ut, y ^ Oy z = 0; and, if any event occurs

at a position and time specified by certain values of x, y, z, ty then,

according to Newton, its position and time as measured using S'

will be represented by x', y', 2', t', where

/
Fkj. .'<0.-"T\vo framos of refer-

01100 in unifonii relative traiislatory

motion.
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a/ « a; — trf, f ^ t,

1/ ^Vf
z! ^ z.

These equations may be called the equations of transformation

for Newtonian relativity. They enable us to pass from coordinates

and times of events referred to one frame of reference over to coordi-

nates and times referred to another, when all relations are assumed to

be Newtonian. The equation, t' = t, which may seem superfluous

but is included with an eye to the future, expresses the fact that in the

Newtonian theory there is supposed to be a single time scale valid for

all frames of reference.

69. Relativity and the Propagation of Light.—^With the adoption

of the wave theory of light, a new element, unknown to Newton,

was brought into the problem of motion. For, if light consists of

“waves’’ in an ether, these waves should move with a definite velocity

relative to the ether

^

and their velocity relative to material bodies should

change when the motion of these bodies through the ether changes.

Analogous statements made about waves in material mediums are

certainly true. Water waves of a given length, for example, move
with a certain speed over the water; as seen from a moving ship, they

move past the ship faster when the ship is moving over the water

against the waves than when the ship is moving in the same direction

as the waves themselves. Now, in accordance with Huygens’ prin-

ciple, many optical phenomena depend in a veiy simple way upon

the velocity of light relative to material objects. It might be antic-

ipated, therefore, that such phenomena would be influenced by a

motion of the optical appaz*atus through the ether. The velocities

that can be given to a material body
in the laboratory are extremely small

as compared^ with the velocity of

light; but this is less true of the

velocity of the earth in its orbital

Fig. 31.—Effect of motion of a tele- naotion about the sun, which is one
scope through the ether. ^

ten-thousandth of the velocity of

light in free space. An influence of the earth’s orbital motion upon

optical phenomena might therefore be anticipated.

An interesting case to consider is the formation of images by the

object lens of a telescope. Suppose a light wave from a star enters

the telescope sketched in Fig. 31; when the telescope is at rest in the

ether, let the wave come to a focus in such a way as to form a star

image on the cross hairs at P. Then, if the telescope, instead of being
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at rest, is moving toward the star, the wave might be expected to focus

on the same point P in the ether as before. While the wave is passing

from the lens to this point, however, the telescope will move forward,

carrying the cross hair to some other point P'. The eyepiece would

therefore have to be drawn out farther in order to focus on the image

of the star. Thus the focal length of the telescope would appear to

the observer to be increased. Similarly, if the telescope were moving

in the same direction as the light, its effective focal length would be

shortened. If it were moving at right angles to its axis, on the other

hand, there would be only an apparent lateral displacement of the star,

constituting the famDiar phenomenon of aberration. All of these

effects can also be thought of as due to motion of the ether in the oppo-

site direction relative to the telescope, or to what has been called an

'‘ether wind.’’

As the telescope is pointed at stai*s in different directions, the

apparent focal length of any astronomical telescope might therefore

be expected to vary slightly because of the earth’s orbital motion.

But no mch effect has ever been observed,

Fresnel long ago pointed out a way in which it might happen that

effects of this sort do mt occur. It miglit be that moving transparent

bodies, such as a lens, partially drag the light waves along with them.

In the case just considered, if the lens L were to drag the liglit with it in

its motion (toward the right in Fig. 31), the part of the wave that goes

through the center of the lens would spend a longer time in the lens,

and hence would be retarded more than it would be if there were no

motion. Consequently the wave would emerge from the lens more

concave in shape, and would focus on a point neai’cr the lens. If the

amount of the drag were just right, there might even be no effect at

all on the apparent focal length of the tclcs(‘ope, the star image falling

on the cross hair however the telescope might be moving. Fresnel

showed^ that all such effects on phenomena of refraction would be

prevented if it- were a law of optics that any moving transparent

medium of refractive index n changes the velocity of light waves in

such a way as to add vectorially to their velocity in the stationary

medium, which is c/n, the fraction

of the velocity of the medium. Interestingly enough, Fizeau showed

experimentally in 1851, by an interference method, that a moving

^ For an excellent discussion of relativity see M. Bom, “Einstein's Theory of

Relativity," translated by H. L, Brose, Methuen & Co., Tjtd., Ix)ndon, 1924.
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column of water doea drag the light waves, with it to the exact extent

required by Fresnel’s formula!

The cause of this effect on the light waves was supposed by Fresnel

to lie in an actual partial dragging of the ether itseff along with the

moving medium, analogous to the dragging of the water by a fish net

as it is drawn along. When Lorentz worked out his electromagnetic

theory, however, about 1896, on the assumption that the ether remains

always at rest, he found that the theory led automatically to the

Fresnel formula for the drag of the light waves by moving matter.

If the Fresnel drag of the light waves is assumed, it can be shown
that there can never be any effect on ordinary optical phenomena that

is of the firat order in the velocity of the apparatus through the ether.

There might, however, be second-order effects. Since the square of

the earth’s orbital velocity is only a hundred-millionth of the square of

the velocity of light, it might be thought that such effects would be
far too small to detect. In seeking for a sufficiently delicate means of

observation for this purpose, Michelson was led to invent his inter-

ferometer. With this instrument, in conjunction with Morley, he
performed in 1887 a famous experiment in which a second-order

effect could have been detected if it

had occurred.

60. The Michelson-Morley Ex-
periment.—The' interferometer ar-

rangement that was used in this

experiment is sketched in Fig. 32.

A beam of light from a lamp S falls

upon a half-silvered glass plate P
placed at 45° to the beam, which

divides each wave into two parts.

One wave, reflected from P, travels

off sideways to a mirror JIfi, which

reflects it back to P; part of it is

then transmitted through P and enters the telescope T. The other

wave, transmitted at once through P, travels ahead and is reflected

back by a second mirror M2 ; upon returning to P, it is partially

reflected there into the telescope on top of the first wave, with which

it forms an interference pattern.

Let both mirrors be at the same distance from the plate P. Then,

if the apparatus is at rest in the ether, the two waves take the same
time to return to P and meet in phase both there and in the telescope.

Suppose, however, that the apparatus is moving with speed v through

the ether in the direction of the incident beam of light. Then, if the
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incident wave strikes the plate P when it has the position shown in the

figure, the paths of the waves and the subsequent positions of reflection

from mirrors and plate will be as shown by the dotted lines. The
necessary change in the direction of the transverse beams is pro-

duced automatically, as an aberration effect, through the operation of

Huygens^ principle. But now the times taken by the two waves on
their journeys are no longer equal. The wave moving longitudinally

toward Mz has a velocity relative to the apparatus of c — t; on the

outgoing trip, c being the speed of light through the ether, and c + v

on the return trip. Hence the time taken by this wave to get back to

the plate is

l_ I ^ 2cl

^

^ c -- V C + t)
^

I being the distance from the plate to thither mirror. If we keep small

terms only as far as we can write, by the binomial theorem,

Hence

rt2 -

The wave moving transversely, on the oth(u’ hand, travels along the

hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle, oihj side of which is of length /,

and therefore it has farther to go. Let it take a. time t' to go from
P to Ml, traveling a distance ct' through the ether. Then in the same
time the mirror M i advances a distance vt'. Henc(^

t' = I

(c2 _

But, using the binomial theorem again,

(^2 - + v^cr^

as far as terms in v^/c^. Hence this wave returns to P after a time

Thus the two waves interfere in the teles(*ope with a phase difference

of is — seconds or — t\)/h = lv^/(c^\) wave lengths, X
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being the wave length of the light. The fringe pattern is aecofdinglj'’

shifted by the motion through

®!i

fringes.^

In performing the experiment, the whole apparatus, floated on

mercury, was rotated repeatedly through 90®. Since the two light

paths are caused to exchange roles by such a rotation, it should cause

the fringe pattern to shift by twice the amount just calculated or by

fringe widths. By reflecting the beam,back and forth several times,

the effective length I was brought up to 11 meters.^ Even then, with

a wave length of about 5.9 X 10"^ cm., if we insert for v the whole

orbital velocity of the earth so that v/c — 10“*, we find only

2 X X 5TW‘

“

or about one-third of a fringe. Michelson and Morley were sure,

however, that they could detect a shift of a hundredth of a fringe.

Siich shifts as were observed amounted only to a small fraction of the

theoretical value and were not consistent. Thus the result of the experi-

ment was negative; the expected ether wind did not appear.

It might happen, to be sure, that at a given moment the eai-th

by accident had no resultant component of velocity parallel to the

surface of the earth; for upon its orbital motion there would probably

be superposed a motion of the entire solar system through the ether.

But, if this happened at a certain time, then 6 months later the earth's

orbital velocity about the sun would be reversed, and its velocity

through the ether should then be twice its orbital velocity. Michelson

and Morley made observations not only at various times of day but

also at different seasons of the year, always with the same negative

result.^

From the theoretical point of view, Michelson and Morley's

failure to detect the anticipated motion of the earth through the ether

was one of the most important experimental results ever obtained.

^For the formation of the fringes in the interferometer see C. R. Mann,
“ Manual of Advanced Optics.”

* Michelson and Morley, SilUman V*., vol. 34, pp. 333, 427 (1887): Morley
and Michelson, Phil. Mag., vol. 24, p. 449 (1887), Cf, Miller, Reu. Modern
Physics, vol. 6, p. 203 (1933).
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It was very hard to bring into harmony with current theories of light

and matter. The theoretical calculation rests on a peculiarly simple

foundation, for the only properties of light that are made use of are the

constancy of its velocity in space and Huygens' principle. Neither

of these principles can be given up if we are to retain the idea of waves

in a mechanical ether. Only three possible explanations of the

negative result seem to ojffer themselves.

1. Perhaps the student will have wondered why we cannot simply

assume that the earth drags the ether with it, much as a moving base-

ball carries along the air next to it. On this assumption there would

never be any motion of the earth through the ether at all, and no

difficulties could arise. The objection to this explanation is that the

ether next to the earth would then be in motion relative to the ether

farther away; and this relative motion between different parts of the

ether would cause a deflection of the light rays coming from the stars,

just as wind is observed to deflect sound waves. This deflection

would alter the amount of the stellar aberration.^ That is, the ether

wind would then occur outside of the earth. It has been found very

difficult to devise a plausible type of motion for the ether which would

give a value of the aberration agreeing with observation and yet at the

same time preserve the negative result of the Michclson-Morley

experiment. Furthermore, doubt is thrown upon such an explanation

by the fact that, as has already been stated, experiments show that a

transparent object of laboratory'’ size do(^s not drag the light waves

with the full velocity of the moving matteu’, as it ncjcessarily would do

if it completely dragged the ether along with it; and the observed

partial drag is fully accounted for by current electromagnetic theory,

which is based on a stationary ether.

2. As an alternative, the negative result would at once be accounted

for if we could assume that light projected from a moving source has

added to its own natural velocity the velocity of the source, just as the

velocity of a projectile fired from a moving ship is equal to the vector

sum of its velocity of projection from the gun and the velocity of the

ship. In a vacuum, light would then leave its soun^e always with the

same velocity relative to the source. If this were true, the negative

result obtained by Michelson and Morley would at once be explained,

for the light from their lamp would have always the same constant

velocity in all directions relative to the lamp and to the interferometer.

Such an assumption, however, is in gross conflict with the wave theory

of light. It is of the essence of waves that they have a definite velocity

^ Stellar aberration is the apparent change in direction of a star due to its orbital

motion. See any text on astronomy.
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relatwe to the medium which transmits them, just as sound waves have a

definite velocity relative to the air. Furthermore, there is strong

experimental evidence against supposing that the velocity of light is

influenced by a motion of the source from which it comes. This

evidence is furnished by several experiments in the laboratory, and

by various astronomical observations, which we have not space to

describe, n

3. The third possible explanation of Michelson and Morley^s

negative result is one that was put forward by Fitzgerald and by
Lorentz working independently. They suggested that motion

through the ether might, in some manner not yet understood, cause the

material of which the interferometer was constructed to shorten in a

direction parallel to the motion. It is easily seen that such a contraction

in the ratio v^l — v^/c^ would serve to equalize the light paths and

thus to prevent a displacement of the fringes. Lorentz endeavored

to make the occurrence of such a contraction plausible on the basis of

his electrical theory of matter, but he was never quite able to show

that it must occur. This explanation came to be the favored one,

but it was never felt to be very satisfactory because of its ad hoc^

nature.

It might be remarked finally that nothing is gained by carefully

avoiding all reference to a physical ether and speaking only of velocities

relative to some frame of reference. For example, we might use a

frame of reference fixed in the sun; then, to explain astronomical

aberration, we should need to assume that light moves with a constant

velocity relative to this frame, and on this assumption the difficulty

about the Michelson-Morley experiment would arise as described

above.

61. The New Relativity of Einstein.—From the situation just

described one easily gains the impression that there exists something

like a conspiracy in nature to prevent us from detecting motion

through the ether. A similar situation can be shown to exist in the

field of electromagnetism as well as in optics. A number of electrical

or magnetic experiments can be invented which, at first sight, offer

promise of revealing motion through the ether; but always there

occurs some other effect which just cancels the effect sought. Some-

times it is actually the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction just described

or the forces associated with this contraction by which the cancellation

is effected.

^ An a({ hoc hypothesis is one that is proposed in order to explain a single fact as

4istinguish6d from a hypothesis that explains simultaneously several distinct facts.

** Ad hoc** translated from the Latin means ^'to this" or “for this.”
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In reflecting upon this extraordinary situation, Einstein arrived

in 1905 at a radically new view of the whole subject.^ He proposed
the view that, for some reason not yet known, motion through the

ether is a meaningless concept; only motion relative to material bodies

has physical significance. He then set about investigating how this

assumption could be made to harmonize with the known laws of

optics. Possibilities of conflict arise in any argument involving the

velocity of light. Suppose, for example, a frame of reference S' (say

on the earth) moving relative to another frame 8 (say on the sun)

carries a source of light. Then light from this source must move
with the same velocity relative to S as light from a source on S itself,

since, as explained above, we cannot suppose that the velocity of

light is influenced by motion of its source. But this light must also

move with the same velocity relative to 8'; otherwise the laws of nature

would not be the same on S' as on 8, and no reason could be assigned

for their being different. Yet it seems quite impossible that light

should move with the same velocity relative to each of two frames

that are moving relatively to each other!

Einstein accordingly put the laws of the propagation of light

in the forefront of the discussion. He presented his new theory as

based upon two propositions, which are known as the postulates of

the special or restricted theory of relativit)/. They may be stated as

follows:

1. The laws of physical phenomena arc the same when stated in

terms of either of two inertial frames of reference {and involve

no reference to motion through an ether).

2. The velocity of light is independent of the motion of its source.

By an ** inertial” frame is meant one in which the law of inertia is

true, i.c., relative to which a body that is free from external influence

and at rest remains at rest. An inertial frame is, th(n-eforc, what is

usually called an ^binacc:<^leratcd” one; and the relative motion of

two inertial frames can only (consist of a uniform translation. Thus,

in the special thc'ory of relativity, we compare statements of physical

laws expressed in hn'ins of two frame's of reference each of which is in

uniform translation redativo to the other.

Of these two '^postulates,” the second is believed to represent a

rather siniphi experimental fact, whereas the first is a generalization

from a wide ranges of physical expc^ricince. There is no implication

that the first postulate, which contains the new principle of relativity,

' Etnstmin, Ann. d. Physlk, vol. 17, p. 891 ('1905).
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is in any way self-evident; like the assumptions made in all phyacal

theories, it is intended as a hypothesis to be tested by oompaimg

deductions from it with experimental observation.
, , , i

62. Simultaneity and Time Order.—Einstein found the key by

which these two postulates could be brought into harmony in a mo i

fication of our ideas concerning time. He showed that it is necessary to

give up the Newtonian conception of absolute time. Newton a

undoubtedly supposed that it is always possible to say which of two

events precedes the other, or that they occur simultaneously ,
even

when they occur at different places. But suppose that the difference

in time between two events is less than the time taken for light to

travel from the location of one event to the location of the other.

Then how could we tell experimentally which event precedes the other?

To determine the^ order in time of such events, we might place a

clock at the location of each one. But how could we set the two clocks

into synchronism? We might perhaps attempt to do this, after the

old-fashioned practice of navigators, by carrying a chronometer from

one clock to the other and comparing the clock readings with the

chronometer. But how can we know that our chronometer runs at

the same rate while moving as it does at rest? Another method

noight be to follow the modem practice and exchange radio signals.

But then we should need to be able to correct for the time taken by the

signal in getting from the location of one clock to the location of the

other; and to make this correction requires a knowledge of the velocity

of light in one direction. Ordinary measurements of the velocity

of light furnish only its average velocity in two opposite direcMons.

The velocity could be measured in one direction in the same manner
as a race is timed, provided we had our clocks already syiu^hronized.

This idea results in a logical circle, however. Every other method of

measuring the velocity of light in one direction turns out similarly to

involve some assumption that cannot be tested in advance. Finally,

one might think of hurlmg a ball from one location to the other with
indefinitely great speed, so that no correction for its time of flight

would be necessary. If this could be accomplished, it would, in

fact, do the trick. But, if all masses increase with velocity as the
mass of the electron is known to do, a ball could not possibly be
projected with a speed exceeding that of light; therefore this method,
too, would fail.

Thus the simultaneity of events and, in part, the time order in gen-
eral of events at different places, are relative and not absolute concepts.
At least this is true so far as physics is concerned. Using a given frame
of reference, we can adopt some arbitrary criterion as to the time order
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of events that occur in different places; and then, on the, basis of this

arbitrary criterion, we can set up a system of measurement of space

and time. But it is easily shown that, if the same criterion is used
for all frames, it is possible for two events to occur at different places

but at the same time, as judged in terms of one frame, whereas in

terms of another frame they occur at the same place but at different

times. The distinction between relations of space and those of time
is thus in part a relative matter depending upon which frame of refer-

ence is used, in somewhat the same way as relations of ‘'right'' and
“left" depend upon the position of the observer. For this reason
it has become customary to speak of space and time as aspects of a

four-dimensional continuum known
as “space-time."

This fascinating topic, however,
• cannot be pursued further here. Our
main concern must be to derive the N
formulas that are needed for the ap-

plication of relativity to physical

laws. The general discussion will be

closed with the description of a figure

that illustrates in a simple way the new theory of space-time relations.

Restricting the discussion to events that happen on the ^r-axis,

let us plot values of x and t i\s determined 1 )3
'' an obsc'rvcr at an instant

to when he himself is at P (Fig. 33). 'riirough P we can draw two

straight lines representing the progress of liglit signals that pjiss the

observer just when he is at P, one signal moving toward -|-x and

the other toward —x; i.c., any point on one of tli(\se lines represents the

passage of one of these signals past a C(u*tain position on the x-axis

at a certain time L Then the area above thtjse two lines represents

events that lie in the future for the observer. These evemts have

values of t so greatly exceeding to that the observcir still has an oppor-

tunity to influence them (causally. Below the two lines lies the

observer's pad, consisi.ing of events which may have infiuonced him
causally, and of which lui ma.y alr(\‘td.v have a<uiuir(Hl knowledge at the

instant /o by means of light signals or other nutans of communication.

There is also a third n^gion, how'ev(u*, between the lines. This

region constitutes tlie observer's physical present. He cannot influence

events in this region—there would not be time to get any signal to

the location of one of them before it occurred; nor, for the converse

reason, can he have any knowledge of them at the time io. At each

point of space these eiumts belonging to the observers present extend over

a finite interval of timCy such as that represented by the line QR in
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the figure, the interval increasing with distance from P. For an
observer in New York this interval amounts to of a second for

events in San Francisco; within this Ho sec. (the time required for

light to make the double journey), he cannot pick out any unique

instant in San Francisco which is simultaneous with the instant U
in New York. Here we have an essential difference between Einstein’s

relativity and Newton’s; for the latter reduced the physical present to

a single line, such as ST. The observer himself, of course, might set

up a system of space-time measurements, in which only the events

lying along some such line as Sr would be regarded as simultaneous

with P. But the choice of this line and the restriction of simultaneity

to events on such a line would be arbitrary, depending upon the frame

of reference used. All events in the area labeled “present” are

simultaneous as far as the observer at P can tell by means of physical

observation.

63. The Lorentz Transformation.—If the postulates of Einstein’s

relativity are accepted, it becomes important to inquire whether or

not the accepted laws of physics are all in harmony with the theory.

Furthermore, on the basis of this theory, it may be possible to predict

new phenomena, which can be looked for experimentally. In any
case, the theory must stand or fall according to whether or not the

deductions that can be drawn from it agree with the experimental

facts.

In order to make deductions from relativity, we must compare
the descriptions of some phenomenon in terms of two inertial frames

which are moving relatively to each other. It is important to know,

first of all, how measurements of space and time compare. For the

sake of vividness, we shall often speak of an observer who is supposed

to make the measurements referred to a particular frame. This

must not be understood to imply, however, that relativity has any
(closer connection than the rest of physics with human ps^^chology.

The ambiguity in regard to times at different places, which was
discussed in the last section, is commonly eliminated, in using any given

frame of reference, by setting up the time scales in such a way that

the velocity of light in vacuum measures the same in any one direction

as it does in the opposite direction. The velocity of light in vacuum
then becomes the same in all directions and therefore is a universal

constant. This adjustment of the time scales can be supposed to be

effected experimentally, as it actually is in common practice, by send-

ing light signals back and forth and correcting for the time of propaga-

tion on the assumption of a constant velocity of light. Let us use the

same units with all frames of reference; to make sure of doing this, we
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may select such units of length and time that certain natural constants

have the same values for both frames. For example, we may make
the wave lengths of spectral lines and the velocity of light measure the

same in all frames. When this has been done, the equations expressing

all physical laws must take the same form, according to the fii*st

postulate of relativity.

Now let S and S' denote two inertial frames, of which S' has a

uniform translational velocity u relative to S, Let axes be chosen as

before so that the rr-axes and the xy planes in the tw'o frames slide

along each other (c/. Fig. 30) ;
and, at the origins, let us count time

from the instant at which these points momentarily coincide. Let t

be the time at which some event happens at a point as measured

by the observer on frame S, and let x', y', z'^ t', be the coordinates and

time of the same event as measured by the observer on S'. Then it

can be shown that the postulates of relativity rcciuire that, c being the

velocity of light in vacuum,

These equations, known as the ‘‘Lorentz transformation,'^ were

discovered by Lorentz in the course of his study of moving matter in an

electromagnoti(^ fi('l(l; but h(! r(^g:irdod oiu^ frames as at rest in the ether

and attached an inimediatci physical mcianing only to measurements

made with this frame. In the lunv thi^ory, on the other hand, all

inertial frame's are on an eciual footing. 1’he eeiua-tions e^an bo derived

from the re(iuir(au(‘nt that the velocity of light shall bo the same in both

frames togetlu'r with considcu-ations as to the isotropy of space;

the deduction will not be giv<m Ikuh^,* but a proof will be given in

1)5 that th(i Lorc'iit z ecpiations actually do preserver th(^ constanciy of the

velocity of liglit.

By solving hkis. (50) for ;r, t/, z. t, we obtain ihv inv(M*se 1 ransfornia-

tion

:

X ^ y{x' + ut') !i
^

(m

By means of th(^s(^ equations of transformation, positions and

times measund in one frame of refca-encci can at onc(‘ be translated into

* Cf. SriiBHRSTKiN, li., Theory of Heintivity,” 1024.
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positions and times of the same events as measured in the other frame.

From the equations, we can easily confirm the statement, made
previously, that, according to the new relativity, events which happen
at the same place at different times, as viewed from one frame, may
be seen from another frame to happen at different places as well.

Similarly, a difference in place only, with respect to one frame, may
coiTespond to a difference in both space and time with respect to

another. Thus a space difference can be converted partly into a
time difference, or vice versa, merely by changing the frame of reference

that is being used.

64. Contractions in Space and Time.—^There are two cases in

which the Lorentz transformation leads immediately to results of spe-

cial interest.

Suppose a body, when at rest in S, has a length Lq in the direction

of the aj-axis. Let it be set moving relative to )S at such speed that

it is at rest in S\ Its length will then be Lo as measured in S'; for

its length is determined by natural laws and hence must have a
certain fixed value in any frame in which the body is at rest. Let

us see how the length now measures in S, relative to which the body Ls

moving with speed u. Before doing this, we must consider what we
mean by the length of a moving object. It seems reasonable to define

the length as the distance between two points fixed in S which are

occupied by the ends of the object simultaneously, i.e., at the same
time t If the coordinates of these points are xi and Xz, the length is

then

L = 2^2 — Xi.

By the same definition, since the body is at rest in S', its ends have
fixed coordinates x'l, x^ such that

Lo = - x'^.

If we substitute in this last equation values of and x^ calculated from
the first one of Eqs. (59) for a given value of t, we obtain

Lo = — xi).

Therefore

L = (61)

From this equation we may draw two distinct conclusions. In the

first place, any body measures shorter in terms of a frame relative to

which it is moving with speed u than it does as measured in a frame

relative to which it is at rest, the ratio of shortening being \/l —
This is a relation between measurements.
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In the second place, relative to a single frame, any physical body
set into motion with speed u shortens in the direction of its length,

as was postulated by Fitzgerald and Lorentz, in the ratio \/l “ wVc®.

In one sense, the contraction is perhaps not a ‘'rear' one, since in a

frame in which it is at rest the body measures the same as before; but,

as far as effects on surrounding bodies are concerned, the contraction is

as real as if it were due to a drop in temperature. For example, a

row of similar crystals placed in contact, and then aoc^olcu-atod equally

so as to preserve the spacing of their eentcnvs, would separate because

of the contraction under discussion and would allow light to pass

through between them. Perhaps we might say that we have here a

sort of kinematical perspective, analogous in a way to the ordinary

observation that an object appears to change in size as it rocedevs into

the distance.

Unfortunately, these effects arc too small to obscirve on tlu^ labora-

tory scale. It can be said, however, that, according to tlu^ tlu^ory of

relativity, the negative result of the Michclson-Morlcy (experiment, for

an observer relative to whosti frame of rebn’ciuH) ttu^ tippiiratus is in

motion, is due to the contraction in ([uostion.

There is a somewhat similar elTect, also, in time. C\>nsi(l(‘r any

good “clock," by which is nuiant a physi(*al sysbnii (containing a

periodic motion or pro(^ess wliich cairbe us(‘d to mark otT (‘(pial inter-

vals of time; to make it a “good" one, let th(^ period of (his prtxasss

be always the same wluai nuaisunjd in a frame in which i-ln^ sysUnn

is momentarily at r(‘st. According to the first postulaUi of r(*lativity,

a vibrating atom will constitute such a (^lock. L(^t t.li(‘ clock Ix^ at

rest in S\ and let an intcTval e(|uai to its period in this franu^ be

t'. - t[ - To.

Then z' is constant at the clock; hence tlu^ corresponding interval and
period in S will be, from one of l.Oqs. (GO),

r = /, = 7(/' - /;) = 77V

This result has again a double moaning. Its most int(U‘esting

meaning is that the clTccts of one physical system on anotlua- system,

relative to which the first system is moving at velocity u, are modified

just as if all natural pro(;csses on the moving s3^stcm wore slowed down

in the ratio Vl — u^/c\ Thus, let vo be the frcquen(*.y of some
natural process on the moving system, as measured in a frame of

reference that is moving with this system and in which the system is,

therefore, at rest. Then the frequency of this process, as measured in
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a frame relative to which the system is moving with velocity u, is

(62)Po^

It follows, for example, that spectral lines, when observed with a

spectroscope relative to which the atoms emitting the lines are in

motion, should show a slight displacement toward the red, as compared
with the lines from stationary atoms, this displacement being super-

posed upon the ordinary Doppler effect. This effect appears actually

to have been observed by Ives, working with canal rays in hydrogen.*

65. The Transformation of Velocities.
—

^The Lorentz transforma-

tion leads to important formulas for the transformation of velocities

from one. frame of reference to another. These formulas are easily

found by noting that, if a moving entity has a velocity v relative to S
when measui'ed by the observer who uses S, or v' relative to S' when
measured by the S' observer, with corresponding Cartesian com-

ponents t)*, Vg, Vt and v'„ Vg, aj, then

dx dy
Vae Vp

dz dx^

dt!'dt' ~
db'

”
dt

On the other hand, from (69)

dx' = y{dx — udt)

di' — 7 ^d< — ^ dx^

From these expressions, one finds by substitution that

di' df'

dy' = dy

dz! = dz.

Vx — U
1 — W}xfc*’

Vg

7(1 —

(63a,6,c)
7(1 - Wc*)

As an example Illustrating the mode of deduction, we have

, _ _ 7(dx — udt) _ dx/dt — u Vx — u
~

df' ~ y{dt — udx/c^) ~ 1 — udx/c*di ~ 1 — ud*/c*

By means of these equations we can finally verify that the Lorentz

transformation as we have written it makes the speed of light in

vacuum always equal to c. For from (63a,&,c) we find, for the square

of the velocity v',

-
1
- /» —

(1 —

*• Iv®8 and Stii/wbli., J. O. 8. A., voL 28, 216 (1938).

(
1 - ^)

(»*-!- «5) .
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eince I/t® = 1 — m®/c®. But w® + + t'f *= »*, or t/J + vj •» i>* — ej.

Hence, expanding («>» — it)® in the bracket, wo obtain

m'S

(1 — MD»/c®)®

1

»* — 2w)x + «®

1/

t>® - 2w* + + M®
Cj(1 — MO»/c®)®|

If now p = c, the expression in brackets reduces to

(-a

SO that v'® = and v' = c. In a sinnilar way it can be shown that

V ^ cM ^ c.

If, on the other hand, v < then so is v\ and vi(^e versa, as can

readily be shown.

The equation given above for the transformation of velocities

measured in different frames should not be confused with the ordinary

rules for the composition of two velocities measured in the same

frame. The lattcn* rules arc still valid, of course. To take a numerical

example, let two electrons, ejected from a filament stationary in S,

move off with ecpial speeds of magnitude 0.9 c, one going toward —x
and the other toward +x. Then theur speed rolativ(j to each other,

still measured in *S, is 1.8 c, by the usual rule. This exceeds c. But.,

if we make u = —0,9 r, so tliat th(^ frame S' keeps up with the electron

going toward — ;r, by (()8a) t he velocity of the second electron relative

to the first, 7ncam)rd now hi *S', is

|0.9r - (-O.Oo)] __ 1.8c

(r+ 0,9V/c2) 1.8
1'

which is a little less tlian r.

If in Eqs. (()8f/,/;,c) we h^t c —> oc^, so that 7—> 1, the ofiuations

approach the form that is familiar in Newtonian kinematics:

K = Vx — ?/, Vy - v„y vi = v„

At the same time the ccpiations of the Lorentz transformation, Eqs.

(59), pass over into the Newtonian ones as given in Sec, 58. Thus
the Newtonian relations constitute an iipproximation that is valid

as long as wc are dc^aling with velociti(\s much below that of light.

66. General Significance of the Theory of Relativity.—B(?fore pro-

ceeding further with the t(?chnical discussion of the thciory, it may be

worth while to pause here for a few final remarks concerning its
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general significance. The new ideas involved in it were felt to be

revolutionary by the physicists of 30 years ago. They had been

familiar with relativistic reversals in the realm of space relations;

for example, the left side of a road for one man is the right side for

another, and “up^’ for us is ''down*' to an Australian (on the opposite

side of the earth). But it had seemed that time was time, the same

for everybody. Now they were asked to believe that for one observer

it is possible that event A may precede event B, whereas for another

B precedes A, and there is no way of deciding that one observer is

right and the other one wrong. It does seem strange, too, that light

should move (in a vacuum) with a constant velocity determined only

by itself; and yet, if we measure its velocity relative to some frame of

reference, we obtain always the same value, no matter how fast the

frame may be moving in an attempt to keep up with the light. One
is tempted to wonder how nature manages to accomplish these remark-

able feats.

Probably we should recognize that we are simply being misled

here by our ordinary experience, which does not include tossing light

beams back and forth. Perhaps, also, the student of the present

is not troubled by these things as were the older physicists a generation

ago. It may even be that to the modern student the truth of Ein-

stein’s relativity postulate will almost be self-evident.

A word may be added, too, concerning the status of the ether.”

This word has disappeared almost completely from the language of

research physicists; they speak only of electromagnetic ** fields” or

the like. Certainly an ether that cannot be said to move rtdative to

anything else leads a tenuous existence. The deathblow to the

ether, however, has perhaps been struck by the discoveuy of the

photon properties of light. For a shower of photons obviously needs

no ether to provide for its propagation,

67. Relativistic Mechanics. The Variation of Mass.—The laws

of mechanics as they left the hands of Newton are found upon examina-

tion to be not quite in harmony with the new theory of relativity.

The nocessarj^ corrections to them wxto discovered originally in study-

ing the motion of charged particles in electromagnetic fields, and this

still constitutes the most illuminating path of approach. To follow

the argument, however, requires a considerable knowledge of electro-

magnetic theory; and, on the other hand, the proper relativistic

corrections can also be inferred without difficulty from a study of

ordinary mechanical phenomena.

For this purpose, we select for study a phenomenon the outcome

of which c.an be inferred from considerations of symmetry, so that
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it camiot be in doubt. Let two exactly similar elastic balls approach
each other along parallel lines and at equal speeds relative to a frame
of reference S', and let them collide with each other elastically. Then,
by the law of conservation of energy, their total kinetic energy must
be the same after the impact as before; and, because of the symmetry,
this requires that the balls rebound with their speeds unaltered and
with their directions of motion deflected through the same angle

(Fig. 34). In desciibing the collision, let Cartesian axes be drawn
so that all lines of motion make equal angles with the a;-axis and are

parallel to the xy plane.

Now let us describe this same collision in terms of another frame
of reference, S, which is moving toward —x relative to S' at speed —u.

Kiu. ;i4.—Diagram of a sym-
metrical collision of two siinilnr

balls.

Kio. .'{5. -The sanio collision

viewed from another frame of

roforenco.

Axes being drawn in the usual manner, let the x'-compomuits of veloc-

ity of the two balls relative to S' be — 2;' and +vl respc^c^ Lively; and for

simplicity let us take — a = — y'. Then one ball, which we may
call A, relative to >S, moves up in a direction paralk'I to the

and rebounds with a simple reversal of its motion, whereas the otlier,

which we may call lij rebounds ob’.iciuely (Fig. 35).

In terms of cither frame, the ur-compoiient of llie velocity of bolli

balls remains eonsl/ant; the y-cornponont, on the other hand, is exactly

reversed by the eollision. As measured in S', let A change from a

^/-component Vy to —Vj then, because of the assuincd symrnei.ry, B
changes from —Vy to Vy. According to Newtonian mechanics, the

same statement holds in terms of the S frame; but the requirements

of relativity make this impossible. In terms of S, lot A cliange in the

collision from Wy to —Wy and B from --Vy to Vy. Then, by applying

(63&) to the motion first of A and then of B, we obtain the two

equations,
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—I «» =

p, being the x-component of the velocity of B referred to 8.

Dividing these two equations, we fmd that

Wv
1 (64)

Thus Vy < v>y, so that, as viewed from 8, ball B suffers a smaller

change in its y-component of velocity than A.

This result makes it clear that the mechanics of Newton as it

stands is not in harmony with the new theory of relativity. It needs

some sort of correction. A hint as to the probable form of this cor-

rection is furnished by the theory of the electromagnetic field. In

Sec. 36 it was found possible to preserve the principle of the con-

servation of momentum, but the momentum of a charged body could

not be supposed to be exactly proportional to its velocity, as it is in

Newtonian mechanics. The inertial mass of a charged body, defined

as the ratio of its momentum to its velocity, was found to increase

with the velocity, because of the electromagnetic momentum in the field.

This suggests that we should endeavor here to preserve the principle

of the conservation of momentum but should allow the inertial mass

to vary.

Let us assume, therefore, that in the collision just described the

balls imdergo equal and opposite changes in their y-components of

momerUum, defining momentum in the usual way as the product of

inertial mass and velocity. Then, if via, rna are the respective inertial

masses of the two balls relative to frame 8, we have

hence

or, by (64),

2mAWy = 2mBVy;

mji __ Wy

niA ""
Vy^

^ = A —
rrtA \ cV

Here, as stated in the beginning, u = i/', v' being the ar-component of

the velocity of B referred to S'. Hence by (63a)

u
Vx -- u

1 — uvxlc^

Multiplying this equation through by Vz (1 — we obtain

X
uh)l

c*
= p* — ttp„UP.
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To see what this result implies, let Wy —> 0, Vy^ 0. Then
approaches a limit mo, which is known as the rest mass or the mass of

the ball for its initial motion out of a state of rest. The other ball 5,
on the other hand, moves in the limit parallel to x with speed v ^ v^;

and by (65) its mass mb approaches a limiting value m given by

In this equation, mo represents the mass of B when it is at rest, the

two balls being by hypothesis just alike.

Thus the theory of relativity requires that the inertial mass of a body
shall vary with its velocity v in proportion to (1 — If this is

assumed, it can be shown that the principle of the conservation of

momentum can be preserved for all types of elastic collision.^ The
law of variation thus inferred from the theory of relativity is the same
as that actually found experimentally to hold for the mass of the elec-

tron. Unfortunately the increase in mass is so small at velocities

attainable in the laboratory that it has not been dcte(jted for any
other body. Thus Newtonian mechanics represents an approximation

to the correct mechanics which is close enough for all ordinary purposes.

The momentum of a body of mass m moving with speed v can then

be written in either of two forms, thus:

p = m.v =
(1 -

68. Force and S[inetic Energy.—All other mechanical terms and
principles need now to be scrutinized in order to sec whether or not

1 The student can easily verify this statement in the ease of the collision studied

above, when Vy 9^ 0. The total velocity of A being w ^ Wy and that of B,

t; « (wj + it is only necessary to show that

/I - /I -

which verifies the conservation of y-momentum. -The avmomcntum of both balls

remains unchanged.
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changes are required to bring them into harmony with the theory of

relativity.

The force on a body may be defined as the rate of change of its

momentum. This definition is valid in Newtonian mechanics. If the

mass varies, however, and if we retain this definition of force, we are

compelled to abandon the familiar F « wa; for in linear motion we

have then

„ d, . dv . dm . dm

Because of this complication, it is usually best to attack problems in rel-

ativistic mechanics in terms of momentum rather than of acceleration.

The definition of work as force times distance and of energy as

stored work can be retained without change. This procedure is in

harmony with electromagnetic theoiy. The new expression for the

kinetic energy T of a moving body can then be found in the usual way

by calculating the work done in setting it moving. This gives

since dsJdJt = v, the instantaneous velocity. Inserting the value of

the mass m from Eq. (66), we have then

. L _ „ r , 1

+ (1 _
"

’"“Jo (1 - (1 -

Thus we find, for the kinetic energy of a body of w^hich the rest mass is

mo, when moving with speed v,

We can also expand in powers of v\ obtaining

so that

T = .

Thus, if a c, T reduces approximately to the ordinary value for the

kinetic energy, as, of course, it must. Under the same cir-
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cumstances, the momentum can also be written, as usual, mot;. In

general, Newtonian mechanics constitutes an approximate form of

mechanical theory that is valid for any motion which is slow as com-
pared with the speed of light.

69. A Relation between Mass and Energy.—Combining Eqs. (66)

and (68), we can write

r = (m — mo)c^. (69)

Thus the kinetic energy of a moving body equals times its gain

in mass due to the motion. This relation suggests that we may think

of the increase in energy as the actual cause of the increase in mass.

As we have seen, the momentum present in an electromagnetic field

can easily be accounted for in terms of a similar idea. It is then an

attractive hypothesis to suppose that even the rest mass mo is due
to the presence of an internal store of energy of amount This

may be called the rest energy of the body.

The total energy of a moving body would then be moc* + T or

W = me-
mpc-

,

\/] — (70)

and we can write for its inertial mass

W
ni = —

and for its mom(mturn

Wv
p = 7nr ~ —

.V-
'

(71)

(72)

For some purposes, it is us<*rul also to hav(^ a relation between W and p
that does not involve v, Insca-ting v = pc^^jW from (72) into (70),

rationalizing, and rc'arraiiging, wc obtain

W‘^ - (73)

The foregoing relations suggest that inertial mass may be a property

of energy rather than of matter as such, each erg of energy possessing,

or having associated with it, 1/c^ gram of mass. The law of the

conservation of mass would then become merely another aspect of the

law of the conservation of energy.

These ideas have prov<^d very useful in dealing with nuclear phe-

nomena, which will be described in a subsequent chapter. It appears

to be j^ossible, for instance'., for a r-ray photon, impinging upon a

nucleus, to be converted into an electron and positron. In such a case,

the energy of the photon reappears in part as the kinetic energy of the
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particles but largely as their rest-mass energy 2moc*. Some authors

prefer to speak of a converGion of energy into mass in such cases;

they would say that energy by itself is not conserved, but only thesum
total of mass times and ener^. The view stated here seems to be

pr^erable, but the difference is only a matter of words.

The association of mass and energy is not limited to kinetic energy

or to the rest mass. It can be shown that relativity requires mass,

or at least momentum, to be associated even with potential energy.

This is easily shown in special cases; it may be worth while to give an

example.

Suppose two equal masses, moving with equal and opposite

velocities along the ®-axis as seen by an S observer, collide with each

other, a spring acting as a buffer between them; just as they come to

rest, let a lock snap shut and hold them thereafter combined into a

single mass. In this process, the initial kinetic energy of the masses

is converted by the collision into potential energy of the spring. Let

us view this collision from a second frame of reference. S', that is

moving with velocity u parallel to x. Then, if the velocities of the

two bodies before the collision, as measured in S, are vi = r»i = v,

Vi — Vsx = —V, the same velocities as measured in S' are, by Eq. (63a),

V — u = —« •+• (l
\ V

1 _ ^
c- c»

v't = "i* =
~ - = -M - (l -* - V 0-J

Therefore,

(' -I)”

“
”
0 -V

^

the last term being obtained in this form after inserting for v[ under

the radical the first expression given for v[ above. Similarly,

u

(‘-D;

The total momentum before collision is, therefore,

w^oP'i mpOg ^ —i I L_ - ^
y/l — v'i*/c® y/l — ** xVl — pIVc* "n/I —

(74)
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On the other hand, if we suppose the rest mass of the combined
body after collision to be merely the sum of the rest masses of the
separate bodies, or 2mo, the total momentum after collision is

-"2moU

VI - wVc®

by Eq. (67), since the velocity of the combined body is then — w. This
is not equal to the momentum hefare collision, as can be seen very
easily in case v[ and vj are both either greater or less than w.

Thus conservation of momentum fails if only the rest masses are
taken into account. But now suppose we include in the mass of the
combined body the mass that is to be associated, in the manner
described above, with that part of the kinetic energy relative to S'

which has been converted by the collision into potential energy of the

spring. Then we have a total amount of mass which is proportional

to the total energy; and, in consequence of the conservation of energy,

this total mass is a constant. The total mass after the collision is,

therefore, the same as it was before the collision or

mo mp

Vl — Vl
If we multiply this value of the total mass by the common velocity

of the bodies after the collision, which is —w, we obtain for the total

momentum ufter collision exactly the same expression as that given in

Eq. (74) for the total momentum before collision. The principle of the

conservation of momentum thus holds here if, and only if, we assume
that the potential energy in the spring makes its proper contribution

to the mass and momentum of the system.

70. Relativity and Electromagnetism.—Contrary to the situation

in mechanics, a review of the laws of the electromagnetic field shows
that these particular laws are in harmony with relativity just as they
stand. This might have been anticipated in view of the fact that the

theory of relativity developed out of experiments in that part of the

field of electromagnetism which is called “optics.''

The distinction between the electric field and the magnetic field

becomes, however, from the new point of view, in part a relative one,

depending upon the frame of reference that is being employed. This

conclusion, at first sight surprising, can be reached by means of

elementaiy considerations. For example, if there is a set of electric

charges at rest relative to the S frame, they will produce, as determined

with the use of this frame, only an electrostatic field. But to an
observer using an S' frame in motion relative to S, these same charges
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will condtitute CTirrent elements and will be surrounded by a magnetic

field as well. There must exist general formulas, therefore, for the

transformation of electromagnetic fields from one frame of reference to

another. We shall not take space to deduce these formulas here, but

we may at leMt write them down.

As measured by the S observer, let the components of the electric

field strength, in electrosfs!.tic units, be E^, E„ and let those of the

magnetic field strength, in electromagnetic units, be Hx, Hy, Hz; let

the corresponding quantities as measured by the S' observer be

indicated by the same symbols with the addition of primes. As usual,

let 8' have a velocity u relative to S, and let y = l/Vl — u^/e^, c

being the velocity of light. Then the equations of transformation for

the electromagnetic vectors are

E'z = Ez,

E'y = y(Ey--^H^,

E'z = y(Ez + ^Hyy

H'x = Hz,

H'y ^y(Hy +

H'z = y{Hz- ^
E^y

1

V.l -

Isolated charges measure the same in all frames, however; this

must be so, since the charge on an electron must be a universal con-

stant, and the number of electrons in a body, like the nuinl>er of dis-

tinct objects in any given group, must be the same in all framcjs of

reference. Furthermore, the usual rules for the force on a moving or

stationary charge still hold; they furnish, in fact, the definition of

what is meant by E and H.

The formulas just written may be used to ascertain the effect

of uniform motion upon the field of a point charge and thereby to

deduce certain formulas that were stated without proof in Chap. II.

To obtain some of these formulas, let a charge q be moving with

speed V, and take the aj-axis through the charge and in the direction of

its motion; draw the xy plane through any point P in the field. (Fig.

36). First let us use an S' frame of reference in which the charge is at
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rest [Fig. 36(&)]. In this frame the held is purely electrostatic and is

already known; if we take the origin at the charge and let be
the coordinates of P referred to S\ the components of the field at P
are, by Coulomb's law,

E' =21.
J./J

- 'M = 0
, .r'* + y'". (75a,b,c,d)

We now change to an S frame, relative to which S' has a velocity
parallel to a; of magnitude u. Relative to S, the charge has a velocity
V = u. Then, from the second set of the above formulas for the
transformation of fields, since f/' = = H', = 0, we find, changing
M to «,

= 0, Hy = — -Ez, H, = ^Ey. (76o,6,c)

Also, inserting these values of Hy and Hz in the first set of the above
formulas, with u replaced by v.

Ez - y(\ - 'y'jEz = is,. (77a,b,c)

Thus, atP, Ez = 0, since JSi = 0; and hence, by (766), Hy = 0. Equa-
tion (76c), Hz = (v/c)Ey, then confirms E(i. (28) in Chap. II.

Also, substituting in (77a,b,c) for E'^, E'y from Eqs. (75a,b) and
likewise

x' = y(x - vt), y' = y

from the Lorentz transformation or Eqs. (59), we find

Ez = ^g(x — vt), Ey = -pf, r'^ = y^(x — vt)^ -|- y®.

But vt is the a^coordinate of q, which is at the origin in S'. Hence,
if r is the distance of P from q and if 6 is the angle between the line qP
and the i-axis (cf. Fig. 36o),

r® = (a: — vt)^ + 2/*, x — vt = rcosO, y = rsinfl.

Thus

r'® = a:'® -H y'® = 7®(x - vt)^ -|- y® = r® H- (7® - 1) (a: - c«)®

-=
)'®fl -I- f7® - ncos®e],
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and the expressions just found for E, and E, can be written

[Chap. IV

» „ 7008 0 $ „ 7sm 0 q
* [1 + (7" - 1) C0Q^e]^r^' [1 + (7* - 1) C0S^e]^r^'

(78a,6)

Thus Ey/Ex = tan 6, which shows that the electric field points radially

outward from the instantaneous location of q. Furthermore,

E {El + Eiy^
7

[1 + (7^ - l)coQH]^r^'
Hg “ ^i?sin0

from [76c]. These last two equations were cited without proof as

Eqs. (31a) and (32) in Chap. II.

In similar fashion, Eq. (34a) in Chap. II, for the radiation field

emitted by any charge in linear accelerated motion, can be deduced
from Eq. (33) in that chapter, which gives the field for a charge under-

going acceleration out of a state of rest.

Many other conclusions can be drawn by transforming fields

from one frame to another ;*limitation of space allows only the mention
of one other. The quantity E^ — is an invariant,^' i.c., for any
field, E'^ — ss ^ as the student can easily verify for him-
self. This invariance opens the possibility for plane waves in space to

transform into plane waves when the frame of reference is changed;
for, in such waves, E = H, E^ ^ = 0, The direction of propaga-

tion and the frequency, however, are both altered by the transforma-

tion, in accordance with the phenomena of aberration and of the

Doppler effect.

71. General Theory of Relativity.—In considering the bearing of

the special theory of relativity upon physical laws, we have said

nothing about one of the simplest of physical phenomena, viz,, gravita-

tion. After publishing the special theory, Einstein took up the

problem of harmonizing the laws of gravitation with the requirements
of that theory. Since, to make the laws of relativity possible, we
must suppose that no physical effect can be transmitted from one place

to another with a velocity exceeding that of light, it may be assumed
that gravitational effects are propagated with a finite velocity. What,
then, is the law of this propagation?

At the same time, another idea was active in Einstein's mind.
In the special theory, only unaccelemted frames of reference had been
compared. Why this limitation? Could not the principle of relativity

be generalized somehow so that frames of aU sorts would stand on an
equal footing?
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In studying these questions, Einstein came to be impressed by the

fact that gravitational acceleration is exactly the same for all bodies,

however much they may differ in density or in other properties. In

this respect, gravitational acceleration resembles the relative accelera-

tion which appears when a frame of reference is itself subjected to

acceleration. The latter effect is a matter of common experience.

Every one knows how, when riding on an elevator, he seems momen-
tarily to become lighter whenever the elevator is accelerated downward
and heavier when it is accelerated upward. This effect simulates

closely an actual change in the force of gravity. By no mechanical

experiment, indeed, can an apparent gravitational field thus produced

by acceleration of a frame of reference be distinguished from a true

field due to gravitational attraction. This fact constitutes a practical

difl&culty in the blind navigation of airplanes, since it makes impossible

the construction of a device to indicate the true vertical unaffected

by accelerations of the airplane when in curved flight.

Eventually^ Einstein came to the conclusion that, in the neighbor-

hood of any given point, there should be no difference of any kind

between a gravitational field due to attracting matter and the ^*appar-

enV* field due to acceleration of a frame of reference. This proposition

he adopted as a postulate called the pnndple of equivalence. If the

principle is accepted, it leads to the prediction of a number of physical

effects hitherto unobserved.

Light, for example, had not commonly been supposed to be subject

to gravitational action. But suppose the earth's gravitational field

were abolished within a laboratory by allowing the whole laboratory

to fall freely. Then, relative to the laboratory, th(u*e would be no

gravitational attraction; a ball thrown out horizontally would travel

in a straight line relative to the laboratory, not in a parabola. By
the principle of equivalence, therefore, a ray of light projected hori-

zontally would also appear to travel in a straight line; for conditions

relative to the laboratory are the same as they would be out in space

far from all attracting masses, and there is no doubt that in such

locations rays of light are straight. Relative to the earth, however,

the path of the ray of light would be slightly curved.

In view of the principle of equivalence it can be said that we our-

selves perceive a gravitational field on the (^arth only because we are

using the wrong frame of reference. We ought to use a frame relative

to which the earth is accelerated upward at the rate g\ using such a

frame, we would find that the apparent gravitational field had com-

Einstein, A., “Origins of tho General Theory of Relativity,” Jackson,

Wylie and Co., Glasgow, 1933.
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pletely disappeared. Gravitational influence thus consists merely

in determining what class of frames it is relative to which there is no

apparent field, and relative to which free bodies move in straight lines.

Such frames are called, in a refined sense of the terms, inertial or

Galilean frames of reference.

It does not follow, however, that the gravitational influence of

one piece of matter on another is entirely illusory. For only a uniform

gravitational field can be transformed away in its entirety by a proper

choice of the frame of reference. In the neighborhood of a single

point, any field can be transformed away; but, in general, the choice of

frame that does this varies from point to point. For example, relative

to a freely falling frame in New York there is no gravitational field

in New York, but there is one of double strength in Australia. The
inertial frames in New York and in Australia, respectively, have an

acceleration relatively to each other of 2q.

72. Einstein’s Law of Gravitation.—In view of the preceding dis-

cussion, there evidently remains for consideration the problem as to

the law according to which gravitating matter determines just which

frames have the inertial property. The law must be such that its

consequences agree with those derived from Newton’s law of gravita-

tion as a first approximation, since this law describes the motions of

the solar system with high accuracy; and it must also be in harmony
with the special theory of relativity. Since in attacking this pro-

blem both accelerated and unaccelerated frames must be dealt with,

Einstein concluded that the law of gravitation could probably be

stated most simply in terms of some formulation that would permit

the use, not only of any frame of reference in the ordinary sense, but

of any sort of coordinates in four-dimensional space-time. With the

aid of the mathematician Grossmann, he found out how to write

physical laws in a form that is valid for any choice of space-time coordi-

nates whatever. The method involved the use of general tensor

analysis, which is too complicated for any example of it to be given

here. Suffice it to say that Einstein found that, among all possible

guesses as to the correct law of gravitation, one stood out in contrast

to all others as the simplest in mathematical form. Therefore he

adopted this law as a tentative hypothesis^ and then proceeded to

look for predictions based on it which could be tested by experiment.

From the new law of gravitation thus obtained, Einstein deduced
three novel effects that might be accessible to observation:

1. Rays of light passing close to a heavy body should be bent

toward it. In the case of the sun, the deflection should be inversely

‘ Einstbin, Ann. d. Phyaik^ voL 49, p. 769 (1916).
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proportional to the distance of closest approach of the ray to the

sun's center and, for a ray just grazing the sun's surface, should amount
to 1.75 seconds of arc. Stars seen near the sun, for example, during

an eclipse, should appear to be displaced outward by this angular

amount.

2. Physical processes in a region of low gravitational potential,

when compared with similar processes at a point of high potential,

should be found to take place more slowly. Consequently, atomic

vibrations on the sun should appear to be slowed down, and spectral

lines observed in the spectrum of sunlight should be shifted slightly

toward the red as compared with lines emitted or absorbed by the

same elements on the earth.

3. The motion of the planets should be very slightly altered. In

particular, the perihelion of the orbit of Mercury should be caused to

preceas about the sun at the rate of 43 seconds a century. The effect

on the other planets would scarcely be detectable.

It appears that all three of these effects actually occur. In the

case of Mercury, calculation shows that perturbations by the other

planets should cause an advance of the perihelion by more than 500

seconds a century, but the ohsciwed advance is just 43 seconds greater

than can be accounted for in this manner. Thus Einstein's theory

removed an annoying discre])ancy in astronomic^al theory.

The new theory of space, time, and gravitation thus arrived at is

known as the general theory of relativity, Ac^c-ording to this theoiy, the

spatial behavior of mattcu* is not quite Eu(4idean. If a triangle of

astron()mi<^al size near a heavy body like the sun were surveyed by

means of rigid rods, with or without the help of light signals, the angles

would not quite add up to 180°; and so on. We have no space to

pursue this ftisc.inating subj<u*.t further, however, nor to discuss its

astronomi(*-al applications, which are connected with the question, not

yet answ<M’ed with certainty, as to the assumption that should be

made conc(jrning the outlying parts of s])ace. Is space finite or

infinite? Is it expanding, as the velocities of the nebulae suggest?

For further study of such questions, the student must be referred

to other books.



CHAPTER V

THE ORIGIN OF THE QUANTUM THEORY

The quantum theory, first proposed by Planck in 1900, arose

out of the inability of the classical physics to explain the experimentally

observed distribution of energy in the spectrum of a black body.

We have seen in Chap. Ill how, likewise, the older theory of radiation

could not explain the experimentally observed facts of the photoelec-

tric effect. In the present chapter, we shall first discuss certain

observed phenomena of radiation which any theory must explain.

We shall then attempt to show (1) just how far the problem of black-

body radiation can be solved by classical methods based first upon

thermodynamics and then upon classical statistical mechanics, and

(2) at precisely what point each of these classical methods failed and

the introduction of the concept of quanta seemed to offer the only

solution to the problem.

The phenomenon of black-body radiation is, however, of relatively

minor importance in experimental physics. If the student does not

wish to spend time upon it, at least not at this point, he can without

any difficulty at all skip this chapter and proceed at once to the next.

73. Thermal Radiation.—It is a matter of common observation

that bodies when heated emit radiant energy—or, more simply,

radiation—the quantity and quality of which depend, for any given

body, on the temperature of thkt body. Thus, the rate at which an

incandescent lamp filament emits radiation increases rapidly with

increase in the temperature of the filament; and the (juality of the

radiation, as observed visually, changes markedly as the temperature

increases—the emitted light being ^‘whiter” at higher temperatures.

Radiation, the quantity and quality of which, emitted by any given

body, depends solely on the temperature of that body, is called thermal

radiation. It is a characteristic of thermal radiation that, when

dispersed by a prism or other similar means, a continuous spectrum is

formed. In order that thermal radiation may become visually observ-

able, it is necessary that the temperature of the radiator should be

500 to 550®C. or above. Furthermore, thermal radiation is emitted,

ordinarily, only by solids or liquids.

There are many types of radiation other than thermal radiation.

Thus, gases and vapors, when suitably “excited/^ emit a characteristic

154
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radiation, which, when dispersed, results in a line or discontinuous

spectrum, the wave length of the several lines being characteristic

of the emitting substance. The excitation may result from thermal

agitation, electric discharge, bombardment by electrons, or absorption

of incident radiation of suitable wave length. As examples may be

mentioned the sodium flame, the mercury arc, and the luminescence of

sodium vapor when illuminated by light of the D lines. Characteristic

radiation, in the X-ray region of the spectrum, is emitted also by solids

and liquids when bombarded by electrons of suitable speeds. Such

bombardment results, in addition, in the emission of a continuous

X-ray spectrum. Finally, certain solids and liquids emit a charac-

teristic radiation when illuminated (or excited) by light of suitable

wave length, even though the intensity of the incident light is not

sufidcient to produce a perceptible rise of temperature of the emitter.

This phenomenon is called fl/uorescence if the emission ceases as soon as

the exciting light is removed and 'phosphorescence if the emission

peisists an appreciable time after removing the excitation.

The classification of radiation into the several types—thermal,

characteristic, fluorescent, etc.—is based, of course, upon superficial

peculiarities in laboratory methods of production and study rather

than upon any real differences in the nature of the ultimate emitting

n^echanisms involved in the several cases. What these differences are,

if any, we are not now in a position to state. As a matter of fact,

considerable progres*s in the study of the problems of radiation can be

made without inquiring either into the atomic mechanism involved

or into tlie nature of radiation itself.

In later chapters we shall discuss some of these other types of

radiation, but in the present chapter attention will be restricted to

thennal radiation. We shall call this simply “ radiation, the adjec-

tive being omitted to save repetition. A complete account of thermal

radiation will not be attempted, the student being referred for this to

the standard treatises on heat; only those features will be discussed

which bear on the fundamental problem that led to the quantum

theory.

74. Some Fundamental Concepts and Definitions, (a) Total

Emissive Power .—The rate at which a given body emits radiation

depends upon the temperature of the body and on the nature of its

surface. We may define the total emissive power, symbol E, of a body

as the total radiant energy emitted per unit time per unit area of sur-

face of the radiating body.” The total emissive power E increases rap-

idly with increasing temperature and may be conveniently expressed

in ergs per square centimeter per second. Thus, the total emissive
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power of cast iron at a temperature of 1600®K.*^ is about 1.1 X 10® ergs

per square centimeter per second; that of tungsten at 2450®K. is

about 6 X 10® ergs sec.*“^ (or 50 watts cm.**®).

(6) Monoc/^roma^ic Emissive Power,—If the radiation from a heated

body, such as an incandescent lamp filament at a given temperature,

be dispersed into a spectrum by a prism or other suitable device, it

will be found, by means of a sensitive thermopile, that the energy in

the spectrum is distributed among the various wave lengths in a

regular manner, as is shown by the curve in Fig. 37, which shows the

distribution of energy in the spectrum of tungsten at a temperature of

2450®K. We may define the rnonochromatic emissive power e\ at any

given wave length X by saying that

the radiant energy emitted in the

spectral range X to X + dX, per unit

area per unit time, is given by e\ dX.

Thus, the ordinates of the curve in

Fig. 37 are e\, and the area of the

shaded strip is e\ dX. Since the total

emissive power E refers to all wave

N

'0
I 2 3^
Wavelength

Fig. 37.—Distribution of energy in the Fro. 38.

spectrum of a tungsten lamp.

lengths combined, we obviously have the relation between E and

given by

^ = X" CxdX.

That is, the total emissive power is proportional to the area between

the curve and the wave-length axis.

The terms “total emissive power” and “monochromatic emissive

power” are not to be confused, respectively, with “total emissivity”

and “monochi'omatic emissivity,” which we shall define later (Sec. 76).

(c) Intensity of Radiation from a Surface .—It will be convenient,

to avoid confusion, to define the term intensity of radiation from a

surface. Let dS (Fig. 38) be a small surface element of a radiating

body. Describe about dS a hemisphere of radius p and let dB, located

1 refers to the absolute Kelvin scale of temperature, in centigrade degrees.
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at P, be a small element of the surface of this hemisphere, the radius

OP to this element making an angle B with the radius ON which is

normal to dS, The rate dQ/dt at which radiant energy is incident upon
dB is easily seen to be proportional to (1) the area dB, (2) the area dS of

the radiator, and (3) to l/p^, because of the inverse-square law. It

will depend also upon 6, The apparent area of dS as seen fromP, or

the area of the projection of dS upon a plane perpendicular to OP, is

dS cos B, It might be thought, therefore, that dQ/di would also be
proportional to cos 6; and this well-known “cosine law” is, in fact,

approximately obeyed by most surfaces. We can write, therefore,

dt
ids cos (79)

where i is a quantity that is nearly or quite constant for a given

radiator at a given temperature. But dB/p^ is the element of solid

angle dw which the area dB subtends at 0. Hence i is defined by the

equation

. _ dQ/dt

dS d<a cos B

The coefficient i is called the (total) intensity of radiation from dS in the

direction OP; it is the rate at which dS radiates energy in a given

direction per unit solid angle and per unit of its own area jis projected

on a plane perpendicular to the given direction.*

The definition just stated applies to the total radiation from the

surface. As in the case of emissive power, we may designate by
“monochromatic intensity of radiation,” symbol i\, the intensity of

radiation in a wave-length range d\ at wave length X.

When i is the same in all directions, there is a very simple relation

between it and the tot,al emissive power E. RefcnTing to Fig. 38, we
may choose as an element of area of the hemisphere a ring of width p dB

and of length 2Trp sin B, the area of the ring being, thus, 27rp sin B p dB,

The flux of energy dQ/dt through this ring is given, as in Eq. (79), by

dt p^

« ^dS cos 6 smBdB.

If this equation is integrated from ^ = 0 to 0 = ir/2, we shall have the

total rate of flux of (uiergy dQ/dt from dS. We have designated by E
^ The projection of a plane surface dS on a plane making an angle 0 with dS

lias an area dS cos since all lines on that arc perpendicular to the intersection

of the two pianos arc shortened by projection in the ratio cos (?, whereas lines

parallel to the line of intorscction arc not shortened at all.
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the total rate of flux of energy per unit area from a surface. Therefore,

B dQ/di f<r/2

COS B^6d9

Therefore

And similarly we have

E = TTt.

ex = ^rix.

Tisin^^

(80)

(d) Absorptivity .—In general, radiation falling upon a surface is

partly absorbed, partly reflected, and, unless the body be very thick

or very opaque, partly transmitted. We shall define the absorptivity

of a surface, symbol A, as the fraction of the radiant energy, incident

on the surface, which is absorbed. Absorptivity is (1) a pure numeric,

(2) for any actual body, less than unity, and (3) varies greatly with

wave length of the incident radiation and, to a lesser extent, with the

temperature of the absorber.

As we shall see in Sec. 76, there is a very simple relation between the

total emissive power J? of a surface and its absorptivity A.

(e) Rejlectivity .
—^We may define the reflectivity of a surface,

symbol i2, as the fraction of the radiant energy incident upon the sur-

face, which is reflected. 12 is a pure numeric.

(J) Transmissivity.—^Likewise, we may define the transmissivity,

symbol T, of a body as the fraction of the radiant energy, incident

on the surface of the body, which is transmitted. We shall, in this

chapter, confine our attention to cases where the body is so thick or so

opaque as to transmit no energy, i.e., to bodies for which 7 = 0. In

these cases, since all the incident radiation is, then, either reflected or

absorbed, we may write

A +12 - 1.

{g) The Density of Radiation.

—
^The radiant energy per unit volume

in a stream of radiation is spoken of as the ‘‘energy density of the

radiation,^' symbol Thus, the solar constant^ is about 1.94 calories

per square centimeter per minute or 1.3 X 10® ergs per square centi-

meter per second. This is the amount of energy contained in a

column® of solar radiation 1 cm.® in cross section and 3 X 10^® cm.

long, i.e., in 3 X 10^° cm.® The energy density of the sun's radiation

* The solar constant is the amount of the sun's radiation received on unit area

in unit time, the receiving area being perpendicular to the sun’s rays and at a
distance from the sun equal to the mean radius of the earth’s orbit.

* The column being chosen in the neighborhood of the earth’s orbit, and the

sun’s rays being considered parallel throughout the length of the column.
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in the neighborhood of the earth is^ therefore,

1 3 X 10®

^ iQi o
“= X 10"® erg per cubic centimeter.

In the case of the sun’s rays, just considered, the radiation is

streaming in parallel directions- A different condition exists in the

interior of a hollow, heated enclosure. Here radiation is streaming

back and forth in all possible directions. The term ‘‘energy density”

then refers to the total quantity of this radiation in unit volume of the

interior.

If a surface obeys the cosine laWy so that the intensity i of the radia-

tion emitted by it is the same in all directions, then there is a simple

relation between the energy density in the emitted radiation and
the total emissive power E of the surface. For, referring again to

Fig. 38, let the radius p of the sphere be made very large. Then all

rays from points on dS to points on dB may be regarded as parallel.

The radiant energy emitted in 1 second from dS, in the direction of the

radius to dB, will be contained, therefore, in a cylinder whose length

is the velocity of light c (vacuum being assumed). The cross-sectional

area of this cylinder is dS cos d (this being the area of the projection of

dS on a plane perpendicular to the radius)
;
hence its volume is

dV = cdS COB 6.

The total amount of this radiant energy is dQ/dt times 1 second or, by
Eq. (79),

dE = idscose—

Dividing dE by dV, we have for the energy density due to this radiation

Since i is assumed to be uniform and since JdB = 27rp^ (or half the area

of the sphere), the total radiation density is thus

2Tri

c

Comparing this equation with (80) above, we see that the total radia-

tion density is

c
(81)
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This conclusion applies to 'the total radiation. But we may also

define as “monochromatic energy density,” symbol a quantity

such that dX is the amount of energy present in unit volume in the

form of radiation in a wave-length range dX at wave length X. Then
clearly

(82)

76. The Black Body and the Isothermal Enclosure.—The maxi-

mum possible value of the absorptivity for any surface is unity, which
would mean that the surface absorbs all of the radiation falling upon it.

No body having this property occurs in nature. Some bodies, how-
ever, such as black velvet or lampblack, reflect only a very small

fraction of the incident radiation. Accordingly, an ideal body which

absorbs all of the radiant energy inci-

dent upon it is called the ideal black

body.

We can approximate to a bla(;k body
as closely as we please by making use

of a small hole in the side of a hollow

enclosure. Thus, in Fig. 39, let a ray of

radiant energy PR, ('iitcM* the small hole

0 in the side of a hollow sphere, say of

iron. A large part of the i-adiation is

absorbed as it strikers tlu' inside of the

sphere at /i, th(> n^mainder being

diffusely reflected. Only a very small fraction of this clilTusely reflected

energy goes out through the hole, the rest being finally (Completely

absorbed by successive reflections. Theoretically, j)ei-f('(ct. absorption

would be reached only when the area of the hole is infinitely small com-
pared with the area of the hollow interior. Pracctifcally, an approxi-

mation sufficient for experimental purposes is obtaim^d l)y using a hoh*

1 or 2 cm. in diameter in the end of a hollow cylindrical tube' som<'

20 cm. long and 4 or b cm, in diameter.

When such an enclosure is heated, the inside walls radia h*, and sonu'

of this radiation passes out through the hole. Th(' (luestion aris(*s,

whether or not this emitted radiation is the same as that which would be

emitted by the surface of a black body at the temp(‘rntm*e of the

enclosure. To answer this question, we may note first that tlu^ radia-

tion issuing from the hole will be practically the same as the radiation

falling upon an equal area of the walls of the emdosure, provided the

hole is very small Thus we are led to st\idv the distribution of radi.M-

Fig. 39.—The abaorption of energy
by an artificial black body.
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tion inside of a closed cavity whose walls are all at the sme tetaapera^

tune. Such a cavity is called an isothermal enclosure.

It can be shown theoretically that the radiation inside an isothermal

enclosure must possess some very simple properties. In such an
enclosure, the stream of radiation in any given direction must be the same

as in any other direction; it must he the same at every 'point inside the

enclosure; and it must be the same in all ericlosures at a given temperature.

Furthermore, all of these statements holdfor each spectral component of the

radiation taken separately.

The proof of these statements proceeds by showing that, if any
one of them were not true, it would be possible to construct a device

that would violate the second law of thermodynamics. For example,

if the stream of radiation traveling west were greater than that

traveling north, we could introduce two similar absorbers, one facing

east and the other south. One of these absorbers would then become

hotter than the other by absorbing radiant energy from the stronger

stream. We could, therefore, operate a Carnot engine, using the two

absorbers as source and sink, respectively, and so could convert heat

continuously into work without leaving other changes in the system,

in violation of the second law. Or, again, if the radiation were stronger

in one region of the enclosed space than in another, we could locate

one absorber in the first region and the other in the second; or, if two

enclosures difi'ered as to the radiation in them, we could put one of the

two absorbers in each enclosure. Radiation of a particular wave
length could be tested by using selective absorbers. The thoughtful

student can easily pick flaws in the proofs as sketched here, but

they (jan actually be made (piite rigorous.

A simple relation can now be established between the stream of

radiation in an isothermal enclosure and the radiation emitted by a

black body. Suppose such an enclosure contains a black body at the

same temperature. Then the radiation leaving the surface of this

body will consist entirely of radiation omitted by it, since a black body
reflects none of the radiation that falls upon it. Hence the stream of

radiation emitted by a black body in any direction is the same as the

strCarn of radiation traveli'ng in one direction in an isothermal enclosure

at the same temperature. Hereafter, we shall refer to both types

indiscriminately as black-body radiation.

The energy density in the enclosure, however, will be twice that

due to emission from a black body. For the radiation emitted by the

body is confined to a hemisphere, whereas in the enclosure radiation is

traveling in all directions. Hence, for the total energy density

or the monochromatic energy density in the enclosure, we can
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Ttrite, from Eq. (81) or (82),

^ “ 4|, ^ = 4^, (83a,&)

E being the total emissive power or «x the monochromatic emissive

power of a black body at the same temperature.

The question left open above can now be answered. The radiation

that issues from a small hole in the wall of an isothermal enclosure is

exactly the same as that which would be emitted by a black surface

of the same- size as the hole and at the temperature of the enclosure.

This fact is made use of in practice. To study black-body radiation,

an electric furnace is employed, consisting of a long tube, preferably

(but not necessarily) with blackened walls, heated by an electric cur-

rent flowing in a wire wound around the tube. The temperature of the
central part of the interior is measured with some sort of thennometer.
A small hole is made through the wall, and the radiation issuing

through it is observed. This radiation approximates very closely

that which would be emitted by a black body at the temperature of the

furnace.

Black-body radiation is a phenomenon of great interest from the

theoretical standpoint, because its properties have a universal char-

acter, being independent of the properties of any particular material

substance. Two questions concerning it press at once; for an answer.

How does the energy density in black-body radiation vary with the

temperature? And what is the spectral distribution of the radiation?

Furthermore, we wish to understand how this parti(uilar distribution is

brought into existence by the atomic processes going on in matter.

Concerning the first two questions, it wjis found jrossihh^, during the

last century, to obtain further information from thermodynamics
without making any assumption as to the cAdviic process. The method
consisted in considering the effect of expanding or contracting an
isothermal enclosure and taking account of the work done on the walls

by the radiation in consequence of radiation pressure. The radiation

was thus treated as a sort of radiation gas. In order to follow the
argument, we must ascertain the relation betwecui the pressure and
the energy density in uniformly distributed radiation. Before doing
this, however, we may first note in passing one oth(;r u.seful conclusion

that can be drawn from the properties of the isothermal enclosure.

76. Relation between Emissive Power and Absorptivity.—In an
isothermal enclosure, every element of surfa(;c must be emitting as

much radiation as it absorbs, otherwise its temperature would change.
Suppose two surfaces Si and S* have emissive powers E, and Et and
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absorptivities Ai and As, respectively. Then, since the same stream

of radiation falls on both, Ss will be absorbing AsjAx as much radiation

as Si. It follows that Ss must also be emitting As!A\ as much radia*

tion as Si. Hence
JEfg _ A^

lEi Ai

Thus, for different surfaces at the same temperature, emissive power

and absorptivity must be proportional. This conclusion can be shown to

hold for each wave length separately.

If, in particular, we make Ai = 1, so that Si is a black surface, E\

has obviously the maximum value that is possible at the given tem-

perature; for A

I

in the last equation cannot exceed unity. Thus no

surface can emit more strongly than a black body. If Bo is the emis-

sivity of a black body and E the emissivity of any other body whose

absorptivity is A, we find, upon putting in the last equation Ex = Bo,

Ai = 1, Es ™ E, A 2 ~ A,

E == ABo. (85)

These conclusions have all been confirmed by experiment, as set

forth in treatises on heat. The relations expressed by Eqs. (84) and

(85) are commonly known as ‘‘Kirchhoff's law.''

Bote.—There is considerable confusion in the terminology of the emission and

absorption of radiation. Thus, for the quantity which we have herein defined as

^Hotal emissive power,” one finds used, variously, such terms as “radiating

power,” “emission,” and “emissivity.” And for the quantity which we have

called “absorptivity,” one finds “absorbing power” and “absorptive ix)wer.”

The use of the word “power” in “total emissive power” is consistent with its use in

mechanics. For “ power ” in the technical sense, in physics and engineering, means

a “rate of doing work” or of delivering energy; and a radiating surface is emitting

energy at a definite rate. But “power” used in connection with absorption, as in

the term “absorbing power” is clearly inappropriate; for the quantity defined

does not involve a rale of absorbing energy.

One must distinguish between “absorptivity,” as herein defined, and “coeffi-

cient of absorption,” which is an entirely different term, referring to the absorption

of radiation in its passage through matter. Thus, if a beam of radiation of intensity

/o is incident upon and passes through a slab of absorbing material, the thickness

of which is d, the intensity I of the emerging beam is given by the equation

/ s where “e” is the Napierian base of logarithms and g. is the coefficient of

absorption of the material.

It is essential, also, to distinguish between the terms “total emissive power” and

“emissivity.” If E is the total emissive power of a body at temperature T, and

Bo is the total emissive power of a black body at the same temperature, we have

seen that B = ABo, where A is the absorptivity of the substance. Now the

emissivity of a surface is defined as “ the ratio of its total emissive power to the total

emissive power of a black body at the same temperature”; i.e., emissivity equals
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E/Eo^ Thus the emissivity of a substance is- s;
.
pure numeric and is equal to its

absorptivity. The same relations hold between monochromatic emissive power

and the corresponding absorptivity.^

77. Pressure Due to Isotropic Radiation.—Suppose a stream of

radiation in a vacuum falls normally on the surface of a body. Then,

if to is the mean energy density in the oncoming waves, they cany also

w/c units of momentum per unit volume [Eq. (256) in Sec. 35]. Thus
the waves bring up to each unit area of the surface, along with cw ergs

of energy [Eq. (216) in Sec. 34], w units of momentum per second, the

momentum as a vector being directed normally toward the surface.

If the waves are absorbed by the surface, it receives this momentum
and experiences, therefore, a pressure equal to w. Similarly, if a

surface emits a stream of radiation in the

normal direction, with average energy density

w, this stream carries away momentum di-

rected away from the surface equal to w
units per second, and there must be a reac-

tion on the surface equivalent to a pressure

of magnitude equal to

Suppose, however, that the radiation, instead of falling normally

on the surface, is incident at an angle B. Then the energy that crosses

a unit area drawn perpendicular to the rays (PQ in Fig. 40) is received

by an area of magnitude 1/cos B on the surface {PR in Fig. 40).

Furthermore, the component of the momentum normal to the surface

is less than in the case of normal incidence in proportion to cos B.

Thus the momentum in the direction of the normal that is delivered to

unit area of the surface per second is decreased by the obliqueness of

incidence in the ratio cos^^, and the resulting pressure, if the radiation

is entirely absorbed, is

p = wcos^Bf (86)

w being, as before, the energy density in the incident radiation. The
same expression holds for the pressure caused by the emission of a

beam at an angle B^ or for the additional pressure caused by the occur-

rence of a reflected beam. If ap incident beam in which the energy

density is w is specularly reflected from a surface at the angle of

incidence 6, the total pressure on the surface is 2w cos^^.

^ So far as possible, the terminology defined in the *

‘International Critical

Tables,” vol. I pp. 34-42, has been adopted in this chapter.

* Pressure and energy'- density are easily seen to be physical quantities of the

same dimensions,
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rinally, let radiation be streaming toward a surface and also away
from it with equal intensities in all directions, as in an isothermal

enclosure. Such a distribution of radiation is equivalent to a large

number of beams of plane waves, all of equal intensity, with their

directions of propagation distributed equally in direction. Let there

be N beams in all, and let the energy density due to any one of them
be V), Then the total energy density just in front of the surface

and the pressure p on it are

^ = Nwy p = Stwcos^^ = loScos^d, (87a,6)

l>y (86), S cos^^ denoting the sum of the values of cos*-*^ for all of the

beams.

To find this latter sum, imagine

lines drawn outward from a point

0 on the surface to represent the

various directions of the beams,

whether moving toward the surface

or away from it, and then about 0
as center draw a hemisphere of unit

radius with its base on the surface

(cf. Fig. 41, where only two of the lines are shown). From the surface

of the hemisphere cut out a ring-shaped element of area, QSy by means
of two cones of semiangle d and 8 + dO, drawn from 0 as apex and with

the normal OP as axis. The edge of this clement is a circles of perimeter

2ir sin 8, and its width is d8, hence its area is sin 8 d8] whereas the

area of the whole hemisphere is 2t. Now the lines of approach of

the N beams of radiation, if drawn through 0, will cut the hemisphere

in points equally distributed over its surface. Hence, if we let dN
denote the number of these lines that pass through the ring-shaped

element, dN will be to N in the ratio of the area of the ring to the area

of the hemisphere, whence'

dN
N

27r sill 0 </()

2ir
- sin 9 dd.

The value of cos^0 is the same for all of the dN beams. Hence their

contribution to 2Jcos-0 is, from the last equation,

Thus
coii“8dN = iVcos^^sin

•*x/2

=
j

<^'Oti^9dN « N

^

8 dS —
(88)

^ In more succinct terms, sin 6 d$ is an element of solid angle about 0, having

the form of a conical shell, and 2r is half of the whole solid angle about 0.
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(The limit is r/2 because directions all around the normal OP are

included in the ring.) For the pressure we thus obtmn, from (87b),

p = Hv)N, or, by (87o),

P = (89)

Thus the average pressure on the walls of an isothermal enclosure is

one-third of the energy density in it.

78. Deduction of the Stefan-Boltzmann Law.—In 1884, Boltzmann
deduced a theoretical law for the variation of the total intensity of

black-body radiation with temperature. For this purpose, he applied

the laws of the Carnot cycle to an engine in which the radiation

played the part of the working substance.

The ideal Carnot engine consists of a cylinder with walls impervious
to heat, a piston likewise impervious to heat and moving without

to) lb) lO Id)
Fig. 42.—^Boltzmann’s radiation engine.

friction, and a base (end opposite to piston) through which heat may
enter or leave. For our purpose, we shall make the walls, piston, and
base perfectly reflecting^ except for a small opening 0 in the base which
may be covered at will by a perfectly reflecting cover. Inside the
cylinder is a vacuum. Let this cylinder be placed with the opening O
uncovered and opposite an opening in an isothermal enclosure Bi,

which is maintained at temperature Ti (Fig. 42), Then the cylinder

will fill up with radiation entering it through 0 from Bi until there
is the same density V'l of radiation in the cylinder as there is in Bi, at
which time radiation will be passing at the same rate from 0 to Bi as
from Bi to 0.

1 “Perfectly reflecting” surfaces cannot quite be realized in the laboratory, just
as walls ^^impeirviouB to heat” cannot, although good approximations are possible
in both cases. It seems probable, however, that the processes responsible for
absorption of radiation or for heat conduction are independent of those general
properties of matter which give rise to the existence of the general laws of thermo-
dynamics. In any case, the use of idealized surfaces or substances of the kind in

question has never led to conclusions in conflict with experiment.
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Remembering that when the energy density within the cylinder is

the pressure on the cylinder walls is [see Eq. (89)], we may now

consider the following cycle of events:

a. Starting with the piston in the initial positionPi [Fig. 42(a)], the

initial volume of the cylinder being vi and the initial pressure

Pi = yi'i'i, we cause the piston to move upward, slowly, until

position Pi is reached, the volume increasing to Vi. During this

process the radiation density within the cylinder will remain

constant at ^i- To keep it constant, additional radiation must

enter the opening 0 from the enclosure Bi, for two reasons:

1. External work We is done by the radiation on the piston.

If Ti remains constant, 4/i and, therefore, pi likewise remain

constant, and

- vi).

2. The interior of the cylinder has increased in volume by

(iij _ which requires an additional influx of energy equal

to —
111 ).

Thus the total influx Ih of radiation from Bi must bo

Hi = HMvi - Vi). (90)

This Lsothermal process is represented on the p-v diagram

(Fig. 43) by the line PPa. The energy H i is equivalent to heat

supplied to the space within the cylinder, just as in an ordinai'y

Carnot cycle the fii-st isotherin.al expansion is accompanied

by an absorption of heat. An amount of heat equal to H

i

must

be supplied from extemal sources to Bi in order to keep the tem-

perature of Bi constant.

b. When the piston has reached Pi, the perfectly reflecting cover is

placed over the opisiing 0 [Fig. 42(/>)], thereby effecting com-

plete thermal isolation of the interior of the cylinder, and a

further expansion to position Pa is made. External work is

done!, as before, on the piston, the energy required for this

external work being supplied by the radiation. Partly because

of this work and partly because of the increase in volume, the

energy density of the. radiation within the cylinder must decrease

from ^1 to some smaller value, The pressure, likewise, has

decreased. This is obviously an adiabatic process. It is

represented in Fig. 43 by the line PaPa.

The new energy density is equal to the energy density in

an enclosure at a certain new temperature Tn. If we make the
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expansion during this second process very small, we may repre-

sent the change in temperature {Ti — T2) by dT, and the

corresponding change in energy density, — ^2,
by d\l/. Since

P “ we have then

dp = M#,

dp representing the change in radiation pressure.

c. The engine is now placed opposite a second isothermal enclosure

B2 [Fig. 42(c)], at temperature ^2,
the slide is removed from the

opening 0, and the piston is moved, by the application of suit-

able external force, from P3 to P4. On account of this com-

pression, there is a tendency for the density of radiation within

the cylinder to rise and for radiation to pass through 0 into B».

The compression is supposed to take place so slowly, however,

tliat the radiation density remains constant at a value only

iiifinite,simall3
'’ in excess of ^2 - During this second isothermal

process, radiant energy in amount H2 leaves the engine.

d. Having reached a suitable point P4 ,
the opening 0 is closed, and

the radiation is further compressed adiabatically until the initial

position Pi is reached, corresponding to the initial volume and

energy density.

The net external work done during this cycle is represented by the

area P1P2P3P4 of Fig. 43, If we assume the change of pressure to have

been very small, this area equals (t>2 — V\) dp* Calling the net

external work dW, we have, therefore,

Px
dp
-ff-

Px Tx Pi

\P2
\p. Ti

j—

1

1»2 V
Fio. 43.—The p-v diagram for

i he Carnot ryole of the radiation

engine.

dW = («* — Di.) dp = ^ (t>2 — vi) dip

by (91). Hence, by the usual nile for a

Carnot cycle,

dW _ Ti- Ti _dT
Hi Ti Ti

or, using the value just found for dW and Eq. (90),

H ji’t
— ”i) dip _

^ («2 — Ti'

* This is the area of a rectangle of height dy and length PPa. The sihhII

triangular areas at the ends will not be equal, but, as dp approaches zero, thestt

areas become negligible in mniparison with the area P1P2P3P4. Hence the differ-

ence between the latter area and the rectangle can be ignored in the limit as dp 0,
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Thus, dropping the subscript, we have quite generally

^ - 4^
rP
“ ^ T

’

This equation integrates to give log = 4 log T i- const., or

p - aTS (92)

where a is some constant.

Equation (92) states that the energy density of the radiation within

an isothermal enclosure is proportional to the fourth power of the absolute

temperature T. Since the emissive power E of a black body is propor-

tional to the energy density withiii an enclosure at the same tempera-

ture, i.e., E oc yp, it follows also that the total emissive power of a black

body is proportio'tial to the fourth power of its absolute temperature. We
may write, therefore,

E = eT' (93)

w^here <r is another constant. This ociuatiou is known as the ‘^Stefan-

Boltzinaun law/^ the constant a being known as “Stefan\s constant”

or as the “Stefan-Boltzmtinn constant.” According to Eq. (83a)

above, a and <r are connected by the relation

79. Experimental Verification of the Stefan-Boltzmann Law.—The

importance of*the Stcfan-Boltzmanii law of total radiation has inspired

man}^ investigators to check its validity. Among tlu^se may bo

mentioned Luinmer and Jh’ingsheim,^ who studi(^d tlu^ total radiation

from an experimental black body ov(n’ a l.emp(‘ratiii-ti range from 373

to 1535°abs. Their data are shown graphically in Fig. -14, in which the

abscissas are absolute temptu’atures of the bhick body as measured

with a thermoelem(‘Jit, which, in turn, was (*alil>rat(‘d (indirectly)

against a nitrogen gns tlim-momehn*. ordinal (*s are fourth

roots of the total (‘missive ])()wer £1 (in relative units) of tlui black body.

Excerpt for the two low(\st points (which inv()lv(‘d tr<)ul)l(\some correc!-

tions), the relaticjii l)<d<w(‘(‘n and T is se(ui to b<‘ in (wcelhmt agree-

ment with the Stefan-Boltzmanu law.

From i.hcse measurements, I.juminer and Pringslieim obtained a

value for <r of 5.32 X 10“®. Numerous recjont investigations have

shown that the true value is eonsiderably higlu‘r, the present accepted

^ Ann. d. Physik, vol. 63, p. 395 (1897). Thosii exporiineiita iire dosoribed in

Preston’s “Theory of Heat.”
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value^ being <r >« 5.735 X 10“® erg cm.“* sec."^ deg.“*. From a and

Eq. (93a) we find a — 7.652 X 10~*® erg cm.“* deg.“^. From these

two constants, one may compute the total emissive power F of a black

Fig. 44.—^Verification of the Stefan-Boltsmann total radiation law.

body at any temperature and the energy density of the radiation

within an enclosure by the formulas

E — 5.735 X 10~® T* erg cm.“* sec."',

^ = 7.652 X 10-« T* erg cm.""

Thus, the total emissive power of a black body at a temperature of

1000®abs. is

Fi.000 == 5.73 X 10'' ergs cm."® sec."'

The energy density of the radiation within an enclosure at the same

temperature is

i/
— 7.65 X 10"® erg cm."*;

and the pressure due to radiation on the walls of such an enclosure is

2.55 X 10"* dyne cm."*.

80. Reflecfion from a Moving Mirror.—In the preceding discussion

no attention was paid to the spectral distribution of the radiation.

No use was made, in fact, of the wave theory of light. The radiation

pressure might easily have the value that was assigned to it above

if the corpuscular theory were ti-ue. The question presents itself,

* Braan, Rev. Modem Physics, vol. 1, p. 61 (1929).
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however, whether or not the Stefan-Boltzmann law can be applied not

only to the total radiation but also to the separate wave lengths. In

order to investigate this question, we need to know what happens to

the spectral distribution of a beam of radiation when it is reflected from

a mirror that is in. motion, such as the piston in the ideal apparatus that

was employed in the deduction of the last section.

Let us consider first the effect of such motion upon a monochromatic

beam. In Fig. 45(a), two successive wave fronts are shown at an

instant when they have been partly reflected from a mirror MM; the

mirror is supposed to be moving with a component of velocity u

perpendicular to its plane, u being taken positive when the mirror is

receding from the light. Parts of two incident waves are AB and

Jm<}. 45.—Rofhiction from a moving mirror.

DE, which are 1 wave length or a diRtau(‘.e X apart and are falling

on the mirror at a,ii angle of incidence 6; CB and FE are parts of the

same wav(*s that have been reflected and arc now leaving the mirror

at an angle of reflection 9', a distain-e X' apart. It is obvious from

the figure that X = BE sin 9, X' = BE sin 9\ whence

V ^ sin0'^

X sin 9
(94)

If the mirror is stationary, we have 6 = 9\ hence X = X'. To find

what the law of refl(‘ction is when the mirror is moving, consider two

successive positions of the same wave. In Fig. 45(6), the part AB of a

wave is just Ix^giniiing to fall on tlui mirror at an angle of incidence

the instantaneous position of the mirror being at that instant MM,
The same portion of tlie wave at a later instant, alter it has been

reflected at the angle 9\ is shown by A'B\ the point A being now in
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contact at A' with the mirror, which is in the new position M'M'.

While A traveled along the ray AA', B traversed BB', hence

AA' = BB'.

The angles BAA' and BB'A', being angles between ray and wave, are

right angles. It follows, therefore, by similar triangles, that angle

or

B'A'B = ABA'

where « is the angle QBA'. Furthermore, while A went from A to A'

with the speed c of light, the mirror moved from MM to M'M' with

the speed u. Hence, if A'Q is a perpendicular dropped from .4'

onto MM,
A'Q _ u
AA' c

or

jBA^sine _ sint _ u

BA' sin (6 + e)
""

sin {6 + e)
~

c

Substituting here e = ~ from (95), we obtain

dn}4(^' ~ 9) _ w

sin}4($' A- 0)
~

c

From tliis one easily obtains

tanie'
c + u
c -- u

tan^^ (97)

as the law of reflection from a movinj^ mirror. If u = 0, it rechicc's 1o

the familiar law 0' = 9,

The change of wave length implied by Eq. (94) represents a

Doppler effect due to reflection from a moving mirror. It is this

(hange which is needed for th(3 further study of thermal radiation.

We shall he dealing only with infinitesimal velocities, however*, so that

9' and 9 are nearly equal. For this case we can put 9^9' in the

denominator in Eq. (96), and we can replace the sine by the angle

in the numerator, obtaining

^(e' - d) = jsinO;

and, similarly, subtracting 1 from both sides in (94), we have

— X sinfl' — .sine 2 cos 3^(0' + e)sinj^(e' — d) 8' — 9
• r =

'.sine
=

ShTe
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in the limit as From these two equations we obtain

173

whence, writing AX = X' — X, we have, for the increase in wave length

upon reflection from a mirror receding with indefinitely small velocity «,

AX = 2|xcose. (98)

81. Effect of an Adiabatic Expansion upon Black-body Radiation.

—

Returning now to the sequence of operations described in Sec. 78, let

us consider the effect of the adiabatic process (/>) upon the spectral

distribution of the radiation. In this process, black-body radiation

initially at temperature Ti impi-isoned in a cylinder with perfectly

reflecting walls is slowly expanded from an initial energy density to

a new energy density ^3 . Let the former restriction to a small expan-

sion be droppc'd. The change in direction of the rays that is produced

by the moving piston, according to Eq. (07) above, will tend to make

the radiation no longer isotropic. We can obviate this inconvenient

effect, however, by letting part of the walls of the cylinder reflect

perfectly but diffusely. A surface of magn( 5Hium oxide does this very

well. Then, if the exijansion is made viuy slowly, because all rays

(except a negligible few) strike the diffusing surface repeatedly, the

radiation will be k(q)t (iffectivedy isotropic; and the pressure on the

piston, according to Eci. (89) above, will l.)e at all tim<^s equal to

Let the (!ylind(M' liavt^ a cross section A and a (variable) length 1.

Then, if \ff is the energy density at any momcuit, when the piston moves

outward a distance dl, work p dV — ’-jiAA di is done on it by the force

due to radiation pressure. This work is done at the expense of the

enclosed energy, the hjtal amt)unt of which is IA\I/. Hence

Yi^Adl = -d(MiA) = -Aidl - Ald4>,

d\f/ _ _ 4^
xj/

31’

and, after integration,

log^ = — logZt* -h const., ^ = CIA*, (99)

C denoting a constant.

Now it can be shown by thermodynamical reasoning that an

expansion of the type considered here cannot destroy the black-body

property of the radiation. For, starting with the cylinder full of

black-body radiation at density xf/i and temperature T1,
let us expand
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it to a density ^2. Let be the temperature of an enclosure in whi(

the density has this same value ^2- Suppose that in the cylinder the:

were more radiation per unit volume of wave lengths near some vali

X' than at the same wave lengths in the enclosure, and less radiatic

near some other wave length X". It would then be possible to cause

little radiation to pass from the cylinder into a second enclosure at

temperature TJ slightly above T2,
by covering the opening in the bas

of the cylinder with a plate transmitting wave lengths near X' bi

reflecting all others^ and putting the cylinder into communicatio

with the second enclosure through this opening. In a similar wa^

enough radiation near X'' could be passed into the cylinder from a

enclosure at a slightly loiper temperature TJ' to restore the total energ

to ^2 - Then the radiation could be compressed back to ^ 1 , the change

in tff and Z and the amount of the work done being just the revei*se c

these quantities during the expansion. Finally, putting the cylinde

again into communication with the enclosure at Ti, we could allow th

spectral distribution to be restored to that proper to a black body a

Ti, but without any net transfer o

energy between cylinder and enclosure

since the total energy density has already

been restored to that corresponding t(

Ti. Thus we should have performed f

cyclic operation the only effect of wliici

is to transfer heat energy from an enclosure at T^' to one at a highei

temperature But this is inconsistent with the second law ol

thei-modynamics.

Thus black radiation must remain black during any slow adiabatic

expansion. Its density, and therefore its temperature, however,

decrease. On the other hand, we can determine from the Doppler

effect how the spectral distribution of the radiation changes. In this

way, we may arrive at a knowledge of the effect of changes of tempera-

ture upon the spectral distribution of black-bodj'' radiation.

Suppose, first, that the walls of the cylinder are perfectly reflecting.

Then any ray preserves its angle of inclination to the axis of the

cylinder in spite of successive reflections (c/. Fig. 46) and has, therefore,

a constant component of velocity c cos 6 perpendicular to the piston.

Thus the ray strikes the piston c cos $/2l times a second, I being the

length of the enclosed space; and each time, according to (98), the wave
length is increased 2u\ cos 6/c^ u being the speed of the piston. The
wave length thus increases at an average rate of

^ Selective refiection and transmission are well-known optical phenomena.
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di

ccos02uXcosd

22 c

uX=
-y cos^d cm. per sec.

This expression for dk/dt varies with 6. If, however, as assumed

above, diffuse reflection occurs over part of the walls, the waves take

turns moving in different directions, and hence they all experience

the same auerage change in length. To simplify the calculation of this

average change, imagine that each wave moves so as to be perpendicu-

lar to one of a very large numberN of lines equally spaced in direction.

Then, since the radiation remains isotropic, during a second of time

any wave must spend 1/JV second moving in each of the N directions.

While moving in one of these directions, the wave making an angle 6

with the axis, its wave length increases, according to the last equation,

by the amount
dX _ _ uX
^dt~ Ndt~ IN

cos®^.

The total change in X in a second is thus

2 = ^2
S indicating the sum for all N directions. But Scos^0 was evaluated

above and found to equal N/3 [Eq. (88) in Sec. 77]. Hence, all waves

of length X increase during the expansion at the average rate

d\ _ u\

dt ” 3/’

Since u = dl/dt, this equation leads to

y = ij, logX = log2>* -f- const.,

X OC

But, by (99), I oc and, also, by the Stofan-Boltzmann law,

^ a Thus X oc oc Hence the wave length of any

given spectral component of black-body radiation changes during a

slow adiabatic expansion in such a way that

X oc ~ (100)

82. The Wien Displacement Law.—The result just obtained leads

to an important conclusion concerning the manner in which the spectral

distribution of black-body radiation depends upon the temperature. Let

yp\ d\ denote the part of the energy in unit volume due to waves of
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length between X and X + dX, the total energy density being thus

jT” ^ dX. Let us fix our attention on a particular spectral range dXi

at Xi containing energy dXi in the black-body radiation at tem-

perature Ti. Then an adiabatic expansion which lowers the tempera-

ture to some new value T3 changes the wave lengths of this part of the

radiation in the ratio TiITt, Xi becoming X* and Xi + dXi, Xg -h dXg,

where

hi
Xx

(C/. Fig. 47.)

Ti Xj -|" dXg Ti

Ti Xi 4“ dXx Tt

The energy originally in d\i is also decreased, in the

same ratio as is the total energy; for we
might have started with only the radiation

in d\i present in the cylinder, and then

the argument leading up to Eq. (99) would
have held for this part of the radiation

alone. Hence, being the new spectral

density of energy,

Fig. 47.—Adiabatic change of

X and ^x.

^^'x, d\i

_ ¥2 _ U
Ti'

by the Stefan-Boltzmann law.

ing here the value of dX2/dXi from (101c), we obtain

Substitut-

T\
(102a)

Since ^ is proportional to the monochromatic emissive power of a

black body at the same temperature, we can also conclude that

ex, 11
(1026)

Wave lengths X2, Xi, such that X 2/X 1 == T 1IT2 may be called

corresponding wave lengths for black radiation at these temperatures.

Equations (102a) and (1026) then state that the energy density in an
isothermal enclosure and the rnoTiochroinatic emissive power of a black

body when taken at corresponding wave lengths are both directly propor-

tional to the fifth power of the absolute temperature. This important
conclusion is known as the Wien displacement law.

Equations (102a) and (1026) can be tested experimentally by
plotting observed values of ^x/jT® or of cx/T® against the product \T.
The curve thus obtained should be the same at all temperatures, for at
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corresponding wave lengths XT has the same value and so have the
ratios ^x/IT® and 6x/r®.

In Fig. 48 are shown the energy distribution curves obtained for the

spectrum of a black body by Lummer and Pringsheim/ and in Fig. 49
is shown a composite curve plotted from these data in the manner just

described, data taken at three different

temperatures being combined as indicated

on the plot. The theoretical prediction

is seen to be fulfilled.

It is clear that a single curve selves to

represent black-body radiation at all tem-

peratures. Or, if we wish to have curves

for cx or ^x at various temperatures, we can

construct them from the known cur\T at

a single temperature. Thus, in Fig. 50, let

the solid curve represent experimentally

determined values for cx at temperature

Ti. Then the curve for any other tem-

perature Ti can be plottc^d jvs follows:

Choose any wave length Xi, for w-hich the

monochromatic emissive pownr, at t(MTi-

perature Ti, is ci, (H)rrespon(ling to point

Pi on the curve. The wavc^ U^ngth

which, at temperature Ta, corresponds to

Xi, is given by
T
i 2

and the emissive pow(^r cg, which cornv

sponds to this new wave length at tempeu-ature I’a, is given, by Eq.

(1025), ay

These two “ displacements shift point Pi to P2 ,
which is a point on the

energy distribution curve for tempe^rature 1\, Thus, to obtain the new
curve, abscissas are to be changed in the ratio T\IT^^ ordinates in the

ratio T\IT\,

Obviously, if X^ is the wave length at which ex and ^x have their

maximum valii(\,

X„i7’ = A const.

^ D. phys, Qe». Verhamllurtgen, vol. 1, pp. 23 and 215 (1899); vol. 2, p. 103
riooo).

Fig. 48.—Distribution of

cnorKY in the spectrum of a
black body at various temporar
tun^H.
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for all temperatures—a special case of the displacement law that is

often cited. The present accepted value of the constant A, which is

known as Wien’s displacement constant, is A =* 0.2884 cm. deg.

83. The Formula for Black-body Radiation.—^The relationship

represented by Fig. 49 can also be expressed mathematically. It is

obvious that ex/T* is some function of the

product XT; we may write

^ = /(xr)-

Or, since then

ex = T»/(xr) = (xr)'^\

we can write

ex = ^5
F(XD, (103)

Pio. 60.—Change of the

black-body curve with tem-
perature.

where F(xr) = (Xr)®/(xr).

Thus, by reasoning based on thermody-

namics, the problem of black-body radiation

is reduced to the determination of the single unknown function F(\T).

In order to determine this function, we must resoi-t to other methods.

All attempts to find the function F(xr) on the basis of classical theory,

however, failed. Equation (103) represents the limit of success of

classical theory in dealing with the problem of blachl>ody radiation.
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Two of the formulas that were proposed on the classical basis,

although incorrect, deserve some consideration. Wien proposed a
formula that was derived from special assumptions concerning the
process of emission and absorption. Rayleigh made a suggestion based
on very general reasoning,^ and on the basis of this suggestion Jeans
arrived at formulas for ^ and e that were free from all unknown
constants. The Rayleigh-Jeans formula was found to fit the experi-

mental curve at very long wave lengths; whereas, by assigning proper
values to certain arbitrary constants in Wien^s formula, the latter

could be made to fit at wave lengths above or near the point of maxi-
mum emission. Otherwise, both formulas failed (c/. Fig. 56 in

Sec. 93). The method of approach employed by Rayleigh and Jeans
is full of interest, and it also furnishes an excellent background for the
consideration of Planck’s introduction of quanta, by means of which
he succeeded in finding the (apparently) correct black-body formula.

In the next sections we shall consider the reasoning of Rayleigh and
Jeans. It is based upon the classkial law of the (Hpiipartition of

energy; therefore this will be discussed first.

84. Degrees of Freedom.—A gas molecule within an enclosure is

/ree to move in a variety of ways. It may, in general, have a motion of

translation, a motion of rotation, and, if 'polyatomic, the atoms may
vibrate with respect to each other. A billiard ball upon the table does

not have so great freedom of motion as the gas molecule, for, although

the ball has as much freedom of rotation as the molecule, its motion of

translation is confined to a plane. A flat disk sliding upon the ice is

not so free as is the billiard ball, for the disk is capable of rotation

about only one axis, viz., the verti(\*il axis. A block sliding in a
closely fitting groove is still mon^ restri(ded in its freedom of motion.

Now, it is obvious that the relative freedom of motion of these

several bodies can be expressed by giving the numlxu- of independent
quantities which need to be known to (express completely the position

and orientation of the bodies. Thus, in the <^ase of the block sliding

in the groove, its position and orientation are comphdely specified by
one quantity—its distance from some origin. For the disk on the ice,

three quantities are reciuired—two to express the ])osition of some
point, say the center of gravity of the disk with respect to some
coordinate system on the ice, and one more to specify the orientation

of the disk with respe(;t to some fixed line. For the billiard ball, five

such independent quantities arc required. These separate and inde--

pendent quarUities which need to be known to specify completely the

^For an outline of the arguments of Wien and of llayleigh see Preston's

“Theory of Heat."
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position and configuration of Vie body are caUed its “degrees of

freedom."

This concept of degrees of freedom is readily extended to a system
of bodies. If we have three billiard balls on the table, fifteen inde-
pendent quantities are necessary to express the “position and con-
figuration of the system.” Degrees of freedom are additive—the total
number of degrees of freedom of a system of bodies is the sum of the
number of degrees of freedom possessed by the several bodies which
make up the system.

To each degi-ee of freedom of a system thei-e corresponds an inde-
pendent term in the expression representing its kinetic energy a» a
function of its coordinates. The number of these terms is equal to the
number of the degrees of freedom of the system.

For example, a monatomic gas molecule behaves as if it had a
motion of translation only. Accordingly, its kinetic energy is com-
pletely expressed with respect to an x-, y-, 2-coordinate system by tlie
terms

+ yirml + }4mvl,

where w*, v^, and v, refer to the component velociticss in the throt?
coordinate directions and m is the mass of the molecule. If there a i*i*

N monatomic molecules in a given mass of gas, 31V such indcpendonl
terms are necessarj.-- to express the kinetic energy of the gas at any
given instant. On the contrary, a rigid diatomic gas molcfiulo vvoiihl
have 5 degrees of freedom, 3 for translation (of the center of gravity )

and 2 for rotation of the “dumbbeU-shaped” molecule about each of m
pair of axes at right angles to each other and to the line joining tlu^
atoms. If the molecule is not rigid, but the atoms can vibrate wit Ij
respect to each other, then there is an additional degree of freedom
corresponding to this vibration, and the total number is 6 A tria-
tomic molecule will have at least 6 degrees of freedom (unless all
atoms he on a line), 3 for translation and 3 for rotation about 3 miitii-

•u
if vibration of the atoms Is also possible, theri.^

will be 9 degrees of freedom in all.

86. Relation between Energy per Degree of Freedom and the
Temp^ture.--A simple means for calculating the energy of a system

,

according to classical theory, is furnished by the priLiple of tho
^ o/ eraerpj/. We shall not attempt to deduce this principle*

Is fundamental principles of statistical mechanics, but weshaF state it and illustrate its application in several important cascH.

turn r tempera-
ture T. According to the kmetic theory of gases, the molecules are in
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motion in all possible directions with a wide range of velocities, their

average kinetic energies being a function of the temperature. The
degrees of freedom of such a system may be divided into three groups,
corresponding to the three coordinate axes, viz., an x group, a y group,
and a z group. The classical theorem of the equipartition of energy

now says that each degree of freedom in one group has, on the average,

exactly the same amount of kinetic energy as has, on the average, a degree

of freedom in any other group. For example, let \is take a census, or
** snapshot,'' of 1,000 of the gas molecules. Each molecule has a
component of velocity in each of the coordinate directions x, y, z.

Let Vx, Vy, and be these components, and HmyJ the
corresponding kinetic energies. The average kinetic energy per
molecule Ex in the x direction for the 1,000 molecules is obtained by
adding the terms I'imvl for all the molecules and dividing by 1,000, and
similarly for the y- and the ^j-components. The theorem of the

equipartition of energy states that

Ex = Ey^ E,.

Let us designate by Ei the common value of Ey, and Ez. Then,
if in the gas under consideration there arc N molecules each with
3 degrec^s of fj-eodom, the total kinetic energy of the system, due to

the random motion of ii.s molecules, is WEi. The same principle

holds for more complicatcMl molecules. '’J'’he mean kinetic energy of a
rigid diatomic^ mole(‘ul(‘, for example, according to classical theory,

‘would be 57^1 ;
of a rigid triatomic one, ()E\.

The case of “ vihi-at.ory'’ degrees of freedom involves a now feature.

A vibratory motion bcMroines j>os.sil)le only if wo assume that th^

2 atoms which make up the molecule are bound together by forces

which, normally, hold the 2 atoms in certain fixed (Hpiilibrium positions

with respect to some fixed point within the molecule. Vibrations take
place when this equilibrium is disturbed. Now, during any simple

harmonic motion, it is easily shown that the average amount of

potential on(M*gy is the saim^ as the av(M*age kinetic energy E\. Hence
the total amount of energy n.ssociated with the vibratc^ry motion,
according to classical theory, is 27?i. The total average energy of a
vibrating diatomic molecule will then be 5JSi + 2E\ = 7E\.

Now the quantity Ex is a very simple universal function of the
temperature. This may be seen as follows:

According to the kinetic theory of gases, the pressure p which a
gas exerts on an enclosure is given by^

V =
* See any textbook on physies.
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where p is the density of the gas and v. is the “root mean square”

velocity of its moleciiles. Since p = nm, where n is the number of

molecules per cubic centimeter in the gas and m is the mass of each

molecule, we have

V =

Assume that we are dealing with a monatomic gas at temperature T.

Then the average kinetic energj' of each molecule of the gas is given

by

and we may write, instead of the last equation,

But
p = HiiMk.

pVm --= RT,

where Fii/ is the volume of a gram-molecule of the gas at temperature

T, and is a universal constant known as the “gas constant,” the

numerical value of which is 8.315 X 10’^ ergs per mole per degree, or

1.986 calories per mole per degree.

Eliminating p between the last two equations, we have

The product of n, the number of molecules per cubic centimeter,

by Vu, the volume of the gram-molecule, is equal to No, the number

of molecules in a gram-molecule:

nVu = No.

No, known as Avogadro’s number, is constant for all substances. Its

numerical value, as given in Sec. 45 above, is 6.02 X 10®* molecules

per gram-molecule. Eliminating Vm between the last two equations

and solving for Mr, we have

= (104)

where

The numerical value of the new universal constant h is given by

h = - 1.381 X erg per molecule per degree.

The constant k is known as “ Boltzmann's constant," or as the “ molec-

ular gas constant."
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Equation (104) gives the average kinetic energy of the monatomib

molecule which we are considering. As we have seen, such a molecule

has 3 degrees of freedom. The average kinetic energy 'per degree of

freedom, therefore, is

El = HkT. (106)

The theorem of the equipartition of energy thus leads to a very

simple way of computing the classical value of the energy of thermal

agitation, kinetic or kinetic idiis potential, of a system, provided (1)

that the system has a large enough number of degrees of freedom and

(2) that temperature equilibrium has been reached.

86. Verification of Equipartition of Energy in the Brownian Motion.

These deductions from the theorem of the equipartition of energy

have been verified in a very striking manner, both qualitatively and

quantitatively, by observations on the Brownian movements. Over

100 yeai*s ago, Robert Brown, an linglish botanist, noted that minute

particles (small enough to be visible only through a high-power

‘microscope) in suspension in liciuids undergo continuously random

motions, almost as if they were alive. After thcj development of the

kinetic theory of matter, tlu^se random motions W(u‘e explained as

due to the continuous, though irregular, l)oml)artlment of the particles

by the molecules of the liciuid. In 1905, J<]instein developed a theory

of the motion of these parti(^l(‘s bas(^d upon iho concc^pt of the e(iui-

partition of energy, according to which their mean kinetic (mergy of

agitation should be cxa(;tly the same as that of a molecule of i he liquid

at the samci temperature, whi(^h, per degree of freedom, is given by

Eq. (106). Einstein\s equation is as follows:*

= 2kUtT,

where x denotes the comjjoiKJiit in a fixed dirc^ction (jf a displacement

of the particle in a time t (sev(u*al scjconds); x'^ denot(‘s the av(U‘ag(i of

for a large number of such observed values oi x; k is Boltzmann\s

constant; V is a constant depcuiding iii)on th('. viscosity of the medium

in which the particle is siispend(Hl and on the size of the particle—

actually it is the velocity with which the particle moves through tlui

medium when driven by a force of 1 dyne; and T is the absolute tem-

perature. The value of can be obtained from observation by

watching the particle for a long time in the field of the microscope and

noting its position at fixed intervals of time; U can be computed;

1 For a derivation of this equation, and a discussion of its experimental verifica-

tion, see E. H. Kennard, Kinetic Theory of Oases " p. 281, 1938, or R. A. Milli-

kan, ^‘The Electron.”
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and it is thus possible to determine k experimentally. Actually, the

value of h thus determined is combined with the known value of

the gas constant 22, and a value of Avogadro^s number No is thus

determined from the Brownian movements [c/. (105) above]. The

value of iVo so obtained agrees, almost within the limits of error of

measurement, with that obtained by dividing the faraday by the

charge on the electron, thus proving that the law of the equipartition

of energy, upon which Einstein's equation is based, is valid for this

type of phenomenon, and incidentally yerifjdng, beyond doubt, the

kinetic theory of matter.

87. Degrees of Freedom in an Enclosure.—It was suggested by

Lord Rayleigh^ and by Jeans^ that this law might be applied to the

radiation problem by computing the number of modes of free vibra-

tions in the ether in an enclosure and by assuming that with each

mode of vibration, or degree of freedom, there is associated, on the

average, of luetic energy and a like amount of potential energy

(See 85), or a total energy of hT per degree of freedom.

Any vibrating system is capable, in general, of a great many
modes of vibration. Thus, a violin string or an organ pipe may
vibrate not only in its fundamental mode but also in a great many
overtones. We may think of these several overtoni^s as corresponding

to the various degrees of freedom of the vibrating system.

An organ pipe is a one-dimensional system, so far as its standing

sound waves are concerned, since the vibrations take i)lace longi-

tudinally and in one direction only

—

viz., parallel to the axis of the

pipe. Standing waves may be set up, also, in a ^‘three-dimensional

organ pipe," i.c., in a hollow enclosure such as a large concrete-lined

room. In this case, too, we may have a great many possible ovc^rtones,

or modes of vibration. We shall compute the number of such modes

of vibration within a given frequency range, per unit volume of the

enclosure for sound waves, and shall then apply the results to the

analogous case—standing electromagnetic waves within an enclosure

—

and shall thus determine the number of degrees of freedom per unit

volume of the electromagnetic field, for a given frequency range.

This number, multiplied by the energy per degree of freedom, asmming

the law of equipartitioriy should give us the energy density of the radiation

of that particular frequency.

It will be instructive to apply the method of computation first to

the one-dimensional case of a stretched string. Let a string of great

length L (Fig. 51) be stretched between two supports A and B, The

Mag., vol. 49, p. 539 (1900).

^PhiL. Mag., vol. 10, p. 91 (1905).
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condition that standing waves may be set up requires (1) that A and

B (i.e., the ends of the string) shall be nodes of motion and (2) that

there shall be an integral number of equal loops between A and B.

Since each loop is equivalent to one-half of a wave length, we may say

that standing waves may occur in the string only for those wave

lengths X defined by

where i is some positive integer. The standing waves may be regarded

as due to the superposition of two trains of of equal amplitude

and wave length running in opposite directions along the string.

For a string of given length, i is equal, also, to the number of

possible modes of vibration of the string for wave lengths equal to

or greater than the value of X as given by (107). We wish to know

how many of these wave.s have lengths within a range AX. Now if

we incroiise i by some integer, Ai, the value of X given by (107) decreases

to X — AX, wh(*re

2L
X - AX

i -h Ai.

Subtracting lOq. (107) from this ecnnition, we obtain

A/ = 2Ij ™ AX

j\ 2LAX
X/ X(X - AX)’

Since L is very liowc^ver, AX, jih given by this last equation,

must be very small; hence, in the denominator of the last fraction,

AX can neglecded in comparison with X, and we can write

Af = 2L
X*'

Obviously Ai rei)resents tluj number of modes of vibration whose wave

lengths li(^ in Uu* range AX.

Now, associatcKl with each of these modes of vibration, there are

2 degree's of freedom, sincx^ the vibration is transverse and any point
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on the string is free to move in a plane at right angles to the string.

The total number of degrees of freedom per unit length of the string

in the wave-length range from X to X — AX is, therefore,

An = 2^ = 4^- (108)

The situation is more complex but involves identically similar

principles when we consider the possible systems of standing waves
in a hollow enclosure. Let us discuss first the system of sound waves
in a rectangular flat iSox, a sort of two-dimensional organ pipe. Let
ABCD (Fig. 52) represent the box, and consider a system of plane-

parallel sound waves moving in directions parallel to the top and
bottom of the box and being reflected, without absorption, from

its sides, according to the ordinary law of

reflection. A set of waves moving initially

in the direction OMi will, after reflection

at the face CD, move in the direction

MiM^] after reflection at M2, the direc-

tion M2M3 will be parallel but opposite to

OMi, etc. For this group of waves, only

four directions of motion are possible,

+ OM1 and ±MiM2.
Under suitable conditions the four trains of waves thus formed

will combine to produce a set of standing waves. To describe these,

divide the sides AB and DC of the box into ii equal segments and the

Fig. 52.—Rofl(^ction of waves
inside a box.

sides AD and BC into ii .segments, as in Fig. 53
;
and join tiie points

of divi.sion by two sets of pamllol line.s, luies at each point making
equal angles with the sides (e.g., ZviqiB = As^iC). Then a gn)ui) of

waves, such as those just desciibed, can be supposed to move so that
they are always parallel to one or the other of these two sets of lines.

At a,given instant, let alternate parallel lines represent, respectively,

crests and troughs of these wave.s. At the instant of observation,

suppose a crest moving toward C, for example, coincides with the
line PiTi] as times goes on, this crest becomes extended at the ?•» end
by reflection of a crest now at r^qi and in motion toward B and of

another crest now at p^Si and moving toward D. A similar crest.

SiQi, moving toward C is itself under-going progressive relhscition to

.form crests piSs and rtqi", and so on. Upon these waves, then, l<d

there be superposed a set of waves of equal amplitude moving in tlu^

opposite directions, crests moving toward A coinciding momentarily
with PiTt and Saqi] and so on. We obtain in this way four sets of
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waves mutually producing each other by reflection at the walls, as

in Fig. 52 .

The set of waves just described will combine to form standing

waves. For after half a period has elapsed, the crests, initially on the

solid lines, will be meeting on the dotted lines, whereas troughs will

now meet on the solid lines; the result is a disturbance of which the

phase is momentarily just opposite to the previous one. After another

half period, the original distribution recura. Surfaces drawn parallel

to the sides of the box through the points of subdivision are, like the

sides themselves, surfaces of no disturbance. It can be shown that,

by proceeding in the manner de-

scribed, using in turn all pairs of

values for ii and ia, we obtain all

possible modes of vibration of the

medium inside the box.

For our purpose, the connection

between the numbei’s ii and ig and

the length of the waves Is impor-

tant. In Fig. 63
,
the wave length

is the distance betw(>en adjacent

parallel solid lines. Lot the waves

make angles 6\ and ^2 with the sides

of the box, of which the lengths are h and h, respectively.

Fig. 53
,
since 'rir2 = r*irz = /lA’i,

(rir3)sin^i = — sin^i = X,
'ii

2/.‘>

(pi'p.3) Hui 6^2 = -A sin 02 = X.
'I2

Solving these equations for sin 6 \ and sin 02 in terms of h, h and sub-

stituting in the equation Hin“0i + sin-02 = sin‘-*0i + cos^0i = 1, we

obtain
V2 ,’2 4

4- ^2 _ i
>2 ' >2 \2

Fig. 5."$,- Standing waves in a two-
dimonsional box.

Then, in

Px

This method of constnietiiig stmiding waves is readily extended

to a three-dimensional rectangular box, with edges l\, I2, and I3 long.

The edges arc dividcid into ii, i->, and h segments, respectively; and

eight sets of waves are drawn. It is then found that instead of the

last equation the condition for standing waves is

P2 il 4
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From this equation, we can find the number of possible modes of

vibration within the box for which the wave length is greater than

any given value Xm. The number of such modes will be equal to the

number of possible combinations of positive integers ii, i2,
is, which

make the left-hand member of (109) less than 4/Xj,. To find this

number, imagine each possible set of the i^s represented on a three-

dimensional plot by a point the coordinates of which are x =

y = ig/Zg, z = is/Zs (Fig. 54). These

points will lie at the comers of rectangu-

lar parallelepipeds or cells the edges of

which are 1/Zi, l/Za, l/h long (two of

them being shown in the figure). There

are just as many cells as there are points;

each cell has eight points at its corners,

but, on the other hand, each point serves

as a comer to eight cells. Hence, since

the volume of a cell is I/Z 1Z2Z3 ,
there are

hhh cells or points in each unit volume

of the plot. The points we wish to count, according to Eq. (109), lie

inside the sphere defined by the equation

a:* + y* + 2* =

of which the radius is 2/Xn. The number of these points will be equal

to the volume of 1 octant of this sphere multiplied by the number of

points in unit volume, or to^

X hhh =
47r Z1Z2Z3

This is the total number of the possible modes of vibration for which

X > \«. Dividing it by the volume of the box, which is Z 1Z2Z3 ,
and

dropping the subscript m, we have, therefore, for the number of modes

of vibration, or of degrees of freedom, per unit volume of the box,

corresponding to wave length greater than X,

n ==
47r 1

Tv*
The number of degrees of freedom per unit volume in a wave-

length range X to X + dX is thus

dn = 47r^, (109a)

^ This is not quite accurate, of course, because of errors at the surface, but, when
n is large, the relative error is negligible.
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both dn and d\ being taken positive for simplicity. This is analogous

to Eq. (108) for the string.

In the discussion up to this point we have been dealing with the

longitudinal vibrations of sound waves. An identical analysis will

hold for electromagnetic waves inside a rectangular enclosure with

reflecting walls, with one exception. In the latter case, since these

waves are transverse, the number of degrees of freedom is twice as

great as for longitudinal waves, corresponding to the two possible

independent planes of polarization. For electromagnetic waves in

an enclosure, therefore, we may write

dn = (1096)

where dn is the number of degrees of freedom of the system of waves,

per unit volume of the enclosure, in the wave-length range X to

X -|- dX.

88. The Rayleigh-Jeans Formula.—We are now in position to

apply to the radiation problem the law of the equipartition of energy.

Consider the radiation within an enclosure the walls of which are at a

temperature 7\ equilibrium having been reached between the radiation

and the walls. Whatever may be the nature of the radiating and

absorbing mechanism of the walls, each degree of freedom of the entire

system, walls ami electroniagneiic field included, should have associated

with it an average amount of kinetic energy Mfcr, as given by Eq.

(106). Each ^Sdbratory” degree of freedom has an equal amount of

potential cruM-gy, The total amount of energy associated with each

degree of freedom in the field should be, therefore, fcT. Hence, the

number of degrees of freedom per unit volume for the wave-length

range X to X + dX multiplied by kT should give the amount of radiant

energy per unit volume in this range, which we denoted previously

(Sec. 74) by ^|/\ dX. Thus, using (1096), we have

^xdX = SwkTX-^dK (110)

as the equation for the spectral energy distribution in black-body radiation

as deduced from the theorem of the equipartition of energy. This is the

famous Rayleigh-Jeans formula.

It is obvious, at once, however, that Eq. (110) cannot represent

the distribution of energy throughout the spectrum of a black body.

For at a given temperature T, the value of according to this equa-

tion, should vary inversely as the fourth power of the wave length

and should increase rapidly to infinity as the wave length approaches zero,
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whereas the actual curves shown in Fig. 48 rise to a maximum with

decreasing wave length and then decrease to zero. Only at long wave

lengths, in fact, is the Rayleigh-Jeans expression found to be in accord

with experiment. Thus it is clear that the fundamental principles

upon which the deduction of the formula is based are only partly

valid.

A little consideration shows, in fact, that the law of the equipartition

of energy, as stated above, and the computation of the number of

degrees of freedom in the electromagnetic field, resulting in Eq. (1096),

cannot simultaneously be correct. For the field should be capable of

containing waves of wave length varying from infinity to zero. Hence,

by integration of Eq. (1096) from X = oo to X == 0, we find that the

number of degrees of freedom in the field should be infinite. And,

if the law of the equipartition of energy is correct, it follows that the

energy density of black-body radiation, when in equilibrium with the

walls of an enclosure at a given temperature, should be vastly greater,

indeed infinitely greater, than the energy density in the walls them-

selves. In reality quite the opposite is the case. Thus the radiation

density in an enclosure at 1000°K. is only of the order of 8 X 10“® erg

per cm,®, whereas the energy density of the thermal agitation of the

molecules of the walls, say of iron, is of the order of 10^® ergs per cm.®

89. Other Formulas for Black-body Radiation.—A formula quite

different from that suggested by Rayleigh was proposed by Wien in

1896, on the basis of special assumptions as to the mechanism of absorp-

tion and emission of radiation by gas molecules. Wien’s formula is

^

(111 )

By adjusting the constants ci and C2 ,
this formula can be made to fit

the observations at high temperatures (c/. Fig. 56 below)
;
but it fails

definitely at low temperatures.

Finally Planck, in 1901,^ by introducing a radical innovation quite

at variance with previous concepts, discovered a function of \T which

gave a formula in complete agreement with experiment. This was

the birth of the quantum theoi'y. We shall devote the remainder of this

chapter to a discussion of the ideas leading up to Planck’s quantum
hypothesis and of his new radiation law.

Planck arrived at his formula as the result of a persistent effort to

make the theory fit the facts. The experiments of Hertz on electro-

magnetic waves had seemed to give final confirmation to the electro-

magnetic theory of light, and this convinced Planck that the key to

* Ann. d. Physik, vol. 4, p. 553 (1901).
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the black-body spectram would be found in the laws governing the

absorption and emission of radiation by electrical oscillators. We may
imnginp! that the walls of an isothermal enclosure contain electrical

oscillators of all frequencies, essentially similar to the Hertzian

oscillator, and that the emission and absorption of radiation by the

walls ai’e caused by these oscillatora.

Investigation by means of electromagnetic theory, however, led

Planck, before 1900, to the conclusion that an electrical oscillator,

in the long mn, would affect only radiation of the same frequency

as that of the oscillator itself. Thus, in the state of equilibrium, there

would be a definite ratio between the density of radiation of any

frequency v and the average energy of the oscillators of that frequency.

The problem of the black-body spectrum was thus reduced to the

problem of the average energy of an oscillator at a given temperature.

Now we have seen (Sec.s. 84 and 85) that according to classical theory a

harmonic oscillator in thcumal equilibrium with its surroundings would

have an average energy equal to kT. If this conclusion from the

theory is combined with the value obtaincnl by Planck for the ratio

between oscillator energy and radiation density in the enclosure, the

result is again the llayloigh-Jeans radiation law, which was derived

above in a dift'enmt manner. Plaiuik himself, however, did not

accept th(i i)rineii)le of eciuipartition for the oscillatoi-s. On the basis

of a different assumption he wtw led, at finst, to Wien’s law for the

radiation density as stated in hlq. (Ill); and he believed for a time

that this formula must neriessarily be coiTCct.

In 1900, howeven-, mnv measurements of the black-body spectrum

by Lummer and Pringsheim, and by Rubens and Kurlbaum, showed

definitely that Wien’s formula, if adjusted to fit the observations at

high temperatures, gave values sit low temperatures that were certainly

too small. So Phinek .set to work to find an improved formula.

First he discov<'r(Hl an empirical modification of Wien’s formula that

fitted the observ.'ilions. ’Phen he .sought to modify the statistical

theory so that it would lead to this new formula. He succeeded in

doing this only after making a n<‘W' as.sumption that broke drastically

with clas.si(^al principles.

It would take us too far afield to give a complete theoretical

deduction of Planck’s radiation law, but the most important ideas

that arc involvc^d (am (aisily bo described.

90. Distribution of Harmonic Oscillators in Thermal Equilibrium.

In order to complete the theory of black-body radiation along the

lines followed by Planck, we micd to know the average energy of an

oscillator at a giv(m temperature. This is a problem in statistical
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mechanics.^ The problem is solved by finding first the distribution of

energy among a large number of oscillators in thermal equilibrium.

The characteristic feature of this distribution is well illustrated by the

more familiar case of MaxwelPs law for molecular velocities.

Maxwell's law can be stated as follows.^ Let the components

of the velocity of a molecule in the directions of the rr-, y-, and ^^axes

be i^a?, Vyj Vgy respectively. Among the N molecules in any chosen

region (JV* being large), choose those which have an x-component of

velocity lying between a given value Vx and Vx + dvxj a ^/-component

between Vy and Vy + dvyj and a ;5-component between and v, + dVg.

Then the number of these molecules is

dN = NA e-^^^'^^^dvdvydvg, (112a)

where m is the mass of a molecule, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is

the absolute temperature, and v is the molecular speed, so that

. vl + v^ + vl.

A is a constant, independent of a®, Vy, and of such magnitude that

JdN = N, the total number of molecules.

The theoretical argument from statistical mechanics actually

leads to a slightly different expression, however, and this is better

suited to our purpose. The momentum is used to specify the motion

instead of the velocity; the reason for this change, which will not be

stated here, is closelj'' related to the fact that, in a collision between

2 molecules, momentum is conseiwed, whereas velocity is not. The
components of the momentum are

p* = mvxy Vy =
dpx = mda*, dvv = mdvy, dp, = mdvz.

Obviously the values of p*, Py, and p, serve as well to specify the

motion of a molecule as do those of y®, Vy, and Vg. The kinetic energy

is also introduced. In terms of these quantities, the above expression

for dN can be written

dN = NCe-UkTdp^j^^dpz, (1126)

where C = A/m®. The distribution of the molecules among the

various possible values of the momentum is thus determined by the

'^Boltzmann factor,"

1 Cf. Kbnnabd, E. H., Kinetic Theory of Gases,” Chap. IX, 1938; Tolman,
R. C., “Principles of Statistical Mechanics,” 1938; Mayeb, J. E. and M. G..

“Statistical Mechanics,” 1940.

* Cf. Kennabd, op. cit.^ Sec. 28; Losb,!*. B., ** Kinetic Theory of Gases.”
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For a set of harmonic oscillators, a very similar expression is

obtained from statistical mechanics. We shall consider linear oscil-

lators only, so that a single coordinate x suffices to specify the position

of the vibrating mass m; let the corresponding momentum be

dx

In this case we have potential energy as well as kinetic energy to deal

with. Let the potential energy be the kinetic energy can be

written }im(dxldty = 'p^/2m. Thus the total energy is

(113)

Elementary theory gives for the frequency of vibration of such an

oscillator

' -s#
The statistical law for a set of N such oscillators in thermal equilibrium

is, then, that at any given moment dN of them will have x and p lying

in the ranges dx and dp, respectively,

where

dN = NCe''^^^^dxdp, (115)

Km. 5r>.

—

Thii inoinentum-co-
ordinato plane for a harnionio

oBciliator.

C being, like ^*1 above, a constant.

This result is more easily utilized for

our present purpose, however, if it is

thrown into a slightly different form.

Let us construct a plot on which x and p

are taken as Cartesian coordinates (Fig.

55). On this plot dxdp is an element of area. Now, as the oscillator

moves, X and p (ihange with the time in such a way that the energy €

remains constant; hemee the point whose coordinates are x and p,

representing the instantaneous state of the oscillator, moves on a curve

given by Kq. (113) with a fixed value of e. This curve is obviously

an ellipse.

It is natural, therefore, to take as an element of area, instead ol

dxdp, the elliptical ring between two ellipses corresponding, respec-

tively, to energies e and e + de. The area of such a ring can be

expressed in terms of «. For the entire area inside one of the ellipses

is

S — TrPmXtnf
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where pm, Xn are its semiaxes, representing the maximuin values of p
and respectively, during a vibration. Putting in (113) first p =
and a: = 0, then p == 0 and z = Xm, we find

Hence

p», =

S - ; ai6)

by (114). The area of a ring corresponding to de is thus

V

Substituting this value of dS for dxdp in (115) and writing Ci for
C/v, we have

dN = (117)

as the number of oscillators of which the energy lies between a given
value « and e + de when a large number N of them are in thermal
equilibrium at absolute temperature T.

91. Average Energy of Oscillators in Equilibrium.—If the distribu-
tion law is knovm for any set of physical systems, their average energy
is easily found by integration.

The method may be illustrated in the case of gases. If we multiply
dN, as given by Eq. (112ffl), by the expression for the kinetic energy
of a molecule of which the components of velocity are v*, v„, we
have

Mm (v! + aj + »?)NA dvjv,/lv„

where a* = a* + + a®, as the total kinetic energy of the dN mole-
cules. We now obtain the total kinetic energyX of all of the molecules
if we integrate this expression for all values of iu, v„, and a^ from
— 00 to oo :

Now

K = ^NmA/// {vl + + vl) dvadv^vz- (118)

/// a* fr~nv*fikT dv,4v3idvz

But by an integration by parts*

‘ In the formula {udv = iw — fvdu, put u — kTvx/tn, dv = j» a*e~^*»^**^
dvx/kT.
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Tprn 0,-00— V
7n Vs— —

dVx

since in the integrated term e q as —
» ± oo much faster

than \vx\ —> 00 . Thus

^J^
g~»w’*/2Ajr dVadVydVs

^-mvV2A:T dv^V^Vz.

But, to make the whole number of molecules equal to N
,

JV = idN =

from (112a). Eliminating the last integral between these two equa-

tions, we find

JJf = S'

The terms in w* and i>| in ( 11 8) yield the sain(\ result. Hence, by (118),

K = 1
-I

3*5’
sNmA—

T

2 mil

and the mean kinedie energy of a molecide is

K
N

This agrees with Eq. (104) in See. 85.

In making, now, a similar calculation for the harmonic oscillator,

a slight modification will be illtrodu(^ed in order to connect with

Planck’s linci of thought, hot us draw ellipses, as in Fig. 55, in such

a way as to divide the entire xp })laiie into elliptical rings of equal

area. Let us numbcir tlnwe rings 0, 1, 2, 8,
• •

• from the center

outward. Then, if w(! denohs tlu! ama. of a, ring by h, the total area

inside ring number r is

S = rh;

and by ICq. (110) the energy of an osc.illator represented by a point

on the inn(T boundary of this ring is

e = jbV = rhv.

Thus the range of energy represented by points lying on a ring is

A< = vAS — hv,

since At = 1 from one ring boundary to the next.
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The number of oscillators represented by points on ring number r

can be found by integrating dN as given by Eq. (117) over the range

A6 of e within the ring. Calling this number Nt, we thus find

Nr = NCi r

If h and Ae are small, however, we can treat as constant in this

integral and equal to its value at a point on the inner boundary of the

ring; then

C -- C
Ac

Thus, replacing NCx Ae by Nt, we have for the number of oscillators

on ring number r
rhv

Nr = Noe (119)

Obviously No represents the number of oscillators in ring number 0.

Its connection with the total number of oscillators N is easily found

by noting that
hv 2hp

N = Ni + N2+ • • =JVo(l-fe + • •
• )

No
“

J _ ^-hp/kT

(For 1/(1 — ic) = 1 + .T + + * •
* )•

The total energy of the oscillators can then be found by multiplying

the number in each ring by the energy of an oscillator when in that

ring, for which, since h and Ae have been assumed to be small, we can

use the value rhv belonging to the inner boundary, and then summing
over all rings. Thus the total energy is

hp 2hp

E = iNoX0) + (Noe X hv) + (Noe X 2hv) + • • •

(1 f»-hv/kT^2^

since the last series is of the form

l+i!x + 3x"+ ^4^,-
Dividing this expression for E by that found above for iV, tlie total

number of oscillators, we thus find finally for the average energy of

an oscillator

. _ E _ __ hv
* N 1 - e-'*"'*’’ e*"'*’’ - 1

(I20a)
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The classical v<Aue for e can now be obtained from this expression

by letting h-*0. This converts Ae into an infinitesimal, d*, so that

our sums become integrals, as m the preceding calculation for the
mean energy of a molecule. We use the series

e* = l+ a: + H**+ '

BO that to the first order in h

hv

kf
'

>

Then it is clear that according to (120a), as A 0,

i kT,

This is the same value for the average energy of a harmonic oscillator

that was deduced from the equipartition of energy in Secs. 84 and 85.

92. Planck’s Quantum Hypothesis.—We aie now in position to

introduce the new assumption made by Planck, which initiated the

quantum theory.^ His assumi)tii()ii amounted to keeping the quaTdity

h finite instead of letting it go to zero.

In the first formulation of the new theory, Planck assumed that

the oscillators associated with a given ring all have the energy proper

to the inner boundary of that ring. Acciording to this assumption,

the energy of an oscillator cannot vary continuously but must take on

one of the discrete set of values: 0, hvj 2hv, • • •

,
rhvy • •

* Actually,

Planck’s original assumption was somewhat more general. He
assumed that the energy of the oscillator must always be an integral

multiple of a certain (luantity, €o. He then showed, however, that €o

must be proportional to v if the radiation law is to harmonize with the

Wien displacement law. Thus he assumed that €o = A^, where A is a
constant of proportionality. The (connection between the constant A

and areas on the xp plane for the oscillator, as described above, was
recognized b.y Planck later.

It must be emphasized that the assumption of a discrete set of

possible energy values, or energy IcvelSy for an oscillator was completely

at variance with classical ideas. According to this assumption, if

the energies of a largo number of oscillators were riieasured, some
might be found to have Z(U’o energy; some, (uiergy hv ergs each; others,

2hv; and so on. But not a single oscillator would be found which
had energy, say 1.75 Av or 3.94 Aj/. When the energy of a given

oscillator changes, therefore, it must change suddenly and discon*

tinuously. According to the older conceptions, on the other hand,

* Planck, Ann. d. Physik, vol. 4, p. 653 (1901).
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the interchange of energy between two ''systems,” as, for example,

between one gas molecule and another or between radiation and
oscillators, should be a perfectly cordinuous process. Thus, if one

could follow the "history” of a particular gas molecule or oscillator

and observe its energy at short intervals of time over a very long

period, one would find, of course, that its energy varied over enor-

mously wide limits. But, if the numerical values of the energy

observed at the various instants were to be arranged in a sequence

as to magnitude, this sequence would become more and more con-

tinuous ^ the number of observations becomes greater. Or, if,

instead of observing a single molecule over a long period, one were to

observe, at a given instant, the energy of a very large number of gas

molecules or of oscillators chosen at random, one ought to find that a

similar sequence of values of energy would approach more and more
nearly to continuity as the number of observations becomes larger.

This continuity of these energy values is not only in accord with but is

also imperatively demanded by classical physics. For example, the

electric and magnetic vectors in a light wave may have any values

whatsoever, from zero up; and, accordingly, the wave may have
any intensity, from zero up. Furthermore, the emission and absorp-

tion of this energy by the walls of an enclosure should, likewise, be a

perfectly continuous process.

The problem of the absorption and emission of radiation, in fact,

presented serious difficulties for the new theory. If the energy of an

oscillator can vary only discontinuously, the absorption arul emission

of radiation must likewise be discontinuous processes. As long as the

oscillator remains in one of its "quantum states,” as we now call them,

with its energy equal to one of the allowed discrete values, it (?annot be
emitting or absorbing radiation according to thci laws of classical

physics, for then the conseiwation of energy would be violated. This

is entirely contrary to classical electromagnetic tlieory; for we have
seen (Sec. 38) that classical theory absolutely recpiircs an isolated,

accelerated electrical charge to radiate energy.

According to Planck’s new theory, emission of radiation could

occur only when the oscillator "jumps” from one energy level to

another; if it jumps down to the next lower energy level, the energy
hv that it loses is emitted in the form of a short pulse of radiation

Absorption was also assumed at first to be discontinuous. An oscilla-

tor, Planck assumed, can absorb a quantum hv of radiant energy and
jump instantaneously (or nearly so) up to its next higher energy level.

This assumption met with difficulties, however. For the quantum
of radiant energy emitted by an oscillator, according to the classical
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wave theoiy, would spread out over an ever expanding wave front,

and it is hard to see how another oscillator could ever gather this

energy together again so as to absorb it all and thereby acquire the

energy for an upward quantum jump. Absorption ought, therefore,

on Planck’s theory, to be impossible.

For this reason, Planck later modified his theory so as to allow

the oscillators to absorb in a continuous manner, only the process of

emission being discontinuous. The energy of an oscillator could

then take on all values, as in classical theory; but, every time that the

energy passed one of the critical values, rhv, there was assumed to

exist a certain chance that the oscillator would jump down to a lower

energy le^'^el, emitting its excess energy as a quantum of radiation.

This came to be known as the ^'second form” of Planck’s quantum
theory. Calculation showed that, on the theory as thus modified,

the average energy of an oscillator, when in thermal equilibrium

with its surroundings, would be

(1206)

in place of the value given in Eq. (120a) above.

Having read thus far, the student may perhaps have reached a

state of fairly complete confusion as to xohat xvere the essential assump-

tions of Planck’s (piantum tlu’sory! This confusion can bo no worse

than that which existed 1 in the minds of most physicists in the year,

say, 1911. The situation was made still more puzzling by the success

of Einstein’s theory of the photoclec.tric effect, described above

(Sec. 49); for l^instein assumed not only that radiation came in

quantized s])urts but that eacdi sp\irt was closely concentrated in

space, contrary to the wave theory. One of the principal aims of the

rest of this book will be to show how the theory has gradually become
clarified. ’'Fo assist the student at this point, it may be stated that

the following two new ideas introduced by Planck have been retained

permanently and form a part of modern *‘wave mechanics” (Chap.

VII):

1. A71 oscillator, or any other phx/sical sysiexn, has (in general) a

discrete set of possible energy values or levels; energies intermediate

between these allowed values never occur. [In wave mechanics,

however, the energy of level number r for a harmonic oscillator is

(r + }i)hp, and their average energy at temperature T is given by

(1206), not (120a).]

2. The emission and absorption of radiation are associated with

transitions or jumps between two of these levels, the energy thereby lost
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or gained by the oscillator being emitted or absorbed^ respectively
,
as a

quantum of radiant energy, of magnitude hv, v being the frequency of the

radiation.

It should be emphasized that Planck's revolutionary assumptions

were not based upon an extension of the ordinary lines of reasoning

of classical physics. Quite the contrary : they represented an empirical

modification of classical ideas made in order to bring the theoretical

deductions into harmony with experiment.

Had the magnitude of the quantum of energy turned out to be

not hv but something independent of the frequency, the new theory

might well have taken the form of a simple atomicity of energy,

similar to the atomicity of electricity represented by the electronic

charge. Such is not the case, however. Rather, it is the new univer-

sal constant h that represents the essentially new element introduced

into physics by the quantum theory. We shall find h playing an

important part in a wide variety of atomic phenomena. It may be

said, however, even today, that we know a great deal more about the

numerical value of h than we do of its physical significance,

93. Planck's Radiation Law. (a) The New Radiation Formula.—

Planck derived his new radiation formula by considering the interac-

tion between the radiation inside an isothermal enclosure and electrical

oscillators which he imagined to exist in the walls of the enclosure. A
modern version of this deduction, in which gaseous atoms take the

place of oscillators, first given by Einstein, will be sketched later

[Sec. 125(6)]. The most satisfactory procedure, however, seems to be

to combine Planck's expression for the mean energy of an oscillator

with the analysis of the electromagnetic field by the method of Ray-
leigh and Jeans, in which the various modes of oscillation of the field

inside an enclosure are treated as if they were oscillators.

In Sec. 87, Eq. (1096), we found that there would be

such modes of oscillation or degrees of freedom per unit volume in the

wave length range X to X + dX. If we multiply this number, not by
kT, the mean energy of an oscillator according to the law of equi-

partition, but by « as given by Eq. (120a) above, we obtain

8.^ hv

X* e*"'**’ - 1

This is the value of 4'x d\, the energy density belonging to the range dX.

I/et us substitute in it i/ = c/X, c being the speed of light. Thus we
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obtain, as Planck’s new radiation law,

_ 8rch 1

^ ^5 ^eh/\kr _ (121)

The emissivity of a black body, €\, is then equal to ^ as given by this

formula multiplied by c/4 [cf, Eq. (836) in Sec. 75], [Strictly speak-

ing, w<e should have used for i the value given by Eq. (1206), which

agrees with the value obtained from wave mechanics. The effect

of this change would be to add in a term independent of temperature,

4ftrhv/\^. Since only changes in ^ are perceptible, however, this

term would be without physical effect. Its true significance is still

unknown, and it is never included in the expression for or cx.]

(6) Comparison of Planches Formula loith Expenmcnt—If Planck’s

fonnula is to fit the observations, it must (1) approximate to Wien’s

formula at short wave lengths (or, at any wave length provided the

temperature is low enough) and (2) approximate to the Rayleigh-Jeans

formula at long wave lengths or high temperatures. That it approxi-

mates to Wien’s formula is obvious. For if the value of the product

XT is small enough, the exponential term in the denominator in (121) is

very much larger than unity, so that the —1 can be dropped, and

(121) then becomes

this agrees wiili Kq, (111) in Sec. 89 if in that equation we make

Cl = 8irc/i, Co = ch/k. For large values of X7’, on the other hand, we

may expand the denomhiator in (121) by means of the series,

obtaining

r-
- 1 + :r 4- o" +

ch

\kf 2X2fc^7’-

If XT is largtj enough, only thc! first term of this series need be kept;

then we have, from (121),

approximately. This agrees with the Rayleigh-Joans formula as

stated in Eq. (110) in Sec. 88.

In Fig. 50 is shown a comparison between the several spectral-

energy distribution formulas and the experimental data. The

circles show observations by Coblentz^ on the energy distribution in

' Bureau of Standards^ vol. 13, p. 476 (1916).
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the spectrum of a black body at 1600°£. The full line shows the

distribution predicted by Planck’s formula. The lower dotted line,

which coincides with the full line from short wave lengths up to about

X = 2.2^t, corresponds to Wien’s formula as given in Eq. (111). The
upper dotted line is from the Rayleigh-Jeans formula. The superiority

of Planck’s formula is at once evident. Thus, whatever one may
think of the theoretical assumptions and reasoning by means of. which

Planck arrived at his formula, there seems to be no doubt that it

correctly represents the observations on black-body radiation.

Fig. 56.—Comparison of tho three radiation laws with experiment at 1600*^K. The
ordinate represents or eXt on an arbitraiy scale.

The reason that the curve for Planck^s formula drops below the

Rayleigh-Jeans formula is to be found, of course, in the failure of the

classical principle of the equipartition of energy. At short wave

lengths, the —1 can be dropped in the denominator in Eq. (1206),

and we can write, as the approximate average energy of an oscillator,

Thus, the part of e that varies with temperature decreases rapidly

toward zero as > qo . The high-frequency modes of oscillation of tho

electromagnetic field in the enclosure, which should all have mean
energy kT according to classical theory, remain, therefore, almost

entirely in their lowest quantum states and so contribute nothing to

the observable density of radiant energy.

(c) PlancKs Formula and the Thermodynamic Theory.—In Sec. 83

we arrived, by means of rigorous arguments based on thermodynamical
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reasoning, at the conclusion that the correct formula for the emissive

power of a black body should have the form ^ven m,Eq. (103) in that

section, or

F(XT)

Since e^= c^/4, according to Eq. (836) in Sec. 76, Planck’s formula

can be written, from (121),

ex
F(\T)

F(yi') =
2irc^h

eh 1

g A XT
I

Thus Planck’s formula has the required form.

We may be sure, therefore, that Planck’s formula will lead to

the Wien displacement law and to the Stefan-Boltzmann law, which

were deduced from the thermodynamical reasoning (Secs. 78, 82). It

may be instructive, however, to verify these conclusions directly, at

least in part.

A special feature resulting from Wien’s displacement law is that

KiT = const.,

where \m is the wave length at which and e\ have their maximum
values. Let us find tlu^ value of Xw as given by Planck’s formula.

To do this, we set (ixf/x/dX = 0, using Eq. (121):

#x _ \ihrh Sirch ch

~(i\ - i) - 1)2

or, after siinplifi<\*ition.

This last equation van Ix^ writtem

One root is obviously t = 0, but this one does not interest us. Any

other positive root must be <5, for, if > 5, the factor in parentheses

is negative. If t = 5, the left-hand ineinlxu- is zero, whereas, if

a; = 4, it is much bigger than 1. Another root must lie, therefore,

just below 5. To facilitate finding it, let us write 5 — x = y, so

X = b — y and the eejuation becomes

yc^v 5
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or

log*y — y = log,5 — 6 = —3.3906.

To make the solution still easier, set y — «/10; then

- log.a + 4 = 3.3906 - log. 10 = 1.0880.

It is now easy to see, from a table of natural logarithms, that to three

figures s = 0.349 ; hence, y = 0.0349, x = 4.965. Thus, X*, is given by

or

ck

XmfcT
4.965

ch

iM5k’ (122)

Thus, XmT is equal to a constant, independent of T. In this

respect, therefore, Planck's formula is in agreement with the Wien
displacement law.

To compare Planck’s formula with the Stefan-Boltzmann law of

total radiation, it is necessary to integrate 4^dk over the range of

wave lengths from X == 0 to X = w
. We thus find for the total

energy in unit volume, from (121),

X ^xdX = &rcAX
“dX 1

\5 peh/\kT

Let US change the variable here to

'rhen

_ ch
~

yjef’
d\

chdx

x^kT'

^ &xk*T* f" x^dx
c*h® Jo e* — l"

(123)

The integral here represents a definite number, independent of T.
Hence, the equation shows at once that 4^ is proportional to the fourth
power of the absolute temperature, which is one way of stating the
Stefan-Boltzmann law.

By means of Eqs. (122) and (123), it is possible to calculate values
of k and h from measurements of ip and of X*r, the value of c being
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already known. The integral in (123) can be evaluated;^ it is equal

to Tr*/15, Hence, Eq. (123) can be written

^ — aT
, ^ 15

(124a,b)

In his original paper (1901), Planck used the values

a = 7.061 X 10-1®,

\mT = 0.294 and found, from Eqs. (122) and (124b),

h - 6.55 X 10-27, k = 1.346 X lO-i®.

This was the first calculation of h and the best up to that time of k.

At the present time, the best experimental values of the constant a,

or yk/T\ and of X^T, are probably^

1 132
o = 7.662 X 10-1® erg cm.-® deg.-®, X»T = = 0.2884 cm. deg.

K we insert these values of a and of KiT into Eqs. (122) and (124b),

also c = 2.9980 X 10®®, and then solve for h and k, wo find

h = 6.576 X 10-”, k = 1.377 X lO"'® erg deg.-'

Nowadays, however, the most accurate procedure is to calculate

k from the valuers of the electronic charge e and of the faraday (Sec. 45),

the result being k = 1.381 X 10~^®. If this value of k is inserted in

Eqs. (124b) and (122) together with the values just given for a, X,«7',

and c, the two values 6.603 X l()-27, G.596 X 10-^7 are obtained for h.

These numbers agree fairly well with values of h obtained by other

methods, such as the photoelectric effect. As the present best values

of h and k may be taken®

h — 6.61 X 10-27
j

Iq =r 1.381 X 10-^® erg deg."*

^ Since (c* — 1)”* = c *(1 — e *) ‘ = rr* -f- -j- 4* * •
•

,
and

^3^. »x

wo have

j
* (lx / I I

*
I

^
I \

„ i
=»>(' + 25 + a.i

+ - •

• )

The value of the «onoH written liore in pareuthcsca, ns given on p. 140 of the “Smith-
sonian Mathemiitieiil Formulae and Tables of Elliptic Functions” (Smithsonian

Institution, 1922) is 7rV90. Cf. also liierens do Hahn, “Nouvelle Table dTnt6-
grales D6firiies,” No. 4, p. 124, where Bia-i = Wo-

* Cf. Bikoe, Rev. Modern Physics^ vol. 1, p. 1 (1929). Values of a are by Kuss-
man (1924) and Coblentz (1920), of \ml\ by Coblcntz (1922) and Ladenburg.

* The value of h is adopted according to the recommendation of Dunnington,
Rev, Modem Physics, vol. 11, p. 65 (1939).



CHAPTER VI

THE NUCLEAR ATOM AND THE ORIGIN OP SPECTRAL LINES

We have seen in the last chapter that attempts to explain the experi-

mentally observed laws of the distribution of energy in the con-

tinuous spectrum emitted by a black body were unsuccessful until

Planck introduced the revolutionaiy concept of radiation quanta.

Planck^s hypothesis became both possible and necessary, because the

very careful experiments of Lummer and Pringsheim had proved that

Wien’s law of temperature radiation was untenable,

A somewhat similar sequence of events is to be found in the

development of our present extensive knowledge of the line spectra

of atoms and molecules. Corresponding to the empirical laws of

temperature radiation, there was accumulated a vast array of very

accurate measurements of the wave lengths of lines in the spectra

of various substances, considerable impetus being given to this work

because of the rigorous demands of spectroscopy as a method of

chemical analysis. From these data, certain relations wore discovered

empirically between the frequencies of various linos in the spectra of

certain elements. These relations pointed to some fundamental

mechanism, common to all atoms, as the origin of chartK^teristic line

spectra. The gradual accumulation of evidence bearing on the

problem of atomic structure, on the one band, and thc^ in(‘-reasing

importance of these spectral relations, on the other, culniinaU^d, about

1913, in the proposal, by Bohr, of the theory of atomic structure and

the origin of spectra which bears his name. This theory constituted

an extension in a new field of the ciuantiim theory which had been

introduced by Planck to explain the law of the distribution of energy

in temperature radiation.

In the present chapter, we shall begin by considering very briefly

the development of the empirical laws of spectral series. Next we

shall take up the lines of evidence that were accumulated bearing

on the structure of the atom, culminating in the famous nuclear

theory of atomic stmeture proposed by Rutherford. Then we shall

consider the way in which these two lines of development were com-

bined by Bohr in his famous quantum theory of the atom. Bohr’s

theory has been superseded in many respects by modern (juantum

206
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mechanics (or wave mechanics), but certain features of his theory

retain a permanent interest.

94. Spectroscopic Units.—In spectral measurements we are con-

cerned, sometimes with the wave lengths of lines, sometimes with

frequencies. In stating wave lengths, which are always very small,

various submultiples of the meter are employed as units of length

in different parts of the spectrum, viz,,

The micron, symbol fx = lO*"^ cm. (or meter)

The millimicron, symbol m/x = 10“^ cm.

The angstrom,^ symbol A = 10“** cm.

(or Angstrom, symbol k.)

The X-unit, symbol X.U. = 10~“ cm.

The last named is used in the X-ray region of the spectrum.

Wave lengths of lines are of fundamental importance in the tech-

nique of spectroscopy and in spectroscopic analysis. In physical

theory, on the contrary, frequemiy v is more fundamental than wave

length. We do not, however, measure freciucncics directly; laboratory

measurements yield wave lengths, and frequencies are computed from

these and from the velocity of light c by the relation, c = p\.

Frequencies may be expressed in vibrations per second, but this

involves very largo numbers. Furthermore, the calculated frequency

is affected, not only by errors in the measured wave lengths, but also

by any error there ma}'’ be in the assumed velocity of light. For these

reasons, it is customary in spectroscopy to use, instead of the fre-

quency itself, the wave number, or number of waves per centimeter in

vacuum, which we shall denote by P, The unit for P is written cm.“^;

it may be read ‘'waves per centimeter.'' Thus

^ Strictly speaking, the angstrom is not defined from the meter as a primary

standard of lengtli. Mieh(dson and Heiioist in 1895 and, later (1907), Fabry,

Perot, and Penoist nieasunul the wav<i length of tlu^ nul cadmium lino in tc^rms of

the standard meter. The two nuMisunutientH w(^ni almost exactly in agreement,

the wave length according to the latter me?iHurcm(mt being

0,438.4096 angstroms.

The International Union for Solar Research, in 1907, adopted this value of the

wave length of the red cadmium line as the primary standard of wave lengths on

the basis of which all other wave lengths were to be expressed. It is specified that

the medium is to be dry air at 15*C. (hydrogen scale) and a pressure equal to 760

mm, Hg at a place where the acceleration duo to gravity is 980.67 cm. sec.

Formally, this amounts to a new definition of the angstrom in terms of the wave

length of the cadmium lino such that this wave length is exactly 6,438.4696

angstroms.
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5 =r - cm V = cv,
A

X being the wave length in vacuum expressed in centimeters. Or, if

is the wave length in microns, or Xa the wave length in angstroms,

? = 10‘ X cm = 10* X ^ cm
Aa

For example, the wave number of the red cadiniuiii line

(X — 6,438.4696 A, = 0.6438/* = 6.438 X 10“^ cm., approximately)

is i? = 15,531.64 cm."S* its frequency is 2.99796 X 10^° times this or

4.65632 X 10^^ sec.“^ Very roughly, the visible region (4,000 to

7.000 A) extends from 14,000 to 25,000 cm.*”^; from 14,000 down to

1.000 is the near infrared region (out to IOjjl)
;
from 1,000 to 100, the

far infrared. The ultraviolet region extends from 25,000 to 100,000

cm."^ (1,000 A). The principal X-ray region is from 10^ to 10® cm.“*

The wave length of a line in air is slightly different from the wave

length in vacuum. Since ordinary spectroscopic work is done in air,

wave lengths above (about) 2,000 angstroms are commonly given

in air.^ Below 2,000 A, however, they are usually given in vacuum,

since vacuum spectrographs are commonly employed for work in that

region. The two wave lengths are related by the equation

^v*o ~ /*Xaip,

where /* is the refractive index of air; thus the relation aijtually used

ordinarily in obtaining wave numbers from optical wave lengths in

air, or vice versa, is

The difference between Xvac and Kw is somewhat less than 1 part in

3,000. Tables have been published to facilitate the conversion from

Xttir to ? or vice versa.^

As a primary standard, it is customary to employ the wave length

of the red cadmium line, referred to above. This lino is very narrow

and hence is easily measured with a(;curacy. A group of secondary

standard lindfe based on tliis primary standard and extending at

conveniently spaced intervals throughout the spec* train has also

been adopted, and from these, in turn, a group of more closely spaced

tertiary standards has been prepared. Measurements of wave

^ Cf, the recent extensive table, “ Massachusetts Institute of TechnbloKy Wave-

length Tables,” John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1939.

* Cf. Kaybeb, H., "Tabelle der Schwingungszahlen,” S. Hirzel, Leipzig, 1925.
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lengths in the visible and near-visible region of the spectrum are now
possible with an accuracy of at least 1 part in 1 million.

96. Early Search for Regularities in Spectra,—One of the first

features of spectra to be noticed was that the spectrum of a given

element depended a great deal upon its mode of excitation. When
the spectrum was produced b^’’ a sparky many lines were observed

which were absent, or at least much weaker, than when a steady arc

or a flame was employed. These lines are said to form the spark

spectrum (formerly, the “enhanced” spectrum) of the element, those

lines present in the arc. forming its arc spectrum. It was later estab-

lished that arc spectra are emitted by neutral atoms, spark spectra

by ionized atoms.

As soon as dependable wave-length measurements became avail-

able, numerous investigators, reasoning from the analog^'’ of overtones

2500 2600 zm
V/aveleng+h (m Angs'troms)

2800

Fig. 57.— Soimo lin«s in tho spectnini of zinc in n limited wave-length range in

the ultraviolet. The lines inurkod with a eross (X) belong to one series of triplets,

lines marked (Q) belong to another Heri<»s.

in acoustics, sought for harmonic relations in the lines found in the

spectnim of a given (OcMiKuit. This search proved fiaiitless; but certain

relations of a diffcu't'iit type w(u-e discovered.

Liveing and Dewnr,* in the early eighties, emphasized the physical

similarities occMirring in th(^ ,sp(^(‘tra of such elements as th(j alkali

metals. They call<*<l attcMilion to the siicc(\ssive pairs of lines in

the arc spectrum of sodium and j)oint(‘cl out that these pairs were

alternately “sharp” and “dilTusc!” and that they were more closely

crowded tog(^ther toward the short-wavo-huigth end of the spectrum,

suggesting sonu^ kin<l of s(U’i<\s relation, which, howevcM-, they were

unable to discovcM-. A liith^ lat(‘r, Hart.I(\V“ disc^overed an important

numerical relationship bei.wocai the components of doublets or triplets

in the spectnim of a given element. If freqnenci(\s, instead of wave

lengths, are uscid, hlarthw found that r/7^m;7?ccj between

the components of a nmltiplet doublet or triplet) in a particular

spectrum is the same for all similar m.uliiplcts of lines in that spectrum.

Hartley’s law made it possible to isolate from the large number of

lines in any given spectrum those groups of lines which were undoubt-

edly related. But the task was not an easy one. Figure 57 shows

1 Roy. Soc.y Proc.y vol. 29, p. 398 (1870); vol. 30, p. 93 (1880).

* Chem. Son. vol. 43, p. 390 (1883),
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the lines in the zinc spectrum from about 2,500 to 2,800 A. It is by

no means obvious which of these many lines are associated by Hartley's

law. Two triplets having constant frequency differences are marked

by crosses (X) in Fig. 67. This same spectral region, however,

contains another overlapping series of triplets, which are designated

by circles (O). The sorting out of these related lines required a

great deal of diligent and patient study.

The beginning of our knowledge of spectral-series formulas dates

from the discovery by Balmer,^ in 1885, that the wave lengths of the

nine then known lines in the spectrum of hydrogen could be expressed

by the very simple formula

where 6 is a constant the numerical value of which, to give X in ang-

stroms, is 3,645.6 and ri is a variable integer which takes on the suc-

cessive values 3, 4, 6,
• “ • for, respectively, the first (beginning at

the red), second, third, • * • line in the spectrum. Balmer compared

the predictions of this formula with the best values then available

for the wave lengths of the hydrogen lines. The four lines in the

visible region had been measured by Angstrom and others; five

ultraviolet lines in the spectrum of white stars had been measured by

Huggins. Table I, taken from Balmer's paper, shows the comparison

of the formula with the measured wave lengths. The agreement is

Table I.

—

Wave Lengths the Fikst Nine Hydrogen Thnes

Computed by Balmer from His Formula X = 3,645.6 - ^ i (« = 2)
’ n® — a®

Line. n \ (computed),

angstroms

X (observed),

aiifjstroms

3 6,562.08 6,502.10 (Angstrom)

4 4,860.80 4,800.74 (Angstrom)

Hv 5 4,340.0 4,340.10 (Angstrom)

Hj 6 4,101.3 4,101.2 (Angstrom)

H. 7 3,969.7 3,908.1 (Huggins)

Hr 8 3,888.6 3,887.5 (Huggins)

H, 9 3,835.0 3,834.0 (Huggins)

H* 10 3,797.5 3,795.0 (Huggins)

11 3,770.2 3,707.5 (Huggins)

seen to be excellent in the visible spectrum. The discrepancy between

Jialmer's computed values and the measurements of Huggins increases,

^ Ann, d, Physikf vol. 25, p. 80 (1885).
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however, to nearly 1 part in 1,000 for H,. Balmer questioned whether
this discrepancy indicated that the formula was only an approxima-
tion or whether the data were in error.- Recent measurements have
considerably revised Huggins’ data but have also revealed the need
for a slight correction to Balmer’s formula [c/. Sec. 149(6)].

OQ CO to C^

Fig. 58.—The Balmer series of atomic hydrogen, in emission. marks llie

theoretical position of the series limit. (Photograph by G. Herzberg, Ann, d. Physik, vol.

S4, p. 5(i5 (1927); reprinlvd by courtesy of Prentice-Hall
^ Inc., New York, frorn 0.

Ht^rsherg, ** Atomic Spectra and Atomic Structure," 1927.)

Biilmer corri^t^tly i)reclictcd that in this series of lines in hydrogen
no lines of longer \vave length than Ha would be found and that the

series should ^^eonvi^i'ge” at X = 3,645.6 A, since the fraction — -
^
—

'll*

approaches unity as n l)e(i<)in(^s larger. In Fig, 58 is reproduced a

phot()grai)h of tlu^ first fe-w lines of the Balmer Scries; in Fig. 59 is

shown aiiotlu^r pliotograph of the same series starting from the seventh

Fin. 59.

—

lligliLM' mcmIxM'H of tho Bnlinor series, in omission, starting from the seventh
lim? uml showing tli<» <‘ontiminm. (After G. Ilarzberg, see credit under Fig. 58.)

line, inon^ strongly <‘-\|)os(*d so as to bring out more lines. The
theoreti(*al limit of I Ik^ stM-itNs is marked in Fig. 58 by H^.

The impetus which lialmeFs discovery gave to work in spectral

series is another illustration of the highly eonvinciiig nature of rela-

tions which ai'c c.xpressibh^ in quatitiUilive form. Soon after the

publication of Balimu-’s work, intensive investigations in spectral

series were initiated I)y Kayser and llunge and by Rydberg. We
shall discuss here some oF the results olitained by Rydberg in order to

complete the background for Bohr's theory of atomic spectra.
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96, Spectral Series and Their Interrelations.—In announcing his

discovery, Balmer raised the question as to whether or not his formula

might be a special case of a more general formula applicable to other

series of lines in other elements. Rydberg set out to find such a

formula.^ Using the comparatively large mass of wave-length data

then available and starting from the above-mentioned work of Liveing

and Dewar, Rydberg isolated still other series of doublets and triplets

of constant frequency difference, according to Hartley's law of con-

stant wave-number separation. In all cases, these series showed a

tendency to converge to some limit in the ultraviolet. He found that

he could distinguish two types of such series: a type in which the

lines were comparatively sharp, which he called, therefore, shar'p

series; and a type which, because the lines were comparatively broad,

s pd

6

s d p J>J

1

1

1

I i I ,

3 A 2x10^

Fig. 60.—Principal lines in the spectrum of the neutral sodiuiu atom: p = principal,

8 sharp, d ~ diffuse series. Dotted lines indicate series limits. The first lino of the

sharp series, in the infrared at 11,393 A, is not shown.

he called diffuse series. Both types of series occurred in the arc

spectrum of the same element. In many arc spectra, he found also a

third type of series in which the doublet or triplet spacing decreased

as the frequency or ordinal number of the line increased, as if tending

to vanish at the convergence limit of the series; these he called pritidpal

series, because they commonly contained the brightest and most

persistent lines in the spectrum. The principal, sharp, and diffuse

series of sodium are plotted in Fig. 60 and marked p, s, d, respectively,

the first line of the sharp series at 11,393 A not being shown.

In searching for a formula, Rydberg plotted the wave numbers of

the lines, or theii* differences, in various ways. By a “lino” in this

connection is meant a complex of actual lines forming a doublet or

triplet, which would be seen as a single line in a spectroscope of

moderate resolving power. He observed that a similarit}'^ existed

not only among the several series of a given element but also between

series of different elements. He then showed that this similarity was

quantitative. For example, in Fig. 61, the differences in wave numbers

between successive lines in the sharp series of sodium, and similar

differences for the diffuse series of the same element, are plotted as

^ A brief account of Rydberg's work is given by him in Phil, Mag.y vol. 29, p. 331

(1890). For a fuller account see E. C, C. Baly's “Spectroscopy."
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ordinates, represented by the circles, against the ordinal number of the
difference as abscissas. The resolving power is supposed to be
limited so that each doublet appears as a single line. It is found that
exactly parallel curves can be drawn through the observed points;

the two curves would coincide if the one for the diffuse series were dis-

placed toward the right by a certain distance 6, equal to the length
of the line aa or hb. Thus, we can

say that the values of the suc(;es-

sive differences for the sharp series

are the same function of (?w + 5)

as the corresponding differences

for the diffuse series are of m, where

m is the ordinal number ' of the

difference. Let us write Vd for

the wave numbers of sharp and
diffuse lines, respectively, and

ences. Then, if

Avd = /(m), Av, = f(m + 8).

(126a,h)

A similar relationship must
exist, then, for ?,/ and them-

selves. Let us write for the mth
line of each series

L

\

k
vdm = Fd(m), = b\(m).

(\26c4)

Then, from (12()c and (r2()a),

12 3 4 5

Ordinal Number of Difference

Ficj. (il.—Wavcf-iminhor differoncos bo-
tweon BiKMioHsivo linos in tl»o wharp and the*

diltuHo Hori(*8 of Hodinin,

“ h,n = I^\i(m + 1) -Fd(uO == f(m), (I26e)

provided th(^ ordinal numbers of the difhirenees are [)roperly chosen.

Similarly, for the sharp series,

= F,(m. + 1) ““ F„{7n) f(vi + 5). (126/)

But, replacing m by m + 5 in (126^), w<*. have

f(fu -j- 5) = Fd(fti “h 1 "b 3) — Fti(m “b 8).

Hence, from (12()/),

F,(m 4* 1) — F,^(m) = Fd(m + 1 -b 5) — Fd(m + 5),

FAm. + 1) - Fd(m + 1 + 5) = FAnf) - Fd(ni + 8).

or
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Replacing m by m + 1 in this equation, we find also that

F* (m + 2) — Fd (m + 2 + 5) =* F* (m -f- 1) — Fj (m + 1 + 5)

;

whence, by the last equation,

Fb (m + 2) — Fd{m + 2 + 8) = F, (m) — F^ (m + 5),

and, continuing,

F« (m + ?i) —
• Fd (m + ^ “b 5) = F* (m) —

• Fd (wi +
for any integral 7i. Hence, replacing m + n hy m simply, we can

write, for any w,

Ft (jn) — Fd (w “b 5) .
= C,

where C is independent of m, or

F«(m) = C + Fd(m + 5). (126gf)

Thus, if we know Fd(m) and 6, we can at once write down F,(m).

The form of Fd could only be discovered by a judicious guess.

Rydberg found that many observed series could be represented closely

by an equation of the form

(127)

)Lt and being constants which vary from one series to another.

Obviously, by properly choosing the ordinal number m of the lines,

can always be made less than 1 in such a formula. The constant

represents the high-frequency limit to which the lines in the series

ultimately converge. The Balraer formula is a special case of this

more general ^'Rydberg formula,^’ as it is called; for Eq. (125) can be

written

- — i: — f — ^
X 5 bm^

with = c/bj R = 4c/6, m = 3, 4, 5,
• '

• This is of the type of

(127) with ill = 0.

The constant R in Eq, (127) was found to be the same for a large

group of series for each substance, and very nearly the same for all sub-

stances. The slight variation of R from one atom to another is now
known to be connected with differences in the atomic weight, the

effect of which can be calculated theoretically {cf. Sec. 103). It is

thus possible to calculate what the value of R would be for an atom of

infinite weight. This latter value of F is denoted by the value

for a particular kind of atom may then be indicated by a subscript.
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According to Birge^ some probable modem values of obtained in

this manner from spectroscopic observations as represented by Bal-

mer^s formula with a slight correction [Sec. 149(6)], are:

For hydrogen Rh = 109,677.76 cm."^

For helium Hue = 109,722.40 cm.-^

For infinite atomic weight = 109,737.42 cm.~^

The value of R for the particular atom under discussion is known as

the Rydberg constant for that atom.

97. Further Relationships between Series. Spectral Terms.—In

addition to the qualitative similarities between spectral series already

described, Rydberg discovered quantitative relationships between

them. For one thing, he noted that the shary and the diffuse s&ries

appeared to have a common convergence limit. Next, he obsei-ved that

this common limit was equal to a term in the formula for the principal

series, viz., to the term R/{m + fxY with m set equal to 1; and that a

similar equality held between the limit of the principal series itself

and the variable term, for m == 1, in the formula for the sharp series.

Because of these remarkable relations, the formulas for the three

series in question could be written in the following form:

. _ R R
(1 + sy (m + py

. R It

(1 + py (m + sy’

. _ R R
(1 + py (m + Dy’

m = 1, 2,
• • (128o)

m = 2, 3,
• (1286)

III = 2, 3,
• • (128c)

Here we have written P, S, D for the values of fi that occur in the

variable terms of the formulas for the principal, sharp, and diffuse

series, respectively; and we have indicated that, at least for the alkali

metals, m starts from 1 in the primnpal series but from 2 in the others.

Two additional relations involving wave numbers of lines are at

once apparent from the formulas. If w(i s(it 7n = 1 in the formula for

vsj we obtain the same number as the value of vp for m = 1, but with

reversed sign! Furthermore, the difference bc^tweon the limit of the

principal series and the common limit of the other two is just the wave

number of the first line of the principal scries (the ‘^Rydberg-Schuster”

law, specifically enunciated by Rydberg in 1896 and independently in

the same year by Schuster).

The structure of these formulas suggested to Rydberg the possi-

bility that the first term on the right might also vary, in the same

1 Bikge, Ret). Modern Physice, vol. 1, p. 60 (1929).
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manner as does the second, thus giving rise to additional series of

lines; for example, we might expect to find a series represented by the

formula

12 R _ Q I

“(2 + 5)2 {m + Py'
3, 4,

•-*.

Lines or series of this sort were actually discovered later by Ritz.

Such lines are called intercombination lines or series, and the possi-

bility of their occurrence is known as the Ritz co7nhination pnndple.

Many examples of them are now known.

The most significant features about atomic spectra in general

thus seem to be the following:

1. The wave number of each line is conveniently represeiited as the

difference between two numbers. These numbers have come to be

called terTns.

2. The terms group themselves naturally into ordered sequences,

the terms of each sequence converging toward zero.

3. The terms can be combined in various ways to give the wave num-
bers of spectral lines.

4. A series of lines, all having similar character, results from the

combination of all terms of one sequence in succession with a fixed term

of another sequence. Series formed in this manner have wave numbers

which, when arranged in order of ificreasing magnitude, converge to an

upper limit.

In the further development of spectroscopy, the spectral terms

have tended increasingly to become the primary object of study.

In the analysis of a new spectrum, one of the first ste!)s is to represent

the wave numbers of all of the observed lines as differences between

terms, using as few terms as possible. Rydberg's approximate

formulas for the spectral frequencies result from the use of an approxi-

mate formula for the terms of the type

12

(m + /x)*'
(129)

fi being a constant.

The simple picture presented here, however, requires considerable

extension in order to be adequate even regarding the spectra emitted

by single atoms. For one thing, in writing Rydberg formulas for

spectral ''lines,'' we have ignored the fine structure of the lines, by
means of which series were first picked out; singlet series, in which

each line is single, are known in many elements, but more commonly
the lines form doublets, triplets, or groups of even more components.

In such cases, a separate Rydberg formula must be written for each
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component line; in the spectra of the alkali metals, for example,

doublets occur, so that six formulas instead of three are required for a

complete representation of the chief series. Furthermore, the Ryd-
berg formula itself is only a first approximation. The whole subject

can be much better understood when the discussion can be centered

about the atomic mechanism by which spectral lines are emitted.

Accordingly, further discussion of details will be postponed to a

later chapter.

The remarkable properties possessed by spectral series pointed

to the existence within atoms of a comparatively simple and universal

mechanism by which spectra are emitted. In terms of classical ideas,

however, it was veiy difficult to imagine a mechanism w^hich could

emit spectra having the observed features. It was natural to assume

that the higher members of a series were of the nature of overtones.

Among acoustic ^db^ations, many cases are met with in which the

frequencies of the overtones are not integral multiples of the fundar

mental frequency; examples are the vibrations of bells and of the com-

mon tuning fork. But no cases are known in which the frequencies

of the overtones converge to an upper limit. Furthermore, the Ritz

combination principle is without analogy in the classical theoiy of

vibrations.

The key to th<‘. origin of spectral lines was not discovered until

certain other lines of evidence had led to the adoption of radically

new conceptions concerning the structure of atoms.

'98. Early Views on Atomic Structure.—Speculations as to the

structure of the atom date from the early years (^f the nineteenth

century. In 1815, Prout proposed a hypothesis asserting that all

elements arc mxule up of the atoms of hydrogen as a pnmordial substance.

The hypothesis was basc^d on the fact that the atomic weights of a

large number of the elements are very nearly simple multiples of

that of hydrogen, and Prout had no further data to support his views.

Accordingly, wlu^n more accurate determinations showed that, in

general, atomic weigh i-s w^ere not exact integral multiples of the

atomic weight of hydrog(ui and that th(^re were such notable exceptions

as chlorine, with an atomic weight of 35.5, Front's hypothesis was

abandoned—to be revived again decades later in a new form and, of

course, on the basis of newly discovered cxperimeMal evidence (see

Chap. XI).

With the discovery of the electron by Sir J. J. Thomson, in 1897,

theories of atomic, structure began to assume a more definite form,

since it became obvious then that the atom must be made up of

numerically ecpial quantities of negative and of positive charges.
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Two questions of importance then aro^e: (1) How many electrons are

there in atoms? and (2) How are the electrons and the positive charges

in the atom arranged? Two independent lines of evidence gave an
answer to the first of these two questions.

1. On the basis of classical theory, Sir J. J. Thomson showed
that, when a beam of X-rays passes through matter, it should be
scattered, the scattering coeflBcient <r being given by

<r

Stt e*

3 m*c*
N,

where e and m are, respectively, the charge and mass of the electron,

c is the velocity of light, and N is the number of electrons per unit
volume [Sec. 184(a)]. Knowing JV from the experimentally deter-

mined value of e and knowing the number of atoms per unit volume
of the scattering material, the number of electrons per atom could be
computed. From early measurements of a Thomson’ computed
that the number of electrons per atom was of the order of the atomic
weight; but, from later measurements,* Barkla concluded that the
number of electrons per atom is, for the lighter atoms at least (except

hydrogen), more nearly one-half the atomic weight [see Sec. 184(6)].

The carbon atom, for example, with atomic weight 12, was found in

this way to have 6 electrons. It was later shown that the scattering

coefficient for hydrogen is such as to indicate that it has only 1 electron

per atom.

2. A stream of electrons traveling with very high velocity is able

to pass through thin sheets of matter but, in so doing, is diffused, the
electrons being deflected, more or less, from their initial direction

as a result of the electrostatic forces acting on the moving electrons

when they pass near the electrons in the atoms of the thin sheet.

Comparing the computed value of the diffusion with that observed
experimentally, Thomson concluded that the number of electrons per

atom should be of the order of the atomic weight.

These conclusions were corroborated in a general way by cal-

culations in regard to the dispersion .of light by monatomic gases.

The number of electrons in an atom was thus not determined definitely,

but its order of magnitude was indicated. Since the normal atom is

electrically neutral, the quantity of positive electricity per atom was
thus roughly determined as well. Now, Thomson had shown that
the mass of the electron is of the order of one two-thousandth of the
mass of the hydrogen atom. It was obvious, therefore, that the

* “Electron Theory of Matter,” p. 146.

*Phil. Mag., vol. 21, p. 648 (1911),
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mass of the atom is vastly greater than the total mass of the com-
paratively few electrons which it contains; and it was logical to assume
that practically the entire mass of the atom is associated with its

positive charge.

The problem as to the arrangement of the electrons and of the

positive charge in the atom then came to the fore. It seemed obvious,

on the basis of classical ideas, that this arrangement must be such

as to meet two conditions. (1) The ensemble of positive charge and
negative electrons which make up the atom must be stable; the elec-

trons, for example, must be held by (electrostatic?) forces in fixed

positions of equilibrium about which they may vibrate, when dis-

turbed, with the definite frequencies required to explain the char-

acteristic line spectra of the elements. (2) Except when so disturbed,

the electrons must be at rest, since otherwise they would emit radiation

as required by the electromagnetic theory. The much greater mass

of the positive charge made it reasonable to assume that it is the

electrons, rather than the positive charges, which vibrate in the process

of emitting radiation.

99. The Thomson Atom.—To meet the requirements of stability"'

and *'in default of exact knowledge of the nature of the way in which

positive electricity occurs in the atom,'^ Thomson considered ^'a case

in which the positive electricity is distributed in the way most amenable

to mathematical calculation, i.c., when it occurs as a sphere of uniform

density throughout which the corpuscles are distributed.”^ The force

on a “corpuscle” or (*lectron in such a sphere is easily found from the

ordinary laws of electrostatics. Let the charge on the electron be — c,

that on the sphere £, and the radius of the sphere a. Then, when the

electron is at a distance r from the center of the sphere, it experiences

a force eEr/a^ directed toward the center of the sphere. The position

of equilibrium with 1 electron is, therefore, the emter of the sphere^

and the return force acting on this electron when displaced should be

proportional to r. The vibration should be simple harmonic, and

an atom so constituted should be capable of emitting only a single

frequency, of the order of 1()‘® vibrations per second (using the values

e = 4.77 X 10"^*^ e.s.u., a = 10““^ cm., and the mass of the electron,

9 X gram). It is, perhaps, suggestive that the order of magni-

tude of this fre(iucncy corresponds roughly to that observed in spectra.

But, of course, no atom is known which emits only a single frequency.

Thomson made extensive investigations of the positions of stable

equilibrium for various numbers of electrons inside spheres of positive

charge. He pointed out that many different frequencies would be

^ Quotations from Thomson's “The Corpuscular Theory of Matter,” p. 103.
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emitted by a system of many electrons in such a sphere but was

unable to show' that these frequencies might be such as to form a

series converging to an upper limit. Eventually his theory came into

conflict with the experiments of Rutherford and his collaborators on

the scattering of a particles, which are now to be described. These

experiments led to the abandonment of the Thomson model of the

atom and the substitution of quite a different one.

100. The Scattering of Alpha Particles by Atoms.—^The of-rays

from radioactive materials have been shown to be positively charged

particles which have (1) a mass exactly equal to that of the helium

atom and (2) a positive charge numerically equal to twice the charge

on the electron. Since helium is known to be produced by radioactive

substances which emit a-rays, the latter are identified with helium

atoms which have lost 2 electrons (c/. Secs. 208 and 209 in Chap. XI).

The initial velocity of the a particles, although depending somewhat

on the radioactive material from which they originate, is of the order of

2 X 10* cm. per second. These particles can be studied by means of the

.flashes of light or scintillations which they produce on striking a zinc

sulfide screen, the impact of a single particle producing a visible flash.

These flashes are readily observed under a low-power microscope.

If a stream of a particles, limited by means of suitable diaj)hragms

to a narrow cylindrical pencil, be allowed to strike a zinc sulfide

screen placed at right angles to the path of the particdes, the scintilla-

tions will occur over a w'ell-defined circular area ec^ual to the cross

section of the pencil. If, now, a thin film of matter, such as gold

or silver foil, is interposed in the path of the rays, it is found tliat they

pass quite readily through the foil but that the area over which the

scintillations occur becomes larger and loses its definite boundaiy,

indicating that some of the particles have been deflected from their

original direction. This spreading out of the stream of particles on

passing through thin layers of matter, solid or gaseous, is called

scattering.''

Qualitatively, it is easy to explain the origin of the forces which

cause the deflection of the a particle. The particle itself has a twofold

positive charge. The atoms of the scattering material contain

charges, both positive and negative. In its passage through the

scattering material, the particle experiences electrostatic forces the

magnitude and direction of which depend on how near the particle

happens to approach to the centers of the atoms past which or through

which it moves.

If we assume the Thomson model of the atom, with its sphere of

positive electrification, inside which are electrons, the path of an a
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particle in passing through such an atom might be as indicated in Fig.

62, the net result of the passage being to deflect the path of the particle

through a small angle 6, The major part of this deflection arises from

the electrostatic repulsion on the a particle due to the charge on the

positive sphere, which, for the heavier atoms at least, has a mass

many times that of the a particle. The electrons within the positive

sphere, being capable of motion about their respective positions of

equilibrium and possessing a mass which is very small compared with

the mass of the a particle, will produce no appreciable deflection of the

latter. Rather, the electrons them-

selves would be pulled from their

positions of equilibrium and set vibrat-

ing or even expelled from the atom by

the passage of the a particle. The

total deflection of any given particle in

passing through or past a number of

such atoms in a thin layer of scattering

material will be governed by the laws

Fig. 02.—Deflection of an a particle

by a ThoniHon atom.

of probability. Thomson showed ‘ that the mean deflection <j>m of a

particle in passing thi’ough a thin plate of thickness t should be

<t>vi
— 9y/NvaHy

where B is the averages deflection du(» to a single atom, N is tlui number

of atoms per unit volume, and a is the radius of the positive sphen^.

This prociws of scattering of the a i)arti(‘les as a result of a large

numb(u' of small dcidcctious prodiK'ed by the action of a large number

of atoms of tli(i scattering matoriul on a single a particle is called

multiple, or compound, scattering. It is readily soon that the stimcture

of the atom tissumed by 'riiomson would not result in a largo deflection

due to any single <aicount(!r. According to Ituthcrford, the number

of a parti(d(^s A'’* which, .ns a result of iniUtiple scattering, should bo

scattered by simh an atom through an angle 4> or greater is given by

AT* = AT,,

where Nn is the. numbfir of partich's for ^ = 0 and <#>« is the average

deflection after passing through the scatbiring material.

Now (leiger had sho\vu“ experimentally that the most probable

angle of detlc<'tioii of a i)encil of « particles in passing through gold

foil 1/2,000 mm. thick is of the order of T. It is evident, therefore,

from the last equation, that the probability for scattering through

’ Cambridge Phil. Poe., Proc., vol. 15, p. 465 (1010).

» Bmj. Floe., Proe., vol. }«, p. 492 (1910).
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large angles becomes vanishingly small; for 30®, for example, it would

be of the order of Geiger showed that the observed scattering

obeyed this probability law for small angles of scattering but that

the number of particles scattered through large angles was much greater

than the theory of multiple scattering predicted. Indeed, Geiger and

Marsden showed^ that 1 in 8,000 a particles was turned through an

angle of more than 90® by a thin film of platinum, i.e., was, in effect^

diffusely reflected. This so-called ^‘reflection, however, was shown

to be not a surface phenomenon but rather a volume effect, since the

number of particles turned through more than 90® increased, up to a

certain point, with increasing thickness of the scattering foil. It

was also found that the proportion of particles diffusely reflected

increased approximately as the % power of the atomic weight of the

foil.

It was impossible to explain this excess scattering of a particles at

large angles on. the basis of multiple scattering by a Thomson atom
and the laws of probability. There must be something wrong, then,

with Thomson's picture of the atom.

101. Rutherford’s Nuclear Atom.—(a) Ruiherford^s Hypothesis .

—

Accordingly, Rutherford, in a classic article® which may be regarded

as the starting point of our modem ideas on atomic structure, proposed

a new type of atom model capable of giving to an a particle a large

deflection as a result of a single encounter. He assumed that the

positive charge of the atom, instead of being uniformly distributed through-

out a sphere of atomic dimensions, is concentrated in a very small region

less than cm. in diameter at the center of the sphere. This con-

centrated charge, later called the “nucleus," was assumed to be sur-

rounded by the electrons in some sort of configuration.

The difference in the effect which the two atoms, Thomson's and

Rutherford's, have on an a particle passing in their neighborhood is

shown in Fig. 63. In (a) is represented diagrammatically the path

of an a particle through Thomson's atom, the initial path of the

particle being so directed that, if it were not deflected, it would pass

through the atom at a distance p from its center. The force which the

particle experiences as it penetrates more deeply into the Thomson
atom becomes less and less. At point c, the force, although at right

angles to the path, is a minimum. The deflection produced, equal

to the angle between ab and de, is small. In Rutherford's model

[Fig. 63(&)] we have a different state of affairs. Over the path a'&',

^ Ihid., vol. 82, p. 495 (1909).

^Phtl. Mag., vol. 21, p. 669 (1911). Every student of modem physics should

read and thoroughly digest this article.
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the forces which the particle experiences are the same as for the cor-

responding path in (a). After passing point 6', however, the forces

continue to increase according to the inve^-se square of the distance

between the particle and the nucleus, instead of decreasing as was the

case in (a). The difference in the forces experienced by the a particle

in the two cases becomes very great as the particle approaches the

center. It is readily seen that the net result of all this is that the

(a) The Thomson A'fom (b)The Ru-lherfonJ Alom

Fig. 63.—Comparison of dofloctions of an ot particle by (a) the Thomson atom and
(6) the Rutherford nuclear atom, for similar conditions of incidence.

Rutherford model gives to the particle a much greater deflection than

the Thomson model.

Rutheri’ord calculated mathematical!}^ the distribution of the

particles to be expected, as the result of sirhgle scattering processes by

atoms of the type assumed. The scattering is usually measured by

allowing the particles, after passing through the foil F (Fig. 64), to

fall on the zinc sulfide s(*re(ui placed

normal to the initial ])ath of the par-

ticles. By means of a low-power

microscope, the numl)er of particles

striking the screen in the neighbor-

hood of P is observed^ for various

angles of scattering <#>. Rutherford

showed that th(^ numlx^r of particles

per unit an^a striking the screen

should be proportional to (1) l/sin* ™; (2) the thickness t of the scat-

Siream of .^ r I

^
»

alphaparHcfes

r

tering material, for sinall values of t\ (3) {Zc)^y where e is the charge

on the ekjctron and Z is an integer depending on the kind of atom; (4)

inversely proportional to the square of the initial kinetic energy of the

a particles.

(&) Expenmvntal Confirmation ,
—^These predictions were completely

verified by the expciriments of Geiger and Marsden.^ Their data are

* Geiger and Mausden, Phil, Mag,, vol. 25, p. 605 MOl.S).
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shown graphically in Fig. 66, in which the logarithm of the number
of scintillations on the screen per minute is plotted as abscissa against

the logarithm of l/sin^(^/2) as ordinate. If these two quantities are

proportional to each other, the points for each substance should lie

on a straight line inclined at 46® with the axes. The two lines in the
figure are drawn at exactly 45°, and the observed points are seen to

agree well with the predictions. This is the more remarkable since

the numbers of scintillations varied in the experiment over a very wide
range of values, the left-hand points on the plots representing 22 par-
ticles per minute for silver and 33 for gold, whereas the right-hand
points represent 105,400 and 132,000, respectively.

Lo^ ofSdnfiMom per UnifAreaatArgle^froinlncidenf Direction

Ftq. 65.—The law of the srattcring of a partioloa.

The prediction of Rutherford that’ the Hcattering should, for small
thicknesses, be proportional to thickness wjis confirmed by the observa-
tions. It will be recalled that, on the theory of multiple scattering by
the Thomson atom, the square root of the thickness is involved.
Geiger and Marsden also showed, in (jonfirmatioii of the fourth of

Rutherford’s predictions, that *Hhe amount of scattering by a given
foil is approximately proportional to the inverse fourth power of the
velocity (inverse square of the energy) of the incident a j)artic-lcs,’'

over a range of velocities such that the number of scattered particles

varied as 1 : 10.

(c) Atomic Number.—Geiger and Marsden further concluded,
from a study of the variation of scattering with atomic weight and
of the fraction of the total number of incident particles scattered

through a given angle (1) that the scattering is approximately propor-
tional to the atomic weight of the s(;atter(U' over the range of elements
from carbon to gold and (2) that uumhrr of eleynentary charges
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composing the center of the atoms is equal to half the atomic weigHJ^ This
second conclusion was in agreement with Barkla’s experiments on the
scattering of X-rays previously mentioned (Sec. 98), which determined
the number of electrons associated with an atom. According to these

results, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen should have, respectively, 6, 7,

and 8 electrons, around a nucleus containing, in each case, an equal
amount of charge. Now, tln\s(‘ (donum is are, rospoctively, the sixth,

seventh, and eighth olcmumts in the periodic table. The hypothesis

was natural, thcuvfore, that tlu^ nunibcir of ole(d.rons in the atom, or the

number of units of positive charge in its nucleus^ is numerically equal

to the ordinal niirnhoj- which the atom 0(^(mpi(‘s in the series of the

elements, counting hydrogen as the first. This assumption gives to

hydrogen 1 electron, and an eciual charge on its nucliMis, in agreement

with the data on the scattering of X-rays by hydrogen. Helium
would then have 2 (doctrons and a twofold positive tdiai-ge on the

nucleus; and we sc>e, tluMvfore, that the; « particl(\s, svhicdi have been

shown to be ludiuin atoms with a twofold positives (dnirge, are helium

nuclei. Lithium, the third (demu^nt, should hav(^ .S (dcud.rons and a

threefold positive (diargc^ on the nu(d(‘us. Neon, the tcMith ideinent,

should havc‘ 10 eU'ctrons; and so on. Thus originat(‘d tlu^ concept of

atomic number, tli<^ importanco of whi(di was soon to be (unphasized

by the pioiUHM- work of iMos<‘l(‘y in tlu^ X-ray sp(‘(d,ra of tln^ ekunents.

The atomic number, symbol Z, of an ehmuait w(‘ may think of variously

as (1) the ordinal niimlxn' of tlu^ (dcMiient in Urn s(a’ies of thc^ elcanents

starting with Z ~ I for hydrog(‘n, or (2) the positives (diarg(^ carricHl 1)y

the nucknis of tJi(^ al.oin, in terms of tlu^ electronics charge e as a unit,

or (3) tlu' nuinl)(sr of (d<M*trons surrounding tin; nindiMis in the normal,

neutral atom.

Theses experiments of (Jeigesr and Marsden so (somplcdely confirmed

the conclusions wlii<di liutherfonl had nwdu'd by |)()stulating tlu^

nuclear type of atom that, in spile of ei‘rta.in wtdghly objendions,

the Rutherford atom nuxhd was at on(*(‘ univ(‘rsally a(lo|)t(‘d.

((/) Some Dijlirvltics. Tlie objeedions to tlx^ nu(d(‘ar typ(‘ of atom,

in which tlu^ positive* cliarg(‘ (x*cupi(‘s a ix'gligibly small volume at the

center of tlu^ atom and is surrounded by n(*gativ(‘ly charged eltictrons

in suffieusnt numlxa* 1o maki* the aloin (*l(*ctri(*ally neutral, are, in large

part, conccTiK^d with <iu(‘sti(ms of slaldlity. It is obvious that, in the

Rutherford atom in<xl(*b (‘(iiiilibrium cannot Ix^ secainnl, if thes chictrons

are at rest., by tlx^ (»perat.ion of tdiH'lrostatic forces alone. For,

consider [Fig. bfifa)] a nucleus with a doulde positive (diarge +2c and

with 2 electrons symnustrically placed at a distance r from the nucdcus.

Assuming tlie inverse-s(iuare law, the attraction of the nucleus for eacli
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electron is 2e®/r^, while the electrons repel each other with a force equa*!
to only one-eighth of this, viz.j The electrons will, therefore,
*‘fall into'' the nucleus. •

Something is gained by giving to the electron an orbital motion,
such as that of the earth round the sun, but not enough. Let a nuclens
[Fig. 66(6)] have a charge +E and a mass Af, and let a single electron,
charge — e, mass m very small compared with M, revolve around it in sl

circular orbit of radius a at such velocity v that

Ee _
~~

T

We should then have mechanical equilibrium. But, according to th.e
fundamental laws of the electromagnetic theory, such a revolving"
electron, since it is subject to a constant acceleration toward the center
of its orbit, should radiate energy. This energy can come only from ttie
energy of the system. The system will, therefore, ‘‘run down^^;

-p
f

\

tEjM

Q,.
‘a

I

i

/

j

Fio. 66a. Fio. 066 .

the electron will approach the nucleus by a spiral path a?zd, as can
easily be shown, will give out radiation of constantly increasing frequenc f/

.

This, however, is inconsistent with the observed emission of spectml
lines of fixed frequency. From the standpoint of stability, tlio
Thomson model was much to be preferred. Yet the experiments cjf

Geiger and Marsden and their interpretation by Rutherford on the
basis of the nuclear model of the atom were not to be denied.

It was at this point that Bohr introduced his epoch-making theoi-y
of the structure of the atom and of the origin of sr)cctra. His theory^
constituted an extension of Planck's theory of quanta to Rutherford
nuclear atom, in an attempt, extraordinarily successful, both to
remove the difficulties of the nuclear model and to explain the origin
of the characteristic spectra of the elements.

102. The Bohr Theory of Atomic Hydrogen.—As we have seen in
the last chapter (Sec. 92), the essential features of Planck's originnl
quantum theory were two:

1. An oscillator can exist only in one of a number of discretes

quantum states, and to each of these states there corresponds a definiLci

allowed value of its energy.
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2. No radiation is emitted while^the oscillator remains in one of the

quantum states, but it is capable of jumping from one quantum state

into another one of lower energy, the energy lost in doing so being

emitted in the form of a pulse or quantum of radiation.

Successful applications of the first of these assumptions had already

been made in other fields, notably by Einstein and especially by Debye
in the specific heat of solids, which will be discussed in a later chapter

(Sec. 175, Chap. IX). Nicholson had also attempted to apply the

theory to spectra, and with some success, but he was unable to make
it yield a series of lines converging to a limit. Bohr discovered how to

apply similar ideas to a hydrogen atom of the Rutherford type and

succeeded in arriving at a theoretical formula for its spectrum that

agrees with observation.^

Bohr assumed that an electron in the field of a nucleus was not

capable of moving along every one of the paths that were possible

according to classical theory but was restricted to move along one of a

discrete set of allowed paths. While so moving, ho assumed that it did

not radiate, contrary to the conclusion from classical theory (Sec. 38),

so that its energy remained constant; but he assumed that the electron

could jump from one allowed path to another one of lower energy and

that, when it did so, radiation w^as emitted containing an amount of

energy equal to the difference in the energies corresponding to the two

paths.

As to the frcfjuencjf of the emitt(id radiation, he considered several

alternative hyi^otheses but finally adopted the same assumption that

Planck had mad(^ for lus oscillators. That is, if W] and W2 are the

energies of the atom when moving in its initial and final paths, respec-

tively, the fm/unirii of th(^ radiation omitted is determined by the

condition that

V ==
Wi - W2

h
^ (130)

where h is Planck’s constant (Secs. 92 and 93). This assumption had

the additional aflvantage of agreeing with that made by Einstein in

arriving at his highly successful photoelectric equation [Sec. 49, Eq.

(53)]. For the Ia(;t(M* n^ason, ICq. (130) came later to be known as the

Einstem fm/iimry vmulition.

Conc(u-ning tlu^ formulation of the condition that determines the

allowed ])aths, Bohr was also in some doubt. While the electron

remains in one of its stationary states,^^ as ho called them, he supposed

it to revolve^ in a circular or elliptical orbit about the nucleus, just as the

' N. Bohr, Phil, Mag., vol, 26, p. 1 (1913).
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earth revolves about the sun, in accordance with the classical laws of

mechanics. But what fixes the size and shape of this orbit? Bohr

showed that it would suffice to assume a certain relation between the

frequency of the emitted radiation and the frequency of revolution

of the electron in its orbit. In the end, however, he preferred to

postulate that the orbit is a circle, with the nucleus at its center, and of

such size that the angular momentum of the electron about the nucleus

is equal to an integral multiple of h/2ir.

It was recognized later that the postulate in this form is in harmony
with the final interpretation that Planck had found for h in the case of

the harmonic oscillator. We saw in Sec. 92 that the state of the

oscillator might be represented by^a point on a plane, with the coordi-

nate X and the momentum p of the oscillator taken as Cartesian

coordinates, and that, as long as the energy of the oscillator remained

constant, this point would move along an ellipse (Fig. 67). The
condition for a stationary state or quantum state of the oscillator could

be said to be that the area enclosed by this ellipse should be an integral

multiple of A. For the enclosed area, we can obviously write dx,

^ meaning integration over a complete cycle. While x ranges from its

minimum to its maximum value, p* is positive (above Ox in Fig. 67)

;

whereas during the other half-cycle, as x decreases again so that dx < 0,

Px is negative, and px dx is again i.)ositive. Thus a positive value is

obtained for the area. Planck\s condition for a quantum state of the

oscillator can, therefore, be stated as follows:

^pdx = nh, (131)

where n stands for any positive integer.

This rule can at once be modified so as to apply to the revolving

electron. If we take, as its coordinate, its angular displacement from a

fixed line, 0 (Fig. 68), the (generalized) momentum corresponding

to 0 is the ordinary angular momentum. Equation (131) thus takes
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the form, for the revolving electron,

229

^P4,d<t> - nk

But here is constant during a revolution, so that d<l>

and ^ d4> - d<^ = 2ir. Thus, from the last equation, we have,

as the condition for a quantum state,

(132)

n being any positive integer. This is exactly Bohr's assumption con-
cerning the angular momentum.

The postulates finally adopted by Bohr for the hydrogen atom may
thus be summarized as follows:

1. The electron can rc^volve steadily in a cir-

cular orbit, its motion being governed by the

ordinary laws of meehanic;s and electrostatics, pro-

vided its angular momentum is tin integral multiple

of h/2ir. No other orbit is jiossible (or, at all

events, none with different energy).

2. While so revolving, the electron docs not

radiate. The radiation nuietion” whicli, accord-

ing to classical theory, should retard the motion and thereby serve to

abstract the radiated eiuu’gy is also missing.

3. The electron can
j ump disc^ontiiiuously from one orbit to another.

If it jumps spontaneously into an orbit of lower energy, the (.mergy lost

is emitted as radiation whose fr(H[uen(*y v is given by the Einstein

frequency condition, lOcp (130) above.

Perhaps the studcMit may be inclined to feel annoyed that this list

of assumptions was not written down at onc,e as th(^ basis of the new
theory. Our purpose in giving first som(‘ further d(d-ails concerning

Bohr's actual liiu^ of thought was, in part, to illustrahi the fact that

confusion usually n'igns whiles important advanc(?s in ])hysi(^al knowl-

edge are being made. As a rul(^ it is only aftcM-ward that a neat, logical

path can b(^ laid out l(\‘iding straight to tlu^ goal.

Bohr’s theory n^pnNsiads a nnnarkable comliination of principles

taken over from (dassii^al t.luHiry with postulates raditnilly at variance

with that theory. II(j soIvihI the old problem of stability merely

by postulating that tlu^ (^ause of instability, the emission of radiation

and the accompanying radiation reaction, did not exist so long as the

electron remained in one of its allowed stationary orbits. The electron

could thus remain in its stationary state of lowest energy indefinitely,
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without spiraling down into the nucleus, as classical theory would

require. But the problem of stability was solved only at the expense

of throwing away the only picture we had of the mechanism by which

the atom could radiate energy. For Bohr's postulates provide no

picture of the sequence of events during transitions between orbits.

A hybrid theory of this sort was widely felt to be unsatisfactory;

but we shall see in the next section that it was astonishingly successful

(in the case of atomic hydrogen) . In a later chapter on wave mechanics

(Chap. VII), we shall describe the theory that ultimately replaced the

Bohr theory. This theory leads to the same set of energy values

for the stationary states or quantum states of the hydrogen atom as

does the theory of Bohr, but it.suggests quite a different picture of the

behavior of the electron while in a quantum state. In the new theory,

it is only about half true that the electron is in motion in the atom, even

when it is in one of its higher quantum states; at least, it cannot be said

to follow a definite orbit. Because of the abstractness of the new
theoiy, however, the original simple Bohr picture is commonly felt to

retain something more than mere historical interest.

103. Quantum States of One Electron in an Atom.—^The allowed

values of the energy as given by Bohr's theory for an atom containing

a single electron are easily deduced from his basic assumptions. For

generality, let the nuclear charge be Ze, Z being the atomic number and,

therefore, an integer, and e being the numerical electronic charge, in

electrostatic units. Our calculations will then hold not only for the

neutral hydrogen atom but also for a singly ionized atom of helium, for

doubly ionized lithium, and so on.

In accordance with Bohr's quantum postulate, we assume that the

electron revolves in a circle with angular momentum

(133)

where n is a positive integer, called the “quantum number" of the state

in question, m is the electronic mass, a the radius of the orbit, and co the

angular velocity of revolution. To satisfy the laws of mechanics, we
must have the necessary centripetal force on the electron supplied

by the force of attraction due to the nucleus or

maa)2 = (134)
CL

Eliminating « from these two equations, we find for the radius of the

orbit

(135)
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The energy of the electron will be partly kinetic and partly poten-

tial. If we call the energy zero when the electron is at rest at infinity,

its potential energy in the presence of the nucleus, according to the

usual electrostatic formula (charge times potential), is

U = -
a

Its kinetic energy is

K = \Ze}

2 a
’

by (134). Thus K = — 3:2^^ ^ relation peculiar to motion under an
inverse-square force. The total energy isW = T + U or

IZe^ _ 2ir^e^Z^

2 a
' (136)

by (135). This is the energy of the atom when the electron is in its

nth stationary or quantum state. Here and in Eq. (135), the quantum
number n may take on any integral value: ??- = 1, 2, 3,

* • •

From Eq. (130), we see that the larger the value of n, the smaller

numerically but the larger in algebraic value is the energy of the system.

The lowest value of Wn in that corresponding to the first orbit. This

is known as the normal (quantum) state, or ground, state, of the .atom,

since it should be the most stable state and the one ordinaHly occupied by

the electron.

It is inter(‘sting to n<)t('. that according to Eq. (135) the radii of the

successive allowed orbits are proportional to to P, 2®, 3^ 42
,

• •
• or

to 1, 4, 9, 10,
• '

* If ill (135) we sulistitute Z = 1 for hydrogen and

h = 6.61 X 10-2^c = 1.803 X m - 0.9107 X IQ-^s^andn = 1,

we find for the radius of the smallest Bohr circle for hydrogen, or the

radius of its orbit in t.lie normal atom,

a. = a„ = -i-t' : = 5.27 X lO'" cm. (137)
AtHnc’ '

The diameter of the orliit is thus close to 10”* cm., which agrees very

well with estimate's of the atomic diameter obtained from kinetic

theory. This is a first indication that the new theory may be able to

explain, among otlnu* things, the apparent sizes of molecules. In

atoms containing only I ehM-tron but a larger nuclear charge, the orbits

are all smalk'i- in I.Ik^ ratio 1/Z.

It must be nunarked, however, that our calculations contain a slight

'error. What wc^ hav(^ ac:tually developed is a fixed-nucleus theory.

In reality, if ilu' (4(‘(d.ron revolves in a circle about the nucleus, as wc
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have supposed it to do, its path in space will be a circle about the

cerder of mass of the combined system, which is slightly displaced from

the nucleus (Fig. 69), At the same time the nucleus revolves about

^ ^ the center of mass in a smaller

• • • circle. If a is the distance of the

ot'- —J electron from the nucleus, and a', o"

the respective distances of electron

and nucleus from the center of mass, then

f
M ,f m

m + M ’ m + M '

where M is the mass of the nucleus.

The total angular momentum about the center of mass is then tbf>

sum of that due to the electron and that due to the nuclear motion or

Let us write

m' so defined is called the reduced mass of the electron. Then we can

write for the total angular momentum and, if we assume that

Bohr's postulate has reference to the total angular momentum of th(‘

atom, we shall have, in place of (133),

m'a^w = n~ (133')

Furthermore, in the left-hand member of the dynamical (iciuation,

(134), a, representing the radius of the electronic orbit in space, is now
to be replaced by a'. The same result is obtained, liowevor, if, retain-

ing a, we replace m by m' as defined by E(i. (138). In the right-hand

member of ’(134), however, a represents the distance, loetweon the

electron and the nucleus and must be left unchanged. Thus in place

of (134) we have

Ze^
m'a<a^ = —s-- (134M

a-

The expression for the potential energy U is unaltca-ed. 'Fhc kiiieti<‘

energy of the electron, however^ will now be to which is to bci

added that of the nucleus, or the total kinetic energy of th<^

atom is thus

= m + M- m^

(m-f M)2 ' ^“(m + Jlf)2

, mMm
5

—
m -f Af

'

I
mM

J m + M

(138)
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mM
2m + M

2,.,

2

1,22-m'aW =
5
—,

by (134'). The total energy is thus

W' - -

as before.

It is easily seen now that the efifect of these changes is simply to

replace m by ?n' as given by Eq. (138) in all of the equations previously

written, including Eq. (135) giving the radius of the orbit and Eq. (136)

giving the energy, so that these latter equations become

_ 71%“^

“ ” 4irWe--‘Z’
W„= - 27rWe^Z^

(135', 136')

We note that the orbital radii and the allowed energies are caused

by the nuclear motion to vary slightly with M, or with the atomic

weight.

In addition to the disci'cte set of allowed orbits just described, in

any one of which the electron is capable of moving with negative total

energy, Bohr assumod that it could also move with any value whatever

of positive energy. In such a case the orbit would be a hyperbola, as

some of the orbits of comets have been supposed to be. Thus we have,

in all, a discrete set of allowed negative energies, or energy levels, con-

verging to th(^ value zero and, also, from zero up, a continuum of allowed

positive energies.

The zero value of the energy has been so chosen here that it

corresponds to the electron at rest at infinity. In this state the atom

can be regardcid as just barely ionized. Accordingly, the numerical

value of the (negative) energy of the normal state also represents the least

energy required to ionize the atom by removal of the electron,

A final remark should be added to forestall misunderstanding.

The model'll wave-nuichairuad theory assigns definite values of angular

momentum to the various quantum states of atoms, as did Bohr's

theory, but these values arc not the same as those assigned by the Bohr

theory [cf. Sec. 124(/))J. The .energy levels, however, turn out to be

just the same, for a 1-electron atom, as those given by Bohr's theory, so

long as all relativistic effects (including spin) can be neglected (Sec.

149).

104. Spectrum of a One-electron Atom.—According to Bohr's

postulates, a hydrogen atom radiates when the electron jumps from one
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quantum state into another state of lower energy. The difference

in the two energies is simultaneously emitted as a single quantum of

radiant energy the frequency of which is given by the Einstein relation

or

(139)

Inserting here for TFi and Wt the values given by Eq. (136) for states

with quantum numbers Ui and ns, we have, therefore, for the frequency

of the line emitted when the atom jumps from state ni to state ns,

_ _ l\
"

A* \n| nf/
or, in terms of wave numbers.

(140a)

—~
ch^

These expressions are positive, since necessarily rii > ns.

For hydrogen {Z = 1), the latter formula becomes

(140t,c)

(141)

If we set ns = 2 and let ni take on any integral value from 3

up, this last formula is exactly of the type of Balraer’s formula!

It permitted at once a crucial quantitative test of the new theory.

When Bohr inserted in it the best values of his day, c = 4.7 X 10““,

e/m = 5.31 X 10“ with e in electrostatic units, and h = 6.5 X 10“'“

(as found from Planck’s formula for black-body radiation), he found
for the coefficient in (140a)

= 3.1 X 10“.

This, then, should be the valu(5 of the Rydberg constant /?, when
expressed in terms of frequency rather than wave miiiib(‘r. As cal-

culated from the frequencies of the lines of the Baliner seri(\s, its value

was

3.290 X 10'^

Bohr considered that “the agreement betw^een the theoretical and
observed values is inside the iineertainty due to cxperiinontal erroi*s

in the constants entering in the expression for the theoretical value.''

If we employ the best modern values, say e = 4.803 X 10"^“,

e/m = 1.759 X 2.9980 X 10^^ with e in electrostatic units, and
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h = 6.61 X 10“*’', we obtain, in reciprocal centimeters.

235

2jr*mc*

“cP" 1.105 X 10* cm.-‘,

as against the best spectroscopic value* (for an atom of infinite mass)

:

R, * 109,737.42 cm"*.

The difference is about 0.7 percent. This would seem to be too large

a difference to be due to errors in th<i experimental values of e, e/m, c,

and h. The cause of this discrepancy is at present unknown. The
wave-mechanical form of quantum theoiy leads to the same theoretical

formula for as the Bohr theory [Eq. (140c)]; and wave mechanics

has been so widely successful that its general correctness can hardly be

doubted. Perhaps some small further correction, as yet unknown,

should be made in the theory. On the other hand, it is a general fact

that, as the refinement of experimental methods has increased, the

observed values of physical constants have shown in the past a tendency

to shift by larger amounts than would have been anticipated in view

of the precision of the methods employed, presumably owing to

xinsuspected systematic errors. The possibility cannot be excluded

that errors still exist in the measured values of c and h sufficient to

account for the discrepancy in the Rydberg constant.

The maximum possible value of v in any given series is obtained

from Eq. (1401>) if we set n-i = oo. This gives the theoretical series

limit,

(142)

For the corresponding transition, we have IFi = 0, the electron

starting from a state of rest at infinity.

The range of possible transitions is not thereby exhausted, however.

It can .also be imagined that .an electron moving along a hyperbolic

orbit past a hydrogen nucleus might drop into one of the clo.sed orbits

that are allowed on the Bohr theory, emitting all of its exce.ss energy

in a single ciuantum. In this oise, If, would have some positive value

W and the frequency of the emitted photon would be, obviously,

. W - Wi - ,w

Since W can vary continuously from 0 upward, such jumps would

' Bibge, Phys. Hev.., vol. 64, p. 972 (193S).
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give rise to a continuum extending from toward shorter wave
lengths. Such a continuum is clearly visible in Fig. 59 (Sec. 96).*

In spite of the radical nature of the assumptions underlying Bohr’s
theory, its quantitative successes in explaining many facts quickly

secured general acceptance of the theory. In his first paper in 1913,

Bohr points out several other respects in which the predictions of his

theory were in agreement with experiment. According to the theory,

in the formulas for p or P the quantum number ws, as well as ni, might
have any value. If we make na = 1 and let ni vary, we obtain another
series of lines, for which the final state is the normal state of the atom;

= 3, with Til > na, gives us a third series, and so on. In Bohr’s
time a series of infrared lines corresponding to na = 3, called the
“Paschen series,” was actually known. The series for na = 1, how-
ever, lies in the ultraviolet and was not discovered until later; it is

called, after its discoverer, the "Lyman series.” Other scries corre-

sponding to na = 4 or 5 have also been observed.

It is important to note clearly, however, which features of the
theory are directly effective in determining the frequencies of the
spectral lines. These frequencies are quite distinct from the frequency

of orbited revolution of the electron, a feature of the new theory that is in

most striking contrast with classical ideas. In order to see just what
the relation is between the emitted frequencies and the orbital fre-

quency, we may solve (133) and (134) in the last section for to instead
of a. We thus find for the frequency of orbital revolution,

27r

4Thne^Z'^ 1

For comparison, Eq. (140a) may be written thus:

V
4r^ine*Z^ni + .

¥
It can easily be seen that, since Ui > n*.,

i-, c* ^ JL
nf 2n\n\ nf

Hence, if ni — 71-2 = 1, the frequency v of the emitted radiation is

intermediate between the frequencies of orbital revolution in the
initial and final states. Only for very large n, for which the orl)ital

^ The coutiiiuum actually overlaps the series slightly in this figures This may
be due to some iuterfereuce of the atoms with each othorj in its higher quantuiu
states, according to Eq. (135), the hydrogen atom must bo effectively very large,
c.g., 400 a^^ or 2 X 10”» cm. for n « 20.
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frequencies in successive orbits become indistinguishable, do the

emitted and orbital frequencies tend to coincide. Making in succes-

sion — n2 = 1, 2, 3,
• •

*
,
we have an approximation to various

harmonic overtones of a fundamental frequency. Thus, quantum
jumps in which An > 1 correspond to the overtones in the case of

classical \dbratioiis. This is an example of a principle later elaborated

by Bohr and known as the ^'correspondence principle.’^

In the present section we have discussed principally the spectrum

of hydrogen, but similar results follow from Eq. (140a) or Eqs. (1406,c)

for any atom containing a single electron. As a further example, the

spectrum of ionized helium will be discussed presently (Sec. 106). In

all cases each spe(;ti*al freciuency emitted is determined solely by the

energies in two stationary states together with the Einstein frequency

conditio7L The most fundamental feature of the theoiy for spectral

emission is, therefore, the set of allowed energies.

106. The Spectrum of Atomic Hydrogen. Energy Levels and
Spectral Series. The energies of the lowest eight states of the hydro-

gen atom, (calculated from E(|. (136), are shown in Table II. It is

often convenient to cxpr<\ss such energies in wave-number units; the

ditference of two cnei’gies then gives at once the wave number of the

corresponding spectral line. If W,. is an energy in ergs, its value PF?

in wave-numl)(M’ units or cm.'“* is

W, .
(143 ,

T.uilb II. Knkikjy Vai.uks ok Some States ok the Hydkogbn Atom

«l 1

MruTgy

nVM 1 r

W.Tvo-numbor imilH

1

Ergs Electron volts

N - l -10<),r)7S -217.3 X 10-‘» -13.58

2 - 27,420 - ri4.3 - 3.394

3 12,180 - 24.2 - 1.508

1 - 13.r)8 - .849

l,:iS7 - 8.09 -
. 543

li ;i,oi7 - 0.04 -
. 377

7 2,238 - 4.14 -
. 277

S - 1,714
i

- 3.40 -- .212

oth(!r purposcis eiuu-gies expressed in electron-volts arc more

convenient. An electron-volt (abbreviation, cv) is the work done on an

electron, or its gain in (uierg^y, when it passes through a potential rise

of 1 volt. Hence, a volt being 3^^oo electrostatic unit,
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1 electron-volt * - 1.601 X 10-“ erg, (144)

if e = 4.803 X 10““ e.s.u. In Table II, the energies are given in all

three units, ergs, cm.”^, and electron-volts.

In spectroscopic work, however, it is more usual not to employ the

energy itself, which is negative, but its numerical value. These
numerical values of the atomic energies are called tenn values or

terms. The wave number of a spectral line is then obtained by sub-

tracting the term value for the initial state from that for the final state.

Table III.—Some*Term Values and Lines for the Hydrogen Atom

X, angstroms ?, cm.“^ Terms, cm.“* Quantum number, n

Lymau senes 109,678 1

1,216,0 82,258 27,420 2
1,025.8 97,491 12,186 3

972.6 102,823 6,855 4

949.5 105,291 4,387 5

Baliner series 27,420 2

6,562.8 15,233 12,186 3
4,861.3 20,565 6,855 4
4,340.5 23,032 4,387 5

4,101.7 24,373 3,047 (>

Piisrhen series 12,186 3

18,756 5,331 6,855 4
12,821 7,799 4,387 5

10,939 9,139 3,047 ()

10,052 9,948 2,238 7

Brackett series
1

6,8.55 1

4.05Ai 2,468 4,387 5
2.63 3,808 3,047 6
2.16 4,617 2,238 7
1.94 6,141 1,714 8

In Table III are shown the first four lines of each of the four known
aeries in the spectrum of atomic hydrogen, and the associated term
values. Column 4 gives the quantum number for each term. The
first term value given in column 3 is in each case the convergence wave
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number or limit for that series; the wave number p of each line is

obtained by subtracting from the convergence limit the term opposite

the wave number of the line. The wave length X is calculated as

X 10®. Many repetitions of term values necessarily occur in such

a table.

The relations between the energies and the series of lines are much
better seen from an energy-level diagram. In Fig. 70(a) is shown such

a diagram, necessarily incomplete, for atomic hydrogen. Each
horizontal line represents an energy level, higher energies being plotted

above. The line at n = 1 represents the normal state of tlie atom; the

line at n = 00 represents the electron at rest at infinity, the atom
being just ionized; and above this is the continuum of positive energies

for the free electron. Wave numbers are sliown on a scale reading

downward. Energies measured from the normal state as zero are also

shown, expressed in olec^tron-volts. A few of the transitions which

give rise to lines arc shown in an obvious manner by arrows. The

diagram brings out clearly the fact that each series ends on a particular

energy level.

106. Ionized Helium.—A helium atom which luis lost both elec-

trons is a bare niK^leus and cannot radiate cmergy. One which has lost

only a single electron, however, resembles a hydrogen atom, except

that Z = 2 and tlu^ nucleus is nearly four times as heavy. The

spectmm emitt<Hl by su(di atoms is knowm as the syark spectrum of

helium, because^ it is (emitted much more strongly when the helium is

excited by a spark than when it is excited by an arc. Tlu^ arc spectrum

of helium, cmitt(id by the neutral atom, will b(» considered later

(Sec. 150).

The general theory deriv’-ed in Sec. 104 should apply at once to

ionized helium. Putting Z = 2 \\\ hki. (140/;) we should have for the

frequencies of the spectral lin(\s

Thus ionized helium should emit the same spectrum as hydrogen except

that all frequencies arc four times as great, or all wave lengths a quarter

as great.

This conclusion from the theory agrees with observation except for

a slight numerical discrepancy whi(*h becomes significant when

measurements of precusion are considered. As explained in Sec. 103,

m in Eq. (136), or in formula (140c) for the Rydberg constant, must,

strictly speaking, stand for the rediu^ed mass m' of the electron as

given by Eq. (138). Hence, the Rydberg (constant for a 1-electron
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atom the nucleus of which has a mass M is, from (138) and (140c),

R M
m + MR. R^

2jr^me*

ch}
(146a,6)

In these latter formulas, m stands for the ordinary electronic mass,

0.911 X 10-27 gram.

One use that can be made of these relations is to deduce the ratio

of the mass of the electron to the mass of a hydrogen or helium atom
from values of R calculated from spectral data. If subscripts H, He
indicate values of R referring to hydrogen and helium, respectively, we
have, from (146a),

fina _ Mkh yg "f* Mu _ 1 + {m/M-g)

jBh W/+ Afue Mn 1 + (m/Afne)'

whence

M-g Rn\ wi _ Rg^ — JZh

Rg)Mg

If we insert here, from Sec. 96, Rg = 109,677.76, Rg^ = 109,722.40,

and Mg/Mg, = 1.0078/4.002, we find

m l

Mg ~ 1,838’

That a value of mlMg so found really possesses some precision,

although it depends upon the difference of two numbers, Rg and Rg^,,

which are almost equal, is due, of course, to the extraordinary precision

of the spectroscopic values of JS. We can then also proceed further and
obtain a value of e/m for the electron. This is one of several spectro-

scopic methods for finding e/m. For

je __ e Mg
m Mg m *

and e/Mg equals the charge necessary to precipitate a gram-atom in

electrolysis divided by the atomic weight of hydrogen, or 9,648.9

electromagnetic units divided by 1.0078. Thus,

e 9 64R Q

m ~
1 0078 ^ ^»838 = 1.760 X 10^ e.m.u. gram-‘.

This value of e/m agrees very closely with the results of recent measure-
ments of the same quantity for free electrons. Birge cites the average
of four such measurements, made either by measuring the velocity

imparted to electrons by a known potential drop or by the magnetic-
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deflection method, as 1.75956.^ The agreement of the values of e/m
obtained by these two different methods constitutes a valuable check
on the correctness of the assumptions underlying atomic theory.

Furthermore, five other spectroscopic methods of evaluating e/m,

listed by Birge, give values in good agreement with these two. The
weighted average of all ten values is

- = 1.7691 X 10».
m

From the value just found for m/Mn we can calculate from the

observed value of Rh by means of the formula, a special case of Eq.

(146o),

It is in this or an equivalent way that “ experimentar' values of are

obtained.

In a similar way, doubly ionized lithium is found to omit the hydro-

gen spectrum with all freciucuicies multiplied (almost exactly) by 9;

trebly ionized benjllimn emits them increased in the ratio 16; and so on.

The fii’st lino of the Lyman series for quadruply ionized boron (Z = 5)

has been found by Edl6n at 48.585 A, with a freciucncy 25.04 times that

of the first Lyman line of hydrogen.

107. Energy Levels and Series Relationships for Sodium.—Energy-

level diagrams analogous to that for hydrogen can be constructed for

all atoms. Su(4i a. diagram exhibits yo.vy clearly a simple (explanation,

in terms of tluj (energy levels, for those striking properties of spectral

series and of th(‘ir interrelations which wcu-C! described above (Secs.

96 and 97). As an illustration we may ndairn lu're to a further brief

discussion of the spcM'tnini of neutral sodium.

A partial <‘.n(M*gy-h‘vel diagram for sodi\un is shown in Fig. 70(5); it

contains levels only for thos<‘. (luantum states that o<*.cur as the vjilencc

electron mov<\s out toward infinity (for a moni eomph^te treatment

of the sodium spectrum see 8ecs. 142, 143, 147). The levcds are

labeled on the diagram in modern spectroscopic notation, but this is

immaterial for our presc^nt purpose. Most of the levels are really

double, two l<‘vels lying very close together, but only one such pair is

shown as such on the diagram (and on a much exaggerated scale), the

others being rei)resented by a single line each. (A similar but more

minute fine-stru(d.ure of the hydrogen levels has been ignored; see

> Bieqb, Phys. Rev.^ vol. 54, p. 972 (1938).
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Sec. 149 below.) The levels labeled 8, however, including the normal

state, are strictly single.

A brief inspection of the level diagrams in Fig. 70 reveals the

following explanation of the properties of the spectral series. That
each series must converge to a finite limit arises from the simple fact

that the largest energy difference possible between levels is limited

(a) (b)
Fia. 70.—The lower energy levels of (a) hydrogen and (h) sodium atoms. Values

at the left are in cm.-'; a few differences are shown at the right in electron-volts. The
transitions giving rise to the first three lines of the chief series arc shown by arrows.

to the ionization energy of the atom (wlion it is in the initial states

for the series in question). The principal series of lines for sodium,

including as its first member the ordinary D lines, arises from transi-

tions ending on the normal state, which, as just stated, is single. The
doublet character of the lines of this series is due, therefore, to the

doublet nature of the upper level; and, since the spacing of these levels

decreases rapidly with increasing energy, the spectral doublets close uj)

as their ordinal number increases. The sharp and the diffuse series
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both end on the doublet level next above the normal state; hence, they
have a common convergence limit. The lines of these series, as
observed, usually appear to be doublets of constant frequency differ-

ence, this difference being that between the sublevels of the final state;

hence, Hartley's law commonly appears to be obeyed by both series.

(A further slight splitting of the diffuse lines will be discussed later in

Sec. 147.) Finally, the basis for the Rydberg-Schuster law is simple
and obvious: the difference between the common convergence limit of

the sharp and the diffuse series and the limit of the principal series is

just the difference between the lowest two energy levels; and this is also

equal to the wave number of the first line of the principal series.

The convergence limit of the principal series, corresponding to a
jump of the electron from infinity into the normal state, obviously

corresponds to an energy that is (1) numerically equal to that of the

normal state, when this is measured downward from zero at infinity,

and (2) equal to the minimum energy that must be given to the atom
to remove an electron from it, i.c., to the ionization energy of the neutral

atom. The ionization energy is usually expre/ssed in electron-volts

and called the ionization potential, representing the potential through
which an electron must drop in order to ruupiire enough energy to

ionize the atom by impact. It is 6.13 volts for sodium, 13.58 volts for

a hydrogen atom.

The discussion of spectra in terms of energy levels is thus much
simpler than the direct discussion in terms of the linos themselves.

Whatever may happen in the future to our picture of the behavior of

the electrons in an atom, energy levels are undoubtedly liore to stay.

108. Excitation and Ionization of Atoms by Electrons.—In the last

few sections, we have ascribed the emission of radiation to transitions

made by atoms from one stationary state to another of lower energy,

without considering how the atoms get into the higher states initially.

Since the energy of tlu^ atom decreases with (uich emission of a quantum
of radiation, the final result of emission process(\s <*.an only be that the

atom arriv(\s in its normal state, or state of lowest energy, and then

remains there without radiating farther. Thus, in ord(U’ to be able to

emit radiation, the atom must first be transferred by some means from
its normal state into a state of higher energy.

When an atoip is in such a state of higher energy, it is said to be
excited, and the process of transferring or “raising" it from its normal
state into an excited state is referred to as excitation. The excited

atom may be thrown into any one of its infinite series of discrete

quantum states. It may also happen, however, that the process of

excitation is so intense that the electron is completely removed from
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the nucleus. The atom is then left with a net positive charge and, if

free, will tend to move in an electric field, like an ion in an electrolytic

solution. Such an atom which has lost 1 electron (or more) is said

to be in an ionized state, anjl the process of raising the atom from the

normal state to the ionized state is called ionization. In the process

either of excitation or of ionization, additional energy is given to the

atom.

A full discussion of the subject of the excitation and ionization of

atoms, and of the far-reaching conclusions drawn from experiments in

this field, is beyond the scope of this book. The reader is referred to

more exhaustive or special treatises. We may, however, make brief

mention of some of the ways by which experiment shows that atoms

7b/^ C

C

Fig. 71.—The apparatus of Foote, Meggers, and Mohler for studying excitation

potentials.

may become excited or ionized and of the interpretation of some of

these experiments.

The atoms of a gas or vapor may become excited or ionized by

bombarding them with electrons. If the energy given to an atom by

such a collision is sufficient to expel an electron from its normal orbit

in the atom to infinity, the atom becomes ionized; otherwise, it becomes

simply excited.

As one illustration of the mode of procedure followed in studying

phenomena of this kind may be mentioned an experiment by Foote,

Meggers, and Mohler.^ Their apparatus is shown diagrammatically

in Fig. 71. A filament F of tungsten or lime-coated platinum is

heated by a batter^’^ Bi to such temperature that it emits electrons.

Around the filament is a spiral grid S, which, by means of a battery

B2 or potentiometric source of pd, is maintained at any desired positive

potential with respect to the filament. Around S and electrically

connected thereto is a metal cylinder CC; S and CC are thus at the

same potential. Inside CC is the gas or vapor under study, maintained

at a suitable pressure. Electrons, emitted by the filament, are

accelerated toward the grid S, which is so close to F that with proper

regulation of the gas pressure comparatively few atoms of the gas are

1 Footb, Muggers, and Mohler, Astrophys. vol. 55, p. 145 (1922). Cf, also

Foote and Mohler, “The Origin of Spectra.”
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struck by the electrons in their passage from filament to grid. After

leaving the grid, the electrons move in the force-free space between

S and CC, in which space, because of the greater distance S to CC, the

electrons collide with the gas molecules causing the excitation of the

latter, provided the energy of the electrons is sufficiently great.

With sodium vapor inside the cylinder, no luminosity is observed

in the vapor until the potential difference between the grid and the

filament reaches 2.09 volts. For voltages slightly above this value,

the spectrograph shows that the sodium vapor emits the well-known

D lines, and those only. The mean wave length of these lines is

5,893 angstroms, corresponding to a frequency v of 0.509 X 10^® sec.^S*

the energy quantum hp is

6.61 X 10-27 X 0.509 X 10'® = 3.36 X IQ-^® erg.

According to the quantum picture of the origin of spectra, there must

have been a change of state of the sodium atom in emitting this line

corresponding to an energy drop of 3.36 X lO"^® —whatever may
have peen the absolute values of the energies in the initial and the final

state. Now, the electrons, which, after emission from the filament,

have dropped through 2.09 volts, have acquired a kinetic energy given

by

eV = 4.80 X lO-i® X = 3.34 X 10"** erg.

We see, therefore, that the kinetic energy possessed by the electrons

as they pass through the space between the grid and the cylinder is

equal to the quantum energy of the radiation emitted by the sodium

vapor. The presumption is vmy strong, therefore, that the electrons

have, by collision, transferred to the sodium atoms sufficient energy to

raise the latter from their iionnal state to an excited state

3.36 X 10-''' erg

above the normal, so that the atoms in returning from that excited

state to the normal state emit the doublet D line.

In discussing such observations, it is convenient to express all

spectral frequencies in equivalent electron energies. If the quantum
energy ft v of a line is equal to the energy acquired by an electron in

falling through V volts or y/300 electrostatic units of potential, we
have

Ve
300

Inserting c - 4.803 X ft - 6.61 X c - 2.998 X 10»«,
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and multiplying X by 10* to convert to angstroms, we obtain the

convenient conversion formulas

P = 8,079F, X = (147o,6)

The quantity 7 is a measure of the energy of the radiant quantum, or

of the energy lost by the atom in emitting it, in terms of the electron-

voU as a unit.

To return to the experiment of Foote, Meggem, and Mohler,

it was found that, as the voltage between filament and grid was

raised above 2.09 volts, the D lines continued to appear, but no

others appeared until the voltage reached 5.12 volts, beyond which

the complete arc spectrum was produced. Beyond 35 volts, the

so-called ''spark^’ spectrum was seen. The explanation of these

facts cannot be quite the same as for the D lines. For electrons

possessing energy equivalent to, say 3.0 volts, should, so far as energy

is concerned, be able to communicate to sodium atoms sufficient

energy to generate lines of wave length 4,130 angstroms or longer.

In the spectrum of sodium is found a large number of lines of longer

wave length than this, for example practically the entire sharp and

diffuse series, the convergence wave length of which is of the order of

4,100 A. Why do not 3-volt electrons excite these lines? Or, for

that matter, the wave length of the second line of the sharp series is

6,158 A or 2.01 electron-volts. Why is this line not produced at even

lower voltages than the D lines, which correspond to 2.09 volts?

A little study of the energy-level diagram of sodium in Fig. 70(6)

above reveals the answers to these questions. A given line can be

emitted only if atoms are present in the state which is the initial

state for that line. To emit the line at 6,158 A, the atom must stai*t

from a state with an energy much above the initial state for the D
lines, this state being actually the final state for the former line; and

2.09-volt electrons cannot possibly put the atom into so high a state.

Even 3-volt electrons cannot excite any state above 3‘^P, from which

the D lines start. On the other hand, since the convergence wave

number of the principal series of sodium is 41,450, equivalent to

5.13 volts, an electron with more than 5.13 volts of energy'’ can remove

an electron from the atom to infinity, z.c., it can ionize the atom.

Subsequently, an electron will be picked up by the ionized atom,

dropping from one discrete level into another with the emission of

radiation until it reaches the lowest level and the atom is again in

its normal state. Consequently, upon ^dewing the radiation from

many different atoms, the entire principal, sharp, and diffuse series

and all other lines of the arc spectrum of sodium may be seen.
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The spark spectrum, appearing when the energy of excitation
exceeds 35 volts, is ascribed to ionized atoms in which a second atomic
electron has been raised to a higher level as the result of a second
impact by an electron from the filament. This second atomic electron
then causes the emission of radiation as it drops back into lower levels

in the ionized atom.

The energy in volts necjessary to raise an atom from its normal
state into a given excited state is known as the excitation potential

for that state. The first observation of an excitation potential was
made by Franck and G. Hertz in 1914.i They showed that electrons

with an energy of 4.9 volts or more, but not less than 4.9 volts, would
excite the resonance line at 2,536 A in mercury vapor. They made
this observation in the course of a long series of experiments on the
energy gained by an electron when passing through a gas under the
influence of an electric field. Observations of excitation potentials

were important at that time because they furnished direct experi-

mental proof of the existence of those quantized energy levels whose
existence had been postulated by Bohr.

109. Absorption and Re-emission of Radiation, (a) Absorption ,

—

On the classical theory, the (‘haracteristic frequencies emitted by an
atom should be identical with the natural frequencies of the atom.
Conversely, if light of one of these frequencies falls upon the atom,
it should set the atom into resonance, some of the energy being thereby
abstracted or absorbed ’’ from the incident beam. It follows that
the absorption specirxini of a giis should be exactly the same as its

emission spectrum.

For certain si)e(^tral lines this conclusion is substantiated by experi-

ment in the w(^ll-known phenomenon of the reversal of spectral lines,

of which ph('iiom(ma the most conspicuous arc the dark lines in the

solar spectrum. The reversal of the D lines of sodium is a familiar

laboratory or lecture demonstration. But many of the lines emitted
by a gas in a disc^luarge tulxj are not ordinarily observable in its absorp-

tion spe(d.rum. All absorption lines are found to occur as emission

lines, but not the reverses. For example, neon gas is highly transparent

to visible light; it does not absorb the red wave lengths whose emission

is responsible for the brilliance of neon signs.

The explanation of these facts on the Bohr theory is easily seen.

The process of absorption will be just the reverse of the process of

emission; a (luantum of radiant energy is absorbed while simul-

taneously the atom jumps from one quantum state into a state of

higher energy. Th us, in absorption the initial and final states exchange

* Fbanck and Huutz, D, phys. Ges.f V&rharidlungm, vol. 16, p. 612 (1914).
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roles. The possible frequencies for the lines should, therefore, be the

same in absorption as in emission. But in order to absorb a given

line, the atom must already be in the state which is the lower state

for that line. Now the atoms of a monatomic gas under ordinary

conditions are in their normal states of lowest energy. Hence, they

can absorb only those lines which start, in absorption, from the

normal state. The restriction of the absorption spectrum to certain

lines is thus accounted for. For neon, all lines that involve the

normal state lie in the ultraviolet. Sodium vapor shows in absorption

only the principal series [cf. diagram in Fig. 70(6) in Sec. 107]. From
the head of the principal' series, however, a continuous absorption

band extends toward higher frequencies. This is obviously due to

processes in which the energy of the incident photon hv exceeds the

ionization potential, so that the atom becomes ionized with the

ejection of an electron at considerable speed. That is, we have here

photoelectric emission from the sodium atoms, the electron being

ejected with kinetic energy

= Ay — eFo,

where 7o is the ionization potential of the atom (and e the numerical

electronic charge). The equation is a special case of Einstein's photo-

electric equation.

When atoms in excited states are present, as in a discharge tube,

additional lines may appear in the absorption spectrum.

The energy given to an atom in an absorption process may be

lost by the atom subsequently in any one of several ways. Collisions

with other molecules may cause the excited atom to return to its

original quantum state, the energy of excitation being added to the

kinetic energy of motion of the colliding particles. In this case th(j

energy absorbed from the incident radiant energy is converted into

heat. Collisions of this sort have been called “collisions of the second

kind," the converse collisions, in which kinetic energy is (converted

into energy of excitation, being called collisions “of the first kind."

(6) Resonance Radiation and Fluorescence.—A second way in

which an atom may lose an absorbed quantum of energy is jumping

into some other quantum state with the emission of a quantum of

radiation. One possibility, which we shall discuss first, is that the

atom may drop back into its normal state, from which it was removed

by the process of absorption; in this latter case the radiation emitted

will have the same frequency as the radiation originally absorbed.

The net effect of such absorptions and re-emissions is a powerful

scattering of the incident light in all directions. To this phenomenon
R, W. "KT^ad save the name resonance radiation.
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Wood showed^ many years ago that a bulb containing sodium

vapor at very low pressure would, when irradiated by light from an

intense sodium flame, emit the D lines, and those only. The resonance

was very sharp. An examination of the re-emitted D lines showed

that they were very narrow, their width corresponding almost exactly

to the width predicted by the Doppler effect at the temperature of the

sodium vapor. The width of the lines of the exciting source was

much greater, since the temperature of the source was much higher

than that of the vapor. On analyzing the light which had passed

through the vapor, it was found that there was a narrow absorption

line at the centers of the broad D lines.

This experiment of Wood's was in beautiful agreement with the

classical theory. But (the present) Lord Rayleigh showed^ that if

sodium vapor is illuminated l)y the second line of the principal series,

X r= 3,303 A, both that line and the D lines were emitted by the vapor.

The emission of the D lin(\s under such circumstances is a case of

fluorescence, and, like fluorescence in general, is difficult to explain

on the classical theory, whereas the explanation by the quantum

theory is easy. The absorption of X = 3,303 leaves the atom in the

excited state knowm as. 4 [see Fig, 70(/>) in Sec. 107]. From this

state it cannot pass at once, for a reason described later (Sec. 142)

into the 3 state, which is the initial state for the D lines, but it

can jump into a 4 -S state, in a transition not shown on the diagram,

with the emission of jui infrared cpiantum, and then from this state

it can jump into tlu^ 3 -P s<-ate, with the emission of a quantum of

X = 11,404 or 11,382, wliich is the first (doublet) line of the sharp

series. Thus, th(^ singU^ (luani.um absorbed from the incident light

is eventually nveinithsl as thre(^ flium^scent (juanta. A second but

less lik(^ly possibility is a jump from 4 to 3 W, and then into 3

with emission of the first line of the diffuse seri(^s.

Excil.ai.ion by the. jibsorption of (pianta is quite analogous to

excitation by electron iinpacd., exc<^pt for this one importa.nt difference.

The atom may Ixu^onu^ ex(!ii.ed when colliding with an electron the

energy of whi(^h equals or cxcads that required for th(^ increase in

energy h^vel; wh(M*( 5M.s (excitation by absorption takes place only when

the energy of thc^ incident (piaiitum is exactly equal to that required to

produce the particular (change of state.

(c) ExcUation. bij Collision with Other AUmis.—The atoms of a

gas arc continually interchanging energy by collisions due to thermal

agitation. As w'c have stMui in Sec. 85, the mean energy of thermal

> Sec R. W. Wood, '‘Physical Optics.”

® STKUvr, R. .1., Bakcrian Lecture, Roy. Soc., Proc., vol. 98, p. 272 ( 19X6)
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agitation of a monatomic gas molecule at 300°K. is of the order of

0.062 X 10“^^ erg (i.e., HkT). This is only a fraction of the energy,

3.36 X lO'"^^ erg, required to raise the sodium atom from its normal

state to the next higher energy level. Very rarely could it happen

that a molecule of sodium vapor at room temperature would, as a

result of a collision with another molecule, acquire sufficient energy to

excite it. If, however, the temperature is raised, as by putting sodium

in the Bunsen flame, the average kinetic energy of translation may
become large enough so that collisions between atoms can raise an

appreciable number of atoms to an excited state, and detectable

radiation may then result.^ With fui*ther increases in temperature,

the higher members of the principal series and members of other

series should appear. This is confirmed by experiment.

There is ample evidence to confirm the view that when an atom A
in an excited state collides with an atom B in its normal state, both

atoms may undergo a quantum jump. Thus B becomes excited,

while A returns to its normal state, or drops into some intermediate

state; and thereafter B may radiate one of its own characteristic

frequencies. At ordinary temperatures the kinetic energy of the

atom is negligible; hence, the energy gained by B in such a process

cannot appreciably exceed that which is available in the initial excita-

tion of A.

To illustrate phenomena involving the transfer of the energy of

an excited state from one atom to another, mention may be made of the

experiments on mercury vapor^ excited to resonance radiation by the

absorption of its own line X = 2,536 A (hv = 4.{) volts). If with

the mercury vapor is mixed the vapor of thallium, the characteristic

lines of the latter element appear in addition to the jnercury resonance

radiation when the mixture is illuminated with the mercury line

X == 2,536, the mercury resonance radiation being then weaker than

when no thallium, is present Thallium vapor alone is not excited

to resonance by the mercury line. This is explained by assuming that

mercury atoms are first raised to an excited state l.)y absorption of the

line X = 2,536; some of these excited atoms by collision with thallium

atoms then transfer their energy of excitation to the latt(T, w^hich

subsequently radiate their characteristic lines in returning to the

normal state. The thallium lines so produced correspond to energy

transfers in the thallium atom of less than 4.9 volts.

J At 1800°C., ^kT « (2,073/288) X 0.0597 = 0.43 X lO-i^ erg. The Boltz-

mann factor (see next section) for the first cx(utcd state relative to the initial state

will thus he ^ = 0.00046.

*Lokia, Phys. Rev., vol. 26, p. 573 (1925); Oario, Zeit. /. Physih, vol. 10, p,

J85 (1922); and Cario and Franck, Zeii.f. Physik, vol, 17, p. 202 (1923).
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Cdno showed thsit the presence of argon in mercury vapor mate-
rially reduces the intensity of the resonance radiation when the
mixture is illuminated by the X = 2,536 line, but without exciting any
argon radiation. Yet an examination of the light transmitted through
the mixture shows that there is no diminution in absorption as a result

of the presence of the argon. This eflfect is explained by assuming
that collisions of the second kind take place between the excited

mercury atoms and the argon atoms and that the energy of excitation of

the former is transformed into kinetic energy of both atoms.

(d) Electrical Methods of Observing the Excitation of Atoms,

—

Referring to Fig. 71, it is readily seen that if the potential differ-

Fio. 72.

ence between grid and filament is sufficiently high, the electrons may
be given sufficient energy to ionize by collision the molecules of the

vapor in the space bc^twecn the cylinder and the grid*. In Fig. 72,

the filament F is so c()nn(Hd.ed to the battery that the potential

difference betwcnui F and th(^ grid S is less than, and in the opposite

direction to, tlu^ potential dilference between CC and Electrons

accelerated from F toward S cannot, tluu’Ciforc, reach CC, The
cylinder CC is connected to i^arth through the sensitive dectrometer £7

and the grounding key k. As long as no positive ions are produced

in the space between B and CC, the cylinder sliould acxiuire no charge.

But when the velocity of the (^k^ctrons accelerated from F to S becomes

sufficient to ionize tli(‘ vapor, the j)ositivc ions thus prodiuH^d should

be attracted to CC and an ionization current should set up which is

measurable l)y the rate at wliich the electrometer accpiires a (diarge

when the grounding key is open.

An effec^t of this kind was ol)served by Leonard many years ago.

He found that with such gasi^s as air, hydrogen, and (carbon dioxide a

current, which he thought to be a true ionization current, began to

flow when the exciting electrons had fallen through a potential differ-

ence of some 11 volts. We have seen, however, from the experiments

of Meggers, Foote, and Mohlcr, that, in the case of sodium vapor,

resonance radiation is produced by 2.09-volt electrons and, in the case
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of mercury vapor, by 4.9-volt electrons. This resonance radiation,

proceeding in all directions, falls on the inside walls of the cylinder, and,

if the radiation is of sufficiently short wave length, photoelcctrons will

be expelled from the cylinder. Because of the direction of the field

between CC and S, these photoelectrons will flow toward the grid,

and we shall have in the circuit CB2S a photoelectric current in exactly

the same direction as if there were an ionization current. This effect

will begin abruptly as soon as the resonance potential is reached.

To separate the true ionization current from the photoelectric

current, Davis and Goucher’- introduced a coarse wire gauze G sur-

Fio. 73.—The apparatus of Davis and Goucher for studying ionization potentials.

rounding the grid and just inside the plate CC. By means of a battery

(Fig. 73), this gauze may be maintained at either a positive or a

negative potential with respect to CC. When G is sufficiently nega-

tive with respect to CC, photoelectrons ejected from CC by the action

of resonance radiation will not reach G and so cannot escape from CC.

Photoelectrons ejected from C, however, may reach CC, and so a

photoelectric current may result. If now Bz is reversed, so that G
is positive with respect to CC, a photoelectric current in the opposite

direction should result, due to photoelectrons ejected from CC. In

either case the potential difference between CC and G is kept small

as compared with that between G and S. The true ionization current

cannot be reversed by reversing the direction of Bs, since the positive

ions produced between >S and G acquire sufficient velocity so that,

passing through the gauze, they will reach CC in spite of any small

opposing field between CC and G.

With this type of apparatus, Davis and Gouchcr obtained, for

mercury vapor, curves of the type shown in Fig. 74, in which the

abscissas are the accelerating potentials between filament and grid

^Phya. Rev.f vol. 10, p. 101 (1917).

* These '‘batteries^* are really variable potentionietric sources of potentifi]

difference.
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and the ordinates are the currents to the cylinder CC as measured by
the rate of charge of the electrometer. Curve A was obtained when the

gauze G was positive with respect to the cylinder; curve B when
the gauze was negative. No current was observed until the accelerating

voltage reached 4.9 \^olts. Bej^'ond that voltage a current was observed

V)Mch could he reversed by reversing the battery JSa, indicating that the

current was a photoelcc;tric current. At point c, corresponding to

10.3 volts, a sudden change in the

variation of the (nirrents witli

increasing potential took place,

indicating that the cylinder was

beginning to collect povsitlvc ions.

Up to point 0 ,
cur\'e A is qualita-

tively the mirror images of curve B,

The beginning of the photo-

electric curn'iits at 4.9 volts is due o
to the excitation hy ('l<‘(^tron ini-

pacts of th(‘ nu'rcury line X = ^
2,536, wlih*!! (h<Mi acts piiotoeh*!*- ^
trically on tlu^ (*ylinder mid th(‘

gauze. Th<} rapid iiicr(‘a.s(5 in ^

photocl(ictri(? curn'ut whicli occairs
^

when the voltage* r(^a.(*hes 0.7 volts

is attril)ut(‘d to th<* g(*n(*ra.ti(>n, at

that voltage, of tin* ni(*rcuiy line

X = 1,810; wh(*r(*as IIk* sudd<*n

break in both curv(*s at 10.3 \'(»lts

is indieativ(^ of tin* beginning of

the real ionization cnrr(*nt. Thu
quantiti(*s l.i) and 0.7 volts a.r<^ Hpok(‘n of as resonance potentials of

mercury vapor, and 10.3 \'olts a,s its ionization potential.

(c) Ionization Potvnlials ,— As was r(*nia.rk(ul in Sec. 105, the

ionization ])oi<*ni.ia.l of an a.toni can also be calculal(‘d from the con-

vergenc(* limit of its ‘'principal s(M*i<Ns,” or the series for which the

normal state is tin* final states in tlu^ (‘mission of a. line. The ionization

potential is the* (‘(iuiva.l<*nt. of this (*onv(*rgen(H* limit in volts. Ioniza-

tion potentials calculat(*d in this way from spectroscopic data agree

well with t.hos(‘ obt.ain(‘d by (electrical nut.hods. Higher ionization

potentials (\‘in also la* (l(*fin(*(l, tluj second ionization jiotential repre-

senting the (*n(‘rgy iu‘C(‘ssary to remove a second electron from the

atom; and so on. Th(*s(^ high(*r ionization potentials (\an be calculated

from the (*()nv(*rgen(*(* limits of other series. R(^causc of the greater
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precision obtainable, the spectroscopic method of determining ionizing

potentials is usually employed.
For example, in the arc spectrum of helium there is a singlet series

of lines due to transitions ending on the normal state, with a con-
vergence frequency! P = 198,298 cm.“! According to Eq. (147a) in

Sec. 108, this corresponds to a first ionization potential of 24.54 volts.

That is to say, it takes energy equal to 24.54 electron-volts to remove
1 of the 2 electrons from a helium atom. When this has been done,
the ion behaves as a 1-electron atom. Equation (145) in Sec. 106 gives

(with rti = 00
,

= 1), as its ionization energy, iR, where R is the
Rydberg constant for helium or R = 109,722.40. Thus = 4Ji

or p„ = 438,888. The second ionization potential of helixun is thus

438,888/8,079 = 54.32 volts.

Values of many of the ionization potentials for the lighter elements
are given in Table IV. They have been calculated from data in

•Bacher and Goudsmit’s “Atomic Energy States,” the numbers there

given for the “absolute value of the lowest state” being divided by
8,079 to obtain modem values for the ionization potential in volts.

Firat ionization potentials (for the neutral atom) are given under
“I,” second under “II,” and so on.

Table IV.—Some Ionization Potentials in Volts
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Many beautiful experiments have been devised to extend the data

and theories regarding the excitation of atoms by impact or resonance.

The reader will find further study in this field, from original sources,

very fascinating. The literature is extensive.

110, The Boltzmann Distribution Law.—In the last section, one

other easy method of exciting spectral emission has not been men-

tioned. Many elements in gaseous form, especially the vapors of

metals, emit line spectra upon being heated; thus sodium vapor

heated by a Bunsen flame emits the familiar D lines, whether the vapor

is mingled with the flame itself or is enclosed in a tube. In such

cases, it is evident that the atoms or molecules are excited by thermal

agitation.

If the substance is in thermal equilibrium, a simple theoretical

formula can be given for the relative numbers of the atoms or mole-

cules that are in each quantum state. It is deduced from statistical

mechanics that, in the case of thermal equilibrium, the average

number Ni in a quantum state in which the atomic or molecular

energy is €; is

Ni = (148a)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant (Sec. 85), T is the absolute tempera-

ture, and C is a constant of i)roportionality. If N is the total number

of atoms or molecules, w(' must have

N = '^Ni =
t i

the sum oxtondiiig over all possible, quantum states. By eliminating

C between these two etiuations w-e eaii also write

Ni = Ne
(1486)

The quantum stat.(\s referred t.o h(wc are the fundamental states,

to each of which, in wave-nu^ehanical theory, there corresponds an

independ(uit wave function. Ofhm, however, a number of states

have the same cmergy, and tluuv it may be more convenient to group

these into a nmltii)le Htat(^ Suppose wo have formed in this manner

all the multiple stah^s that we can, n(» two multiple states having the

same energy. Let these multiple states be numbcired off in a single

series, and let the (uuwgy of nuiltijde state numlx^r t bo 6t and the

number of fundamental states composing it Wr; the number Wr is
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often called the statistical weight of the multiple state. Then by Eq.

(148a), when thermal equilibrium exists, the number Ni is the same

for each of the fundamental states composing a multiple state, so

that the number of atoms or molecules in multiple state number r is

just WrNi. Calling this number we can write for it, replacing u
by Cr in (148a),

Nr = Cwre’'^. (148c)

These formulas constitute special cases of what is known as the

BoUzmann distribution formula for quantized systems. We have

already encountered an example of the formula in Eq. (119) in Sec. 91

for the distribution of a set of harmonic oscillators in thermal equilib-

rium. Maxwell’s law constitutes an example of the corresponding

formula in classical theory [cf. Eq. (1126) in Sec. 90].

As an example, the sodium D lines result, as we have seen, from

transitions between either of two excited levels lying close together and

the normal level (cf. Sec. 107). If we treat the upper two levels

for our purpose as a single composite level, wave-mechanical theory

indicates that for it ic = 6, whereas, for the normal level, w = 2.

The two levels lie hv = 3.36 X 10~’^ erg apart. Hence, indicating

them by subscripts 1 and 0, respectively, we have for the numbers
of atoms in them,

Ni = No = 2Cc~^.

In the case of sodium in a Bunsen flame at 1800°C., this gives

N^

^ = 3 _ 3 g-3.36X10“iV(2073X1.38Xl0->«) 2.3 X 10“^

Thus only a very small part of the sodium atoms are excited at any

given time. They suffice, however, to cause a considerable emission

of sodium light.

111. The Extension of Bohr’s Theory-—In his original paper,

Bohr remarked that the orbit of the electron in a hydrogen atom
might be an ellipse instead of a circle. A detailed theory of elliptical

orbits was developed by Sommerfeld several years later. The geo-

metrical ideas involved still possess a certain interest.^

According to the laws governing planetary motion, or any motion
under an inverse-square force, an elliptical orbit will have one of its

foci at the nucleus, and the energy of the system will depend only

••For a more complete account see A. Sommerfeld, '‘Atomic Strucjture and
Spectral Lines,” Methuen & Co., Ltd., London, 1929; also Ruark and Urey,
'‘Atoms, Molecules and Quanta,” p. 132,
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on the length of the major axis of the ellipse. The orbit will lie in a

fixed plane, so that the motion can be described by means of two
coordinates, for' which we may take polar coordinates r, 6, with the

origin at the nucleus. Then, as 6 increases through 2ir, r increases

from its minimum value at one end of the ellipse to a maximum at the

other end, after which it decreases again to a minimum. Thus r

executes what is called a ‘‘libration’’ during each revolution of the

electron. Sommerfeld assumes that the same generalized quantum
condition which had been postulated for the harmonic oscillator and
the circular orbit, as represented by Eq. (131) in Sec. 102, will hold

for r; i.e., he assumed that

^Prdr = n'h,

where pr is the momentum in the radial direction, the integral is

taken throughout a libration, and n' is a positive integer or 0. For 6,

he assumes with Bohr that the angular momentum is an integer

fc times h/27r, (In his books Sommerfold writes or just h for k

and sometimes Ur for n'). Sommerfeld showed then that the energy

depends only on the ‘Hotal” quantum number,

n = fc + ?i',

and is, in fact, the same fxLtuMon of n as in Bohr^s theory [Eq. (136) in

Sec. 103]. Thus up to this point nothing is gained except a greater

variety in the possible typ(is of orbit. For n = 1, we must have

n' = 0, since fc cannot be less than 1 ;
i.c., only the Bohr circle is

possible. But, for n = 2, w(j can have cither the Bohr circle, with

fc = 2 and ?i' = 0, or an ellipse with major axis equal to the diameter

of the circle, corresponding to fc = 1, n' = 1, and so on.

Sommerfeld then showed, however, that, if allowance is made
for the known variation of electronic mass with speed, th(^ energy of the

elliptical motion Ls slightly dilTerent from that of the circular motion.

The ellipse is also (^aiist^d to pivccvss slowly about the nucleus. In

this way, he arriv(^d at a splitting or fine structure of the levels of

hydrogen, or of any otlnu' l-('l(Hd.ron atom. This splitting appeared

to be in cpiantitativc agrenunent with observation. Sommerfeld

arrived, in fa(d., at the same expression for the energy as was obtained

later from the wave-uK^chanical theory iis modified to bring it into

harmony with relativity. Sommcrfeld’s theory, however, included

no consideration of the effects of elec.tron spin, which was discovered

much later; hence, we shall postpone all discussion of the fine structure

of the hydrogen lines until we can take it up on a more adequate basis

(Sec. 149).
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In the meantime, Bohr and others were endeavoring to extend the

theory to atoms containing more than 2 electrons. Little quanti-

tative success was achieved in this direction. In particular, no
plausible arrangement of orbits could be devised for the 2 atoms of

helium which would give the correct value for the second ionization

potential (64.3 volts). In a broader way, Bohr endeavored to under-

stand the known variation of chemical and physical properties from

atom to atom through the periodic table. His results were so unsatis-

factory, however, that two chemists, Lewis and Langmuir, for a time

revived the old static atom of J. J. Thomson in a modified form. A
striking feature in the periodic table is the tendency for chemical prop-

erties to recur in periods of 8 elements, especially near the beginning;

it seemed that this feature might be due to some special stability

attaching to an arrangement of 8 electrons at the comers of a cube.

Nothing beyond qualitative results could be achieved on this theo-

retical basis, however, without laying down so many postulates that

the resulting theory possessed little significance.

The tmth is that two essential principles for the understanding of

complex atoms were at that time unknown—the Pauli exclusion

principle and the phenomenon of electron spin. Accordingly, we shall

follow the old quantum theory no further and shall devote the next

chapter to a description of the modem theory of wave mechanics.



CHAPTER VII

WAVE MECHANICS

One must be prepared to approach the. subject of this chapter philo-

sophically, prepared to accept conclusions which are, at first thought,

seemingly at variance with our senses and with a belief that has
persisted almost unquestioned from the time of the Greeks, i;i2,,that

matter is made up of particles. We have seen in Chap. Ill that light

possesses both undulatoiy and corpuscular characteristics. But even

so, we might say, light differs from matter; whereas we can determine

the nature of light only by indirect observation, matter we can see.

We observe directly that a handful of sand is made up of real parti-

cles. By no stretch of imagination do thri/ exhibit wavelike character-

istics. The particles of sand, whi(^h we see so clearly, are, however,

made up—so we think ( !)—of molecules and atoms and electrons and
protons and neutrons, none of which ive can see directly amj more than we

can see light waves or photons. It is with these so-called particles, evi-

dence concerning which is just as indirect as with photons, that the

wave theory of matter is primarily concerned.

Wo shall ai<tempt in this chapter to give merely a brief introduc-

tion to this most important subject. Our purpose will be to show
how the concept of matt(T waves can be developed more or less

naturally from the previous concepts of both classical and quantum
physics and to summarize the pertinent experimental evidence.

Certain f(\atures and results of the new mathematical theory known
as toave mechanics will also be described, but no complete presentation

of mathematical dcd-ails will be attempted, as this would require

mathematical tools and techniciue much beyond the scope of this

book.

112. Matter Waves, (a) Matter and Energy.—With the discovery

of the law of the conservation of energy toward the middle of the

nineteenth c(uitury, it became obvious to physicists that the physical

universe is made up of two great entities, viz., mattcu- and energy,

each of which is '^conserved.” These two great conservation laws

provided much of the foundation upon which classical physics was

built. In large’! pari., the physicists of the latter lialf of the nineteenth

century busied th(‘.ms(^lves with attempts to determine the funda-

mental nature and properties of these two entities. By 1900, the

269
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corpuscular nature of matter—molecules, atoms, electrons—^had

become firmly established; likewise the undulatory nature of light.

By 1910, furthermore, Planck's quantum theory and the Einstein

photoelectric equation together with various lines of experimental

evidence had made it clear that, impossible as it then seemed, physi-

cists would perhaps have to accept the hypothesis that light itself

possesses corpuscular characteristics. The decade following 1910 saw

the firm establishment of the quantum theory, and by 1920 the dual

nature of radiant energy'' was generally recognized and accepted, even

if not understood. With the gradual accumulation of experience,

physicists had almost become accustomed (perhaps ''resigned”

would be more nearly correct!) to using either the corpuscular or the

undulatorj'- theory of light, according to the experimental phenomena

in hand.

During all this time, there was no suggestion that ^nattei^ was any-

thing but corpuscular. Matter was made up of atoms, which in

turn were made up of electrons and nuclei. But, in 1924, Louis de

Broglie^ made the very bold suggestion that particles of matter, and

in particular electrons, might possess certain undulatory character-

istics, so that they, too, might exhibit a dual nature. Ho suggested

also a way in which the undulatory characteristics of electrons might

perhaps furnish a new basis for the quantum theory. H(^ did not

develop his ideas into an exact theory, however. His w^ay of thinking

was rather akin to that of the ancient Greeks. The reasoning used

might almost be paraphrased as follows: " (1) Nature loves symmetry.

(2) Therefore the two great entities, matter and energy, must be

mutually symmetrical. (3) If (radiant) energy is undulatory aiul/or

corpuscular (?), therefore matter must be cor])uscular aud/or undula-

tory (?).”

Had nothing further happened, do Broglic^'s speculations w'ould

doubtless soon have been forgotten. Reasoning of this sort, in th(^

mind of a genius, may point the way to an advance, but, before

definite scientific progress can be achieved, the new ideas must be

precisely formulated and compared witli experiment. The advantages

of doing this were overlooked by the ancient Greeks. De Broglie’s

loosely woven speculation, however, set a German, E. Schrodinger, to

thinking; and he discovered how to develop certain of de Broglie's

ideas into a precise mathematical theory.^ With additions made to

^ De Broglie, Phil, Mag., vol. 47, p. 446 (1924); Ann. de Physique, vol. 3,

p. 22 (1926).

* SchrOdinomr, Ann. d, Physik, vol. 79, pp. 361, 489, 734; vol, 80, p. 437; vol,

81, p, 109 (1926).
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it by Bom, Heisenberg, Dirac, and others, this theoiy has become
the astonishingly successful quantum mechanics of the present day.

In what follows, we shall endeavor to arrive at the basic assumptions
of Schrddinger’s theoiy by developing de Broglie’s ideas in a natural

and logical manner.

(6) Mattel' Waves .—In his first paper, de Broglie is concerned
primarily with developing a theory of light in terms of “light quanta,”

or photons. If the energy of the light is concentrated in photons
moving like particles, how are the phenomena of interference to be
understood? There must be waves of some sort associated with the

photons, in order to account for the obseivcd interference effects.

We can no longer suppose that the energy is spread out over these

waves, as in classi(^al theory; nevertheless, the waves must somehow
determine w’^here, in an interference pattern, the photons can produce

effects by being absorbed. The details of interference patterns

depend largely upon the phase relations of the waves; hence, de Broglie

called the latter phase waves. He assumed the frequency v of the

waves to be such that the energy in a photon cciiials hv.

But why should such waves be associated only with photons?

May not material particles have wave properti(^s as well? A material

particle carries energy; and “it would seem that the basic idea of the

quantum theory is the impossibility of imagining an isolated quantity

of energy without associating with it a certain fretiueiicy.”^ Material

particles ouglit, therefore, like photons, to be accompanied by phase

waves of some sort; and those wav(\s ought, under suitable circum-

stances, to giv^e rise to intcirfenmee effe(d.s. Furth(U’more, to complete

the analogy, the weaves associated with a parti(‘.le moving at speed v

should have a frequency equal to the energy of the particle divided

by h.

Regarding the energy of a material particle, however, there is a

divergence between the assumptions of de Broglie and of Schrodinger.

De Broglie in<^lud(‘s in the energy the internal or r(ist energy, moc-, the

existence of which is sugg(^stcd by the tlu^ory of n^lativity jis the cause

of the existence of the r(\st mass mo (Sec. 69). Schnklinger, on the

other hand, ])refors to construct first a nonrclativistic theory. He
assumes the mass of the j)article to be constant and equates just the

ordinary energy, kinetic plus potential, to hv. In this respect we shall

follow Schrodinger, reserving comment on the relativistic form of the

theory, which must be used for high-speed particles, to a later section

(Sec. 126). We shall assume, therefore, that any material particle of

mass m moving at speed v has associated with it in some manner waves

^ Translated from Ann. de l^hyeique, vol. 3, p. 32 (1925).
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of frequency v given by the relation

hv = + V, (149)

where h is Planck’s constant, m is the mass of the particle, and V is its

potential energy at the moment, due to electrical fields or to other

causes.

The physical nature of these waves was left indefinite by de Broglie.

We cannot suppose that a material particle is just a group of waves;

for then its mass and energy, and also its charge if it has a charge,

would of necessity be spread out over these waves and would, in con-

sequence, soon become scattered widely in space, contrary to the

observed facts. It is of the nature of waves to diverge toward all

sides. We should not be disturbed, however, by the impossibility

of visualizing the waves. We should remember our experience in

optics. Using classical theory, it was easy to picture light as wave
motion; but, if we retain this concept, it is very difficult to picture a

beam of light as a moving stream of photons. Similarly, as long as we
retain the particle concept of an electron or proton, we cannot hope to

form a concrete picture of the accompanying waves. Perhaps, even,

they are only mathematical waves, so to speak, a device that we
employ for the purpose of making calculations and predicting the

results of observation. In adopting this standpoint, we are doing

only what has been done, in various ways, many times previously in

physical science. Strictly speaking, we have no very exact knowledge

of the fundamental nature of a magnetic field, and yet we do not

hesitate to use the symbol H with all due familiarity. In Sec. 120

will be described more precisely the extent to which it has been found

possible to attach physical significance to matter waves.

113. Mechanics as Geometrical Optics of the Waves.—If waves

of some sort are associated with all material particles and play a part

in determining their motion, as light waves certainly do for the

photons, then there should be a parallelism between the laws of

mechanics and the laws of wave motion. For the particles certainly

obey the laws of mechanics in some cases, at least. Now it was
pointed out long ago by Hanoilton that there does exist a close paral-

lelism between the laws of mechanics and the laws of ordinary geo-

7netrical optics. De Broglie suggests, accordingly, that the ordinary

laws of particle mechanics may represent an approximation which is

valid under such circumstances that the laws of geometrical optics

hold for the matter waves.

One of the fundamental laws of ordinary geometrical optics is that,

in a homogeneous medium, light travels in straight lines or rays.
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This assumption is very nearly correct as long as the lateral dimen-

sions of the beam are large compared with the wave length of the

light. Under these conditions one might say that the “particle”

characteristics^ of light appear to predominate, although we now know
that the rectilinear propagation of light is entirely consistent with the

wave theory. When, however, the cross section of the beam is of the

gflTinft order of magnitude as the wave length of the light, rectilinear

propagation no longer holds, diffraction phenomena are observed, and

undulatory characteristics of light predominate. If we carry the

similarity over to mechanics, might we not expect that, for very small

V

V*4V

Fia. 75.—Showing “rofraotiou” of a poiioil of oloctronB.

particles of matter, the ordinary laws of mechanics—found by Newton

to be applicable to the phenomena of “macromechanics^'—would fail,

and, by analogy with light, we should find that matter shows undula-

tory properties in the realm of ^‘micromcchaiiies^’?

If we assume that the phenomena of ordinary mechanics con-

stitute those of g(M)nietrical optics for matter wav(\s, then, as de Broglie

showed, we can find out a great deal about the properties that these

* waves must hav<^ in order that, under suitable conditions, the laws of

mechanics may hold. Ordinary geometrical optics might be said to

be based upon two laws, the law of reflection and the law of refraction.

The law of rcdleetion presents no difficulty, for it is exactly the same

as the law govcM-ning the rebound of an clastic body from a hard wall.

The refraction of tlu'. waves, on the othm* hand, obviously corresponds

to the deflection of the particle by the action of forces. It be

worth while to study this latter phenomenon in greater detail.

114. Refraction of Matter Waves.—Ijot us first analyze a mechani-

cal phenomenon whicdi imitates a simple case of refraction in geomet-

rical optics. Lot a pencil of electrons from a suitable gun 0 (Fig. 76),

1 It will h(i recalled that, from this observed rectilinear propagation, Newton

argued that light is corpuscular, since, like free bodies in motion, it travels in

straight lines.
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in which they are accelerated by a potential drop of Vo electrostatic

units, enter through orifice a an enclosed metal box A, the potential

of which is V. Let these electrons emerge from A through orifice b
into the space between box A and box B, the latter of which is main-

tained at a potential +AV with respect

to A. The electric field between the two
boxes will give the electrons a component
of velocity in a direction at right angles to

the adjacent surfaces, and the electrons

will enter boxB through orifice c in a direc-

tion different from that in box A. This
change of direction is closely analogous

to that experienced by light in passing

from one medium to another. Let va. and
Vb (Fig. 76) be the velocities of the elec-

tron beam in box A and box B, respec-

tively; and let the corresponding kinetic

energies be

Mmvl = Voe, Mmvl = (Vo -b AV)e, (150a,6)

e being the numerical charge on the electron. Since the electric field

does not change the component of velocity in the z direction, we may
write

BoxB

Fio. 76.

WAsinfl^ = UBsintfa,

• ^" va~ mi Ob’
(151)

where Sa and Ob are the angles which the two beams make with the
normal to the adjacent faces of the boxes. From Eqs. (150a,6) vie

have

vl _ (Vo + AV)e
, .

AV
«1 Voe

- A "T y/
from which and from Eq. (161) we obtain

sin _ £b _ L
, ^

sinOB Va ^ Vo'
(152)

Now this result might also be expressed by introducing an equiva-
lent refractive index fi defined by the equation

Then

sin 6a _
sin 6b

~

(153)
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We see, therefore, that, for any given pair of values of Fo and AF, the

bending of the electron beam can be described , by saying that the

space B has a certain “electron index of refraction” with respect to

space A. Or, we can proceed as is done in optics and introduce an
index of refraction for each region. Let us assume as indices of

refraction for electrons in spaces A and B, respectively,

IXA^k'VVl, = fc'VFo + AF,

in which is an arbitrary constant. Then, as in optics,

w Vv7+aT /, ,

'vr. V' +w
Clearly we can account for the motion of the electron along any path

by assuming that, at any point where its potential is F, its refractive

index is

H * k'VV.

It is important for the validity of this result that the arbitrary

additive constant in the potential V be so chosen that F == 0 at a

-point where the kinetic energy of the electron is zero. The kinetic

energy at any other point is then

3^mz;2 = eV,

e being the numerical charge on the electron. If we eliminate Y
between the last two equations, we obtain

II = k"v,

where fc" = k'y/m/2e and represents a new arbitrary constant.

In this latter form, the result is applicable to the motion of any

sort of particle in a field of force. For wc could set up an electric

field in which at each point the potential energy of an electron, — eV,

would be the same as the potential energy of the other paiticle in its

own force field; then a particle and an electron, projected with equal

speed and in the same direction from corresponding points, would

traverse similar trajectories. Thus the refractive index necessary to

account for the motion of a particle in a force field varies from point to

point along the path in proportion to the velocity ofXhe particle.

The refractive index for waves, on the other hand, is irwersely

proportional to the wave speed u:
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This rule is a direct inference from Huygens’ principle, which must
hold for anything that we may call waves. Hence, if the waves,

moving according to the laws of geometrical optics, are to follow the

particle along its path, we must have at every point

in terms of a new constant of proportionality 6, or the wave speed

must be inversely proportional to the particle speed. Or, we can also

express this result in terms of the constant total energy E and the

(perhaps variable) potential energy TJ of the particle. For

}^mv^ = JB — = Av — (/, ,

if we introduce the assumption that the frequency v of the waves is

given by the Einstein relation, E = hv^ h being Planck’s constant.

Hence

J ~ (166a,6)

fi = /jlq y/hv ~~ U

^

(156)

. bi and /xo being new arbitrary constants (6i = hy/mj2, jiq = fc"V5i)-

According to this last equation, in which 17 is a function of position

in space, the refractive index for the waves must be supposed to vary

from point to point, in somewhat the same way as it does for light

waves in a nonhomogeneous piece of glass. At any given point,

furthermore, /i varies with p, i.e., the waves exhibit the phenomenon
of dispersion. This is true even in free space, where U == 0.

Parenthetically, it should be remarked, to avoid misunderstand-

ing, that the ‘^electron microscope,” of which the student may have

heard, does not depend for its operation upon the wave properties

of the electrons. The electrons in this microscope move according

to classical mechanics, although their motion is sometimes treated

in terms of the equivalent refractive index described above. The only

connection matter waves have with the electron microscope is that

thisir wave length would ultimately set a limit to the possible resolving

power that can be attained, just as the resolving power of ordinary

microscopes is limited by the finite wave length of light. The wave

length of the electron waves, however, we shall presently find to be so

short that at present thp resolving power of the electron microscope

is limited by other factors.

116. Fermat’s Principle and the Principle of Least Action.—For

the benefit of those students who may be interested in the more
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abstract formulations of mechanics^ an alternative and more complete

treatment of the refraction of matter waves will also be given, along

lines suggested by de Broglie.

One way of stating the law of the propagation of light in geometrical

optics is in terms of Fermat’s principle of least time. This principle

is a direct deduction from Huygens’ principle and states that, of all

possible paths which a ray of light might conceivably take between

two given points, it chooses that path which makes the time required

Fig. 77.—The solid lino PiPi roprcsonts the path taken by a beam of light; the dotted
lino roproaontH a gooinotrically posaiblo near-by path.

a minimum (more exactly, an extremum, a minimum if the points

are not too far a])art; otlu'rwiso, often a maximum). The principle is

equally applicahh^ to the propagation of waves of any kind.

To expr(\ss th(^ principle in mathematical form, consider a surface

SS (Fig. 77) separating two mediums of Respective indices of refraction

fii and jLi-i. bet the full line represent the path actually taken by a

monochromat ic ray of light of frequency v in passing from any point

Pi to any otluM' point P 2 ,
the dotted line being a near-by geometrical

path. Let ds r(>])resont an element of the path, and u the velocity of

light of frequency v in the medium in which ds is located. Then the

time r required for the light to travel from Pi to P2 is

JPi u

Fermat’s principle of least time is stated by the equation
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where St means “the difference between the value of t for the natural

path and for an infinitely near path.” An alternative form of the

last equation is obtained by multiplying Eq. (167) by c, the velocity

of light in free space, and introducing the refractive index, n = c/u:

S C’-ds = S P fids = 0. (158)
JPi U JPi

Now in form these equations are the same as those expressing the

principle of least action in mechanics, which describes, or determines,

the “natural” path taken by a body, regarded as a material particle, in

its passage from one point to another under

the action of conservative forces. Let the

line AB (Fig. 78) represent the natural path

of, say a projectile of mass m, air resistance

being eliminated. Let ds be an element of

length of the path and let v be the velocity

of the projectile. Then the “action” A
between any two points Pi and P2 on the

natural path is defined as the line integral

of the momentum over the path between those points. That is,

Ap^ — J^Jmvds.

The principle of least action now states that, of all imaginable paths

between Pi and P2 ,
the projectile chooses the path which makes A a

minimum (or at least an extremum) as compared with the value which

A would have for any neighboring path that might be followed from

Pi to P2 . It must be assumed that all paths are traversed with the

same total energy. Or, in mathematical fonn,

dA = d i mvds = 0,

where bA has a meaning analogous to that of 5t in Eq. (157).

form is obtained if we substitute for v in terms of the total

and the potential energy V
;
since then mv^ — P — F,

mv = \/2m{E — 7),

and (159) can be written

\/2m(E — 7) ds = 0. (160)

In this latter equation, E is to be kept constant as the path is varied,

whereas 7 depends only on position in space.

(159)

Another

energy E
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These equations for the projectile become the same as those

obtained previously for light waves if we suppose that

k ^ E ^ V2m{E -• V)
U b (161)

or

M ^
= iuS V2m(S - V), (162)

where }Lq = c/{bm); with these substitutions, (157) becomes the same

as (159), and (158) the same as (160), except for constant factors

(m, 6, jLt'o) which can be canceled out. Thus a ray of light can follow

the same path as the projectile, provided the index of refraction varies

along the path as given by Eq. (162). If we replace light waves by

matter waves, we obtain Eqs. (154) and (156) above, in which U is

written for V and the frequency of the waves is such that E = hv;

the arbitrary constant /to in (156) replaces /xq in (162).

116. The de Broglie Wave Length.—^The most significant feature

of matter waves will undoubtedly be their wave length. It is this

property of waves in general that controls the phenomena of diffrac-

tion and interference. Even in ordinary wave optics, the fundamental

entity is the wave length; the frequency v, which appears in the

expression hv for the energy of a photon, the fundamental entity in

corpuscular optics, is actually calculated from measured values of the

wave length.

The wave length to be expected for matter waves can be inferred

by means of another suggestion made by de Broglie. If we make the

right assumption concerning the velocity or refractive index of matter

waves, as we have seen, tlu\y can be caused to follow the same tra-

jectory as does the particle with which they are associated, in so far

as classical mechanics is valid for the. particle and the laws of geo-

metrical options for the waves. But it follows from Kq. (154) that

the waves will not actually keep up with the particle, since in general

they move with dilTercnt velocity. It is well known, however, that,

whenever the wave vehxuty vari(\s with the fre(|uency (i.e., whenever

dispersion exists), a finite train or group of waves moves with a velocity

different from that of the individual waves. This phenomenon is

easily observed on water. Close inspection of a group of wave,,

advancing over a water surface will show that the individual waves

advance about twice as fast as the group as a whole; new waves con-

tinually arise at the rear of the group, pass through it, and die out

at the front. In the case of matter waves, de Broglie showed that

their group velocity could be made equal to the velocity of the associ-
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ated particle, so that a group of them is able to accompany the particle

in its motion.

It is readily shown^ that, if is the wave velocity, a finite group of

waves having almost the form of sine waves with wave length X

advances with a group velocity u' of magnitude

u' ^ u — (163)

Here a partial derivative of w is written because u may vary with the

refractive index from point to point as well as with X. If there is no

dispersion, as in the case of sound or of light in vacuo, du/d\ = 0 and
= u. In the presence of dispei*sion, however, the group velocity

and the wave velocity are not equal. In the latter case, the group

velocity is obviously the velocity at which the energy travels; the

individual waves function essentially as phase waves, serving to

determine, for example, where the energy shows up in an interference

pattern.

Let us now postulate the equality of group velocity and particle

velocity for matter waves and see to what conclusions this postulate

leads. Then, replacing u' in (163) by the particle velocity v, we have

V = u — x|^- (164a)

But, according to Eq. (154), along any path, u must vary in such a way
that

V = (1646)

b being a constant along the given path. Furthermore, for any type

of waves, u = v\; and the frequency y of matter waves we have

assumed to be such that

hv = E — 34 m?;® + U, (165)

U being the potential energy and E the total energy of the particle.

Differentiating this latter equation with respect to X, we have®

But substitution oi u — v\ in Eq. (164a) gives

„ = ,x -

^ See, e,g., Wood, R. W., “Physical Optics,” or Houston, R. A., “Treatise on
Light.”

* U contains as variables x, y, these are to be kept constant in the

differentiation.
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Elimination of dv/B\ between these last two equations gives

= — ^ ^ 1

h ** dX wX^’

Integrating, we have

* ^V — + const.
mX

If we set the constant of integration equal to zero in this last equation
we have the product mv\ equal to a universal constant. Then along
any path, since X = u/v, mvu/v is constant, and, since 7/^ and v are
constant, vu is also constant, which is in agreement with Eq. (164:&).

It can be shown that no other assumption concerning the constant of

integration in the last equation can be harmonized with Eq. (1646).

Hence, we can write the last equation in the form

h
X = p = mv. (166a,6)

Here p represents the ordinary momentum of the particle.

Equations (165) and (lG6a,6) fix the frequency v and the wave
length X of the waves in terms of the energy E and momentum p of

the particle with which they are associated. The wave velocity, if

wanted, can then be calculatcxl = v\. Wave lengths given by
Eq, ( 166a,6) are known as da Broglie wave lengths. It may be remarked
that E(i. (KiOa) holds for photons as well as for material particles;

for the momentum of a photon is hv/c = h/\ [c/. Eq. (25c) in Sec.

35]. liquation (lOlia), it should be noted, combines the corpuscular

and the undiilatory concepts of light in a very intimate way; for

X has a clean-cut meaning only in coiiiK^ction with a wave theory, and

p, the moriKintuin, is most naturally associated with a moving particles

We can now compute the wave lengths to be expected for electron

waves, atom wav<ss, or mol(Mud(^ waves. For an electron moving at a

velocity muc^h billow that of light with kinetic energy equal to F
electron-volts 105), we have

I , eV f2mW
2"“' = ^0’ = VW'

e being the numerical electronic charge in electrostatic units. Hence
by (166a) its wave length is^

^ If V exceeds a few thousand volts, it is necessary to take account of the varia-

tion of mass with velocity. Using the relativistic equation for kinetic energy, Eq.
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. , [W 12.24 _ 12.24 .

X 10^ cm. - A, (167)

if we introduce m = 0.9107 X 10~*'' gram, e = 4.803 X 10“'® e.s.u.

For 100-volt electrons, X. = 1.22 angstroms; for 10,000-volt electrons,

X« == 0.122 angstrom.

Wave lengths can be calculated in a similar way for molecules

or, for that matter, even for large masses such as billiard balls. The
larger the mass, the shorter is the wave length at given speed.

It would be logical now, following the historical order, to describe

at once the mathematical theory of matter waves, as worked out by
SchrSdinger. All that we need, however, for a discussion of experi-

(68) in Sec. 68, we have

eV
300

Q being the speed of light. From this equation, if we write

eV
300»ioc*

“

we find

1 + p, =“ <JVl — (1 -h p)”*-

Substituting these values in the relativistic equation for momentum, Eq. (67) in

Sec. 67, we have for the momentum

P “
(1

^ ^V(l + p)* 1 =* nioc\/p{2 + p).

Hence, by (166a), which is readily shown to hold in the relativistic case also, the

electronic wave length is

Here p represents the ratio of the electron's kinetic energy to its relativistic rest

energy twoC*, and the parentheses represent the effect of the variation in mass on X«.

For p ^ 2, i.e., V <$C 10® volts, we can write

X.

The correction to formula (167) is about 2.6 percent for 50,000-volt electrons and

about 8.6 percent for 200,000-volt electrons. For p 2, i.c., V^ 10®, we can

use the expansion in powers of 1/p:

. ZOOchf.
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ments on the diffraction and interference of these waves is their wave
length. It may relieve the tedium of so much abstract discussion if

we describe next the experiments which have shown that electrons arifl

even molecules actually do possess certain wave properties.

117. Experiments on Electron Waves, (a) Reflection from a
Crystal.—The first experiments on electron diffraction were reported*
by Davisson and Germer 3 years after de Broglie’s first paper appeared.
Davisson and Germer were studying the reflection of electrons from
a nickel target and accidentally subjected a target to such heat treat-

ment that it was transformed into a group of large crystals. Anoma-
lies then appeared in the reflection from it. Following up this lead,

<a) (b) (c)

Fig. 70.

—

(a) A nickol crystal, showing fnce-Cfmtored cubic structure. (6) Same,
with a face cut ui right angles a diagonal, (c) An incident l>oain of electrons (heavy
arrow) is scatier<‘<l in all Inickward directions.

they pre])ar<^d a. tarp;(d. coiisisiiag of a single crystal of nickel and
bombiirdcMl its surface at normal incidemee by a narrow pencil of low-

voltag(‘ <^l(Md.rons; by in(*ans of a suitable ** collector” of small aperture,

they studic'd tlu^ distribution in angle of the elctctrons reflected from

the (UTst,a,l. In this ndUnded Ix^am, they found striking maxima and
minima, which ttit\v wens able to explain in terms of diffraction of the

electron wav<*s.

Th<^ diffraction of such \va.v(*K by a crystal is very similar to the

diffraction of X-rays, which lias bium studied extensively, and is

describcxl at haigtli in a. lat(»r chapter (c/. Sec. ISb). Here we shall

discuss th(^ stru(*tur(' of crys(.a.ls, and the diffraction of waves by

them, only as far as is lux-essary in order to understand the significance

of the experiments on mat ter waves.

Crysi.a.llographi(*. studies by means of X-rays show that the nickel

crystal is of tlu^ “facci-cenbr-ed cubic” type, as shown in Fig. 79,^ i.c.,

the crystal can be imagiiuxl to bo construetetl of cubical unit cells

’ Davisson hikI CiKKMKK, J^hya. Rev,, vol. 30, p. 705 (1927).

® This and c<*rtain otlior figurr^s arc used by permission of Dr. Davisson.
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each having an atom at each comer and one in the center of each face,

with none inside the cube. The atoms are indicated by circles in the

figure, certain ones being joined by lines in order to outline the unit

cells. The length Oo of the edge of the unit cube is 3.61 angstroms.

Figure 79(6) shows a face cut on the crystal at right angles to one of

the diagonals of the cube. In Fig. 79(c) the direction of the incident

electrons is Shown by the heavy arrow. The lighter arrows show,

Az/mufh

Fig. 80.—Schematic roprosontation of reflection of electron beams from a nickel crystal.

.schematically, that these electrons are reflected in all (backward)

directions. Considering only the surface layer of atoms in the tri-

angular face of Fig. 79(c), it is readily seen that these atoms are

arranged in rows parallel to one side of the triangle, and it is easily

shown that the distance d between these rows is

d = = 2.15 angstroms.

Now it is fairly obvious that we may regard these rows of atoms as

equivalent to the lines of a plane grating of grating spac^e d = 2.15

angstroms. Radiation of wave length X incident normally on such a

grating, the plane of incidence being taken normal to one side of the

triangle, should be diffracted, as is light from a reflection grating,
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according to the well-known law

n\ = dsin^, (168)

where 6 is the angle between the (normally) incident beam and the

diffracted beam and n is the order of diffraction [Sec. 186(6)]. These
relations are shown schematically in Fig. 80. It will be observed,

from Fig. 79(c) and from Fig. 80, that the crystal is in reality equivalent

to a series of such plane gratings, piled one above the other and

separated by a distance 6 == ao/\/3. Radiation penetrating to

and diffracted backward from any one of these underlying layers

will be combined with that diffracted from other layers, with the result

Electron Electron Electron

Fuj. 81.—SriKMiiiit ic roproHoiitatioii of upparatuH iisotl by Davisson and Goriner in thoir

discovery of tho diffraction of electrons.

that, for a given wave length X of the (normally) incident radiation,

we shall expect to find a diffracted beam at the angle 0 defined by
Eq. (168), unless the beams from the several layers destructively

interfere. If conditions are such that destructive interference takes

place, the beam to be expected at angle Q will be wholly or partially

suppressed.

The apparatus used by Davisson and Germer is represented

diagrammatically in Fig, 81. The ^'electron gun” consists of a
heated filament emitting electrons, an accelerating field to give

the electrons any desired velocity, and a series of collimating apertures

to produce a (nearly) unidirectional beam. This monovelocity beam
of electrons strikes the surface of the crystal at normal incidence,

and the electrons are reflected, or scattered, in all directions. A
collector for measuring the reflected electrons is so arranged that it
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can be adjusted to any angular position with respect to the crystal,

and thus the intensity of fJae electron beam reflected within a small

solid angle dco may be determined. The collector has two walls

insulated from each other. A retarding potential is applied between
the inner and the outer wall so that only the fastest electrons—those

possessing nearly the incident velocity—may enter the inner chamber
and be measured by the galvanometer. The crystal may be turned

about an axis parallel to the axis of the incident beam, and thus

any azimuth of the crystal may be presented to the plane defined

by the incident beam and the beam entering the collector. In what
follows we shall be concerned mainly with the A and the B azimuths.

Fig. 82.—The development of the diffraction beam in the A azimuth, showing maximum
length of *‘spur’* for 54-volt electrons, at colatitudo 50°.

If a beam of low-voltage electrons is incident on the crystal,

turned at any arbitrary azimuth, and the distribution of the scattered

beam is measured as a function of the colatitude—the angle between
the incident beam and the beam entering the collector—a curve similar

to that in Fig. 82(a) is obtained, which refers to incident 36-volt

electrons. If now the crystal is turned to the A azimuth, the dis-

tribution curve for 40-volt electrons [Fig. 82(6)] shows a slight ^'hump”
at about cplatitude 60°. With increasing voltage this hump moves
upward and develops into a spur which becomes most prominent at

64 volts [Fig. 82(e)], at which voltage the colatitude of the spur is

50°. At higher voltages the spur gradually disappears.

The spur in its most prominent state of development offers con-

vincing evidence for the existence of electron waves. According
to Eq. (167), the wave length of a beam of 54-volt electrons should

be
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. 12.24 -

Ac = = 1.67 angstroms.
V64

Since a diffracted beam is observed at 50®, it is obvious that, irrespec-

tive of how the underlying layers have cooperated, constructive

interference has occun*ed among the beams diffracted from the
several plane gratings; hence, we may use Eq. (168) to determine the
wave length. We find

Xfl = dsind = 2.15 sin 60® = 1.65 angstroms.

This observed value of K agrees excellently with that computed above
from de Broglie's formula.

A similar agreement was found for other beams. In the B azimuth,
a spur was strongly developed^, with 65-volt electrons at a colatitude

44®. The wave length of 66-volt electrons is found in a similar way
to be 1.62 A, whereas at 44® we have \e = 2.15 sin 44® = 1.49 A.
In the A azimuth, a spur was also found at 56® colatitude with 181-volt

electrons. This was interpreted as a second-order beam. For
181-volt electrons, Xc = 0.91 A, whereas second-order diffraction

gives, for colatitude 55®,

2X« = 2.15 sin 55®, .‘.X, = 0.88 A.

In the C azimuth, 2 for which d = 1.24 A, a strong beam was found
at 56® colatitude for 143-voIt electrons. The wave length corre-

sponding to 143-volt electrons is 1.02 A, whereas 1.24 X sin 56® = 1.03

A—again an ex(!ellent agreement. Over 20 such beams were reported

by Davisson and Germer for electron energies up to 370 electron-volts.

In each case, the agreement between the observed and the computed
wave lengths was within the limits of error of the observations.

Subsequently, with improved apparatus, they reported measurements
in which the agreement between observed and computed values of

wave length wtis better than 1 percent.®

The excellent quantitative agreement between such directly

obseiwed values of X« with values computed from de Broglie's formula

is conclusive proof that the beam of electrons proceeding from filament

to crystal does have wavelike characteristics as definite as those of

1 The dilTorcncc in the colatitiidc at which the spur is most strongly developed
for the A and the B azimuth, respectively, is duo to the fact that the displacement

of each plane grating with respect to the one immediately above is different for the

two azimuths, and hence the angle at which greatest reinforcement occurs is

different in the two cjiscs.

* Plano of incidence and reflection parallel to a side of the triangle,

* Nat. Acad. Sd,, Proc., vol. 14, p. 317 (1928).
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light or X-rays; and, furthermore, that the length of the electron

waves is correctly given by de Broglie’s formula, Eq. (167).

(6) Refraction in a Crystal.—^When Davisson and Germer let the
electrons fall obliquely, instead of perpendicularly, upon the nickel

Fig. 83.— (a) Schematic representation of apparatus for studying reflection of a
beam of electrons incident at angle du on the (cut) face of the nickel crystal, (ft) Cross
section of the crystal showing the “cooperating” pianos of atoms.

crystal, they observed new effects which did not scorn to agree entirely

with the theory.^ Their figures illustrating this case arc reprodiu^ofl

in Fig. 83. With a fixed angle of incidence electrons wore observed
to be reflected at all angles ^2 ,

as is illuHtrated in Fig. 84, which is also

taken from their paper. For any given angle of incidence, however,

120 Volts 133 Volts 353 VolH

(a) (b) (c)

Kkj. S4.— (a) Nonselectivo reflection of an electron beam.
at various angles of incidence.

(d)

(h, r, d) Selcetivo reflection

at certain electron speeds, selective regular rejleciion occurred, as is

shown by the spurs” in Fig. 84(6), (c), and (rf).

It was assumed that this selective reflection was due to constructive

interference by beams reflected from successive layers of atoms in the
crystal. The phenomenon is well known in the case of X-rays, which
are very weakly reflected unless the conditions arc met for such coii-

• Davisson and Germeb, Nat. Acad. Sci., Proc., vol. 14, pp. 317, 619 (1928).
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structive interference. The condition for strong reflection will -be

deduced later for use in the more important case of X-rays; it is

expressed to a high degree of approximation by Bragg's formula:

n\ = 2d sin dg, (169)

where X is the wave length, 6g the “glancing angle" or angle between

the incident ray and the plane of I'eflection (complement of the angle

of incidence), d the distance between layers [shown as 2.03 A in Fig.

83(6)], and n a positive integer. (See Sec. 186.) If we may assume

that the electron waves penetrate a short distance into the crystal,

so as to be reflected from a number of layers of atoms, the same law

should hold for the selective reflection of electrons. (In this case,

the spacing in a given layer, shown in Fig. 83(6) as D = 2.15 A, is

of no consequence, since reflection from each layer is regular.)

When Davisson and Germer calculated electron wave lengths

from their data by means of the Bragg formula, however, a dis-

crepancy was found between them and the de Broglie wave lengths.

Thus, for 83-volt electrons, selective reflection was observed at an

angle of incidence of 35® [Fig. 84(d)]; putting = 90 — 35 = 55®,

d == 2.03 A, in Eq. (169), we find

For 83-volt electrons, Eq. (167) gives a de Broglie wave length of

X« = 1.34 A.

It is impossible to find an integral w (1, 2,
• '

' ) that will bring

these two equations into agreement (if ri = 2, Xe = 1.66 A; if w = 3,

Xe = 1.11 A).

It was suggested by Eckart^ and by Bethe^ that this discrepancy

would be explained if it were assumed that the electron beam suffei*s

refraction as it enters the crystal. In the case of X-rays, the refractive

index is so nearly unity that it need be taken into consideration only

in very precise work (Sec. 199). In the latter case, Eq. (169) must be

replaced by

nX = 2d\/ii^ — (170)

M being the refractive index for rays entering the crystal.

Equation (170) will presumably hold also for electron waves.

Since wo do not know m, we cannot use it to secure another check of

^ Eckaht, Nat. Acad. Sd.j Proc., vol. 13, p. 400 (1927),

^Betiib, Naturwiss.j vol. 15, p. 787 (1927).
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the de Broglie relation; but, if we assume the latter relation, we can
use the formula to calculate It is necessary, however, to make
some assumption concerning the values of n. The right assumption
tt> make might be discovered by endeavoring to secure consistency
l>otween values of n obtained from many different reflections; but it is

more satisfactory to be guided by physical considerations based upon
< he* underlying cause of the refraction. In Sec. 114, we saw that
e*l(Hrtron waves are refracted upon entering a region of different

elecjtric potential; if the potential suddenly increases by an amount
so that the potential energy of the electron decreases by eAV, e

lining the numerical electronic charge, the index of refraction is

“ .Jl + ^« (171)

being the energy of the electrons before entering the region,

expressed in equivalent potential units. Now photoelectric and
thermionic phenomena indicate that matter attracts electi'ons; the

potesutial energy of an electron decreases when it enters a metal, by
an amount that was formerly identified with the work function but
is now estimated at 10 to 20 electron-volts (Sec. 57). Hence ti should

greater than unity for electron waves entering a crystal; and AV
as <ail<'iulated from Eq. (171) should be of the order of 10 to 20 volts.

Using the above data, i.e., X = 1.34 A, d = 203 A, = 55®, if

we take n — 2, we find, from (170), m = 0.76. This is less than unity

and, for the reason just stated, must be rejected. Trying n = 3,

we find fx = 1.144; and (171) then gives, with Vo — SZ volts, AV = 26

v^olta, which is of the order to be expected.

A careful study of the selective reflections occurring for various

voltages at the angle of incidence di = 10® (0^ = 80®) was made by

'Pa II r.HI I.—Index of Refraction of Nickel fob Electron Heams of Various
Voltages. 0g = 80°
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Davisson and Germer. A summary of the data is shown in the firat

four columns of Table I. The values of the index of refraction com-
puted by Eq. (171) for an assumed inner potential A7 of 18 volts for

the nickel crystal are shown in column 5 and are seen to be in reason-

able agreement with the directly observed values of ju as given in

column 4.

The phenomena of the refraction of electron waves are somewhat
more complex, however, than might be expected from the simplicity

Fia. 85.—Diffraction of (M3,000-volt olcctrons by a thin sheet of mica. [After Kikuchi,
Japan, Jour, Physice, vol, 6 (1928).]

of Eq. (171) and the agreement of the data. For further infonnation,

the reader is referred to the literature. ‘

(c) Transmission through a Crystal,—Electrons, if given sufficient

energy, are known to pass readily through thin films of matter such

as metal foil or thin mica. If an electron beam has wave properties,

then in its passage through matter we should observe some or all

of the phenomena characteristic of the passage of X-rays through

matter.

Soon after the discovery of electron waves, Kikuchi^ succeeded

in obtaining electron diffraction patterns by passing a pencil of elec-

trons through a thin mica crystal. Figure 85 shows the pattern

obtained by passing 68,000-volt electrons through mica of the order

of 10“^ cm. thick. These observations are the exact analog of the

‘ See, for example, Davisson and Gbrmbr, Nat, Acad, Sci.y Proc.^ vol. 14, p.

619 (1928); Davisson: Bell System Techn, J., vol. 11, p. 546 (1932).

^ Japan, Jour, Phye,^ vol. 5, p. 83 (1928).
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first experiments on the diffraction of X-rays by Friedrich, Knipping,

and Lane [Sec. 186(&)].

Studies of metal foils with X-rays show that with appropriate

treatment such foils are composed of polycrystalline material with a

random orientation of crystal axes. Crystallographically, such foils

are similar to crystalline powders. If in the Friedrich, Knipping,

and Laue experiment with X-rays (Fig. 150) a powder or a foil is sub-

stituted for the single crystal, the observed diffraction pattern will

consist of a series of concentric rings instead of spots as in the Laue

Fig. 86.— (a) Diffraction pattern produced by passing X-rays through thin gold foil

{Kindness of Dr. I. Fankuchen). (b) Diffraction pattern produced by passing a pencil

of 30,000-volt electrons through gold foil (from Thomson: ^*Wave Mechanics of Free

Electrons Fig. 196). (c) Same for 210,000-volt electrons {from Rupp: Anji. d, Physih^
vol. 10, p. 927 (1931).)

pattern. Such a pattern, produced by passing a pencil of X-rays

through gold, is shown in Fig, 86(a). In Fig. 8G{h) is shown the

diffraction pattern obtained by passing 30,000-volt electrons through

a film of gold; whereas Fig. 8G(c) shows the pattern for 210,()00-volt

electrons, obtained by E. Rupp. Qualitatively, the similarity between

the effect of X-rays and of electrons is so striking as to pi-ovc con-

clusively the wave nature of electrons. From the diam(^ter of the

rings in Fig. 86(b) and the dimensions of the apparatus, it is possible,

knowing the length of the side of the unit cube of gold from X-ray

data, to measure the wave length of the electron Ix^jiin jireducing

the pattern. This can be compared with the value of tlu^ wave
length computed from the relativistic formula (page 272, footnote)

appropriate to high-velocity electrons. In this way, Kupp^ compared

* The validity of Rupp’s results is not beyond possible iloiibt. Cf. Rupp,
Zeits. f. Physikf vol. 95, p. 801 (1935); Ramsaubr, Zeits. f. Physik, vol. 96, p.

278 (1935).
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the ‘'observed’^ with the ‘'computed’^ values of electron waves in the

voltage range 100 to 250 kilovolts. His results are summarized in

Table 11.

(d) Difraction by a Ruled Grating .—In concluding our citation

of evidence to show that electron beams have wave characteristics,

Table II.

—

Compaeison op Directly Observed and Computed Values op
Electron Wave Lengths for High-voltage Electrons*

Maximum energy

of electron beam in

electron-volts X 10“^

Wave length, cm. X 10^^

CJomputed Observed

11.98 32.5 32.52

21.0 23.6 23.72

23.1 22.4 22.51

24.3 21.7 21.42

25.3 21.2 21.06

Rupp: Ann . d. Phmk , vol. 10, p. 027 (1931).

mention should be made of the experiments of Rupp^ with a ruled

grating. Allowing 150-volt electrons to fall at a small glancing

angle on a line grating of 1,300 lines per centimeter ruled on speculum

metal, Rupp obtained on a photographic plate, in addition to the

direct-reflected beam, three orders of diffraction, from which the wave
length was determined to be 1.00 angstrom with an error of 2 or

3 percent—in excellent agreement with the expected value of 0.999 A
for 150-volt electrons.

118. Diffraction of Molecule Waves.—Even molecules should

exhibit wave properties under suitable conditions, according to the

new theory. This, too, has been verified by experiment. A molecular

beam is easily formed by allowing molecules of a gas to stream out

of an enclosure through a small hole or slit into an evacuated chamber.

Often the enclosure is heated, in order to vaporize the substance to

be studied; it is then called an “oven.” Two difficulties have to be

overcome, however, which do not arise in working with electrons.

The molecules issue with a maxwelliari distribution of velocities,

whereas for diffraction experiments a beam of uniform velocity is

desirable, corresponding to monochromatic waves. Then, too,

neutral molecules are very much harder to detect than charged

particles.

' Zeits.f, Physik, vol. 52, p. 8 (1929).
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Especially interesting is an experiment^ performed by Estermann,

Frisch, and Stem. They managed to select a beam of helium atoms

having fairly uniform velocities by passing the beam through narrow

slits in two parallel circular disks placed 3 cm. apart and rotated

about their common axis. The slits in the disks were adjusted so as

to be opposite each other. A molecule, after passing through a slit

in the first disk, would arrive at the second disk too late to pass

through the corresponding slit in that disk; but, if its velocity were

just right, it would be in time to pass through the next following slit

Molecules moving faster or more slowly would arrive too soon or too

late and would be stopped by the disk. After leaving the second disk,

the beam fell upon the surface of a lithium fluoride crystal, by which

it was reflected or diffracted. To measure the intensity of the beam
diffracted in a given direction, the helium atoms were allowed to pass

through a small hole into a chamber where they accumulated until a

certain pressure of helium was reached (of the order of 10“* cm. Hg).

This pressure was measured by the cooling effect of the helium on an.

electrically heated metal strip, owing to conduction of heat through the

helium; the electrical resistance of the strip was measured with a

Wheatstone bridge as an indication of its temperature,

A strong diffracted beam of helium molecules or atoms was ob-

served in addition to the regularly reflected beam. In the most

precise measurement, the maximum in the diffracted beam was found

at 19.45®, corresponding to a wave length of X = 0.600 X 10~* cm.

as calculated from the usual formula for diffraction by a crystal.

From the dimensions and rate of rotation of the disk, the velocity of

the helium atoms was calculated to be 1.635 X 10® cm. sec.“"^; the cor-

responding de Broglie wave length is, by Eq. (166a,b).

X A
mv

hNo
Mv

6.61 X 10-27 X 6.02 X 102®

4.00 X 1.635 X 10®
0.608 X 10“* cm.

(h = Planck’s constant, iVo = Avogadro’s number, M = molecular

weight.) The agreement is within 1.5 percent. This result is par-

ticularly interesting, not only because it refers to an atom, but also

because the velocity was measured in simple mechanical fashion

instead of in some indirect manner.

119. SchrSdinger’s Wave Equation.—In Secs. 112 and 113, we
have described the line of thought which led de Broglie to the con-

ception of matter waves. In his first paper, he managed to apply

these ideas to the motion of an electron in the field of a nucleus and

actually arrived at Bohr’s formula for the energies of the quantum

1 EsToaMANN, Fbisch and Stbbn, Zeite, /. PhyHk, vol. 73, p. 348 (1931).
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states. In order to obtain discrete states, he replaced Bohr’s quantum
condition by the requirement that the orbit must contain an integral

number of wave lengths of the waves, so that “resonance” may occur.

This is not a very satisfactory statement of the condition, however,

because in such cases the wave length is so large relative to the scale

of the motion that diffraction effects would be enormous. Schrod-

inger, refining de Broglie’s idea, suggested that each quantum state

represents a system of standing waveSy or a normal mode of harmonic
vibration, somewhat like the vibration of a violin string when sounding

its fundamental, or one of its overtones.

In order to find out what the normal modes of oscillation would be

for the matter waves accompanying an electron, we require a more
complete statement of the law governing their motion. Now the

usual basis of the mathematical theory of wave motion is furnished by
a differential equation. Thus, for a violin string vibrating in a fixed

plane, we have the equation

in which i? is the displacement of any point of the string at a time t, x

is the coordinate of this point measured from one end of the string,

and gr is a constant depending on the tension in the string and its

mass per unit length. In addition to this differential equation, we
have also the boundary condition that ?;

= 0 at all times at each end

of the string. To cite a second example, in the case of sound waves

moving in three dimensions, the differential equation for the pressure p
in terms of Cartesian coordinates Xjy,z and the time t is

dt'^ ^ \dx^ dy^ dzY

f denoting another constant. These differential equations are derived

from the laws of mechanics; they are obtained by applying Newton’s

laws of motion to the particular medium und(u discussion.

We cannot follow an analogous method, however, in arriving at the

differential equation for the matter waves; for we know nothing of any

medium to convey them. The best we can do is to try to guess a

mathematical wave equation that will be in harmony with those

properties which we have found the waves to have, and then to test our

guess further by comparing with observation other results deduced

from this wave equation. Limitations of space and of the mathe-

matical tools required for this book make it impossible for us to
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attempt here any extensive treatment of wave mechanics.* It may
be worth while, howevw, to see how the properties that we have
assigned to matter waves lead naturally to Schrodinger’s differential

equation for them and then to describe in general terms the applica-

tion of the equation to a few important problems.

For plane harmonic matter waves of frequency v and wave length

X moving toward +x, we might expect to be able to write

'S' = 4sin25r

'j? being the quantity, whatever it is, that oscillates in the waves.

Since, according to Eqs. (165) and (166a),

where W and p are, respectively, the energy and the momentum of the

associated particle, we can also write the last equation in the form

^ = Aein-^(TFt — px), (172)

in which the constants are connected by the relation.

W =
2m + V;

here V is the potential energy of the particle, and

pL
2m

{moY
2m

(173)

its kinetic energy. Whatever the differential equation for may be,

it should be such that ^ as given in Eq. (172) is a solution of it regard-

less of the value of W or p. Let us endeavor, therefore, to find by

trial a differential equation such that, when the expression just given

for is substituted in it, W and p cancel out in consequence of the

relationship expressed in Eq. (173).

Let us write down a few derivatives of as obtained from Eq. (172)

:

^^^^WAcos^iWt-px) _^pAcos^(m-px)

dx^

47r* , . . 2ir

(Wt — px).

' For a simple introduction, see S. Dushman, “Elements of Quantum Mechan-
ics,” 1938. .
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The only sort of combination of these derivatives that would enable

us to use Eq. (173) seems to be one in which the first derivative with

respect to t is combined with the second derivative with respect to x.

We can get a term in V by using itself, undifPerentiated, multiplied

by V. We are thus led to try as a wave equation

, , tat,

at
(174)

where the coefficients a and b remain to bo determined.

If we substitute ^ from (172) in this equation, however, we
encounter a difficulty, since d^/dt contains a cosine, whereas d^^/dx^

and itself both contain a sine. However, we could equally well have

started with a (‘osiiu' inst(\‘id of a sine; or we could use a combination

of them, such as

^ = Asin^iWt ~ px) + Bcos^iWt — px),

where A and B are independent constants. The student may already

be familiar with the use of such combinations as the general solution

of a differential e(iuation of the second order. If we substitute this

latter expression for ^ in (174) and then equate coefficients of the

sine terras and th(^ (cosine terms separately on both sides of the equa-

tion, so as to ha\'e it satisfied for all values of x and t, we obtain the

equations:

- y w/i = + bVA,

^WA = -a^p^B + bVB,

or

27rW - a-j-p-JC
hh

^ Ti
^V—
2,r'^ A'

These equations will agree with (173), provided

“^A _ ^ _ W-4 _ .

° h B ~ 2m 2ir 'B ’

_ ^B _ 1 ^ ,
“ A /I 2m 2ir^

Eliminating cither a or b from these equations, we obtain

B^
- 1 ,

i — \/— l.
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To agree with common practice, let us take

A
5
= -*•

Then we obtain (since 1/i = — t):

. 2t 1
-m-j- = s—» c

h 2m

Thus (174) becomes

ih

4arm

M .

•s-*'

dt 4irm dx^ ih

or, after multiplying through by — A/(27ri),

h

27n dt dx^
+

In three dimensions, this will read

_ == ^ 4- 4- 4. VHf
%n dt &Trhn \ dx^ dy^ dz^ /

or, in a condensed notation often used,

2Tn dt
JA
ST^m

+ V^y (175)

V* (or A) standing for the *'Laplacian operator^' or the sum of the

three space derivatives.

Equation (175) is Schrodinger^s famous wave equation containing

the time. It appears to be valid for the matter waves associated with

1 electron as long as relativistic effects can be neglected.

Schrodinger’s equation is simple in form, containing in its coeffi-

cients only the potential-energy function for the particle, V{Xyy,z)y

and the universal constant h. It is remarkable among the differential

equations of mathematical physics, however, in that it contains

i = '\/— L But for this factor it would resemble the equation for the

flow of heat in a solid body, which likewise contains the first derivative

with respect to the time. The motion of matter waves combines, in

fact, some of the features of heat flow in a solid with other features

resembling the propagation of mechanical disturbances, such as sound
waves.

The solutions of the equation are likewise peculiar. As we have
seen, no solution can have the form of a simple sine or cosine function,

such as can be used to represent a train of sound waves in the air
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[c/. Eq. (172)]. The combination of sine and cosine that we found
ourselves compelled to use is equivalent to a complex exponential,

since = cos x ± i sin x.

In case F is a constant, it is easily seen, in fact, by substitution,

that a solution of (175) is

2irt\

^ ^ Ce *

provided W and p are constants having such values that

w ^^ + v.
2m

(176)

Here C is an arbitrary constant representing the wave amplitude, and

i = \/^. If TF > 0 and p > 0, this latter form of represents

plane waves of traveling toward +x; for, at a point moving with

velocity TF/p, the value of ^ remaiiLS constant.^ TF and p represent

energy and momentum of the associated particle, respectively; the

frequency v and the wave length X of tlie waves are easily seen to be

y = TF/A, X = A/p, in accordance with conclusions reached previously.

If p < 0 but W > 0, both i)articlc and waves are moving toward —a;.

If IF < 0, as may happen if F < 0, the waves and the particle

travel in op])osite dinudions. We can always make this so, if we wish,

by adjusting the arbitrary additive constant that occui'S in F, as in

any potential cn<a-gy. TIk^ possibility of reversing the direction of

motion of mathu’ wavcjs in this manner Is a clear indication that they

cannot be ordinary n^al wav<‘s.

120* Physical Significance of —^Thls may be an appropriate

point at which to discuss further the physical nature of matter waves.

What is the physicial significance of the mysterious ^ that appears in

the mathematical theory ?

An answer sometimes givcm to this (lucstion is that is merely an

auxiliary mathcmaticral (piantity that is introduced to facilitate

computations relative to the results of experiment. For example, in

the experiments descu’ibed above on tlie diffraction of electrons by a

crystal, the experinu^ntx^r sets up an electron gun that fires electrons

of a certain energy at a crystal. A detector placed at a certain angle

gives indications whicli arc taken to mean that electrons are being

received. In order to develop a quantitative theory for such observa-

tions, we assume that a beam of electron waves of frequency v = Wlh
falls on the crystal, and we calculate the intensity of the waves scat-

* If a point moves with velocity IF/p, in time dt it moves a distance dx = Wdtip;

hence, d(Wt — px) ^ W dt — pdx ^ 0, and so = 0.
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tered in the direction of the detector. From this mathematical

result we infer, following certain rules, what the indication of the

detector should be. In order to make such calculations, it is not

really necessary to attach any physical significance at all to the mathe-
matical symbol

There is much to be said for such a view. After all, observational

results are the primary material of physics; the purpose of theories is

to correlate these results, to group them into those regularities of

experience that we call laws, and to predict the results of new experi-

ments. Even the motion of the electron as a particle is only an
auxiliary concept, introduced for convenience in describing and
interpreting observational results; the evidence for the particle nature

of the electron is in reality very indirect. If we carefully examine the

history of the concept of the electron as a particle, we shall realize

that this concept owes its origin to the well-established beliefs in the

corpuscular nature of matter. The electron was regarded as one

of the building blocks of matter and was, therefore, visualized as a

particle.

Such auxiliary concepts as particles (constitute vtiry convenient

aids to thinking, and most physicists find it adv^antagccous to make use

of them. Whereas some experimental results are (conveniently under-

stood in terms of the electrons as particles, however, others can be

understood only in terms of the interference of waves. It is worth

while, therefore, to go as far as we can toward assigning some physical

significance to these waves, or to the quantity in terms of which the

mathematical theory of the waves is expressed. This can be done,

according to circumstances, in two rather different ways.

In dealing with an experiment on scattering such as that just

described, a beam of waves of indefinite total length is commonly
assumed, represented by a ^ like that in Eq. (176). The square of

the absolute value of 1^]^, is then taken to be proportional (for given

particle energy) to the number of particles in the beam that cross unit area

per second, the unit area being taken perpendicular to the direction

motion.^ Thus, in an experiment on the diffraction of electrons, let

no electrons cross unit area per second in the incident beam and let

^0 denote the mathematical expression assumed for ^ in the waves
representing this beam. Then, if calculation by means of the wave
equation, Eq. (175), gives as the value of ^ in a certain direction

of diffraction, the theoretical value for the intensity of the diffracted

beam in that direction, defined as the number of ciiffracted electrons

^ ^ is a complex number; by the absolute value of any complex number, x + iy

(where x and y are real), is meant (»* -{- 2/*)^, written \x + iy\.
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crossing unit area per second, is

na =

[provided both the incident and the diffracted beams move in regions
where V in (175) has the same value].

This procedure corresponds exactly to the method of TianHUTig

similar problems in optics. The intensity of a beam of light, which
might be defined as the number of photons crossing unit area per
second, is proportional (in a given medium) to the square of the
electric vector (Sec. 34). The principal difference here is that, ^
being a complex number, we must use 14^1® instead of '4'®.

There are other cases, however, as in the photoelectric effect, in
which one wishes to follow the flight of a single dectron or other
particle. Then 4 is taken to refer to a single particle. Usually
values of 4 appreciably different from zero occur only within some
finite region. A solution of the wave equation of this latter type is

sometimes called a wave •packet, especially if the region in which it has
nonzero values changes position in space as time goes on. In such a
case it is natural to ask, whcire is the particle in relation to the wave
packet? The accepted answer may be stated in terms of probabilities.

The position of the particle is believed not to be defined any more closely

than is indicated by the values of 4. At any given instant, if a suitable

observation were made, the particle might be found at any point

where 4 is different from zero; the probability of finding it at a given

point is proportional to the value of |4|* at that point. More exactly,

the probability of finding the particle within any element of volume
dxdydz is

|4|*dxdydz. (177)

When inhsrpreted in this way, 4 is sometimes called a probcdnlity

amplitude for position of the parti(!lc.‘

The interprcitation just statcnl imposes upon 4 a certain mathe-
matical rc(iuirement. l<’or the fatal probability of finding the particle

somewhere is, of <murse, unity. Hence 4 must satisfy the condition

that

dxdydz = 1, (178)

the triple integral extending over all possible values of x, y, and z.

A 4 satisfying this reciuireineut is said to be normalized (to unity).

Any solution of lOcp (175) can be normalized; for, because the wave

' Tho word “aiuplitiulo” is not used here in quite the same sense as in elemen-

tary physi<!8.
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equation is linear and homogeneous in any solution of this equation

can be multiplied by an arbitrary constant without ceasing to be a

solution, and the arbitrary constant can then be adjusted so as to

make Eq. (178) true.

There are also interesting relations between a wave packet and
the velocity or mom&nium of the particle. A detailed study, for which

we have not space, brings out the following features.

Suppose the particle is in free space (i.c., 7 = 0). Then a possible

solution of the wave equation is given by Eq. (176) or

(179)

where C and p are constants and W = p^/m. This solution, repre-

senting an infinite train of waves, is considered to correspond to a

particle moving with energy TT, momentum p, and velocity v = p/m.

It cannot be treated as a wave packet, however, for it makes

^^ dxdydz =

(unless C = 01). We may conclude that it is not possible for a particle

to have a perfectly definite momentum or velocity. We can, however, have

as close an approach as we please to a definite momentum, for ^ may be

indistinguishable from (179) over as large a region as desired, sinking to

zero outside the boundary of this region; the constant C can then be

chosen small enough so that ffj\^\^ dxdydz = 1. A wave packet

formed in this way will retain its form for a long time, traveling along

with a velocity roughly equal to the group velocity of waves of fre-

quency V = W/h ox with a velocity equal to p/m.

In general, any wave packet can be expanded in terms of wave

trains like (179), just as any patch of light waves can be resolved into

monochromatic trains. Essentially, this amounts to representing ^
by a Fourier integral. When this has been done in a suitable way, the

coefficients of the various wave trains in the expansion constitute a

probability amplitude for momentum; i.e., the square of the absolute

value of any coefficient gives the probability that a suitable observa-

tion would reveal the particle as moving in the direction, and wdth the

momentum or velocity, that is associated with the corresponding

wave train. Thus, in general, according to wave mechanics, a

particle does not have either a sharply defined position or a sharply

defined momentum or velocity.

121. The Indeterminacy Principle.—^The indefiniteness that we
have just found to exist in the values of certain mechanical magnitudes

associated with a particle, such as its position or momentum, is a
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fundamental feature of wave mechanics. The indefiniteness as to

position can be minimized, to be sure, by making the wave packet

very small practically zero except within a very small region);

but in that case it can be shown that the packet will spread rapidly.

Consequently, if we were to observe the position of the particle a little

later and then calculate its velocity by dividing the distance covered

by the time taken, any one of a wide variety of results might be

obtained. Thus, a small packet means a large indefiniteness in

momentum and velocity. On the other hand, if we give to ^ a form

like that in Eq. (179) over a large region, in order to fix the velocity and

momentum of the particle within narrow limits, there is a large

indefiniteness in the position. In general, it can be shown that, if Ax
denotes the effective range in the possible values that might be found

by observation for the coordinate x of the particle, and if Ap indicates

the similar range for momentum, then very roughly

ApAx ^ A, (180)

where h is Planck^s constant. This principle was fimt enunciated

by Heisenberg in 1927,^ who called it, in German, the principle of

“Unbestimmtheit.*' This term has been variously translated as

“indeterminacy,^’ “indefinitcncss,” “uncertainty.”

The principle can be said to have its basis in the wave properties

of matter. It even has an analog in the field of optics (but not in

particle mechanics). A single sinusoidal wave of light of wave length X

represents a certain amount of energy that is closely localized in

space, but it docs not constitute monochromatic light; for, upon

passing through a sixHjtroscope, it will spread widely in the spectrum.

To have an approach to monochromatic light, we must have a train

of many waves; and this means a corresponding dispersal of the energy

in space.

The conclusion that a wave pa(?ket (lannot represent a particle

as having at the same time a definite position and a definite momentum
might seem to be in conflict with the fa(5t that both position and

momentum are capable of precise measurement. In ordinary physics,

we have no difficulty in determining both of these quantities simul-

taneously; c.flr., from two snapshots of a rifle bullet, its position and

velocity at a given instant can both be calculated, Heisenberg

pointed out, however, that this could be done only because, on

the scale of observation used in ordinary physical measurement, the

indeterminacy required by Eq. (180) is so minute as to be lost in the

experimental errors. It is quite otherwise for an electron, or a molecule.

I HsiSBNBBao, Zeits. /. Physik, vol. 43, p. 172 (1927).
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Consider, for example, how an electron might be located with
atomic precision. We might use a microscope; but then we should

have to use light of extremely short wave length in order to secure

sufficient resolving power. To distinguish positions 10"® cm. apart,

for example, we should have to use 7-rays. Under these circum-
stances, the effect of the light on the electron cannot be neglected.

If we are to “see” the electron, at least 1 photon must bounce off it

and enter the microscope. In rebounding from the electron, however,
this photon will give it a strong Compton kick (see Sec. 198). Thus at

the instant at which we locate the electron, its momentum undergoes
a discontinuous change. Furthermore, there is an indefiniteness

about the magnitude of this change, for it will vary according to the

direction in which the scattered photon leaves the scene of action.

We cannot limit closely the range of possible directions for the scat-

tered photons that enter the microscope, by stopping down the aper-

ture, without a serious loss of resolving power. A quantitative

analysis of such observations leads us again to Eq. (180).

It appears, then, that we cannot at the same time assign to an
electron or other small particle a definite position and a definite

momentum (or energy). At least we cannot do this and mean any-
thing by the statement in terms of physical observation; and, since

1900, physicists have become increasingly clear about the principle

that only those magnitudes which can be observed, directly or indi-

rectly, have physical significance. Thus, our classical notion of a
particle as something that can move along a sharply defined path,

having at each instant a definite position and velocity, is not applicable

to electrons or protons or atoms or molecules. These small bits of

matter may be said to have some particle properties, but they also

possess certain wave properties, so that, in the classical sense of the
words, they are neither true particles nor true waves. Darwin pro-

posed to call them “wavicles.”

After this discussion of the physical significance of we shall now
return to a consideration of the mathematical theory. Whatever
changes may occur in the future in the physical ideas that are con-

sidered to underlie wave mechanics, it seems certain that the mathe-
matical theory is here to stay.

122. Stationary States.—So far we have discussed the motion of

free particles only. Suppose now an electron or other particle is in a
region where, because of a force field, it has a potential energy V
depending on its position. To treat such cases, as has already been
indicated, Schrodinger suggested seeking solutions of the wave equa-
tion which represent standing waVes.
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The distinguishing characteristic of standing waves is that the

phase of the vibration in such waves is everywhere the Same, whereas

in running waves there is a progi'ession of phase along the wave train.

In a mathematical expression for representing standing waves,

therefore, the time must occur in a separate factor. Let us seek a

solution of Eq. (175) that is of the form

^{x,y,z,t) = c * 4'(x,y,z)- (181)

Here Tf is a constant, i = -s/^, h is Planck’s constant, t is the time,

and X, y, and z are Cartesian coordinates for the particle; '4', as indi-

cated, is a function of the four variables, x, y, z, t, whereas is a

function of only x, y, and z. The frequencj'^ of oscillation of such a

is V = W/h. For, if t is increased by h/W, the exponent of e is

thereby increased by — 2iri, which multiplies by

g-2Ti _ 2t — i sin 27r = I

and so leaves ’i' unchanged; hence h/W is the period of oscillation of

or W/h is the frecpieney. Since the freciueney of hai-monic matter

waves always represents the energy divided by h (Secs. 112, 113, 116),

it follows that W represents the energy of the particle. It is easily

shown that ICcp (181) defines the only possible form of Sk in which t

occurs in a s<>parate factor.

Differentiating, wc find from (181) that

ai

2«We
dx- dx^

etc.

Thus the operator V= affects only the factor i. Hence, if w^e insert the

above expression for 'k in bk). (175), w(> obtain

4- Vc ^
^ Hir-m

Canceling c *
, we can write this result as

or

W -t- -^(F - F)^ = 0. (182)

The differential eciuation thus obtaintKl for the amplitude factor

^(a?,2/,2) is known avS Sehrbdinpjer’s amplitude equation^ or, more com-

monly, just Schrddinger\^ wave equation.
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Not every solution of Eq. (182) can be used in the manner indi-

cated, however. As explained in Sec. 120, we must be able to make

///I'®'!® dxdydz finite. Now, if has the form shown in (181), its

absolute value is

since |6“<*| = 1.* Thus only those solutions of (182) can be used to

represent standing waves for which

5n\P\^d^dydz

is finite. (The statement usually made is that ^ itself must remain

finite even at infinity.) In general, this condition can be met only for

certain va’ues of TT, which are known as characteristic values {or

eigenvalues). These values of W are the allowed values of the energy

corresponding to the stationary states, or quantum states, of the particle

in the given force field. Corresponding to each allowed value of W
there are one or more different functions obtained as solutions of

Eq. (182); these are known as charactei^stic functions or wave functions

{oT eigenfunctions)

.

The probability of finding the particle in a given element of space.

dr, when it is in such a stationary or quantum state, is obviously given

either by dr or by dr, since, as we have seen, 1^| = \i\.

The problem of determining the allowed energy levels for a particle

in a given force field thus reduces to the mathematical problem of

finding the allowed solutions of a wave equation. Limitations of

space and of the mathematical tools required for this book compel us to

leave it to the reader to familiarize himself, by study elsewhere,^ with

the applications of the theory to the various problems of atomic and

molecular physics. We have space only for a few descriptive remarks

concerning the two cases that have already been treated in previous

chapters in terms of the old quantum theory.

123. The Harmonic Oscillator.—^Let x be the coordinate of a mass

w moving in one dimension with a potential energy given by F =

P denoting a constant. For such a particle, the (amplitude) wave

equation (182) becomes simply

= |cosa? — isina;| = (cos^x -|- sin^x)^ = 1.

^ E,g., in Dushman, S., “Elements of Quantum Mech^cs,” 1938; Pauling, L.,

and Wilson, “Introduction to Quantum Mechanics,” 1935; Rojansky, V,,

“Introductory Quantum Mechanics,” 1938.
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A mathematical study of this equation shows that the characteristic

values of W can be w'-ritten^

= (n + n = 0, 1, 2,
• •

•
;

(184o,6,c)

The constant is the frequency with which the mass m would vibrate

according to dasmeal theory; but it has no special physical significance

here.

Fig. 87.—Chaructoriatio functions for n =* 1, 2, and 2 for a harmonic oscillator.

The norinalizcHl wav(^ functions for the first three stationary

states, corrcspoiidirij!; to n = 0, 1, or 2, arc found to be as follows,

stated in terms of

The reader can readily vcjrify tliat each of these expressions for ^
is a solution of Eq. (188), if in the latter equation the corresponding

value of W is inserted from (IS-la), and that they are normalized so

that ~ 1- (Hint: change the variable from 2; to J even in

the differential cciuation! Also, remember that = Vff.)

A graph of these three wave functions is shown in Fig. 87.

124. The One-electron Atom, (a) Energy Levch and Wave FunC’-

lions .—An electron of numerical charge c, in the field of a fixed nucleus

^Ihid.
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of chaise Ze, has a potential energy

r

at a distance r from the nucleus. Hence the wave equation (182)

for an electron in such a field reads

m being the electronic mass (more accurately, the reduced mass—Sec.

103). This equation is more complicated to handle than that for

the harmonic oscillator, because it involves three variables (x,y,z).

Only a few mathematical details will be given here. The variables

can be “separated^’ in terms of polar coordinates, r, dy <l>; solutions

can then be found of the form

ypniK = CiKe^*Pi^ (cosS) Rni(r). (185)

Here Rni(r) is a certain function of r, denotes a certain function

of cos 6, and Ca is a normalizing factor. [Sometimes R{r)/r is written

in place of jB(r).] The symbols n, Z, and X denote three integers which

occur in the customary expressions for the functions and also serve as

quantum numbers or labels for them; these integers may have any
values such that

|Xl ^ Z < n.

Thus the possible values of n are n = 1, 2,
• •

•
;
for each n,

Z = 0, 1,
• • • n — 1; for each Z, X = — Z, — Z + 1, — Z + 2 • • • Z — 1,

Z. (More commonly the letter m, or mi, is used in place of X. The
notation used here has certain advantages which will appear in the

study of many-electron spectra.) The corresponding values of

the energy turn out to be the same as those found by Bohr (Sec. 103)

:

W 2Tr^me^Z^

~hW (186)

This problem involves an important feature frequently met with,

called degeneracy of the wave functions or quantum states. For any

value of n above 1, there are several independent wave functions for

each allowed value of the energy. For given Z, X ranges oveu- 2Z + 1

different values from — Z to Z; and, for given n, I ranges from 0 to

n — 1. The total number of functions or independent quantum
states for given n is easily seen to be n^.
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(6) Relations with Angular Momentum .—The different functions

corresponding to the same energy are distinguished from one another
by different values of the angular momentum of the electron about the
nucleus, a feature that assists us in visualizing the quantum states.

It can be shown that represents a state in which the angular
momentum (or moment of momentum) about the axis of polar coordi-

nates has the definite value
^

For given Z, this angular momentum can range by integral steps from
a maximum of I units of h/2ir in one direction through zero to I units

in the opposite direction, a total of 2Z + 1 different values (including

I = 0).

These relations are often represented by a vector diagram. The
student is doubtless familiar with the interpretation of angular

momentum as a vector quantity. When a rigid body is rotating about

a fixed point, like a top about its point, there will be a certain axis

through the fixed point about which the angular momentum of the

body is a maximum. About any other axis, inclined at an angle 6

to the line of maximum angular momentum, the angular maximum Is

equal to the maximum value multiplied by cos 6. The angular

momentum can be represented by a vector drawn in the direction of

the axis for a maximum; the length of this vector can be made to

represent the magnitude of the maximum angular momentum, and
its direction, indi(\ated by an arrowhead, is commonly taken in the*:

direction in which a right-handed screw would advance along the axis

while turning about it in the same direction as the rotating body.

The angular rnonKiiitum about any other axis is then represented by
the corresponding component of this vector. The vector may or

may not coincide with the instantaneous axis of rotation of the body.

A similar treatment can be given to a moving set of disconnected

particles.

The various values of angular momentum associated with the

quantum states can be pictured, therefore, by imagining a vector of

length Z, or lhf2T, placed in any one of a discretes set of positions relative

to the polar axis, so that its component along this axis is of magni-

tude X or XA/27r units (Cf. Fig. 88). No significance is to be attached

to the side of the axis on which the Z-vector is drawn, however; the

conipoiuuits of the angular momentum perp(mdiciilar to the axis are

not fixed at all. Thus there is for the electron no definite direction

for its resultant angular momentum as a vector, contrary to the situa-

tion in classical theory.
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The square of the resultant angular momentum, on the other
hand, is fixed, according to wave mechanics, at the rather curious
value of l(l + 1) (h/2iry. This implies a resultant angular momentum
of magnitude -y/lQ + 1) h/2jr, not Ih/Zir as might have been antici-
pated. Sometimes the vector is drawn of a length to correspond to

the value 4- 1) h/2iir. The simpler length I is adequate, however,
for pictorial purposes; perhaps it should be interpreted as representing
the quantum number Z rather than the angular momentum itself.

These relationships are sometimes refen-ed to as space quantizaiion.

The axis of polars can, in general, be drawn in

any desired direction; thus the set of quantum
states is in some degree a matter of arbitrary

choice. (An analogous case in ordinary me-
chanical vibrations is the fact that, in the case
of a circular drumhead vibrating with a single

nodal line and emitting one of its overtones, the
nodal line may lie along any diameter. Degen-
eracy occurs here, too.) When a magnetic field

is present, however, the axis must be taken in the
direction of this field.

No such interpretation can be given for the
number n, which is often called the 'principal

quantum number.
(c) Probability Density and Charge-cloud

Density.—The probability density cori’espond-
ing to one of the wave functions is easily

seen from Eq. (185) to be

= lCa|MPt^(cos^)p[2Z„j(r)p. (187)

Fig, 88.—Illustrating
the quantization of angu-
lar momentum for i = 2.

There is little suggestion here of anything like orbital motion. The
quantity represents the probability that, if the electron
were located experimentally at any instant, it would be found in the
element of volume dr (Sec. 120). It would not be possible to follow
it in an orbital motion around the nucleus by means of a succession
of such obseivations, however, as the astronomers follow the planets
around the sun; for one observation with a y-ray microscope of suffi-

cient resolving power would suffice, because of the Compton effect,

to knock the electron entirely out of the atom. Often it is con-
venient to imagine the electronic charge e distributed in space as a
sort of charge cloud, with a density

V -
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Many effects of the atom on its surroundings are 'approximately

the same as if the atom actually contained a distribution of charge

of density ti, acting according to the ordinary laws of electrostatics.

In any case, this furnishes a convenient means of visualizing the

probability distribution.

From Eq. (187) it is evident that, when the electron is in one of

its quantum states, the probability density or charge-cloud density

is symmetrical about the axis of polars. The variation with 6 may
be large; but this is of minor interest. For this reason it is more
illuminating to consider only the average radial variation in the

density. Let Pr dr denote the total amount of probability, or ijr dr

the numerical amount of charge, contained between two spheres of

radii r and r + dr drawn about the nucleus as a center. Then it is

easily seen that, if Rni is separately normalized so that

X" ^

(Cjx being then so chosen that

lCix|VJFi^(t'Os^/)psin^d0d0 = 1),

then

Pr =
and then

rir - ePr - erHil,.

{d) Further Details Concerning the Wave Functions .—As examples,

the following mathematical details may be given concerning the

states of lowest energy, writ.t(ui in terms of
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for n — 3,
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The constant is the same number that represented the radius of
the smallest orbit for . hydrogen [cf. Eq. (135)] in the Bohr theory.
For Z — these formulas refer to hydrogen; for Z = 2, to ionized
helium; and so on. In Fig. 89 are plotted not R^i but rR,a; and in
Fig. 90 are shown the corresponding curves for Pr or rjr, which is

proportional to T^Rh. The areas under the latter curves are all equal
(except for change of scale). The curves are labeled in the notation of

the spectroscopists, the letters s, p, d, /,
• •

• being used to indicate
Z = 0, 1, 2, 3,

• •
•

,
preceded by a number giving the value of n.

The meaning of these letters needs to be learned:

Z = 0 1 2 3 4 • •

s pdf g
• • '

Although there is nothing in the wave functions that suggests
the former Bohr orbits, a certain correspondence between them can
be traced. 'Ihe orbit had one more unit of angular momentum than
has the corresponding state, viz,, k units of /i/27r where k = 1+
In the normal or lowest energy state (or “ground state”), there is

no angulai momentum, according to wave mechanics, as against
1 unit in the Bohr theory. States with I — n — 1 correspond to
circular orbits, the other states to elliptical orbits of various eccentri-
cities; the s state, Z = 0, corresponds to the ellipse of maximum
eccentricity for given n. The various values of X correspond to
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vaiious inclinations of the plane of the orbit to the a-irfa^ the platiA

being parallel to the axis for \ = 0 and perpendicular to it for X == ± 1.

A further connection with the Bohr orbits is that, in states with
I = n — 1, the maximum radial probability density P, or charge
density ij, occurs at a value of r equal to the radius of the correspond-

ing Bohr circle. In these states with Z = n — 1, as is evident from
Fig. 90, the density exhibits the greatest degree of crowding into a
single large hump; in the s states (I = 0), it is most widely distributed

Fig. 90.—The radial probability density Pr » r*R^„i for several quantum states of the
hydrogen atom (one curve being drawn twice).

From tlie forniuhiH, it is evidont that for s states ^ is actually finite

at the nucleus (r = 0). 'rhis fact tends to give peculiar properties

to s states.

As n increases, the cui-ves for linij or for Pr or rjr, spread out more
and more, just as did the Bohr orbits; the atom swells, so to speak.

If Z increases, on the other hand, it is evident from the formulas that

the atom shrinks in the inverse ratio of Z.

As a final remark, it may be stated that the motion of the nucleus

introduces exactly the same effect as we found it to do on the Bohr
theory: the electronic mass m is merely replaced in all formulas by
the reduced mass (Sec. 103)
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mM
m + M

{M — inass of nucleus).

126. Emission and Absorption of Radiation.—One of the most
important properties of atoms and molecules is their ability to emit
or absorb radiant energy. We cannot take up here the mathematical
theory of this process; but we may describe the quantities that are
calculated theoretically with the help of wave mechanics, and a
word or two may be added in regard to the method of procedure.

The most comprehensive method of treating radiation problems
is to resolve the electromagnetic field inside a large box into standing-
wave systems or harmonic modes of oscillation, just as we did in

Sec. 87 for the purpose of deducing the laws for black-body radiation.

Each mode of oscillation of the held is then treated as a harmonic
oscillator, the wave-mechanical theory described in Sec. 123 being
used for it; and radiation problems are solved by calculating the
effect of the interaction between these field oscillators and any atoms
or molecules that may be immersed in the field.

(a) Einstein's A and B Coefficients. Mean Life.—Problems in

the emission of radiation center about the determination of constant
known as the probabilities for spontaneous radiative transition or

Einstein's A coefficients. They can be defined as follows. Suppose
an atom is in its quantum state number n and that state number j
has lower energy. Then, in any short interval of time dt, there will

be a certain probability that the atom will jump from state n into

state j, the difference in energy between the two states being emitted
as a photon of radiation. This probability is denoted by Anj dt.

Or, we can say that out of a large number N of atoms in state n,

NAnjdt will jump into state j during the interval of time dt. Thus
Ani represents the probability per second of a spontaneous jump
from state n to state j accompanied by the emission of a photon.

The A coefficients are connected with the mean life of an atom in

a given quantum state, an idea that is often useful. Suppose that

iVo atoms start in state n at time t = 0, and that after a time t all have
jumped into other states except N of them. Then, during the next
element dt of time,

of them will jump, where denotes a summation over all states of

3

lower energy only. Thus, during dt, N changes by dN where
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dN^-Nydt, 7 =
3

SO that, after integrating,

N = Noe^^;

here we have chosen the constant of integration so that N ^ No
when t = 0. (C/. Fig. 91.) Let us calculate the average time spent

by all No atoms in state n, which is called the mean life of an atom
in that state; denote it by rn- Since —dN or Nydt of them jump
after a time t spent in state number n, the average time spent in that

state is

or, after inserting the value of N and integrating hy parts,

But —>0as<—»0oras<—»• »; and f *° e-^‘ fl

’n = - = Anj)

ery^ dt = 1/y, Hence

B"or atomic states involved in the emission of visible or ultraviolet

radiation, rn is very roughly of the order of 10*“” sec.; in the X-ray

region, it is much smaller.

For the absorption of radiation,

a corresponding coefficient B is

defined as follows. Consider, as

before, two quantum states for

an atom, numbers n and j, and let

Vni be the frequency of the light

emittc^d by the atom whem itjumps

spontaneously from n to^. Sup-

pose the atom is bathed by radia-

Fia. 91.-*-IIluBtraf.inK exponential do-

eroaso by radiotivo transitions, r = r„ ~

iiionri life.

ion with a spectral energy density

equal to Up in the neighborhood of the frequency Vnj] t.c., there are

Up dp ergs of radiant energy per cm.'* in the frequency range dv. Then,

if the atom is in state there is, during eacdi element of time dt, a

certain probability that the atom will absorb a photon of frequency

Vnj and jump up to state n] this probability will bo proportional to

Up, so we may write for it B„jUv dt, in terms of a new constant Bnf.

If, on the other hand, the atom is already in state n, the theory indi-

cates that its probability of jumping into state j is increased by the
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presence of the radiation from the value Anidt to + Bn/u,) dt

The term Bn/Up dt is said to represent induced emission. We can say

that the radiation induces the same probability of jumping either

way between the two states, the probability per unit time being Bn{Up,

(The same conclusion follows from classical theory; radiation falling

on a vibrating oscillator causes it either to gain or to lose energy

depending upon the phase relation between the waves and the vibration

of the oscillator.) The quantity Bnu often called Einstein's B
coeflBicient," might be called the probability coefficient for an induced

radiative transition.

Although Ani and Bnj seem to be quite distinct from each other,

theory indicates that a simple general relationship should exist

between them, viz,:

where h is Planck’s constant and c the speed of light. Thus, the ratio

Bnj/Ani is the same for all radiating systems. It follows that for

different atoms or molecules the ability to absorb and the ability to

emit radiation of any given frequency are proportional to each other.

This constitutes an extension to gases of Kirchhoff's law (Sec. 76).

(6) Einstein^a Deduction of Planck^s Law .—The coefficients A and

B were originally introduced by Einstein in giving a deduction of

Planck's law for thermal radiation based upon the processes of emis-

sion and absorption.^ The proof is very simple and is interesting.

In an isothermal enclosure, let there be Nn molecules in state n

and Nj- molecules in state and let Wn, Wj denote the molecular ener-

gies for these two states. Then, when thermal equilibrium obtains,

according to the Boltzmann formula [Eq. (148a) in Sec. 110],

- C Ni = C

C being a constant of proportionality. The existence of equilibrium

requires that as many atoms jump in a second from n to j, with the

emission of a photon, as jump from j to n, accompanied by the absorp-

tion of a photon. Hence, in terms of the probability coefficients just

defined,

Nn(Ani + BnjUp) = NjBnfUp;

whence

{Ni/Nn) - 1

But, by the preceding equations,

^ Einstein, Phys. Zeita.y vol. 18, p. 121 (1917).
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Nn
^

’

1

Hence, using Eq. (189) with replaced by v, we obtain

_ SwAv* 1

“
c* eA>’'*r — l‘

This is readily shown to represent Planck’s radiation law expressed
in terms of frequency instead of wave length. For the frequency v
and wave length X are related to the speed of light c by the equation
v\ = c; hence, as v and X vary, v dK + \ dv = 0. If we omit the
negative sign, taking dX and dv both to be positive, we may write

vd\ = \dv.

Now the same energy which is represented here by u, dv was repre-
sented by dX in Chap. VI. Hence,

l^dX = u,dv.

From these two equations we have

Inserting here the value just obtained for u, and then v = c/X, we
have

, _ 8ircA 1
~ pCh/UT _ i’

which agrees with Eq. (121) in Sec. 93.

(c) CahMhiion of Transition Probalrilities.—When theoretical

values of the transition probabilities are calculated by the method
indicated above, they are found to depend upon (lertain (piantities

called matrix com'poneniis between the wave functions of the two states

that are involved in the transition.

The most important term in the expression that is obtained for

.4„,- from wave mecihanics, for an atom containing 1 electron, is as
foljows:

If®

,

= + \ynj[^ + IZn-n (190)

Here e = electronic charge, h ~ Planck’s constant, c — speed of light,

and is the frequency of the photon that is emitted as the electron

jumps from state n to state j; are the coordinates of the electron

and
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where ^pn, are the wave functions for the two states, 2/n/ and Zni

being given by similar integrals with x replaced by y or Zj respectively.

The numbers Xnh 2/n/, are called matrix components of Xj y, or z,

respectively, between the functions yf/n and They vary according

to the values of the two indices, n and j, and the possible values of

each of them might be written as a matrix with n numbering the rows

and j the columns, denotes the complex conjugates of

The expression just written for A»/ may be compared with tlmfc

for the emission of radiation by a classical oscillator. In Eep (406)

in See. 38, for the energy radiated per second by a (ilassical harmonic
oscillator, consisting of a charge q vibrating in linear harmonic motion

with amplitude a, we obtained

T—
If we divide this expression by the amount of energy in a photon, hv,

we have

3/ic^

as the number of photons of energy emitted by the oscillator per

second. This agrees with the value given in Eq. (190) for A,*/, which

is the probability per second of the emission of a photon, provided we
drop yni and Znh as to have an expression referring to one-dimen-

sional motion, and assume that v = Vni and

a = 2xni-

Because of such correspondences with classical theory the term in An/
that is given in (190) is said to refer to dipole radiation by the atom.

The average rate of emission of dipole radiation by atoms in jumping
from state n to state j is the same as if the atoms contained classical

oscillators of the corresponding frequency vibrating with amplitudes

equal to twice the matrix components of the electronic coordinates

between the two states.

There are also other less important terms in the complete expression

for An/. The dipole term, given in Eq. (190), is usually the principal

term, unless it actually vanishes. If the dipole terms vanish, the

transition from level n to level j cannot occur b3' dipole emission of

radiation. Such transitions are said to be ** forbidden '' so far as

dipole emission is concerned. “Selection mles’’ stating which transi-

tions are forbidden are of great importance in spectroscopy. A small

probability of transition may exist, however, owing to the other terms
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in Ani- The next most important one is called the ‘^quadrupole”
term.

126. Relativistic Effects and Electron Spin.—^The theory described

so far has been a nonrelativistic one suited to cases of small energy
only. Like Newtonian mechanics, it requires modification to bring

it into harmony with the principles of relativity. We cannot say much
here about the relativistic form of wave mechanics; but it happens
that its principal new feature can readily be described in terms of a

physical picture. This feature was, in fact, discovered before the

advent of wave mechanics.

In 1925, Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit pointed out^ that certain

features in atomic spectra could be explained if it was assumed that

the electron “spins,” or rotates about an axis through its center of

mass, and that it has both angular momentum and a magnetic moment
associated with this rotation. The angular momentum is constant

in magnitude, but because of it the electron possesses two internal

quantum states. These states can be so chosen, with reference to any
axis, that, when the electron is in one of these quantum states, it has

internal angular momentum about the axis equal to unit or h/Aw

in one direction; whereas, when it is in the other state it has an equal

amount of angular momentum in the opposite direction. In an atom
the angular momentum of spin is to be added to that due to orbital

motion. The interaction of the associated magnetic moment with

electric or magnetic fields, or with the magnetic moments of other

electrons, then modifies the atomic energy levels. Examples of such

effects will be described in the next chapter.

An astonishing new turn was given to the theory by Dirac, in

1928.^ Dirac showed that the most natural way to bring wave-

mechanical theory into harmony with the theory of relativity is to

adopt quite a different wave equation and that, when this is done, the

new equation leads automatically to effects equivalent to those

deduced from electron spin. It need not be assumed that the electron

is spinning or turning on its axis. This theory of Dirac’s, although

not free from objection, is the most satisfactory one that we have

today. According to it, the electron does behave as if it had an inter-

nal angular momentum of the sort just described and an associated

magnetic moment. Furthermore, if a wave packet is formed repre-

senting an electron, there is in it, in general, a closed current or eddy of

^ Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit, Naturwiss.^ vol.l 3, p. 593 (1925); Naiwre, vol. 117,

p. 264 (1926).

* Dirac, Roy. Soc.^ Proc.^ vol. 117, p. 610; vol. 118, p. 351 (1928). Cf. also

Darwin, Roy. Soc.., Proc.^ vol. 118, p. 654 (1928).
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probability that can be regarded as analogous to an actual motion of

spin.

The complete Dirac theory is seldom used in spectroscopic work,

however. For most purposes, it is sufficient to use the conception of

electron spin and to introduce certain additional terms into Schrod-

inger's wave equation. Even in the absence of these added terms,

the introduction of the spin doubles the number of the quantum
states. Thus for the hydrogen atom we have wave functions that

can be denoted by

in terms of four, instead of three, quantum numbers, ntK and /x-

(There is really a fifth quantum number also, 5 = which is asso-

ciated with the magnitude of the spin momentum; but, since s never

changes, it need not be indicated in writing the wave functions.)

The function is the same function of the space coordinates as

in Eq. (185) above, but we now associate with it a definite spin, as

indicated by the value assigned to if M = K? there is a spin angular

momentum equal to h/Ajr about the axis of polar coordinates, whereas,

if M = “3^, this momentum has the value The total momen-
tum about the axis, due to both spin and orbital motion, is then

(X + /x)A/2t.

When, however, the additional spin terms are added in the wave
equation, although there are just as many wave functions as there

are in the absence of these terms, the functions are somewhat different.

The degeneracy is also partly removed, the various functions belonging

to a given value of n being associated now, in part, with slightly

different energies. We shall return to this topic in a later section

(Sec. 148).



CHAPTER VIII

ATOMIC STRUCTURE AND OPTICAL SPECTRA

In the discussion of quantum theory in Chap. VI, we considered

only atoms containing a single electron. We shall now attempt to

explain along similar lines the properties of the numerous kinds of

atoms (and molecules) that contain 2 or more electrons.

The Rutherford-Bohr model of the atom was built out of raw
material which grew in the field of physics. Originally, however,

the atom was a child of chemistry. The ultimate atom model must
explain and agree with the facts of chemistry, which are just as cogent

as are the facts of physics. In part of the present chapter, we shall

deal with the explanation of the periodic table of the elements. In

another part, we shall return to the study of spectra. The two
topics are closely related; for wave mechanics furnishes the key to

the theoretical understanding of both subjects. The mathematical

theory encounters such groat difficulties, however, that empirical

evidence from the facts of spectroscopy has to be invoked in order to

interpret some of the finer details of atomic structure which are

important to the chemist.

Before taking up either of these topics we shall first describe

briefly the manner in which wave mechanics has been extended in

order to cover systems of 2 or more electrons.

WAVE MECHANICS OF MANY-ELECTRON SYSTEMS

127. Wave-mechanical Fundamentals.—In Socjs. 119 to 124 and
126, we have described the wave-mechanical theory of a single electron

in a field of force. Familiarity with this theory will be assumed.

When more than 1 electron is present in the atom, there is still a single

probability amplitude 4^, and a single wave equation for it; but both

and the wave equation now contain the coordinates and symbols

denoting the spins of all the electrons. Since our purpose is not to

develop the mathematical theory in detail but only to describe some
of its features and to cite the principal results to which it leads, we
shall not write down the complete wave equation but shall only

describe some of its terms. Only the stationary states of the atom will

be discussed, for any one of which we can write

BjcjL
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'Sr = e *

in which W is the energy of the atom, t, the time, h, Planck’s constant,

and a function which does not contain t (cf. Sec. 122).

The wave equation contains a term of the form Vy//, but the

•potential-energy function V now includes not only the potential

energy of all the electrons due to the field of the nucleus but also

their mutual potential energy due to the repulsion of each one by all

of the others. With this preliminary remark, the principal groups of

terms in the wave equation (or amplitude equation) for ^ may be
listed as follows:

(1) terms containing second derivatives, like those in the equation
for 1 electron;

(2) terms due to the nuclear field, which can be written as the sum

where e = electronic charge, Z = atomic number, l/r, = distance

of the rth electron from the nucleus, and the sum extends over all

electrons in the atom;

(3) terms representing the electrostatic interaction of the electrons,

which can be written

where Vpr is the distance between electrons number p and r expressed

in terms of their coordinates, so that e^/vpr is the mutual potential

energy of this pair, and the sum extends over all pairs that can be
formed out of the whole group of electrons;

(4)

spin-orbit terms representing an interaction between the spin

magnetic moment of each electron and its own orbital motion.

In addition, there are a few terms of minor importance representing

mixed spin effects and certain other relativistic effects, but with these

we need not concern ourselves.

In the terms of type (3), the coordinates of different electrons occur

combined together in such fashion as to make the solution of the wave
equation very difficult. For this reason, little progress has been made
except by means of a method of approximation known as perturbation

theory. In using this method, the interaction of the electrons with

each other is at first omitted entirely; i.e., each electron is assumed
to move in the field of the nucleus alone, just as if the other electrons

were not there. Or, stiU better, the field of the nucleus, which is often
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called a Coulomb fields is replaced by a modified central JieW- which
includes an allowance for the average effect of the electrons on one
another.

The allowance for the interaction of the electrons may be visualized

as follows. In the case of 1 electron, as explained in Sec. 120, dr

was interpreted as the probability of finding the electron, and also

its total electrical charge, in the element of volume dr, ^ being given

the value that it has at some point in dr. This rule could be visualized

by imagining the electronic charge e distributed continuously in space

with a density the fraction 'of the charge thus assigned to dr

would then be the same as the probability of finding the electron in dr.

In a similar way, the charges on all the electrons in a many-electron

atom may be imagined spread out in a continuous ^‘charge cloud^^

whose density is determined in a certain manner by The con-

ception is an artificial one, but it is useful.

Such a distributed charge, according to the ordinary laws of

electrostatics, would produce a negative electrostatic potential. The
modified central field that is used in perturbation theory can now be

regarded as formed by superposing the field of potential due to the

electronic charge cloud upon the Coulomb field^ due to the nucleus.

The result is a field the potential of which becomes indistinguishable

from the nuclear potential Ze/r (e = numerical electronic charge,

Z = atomic number) near the nucleus but falls off more rapidly at

greater distances. The electronic charge cloud is often thought of as

** screening off” part of the nuclear field. Outside of the atom, the

potential in the central field drops rapidly to zero if the atom is

electrically neutral, otherwise it passes into the Coulomb field of a

charge (^cpial to the net charge on the atom. Strictly speaking, how-
ever, the central field formed exactly as des(n*ibed is suitable only for

treating the deflection of an external electron by the atom, as in

calculating the scattering of cathode rays. In dealing with the motion
of one of the electrons in the atom, only the potential due to the

charge cloud of the others, or the fraction (N — 1)/N of tlie potential

due to all N electrons in the atom, should be superposed upon the

nuclear field. Several good methods have been invented for obtaining

approprifiie central fields without a prior knowledge of \C'.*

^ By a “central field” is meant one in which the potential energy of an electron

depends only on its distance from a fixed point, so that the force on it, in classical

theory, is also determined by its distance from the point and is directed toward or

away from the latter.

* A “Coulomb field” is like that which is due to a point charge.

*Cf. Condon, E. U., and G. H. Shortlby, “Theory of Atomic Spectra,”. 1935.
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In Fig. 92 is shown such a central field for the atom of argon, and
also the charge-cloud density, as obtained using the Hartree con-
sistent-field method with allowance for the effects of exchange.^ The
curve labeled Zp shows, in a certain manner, the potential energy U
that an additional electron would have at various distances r from the
nucleus. The potential energy itself is not plotted, however, because
it varies so rapidly with r, but, rather, the number of units of charge
Zp on an equivalent nucleus; i.e., the ordinate of the curve at any
given value of r shows the atomic number of a nucleus which, at that
particular distance, would give to an electron a potential energy equal
to 17, so that U = •^eZpJr. The other curve is a plot of rir, i/r dr being

Fig. 92.—The Hartree field and charge-cloud density for argon. The potential
energy of an additional electron inside the argon atom would be —eZp/r (e « numerical
electronic charge, r «= distance from the nucleus) ; the amount of dectronic charge
»)Ot\veen r and r + dr m tc-riiis of e as a unit is rir dr. K, L, M indicate the approximate
locations of the K, L, and M sheila.

the amount of electronic charge between distances r and r -f- dr
from the nucleus. Thus, Zp varies from Zp = Z = 18 at r = 0 to
Zp = 0 at the periphery of the atom. The maxima in ijr correspond
to the various electronic shells, as is indicated in the figure.

128. The Zero-order Approximation: Spin Energy Omitted.

—

Having selected a suitable central field, the next step is to ascertain

the wave functions coiresponding to the various possible quantum
states for a single electron in this field. For this purpose, it is often

convenient at first to omit the spin terms from the wave equation.
When this is done, the 1-electron wave functions can be so chosen that
each one contains the same sort of angle function as occurs in the wave
functions for the 1-electron atom as written above (Sec. 124). The
radial factor in the wave function, or function of the distance r from
the nucleus, is different here, however, and can be found only by the

^ Hartree and Hartree, Roy. Soc., Proc., vol. 166, p. 450 (1938),
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process of numerical integration. Furthermore, although the spin

terms have been omitted from the wave equation, spin must still be

taken into account in drawing up the list of 1-electron quantum states.

The angular momentum due to spin, about any chosen axis, can

have either of two possible values, h/^ or — This is indi-

cated by adding a fourth quantum number, /x, which may be equal

to either M or — denoting the angular momentum about the

axis due to spin, expressed in units of A/2ir. (Often m* is used instead

of itt.)

Each quantum state or wave function for 1 electron is then chai-

acterized by four quantum numbers, As in Sec. 124, n, Z, and

X are any integers such that

|X| g Z < yi,

Z and n being, therefore, always positive. (Often m or mi is used

instead of X.) There is also a fifth quantum number s, always equal

to 3^, but, since this number never changes, it may be ignored for the

time being. The radial factor Rni (r) and the allowed values of the

energy are now found to vary with Z as well as with n. Thus, part

of the degeneracy found with a field of Coulomb type was of the nature

of a mathematical accident and does not occur with more general

types of field.

An electron put into the field can exist there in a state represented

by any one of these 1-electron wave functions. If more el(i(?trons are

added, and if we continue to ignore the part of tlieir electrostatic

interaction that is not effectively included in the central field, it

would be expected that eadi one coukl be representt^d by any one

of the 1-electron functions. According to the Bohr picture, each

electron would then be moving in the field along some orbit independ-

ently of the others. In wave mechanics, however, tluj ohM^trons ani

not quite independent even when tlidr electrostatic*, rcipulsion is

ignored. No two electrons can be in the same i^elcctron quantum state

represented by the same wave jun-ebion with the same values of n I \ ii.

This restriction was originally laid down by Pauli. It can be derived

from a certain sort of symmetry that the wave fun(*.tioii for the entire

atom must possess,^ but no reason can be given (as yet) for requiring

this type of symmetry in yp, except the fact that, if it is rec^uired, the

results of the theory are thereby brought into agreement with experi-

* The atomic wave function must be antisymmetric in the electrons, i.e., V'

must be such a function that it reverses its sign, without other change, when the

coordinates and spins of any 2 electrons are interchanged in it. For example,

sin (xi — aa) is antisymmetric in Xi and X2t
but sin xi cos xj or sin (xi + a-re not.
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ment. The restriction thus imposed upon the admissible solutions

of the wave equation is known as*the exclusion principle. It plays an

important role in atomic theory.

The first step in obtaining a wave function corresponding to a

certain quantum state for the atom as a whole is to assign a 1-electron

wave function to each electron. A first or ^‘zero-order” approxi-

mation to a wave function ^ for the atom as a whole is then con-

structed out of these 1-electron functions in a manner that need

not be described here. This atomic function, or the corresponding

atomic quantum state, can be regarded as characterized by the sets of

quantum numbers specifying the chosen 1-electron wave functions,

e,g,y forN electrons, by the followingN set of numbers, all sets differing

in at least one number:

n-i li Xi /xi, n2 Z2 X2 /i2,
' *

*
> nu In \n (A)

Even in this first stage of perturbation theory, however, it makes

no sense to ask which electron is represented by which of the 1-electron

wave functions. Here is another point of contrast with classical

ideas. The atomic wave function is constructed out of the 1-electron

functions in such a way that the coordinates of each electron occur

once in each of the N 1-electron functions (just as in the function,

sin az sin by —sin ay sin bx, x and y both occur once in each of the

two sine functions characterized by a and b). Thus, according to wave

mechanics, the electrons do not seem to possess the same degree of

individuality that we attach, say, to separate grains of sand. Some-

times the electrons are imagined to take turns moving in orbits

corresponding to the various 1-electron functions; such an assumption

is harmless, but there is nothing in the theory'' to suggest such a

periodic exchange of positions.

For the same' reason, the total charge-cloud density at a given

point is not just the sum of the charge densities corresponding to the

separate electronic functions, as classical analogies w^ould lead us to

expect. Its integrated value, however, must come out equal to the

total charge on all the electrons; and, for some purposes, the finer

details concerning the charge cloud, which are connected with the

exchange effect mentioned below, can be ignored. As a first approxi-

mation, thei’efore, we may imagine the charge on each electron to be

distributed in space in the characteristic manner indicated by its

1-electron wave function.

Associated with each electronic wave function, there is a certain

value of the energy of the electron in the central field. Contrary

to the situation in the Coulomb field, as was stated above, this energy
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depends upon I as well as upon n; hence, we shall denote it by Wnh
The value of Wni represents a first approximate value of the work
which would be required to remove an electron whose wave function is

characterized by n and I to infinity, thereby ionizing the atom. The
energy of the atom as a whole, however, is different from the sum
of the energies Wni for all the electrons, essentially because some
of the energy is mutual energy and is counted twice when we simply
add up the TF«z’s.

Since the electronic energies depend only upon n and I (as long

as the spin energy is neglected), the quantum numbers n and I furnish

a convenient means of classifying the electrons in an atom. For this

purpose, however, a notation developed first by the spectroscopists

is often more convenient. In this notation small letters are used to

denote the I values, according to the following scheme:

s p d f g h • • ^

Z = 0 1 2 3 4 5

(The reason for the choice of letters is stated in Sec. 142 below.) The
number of electrons that have the same n and I is often indicated by a

superscript. For example,

2523d!

denotes 2 electrons having wave functions of the 25 type with n = 2,

1 = 0 and, of course, with some difference in the unspecified X and jit

values, in order to satisfy the exclusion principle; a third electron

has a 3d wave function with n = 3, Z = 2 (and unspecified values of

X and jn).

Electrons having the same n are said to belong to the same shell

Each shell is then regarded as divided into subshells according to the

values of Z. Any subshell may contain up to

2(21 + 1)

electrons, but no more. For X can range from \ == Z down through

zero to X = — Z, making 2Z + 1 different values for X; and, in each

case, jit may be either or — whence the factor 2. The numbers
of electrons in the various types of closed subshells are, therefore, as

follows:

s p d f g

2 6 10 14 18

The maximum number of electrons in a whole shellj on the other hand,

is

2nK

For, since 0 ^ / < n, it is
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y 2(2i + 1).

n-l

Here in the series Vz = 0 + l+ 2+ • •
• (n — 1), there are n

t-o

terms, and their average value is [0 + (w — l)]/2 = (n — l)/2;
n—

1

hence, the sum of this series is n(w — l)/2. Furthermore, V 1 - n.

1^0
n-l

Thus, (2i + 1) == —
1^0

1) + n - n\

The shells are often referred to by the capital letters which became

attached to them in the early days of X-ray study (Sec. 190). These

designations are shown below, also, in part, in Table I, in which the

numbers and notation for the first three shells are summarized:

71= 1234567
X-ray designation: K L M N 0 P Q

Table I.

—

Electron Shells and Subshblls

SheU K
1

L
2

M
3

Subshell, 1 1 0 1 2

Letter designation s V s P d

umber of electrons in subshell or shell
. |

2 2 6

1

2 6

18

10

A more complete list is contained in Table III in Sec. 137. As an

illustration of the various combinations of quantum numbers for the

1-electron wave functions, those for the first two shells are listed in

Table II.

Table II.

—

One-electron Quantum Numbers in the K and L Shells

Shell rt / \(()r till) A* (or rris)

K 1 0 0

1 0 0 -H

L 2 0 0

2 0 0 -H
2 1 1

2 1 1 -H
2 1 0 +H
2 0 -H
2 1 -1 +H
2 1 -I
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129. The More Acctirate Theory.—^The method of attack just

described constitutes only a first approximation. To make it more
accurate, two additional sets of terms in the wave equation must be
considered, representing the following: (1) the residual part of the

electronic interaction, due to electrostatic repulsion, over and above
the average effect which has been allowed for in choosing the modified

central field; and (2) the spin-orbit terms, representing the interaction

of the spin magnetic moment of each electron with its own orbital

motion.

The effect of restoring these terms in the wave equation is to alter

somewhat both the atomic wave functions and the energies of the atomic

quantum states. If the spin terms alone are included, it is found that

they can be allowed for by modifying the 1-electron functions and the

associated 1-electron energies, with the substitution of quantum
numbers nljmfornlXfi] this procedure is sometimes useful and will

be described in more detail later (Sec. 153). The electrostatic inter-

action, however, can be allowed for only by the methods known as

perturbation theory; and actually the spin-orbit effect is usually treated

in this same way. The procedure is analogous to one used by the

astronomers; hence, the name. In treating the motion of the planets,

the astronomer first assumes each planet to move in a fixed elliptical

orbit about the sun, then he calculates the perturbations of these orbits

caused by the attraction of all the other planets. In atomic theory,

the mathematical work is so laborious that it is hardly ever carried

beyond the first step.

When the electrostatic interaction between different electrons is intro-

duced, it is no longer possible, strictly speaking, to suppose that the

atomic wave function is made up out of a single set of 1-electron func-

tions. Several sets of these functions must be combined in certain

proportions. One set may predominate in the true atomic wave
function, however, and in such cases it is convenient to label the

corresponding state of the atom with the electronic quantum numbers
that specify the predominant set of 1-electron functions.

To the first order, the effect upon the atomic energy of the electro-

static interaction between the electrons can be regarded as composed

of two independent partial effects. One part of the change in the

energy can be regarded as the mutual electrostatic energy of the charge

clouds of the 2 electrons, due to their mutual repulsion. The effect

of this is to raise the atomic energy. The other effect of the inter-

action arises from that symmetry requirement on the atomic wave
function that is responsible for the exclusion principle.

In the preceding discussion, we have not specified definitely

whether the number of electrons present in the field of the nucleus is
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assumed to be equal to the atomic number Z of the nucleus or whether

it may be less than Z. The same mode of theoretical attack is, in

fact, applicable to both cases. If the number of electrons is equal to

Z, we have the ordinary or neutral atom; if it is one less than Z, the

atom is singly ionized; if two less, it is doubly ionized; and so on.

Furthermore, in the discussion we have completely neglected the

motion of the nucleus. In the case of an isolated atom, the effect of

nuclear motion is very small, especially in the heavier atoms. Wave
mechanics is also applicable, however, to molecules, and the quantum
states of a molecule containing two or more nuclei are greatly affected

by the relative motion of the nuclei.

This is about as far as it is feasible to go in discussing the wave
mechanics of systems containing many electrons without encountering

complicated mathematics. We shall find, however, that a great deal

can be understood about the structure of atoms, about the combination

of atoms into molecules, and about the spectra emitted by atoms and
molecules, on the basis of the ideas that have been presented.

THE PERIODIC TABLE OF THE ELEMENTS

130. Atomic Numbers.—Mention was made, in discussing the

Rutherford atom model, of the concept of atomic number. This

concept was firmlj'- established by the work of Moseley on X-rays, to be

described later. As a result of Moseley's work, the total number
of elements up to and including uranium was fixed at 92, and the

atomic number of each element was unambiguously assigned. The
'periodic table of the elements, drawn up by the chemists on the basis of

chemical facts primarily, was thus established with the assurance that

no unknown gaps were left in it. The atomic numbers of the various

chemical elements are shown in Appendixes I and II, the latter giving

the periodic table in its standard form as used by the chemists.

The atomic number of an atom appears, in Rutherford's theory

of the scattering of ot particles and in Moseley's work, as the numerical

ratio of the charge on the nucleus to the charge on the electron. This

ratio is numerically equal to the number of electrons surrounding

the nucleus when the atom is in its normal, neutral condition. When,
as a result of the action of some physical agency, an atom becomes
ionized with the loss of 1 or more electrons, the number of electrons

in it is less than its atomic number. The chemical properties of an
element, however, are understood to refer to the neutral atom. Hence
the chemical properties of an element can be regarded as depending
either upon its atomic number or upon the number of electrons in it when
it is electrically neutral.
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The problem of the periodic table is to be solved, therefore, by
determining somehow the arrangement of the electrons in the atoms

of the various chemical elements and the physical and chemical

properties that follow from this arrangement.

Period Period

VI . vn

Fig. 93.—Bohr's periodic tabic of the elements. Complete subshells contain

two «, six p, ten d, or fourteen / electrons. Irregularities in the progression occur at

Cr, Cb, Mo, Ma, Ru, Rh (see Appendix III).

131. Some Features of the Periodic Table.—A bird's-eye view of

the chief features to be explained is best gained from an arrangement

of the periodic table given by Bohr, which is reproduced in Fig. 93.

The most striking feature is undoubtedly the repeated recurrence

of a noble or inert gas, forming a series of turning points in the pro-

gression of the elements. These gases are the elements helium

(Z =* 2), neon (10), argon (18), krypton (36), xenon (54), and radon or
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radium emanation (86). It was pointed out by Rydberg, soon

after Moseley's work had fixed the atomic numbers of the elements,

that the values of the atomic number Z for the inert gases can be

expressed by simple numerical series:

Z =2(12 + .22 + 22 4- 32 + 32 + 42 + . .
. );

I.C., 2 X 1^ = 2 (helium), 2(1^ + 2®) = 10 (neon); and so on up to 86.

Such a fact must obviously find its explanation somehow in the arrange-

ment of the electrons in the atom. The numerical series suggests

that the electrons in these inert gases may be arranged in layers" of

some sort; the third inert gas, argon, for instance, would consist of

three layers, the first containing 2X1^ electrons, the second, 2 X 2^,

and the third, 2 X 22. The factor 2 suggests symmetry of some kind,

or some general reason for the occurrence of electrons in closely

associated pairs.

The “inert" gases, as the name indicates, show comparatively

little tendency for their atoms to associate themselves with other atoms

in chemical combination. The elements standing in the table on

either side of an inert gas, on the other hand, are strongly active

chemically, and have contrasting properties. Those closely following

an inert gas, like lithium, beryllium, potassium, calcium, and so on, are

metallic and strongly electropositive; they readily form 'positive electro-

lytic ions. Furthermore, their maximum valence in chemical com-

pounds is equal to the number of steps by which they lie beyond the

inert gas (c.^., 1 for sodium, 2 for magnesium, 3 for aluminum; sodium

forms univalent ions in solution, magnesium, bivalent, aluminum,

trivalent). The elements closely preceding an inert gas, on the con-

trary, are electrically nonconducting, perhaps even gaseous, and

strongly electronegative; they tend to form negative electrolytic ions,

alone or in combination with other atoms, and they tend to exhibit

chemical valence equal to the number of steps by which they precede

the inert gas in the table. An element of either of these two kinds

scarcely combines at all with another element of the same kind; but an

element closely preceding an inert gas in the table combines readily

with any other element closely following an inert gas.

These facts invite the conclusion that there is something very

peculiar about the arrangement of the electrons in an atom of an inert

gas. If we make the reasonable assumption that the chemical

activity of an atom is conditioned somehow upon the magnitude of its

external electric (or perhaps magnetic) field, we may conclude that the

atoms of the inert gases must be surrounded by very weak fields. If

so, there should be little tendency for the atoms of these gases to
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combine into molecules or to condense into liquid or solid form; and
it is a fact* that the inert gases have monatomic molecules and also

very low boiling and freezing points.

The properties of the elements adjacent to the inert gases are then
accounted for if we suppose, further, that the arrangement of the outer

electrons in an atom of an inert gas is an especially stable one, i.e., an
arrangement of especially low energy. An atom of an element follow-

ing an inert gas in the table will then contain 1 or 2 extra electrons

outside of an inert-gas - core (e.gr., sodium has 1 and magnesium 2
electrons outside of a neon core)

;
and these extra electrons may well

be comparatively easy to detach. The tendency of such atoms to

form positive ions would thus be explained. Furthermore, in the

solid state these extra valence electrons may easily come loose

under the attraction of neighboring atoms, functioning, therefore, as

free electrons, so that the elements in question ought to be good

conductors of electricity, which they are.

An element such as chlorine, on the other hand, could arrange its

electrons as they are arranged in argon if it liad 1 more electron. Such

elements, closely preceding an inert gas in the periodic table, might,

therefore, be expected to exhibit a tendency to pick up an extra

electron, thereby forming a negative ibn. Some of these elements,

in fact, form negative ions that are more stable, i.e., have lower

energy, than the neutral atom; this is true, for example, of the halogens

and of oxygen and sulfur. In the solid state, such atoms would

probably contain no electrons with a tendency to become free; thus,

the absence of electrical conductivity in these elements would be

accounted for.

These ideas furnish a ready explanation for the formation of a

compound such as sodium chloride. In combining, the sodium atom

loses 1 electron, its remaining 10 electrons then forming the stable

configuration that is characteristic of noon (but, doubtless, somewhat

more compressed because the nuclear charge of sodium is higher by

1 unit than that of neon). The chlorine atom adds the electron lost

by the sodium to its own 17, making 18 electrons arranged in the stable

argon configuration (but slightly expanded because of the weaker

nuclear charge of chlorine). The electrostatic attraction of the 2 ions

thus formed them binds them tightly toge^thor into a molecule. When
the mole(!ule of sodium chloride thus formed is put into water, the

attraction of the ions is weakened and the molecules fall apart into

the constituent ions, each with its outer group of electrons in the

arrangement characteristic of an inert gas. In a (u-ystal of sodium

chloride, also, the grouping into molecules disappears; a crystal of this
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type is composed of ions but not of molecules. Thus many chemical

and physical facts can be correlated if we make the assumption

that the arrangement of the electrons occurring in an inert gas is a

peculiarly stable one of low energy.

One of the principal problems of an explanatory theory of the

atom is thus to account for the high stability of certain configurations

of the electrons. Then an explanation must be found for the occur-

rence of the long sequences of elements that are observed to be inserted

between the groups of highly active elements surrounding the inert

gases. These intermediate elements do not differ strikingly from

each other in chemical properties. Many of the ‘'rare earths'’ are

even diflScult to separate chemically. The theory should be such

that it leads automatically to aJl of these relations between chemical

properties and atomic number on the basis of as few assumptions as

possible.

132. The Static Atom.—^While Bohr was endeavoring to develop a

theory of atoms on the basis of the older quantum theory, G. N. Lewis

and Langmuir suggested a static theory of the atom which had some
success in correlating chemical and physical facts. It was natural

that the physicist should picture an atom as full of moving mechanisms,

for his information has been Acquired from watching atoms in action

or, at least, from watching the results of their activity, such as the

emission of radiation, characteristic or black body, or the scattering

of a particles, and the like. The chemist, on the other hand, is some-

what more concerned with the atom at rest. He weighs it in finding

what combinations it makes with other atoms; he observes it in

crystals apparently at rest except for possible thermal agitation; he

thinks of it as occupying a definite position as one of the constituent

atoms of various complex molecules, being held in place by certain

interatomic forces, perhaps of electrostatic origin. It was difficult to

see how a thing so full of whirling mechanisms as the physicist pictured

the atom to be could keep as quiet as the chemist found it when he

looked at it.

Now there is in the periodic table a remarkable tendency, not yet

mentioned, for chemical properties to recur in groups of eight Each
inert gas except helium, in fact, forms the terminus of such an octet of

elements. The first two octets, lithium to neon and sodium to argon

(c/. Fig. 93), follow each other immediately; the other three are

separated by intermediate sequences of elements. It is reasonable to

suppose that each of these groups of eight represents the building

up of a particularly stable octet or group of 8 electrons in the outer-

most shell of the atom. Since we know of no reason why the 8 elec-
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trons should not be symmetrically disposed about the nucleus, it was
assumed by Lewis and by Langmuir that they were located at the

comers of a cube.

The static theory of the atom never got beyond the qualitative

stage, however, and it was soon abandoned.

133. Wave Mechanics and the Periodic Table: the First Two
Periods.—^The key to the periodic table was finally furnished by wave
mechanics, especially by means of two new principles that we have

seen to be associated with it: the Pauli exclusion principle and the

principle of electron spin. These two additions to the theory were not

made until 1926. The ideas necessary to understand how the sequence

of the elements arises have been described in Sec. 128 above and will

be assumed to be familiar. It remains onl}’' to add the principle that

in an atom in its normal state the electrons are arranged in such a way
as to make the energy of the atom as low as possible.

Let us consider the application of these principles to the elements

taken in the order of their atomic numbers. The neutral atom will

always be assumed to be under discussion unless the contrary is stated.

() Z == 1. Hydrogen .—A single electron will have a Is wave
function, with n = 1, i = 0, X == 0, /x — ±5^4; for the energy asso-

ciated with this wave function is less than that for any wave function

with n > 1. Degeneracy exists because of the two possible values

of /i. This doubling of the 1-clectron quantum states due to spin was

not considered in our previous treatment of hydrogen. It is of

importance, however, when a magnetic field is present.

() Z = 2. Helium .—If 2 electrons arc combined with a nucleus

for which Z — 2, they can both have Is wave functions, with quantum
numbers

100^, 100-J-^.

The spatial wave function is the same for these two states, being

of the form ^ == C'e~ 2r/ao where C and do are constants and r denotes

distance from the nucleus (c/. Sec. 124). The electronic charge cloud

is thus symmetrical about the nucleus in helium. Hence, by Gauss*

theorem, there should be no electrical field at all outside of the atom

(the total charge on it being zero and symmetrically ai’i-anged). Thus,

neutral atoms with Z = 2 should be chemi<?ally inert; they should also

exhibit little tendency to associate themselves either in molecules or

in a liquid or solid phase. Such atoms should, therefore, form an

inert, monatomic gas with very low boiling and melting points. All

of these conclusions from wave mechanics agree with the known

properties of helium.
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In helium, therefore, the K shell is complete. The electronic

formula of helium is All heavier atoms will be expected to

contain, next to the nucleus, a complete K shell of this sort. Any
additional electrons must then go into outer shells, by the Pauli

exclusion principle; for there are no other wave functions with n = 1.

(c) Z — 3. Lithium .—The third electron in lithium, outside of

the heliumlike core, must have a wave function with n = 2. An
approximate calculation shows that the electronic energy associated

with a 2s wave function is somewhat less than that associated with a 2p
function for an electron in the atomic central field; hence, we should
expect the third electron to have a 2« function when the atom is in its

normal state. Spectroscopic evidence confirming this conclusion will

be described later. The electronic constitution of normal lithium

should be, therefore,

15^25
,

Is® denoting 2 electrons with Is wave functions. (Since s means Z = 0,

we have X = 0, but /x = ± so again there is a twofold degeneracy,

or a ^'statistical weight” of 2, in the normal state).

The energy for a 2s wave function is found upon calculation to lie

much higher than that for a Is function. If the field were a Coulomb
field, as for a l-electron atom, we could use Eq. (186) in Sec. 124, which
shows that in such a field the 2s state {n = 2) lies only a quarter as far

below the ionization level as does the Is state (n = 1). Hence, the 2s

electron should be comparatively easy to remove, certainly much
easier than either electron in helium. Lithium ought, therefore, to

form positive ions easily, and it ought to conduct electricity when in

the solid state, the 2s electrons of the atoms easily coming loose and
functioning as "free” electrons. Both conclusions are in agreement
with fact. Since the ion formed by removal of the Is electron is

univalent, lithium might be expected to combine chemically with a

valence of 1. Such is the fact, as shown by such compounds as Li'iO,

LiOH, LiCl.

To remove a second Is electron should require much more energy

than to remove the 2s or "valence” electron. In harmony with this

conclusion, the first ionization potential of lithium is observed to be

only 5.38 volts, as against 75.5 volts for the second. Since there is

little symmetry tp be expected from a single electron in the second

shell, the lithium atoms should be surrounded by »stray electric fields

and should readily group themselves into a condensed phase. The
melting point of lithium is 186°C.

The arc spectrum from lithium is predominantly that to be expected

from a single electron, as described below (Secs. 142, 147). Evidently
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the emission of radiation is chiefly due to the outer or valence electron.

The so-called spark spectrum, on the other hand, which is ascribed to

emission by singlj?' ionized atoms of lithium, contains singlets and
triplets of lines like the arc spectrum of neutral helium. This is what
we should expect on the basis of the theory, for a singly ionized

lithium atom contains the same number of electrons as neutral helium.

The frequencies of corresponding lines are much higher than in helium,

however, because the stronger nuclear charge causes all energy levels

to lie much lower.

(d) j? = 4. Beryllium ,—^Two electrons outside of the K shell can

both have 2s wave functions but with opposite spins (jla = ± M)- The
resulting element should be a metal rather like lithium but bivalent,

since both 2s electrons should come off relatively easily. Such is the

case. The oxide, hydroxide, and chloride have the respective formulas

BeO, Be(0H)2, BeCU.
The second electron is harder to remove than the first, however,

since the second helps push the first off by repelling it; the first two

ionization potentials of beryllium are 9.3 and 18.1 volts. To remove

a third electron, out of the Is shell, requires 153 volts, and to remove
the last one, 217 volts.

Again the spectral evidence confirms the theory. The a.rc spectrum

of beryllium is a 2-(dectron spectnini of singlets and triplets like that

of neutral helium. In this case both valence elec^trons play a role

in the emission. In the spark spectrum, on the other hand, doublet

lines like those from neutral lithium are found, emitted by singly

ionized l)erylliiim atoms. A few singlet lines are also known in the

spark spectrum; it is presumed that they are part of a 2-electron

spectrum, emitted by doubly ionized beryllium atoms. Two lines

have even been found whi(di are ascrilx'd to triply ionized atoms.

So far it is obvious that the theory succeeds admirably. But
perhaps the student will have wondered why beryllium is not, like

helium, an inert gas. For the 2.s wave functions are just as sym-
metrical as the bs* functions. As a matter of fact, even the single 2,s*

function for the vahmee electron in lithium is symmetrical about the

nucleus! Only a detailed study of the mathematics of the perturba-

tion theory can really throw light on this question. A satisfactory

theoretical answer to such questions can be given, but it is hard to

describe in concrete terms.

(e) Z = 5. Boron .—With 5 electrons in the atom, one of them
must have a 2p wave function. Boron is a trivalcnt clement, as

witness B2O3, B(OH)3, BCI3. It is not metallic, however; crystals of

boron are good insulators. Evidently, with 3 electrons present in the
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L shell, conditions are not favorable to the formation of free electrons

in the solid state. No simple reason for this is apparent, however.

To remove the 2p electron from a boron atom requires only

8.3 volts; to remove the two 2s electrons in succession requires 26 and

38 volts, whereas to remove one of the Is electrons as well requires an

additional 258 volts.

The next elements in Order are most easily understood if we pass

them by for the moment and consider neon next.

(/) Z = 10. Neon,—It is possible to put into an atom two 2s

electrons (with = i a-nd six 2p electrons (Z = 1, X = 1 or 0

or —1, and with each value of X, /i = ±M)» or 8 in all, but no more

electrons with n = 2. The L shell is then filled. With every possible

value of X and represented, it can be shown that the electronic charge

cloud is symmetrical about the nucleus, as it is in helium; and now

the symmetry is sufficiently complete so that an inert gas results.

Neutral neon in its normal state has the electronic constitution

Is22s22p®.

A possible origin thus seems to emerge for all of the octets, or

groups of eight elements, pointed out above. The first octet, from

lithium to neon, results from the progressive filling of the 2s and 2p

subshells which constitute the L shell. Any outer shell, if filled, will

likewise contain an s and a p subshell, with 8 electrons in the two

combined. May it be that each octet of elements, ending in a noble

gas, represents the filling up of a new pair of s and p subsholls?

Laying this question aside for a moment, h't us proc^eed backward

from neon to the remaining elements in the first octet.

(g) Z = 9. Fluorine: ls-2s^2p^\—U Z = 9, the neutral atom

contains only 7 electrons in the L shell, or 1 less than enough to fill it.

If 1 more electron were added, wo should have a negative ion the

exterior of which would be a closed shell, as in neutral neon. It

cannot be expected that the same loss of energy would occur when an

electron is added to a neutral atom as when it is added to a positive

ion; but, on the other hand, the el(^(d.ron is added in the shell for

n = 2 in an atom with a fairly strong nuclear field (Z = 9). We can

thus undei-stand the fact that fluorine forms univalent nc^gative ions

which are stable, i.e., have lower energy than the neutral atom, and

that it exhibits a valence of 1 in chemical combination. There

should be little tendency for a second extra electron to be bound by

the fluorine atom, for it would have to have a wave function with

n = 3, the energy of which would lie considerably above that for n = 2.

Similarly, oxygen (Z == 8) commonly exhibits a valence of 2 in

chemical combination, as in lithium oxide, Li20; and nitrogen (Z = 8)

is commonly trivalenJt, as in lithium nitride, LisN. Nitrides are not
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actually common, however; more often nitrogen is united with oxygen
into a compound negative radical, as in lithium nitrate, LiNOs.

The examples of Li20 and LiaN illustrate the tendency of elements
immediately following a rare gas in the order of atomic number to

combine with those just preceding some rare gas. This can be inter-

preted as arising from a lowering of the energy when closed subshells

are formed in both atoms. In forming the molecule LiaO, for example,
an electron passes over from each lithium atom to the oxygen atom,
leaving the lithium atoms with closed shells like helium, while the
oxygen acquires a closed 26*^2^® shell, as in neon. The tendency,

suggested above in general terms, toward the formation of the electron

configuration that is characteristic of an inert gas, is thus interpreted

in wave mechanics as a tendency to form closed subshells.

Qi) Z — 6. Carbon: l8^2s^2p^.—^With 4 electrons in the L shell,

carbon would seem to have an equal chance either to lose electrons

or to add more in an effort to form the closed group of 8. Actually,

it probably never does either! The four equal valences of carbon

are famous, but its compounds are not formed by a transfer of elec-

trons. Carbon is a typical transition element. In some forms

(amorphous carbon, graphite), it exhibits fair metallic conductivity;

but in diamond it is an excellent insulator.

At this point, we may with advantage interrupt the discussion of

the elements in order to describe in greater detail the wave-mechanical

theory of valence.

134. Valence Bonds.—Consider the interaction of 2 atoms as they

approach each other from a distance. If we calculate the field pro-

duced by either atom at the location of the other, by superposing the

field due to the electronic charge upon that due to the nucleus, we
shall probably obtain the value zero, since the atoms are electrically

neutral. But, if we go a step further in perturbation theory, we obtain

the analog of the following classical effect. If the electrons were

revolving in classical orbits about the nucleus, their fields would not

exactly cancel the field of the nucleus at each instant, although they

might do so on the average; there would be a rapidly fluctuating

residual field. This field would polarize the other atom and then,

reacting on the electric moment thus induced in it, would exert a

fluctuating attractive effect upon it. There is an analogous effect

in the wave-mechanical theory. The resulting attraction between

atoms is responsible for the phenomenon of cohesion; it has not,

however, a great deal to do with the formation of chemical compounds.

Chemical forces come into play only when 2 atoms approach so

closely that their electronic charge clouds begin to overlap. New effects

then occur. The most important one is due to electron exchange.
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which was briefly referred to above. The effect of electron exchange

is of opposite character according as the 2 electrons involved have

the same or opposite spins.

Where the charge clouds due to 2 electrons of the same spin overlap,

the exchange effect results in a repulsion between the atoms. For

this effect tends to thin out the charge density, piling it up outside the

region of overlap. The exclusion principle itself, described in Sec. 128,

can be regarded as an extreme case of this effect, 1 electron crowding

the other out of the atom completely. Now the region in which

the overlap of the charge clouds first occurs will be the region lying

between the approaching nuclei and hence will be relatively close

to both of them; this region is, therefore, a region of especiallylow

energy for an electron, owing to its attraction by the nuclei. Hence,

the exchange effect, by shifting some of the electronic charge cloud

away from a region of low energy to a region of higher energy, tends

to raise the mutual energy of the atoms. This change in their energy

causes the atoms to tend to fly apart, since an isolated system tends

to move so as to diminish its energy.

If, however, the overlapping charge clouds belong to electrons of

opposite spin, the effect of exchange is to draw the charge density

into the region of overlap at the expense of other regions. To explain

how this occurs, we should have to go further into the mathematical

theory than is appropriate in this book. Cloud (diarge is thereby

drawn into a region of comparatively low energy, so that the mutual

energy of the 2 atoms is lowered. The atoms tend, therefore, to

come closer together, as if they attracted each other.

The net effect of exchange will thus depend on the ndative arrange-

ment of the electrons in the 2 atoms. As betwcHui an electron and a

closed subshell, which contains equal numbiu-s of elec^trons of both

spins, the net effect of exchange turns out to be* (^fiuivaUuit to repulsion.

This is the cause of the observ'^ed general iinpmciraldlity of atoms and

molecules; it is due chiefly to repulsion betwe(*n coinphite siibshells

as wholes. If, however, each atom has an electron sticking out on its

surface, so to speak, beyond any closed sul)shells that may also be

present, this pair of valence elections, one in ea(?li atom, can adjust

their spins so that they are opposite. The (‘xcliange effect can then

draw the atoms together into a molecule. Atoms thus combined by

means of a pair of electrons acting by virtue of exchange are said to

be held together in the molecule by a covalent hoiuL Compounds

formed by means of covalent bonds are called hornopolar.

The amount of overlapping of the charge clouds varies greatly

according to circumstances. In a collision due to th(u*mal agitation,
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a veiy slight overlapping brings into play sufficient force to cause the

molecules to rebound from each other. In the case of argon, for

example, the “radius” of the atom as calculated by means of the

kinetic theory of gases, which represents about half the distance

between 2 atoms in an ordinary collision, is at the value 3.45 of the

abscissa in Fig. 92, and thus entirely off the plot. Only a minute

part of the charge cloud lies as far as this from the nucleus. In

chemical combination, on the other hand, the overlapping may be

considerable.

Just as many covalent bonds can be formed for a given atom as

there are extra electrons in it outside of closed subshells, so long as

these electrons do not more than half-fill the next possible subshell.

The atom will thus exhibit chemical valence equal to the number of

these extra electrons.

If, however, the extra electrons more than half fill a new subshell,

the number available to form covalent bonds tends not to exceed the

number of electrons that stand alone in the subshell unmatched by

other electrons having the same but opposite spin. This number

is also equal to the number of electrons that would be required to

complete the subshell, or to the number of “holes” in it. Thus,

when a subshell is more than half full, we can imagine the covalent

bonds to be formed by the holes in connection with supeificial electrons,

or perhaps even with similar holes, in other atoms. Electrons in

an incomplete outer .subshell tire called valence electrons. Perhaps

this term might also be extended to the holes in subshells that are

more than half full.

Covalent bonding is not, however, the only type of chemical

bonding. If tlm charge cloud of an extra electron lying outside of a

closed subshell on otui atom coinc.s ()i)po.site a hole in an incomplete

subshell in another atom, the charge cloud may be drawn into the

hole, so to speak, tlua-ciby getting closer to the nucleus of the second

atom than it can to its own nucleus and therefore moving into a

location of lower eiuugy. In this way 2 ions are formed, one charged

positively and tlu! other negatively. The 2 ions will then be drawn

together into a molecule by electrostatic attraction. In this way

are explained the ionic compounds between strongly electropositive

and strongly electronegative elements, examples of which have been

mentioned above.

Both modes of formation result in the same number of valence

bonds per atom.

Furthermore, in reality all grades of transition occur between the

two types; or, rather, the mathematical treatment is best described
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by saying that all actual chemical bonds are partly of one type and

partly of the other. Bonds between strongly electropositive and

strongly electronegative elements (i.c., between those closely following

or closely preceding an inert gas) are predominantly ionic (except in

the case of hydrogen!). In general, however, most chemical bonds are

predominantly covalent. Molecules such as O2 and N2 are also held

together by predominantly covalent bonds.

The subject of molecular combination and the related topic of

the formation of crystals are complicated subjects and the student is

referred for further information in regard to them to other books.*-

136. The Third Period of the Periodic Table.—The second octet of

elements, from Z = 11 to Z = 18, parallels so closely the first octet

that brief comments will suffice. (Corresponding elements are

exhibited clearly in Fig. 93.) Sodium {Z = 11, ls22s^2p®3s) contains

a single valence electron outside the neon core, but this electron has a

3s wave function, as against the 2s function for the valence electron of

lithium. Sodium is univalent, as in NaOH and the familiar NaCl.

Its arc spectrum is a typical 1-electron spectrum. In general, it

resembles lithium closely. Magnesium (Z = 12) is a bivalent element

similar to beryllium. It burns with a brilliant white flame to form

the oxide MgO. It has an arc spectrum of singlets and triplets

resembling that of helium. Aluminum (Z = 13) is trivalent, like

boron, but it is metallic and an excellent conductor of (dectricity.

The ^^sesquioxide,’’ A^Os, occurs in crystalline form as corundum

and sapphire and the ruby. Silicon (Z - 14) is a good deal like

carbon. The dioxide, Si02, however, which occurs in (piartz, is a

substance of extremely high molting point, whereas th(^ analogous

compound, CO2, is a gas! Only an elaborately refined application of

wave mechanics can explain contrasts mvh as th(\so. Phosphorus

(Z = 15), although chemically much inon^ active^, forms compounds

analogous to those of nitrogen. In the poisonous and bad-smelling

gas, phosphine or PH3, phosphorus is trivalent, just as nitrogen is in

gaseous ammonia, NH3. Sulfur (Z - 10) corresponds to oxygen.

In H2S, it is bivalent, just as oxygen is in HaO. Chlorine (Z = 17)

is univalent and easily forms negative ions in solution; in general,

it resembles fluorine closely but is loss active. FiiuMlly, in argon

(Z = 18), we reach again an atom composed of closi^d subshells,

with electronic formula ls^2s“2p®3s*3p®. Thus, argon has complete K
and L shells and, outside of these, two more complete subsholls. The

next or M shell is not yet complete, since there are no 3d elec.trons.

1 C/. Pauling, L., *^Tho Nature of the Chemical Bond,'* 1910; Slatkii, J. C.,

‘Tntroduotion to Chemical Physics.” 1939.
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The symmetry of the 3p* configuration, however, is evidently enough
to mahe the external field around argon very weak, so that it behaves
as an inert gas with a very low boiling point (— ISfi^C.).

136. The Fourth and Fifth Periods.—^At Z = 19, we should natu-
rally expect the addition of an electron in a 3d state (i.e., n = 3,

1 — 2). For, in the 1-electron atom, we found the energy to increase

regularly with increasing values of »; hence, we might anticipate that
even in our modified field any wave function with n = 4 would cor-

respond to a higher electronic energy than a 3d function. But the
next element in order, potassium, closely resembles sodium and
lithium, not only in chemical properties but also in its spectra even
to the finest details. There is abundant reason to believe that atomic
spectra in the visible and ultraviolet regions are emitted by electrons

in the periphery of the atom. These spectra, therefore, furnish

valuable information concerning the state of the outermost electrons.

Can it be, then, that the valence electron of potassium is not a 3d but
a 4s electron?

The conclusion that it is a 4s electron was drawn from the empirical

facts before wave mechanics came on the scene; and it has been
confirmed theoretically by several appi-oximatc calculations. Wave
functions for Z = 0 and I = 2 are very dissimilar. The radial wave
functions for electrons in the modified central field resemble qualita-

tively those for the 1-electron atom, a few of which are given in Sec.

124 and are plotted (partially) in Fig. 89. The .3d radial function,

like any function for Z = « — 1, shows a single maximum. The 3s
function, on the other hand, is much more drawn out, corresponding to
the Bohr-Sommerfeld elliptical orbit of nia.\imum e(;ceutricity; it has
3 (i.e., n — Z) maxima and, like all the s functions, is not zero at the
nucleus. The 4s function is similar to the 3s function but has 4
maxima. One can well believe that the energies associated with such
different functions may be quite different, although it is not easy to
see which energy should be higher, or, indeed, that there actually
should be a difference (and in the Coulomb field, of course, there is

not!). Approximate calculations show that in potassium {Z = 19)
the theoretical energy of a 4s electron actually is below that of a 3d
electron; hence, in the normal state of the potassium atom, the last

electron should have a 4s wave function. ^Che formula for potassium
is thus ls*2s*2p*3s*3p*4s, and the facts are fully accounted for.

The next element, calcium (Z = 20), has two 4s electrons and cor-

responds rather well to magnesium in the preceding octet. Thus,
we appear here to be witnessing the building up of another octet. The
next four elements, scandium (21), titanium (22), vanadium (23), and
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chromium (24) show some degree of resemblance to the corresponding

elements in the preceding period (Al, Si, P, S). The next element

after these, however, manganese (25), is not at all like chlorine [cf,

Mn(OH) 2 !]; and, in the group that follows manganese, consisting of

iron (26), cobalt (27), and nickel (28), we encounter something defi-

nitely new.

The accepted theoretical explanation of this failure to finish out

an octet at this point in the periodic table is the following. As far

back as scandium {Z = 21), there is theoretical evidence for the

belief that the electron added last goes into the 3d subshell; otherwise,

it would have a 4p wave function, the 4s subshell being full, and the

energy of a 4p electron lies above that of a 3d. Spectral evidence

confirms this theoretical conclusion. The next step in atom-building

after calcium {Z = 20) is, therefore, the addition of ten 3d electrons

in succession. Only in chromium and copper are there irregularities;

in these atoms one of the 4s electrons is replaced by an extra 3d.

Copper (Z = 29, ls^2s^2p^Zs^3p^Zd^Hs) is the first element that

contains, in its normal state, a complete 3d subshell. It thus has the

K, L, and M shells all complete, and 1 valence electron outside of

these. The last 3d electron, however, added out of turn as if in haste

to complete the 3d subshell, is rather lightly bound and comes off

rather easily, so that copper frequently exhibits a valence of 2 as an

alternative to its expected valence of 1 (c/. cuprous oxide, CU 2O, and

cupric oxide, CuO).

In zinc (Z = 30, ls^2s^2p®3«^3p®3d^°4s2), the 4,9 sul^shell is com-

pleted. Thus zinc, like calcium and magnesium, has 2 valence

electrons outside of closed subshells. Those three elcmi^nts are much
alike both chemically and spectroscopically. In magnesium and zinc,

however, the core of the atom consists of entire closcid shells {K and L
in magnesium, K, L, andM in zinc)

;
perhaps this is the n^ason why the

chemical resemblance is, in general, closest between tlujsc two elements.

However, whereas the oxides MgO and CaO react with water to form

the hydroxide, Mg(OH)2 or Ca(OH)‘2 ,
respeetivtdy, ZnO occurs

naturally in a zinc ore. In this respect, magnesium resembles calcium

more closely. The carbonates all occur naturally as minerals, MgCOs
as magnesite, CaCOs as limestone, ZnCOa avS smithsonite.

Beyond zinc, the formation of an octet sequence is definitely

resumed, the 4p subshell being progressively filled. Gallium, ger-

manium, arsenic, selenium, and bromine are good chemical analogs

of aluminum, silicon, phosphorus, sulfur, and chlorine. Finally, at

Z = 36, we have the next inert gas, h'ypton, with electronic foumula

Is^2a22p®3s®3p®3d'°4s24p®. Thus for the third lime an inert gas
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occurs just when a new p subshell has been completed, in accord with

the rule that we guessed in connection with the study of neon.

The fifth period of 18 elements, from Z = 37 to Z = 64, corresponds

so closely to the fourth that detailed comment is unnecessary. Two
5s, ten 4d, and six 6p electrons are added, the final element in the

period being the inert gas xenon. The analogs in the fifth period of

iron, cobalt, and nickel in the fourth period are the three elements

ruthenium, rhodium, and palladium. Although the latter elements

are not feiTomagnetic, they have many chemical similarities to the

ferromagnetic elements Fe, Co, Ni. The explanation of ferromagne-

tism on the basis of wave mechanics is intricate; that it occurs at all

is rather of the nature of an accident. Silver, the analog of copper

in the preceding period, is univalent, not exhibiting the abnormal

alternative bivalency.

137. The Periodic Table Concluded.—Cesium (55) and barium (56)

start the sixth period with one and two 6s electrons, respectively,

outside of an argon core; they constitute the fifth pair, consisting of an

alkali and an alkaline earth, to be formed by the addition of two s

electrons in succession (the first four pairs being lithium and beryllium,

sodium and magnesium, potassium and calcium, rubidium and

strontium).

LaMhanum (57) then follows the precedent set by scandium and

yttrium in the preceding periods and adds a 5rf electron. But beyond

this point something new occurs again. With n = 4, 4/ states with

J = 3 are possible. From cenum (58) to hitecium (71), the 4/ elec-

tronic energy probably lies below the 5rf; hence, over this range in Z,

fourteen 4/ electrons are add(?d in succession

[14 = 2 X (2i + 1) = 2 X (6 + 1)].

These electrons lie rather deep in the atom, however; their wave
functions have a single maximum, whereas the (\s and 5d functions are

considerably drawn out and thus project more on tlu^ exterior. Hence

the addition of the 4/ electrons causes very little change in chemical

properties, and we have the group of the chemically similar, and in

part almost indistinguishable, rare earths.

Only when the 4/ subshell has been completed is the filling of the

5d Hubshell resumed. From hafnium (72) to mercury (80), the remain*^

iiig nine 5d electrons are added, with a few irregularities. In gold

(Z = 79), the 5rf subshell is completed out of turn, in analogy with

copper and silver. Gold, however, manages to combine as a trivalent

element as well as a univalent one (e.g,, AuCls as well as AuCl). The
next element, mercury (Z = 80), is analogous to beryllium, magnesium,

zinc, and cadmium. Then the 6p electrems are added, completing an
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octet of elements (exceptfor the missing86) which correspondsweaMyto

previous octets and ends with the last known rare gas, radon or radium
emanation (Z = 86, l8®2s*2p‘3s*3p*3d“4s*4p*4d‘®^^6s*5p*5d*“6s*6p*).

Beyond radon, we find a fragment of a seventh period, inclu(fing

radium (88), thorium (90), and uranium (92). All of the known
elements in this, period, however, are radioactive and therefore unsta^

ble. It would seem that wave mechanics, as applied to the electrons,

imposes no obstacle to the occurrence of elements beyond uranium;
the electrons would “know how” to group themselves about a nucleus

with Z > 92, for example; but the appropriate nuclei encounter some
difficulty in existing (at least for any length of time).

From this discussion it is evident that wave mechanics, as applied

to the electrons in atoms of varying atomic number, leads without the

Table III.—Completed Elbctbon Shells and Sdbshhlls

n, 1
X-ray

symbol

Electron

symbol

for sub-

group
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[2(2/ -hi)]

Element

at which

subgroup

is com-

pleted

Electrons

in com-

pleted

n group,

Element

at which
n group

is com-

pleted

1, 0 K Is 2 He(2) 2 He(2)

2, 0 Li 2s 2 Be (4)

2, 1 Lumi 2p 6 No(lO) 8 Ne(lO)

3, 0 Ml 3s 2 Mg(12) ,

3, 1 Mii,m 3p G Ar(18) 18 Cu(29)

3, 2 Mi\,v Sd 10 Cu(29)

4, 0 Ni 4s 2

4, 1 Niuu 4p G Kr(36)

4, 2 ATiv.v 4d 10 Pd(4r)) 32 Lu(71)
4, 3 iVvT.VlI 4/ 14 Lu(71)

6, 0 Oi 5s 2 Cd(48)

^7 1 On,III G Xo(54)

5, 2 Oiv.v 5d 10 Au(79) 50

5, 3 Ovri,vil 14

5, 4 Ovni.ix 18
i

6, 0 Pi 6s 2 Ba(56)

6, 1 Pn,in 6p 6 Rn(86)

6, 2 Ptv,y

7, 0 Qi Is ^
!

1

1111(88)
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addition of special assumptions to a sequence of chemical properties

such as is actually observed.

The probable electronic constitution of all the elements, when in

their normal state, is shown for reference in Appendix III. An
outline showing the completed shells and subshells is given in Table

III. For convenience in future reference, the table includes also the

designations of the subshells that are used in the discussion of X-rays.

OPTICAL SPECTRA

In previous chapters we have become acquainted with a few

features of atomic spectra. We saw in Chap. VI that a general

characteristic of such spectra is the occurrence of series of lines con-

verging toward short-wave-length limits. In Chap. VII, we have

seen how wave mechanics was able to supply a quantitative theory

of the general features of spectra emitted by 1 electron in the field

of a nucleus, yielding the same formulas as did the original quantum
theory of Bohr. A brief but more systematic account will now be

given of some representative phenomena of the spectra emitted by

atoms or molec^ules containing more than 1 electron, and of their

theoretical interpretation by means of wave mechanics. In connec-

tion with this dis(*.ussion, we shall also return briefly to the 1-electron

atom in order to dis(Miss the ^^fine structure^' of its lines, which is due

to spin and other nOativistic effects. In the present chapter, how-

ever, the discussion will be limited to spectra whose emission is

connected with th<^ motion of the exterior electrons of atoms or

molecules or with nmOear motions; these spectra occur in the infra-

red, visible, or ultraviolet n^gions. The high-frequency radiation

known as X-ni.ys will Ix^ reserved for spcxual treatment in a later

chaptcM*.

138. Atomic and Molecular Spectra.—The variety of spectral lines

that can b(^ (emitted by an atom containing sev<^ral or many olec’hrons,

although vciiy largo, is less than might be anticipated, for several

reasons.

For one thing, in disfiussing atomic spectra, it suffices to discuss

the spectra emitted by neutral atoms. F'or it is a universal rule

that the same types of spectra that are emitted by neutral atoms of given

atomic number Z are emitted also by singly ionized atoms of atomic

number Z + ly by doubly ionized atoms of number ^ + 2, by triply

ionized atoms of number Z + 3, ami so on. The principal difference

is that the frequencies of corresponding lines increase with each stage

of ionization, owing to the stronger field in which the active electron

moves. The physical basis for this rule lies in the fact that the atoms
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specified all have the same number of electrons, and these electrons
arrange themselves in the same types of configurations. Such atoms
are called isoelectronic. The similarity of their spectra simplifies the
theoretical discussion; but it also leads to great complications in the '

observed spectrum as emitted by a given element v^hen excited in a

high-potential discharge, since in such a case the different spectra
emitted by atoms in various stages of ionization are all jumbled
together.

The theoretical basis for the treatment of many-electron atoms
was sketched in Secs. 127 to 129. As is there explained, the first step

is to construct a simplified approximate theory. In this theory, the

electrical field due to the nucleus is replaced by another central field

which includes the average effect of the fields of the remaining elec-

trons, the latter being supposed for this purpose to be replaced by an

equivalent charge cloud. Then, subsequently, corrections for the

finer effects of the electrostatic interaction of the electrons are intro-

duced by the methods of perturbation theory. In the first stage of

the treatment, each electron is assumed to move in the central field,

as if the others were not there. When the atom is in a stationary

state, therefore, each electron can be supposed to be represented by a

certain 1-electron wave function.

In treating the radiation from atoms, however, it is not necessary

to keep track of all of the electrons. The wave-mechanical theory

of radiation leads to a simplifying principle which has the following

two aspects: (1) in radiation phenomena, the various electrons act

independently of each other; and (2) in so far as it is possible to regard

the electrons as represented by a set of 1-elcctron wave functions, jumps
occur only between those stationary states of the atom which differ in

just one of the electronic wave functions. The two statements are often

condensed into the single statement that, as a rule, only 1 electron

jumps at a time.

The complexity of atomic spectra is greatly reduced by this double-

headed principle. If the atom has 1 or more valence electrons outside

of closed subshells, the electrons in the subshells play no part in

most of the radiation phenomena with which we shall bo concerned;

usually only the valence electrons are active. Furthen-moro, only

1 of these valence electrons jumps at a time (avS a rule). The valence

electrons that do not jump, if there are such, cannot be ignored

entirely, however; as we shall see, their presence has a great deal

of influence upon the characteristics of the atomic energy levels

between which the jumps occur. If there are no valence electrons,

as in an inert gas, then for the emission of spectral lines it is necessary
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that an electron be first transferred by some process of excitation

from a closed subshell—^from the outermost subshell, in the cases

considered here—to a 1-electron wave function of higher energy.

The complexity of many-electron spectra is further reduced by
what are known as selection rules. Wave mechanics not only tells us

what frequencies can occur in the spectrum but it also furnishes a
certain amount of information concerning the relative intensities

of the various spectral lines. It gives us not only the energies of the

various atomic states but also information concerning the relative

probability of jumps between them. Sometimes the probability of a
given jump is excessively small, or even zero; in that case, the cor-

responding line is not seen in the spectrum. A rule stating that

jumps between a certain pair of levels do not occur is called a selection

rule.

The principal selection rules are closely associated with the angular

momentum of the electrons in the atom. The quantum states of

complex atoms, like those of 1-elcctron atoms, are chai-actcrized by
special features in regard to angular momentum. It will facilitate

understanding of the subject if we first discuss thci treatment of

angular momentum in wave mechanics. The results obtained from

the theory are easily visualized; and we shall go no further than is

necessary for our purpose.

139. Angular Momentum in Wave Mechanics.—When several

electrons are prersent in the same atom, we should not expect that the

angular momentum of each individual electron will be constant,

because of the forces on each one due to the repulsion of the others.

Classical analogy, however, docs lead us to expect that the resultant

angular momentum of all of the electrons about the nucleus, including

the angular momentum due to spin, will have a constant value; for, in

classical mechanics, the angular momentum of any isolated system is

conserved.

This expectation is confirmed by the wave-mechanical theoiy,

but only within characteristic limitations. In the new theory, the

various components of any angular momentum are mutually incom-

patible quantities, so that a form of the indeterminacy principle

applies to them. The component of an angular momentum in any

chosen direction is susceptible of measurement^; the result will be a

quantized value,

Mh

^ For a method of measuring one component, by means of the associated mag-

netic moment, see the description of the Stern-Gerlach experiment in Sec. 162.
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where ilf is an integer or half-integer, positive or negative, or zero.

(By ^^half-integer'' is meant half of some integer, such as

It is impossible, however, according to the theory, to measure with

precision two components of an angular momentum at the same time.

Hence no direction can be assigned to the angular momentum of an
atomic system as a vector. After one component, say has been

measured, the system is left in such a state that all perpendicular

components, such as Oy or (?«, are indefinite, with an average expecta-

tion of zero. That is, if a subsequent measurement of a perpendiculai*

component, say Oy, were made, any one of several values might be
obtained; and, if the whole experiment were repeated many times,

both Ox and Gy being measured in succession each time and the same
value being obtained each time for Ox, the values obtained for Oy
would be sometimes positive and sometimes negative, their average

coming out zero. There is just one exceptional case, that in which
all three components are definitely zero. These features stand in

strong contrast to the classical picture.

It should be possible, however, according to the theory, to measure
at the same time the componerd of an angular momentum in any chosen

direction, say (?*, and also the sum of the squares of all three components,

or

01 + 01 + Gl

The latter is ordinarily regarded as the square of the total magnitude
of the momentum and is denoted by From the values thus found
for Ox and we can then calculate a value for the square of the com-
ponent perpendicular to our chosen direction, or GJ + Gl = G^ — 0%

140. Total Angular Momentum and Its Selection Rules.—When an
atom is in a definite quantum state, wave mechanics leads to the

following conclusions concerning its angular momentum. As long as

no external forces act on an atom, its quantmn states can he so chosen

that, when the atom is in one of them, its comporicnt of total arigular

momentum {including that due to spin) about any chosen axis is

and the •magnitude of its total angular momentum, which is defined as

{Gl + GJ + GJ)^^, is at the same time

where J and M are two quantum numbers characteristic of the quantum
state. The number J is a positive integer or half-integer or zero, and M
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has one of the 2J + 1 integrally spaced values between M » —/ and
M = J, inclusively. Thus, M is either integral or half-integral accord-

ing as J is. For example, if J = 0, ii/ = 0; if J = JIf = or
— 3^; if y = I, M = 1 or 0 or —1; etc. Often Mj is written for M,

These propositions represent the utmost that can be stated by
way of analogy with classical theory. The relationship of the quantum
numbers J and M can be visualized, if desired, with the help of a
vector diagram [cf. the similar treatment of orbital momentum in

Sec. 124(6)]. A vector of length J can be drawn at such an angle

that its projection on the chosen axis is AT (Fig. 94). For Af — ±/
the vector will lie along the axis.

The t/-vector so drawn can be

thought of as representing, in a

sense, the total angular momentum
of the atom Gj. To visualize the

fact that Gj has no definite direc-

tion in wave mechanics, we may
imagine the whole figure to whirl

at arbitrary speed about the axis,

so that all components of the

J-vector perpendicular to the axis

are as often negative as positive

and average to zero. To represent

all of the wave-mechanical values

completely, the vector representing Gj should be drawn of length

M
%

^ /

2

Ftc. 94.

y/j{J + 1); or it may itself be drawn of length \/J(J + 1) {h/2nr),

and its projection of length M{h/%r). When so drawn, the vector is

necessarily somewhat inclined to the axis (^ven when M — ±J.
The square of its component perpendicular to the axis then represents

correctly the value of the square of the corresponding component of the

angular momentum. For use in thinking about the quantum states

and their ciuantum numbers, however, the simpler J-vector of mag-
lutud(^ J (or J/?./27r) is more convenient.

The method of nq^resenting the relation between J and M just

described (constitutes a natural gemiralization of that used for the

orbital angular momentum of a single (dcctron in Sec. 124(6).

Selection Rules.—Wave mechanics leads to the following selection

rules for J and M, which are of great importance in spectroscopy.

In any atomic jump associated with the emission or absorption of a

photon, J 7nay remain unchanged or it may increase or decrease by

unity, but not by any larger amount. That is, if Ji and J 2 are the

values of J for the two states between which the jump occurs, then
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either Ji ^ J2 or Ji -- J2 ^ 1 or/i — J2 =— 1. No jump can
occuTy moreover^ from a state with J — 0 to another state with J == 0.

The first rule stated holds also for M. In symbols:

A/ = 0 or ± 1 (and not 0 —> 0) ; (191a)

Ailf = 0or±l. (191&)

These selection rules are not always strictly obeyed, however; some-
times jumps occur for which A/ = ±2 or AM = ±2. Spectral lines

due to such jumps are mostly very weak.

Even these selection rules find an analogy in classical theory

(and were first proposed on the basis of this analogy), at least if spin

is omitted. Orbital angular momentum, in classical mechanics, is

associated with rotation. Suppose that a body capable of rotation

contains an electrical vibrator of some sort; and let this vibrator

emit electromagnetic radiation of frequency v when the body is at

rest. Then, if the body is set rotating with angular velocity w, the

radiation emitted will contain the three frequencies p, p + «, p — w.

The reason is similar to that for the analogous effect of a magnetic

field upon a classical vibrating electron, which was described in Sec. 43

in connection with the classical explanation of the Zeeman effect.

The three classical frequencies p + «, p, p — w correspond (in emission)

to the three possible changes in M. This is an example of Bohr^s

correspondence principle.

141. Orbital and Spin Angular Momenta.—Before taking up the

application of these ideas to spectra, it is necessary to say something

concerning the angular momentum due to spin and that duo to the

wave-mechanical equivalent of orbital motion, taken separately.

As was explained in Sec. 124, angular momentum (*.an be treated as a

vector quantity; hence, we can regard the total resultant angular

momentum as the vector sum of the orbital and spin momenta of the

electrons. We could form this sum by first adding up the orbital

momenta into a resultant orbital anguhr mow^entum, which wc shall

denote by Gl, then adding the spin momenta vcctorially into a

resultant spin momentum^ Gsi and then finally adding these two into

the grand resultant, Gj

:

Gj = Gl + Gs-

If the spin magnetic moment and the orbital motion influence

each other, then, according to classical theoiy, only their resultant Gj
remains constant, but not G£ and Gs separately. An interesting

analogy is presented by the earth in its combined motion of rotation

on its axis (analogous to spin) and of revolution in its orbit about the

sun. The differential attraction of the sun on the equatorial bulge
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of the earth causes its axis to swing off sideways, as if the earth were

a huge gyroscope, the resulting slow change in direction of the earth^s

axis giving rise to what is called the precession of the equinoxes.

The magnitude of the earth’s angular velocity of rotation, or of the

associated angular momentum, is not changed by this effect; but,

if we draw almost any fixed axis and watch the component of the earth’s

angular momentum about this axis, this component will be obseiwed

to change. At the same time a compensating change occurs in the

corresponding component of the angular momentum which the earth

possesses because of its orbital motion, although the total amount of

this angular momentum too remains constant; the plane of the orbit

merely undergoes a slight tipping. The vector sum of the rotational

and orbital angular momenta of the earth, however, remains constant.

If it were not for the gravitational effect in question, the rotational

and orbital momenta taken separately would also be constant.

A partially similar picture is presented by the conclusions drawn
from wave mechanics in regard to the angular momentum of electrons

in atoms. In general, only the total anguhir momentum is fixecbwhen

the atom is in one of its (luantum states. The cause of this restriction

lies in the spin-orbit terms in the wave eciuation, which may be

regarded as representing an interaction between the magnetic moment
that is associated with spin and the orbital motion. In many of the

lighter atoms, however, the spin-orbit effec^t is comparatively small.

Then we hav(^ an approximation to the id(^al (tase in which there is no
spin-orl)it interaction at all. In this latter cas(i two further, very

important methods of (‘lassifying atomic (uiergy levels by means of

angular inomc;ntum beconu^ available.

In the first place, in the almmr of apin-orbil intcractioUj the total

orbital angular momentum of all of the electrons taken together can

be fixed or (juantized. For its (luaiiturn numbers, we may write

L and A (more commonly, Ml is us(*d in places of A); the magnitude

of the r(\siiltant orbital angular monuiiitum is thcui \/L(jj + 1) A/27r,

and its (H)mpon(uit along the (dioseii axis is \h/2ir, Th(^ number L
is a positives integer or zero, and the (2/^ + 1) possible values of A

are inh^grally spaced frornL to —L. Thus, if L = 0, A — 0; if L = 1,

A = 1, 0, or —1. The quantum number A is not of much practical

interest, however. In spectroscopic work, it is customary to indicate

the value of L by means of letters. Just as for 1 electron the values

^ = 0,1,2,
• •

• are indicated by • •
• fSec. 128), so the values

L = 0,1,2,
• • • are indicated by :

/. = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
• • •

S P D F G JI • —
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the atomic states. To keep our notation uniform, however, it may be

preferable to use the letter L, understanding that here L = 1. The
corresponding capital letters will be used for the terms. The letter

representing an energy level may be preceded by a number indicating

the value of the principal quantum number n for the valence electron.

The array of possible LS levels, arising from changes in the elec-

tronic function of the valence electron, is thus as shown (in part) in

Fig. 95. The S terms (L = Z = 0) begin with n = 1, the P terms

(L = 1 = 1) with n = 2, and so on; for always n> 1. The allowed

transitions between these levels are indicated in the figure by oblique

(Sfxurp) (PrihcipalHofffuse) (Fund)

Fig. 96.—Partial LS term system of a typical alkali metal (in actual cases some of the
lowest terms shown are missing). Lines indicate allowed transitions.

lines. According to the selection rule for L, as stated above, AL
cannot exceed unity; hence, no jumps can occur, for example, between

jS and D levels. In the case of a single active electron, furthermore,

the restriction is actually a little more stringent; for, in any case, it

is a special rule that the I of the jumping electron must change by

unity. Hence, when L I, vjq must have

AL = ± 1,

jumps for which AL = 0 being excluded. Thus, jumps cannot occur

in such spectra between two S levels or between two P levels, and so on.

For the quantum number S, we have here S = s = (Sec. 126).

We do not need to bother with S, however, since’! it has only one value

and is constant.

The scheme just described should obviously be applicable also

to the energy levels of the hydrogen atom, which likewise contains a

single valence electron. In our previous discussion of hydrogen, we
ignored the very slight variation of the energy with /, or L, due to

spin and relativistic effects. Hence all SjPjD, * • • lev(^ls cor-

responding to a given value of n fell on top of each other, and no

distinction between them needed to be made. Wo shall return to this

point later (Sec. 148).

The theoretical array of energy levels just indicated is strongly

reminiscent of the spectral terms employed by Rydberg to represent
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the chief series in the spectra of the alkalies. According to Eqs.
(128o,&,c) in Sec. 97, the wave numbers of the lines of these series are
given by the following formulas:

Sharp:

Principal:

Diffuse:

v = R R
(1 +P)» (m + sy'

R R
(1 + sy (m + py’

R R
(1 + Py (wt + Dy’

m g 2;

m ^ 2.

Thus, the wave numbers are the differences between expressions or
“terms” of just three different types:RRR

(m + S)*’ (m + P)*' (m + D)»’

where R is the Rydberg constant (Sec. 96). By varying m in these
expressions we obtain three sets of terms similar to the three sets of

energy values as derived from wave iiK’ichanics. It is reasonable to

assume that Rydberg^s terms correspond to these latter sets of energy
values. The Rydberg terms converge to 0 as oo, just as the
theoreti(^al energy levels converge to zero as oo

,
provided we agree

to call the energy 0 at the ionization limit. The terms are positive,

however, wherejxs the energies are all negative. Hence, the terms
must represent the riumencal values of the energy without the nega-
tive sign. As has been said before, positive numbers obtained in this

way are commonly used by spectroscopists, under the name of spectral

terms, to represent energy levels. In the formulas for i?, then, the
second Rydberg term refers to the initial atomic state for the transition

in question; the second term together with its minus sign equals the
energy ol the initial state. Tho first term in the formula refers to the

final state; its (negative) energy is sul)tract(id from the energy of

the initial state to obtain hv for the transition.

The sequence of terms nqjrescntcd by the first of the three expres-

sions written above, Ii/{m + represents, therefore, the sequence
of initial states for the various lines of the sharp scries. These terms
are observed to combine only with terms in the second sequence,

R/{m + Hence, the first of these two sequences of terms must
be those derived theoretically with L = 0, or the ''/S'' terms; for the

latter is the only theoretical sequence of terms that combines with
no other seciuence. The second of the Rydberg sequences must then

be the P terms, with L = 1 ;
for /S terms combine only with P terms, by

the selection rule for L, The shar'p series of lines thus arises from
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transitions between an S level (exclusive of the lowest) and the lowest

of the P levels. The 'principal series, on the other hand, arises from

transitions between various P levels and the lowest S level. The
lowest S level is the lowest possible value for the energy and represents

the normal state of the atom.

The third set of levels, represented by P/(m + D)\ which com-
bines withP but not with S levels, must, then, be the D levels (L =2).
The diffuse series of lines thus aiises from transitions between the

various D levels and the lowest P level. A fourth observed series of

lines, named long ago the “fundamental^' series, has a convergence

limit ‘equal to the difference between the convergence limit of the

diffuse series and the frequency of the first line of this latter series,

i.6., to the difference in energy between the state of ionization and the

lowest D level. The final state for the corresponding transitions must,

therefore, be the lowest D level. But the initial energies for the

fundamental series are not those of the P terms. They must be, then,

the F levels, with L = 3. The fundamental series is thus due to

transitions from an F level to the lowest D level.

In this way, we arrive at the following interpretation of the chief

series of the alkali metals:

Sharp,

Principal,

Diffuse,

Fundamental,

nS — WoP, n > no;

nP —> UqS;

nD —> noP;

nF —> uqD,

Here the lines of each series are obtained by assigning various values to

n; no before any letter denotes the lowest value of n that can occur with

that letter in the kind of atom under consideration.

The identification thus made of the terms in the alkali spectra

constitutes the historical reason for the use by spcictroscopists of the

mysterious letters S,P,D,F (from the words “sharp, principal, diffuse,

fundamental") to represent!/ = 0,1,2, or 3 (or the corresponding small

letters for 1 electron). For higher values of L it Wfis agreed later to

continue down the alphabet, skipping J.

As an example, a diagram of the known energy levels for neutral

sodium is shown in Fig. 9G. Each level is represented in this diagram

by a short horizontal line, the levels being groupcul into sequences

according to the value of L, in contrast to the arrangement in Fig.

70(6). The diagram shows also the splitting of the P levels, which is

discussed in Secs. 144 to 147 below; the subscripts on the letters,

denoting J values, refer to this splitting. As usual, the energies are

measured downward from zero at the state of bare ionization (with
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no kinetic enei®r in the removed electron) and are expressed in wave-
number units. The numbers written opposite the levels are the
accepted values of n, which differ somewhat, for reasons explained in
the next section, from Rydberg’s original number m. At the right
are shown for comparison some of the levels of hydrogen, the lowest
being far below the sodium levels and therefore not shown.

Fia. 96.—Enorgy-levol diagram for neutral sodium, showing also the origin of the
principal spectral linos. Somo of the levels of hydrogen arc shown for comparison.
(Wave lengths are in angstroms. The numbers opposite the levels are values of n—
see Sec. 143.)

The most important spectral lines are also indicated on the diagram
by oblique lines drawn between the appropriate energy levels, with
wave lengths attached; the widths of these lines in the diagram give a
very rough idea of the relative intensities of the spectral lines as

commonly observed. One line is shown that violates the ordinary

selection rule for L (ZD 3S, AL = 2V
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The values of some of the terms, expressed in cm."^, are also given

in Table VI (page 363).

143, The Term Energies of the Alkali Metals.—If the mathemati-
cal difficulties could be overcome, it should be possible to calculate

the energy levels from the wave equation. Unfortunately, however
(or fortunately), this cannot be done with any degree of precision, so

that experiment is still necessary. Considerable interest attaches

nevertheless to approximate theoretical values of the term energies.

Such values can be obtained, for a neutral alkali atom, by disregarding

the spin-orbit effect and solving the wave equation for the valence

electron moving in a suitable central field.

As described in Sec. 127, the field in which the valence electron is

assumed to move is chosen so as to allow for the average effect of the

remaining electrons in the atom. At points well outside tlie atom,

this field must approximate closely to the field of a proton. For, by
ordinary electrostatic reasoning, based upon Gauss’ law, it can be

shown that a spherically symmetrical distribution of charge produces

the same field at external points as if the charge werc’i concentrated at

its center; and the total negative charge on the remaining (de(d.rons in

the atom is less By 1 electronic unit than the positive (jharge on the

nucleus. If the field were everywhere of this simple Coulomb type,

the energy levels for the valence okictron would he exactly the same
as those for hydrogen. Now the wave functions for large n and not

too small I will have their large values chiefly in regions outside the

atom, as is illustrated by the graphs for hydro'gen in Fig. 89 in Se(*.. 124.

Hence, the alkali levels for large 7i and not too small Jj should approxi-

mate closely to the hydrogen levels for the same n.

In Fig. 97 are shown the known energy levels below 2,000 cm.“^ for

all of the alkali metals, represented by dots. Tlie hydrogen levels in

the same spectral region (except the lowest) arc shown by the hori-

zontal linos labeled with the appropriate value of n. We note that

the D and F levels of the alkalies actually agree closely in all <\‘tscs with

the corresponding hydrogen levels.

Such an approximate agreement with the hydrogen levels servers

to fix the value of n unambiguously for the D and F levels of t he alkalis.

The quantum number n docs not have any direct spectroscopic

significance, hence the particular set of values that is used (^an onl,y b(i

chosen for some theoretical reason. The P and S levels, on the other

hand, depart widely from the corresponding hydrogen levels. The
lowest values of n for /S and P terms are taken to be 2 for lithium, 3

for sodium, and so on, partly on the basis of the way in which the

periodic table is built up, as was described previously in this chapter,
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and partly on the basis of various theoretical calculations. When an
approximate theory is developed with the electrons moving inde-

pendently in a central field, the quantum number n is introduced in
such a way as to number the 1-electron states in the order of increasing

energy. With the values of n assigned as in the diagram, levels havwg
the same n and L have the property that they sink as the atomic
number increases. Theoretical estimates indicate that they should do
this if n hjis the theoretical significance just stated. The 1-electron

functions of the same n and I penetrate to about the same relative

extent into the cores of all atoms, and, as the strength of the nuclear

Fks. 97.—The known onergy levels below 2,000 cm.-* of the five alkali metals and of

hydrogen (except that for n =1). All doublet structure is ignored.

field in the interior of the atom is increased with increasing Z, calcula-

tion shows that the corresponding 1-elcctron energy is lowered. The
observed energies of the lowest S and P levels of the alkalies, on the

other hand, rim wit.h inereasing Z. This fact is brought into con-

sistency with the rule just stated if we suppose that n increases by
unity from one alkali to the next.

Since the lowest S level is always below the lowest P, the normal

state for all of the alkali metals is an S state.

The relation with the hydrogen levels just described suggests a

mode of writing the alkali energies that is of interest. Expressed in

wave-number units, the energy of the nth level for a hydrogen atom is
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B
n>

where R is the Rydberg constant [c/. Eqs. (136), (140c) in Secs. 103

and 104], For any atomic level with energy W, an effective principal

quanium number can be defined by the similar equation

r--| (194)

The difference n -- ne for corresponding levels is sometimes called

the quantum defect In the alkalies, it can be regarded as a measure

of the effect of the departure of the central field from a Coulomb field.

The quantum defect is often denoted by so that

then
n« = w - m;

RW (195)
{n -

A similar formula is obtained from Rydberg^s expression for the

spectral terms, number (129) in Sec. 97:

R
{m + pY

The values of p. are not the same in the two formulas, nor did Rydberg's

choice of m for a given term agree with the modern value of n; but,

after choosing the lowest values of the integers n and of ni in any

convenient manner, the two values of p can obviously be (thosen so as

to bring the two formulas into agreement. Since Rydb(u-g's formula

fits the observed terms fairly well, when his p is treated as a constant

for given L, it follows that the quantum defect must be almost a

constant for the sequence of terms belonging to a given value of L.

The values of the quantum defect for some of the levels of sodium

(disregarding the fine-structure splitting) are shown in Table IV. ^

Table IV.—Some Values of the Quantum Dkkkc^t kok NnuTUAii Sodium

TermBBhb n = 1) n = 7
i

n - 8

S SI 1 .3*18 1.351

P ^9 BBBB .858 .857

D .010 .011 .013 .011 .009 .013

F .000 - .001 - .008 1

- .012 - .015

^ They are calculated as n — from vahics of rir. or 7i„f/ pjivon in IT. IC. \Vhit<i,

“Introduction to Atomic Spectra,” 1934.
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Their approximate independence of n is evident. The corresponding

value of the efiFective quantum number rie may be obtained in each

case by subtracting the number shown here from n; thus for a 4P term,

n« = 4 — 0.867 = 3.133. A small value of the quantum defect means
close approximation of the energy to the corresponding level for

hydrogen.

Formulas of the Rydberg type, as in Eq. (195), represent only a
first approximation to the actual term values. For greater accu-

racy more complicated functions of n are often employed in the

denominator.^ Such formulas are indispensable in determining series

limits, and a knowledge of these limits is essential in order to fix

the zero level of the energy, which is the limit of that series of lines
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which arises from transitions intf) the normal .stat<\ Oncie the energies

or term values hav(j l)e<^n determined for a single set of terms, the

othem can be eaUmlated from the observcid frcKiuencies of lines due to

transitions between the various terms.

The term value, or negative of the energy, for the lowest state

represents the ionization energy of the neutral atom. In Fig. 98 are

plotted values of the ionization (uiorgy calculated in this way and

expressed in electron-volts for most of the elements. The electronic

subshell that contains the most easily removcKl (electron is shown below

the curve. A systematic reflation is evi<l(uit l.)otwcen the quantum

numbci’S of this electron and the ionization potentials,

144. The Addition of Orbital and Spin Momenta.—Besides

accounting for the numlx^r and location of tli(i terms, jin atomic theoiy,

to be succ(\ssful, must lead also to the correct. liiu‘ structure for the

spectral lines. In onha- to account for the fine structure it is necessary

to reintroduce the spin-orbit terms into th(i wave equation. Their

effect, as it turns out, is to diminish tlui deg(xi(x*acy of the atomic

^ Cf. WiiiTK, “Introduction to Atoiniu Sportra/' 1934; FowLint, A., “Report on

Series in Line Spectra,” Floetway Press, Ijondon, 1922.
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quantum states and to split most of the L8 terms into two or more
levels characterized by different values of J, the quantum number
for the total angular momentum. It will be convenient to discuss this

splitting first for the general case, thereby obtaining results applicable

to an atom containing any number of active electrons. As usual, we
shall merely describe the theoretical method very briefly and write

down some of the results.

Following the method of perturbation theory, the theorist starts

with a wave equation from which the spin-orbit terms are omitted.

Using this wave equation, as stated above (Sec. 141), we can find a

set of quantum states for the atom characterized by four quantum
numbers LASS. Consider such a set for a given L and a given S.

The possible values of A are 2L + 1 in number (from L to — L), and
there are 2S + 1 different possible values of S

;
thus, we have (2L 4-1)

(2S + 1) states with the same L and S. These states all liavi! the

same energy, also, in this stage of the argument; let us di^noto this

value of the energy by Wo-

The spin terms are then restored to the wave ecpiation. Th(‘S(‘

terms do not alter the number of the quantum states, but they do

change the energies and the wave functions. If their (^ITeet is small,

there will exist a set of states for the given L and S having eiu‘rgies

near to Wo- The wave functions for these states do not n^scunhle the

functions for the original LAS^ states, however; they resemble

certain linear combinations of the latter functions.

An excellent analogy occurs in cUissical vibrations. A p(*nduliim

bob hung on a symmetrical wire can swing with ti (*(‘r(ain (h^finite

frequency vq in any plane. It can swing east and w(‘st, for (‘xample,

or north and south; and vibration in any other plan(‘ can b(‘ r(‘garded

as a combination of these two motions, each with a suitable amplitude

and phase. Any other pair of perpendicular plaiu's might Ix^ (di(jsen

instead for the component vibrations. Such a cas(^ may be (tailed

degenerate.” But now squeeze the wire with pbu'cs so as to flat ten

it in a NE - SW direction. Thereafter, stead^y oscillat ions in a fixed

plane are possible in only two directions. The bob cjui swing eithtu*

in a NE - SW plane with a frequency pi or in a NW - SK plane with a

frequency p2 ,
vi and V2 being slightly different from caich otluT and

from Vo- If the bob is started swinging in any other dinxdion, a com-
bination of these two vibrations occurs and the bob executes a Lissajous

figure. Thus flattening the wire has removed the degoncu-acy.

In a similar way, there is an ambiguity about the functions for the

quantum states when the spin-orbit terms are missing from the wav(^

equation; functions characterized by quantum numbers L S A X repre-
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sent only one possible choice for these functions. An alternative is

to construct the functions so that thev are characterized by quantum
numbers

LSJM,
If the latter is done, each of the functions represents the atom as having

orbital angular momentum \/L(L + 1) h/2hr, also spin angular

momentum \/S(S + 1) A/2t, and, finally, total angular momentum
\/j(J + 1) h/27r and also a component of total momentum about

any chosen axis equal to Mh/2T. But the components about this

axis of the orbital and spin momenta, taken separately, are no longer

fixed. In the absence of the spin-orbit terms all of these states, like

the L jS A 2 states, have the same energy.

When the s'pin-orbit terms are then restored to the wave equation,

they do not destroy the physical significance of the quantum numbers

J and M
;
and, if the spin-orbit effect is small, the significance ofL and S

still remains, in hirge imuisure. The cnergi(\s of levels with the same
values of L and S but with different values of ./ now become some-

what cliffcnuit, however. Thus the spin-orbit effect partially removes

the degeneracy. For each valium of ,/, there are still 2J + 1 states

with various valiUNs of A/. We shn-ll find later that these latter states,

also, (^an l)e separatc^d in (uiorgy by the appli(^ation of a magnetic field.

Two questions th('n arise: (1) How many and what vsxlues of J
occur with a given pair of valu(\s of L and S, and (2) how far are th(^

J levels siqiarated from each otlim-? The answers to these (piestions

will be discuss(id in tli(^ nc^xt two sections.

146. Number of Levels in an LS Multiplet.—The group of om^rgy

levels corr<\sponding to diff(T<‘nt valu(\s of J but to tlie sarnie values of

L and >S' is cjilled an {or liusscll-Sanmlers^^) nmUipLcL For
the nuinb(*r of th(^ l(‘V(?ls composing sucli a multiplet, wav(vinechanica]

theory furnishes a simple rul(\ The maximum vahu'i of J that occurs

is J — L + S, Then, if lunther L nor S is zero, J — L + S — \

occurs; also J = L + S — 2 if this nuinl)er is not negative; and so on

down to ,/ = |L — S\ as th(^ smallest value. Thus, a level occurs

with every one of the sed- of int.egrally spacc'd values of J such that

\L - *S| s ./ g L + .S. (m)

Thus, if L ^ S, J takes on all of the 2S + 1 integrally spaced values

from/j + S down ioJj — *S, imdusive; if L < Sy it takes on the 2L + 1

integrally spaced \'ahu^s from L + S down to — L, That the

greatest and least values of J should be, r(^spectively, L + S and

|/v — *S| follows at once from classical ideas concerning vector addi-
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tion; but that the possible values of J should be limited to a discrete

set constitutes a characteristic quantum modification.

Since L is always an integer or zero, the values of J, like those

of S, will obviously be integral if the number of electrons in the atom

is even, half-integral if this number is odd. For example, if L = 0

and S — 0, then J == 0; if L = 0, / = /S; if /S = 0, J = L; if L = 1

and >S = J = % or 3^ (i.e,, L ± S);k L 1 and /S — 1, J = 2,

1, or 0.

These relationships can be visualized by means of a vectot' diagram

representing an L-vector and an iS-vector added vector!ally into a

resultant J-vector. In the sense explained in connection with the

j-vector in Sec. 140, the L- and ^S-vectors can be thought of as repre-

senting the total orbital and total spin momenta respectively. The

s-r

L-/ L-t

ij’O
Fio. 90.—Diagrams illustratiug the relation between L, and J.

value J ^ L + S corresponds to addition of thesci two momenta in

the same direction, the value J = |L — S|, to their addition in opposite

directions; every other value of J corresponds to their addition at one

of a discrete set of intermediate angles. [If vectors of lengths

VL(L + 1), VS(S + 1), and VJiJ + 1) an^ drawn, in order to

represent the vectors more completely in accordances with the expla-

nation in Sec. 140, tlie angle between L and S is less than 180° even

for J = L + jS and / = jL — S\.] A few such vector diagrams are

shown in Fig. 99.

In discussing LS coupling, it is often convenient to restrict the

word *‘term^' so as to refer to a group of levels with various J values

forming a multiplet. From the rule just stated for determining the

possible values of .7, it is evident that, if L ^ S, the number of levels

in the multiplet is 25-1-1. This number is called the muUtplicity

of the LS term and is written as a superscript at the upper left-hand

corner of the letter denoting the term. Thus denotes a doublet D
term, with L = 2, 5 = (i.e., 2 = 2 X + 1), and wdth two

possible J values :L -f- 5 = 5^, L — 5 = To denote an individual

level, the J value is added as a subscript. Thus a -/) term contains

the levels If L = 2, but 5 = 1, we have a. triplet D term,

with component levels “Ds,
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For convenience, even when!/ < 8, the same multiplicity, 2fif + 1,

indicated in the notation, although the number of levels now equals

1 therefore is less than 28 + 1. The reason for this practice

Is that, because of the selection rule for /S, A/S = 0 (Sec. 141), the value

of 25 + 1 tends to remain the same in a radiative transition. The

terms can thus be classified into more or less noncoinbining groups

cording to the values of 25 + 1
,
and the superscript servos to indi-

cate at once to which (?hiss a parti(?ular term belongs.

Because of these relations, the observed number of levels composing

0,
given multiplet obviously furnishes important information in regard

to the values of L or of 5 that should be assigned to the term. If the

observed number of levels is r, this number must equal either 2L + 1 or

(more commonly) 25 + 1, hence, either!/ = (r — l)/2 or, more likely,

jgf ss= (r — l)/2. A further test may then be made by noting whether

or not the value of L or 5 so inferred is consistent with the selection

rules as applied to transitions betweem the given multiplet of levels and

other multiplots for which L or 5 may be assumed to be known.

All allowed transitions between two inultiplots of levels, taken

together, giv(^ rise to a groiq) of lines which may be called a spectral

of lines. The stud(‘nt should distinguish (carefully between

multiplets of levels and inultiplots of linos. Often one can tell only

from the context vvluither thi^ word ‘^triplet,'' for example, refers to

three energy levels or to thr(‘(‘ sp(H*,tral lines.

Ill Table V are shown th(’! levels composing some of the types of LS
terms that are commonly met with. Only singlet, doublet, triplet, and

'Paulk V. - ,/ Lkvkls (^»mi»o8in(! Somk LS Tkbms

L - 0 1 2 3

cII

I !

h

quurtet t(‘rms are shown, but <iuintet, sextet, s(q)let, and o<itet terms

also occur.'

As stated above, when the spin-orbit ciTec'.t is rather large, the

significance of L and 5 becomes weakened, and the selection rules tend

to fail; in heavy atoms, indeed, it may be impossible to assign values of

L and 5 at all, so that another grouping of the J levels must be made

‘ C/. Whitb, op. cit.. Chap. XIV, 1934.
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(e.g., that represented by ii-coupling as described in Sec. 153 below).

Thus the quantum number J possesses a wider range of significance

than the numbers L and S.

146, Spin-orbit Interaction and Multiplet Spacing.—To obtain

theoretical predictions as to the spacing or energy differences between

the levels of a multiplet, it is necessary to consider the effect of the

spin-orbit terms in the wave equation. A more detailed discussion

of these terms is appropriate at this point.

The spin-orbit terms put in their appearance when a nonrelativistic

equation is worked out that is approximately equivalent to the Dirac

relativistic equation, which is the nearest approach known to a correct

wave equation (Sec. 126). The Dirac equation does not rest on a

concrete picture of the electron. It seems as if theorcitical physics

were coming to be based upon certain mathematical assumptions

rather than upon concrete pictures of reality, '^rhore is, however, a

certain similarity between the wave-mechanical inatlu^inatics and the

mathematical treatment of certain classical stria* tures, and this

analogy may help by illustrating, and perhaps making plausible, the

more abstract treatment by means of wave rnecliauics.

Suppose the electron really were, as Lorentz thought it might be,

a little hollow sphere of electricity, held togctlu*!* in some unknown
manner but otherwise obeying the laws of classi(‘al thi‘ory, n^lativity

included. Suppose the sphere were si^t into rotation. Tlicn the

moving charges on its surface would give risi^ (o (*ircular currents,

and the sphere would be surrounded by a inagnet/n^ res(anl)ling

that due to a short bar magnet; it would, th(*r(‘f()rt*, havi‘ a (*<*rtaiii

magnetic moment. Suppose such a rotating sph(M‘(‘ wt*rti put in

motion across an electric field. Tlnai ordinary (‘lectroniagnetic

theory would not lead us to expect any sp(M*ial forci's to act on tlu^

sphere because of its magnetic moment. But supposes w(*. view the

situation from a moving frame of reference*, in whi(‘h the. sj)h{‘re is

momentarily at rest, and apply the thiMuy of r(*lativity. In terms

of this moving frame, the electric field would 1 m* a(*(*oiuj)ani<‘d by a

magnetic field perpendicular both to the (^lectrii^ fi(‘l(l and to the

direction of motion, as is shown by the eipiations of t ransformation in

Sec. 70.^ This magnetic field would cause the niagn<*t.i(*. axis of the

sphere to tend to line up with the field.

^In those equations, we put //, = //y = //* = 0, ko that in S Uktc is only an

electric field. Then //' «= 0, showing that the magnetii^ field in iS" i.s perpeiiclicukr

to the o^-axis, which is the direction of the motion. Mach of tho comjKMients Ey

and Em then gives rise to a component of W equal to itself luuUiplii^d by m/c, but

in a perpendicular direction.
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Returning to the original frame, therefore, we may conclude

that any rotating charged sphere moving transversely across an

electric field tends to turn so as to make its axis of rotation perpen-

dicular both to its direction of motion and to the direction of the field.

If the motion occurs in the direction of the field, or if there is no field

at all, the axis of rotation retains its original direction. As viewed in

this frame, the immediate cause of the change in the direction of the

axis is to be found in a relativistic change in the forces that hold the

c.harged sphere together against electrostatic repulsion.

We do not need to investigate these forces further, but the source

of the energy associated with them is of interest and is easily dis-

covered. When the sphere is aligned in the manner
just described (Fig. 100), one side of it is moving
faster than the other side because of the combined

rotational and translational motion. Now in a frame

in whi(‘.h the sphere is at rest, the rotational velocity

of all parts of its surface must be the same, by
symmetry; but then an application of the Lorentz

transformation for velocity, Eqs. (63a,6,c) in Sec. 66,

shows that, in a frame in which the sphere has trans-

lational motion, the surface will rotate more slowly on

the side on which the resultant velocity is increased by thci translational

motion than on the opposite side. This difference in velocities must

result in a piling up of charge on the side of higher resultant velocity at

the expense of charge on the opposite side.^ If the sphere is moving

across an electric field, the distortion shifts the charge into a region of

slightly diff(T(mt potential and so alters the electrostatic energy. A
simple considc^ration of signs shows that, in the cjise of orbital motion

of the spluTC under the influence of an attracting center, the energy is

least when the direction of spin rotation is opposite to the direction of

orbital revolution and is a maximum when these two directions of rota-

tion are the same, regardless of the sign of the charge on the sphere.

. The magnitude of the change in energy for a Lorentz electron

can readily be calculated, but we shall only cite the nnsult..^ In

dealing with an electron in a central field, it is convenient to introduce

the angular momentum Gl of the electron about the center. Let Gs be

its angular momentum of spin, m its mass, c the speed of light, and

1 The distortion of the distributed charge can be regarded os equivalent to the

<;rcation of an electric moment relative to the center of charge. Thus what is a

pure magiK^tic moment in one frame of reference becomes in part an electric

moment in another.

* Frkskel, J., ‘Tjehrbuch der Eloktrodynamik,” vol. II, Kap. 7, §8, 0, 1026.

Rorrer

Denser
Fkj. 100.—

a

classical (Lorontz)

spinning elootron

viewed along its

axis of rotation.
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V{r) its potential energy when at a distance r from the center of tlie

field. Then the change in energy due to interaction of spin and field

turns out to be

1

2mVGt P IdV

Here Gl * Gs denotes the scalar product of the vectoi-s Gl and Gs or

Gl • Gs = fT/,fr^iC08 (its) (197)

where Gl and Gs denote the magnitudes of these vectors and (ff/,, Gs)

stands for the angle between their directions.

The expression thus obtained from the classical analogy happens

to be correct in wave mechanics also, although the physical picture

of the rotating sphere finds no place in the new theory. The spin-

orbit term in the wave equation for 1 electron, in the approximate non-

relativistic theory, is

(198)

in which Gi, and 6s stand for vector “operators.” (An operator is a

quantity that does cei’tain specified things to any function standing

after it.) The first-order correction to the energy caused by the spin-

orbit effect is then, by the usual formula of perturbation theory,

JJ (199)

the integral being extended over all space and denoting the com-

plex conjugate of If the field is a Coulomb field, V = —Zc^fr
(Z = atomic number, c = electronic charge) and (199) bo(‘.oines

The expression given in Eq. (199) for Alf can l)e evaluated by the

theorist if ^ and V are known. If JjS coupling holds,

furthermore, the im)st interesting ure of AH' <^an be

inferred without evaluating Mk^ intc^gral. The ne(H\s-

sary argument can be illustrated 1 )y ni<^ans of tlie ve(‘tor

diagram. Let us draw lines rej)resent.ing as closely as

possible, not the quantum numlx^rH L and aS, but the

resultant orbital momenta thcmselv(\s, Gl and Gsi

added vectorically to form the resultant angular

momentum Gj (Fig. 101). Let us draw the lines of

such length as to represent the true magnitudes of the three momenta,
which are

Fig.
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VWTT)^,

Qj = y/WTT)~

= (?2 + G'S + 2Gi(?sC0S (Gi, Qb).

Combining this relation with (197), we obtain

Gl Gs = Vz (G5 - G! - G|). (200)

The same relation is easily shown to hold in wave mechanics. Hence,
after inserting the values of Gi, G|, G5,

Gl • Gs = \[J{J + 1) - L(L + 1) - -S(S + 1)]^-

Thus when ^ represents a quantum state characterized by quantum
numbers L, S and J, the operator Gl • Gs acting on xp is equivalent to a
simple multiplication of it by the number given on the right in the last

equation. This number can then be taken out from under the integral

sign in Eq. (199), and that equation can be written

AW = + 1) - L(L + 1) - SiS + 1)], (201)

8 - ff (201a)

Here the integral in B represents a sort of weighted average of the

quantity (1/r) {dV/dr)

,

which can be calculated if \[/ is known. For
we may use the zero-order wave function for an L S J M state. It

can be shown that, for given L and S, B is independent of J and M.
The spacing of the J levels of an L8 multiplct will thus be deter-

mined by tliiit term in Eq. (201) which contains J{J + 1), this being

the only t(‘i-m that varies with J. The difference between the energies

of a level for J and one for / + 1 will be the same as the difference

in the corresponding values of ATF, or

TF/+1 - Fy - PiB^J + 1) (y + 2) ~ liBJU + 1)

= B{J + 1). (202)

This equation includes Landd^s interval rule: The energy differences

between two success'ive J levels are 'proportional, in a given term, to the

larger of the two valncs of J. This rule is of great help in determining

the value of J that is to be assigned to the various levels.

It may be remarked that, if we employ the whole expression for

AF as given by Eq. (201), we find that AF is positive for some values

Gt = y/L{L + 1) Ga-

Then by ordinary geometry
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ofJ arid negative for others. As,a matter of fact, the weighted average

of AW, or AW for a weighted-average level, computed in a certain

way,‘ vanishes.

It is to such a weighted-average level that the Rydberg formula
really refers when it is written without regard to the fine structure

of the levels. As an alternative, of course, a separate Rydberg
formula can be written for each component of the multiplets of a
series, as is sometimes done.

147. Fine Structure in Alkali-type Spectra.—^The theoiy developed
in the last section is immediately applicable to energy levels of the

type described in Sec. 142. For an atom with 1 valence electron

outside of one or more closed subshells, the quantum number S has

the value /S = « = as for 1 electron (Sec. 126), for the same reason

Fig. 102.—Transitions iDetween doublet levels.

which led us in Sec. 142 to infer that L = L Hciic^o, tlie LS terms
for such an atom are mostly doublets, the two v''iiliios of J for p;iv'en L
being J == L + 3^ and J = L — Only the H terms (L = 0)

are single, with J = S = Almost always the IcvcJ with the larger

J is found to have the higher energy, in agrecMiieni, with indications

from wave mechanics.

Transitions between two given terms will them give rise to several

spectral lines, forming a spectral multiplet. The numlx^r of the lines

is limited by the selection rule, AJ = 0 or ±1 (Sec. MO). Jumps
are possible between the single level of any S term, and either

of the two levels in a P term, and ^P.>j, for which AJ = 0 or I,

respectively. Between a P and a D, with levi^ls Wiy,, three

jumps are possible, viz.,

the jump — ^Py, is forbidden, since for it AJ = 2. A triplet of

lines results in a similar way from the allowixl transitions between
any other pair of terms. Thus the chief spectrum of the alkali metals

Wj denotes the energy of a / level, the energy of the weighted-average level

is TT ^ (2/ 4- l)Wj/^ (2/ 4- 1). (There are 2/4-1 quantum states in each~ T
/ level.)
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should consist of spectral doublets and triplets. The origin of the lines

just mentioned is illustrated in Fig. 102. Numbers are also added
in the figure showing the relative intensities that the lines of each

Table VI.

—

Some Lines in the Spectrum of Neutral Sodium

Initial term, cm.”! X, angstroms Doublet Ay

Principal series, n 3 hS, 3S -= 41,449.0 cm.-‘

3Pv4 24,492.8 16,956.12 5,895.92
17.19

24,475.6 16,973.38 5,889.95

4Pj4 11,182.1 30,266.91 3,302.99
6.16

11,175.9 30,273.06 3,303.32

&Pii 6,406.4 35,042.64 2.852.83
2.46

SP^ij 6,408.8 35,040.18 2,853.03

ePy, 4,151.4 37,297.64 2,680.34
1.40

6P% 4,152.8 37,296.24 2,680.44

Sliarp HorioR, n —> 3

4^^ 15,709.4
8,766.5

8,783.1

11,404.2

11,382.4
16.6

55 8,218.3
16,227.28

16,244.50

6,160.76

6,154.23
17.22

65 5,077.3
19,398.38

10,415.51

5,153.64

5,149.09
17.13

75 3,437.2
21,038.40

21,055.54

4,751.89

4,748.02
17.14

DilTuse HiTioH,* u^J) —>3

3/) 12,276.12
12, 109. 50

12,210.70

8,194.81

8,183.27
17.20

if) 6,900.29

17..

575. 33

17.

592..

52

5,688.22

5,682.66
^7.19

5D 4,412.3
20,063.30

20,080.46

4,982.84

4,978.58
17.16

6/; 3,061.9
21,413.72

21,4,30.90

4,668.60

4,664.86
17.18

* Only th(» tiudin of tlie and Dy^ IuvoIh U) hIiowii and only the two ntronp; lixiou,

nDr/i ZPyj, nDYi —> 3PJ4.

niultiplct should have according to wave mechanics, under certain

simple conditions.
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For comparison with the theory, the wave numbers and separations

of the first four lines of each of the chief series in the spectrum of

neutral sodium ai^e listed in Table VI.*

The theoretical conclusions as to wave length are seen to be con-

firmed by the observations. The sharp series, nS —> 3P, consists of

spectral doublets, and, as shown in column 5 of Table VI, the frequency

difference is constant within the experimental errors, representing

the difference between the 3*Ph and 3®Pj4 levels. This fact helps to

confirm the identification of the S levels as made above.

The principal series of lines, til* —> ZS, also consists of doublets

but with frequency differences that represent the spacings between

the two levels in various P terms and hence decrease rapidly with

increasing n. This decrease is in accord with theoretical expectations.

For an electron in a Coulomb field, due to a nucleus of charge Ze,

the separation of the two levels in a term with quantum numbers n

and I, due to the spin-orbit effect, is readily calculated to be [cf. Eqs.

(208a,i») below]

a^RZ*
- nH{l -I- 1)

5.87
Z*

nH(l -I- 1)
cm.“* (203)

where a is the “fine-structui*e constant,” or a = 2TC^Ich = 1/136.7,

and R is the Rydberg constant (in cm.-'). The calculation can be

made by evaluating the integral in the expression given for B in Eq.

(201a), with V = —Ze^/r, and then substituting the value .so found

for B and also J = l — in Eq. (202). Dividing thc^ resulting

value of Wj+i - Wj, or - Tfj-h, by ha, we have Av. Thu.s in a

hydrogenlike atom the spin-orbit .sriparation d(icreiis(\s !is l/a®. The

observed decrease in the spcjctrum of .sodium is (W(m mon^ rai)id.

The lines of the diffuse series, nD —> ZP, .should be triplets, according

to the theory. One line should bo very wciik, howev(\r. The two

brightest lines re.sult from the jumps

-> 3*Pj6, nWi, VPi,.

If Eq. (203) holds roughly for sodium, then, because of the factor

1(1 -h 1) in the denominator, the separation nlh-i — nD:ii sh<»uUl stand

to the separation nP^ — nPy, in the ratio 1/(2 X 3): 1/(1 X 2) or

as only 1:3; and, as n increases, the D separation should rapidly

diminish further. Thus with ordinary resolving jinwcT the lines of the

r Except for Xll,404, or Xll,382, the wave IcriKths of th(( linos wore taken from

the “Massachusetts Institute of Technology Wavelength 'I’alilcs’’ and converted

into wave numbers with the help of Kayscr’s “Tabcllo der .Schwingungs/ahlcn”;

the term values were then calculated from the wave nuu)l)or.s, tln^ value of the 3S

term (41,449.0) being taken from Bacherand (loudsmit’s “At.omic Energy States."
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diffuse series can easily be observed with a frequency difference that
is nearly constant and equal to the difference 3P?4 — Dou-
blets of exactly this separation are formed of course by the faint line

-* 3Pji and the brighter line Djs —» ZPy,. The faint line is not
usually seen; when it was discovered, it was called a “satellite” of

the apparent doublet formed by the two brighter lines.

Thus, the theory accounts very well for the principal features of

the spectrum emitted by neutral sodium atoiTis. It is equally success-

ful with the other alkali metals, the spectra of which are qualitatively

very similar to that of sodium.

The separation of the doublet lecels, however, increases rapidly

with increasing Z. In Table VII are shown the wave lengtlis and the
wave numbers of the D lines or their analogs (f.e., the firat lines of the
principal scries) for all of the alkali metals, and also the doublet
differences for their lines.

Table Vll.—

F

irst 1.ine.s of the Principal Sbuibs fob the Alkali Metals,
AND Onk Line op Hydrogen
X is ill angstroms, v in cni.“‘

II Li Nil K Cs

z 1 3 11 19 37 55
n 3 2 2 3 4 5 6

0,562.8 • 0,707.8
5,895.9

5,890.0

7,699.0

7,604.9

7,947.0
7,800.2

8,943.5

8,521.1

hit
15,233 14,904

16,950 12,985 12,579 11,178

16,973 13,043 12,817 11,732

Ap 0.307 0.34 17 58 238 554

The theorc^tieal vulue of Ap for the first Baliner line of hydrogen,
obtained by setting Z = 1, = 2, Z = 1 in Ecj. (203), is also given

for comparison. The data in the talkie show that the D lines, which
are (i angstroms apart in the sodium spe(d.rurn, are 422 angstroms
apart in the spectrum of eesiurn.

' Th(^ enormous departure of Av from the hydrogen value for all

alkali metals exc(‘pt lithium, in spite of the progressive increase in n,

is in strong contrast with the more moderate departure of the energy
levels themselves, as shown by Fig. 97. This may bo regarded as

resulting from great sensitiveness of the spin-orbit effect to the char-

acter of the central field near the nucleus, which is clearly evident in

the expression written down above, (198) in Sec. 146, for the spin-orbit

term. Near the nucleus the field of the nucleus itself must predomi-
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nate, so that approximately V = •-Ze^fr, Thus, the potential term
in the wave equation would be whereas in (198) we
have

r dr

which increases much more rapidly than does Ze^jr as the nucleus is

approached. The variation of the spin-orbit effect among the
alkalies furnishes an excellent illustration of the tendency of this effect

to be small in atoms of low atomic number but to increase to an
enormous magnitude as the atomic number becomes large.

148. Multiplet Levels for One-electron Atoms.—In the last sec-

tion, a theory of the fine structure of spectral lines due to spin was
developed for atoms containing a valence electron outside of closed

subshells. The same theoretical treatment should be applicable also

to atoms containing no subshells at

all, 2 .e., to atoms such tis those of

hydrogen which contain only a

single electron. In this latter ease,

it is customary to us(5 small lettei*s,

I j m (or mj) instead of L J M; then

j = 3 2 if ^ otherwise, J = Z -f j.<2

orZ->i
When only I electron is present,

however, a (uirious accident occurs.

In the nonrclativistic theory, as we
have seen in Sen*:. 121, all states for

a given n luive tlu^ sam(‘ energy,

regardless of the vahn^ of /. In the

relativistic th(‘ory this is not (juite

true. The wave equation contains certain other small t(u*ms of rela-

tivistic origin, besides those giving rise to the spin-orbit (‘ffc'cd,, and tlu^se

other terms cause the energy to vary somewhat wit h 1. In a l-(‘l(‘ct,ron

atom this variation happens to he of the same order of magnitude as

the spin-orbit effect itself
;
in fact, the m^t rc^sult is that l(^\'els having

different values of I but the same value of j fall on top of each other.

The energy diagram for such atoms is thus very peculiar. Somewhat
similar relativistic effects occur also in atoms containing 2 electrons

(and in them the interaction between the spins of the 2 c^loctrons is

important)
;
but in such cases the resulting displacenumt of the various

L terms is much smaller than is their displacement due to the electro-

static repulsion between the electrons.

71-2

Fia. 103.—The fine structure for

n = 2 for ordinary hydrogen: at loft,

nonrelativistic theory; center, as mudi>
fied by the ordinary relativistic correc-

tion; right, actual arrangement of levels.
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The situation in the 1-electron atoms is illustrated in Fig. 103,

which refers to the hydrogen levels with n — 2. The single line at the

left represents the energy as given by Bohr’s theory, Eq. (136) in

Sec. 103. The two solid lines in the center of the diagram show this

level as split into two, a P and an S term, in consequence of the

ordinary” relativistic correction. The addition of the spin-orbit

effect then splits the 2P term into the usual doublet with i or

but an additional special” spin correction raises the 2S level

so that it coincides with the 2P>2 level. The net result, as shown at

the right in the figure, is just two separate levels, one with j ^ % and a
composite level with j = 3^^. In a similar way, the ZSy^ level comes
to coincide with the SP^ level, and 3P^ with w'hereas

stands alone; and so on. Thus for each value of n there are n different

energy levels, with j = 3^,
• •

•
, w — Ml but all levels

except that for the largest j, j = n — Mf double. The lowest

level of all, with = 1, is still strictly single.

Exact formulas for the energy levels can be obtained by solving

the Dirac relativistic wave equation (Secs. 126, 146). The result

for the energy of a level specified by quantum numbers n and j is^

Wni = nic^

11^

1 + _ J-
_

Here a is the fine-structure” constant:

“ -T ' isb'

This happens to be exactly the formula obtained by Sommerfeld

on the basis of the old quantum theory, assuming elliptical orbits

but allowing for the variation of electronic mass with speed, except

that he used a dilTerent set of (luantum numbers. His theory has

been sup(u*secl(Hl by thet wave-mechani(5al treatment; a short descrip-

tion of it was given in See. 11 1.^

For most piirpos(\s, it is sufrici<mt to ex])and the expression written

above in powers of and to keep onl}'' the first two terms of the

expansion. liy patiently aj^plying the binomial theorem to one

radical or fraction after another, one finds eventually that

mcVZ2 1 \
2n2 2n« \4:n j + M/

' '

‘ Cf. Darwin, C. G., Roy. Soc., Proc., vol. 118, p. 654 (1928).

* Cf. SoMMBRFKi.D, A., Atoitiic Structurc and Spectral Lines,” Methuen & Co.,

Ltd., London, 1929.
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Let us divide this by he to convert it into wave-number units

and then introduce the Rydberg constant or [c/. Eq. (1466) in Sec. 106]

R 27rhne* mca^

ch* 2h

by (204). Then, in wave-number units, as far as terms in a*,

(205)

RZ^ a^RZ* (3 _ 1 Y
n* n* V4n j

(206)

The first term in this expression for TT*,- is the ordinary nonrelativistic

value of the energy [Eq. (186) in Sec. 124]. The second term repre-

sents the combined relativity-spin correction; it cannot exceed in

magnitude a fraction a® or 5.35 X 10"® of the first. The part of the

second term that varies with j can be written

AiW = - a^RZ*

«*(j + H)
-5.87

Z*
cm'-1 (206o)

We note that this term in the energy, which determines the fine struc-

ture, decreases rapidly -with n.

The approximate formula (206) is easily obtained by making in

succession the two corrections mentioned above, with the help of

perturbation theory. It may be of interest to write down the results

of the successive steps. The ordinary relativistic correction to the

energy is found to be

_ 3 a^RZ* amZ'^
4 n* n»(/-t-H)’

(207)

This happens to be the same as Sommerfeld’s correction for variable

mass. It causes the .splitting of each level for given n into n sublevels

with f == 0, 1,
• •

•
,

'/t — 1 . The spin-orhit correction is then found
(e.g., by evaluating the integral in (201a) above) to be, for f > 0:

j — I }y2'

3^1- H-

1_ a^RZ*_
r+ ln'‘(2/ + 1)’

1

'iuH2l. + \)

(208a)

(2085)

For 1 = 0, the spin-orbit effect vanishes. The special spin correction is

likewise found to vanish for / > 0, but for f = 0 it is

a^RZ*

n*

This latter expression happens to be exactly what we get for A,W if

we put i = 0 in Eq. (208a). Hence, if we drop the restriction that
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a/09cm/

OMlan!

Z > 0 in using the latter formula, we can forget the special spin correc*

tion entirely.

Upon adding AiW and A,W from (207) and (208a) for the n levels

with j — 1 + H and expressing the result in terms of j, we obtain

the second term on the right in Eq. (206) , The same result is obtained,

in terms of j, for j = Z — if we use (207) and (2086), Hence, the

n — 1 levels with j = I coincide with n — 1 of the levels that

have i = Z + Hr and the number of distinct levels, as already stated,

is only n.

The difference between the values of

in (208a) and (2086) also gives the

doublet spacing as stated in Eq. (203)

above.

149. Fine Structure of Spectral Lines

from One-electron Atoms, (a) The Theo-

retical Patterns ,—The formulas for the

energies fix the frequencies of the spectral

lines to be expected. If the pair of levels

having given valuers of n and j is treated as

a single multiple level, no attention need be

paid to the selection mle for Z in determin-

ing the allowed jumps between such levels;

it is sufficient to observe the selection rule

for j (Sec. 140)

:

Aj = 0 or ±1,

For, if a jump is allowed by this rule, com-

ponent levels satisfying the condition that

AZ = ± 1 can always be selected.

As an example, the levels and allowed jumps for n = 3 and n = 2

are shown in Fig. 104. (The spacings between the j levels are shown

to scale, but on the same scale the distance between the two groups

would be some 24,000 times larger than as shown.) The selection

rule for j allows five transitions, as shown by the arrows. When
changes in Z are considered as well, we find seven transitions, two

pairs of them producing identical frequencies; denoting Z = 0, 1, 2 by

S,P,D as usual, we have as transitions: 3D^-^2P^y
3D^ —» 2Pjs, 3P.)i —> 2Siif 3P^i —> SSyj —> 2Pj,

5j, and 35^5 2P%.

The relative spacing of the five distinct lines is shown in the lower part

of Fig. 104, the heights of the lines as drawn representing the theo-

retical relative intensities of the spectral lines on the assumption that

all five quantum states for n ~ 3 arc equally excited fi.e., that as

many atoms n.re excited into one state as into another).

Fig. 104.—Theoretical fine

structure of tho Hoe line (n 3
n ~ 2) for atomic hydrogen.
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(6) Comparison with Eocperiment for Hydrogen ,—The “lines” of

the Balmer series of hydrogen were early observed as close doublets.

In 1887, Michelson and Morley measured the doublet separation

for the line of longest wave length, Ha or n = 3 “->??. = 2, and found

for it 0.253 cm"^ Subsequent measurements by other investigators

gave values ranging from 0.293 to 0.367. The modern interpretation

of the doublet appearance is that the five component lines are smeared

together because of the Doppler broadening of all lines due to the

thermal motion of the molecules, but two of them are much more
intense than the others. The only means of comparing the observa-

tions with the theoretical predictions is, therefore, to calculate the

contour of the total line from the theory, using the theoretical separa-

tions of the fine structure and the theoretical estimates of the relative

Fig. 105.—Typical intensity curves obtained for the H« lino from iiyclro»?(‘n (1I«)

and deuterium (Da). Intensity is on an arbitrary scale, and the absciBsa is nuinhered
from an arbitrary point. {After WiLliaim,)

intensities of the component lines, and making an api)roximate

allowance for the Doppler effect.

The line Ha has been studied very carefully in this manner. In

Fig. 105 are shown typical curves obtained by 11. C. Williams^ for

the spectral distribution of intensity in the Ha line from ordinary

hydrogen and from deuterium, or heavy hydrogen, the atoms of which

are about twice as heavy as those of ordinary hydrogen and ought,

therefore, to be influenced less by the Doppler cfF(‘(*.t [S(^(^. l()4(a)].

The discharge tube was cooled by liquid air in ordcT to minimize the

broadening. The light from the tube was disp(u*sc(l by a tripl<'-

prism spectrograph with a quartz Fabry-Perot (d.alon ])lac(Kl in the

parallel beam of the collimator, and photographs \v(u-(' t.akon of the

spectral region containing the Ha line. The blackening on the film

was measured with a Moll laicropliotoineter using a therinocoiiph^

and galvanometer, and from these measurements the relative dis-

tribution of intensity in the line could be determined.

^ Williams, Phys, Rev,j vol. 64, p. 558 (1938).
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Only three of the theoretical component lines are evident in Fig-

105; one of the others is too close to the left-hand main line to be
resolved, and the remaining one is evidently too weak to be seen.

Theoretical line shapes, as determined by the Doppler effect, are

drawn in the figure for the three lines, the assumed strengths of the
lines being so adjusted as best to reproduce the observed curve of

resultant intensity. The strengths of the lines as thus inferred agree

only roughly with the theoretical predictions. The left-hand line

ought to be relatively somewhat stronger and the middle one only about
half as strong. Such deviations might be due, however, to unequal
excitation of the initial levels (5^, A much more serious

discrepancy is that the spacing of the lines does not quite agree with
the theoretical predictions. The distance between the two main peaks

was found by Williams to be consistently 0.319 to 0.321 cm.“^ for

Da, 0.316 to 0.319 cm.“^ for Ha, whereas the theory predicts, from
the level separations tis shown in Fig. 104, 0.367 — 0.036 = 0.331 cm.~*.

The small central peak seems also to occur at about 0.134 cm."^ from
the right-hand one, whei*cas the theory gives for this separation

0.109 cm.’"^ The cause of these discrepancies between theory and
observation—whether they are due to some unrecognized experimental

complication or to some further slight correction required in the theory

—is not yet known. ^

The remark may be added that, because of the fine structure and
the relativity correction, the simple Balmer formula for the frequencies

is not (luite adeciuate. The following empirical formula of the more
general Rydberg type gives very closely the wave numbers of the

centers of the lines of the Balmer series of hydrogen when seen

unresolved:*-*

V = 109,678.28
.(2 - .

1

VI

00000383)2

3, 4, 5,
•

(m + .00000210)2

(c) Ionized Helium .—According to Ec^. (20Ga), the fine-structure

separations should be 2^ or 16 times as great in lines emitted by an

ionized lu^lium atom iis in the corresponding lines from hydrogen.

A careful study was made by Paschen^ of the line X = 4,686 A from

ionized helium. At the time, his observations were important because

^ Cf. Drinkwatbr, Richardson, and W. E. Williams, Roy. Soc., Proc.y vol.

174, p. 164 (1940).

* Fowler, ^'Report on Series in Line Spectra,” Ileetway Press, London, 1922.

® Paschkn, Ann. d. Physiky vol. 82, p. 689 (1927).
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n=4
-s4

n.

^2

li

^4

they confirmed the wave-mechanical theory as against Sommerfeld’s

extension of Bohr’s theory,

The line in question results from the jump n = 4 to n = 3 and so

corresponds to the longest line of Paschen’s infrared series for hydrogen.

From the energy-level diagram, shown in Fig. 106, it is evident that

there should be eight fine-structure lines, here labeled abcdefgh.

According to Sommerfeld’s theory the lines c

and g, arising from jumps in which Aj = 0,

should not appear. In place of j -f in the
formulas, Sommerfeld wrote a quantum number
referring to the orbital angular momentum, and
this quantum number was subject to the require-

ment that in a transition it must change by
unity. This rule rested on grounds equivalent

to those that lead to the modern rule that

A/ — ±1, and it seemed to be very hard to

eliminate it from the theory.

Paschen’s observations are compared .with

the theoretical predictions in Fig. 107. Com-
ponents a and 6, as predicted by both theories,

are undoubtedly unresolved in Paschen’s ab.

The weak components, c and e, were probably

unresolved from d and/. But Paschen found a

fairly strong component gr, which is predicted by
the newer theory but is absent in the older one.

This fact is decisive in favor of wave mechanics.

160, Two-electron Spectra.—The type of

atom next simplest in its spectroscopic proper-

ties after those hitherto discussed consists of

atoms which contain, when in their normal

state, 2 spectroscopically active electrons out-

side of closed subshells.

In one subclass of such atoms, there are in

the nonaaal atom 2 valence electrons with s wave functions. These

electrons themselves really form an additional closed siibshell; but,

when such an atom is excited by changing 1 valence electron to a wave

function of higher energy, the subshell is no longer closed. It can also

happen, as an alternative, that both valence electrons are thus excited

simultaneously. Among neutral atoms of this type may be mentioned

helium; then the alkaline earths, beryllium, magnesium, calcium,

strontium, and barium; and the related group with larger cores formed

by zinc, cadmium, and mercury. Ions with similar electronic exteriors

.3/2

%
€ib c cLe f gh

Fig. 106.—Diagram
for the fine structure

of the line X4,686 (n

4 — 71 3) of ionized

helium. The two heavy
lines indicate the levels

according to the Bohr
theory.
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are C++, A1+, Si++, Pb++ (the number of plus signs indicating the

number of positive charges on the ion).

A second subclass of atoms with two optically active electrons

is formed by those which, in their normal states, contain two a and
two p valence electrons. In such cases the two s electrons usually

(but not always) stay put, only the two p electrons being active.

Examples of such atoms are neutral carbon, silicon, germanium,

tin, and lead. Furthermore, certain observed spectra of the same type

have been ascribed to singly (positively) ionized atoms of nitrogen,

phosphorus, and bismuth.

(c*)-

1A 1 J .

ab \cd e i 9 ^

(b>-

(O-

1

1

1

1

1

1 1 I

ab \ c
1

1

1

1

1

1

'

1 i

1 i

1

1 11

ab i cd ef g h
1

1 1 1 1 i • 1 *—J 1

21,339 2\M0 21,341 21^42

Frequency Scale; v citT

Mechanics

with Correction'fcr

Relotivity and

Electron Spin

Bohr-Sommerleld

Theory wrth

Correction for

Relativity

Observed by

Paschen

2i;344

Fio. 107.—Fine structure of the helium lino X4,686 (c/. Fig. 106), The dotted line

gives the position of the single line predicted by Bohr’s theory. Lengths of lines give

relative intensities (qualitatively).

In order to arrive at a theoretical classification of the spectral

terms to be expected for such atoms, let us first suppose the spin-orbit

interaction to be omitted, so that we have the necessary conditions

which make for LS coupling. Then, as stated in Sec. 141, it is possible,

in spite of the electrostatic repulsions between the electrons, to fix

their total orbital angular momentum. This is in accord with the

classical analogy; for, in consequence of Newton's third law of motion,

electrostatic interaction between parts of a system has no tendency to

alter its total angular momentum. The quantum states for the

atom will then be characterized by a quantum number L.

Under the same conditions, nothing prevents us from choosing

the atomic quantum states so as to fix the resuUant spin angular

momentum as well as represented by a quantum number S. The
total number of electrons being even (as it is in any closed subahell),
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S is restricted to integral values; actually, for a reason to be explained

presently, it is restricted to the values 0 and 1.

Then, finally, resultant orbital and resultant spin angular momenta
can be added into a total resultant momentum, as described in Sec. 144,

with the introduction of a quantum number J, Terms with S = 0

will be singlet terms, having J - L. Terms with S = 1 will have a

multiplicity 2;S + 1 = 3; they will contain three levels, for which

J = L + l,iorI/ — 1, respectively, except that the S terms (L = 0)

are, of course, single, with J == S. Thus the LS terms for 2 electrons

fall into two classes, singlet terms (S = 0) and triplet terms (S = 3).

They are denoted by such symbols as

IS, 3S; ip, «P; iP, W;

and so on.

The differences in energy between theseLS terms result from differ-

ences in the wave functions and in the effects of the various electro-

static interactions of the electrons with the nucleus and with each

other. No splitting of these terms occum so long as spin-orbit effects

are ignored. When, however, we restore the spin-orbit terms in the

wave equation, the various J levels composing eac^h term bocomo more
or less separated from each other. Thus, for 2 cle(?trons, we have

finally the following array of J levels, in case LS coupling holds to a

good approximation:

^So] iPi; 3P2, ^Pi, ^Po; Wz, W,, •
• •

Perhaps it may seem surprising that singlet and triplet terms,

differing apparently only in spin features, should bo separated in

energy by electrostatic interaction. The explanation is that tho differ-

ence in S is necessarily associated with a diff(M-(ai(*(i in the spatial

distribution of the wave function as well, and this latter difh^rence

results in a different electrostatic effect. Tlu^ separation of singlet

and triplet teims having the same L value, suc^h as two P or two D
terms, is caused by the exchange effect (Sec^. 12<)).

So far we have said nothing about quanl.iiin numbers of the

individual electrons. If we wish to introduce these into tlu? picture,

we must start a little further back in the pcrturba1ion-th<K>ry approach

than we had to do in order to introduce tlui (luantum numbers L
and S. Let us begin by dropping both the spin-orb it effect and the

electrostatic interaction of the 2 valence electrons with each other,

except in so far as the latter is included in the central field (cf. Secs.

127 and 128). Then the 2 valence electrons will be represented by
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two 1-electron wave functions with quantum numbers

nihXifjLi;

As stated in Sec. 128, however, the electronic energies depend only on

'^^2, ^2-

A set of values of 7i’s and /^s is said to define a configuration of electrons.

For example, the configuration 2sZd contains 1 electron with n — 2,
I = 0, and another ynth n « 3, Z == 2, values of X and n not being
specified.

Let us fix our attention upon one such configuration. Out of the
zei:o-order wave functions belonging to it, new wave functions can
be formed representing states of the atom characterized by quantum
numbers L and S, The method of doing this is similar to that by
which orbital and spin momenta are added to form a resultant char-
acterized by the quantum number J (Sec. 144). There is a variety
of wave functions belonging to the given configuration, as indicated

by different values of \i, X2 , jui and ja2. These functions are first

combined in such a way as to obtain new functions representing

states with definite values of the total orbital momentum, represented

by the quantum number L. Such a function is obtained for each
integral value of L from h + h down to {h — Z2 I:

|Zi — Z2
I
^ ^ fi “t* Z 2 .

Similarly, we add the two elcctroiiic. spin momenta. Since for each
electron Si = 52 = 3

'2 (Sec. 120), tlu^ maximum value of S is + S2 == 1

,

and, since the values of 8 must b(5 integrally spaced, the only other

possible value is S = 0. In all of this work we may ignore the closed

shells, since, as stated in Sec. 142, tlu’iir contributions to the angular

momenta are zero. The relations between the quantum numbers
can be represented in the usual way by means of a vector diagram.

For example, as illustrated in Fig. (108a), the configuration

niPy (with ni 9̂ —see Sec. 152) gives rise to terms with

L = /i + ^2 = 1 + 1 =2,

withL = 1, andL = |Zi — Z 2
I

= 0. (In the figure all L or S vectors arc

supposed drawn from the lowest point.) The configuration riip,

712(1 (with h == 1, Z2 = 2, and ni 9^ /12) gives L = 3, 2, or 1 [Fig. 108(6)]

The two ways of adding the spins are shown in Fig. 108(6*). The
student will find it instructive to check the following illustrations of

the levels that result from certain other configurations of 2 electrons
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(ni 7«« »s)

:

nis,nj8 ‘So, */Si; nis,ni'p-*^Pi, *Po.i, 2 ;

»ip,njp -* ^St, *Si; >Pi, •Ps.i.o;

It is customary to add the specification of the configuration, when
this is of interest, in the spectroscopic designation of the term. Thus,
we find in the literature such symbols as

384d »2)a; 2s* ^8o.

(Here 2s* means 2s28, i.e., 2 electrons with n = 2, 1 = 0.)

The principal advantage in specifying an electronic configuration

lies in the existence of a selecUm rule for configurations. The general

rule stated in Sec. 138, that only 1 electron jumps at a time, requires
that radiative transitions occur, in general, only between levels belonging to

two configurations which differ in just one electronic wave function.
Furthermore, the difference in the two values of I for this 1 electron must
be exactly unity. Thus transitions may occur between a level belonging
to a 2s3p configuration and one belonging to a 2s3d configuration, but
not between 2s3p and 2p3d, because here both electrons have dififerent

wave functions, and not between 2s3p and 2s4/, because here AZ = 2
for 1 electron. This selection rule for configurations effects a great
simplification, because it diminishes the number of possible transitions
that have to be considered.

In the stage of perturbation theory which we are considering at the
moment, all terms belonging to a given configuration have the same
energy. If we then restore the complete electrostatic interaction
between the electrons in the wave equation, continuing to omit only the
spin-orbit interaction, the terms for different values ofL and S become
separated. The quantum numbers L, S, and J still retain their full
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significaace. Thus we arrive at the stage of perturbation theory

first contemplated in the present section. The significance of the

individual electronic quantum numbers is more or less impaired,

however, by the introduction of the full electrostatic interaction. In

this circumstance lies the reason for describing the application of LS
coupling before mentioning electronic configurations.

To form wave functions for the atom with full allowance for the

electrostatic interaction, it is necessary to combine, to a greater or

less extent, functions belon^g to different configurations. Often,

however, one configuration predominates in each combination; then

the selection rules for configurations hold approximately, and it is

convenient to retain the s3mabol for the configuration as part of the

label for the atomic level. In some cases, more especially when 3 or

more electrons are involved, the selection rales for configurations fail

so badly that the assignment of values of n and I to the individual

electrons becomes quite meaningless.

161. The Spectrum of Mercury.—As an interesting example of

2-electron spectra, the familiar are spectrum of mercury may be

selected. Its chief energy levels and many lines are shown in Fig. 109.

The levels that are considered to form a series are placed under each

other, mth an appropriate spectroscopic symbol at the top. The

electronic configuration for the 2 valence electrons is stated completely

for the lowest levels, and with the omission of one 6s electron for a few

others. Many of the chief spectral lines are shown by lines con-

necting the levels, wave lengths being given in angstroms; heavy lines

on the diagram indicate .spectral lines that arc relatively strong in the

arc spectrum.

A gliince at the figure shows that the levels fall naturally into two

classes, singlet and triplet levels. A number of iiitcrcombination lines

occur, however, showing that LS coupling is not c<)m]>letc in mercury.

The strongest of these intcrcoinbination lines, OsOp 3Pi —» 'So, is

one of the principal ultraviolet lines in the mercury spectrum. Its

strength, however, is not ncce.ssarily an indication of a liigh transition

probability between thc.se levels, owing to a high va.lue of Einstein’s A

(Sec. 125). It is more likely that the strength of this line is due to a

piling up of atoms in the 6s6p *Pi level. As they are thrown into this

state as a result of collisions with electrons in the arc or drop into it

from higher levels, they have nowhere else to go, therefore they

accumulate until through sheer numbers they are able to leave as fast

as they enter. It is somewhat like water piling up in a pool until its

depth becomes great enough to force a large discharge from the pool

through a .small drain.
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Atoms must accumulate also, of course, in the and »Po levels
of ^e^ Qs&p configuration. From these levels they cannot pass by a
radiative jump to the normal state, for ^Pz —» i/So would mean AJ = 2,
and »Po ififo would mean a jump from ./ = 0 to ./ = 0, both of which

are forbidden by the selection rules for J, Levels lying above the
normal state out of which radiative transitions are impossible are
called “ metastable’ ' levels. ':^.atom can stay in such a level for a
long time if it is not disturbed by outside influences. It may even*
tually be brought back into the normal state, however, by a “collision
of the second kind” [cf. Sec. 109fa), (c)].
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Contrary to the selection rule for S, that for L is pretty well

obeyed. With values of L assigned as in the diagram, 8 terms com-

bine only with P terms, P with S and D, and so on. However, a few

weak lines, not shown on the diagram, have been observed corre-

sponding to AL = 2.

All of the transitions shown in Fig. 109 are in harmony with the

selection rule for configurations. Onl3
'' 1 electron changes its n and Z,

and always AZ = ± 1.

The spectral lines can be grouped into series, if desired. Thus,

within the singlet system, all lines ending on the lowest level form

the singlet principal series. Only these and the line X = 2,536 A
can be observed in absorption in mercury vapor. Of the lines ending

on the lowest ^P level, those originating from terms form a sharp

series, those originating from *2) terms, a diffuse series, just as in

sodium; and so on. Similar series can be picked out within the triplet

system. It is really not very interesting to group the lines of such a

complex spectrum into s(u*i(^s, however, especially wdien the “fine

structure” is as coarse as it is in the mercury spectrum. Thus the

great spectral sextet of ultraviolet lines, X ~ 2,907 to X = 3,063, from

the lowest to the lowest term, would constitute together the first

“line” of the trii)let diffuse series.

The student will recognizer the lines —> ^Pi (X 5,791), ®/Si —» ®P2

(X 5,461), and (X 4,358) as the familiar yellow, green, and

blue lines emitted from the. mercury arc.

The normal state of the nurnnny atom, iis shown in the diagram, is

a SSo state arising out of tlnr configuration of the valence electrons.

All of the lev(*ls shown on the diagram l^Jong to cronfigurations in

whi(^h just 1 electron is crxciti^d from a 0.s‘ statii into a different state. A
few levels ascribed to the configuration have also been discovered.

152. Equivalent Electrons.—In the configurations discussed in

Sec. 150, n\ and no were assumed to ho different. When 2 electrons

have the same n and also the same Z, they are called by spec.troscopists

vqidvalcnt ekeirons. lii configurations containing oiiuivalent electrons,

such as 5.s‘-* or 5.s7/>®, (^(U’tain terms that would otherwise occur are

excluded through the operation of the exclusion principle (Sec. 128).

Consider, for example, the configuration bs*“ in helium, or 6s‘-* in

m(a*cury. 4'o form a wave function for such electrons in the zero-

ordor stage of pertui*bation theory, we first multiply together two

l-(^I(M*.tron wave functions each of which is characterized by suitable

valu(‘s of 71 1 \ fjL. This gives us a product function, ^
In th(^ configurations under discussion, Xi = Zi = 0, X2 = Zo = 0, but

each g may be +}4 or — Thus four different product functions are
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possible, which may conveniently be indicated by means of the

quantum numbers alone, thus:

(n003^, nOOM), (n003^, nOO -M), (nOO - nOO^),
(nOO -3^, ^lOO -K).

Of these four product functions, however, the first and last put both

electrons into the same 1-electron state; hence, these are ruled out

by the exclusion principle. The middle two differ only in that in the

second one the 2 electrons change places in their wave functions, hence

these two product functions give rise to the same wave function for

the atom; for, as we have seen (Sec. 128), it makes no difference which

electron is assigned to which state, or, in other words, each combination

of n Z X iu's, regardless of their order, gives just one quantum state for

the atom. Thus, we obtain out of the configuration just one wave
function. This must be the single function for a ^/So state, with

1/ = 0, /S = 0, ilf — J = 0. The ^Si state, therefore, which would

require three additional functions, with M = 1, 0, or —1, is missing.

This is the reason that no ®/Si state, arising from the 6s- configura-

tion for mercury, is shown in Fig. 109. The normal state, 'So, stands

alone. The same happens to be true of the normal state for all atoms

with just 2 valence electrons.

General rules can be given for determining which states are allowed

for any given configuration containing identical electrons.' All of the

J levels belonging to a given LS term appear or drop out together.

Thus, the rule stated above for ascertaining the possible J values to

go with given L and S is perfectly general; the restriction in the case

of identical electrons applies only to the rule for determining the

possible L and S values that can be formed with given Z’s and &*'s.

163. ‘Vj” Coupling.—The validity of LS coupling is limited to

atoms that are not too heavy. As the atomic number increases,

the spin-orbit effects become rapidly larger; as a (consequence, the J
levels tend less and less to group themselves into LS multiplets, and

the selection rules for L and S fail more and more. Finally, in very

heavy atoms the spin-orbit effects tend to predominate over the special

electrostatic effect (i.e., over the part of the electrostatic effect that is

not included in the central field). Then an approximation to another

type of ‘‘coupling,” known as “ij coupling,” occurs.

This term has reference to an alternative path of approach in

applying the perturbation theory. Suppose, instead of omitting the

spin-orbit terms from the wave equation, we first omit the •‘•^rms

representing the effect of electronic repulsion, except in so far as tiic

^ Cf. White, “Introduction to Atomic Spectra,” 1934.
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effect is allowed for by the departure of the central field from the

nuclear field. Then we have a set of electronic wave functions very

similar to those described for the 1-electron atom in Sec. 128. These

electronic wave functions, and the associated energies, are determined

by the central field and are characterized by quantum numbers nljm.
A state of the whole atom is characterized, in zero order, by a set of

these quantum numbers for each of the N electrons in the atom:

nihjimij *
*

*
> (£)

These zero-order atomic states now take the place of those that

were previously constructed out of n Z X /x functions; and expression (£)

takes the place of (A) in Sec. 128. Here each electron has fixed

values of resultant angular momentum, orbital plus spin; the magni-

tude of the resultant momentum is V7U”+10 h/2fir, and its component

in the direction of some chosen axis is mfe/27r. Furthermore, we are

now including the spin-orbit terms in the wave equation. Conse-

quently the energ}’' of the atom, when in a zero-order state as specified

by (B), depends upon the values of the electronic quantum numbers

Thus, if we consider only states belonging to a particular configura-

tion specified by the quantum numbers

WoZi,
* "

•
,

rtsds-y

they fall into several j-groups (‘.haracterized by the various combina-

tions of the fn that can oe(uir in the pres(ui(*(5 of the given values of

hh, * *
,

Z-v. These groiq^s correspond to the LS terms in LS cou-

pling. Their luimLxu' cannot exceed 2^; for each

jr - It ± Hi (r = 1,
• •

'
,
N),

except that, if U = 0, jr ~ Zr + = bo.

Between the i-groups, there will be the usual selection rules

referring to tlic electronic wave functions:

1. Only one nlj set of fpiantum numbers can change in a radiative

transition
—

''only 1 electron jumps at a time.”

2. For the jumping electron,

A/ = ±1, Aj = 0 or ±1.

The wave functions in a particular j-group can then be combined

to form new wave functions that fix the total angular momentum

and are characterized, as usual, by quantum numbers J and M
(Sec. 140V
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At this stage of perturbation theory all J levels belonging to the

same j-group have the same energy. When the finer effects of electro-

static interaction are then included, the J levels of each j-group

separate slightly from each other and form a sort of jj multiplet.

Fig. 110.

—

A transition from LS to jj coupling. Within each multiplet of levels

the spacing is to scale, except that levels joined by a brace should bo drawn closer

together. The ranges covered by the levels, in are: carbon, 69,231.1 to

90,878.3; 2p3a, 28,898 to 30,547; germanium, total range (term values uncertain),

4pa, 16,867; 4p6a, 2,668; lead, 6p*, 30,365 to 59,821; 6p7«, 10,383 to 24,863. One

wave length is given in angstroms; the other lines lie in the ultraviolet.

Thus analogous designations of a / level with J = 3, in LS and

in jj coupling, might be

LS jj

nih • • * UnIn {n\l\ •
• * nslN){j\ *

*
* jN)z-

When equivalent electrons occur in a configuration, certain

jj groups are absent, just as certain LS terms are absent in the (;ase

of L/S coupling.

An interesting example exhibiting the transition from LS to jj

coupling is shown in Fig. 110. The relative positions of certain levels

are shown for carbon (Z = 6), germanium (32), and lead (82), cor-

responding levels being connected by dotted lines; and all transitions

that are observed to occur between these levels in carbon and in lead

are indicated by arrows. In silicon (14), the corresponding set of

levels is observed to be arranged much as in carbon, whereas tin (50)

resembles lead in this respect.
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In Fig. 110, we note that the J value of any level remains the same
in all three spectra; but in carbon the levels group themselves by their

energy values into good LS multiplets, whereas in lead they form

jj groups. The radiative transitions indicated in the figure for

carbon and for lead, as observed, include all that are allowed by the

selection rules in the two cases. The student will find it instructive

to verify this statement in detail and to note which lines occur with

one form of coupling and not with the other.

Many other examples of the same sort could be given.

164. Spectra Due to Three or More Electrons.—When more than 2

electrons are optically active, the situation is naturally more compli-

cated, but it presents no radically new features. If the spin-orbit

effects are relatively weak, so that LS coupling is possible, we first

add the orbital angular momenta of all the electrons. The largest

value of L that can occur in a given configuration containing no

identical electrons equals the sum of the I s for the individual electrons;

all smaller integral values of L then occur tliat arc consistent with

vector addition of the /-vectors. Similarly, the electronic spins are

added into a resultant spin vector. The largest possible value of jS

for N electrons, when no two are equivalent, is

Hi -h + * *
* +

and all positive values occur that are integrally spaced downward
from this maximum value. If the configuration contains equivalent

electrons, however, certain of the LS terms deduced in this way are

absent.

Evidently if N is even, S must be integral, with possible values

0, 1, 2,
• •

•
,
iV/2; but if N is odd, S is half-integral, with values

K, Hj *
*

'
,
N/2. Thus, as the number of active electrons increases,

there is an alternation of multiplicities, as well as an increase in their

variety. A single active electron hmls to doublet levels; 2 electrons

to singlets and triph^ts; 3, to doublets and quartets (S == 34 or ;4, to

singlets, tri|)lets, and (piintets (S — 0, 1, 2); and so on. Even octet

terms hove beem obsenaxl (e.fj., in the arc s}>cctrum of manganese).

In certs.in configurations containing eciuivalent electrons, certain

kinds of multiplicity arc missing, just as we found 2 ns electrons to

give rise to a singlet term but not to a triplet. Thci extreme example

of this is presented by any closed subshell, of whicdi ns“ is a special

case. When so many electrons are present with given n and I that

in writing wave functions for them every allowed value of X and y.

must be used, so as to avoid conflict with Paulies exclusion principle,
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thi^n there is just one way of selecting a set of 1-electron states for the

electrons in the subshell (Sec, 128). Thus only a single state for the

atom is obtained. The value of J must then be zero, for any other

value requires the existence of several wave functions with different

values of M» Actually LS coupling holds in such cases, so that a

^Sq state results. Thus, any closed subshell by itself gives rise to a

level; and the result of combining any number of closed subshells

is also a ^8o level. The normal state of every inert gas, therefore, is

a ^So state.

The spectroscopic character of the normal state for an isolated

atom of each of the elements is given in the table in Appendix III.

For further information concerning complex spectra, the student is

referred to special treatises on the subject.^

165. The Effect of a Magnetic Field on an Atom.—When an atom

is subjected to the action of external forces, its quantum states are

modified. States which were formerly degenerate, corresponding to

the same energy, may be sepai’ated, so that the degeneracy is reduced.

The spectral lines emitted by the atom may consequently be altered

or even split into several components.

The most interesting case of this sort is the Zeeman effect. In

Sec. 43, Chap. Ill, we discussed it in terms of classical theory, and

we remarked that in some cases the predictions of classical theory are

confirmed by experiment. Such cases are sometimes i*eferred to as

the normal Zfeeman effect. More commonly, however, the observed

pattern of lines is quite different from that predicted by classical

theory; this is called the anomalous Zeeman effect. No explanation

of the anomalous effect was found until electron spin was introduced.

Furthermore, in the modern wave-mechanical treatment of the Zee-

man effect, there is, naturally, nothing closely resembling the electronic

motion as described in the classical theory. Nevertheless, (certain

features of the classical picture still retain an interest, either because

they are actually preserved in the new theory, or because they furnish

a useful picture in terms of which the phenomenon can readily be

visualized.

In the new theory, as in the old, the changes produced in the

energy levels by a magnetic field can be regarded as resulting from the

possession by the atom of a magnetic moment. Classical theory

indicates that there should be a close relation between the magnetic
moment due to motion of an electron in an orbit and the angular

iWhitju, op. cU.; Hbezbbrg, G., “Atomic Spectra and Atomic Structure,”
1937.
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momentum resulting from the same motion. It will be instructive

•to work out this relation.

Suppose a particle carrying algebraic charge q revolves in a fixed

circular orbit of radius a at a velocity » (Fig. 111). Then it mniroa

»/ (2x0) revolutions per second and so is equivalent 'to a current I
flo'wing around the same circle of magnitude

I =
2^0

It is well known that a current 1, flowing in any plane loop anolnning
area A, is equivalent to a magnet placed with its axis perpendicular

to the loop and having a magnetic moment „

lA

(g and I being in electrostatic units, hence the

factor 1/c). In the present case A = ^ra-,

therefore,

^ ”
c

^ 2c

The moment ^ can be treated as a vector

Fia. 111.—Diagram il-

lustrating the angular mo-
mentum Gi and magnetic
moment fjti due to a charge
revolving in a circle.

perpendicular to the plane of the orbit; let us write for it

The particle will also have angular momentum about the center

of the circle of magnitude

Oi = viva,

m being its mass. As a vector, the angular momentum is likewise

perpendicular to the orbit.

Comparing these two etjuations, we see that the viagnetic moment
and angular momentum are related by the vector equation

qGi
(209a)

This result, which is independent of a, can be shown to hold for motion
in an orbit of any shape?. If the particle is an electron with numerical

charge e, we have g = —e and

cGi

2mc
(2096)

Thus, for an electron, and G{ are oppositely directed.

A similar expression must then be added for the effect of electron

spin. According to classical electromagnetic theory, a sphere, uni-
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formly charged with electricity on its surface and set spinning, behaves
as if it were covered with electric currents and possessed a correspond-
ing magnetic moment. Because of the momentum in the electro-

magnetic field around it, it also possesses angular momentum. For
the relation between its vector magnetic moment m and its vector
angular momentum Gg classical theory gives

9, = (210a)

where q/c is the algebraic charge on the sphere in electromagnetic

units and m is its electromagnetic rest mass, due to the inertia of its

electric field (c/. Sec. 39). For an electron this becomes

1^8
= —^Gs* (2106)

Comparing Eqs. (2096) and (2106), we note that twice as great

a magnetic moment is associated with angular momentum of spin

as with orbital angular momentum.
Now, there is no reason to suppose that and Vs would necessarily

have fixed directions for an electron in an atom. If a magnetic field

is present, however, the components of the orbital and spin momenta
in the direction of the field will have certain average values, which

we may denote byGw and 0,^, respectively. According to Eqs. (2096)
and (2106), this average momentum will be accompanied by an average
magnetic moment in the direction of the field of magnitude

M = *” 2(/,//) (211)

(in which e stands for the numetical electronic charge). Or, if the

atom contains more than 1 electron, its magnetic moment in the

direction of the field will be

^ ^ ^ 2(;«//), (211a)

the S indicating a summation over all of the electrons in the atom.
These same expressions for fi are given by wave mechanics. The

occurrence of a magnetic moment associated with spin follows from
the Dirac relativistic equation in much the same way as does the

angular momentum of spin (Sec. 126). The ciuaiitum-mechaiiical

definitions of the averages are

Giu = f’i^*GiHypdq, Gtu =

OiH and Gaff in the integrals standing for operators and yj/* for the com-
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plex conjugate of the wave function the integrations are to be
extended over all values of the coordinates of all electrons in the

atom.

In passing, it may be remarked that in Eq. (21 lo) we have the wave-
mechanical basis for the treatment of paramagnetism and diamagne-

tism. Paravmgnetism is ascribed to a tendency of an atom to occur

more frequently in those quantum states in which it has a magnetic

moment in the direction of the magnetic field than in states in which

the moment is ojDposed to the field. Diamagnetism results from a

slight modification of the properties of the quantum states themselves,

by which a slight additional magnetic moment is produced, always in a

direction opposed to the field, in accordance with Lenz's law. Ferro-

magnetism is a more complicated phenomenon, believed to be due to a

lining up of electronic spins in different atoms under special conditions.

For our puri)oses, however, we are interested chiefly in effects upon

the atomic energy labels. In classical theory, a magnet of moment M
in a uniform magnetic field H behaves as if it possessed a potential

energy of magnitude

-il/f/cos (M,//),

the symbol {MJI) standing for the angle between the directions of

M and //. Hon^ M cos (A/,//) can also be regarded as representing the

component of tlicj moment in the direction of this field. Similarly,

wave mecluuu(\s indicates that the effei't of the magnetic field upon an

atomic energy level is to change thi^ energy by the amount

w„ = -an =^2 (
212)

by Eq. (211a). If the field II is not too strong, a sufficii^ntly accurate

value of Wii can bo obtaiiUHJ ))y using the values of (Im and Gsji that

belong to the various quantum stat(\s in the absi^ni^i^ of a field.

The idi'iis and eiiuations thus diwcloped are adequate for an

underst.anding and visualization of the theory of the Zeianan effect.

It may bi^ instriu^tive, howe.viu', to investigate a littli^ further the

nat.iiri^ of ih<^ magnid.ii*. enm-gy Wu due to the i^lassii^al motion of an

(^le(d.ron in an orbit. The student who pr(^ferB to do so can omit the

ne.xt siMdion (entirely without embarnissmcnt in reading the rest of the

book.

166. Classical Theory of the Magnetic Energy.—^The cliange in

the (ui(u-gy of a ri^volving idectron diu^ to the presimce of a magnetic

field cannot of the nature of an ordinary ‘potential energy, for the

force exiirti^d by th(^ magnetic field upon the electron acts always
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perpendicularly to its velocity and so never does any work upon it.

If, therefore, owing to some change in conditions, the energy decreases,

this decrease must occur in the kinetic energy of the electron. (Actu-
ally there is also a reaction on the magnetizing system itself, but
further study shows that this can be left out of consideration.)

To take a definite case, suppose an electron is revolving in a
circular orbit of radius o, under the action of a force directed toward a
fixed center (c/. Fig. 111). Let a magnetic field of H oersteds, per-
pendicular to the plane of the orbit, be crc.T,ted very slowly. If
there were a conducting wire lying along the orbit, there would be an
induced electromotive force in this wire of magnitude

According to the elementary definition of e.m.f., this means that work
of amoTmt —te/c will be done on the electi’on every time it goes round
the orbit, —c/c being its charge in electromagnetic units. This work
must be done by a force acting on the electron. Hence, if P is the
average component of this force in the direction of the motion, we have
for the work done in a revolution

FX2va=
c c at

^ “
2c dT'

The average moment of force about the center, on the other hand, is
aF; and this must be equal to the rate of change of tlu^ angular momen-
tum 6ta about an axis parallel to the field. Thus

dGi„ ^ caW
dt 2c dl ’

and, mtegrating we have for the whole angular momentum imparted
to the electron during the creation of the field

=
. (213 )

Two cases may now be distinguished.

->0 Mgolar momentum, and

7 "^•‘‘0 moment, it acquires angular momentum
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A similar expression is obtained from wave mechanics for the magnetic

moment developed in an atom, when it is in a given quantum state,

by the application of a magnetic field:

where is the average of the square of the distance of any electron

from an axis drawn through the nucleus parallel to the field, calculated

as are the quantities Oih and that occur in Eq. (211), and S indi-

cates summation for all electrons in the atom. This added magnetic

moment, necessarily opposite in direction to the field, gives rise to the

phenomenon of diamagnetism.

The electron is also given a certain amount of kinetic energy, but

this is proportional to and hence is easily shown to be negligible.

If, on the other hand, the electron is already revolving, then,

although the same changes in momentum and moment occur, they

are in actual cases small as compared with the initial values. Now,
however, a change in the kinetic energy occui*s that is of the order

in H. Let us denote the angular momentum about the direction of H
by taking it to be positive, as is AGj, when the associated rotation.is

clockwise to an observer looking in the direction of the magnetic field.

Then, since [Gil = mva^ the total kinetic energy of the electron is

2ma^

Thus, when the angular momentum is changed fromGm to Giu + AG i//,

Gih now standing for the initial momentum, the kinetic energy is

increased by

^ ^ AGz//)® — GfJ - + i(AGiH)® •

Here the last term is of the second order in // and is negligible. Hence,

using (213), to the first order in H

AK =

AK may be positive or negative according to the sign of Oib.

Comparing the value just found for AK with the first term on the

right in Eq. (212) with the 2! omitted (for one electron), which repre-

sents the change in energy due to the field and may be denoted by

Wia, we sec that TFiu = AK. Thus Wm is accounted for in classical
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theory by the change that occurs in the kinetic energy of the revolving

electron during the introduction of the magnetic field.

In obtaining this result, we supposed the plane of the orbit to

remain fixed in position while the field varied. The same results are

obtained, however, if, instead of creating the field, we rotate the plane;

of the orbit from a position parallel to the field into a position per-

pendicular to it. The revolving electron behaves just like a gyrostat

mounted in frictionless bearings. Furthermore, the results are readily

shown to hold for an orbit of any shape.

The method just described for finding Win was especially advan-

tageous in developing the older quantum theory of the Zeeman
effect, because it obviated all doubt as to the proper conditions for

determining the allowed quantum states in the presence of a magnetic

field. For it was accepted as a general principle that, if a system is in

a certain quantum state to begin with and if the external conditions

are changed very slowly, the system must remain in an allowed

quantum state; whatever state it passes into must, therefore, be an

allowed state under the new conditions. This principle, known as

Ehrenfest’s adiabatic principle^ holds under wave mechanics as well.

The quantum states thus inferred for a l-electron atom subject

to a magnetic field are more simply described, however, from a dis-

tinctly different point of view, which lies much closer to the classical

picture of the Zeeman effect. For this purpose we make use of a

celebrated theorem due to Larmor, which for our purposes may be

stated in the following form: Given a system of electrons describing

orbits, however complicated, around a nucleus located at the origin

of a set of coordinate axes to which the motion is referred. The
behavior of the system when subjected to a magnetics field H may be

described by saying that, neglecting small qiiantiti(^s of second order

and higher, the electrons retain their original motions with respect to

the coordinates, but that by the action of the field the whole system,

electrons and coordinate axes, is given a rotation about an axis parallel

to the field and passing through the nucleus, the angular velocity of

the rotation being^

2mc
(215)

(e *= numerical charge and m — mass of an electron, c — speed of

light). This rotation is called the Larmor precession,

^Labmob, ^*jEther and Matter,” p. 341, Cambridge University Press, London,

1900. See also Ruabk and Urby, ” Atoms, Molecules and Quanta,” p. 759;

Jbans, ^'Electricity and Magnetism,” p. 565.
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In view of this theorem we should expect to find the electron

executing the same Bohr orbits relative to a frame of reference under-

going the Larmor precession as it does relative to a fixed frame in the

absence of the field. It is easily shown that this assumption leads to

the correct value for the energy.

The Larmor precession has no effect upon the potential energy of

the electron. To find the resulting change in the kinetic energy, let

us resolve the velocity of the electron at any instant into three rec-

tangular components, of which one, vi, is perpendicular both to the

magnetic field and to the radius drawn from the nucleus to the electron.

Only this component of the velocity is affected by the precession; and
it is only this component that contributes to Gm, the angular momen-
tum about the direction of the field. The precession adds to a

component of velocity i?WL, R being the perpendicular distance of the

electron from a line drawn through the nucleus parallel to H. The
change in kinetic energy is, therefore,

AK = 4- R(ai)^ — i»f]
=

But

Gm = 7UViR^ .*• AQin ~ viR^odl*

Hence,

This is obviously a generalized form of the first expression obtained

above for AK. Therefore, our assumption concerning the Bohr

orbits was justified.

We are now fully prepared for a discussion of the Zeeman effect

on the basis of quantum theory.

167. Zeeman Effect in a Huge Field.—The simplest type of Zeeman
effect should b<^ produced in a field so strong that complications due to

all otluu- sonnies can be ignored. Such a field we.shall call “huge.”

Consider first 1 (electron in a central field, of Coulomb type or

otherwise', u|)on whi(^h is sup(U’posed a uniform magnetic field H.

Let us tak(^ a.n axis parallel to the magnetic field in constructing wave
functions for il, (^hara(d,erized by the quantum numbers n Z X /x (Sec.

128). When the c‘le(;tron is represented by one of these wave func-

tions, its component of orbital angular momentum about the axis,

and its component of spin momentum, f?,//, Iuiat respective magnitudes

_ \h
O'.

27r’

Substitution of these vahn^s [ovGm nnd Gsu in Ki\. (212), in which we
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omit the summaitioii sign because we are dealing here with a 1-electron

atom, gives the change in the energy of the electron due to the presence

of the magnetic field. Adding ^o, the energy when the field is absent,

we thus obtain for the total energy

W = Wo ^ (216)

(e being here the numerical electronic charge).

The coeflScient occurring in this formula,

eh

Afirmc
= 0.925 X 10“®® electromagnetic c.g.s. unit,

represents a natural unit of magnetic moment and is called the BoJir

magneton. It is the classical magnetic moment due to an electron

revolving in the smallest Bohr

/

r-

UO

jut X+Z/x

0 '/2

I-! -II
0

/

0

-/

h -2

0 ‘Jz

orbit for hydrogen, with angular

momentum fe/27r. The magnetic

moment of an electron due to spin

is also a whole Bohr magneton ; for,

although the angular momentum
of spin is only half a unit or A/47r,

the magnetic moment, as we have

seen in Sec. 155, is relatively twice

as large. An electron with wave
function number nl\ij. has thus a

magnetic moment about the axis

of (X + 2ijl) Bohr magnetons.

Here X + 2/i is always integral

since /x = ±H X is an integer

or zero.

From Eq. (216) we see that

the magnetic field splits the stTigle

original level with energy Wo into several magnetic levels, each char-

acterized by a value of X + 2/x. Since X + 2ju will obviously take

on all integral values from i + 1, when X = i and m = down to

— (Z -f 1), when X = — Z and /x == — there are in general 2Z + 3
magnetic levels in all; if, however, Z = 0, there are only two levels,

with X 2/x = ±1. All of the levels except the upper two and the

lower two are double. The levels are equally spaced, the difference

in energy between successive ones being

eh

/

(OJ

_ _ % -/

tr TT (T

Fig. 112.—Energy levels for 1 electron

in a huge magnetic field. (The levels

for Z » 0 are atypical in that the middle
one is missing.) Transitions giving rise

to the same v are bracketed.

4x?rac

An example is illustrated in Fig. 112.

H, (217)
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The cause of the separation of the levels can be visualized, if

desired, with the help of a vector diagram similar to that used for the
angular momentum. Let a vector of length I be drawn from a
point in such a direction that its component along a line parallel to

the field is X; from another fixed point let another vector of unit length

be drawn either parallel to the field or opposed to it (Fig. 113). Each
pair of positions of these vectors then represents one of the quantum
states characterized by X and y.. The vectors can be regarded as

representing magnetic moments due to orbital motion and to spin,

of respective magnitudes I and 1 Bohr magnetons,* the directions of

these moments being opposite to those

of the vectors because of the negative

charge on the electron.

Consider now transitions between two
such sets of energy levels. Wemay write

Eq. (216) for them thus:

W" = Wi'+5^(X" + 2M")//.

As selection rules we have, besides AZ = ±1,

AX = 0 or ±1, AjLt = 0.

For comparison with other eases we may note that these rules require

also that

Am = 0 or ± 1, (218)

where m == X + m and represents, in units of //./27r, the total component
of angular momentum in the direction of the field.

Calculating frequencies as (TF' — W”)/h and writing

(W^'o - TF'o')
_ ^

h

for the frequency of the line emitted in zero field, we find just three

possible lines when the field is present;

AX = 0: P ^ Vii (’t)

AX = -1: p ^ Pti + —

H

47r?nc
(t)

AX = 1:
^ up ^ Po — H W)

^ Perhaps the vectors might better be drawn of magnitudes -f* 1),

\/l(l H- 1), but this refinement is of no interest.
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Each of these lines results, in general, from several difiEerent jumps,

so that it might be described as consisting of several lines superposed.

'

An example is illustrated in Fig. 112, already mentioned. The student

will find it instructive to construct a similar diagram fof transitions

between levels with 1 = 2 and 1 = 1.

Comparing these results with those obtained from classical theory in

Sec. 43, we see that we have here exactly the classical triplet. Accord-

ing to further conclusions from wave mechanics, even the polarization

features should be the same as those deduced from classical theory.

The undisplaced line, corresponding to Am = 0, should be polarized

with the electric vector in a plane parallel to the magnetic field, and
it should be invisible when the radiation is viewed longitudinally

(i.6., in a direction parallel to the field)
;
such lines are called lines

(i.c., ‘^paraller^ as to polarization) or, sometimes, p lines. The
other two lines, when the radiation is viewed transversely, should

be plane polarized with the electric vector perpendicular to the

magnetic field, whereas, when viewed longitudinally, they should be

circularly polarized with opposite directions of rotation, as in the

classical case; such lines are called a lines (from the German ‘‘senk-

recht’’ == perpendicular) or, sometimes, s lines. A Zeeman triplet

agreeing thus in all respects, even in spacing, with the classical theory

is called a normal triplet.

Concerning the relative intensity of the lines, wave mechanics makes
the following predictions. Suppose all of the initial quantum states

are excited equally, i.e., equal numbers of atoms arc throwm into each

of these states per second by the process of excitation. Under these

conditions, the two a lines will each be half as bright as the central

TT line, as seen transversely to the magnetic field; whereas, the <r lines

will be twice as bright when viewed along the field as they are when
viewed transversely. This latter result is easily seen to be in agree-

ment with the classical theory of the Zeeman effect; Ocach circular

motion is equivalent to two linear vibrations at right angles to each

other, but, in the transverse direction, radiation is received from only

one of these, the one that lies in the line of sight being invisible.

The quantity eff/(47r?7ic), representing the separation in frequency

of each outer line from the central line in a normal triplet due to the

field il, is often called a Loreniz unit, symbol L. Measured in waves
per cm., its value is

^ ^ ^219)

Thus, the normal separation is 4.67 X 10~^ cm.“‘ per oersted. We
note that L does not contain Planck's constant h. It is because of
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‘this circumstance that classical theory gave correct results for certain

cases of the Zeeman effect.

Up to this point, we have completely neglected the spin-orbit

terms in the wave equation. Their effect, when the magnetic field

is very intense, is only to shift the levels somewhat, in such a way as to

separate slightly in energ;^'’ those quantum states which have the same
value of X + 2/i but different values of w = X + For example,

states with X = 1 and and with X = —I and m H both

have X -f 2iLt = 0 and so fall together if the spin-orbit effect is omitted

entirely; but m = for the first and = —3^^ for the second, so

the energy levels for these two states are in reality slightly separated.

The number of lines in the Zeeman pattern is thereby increased;

but they fall into three groups in the approximate positions of the

normal triplet.

Experimental confirmation of these conclusions from the theory is

not extensive for l-electron atoms, because very intense fields are

required. However, the first three Balmor linos of hydrogen were

observed as approximate normal triplets by Ptisc^hen and Back in a

field of 2(),900 oersteds.^ The fine structure due to the spin-orbit

effect was not resolved, but it was presumably responsible for the

broadness of the observed lines.

On an atom conlainmg more than 1 electron^ the effect of a huge

magnetic fi('Id is to split each energy level Wo for zero field acc^ording

to the more general e(iuation

phW = Wo + + 2g)]//, (220)

which constitutes jin obvious generalization of Kq. (216); here th(‘

suminat.iou exbuids ov(M’ all electrons in the atom. The normal

triph't occurs as with 1 electron, since only 1 electron can jump at a

tim<‘. The selection rules now include the rule that

AM = Oor ±1, (221)

where M = 23(X + jx) and (huioUvs the total component of angular

monumiuin in the <lir(^ci.ion of the fic^ld.

To ol)t.a.in a good approximation to this type of Zeeman pattern

with a,n atom containing inon^ than 1 (electron, the magnetic field

must be so strong that it swamps all other influen(*es oxc(‘pt those

for which allowaiu^c^ is nuid(^ in the ccintral field, ''riu^ »ie(^(\ssary

strength runs to millions or even hundreds of millions of oca’steds,

so that Z(Huiian patterns of this type cannot be ohserv<^d at present,

' Paschen and ItArK, Ann, d, Fhgsik, vol. 39, p. 897 (1912).
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168. Zeeman Effect in a Weak Field.—^The Zeeman effect is com-
paratively simple when the magnetic field is either tremendotisly large

or extremely small. It will be convenient to take up next the case of a
"weak” field, i.e., a field weak enough so that the Zeeman splitting

is small as compared even with the separations in the ordinary fine

structure. In such a field, J is a good quantum number and the
effect of the field is merely to separate the states of different M that
compose each J level.

According to Eq. (212), the effect of a magnetic field upon the
energy is determined by the average values of the electronic orbital

and spin momenta in the direction of the field. The most important
results obtained from wave mechanics in regard to these average

wy gM

Fig. 114.—Diagram illustrating (o) vector addition in a magnetic field and (5) the
separation of the magnetic levels in a weak field.

values can readily be inferred from the vector model that we have so

often mentioned (Sec. 140). To do this, we think of the various
electronic angular momenta as added together vectorially into a
resultant angular momentum Gj. A diagram can be drawn, as in

Fig. 114(a), showing the various Z- and s-vectors added into a resultant
J-vector; and we can then imagine the figure to whirl at arbitrary
speed about the direction of the /-vector. Thereby we visualize the
fact that, according to wave mechanics, the components of the elec-

tronic momenta perpendicular to Gj average to zero; the average
values of these momenta thus lie along Gj. If components along Gj
are then projected, in their turn, upon the direction of the magnetic
field, we obtain the average components of the electronic momenta
in the direction of the field. For the component of any electronic
momentum perpendicular to fej will contribute nothing to the average
in the direction of the field, since it takes on equally often all directions
about Gj, In this way can be obtained the average total orbital
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momeatum in the direction of the held, which we have denoted by

Oia, and the corresponding component of the spin momentum,
The whole figure can then be supposed to whirl about the direction

of the field at a fixed angle 6. (According to classical theory a rotation

of this sort actually occurs, owing to the Larmor precession.) The
projection of any vector parallel to 6j is then proportional to cos d;

hence so are Qw and G,a. But cos 9, in turn, is proportional to the

component of Gj in the direction of H and, therefore, to the quantum
number M (Sec. 140 and Fig. 94). Thus we can write

and

n Mh pb Mfi

2 + 22 (
222)

where gi and gz are constants of proportionality (independent of M),

and g
— "Egi + 2 Zgr2, 2 indicating summation over all electrons in the

atom.

Substituting the value given by (222) for the quantity in paren-

theses in Eq. (211a), we have for the magnetic moment of the atom in

the direction of the field, when it is in one of the ilf states,

- - - (223)

Making the same substitution in the expression given in Eq. (212)

for the energy, and adding Wm, representing the energy of the J level

in the absence of a magnetic field, we have for the energy

Wja = Woj + ^gMH. (224)

(Here, as usual, e stands for the numerical electronic charge.)

The last equation shows that the ** magnetic states composing a

given J level and comsporiding to different values ofM become separated

and equally spaced in a weak ’magnetic field, but the spacing differs from

that con'esponding to classical theory, as represented by Eq. (220), by

a factor g. The value of g may vary from one J level to another. It is

often called the Lande splitting factor or gf-factor. The splitting

can be visualized by means of an obvious modification of the vector

model, as in Fig. 114(6), vectors being drawn of length gJ instead of J.

A more convenient equation for spectroscopic purposes is obtained

if we divide all energies by he so as to express them in equivalent
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wave numbers. At the same time, let us introduce the Lorentz unit

defined above,

Z = = 4.67 X cm.-*, (225)

representing the normal separation of either v line from the v line.

Then (224) becomes

+ gMZ. (226)

For the values of for two different J levels, we may then

write

+ g'M'l, + g"M"L.

Subtracting these two expressions, we have then for the frequencies

of the Zeeman lines between the two J levels in question, all of which
would coalesce into one line if the magnetic field were absent:

5 = ro + (ss'M' - g"M")L, (227)

where 5o = and represents the frequency when H = Q.

If J', J" are the corresponding values of J for the two levels, in

Eq. (227) M’ takes on integrally spaced values from — J' to J', and
ikf" from —J" to J", subject only to the selection rule

AM = M" - M' = 0 or ±1.

As in Sec. 157, transitions in which AM = 0 give rise to t lines; those

in which AM — ± 1, to cr lines. The arrangement of the components
into which a spectral line is split by a magnetic field is called the

“Zeeman pattern” of the line.

All observed Zeeman patterns in weak fields arc found to agree

with Eq. (227) if suitable values of g' and gr" are inscu-ted in it. If

q' 5^ the observed Zeeman pattern leads to a knowledge not only

of g' and of g'^ but also of the values of J for both levels, since the

number of magnetic states for given J is 2.7 + 1. (The student
may be interested to invent a method for inferring values of J and g
from such observations.) Thus, the Zeeman effect is of great utility

in the analysis of spectra. A mathematical description of the anom-
alous Zeeman effect, in terms of an equation equivalent to (227),

was worked out empirically by Landd before the discovery of wave
mechanics.

To calculate a theoretical value of g requires, in general, a knowledge
of the wave function. IfLS coupling occurs^ however, wave mechan-
ics furnishes a simple general formula for g] and it happens that this

formula can be inferred by resorting again to the vector diagram.
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For this purpose, we shall suppose the diagram to represent the
angular momenta in full detail (c/. Sec. 140). The orbital momenta
of the individual electrons are first added into a resultant orbital

angular momentum Gl, about which we suppose them to whirl

(Fig. 115); their components perpendicular to Gx will thus average
to zero, while their components along Gx will just add up to the
magnitude of Gx itself, which we may
denote by Gl. The average component
of SGz along Gj will thus be Gl cos di

(see figure), by the ai-gument used above.

Imagining Gj then to whirl about the

direction of H, we have, for the average

component of SGz in the direction of H,

^iit = Gt cos 01 cos 9,

01 and 0 being the fixed angles between
Gj and Gx and between Gj and H, re-

spectively (Fig. 115). Similarly,

25, It = Ga cos 02 cos 0,

02 being the angle between Gj and Gs- But, by elementary geometry,

cos 01 =
2GjGl^^^

G% — Gg), cos 02 = 2GjGa
~ ^i)j

and

« Mh 1

since Mhl2it is tlie component of Gj parallel to H. Hence,

2 — Gl), 2 + Gs — Gi).

We now substitute here

^,_J(./ + l)h^ „^_L(L + l)h^ ^,^_S{S + l)h^

4ir=*
’ “

4ir2

(Cf. Secs. 140, 141.) Thus, we find

2 +22 + 1)+ S(S + 1)- L(L + 1)]

^ J(J + 1) + S(S -H) - L(L -h 1) 1

2J(./ -f 1) J'

Comparing this with Eq. (222), we see that, in case LS coupling is
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valid,

.
,

/fj + 1) + SiS + 1) - L(L + 1)g=l+
2/(J +1)

Theoretical formulas for g in case jj coupling holds can also be

worked out.‘ To calculate g from theory in other eases is more

difficult.

The values of g inferred from observation agree, in general, fairly

well with the theoretical formulas whenever the coupling is shown by

other considerations to approximate to the type assumed.

169. Zeeman Patterns of LS Multiplets in a Weak Field.—^Equa-

tion (227) shows that the splitting of a spectral line in a weak field

will depend upon the values of g for both of the levels involved. A
wide variety of patterns is possible. Since the various component

]iT)Aia of an L8 spectral multiplet arise from levels varying in the value

of J, these levels will also have different g values, in general, and the

lines of the multiplet will, therefore, exhibit different Zeeman patterns.

Corresponding lines in the spectral terms of the same series, however,

should exhibit the same type of pattern; for such lines have a common
final level, and their initial levels have the same J, S, and L, and hence

the ggnift value of g. This conclusion from the theory is in agree-

ment with observation; it is known as “Preston’s rule,” having been

discovered empirically by Preston in 1898. Preston’s i-ule is some-

times of use in deciding what lines belong together in a series.

The following particular cases deserve comment.

(o) g' — g" = 0. If gr = 0 both for the initial and for the final

state, we see from Eq. (227) that the line is not split at all in a weak

field. Such cases can arise in several ways. Every level with ./ = 0

can he supposed to have g = 0. Actually, in Eq. (228) the fraction is

indeterminate; but if / = 0, there is only one magnetic level, hence no

splitting of the J level; and the single level withM - 0, by Eq. (224),

is not even displaced in a weak field. It is customary to write g = %
when J = 0, but it seems simpler just to write g = 0. Ajump between

two levels with J = 0 is excluded, to be sure, by the usual selection

rule; but it can also happen that g = 0 when ./ 9^ 0, e.g., for a

level (J = S t' = 2) or a (J = 1, S = 2, L = 3). A
line of the type ®Pi — *Z)o should, therefore, show no Zeeman effect at

all. This is confirmed by experiment {e.g., the line X = 5,713 A in the

arc spectrum of titanium).

(6) If g' = g" — g 0, or if J = 0 for one level only and g 5^ 0

for the other, the Zeeman pattern is a triplet. For, if J = 0 for the

* CJ. Whitb, op. cit.
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second level, in Eq. (227), = 0 and

y *= Vo “h

Since M' — M" = 0 or ± 1, AM' = 0 or ±1 here, and three lines are

obtained. Of, if both levels have the same (7 0,

V = vo + g(M' - M")L;

the selection rule for M gives again three lines, although in this case

they may be obtained several times over, asjn the huge-field effect.

The outer or a lines are displaced a distance gL from the central tt line.

If also fir
= 1, the triplet is a normal one (Sec. 157), spaced as in

classical theory. The value g — \ always occurs when 5 = 0, so that

J = L, Thus all lines in a singlet spectrum exhibit the normal Zeeman
effect in a weak field. An example is the singlet spect'rum of mercury

(Sec. 151). In singlet levels the electron spins are opposed and so

produce no magnetic effect, whereas the orbital effect by itself produces

the classical pattern, as we found to be the case in a huge field (Sec.

157). Zeeman had the good fortune to succeed first in resolving the

components in singlet lines, e.g., in the spectra of zinc, cadmium, or

tin.

A few of the theoretical values of g for LS levels are shown in

Table VIII.

Tablk VIII,—'Tuk SrurriNo Faotou g for LS Couplincj

s
J \X

.S 0 r i D 2 F 3 a 4

0 L 0 1 1 1 1

H I4 - } i H H
L 4- }> 2 •4 %

”"i
1 L - 1

0
”

H % H
L h J'fi 'iU

L H- 1 2 H hk %

Some typical spectral patterns, as predicted by the theory, are shown

in Fig. 116. Examples of the anomalous Zeeman effect are shown

in all cases but one. The lengths of the vertical lines as drawn indicate

the relative theoretical intensities of the spectral lines as seen in a

direction perpendicular to the field, whi(*.h arc usually in agreement

with experiment; t lines are drawn above, or lines below the horizontal

axis. Three dots indicate the noimal triplet in the same field. In

each case the two J levels involved in the transition are indicated.
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The student will find it instructive to check the spacing from the

formulas in a number of cases. Other diagrams of the same sort are

shown in H. E. White’s book.*

To illustrate the use of the theoretical equations, consider the

familiar D lines of sodium, which arise from transitions of the type

Wp,
1—'—r T"

Uwim I
'

- ''
'I

'

r i 1

1

Fig. 116 .—Some Zeeman patterns for LS coupling in a weak, field. Heights of
lines indicate rougfily the relative intensities of the lines, tt lines are drawn above,
<r lines below. The three dots indicate the position of the normal triplet in the same
field.

and For the state, we insert in Eq. (228)

J = /S’ = 3^, L = 1, obtaining

- _ 1 I (1^ + 1) + H (H H- 1) — 1(1 + 1) _ 4
^ 2Xf^(^ + l)

“3*

SinceM may take on any one of the four values gM
in Eq. (224) or (226) may have any one of the four value.s

K, H, -H,

The level ^Pjj is thus split into four magnetic levels removed from the

position of the level in zero field by gM Lorentz units or gMl cm.”^
Similarly, the state is split iiito two levels for which

^ = 1 .
M(K + 1) + H(K + 1)- 1(1 + 1) _2

^ ^ 2X3^(H + l) 3’ gM =

and the ®/Sy4 level is split into two with

_ _ 1 I 14 + 1) + H + 1)
^ 2xJ^^(H4-1)

= 2
, gM = +1.

Figure 1 17 shows these levels, and also the transitions between them
that are allowed by the selection rule AM = 0 or ± 1 . '|''ho resulting

line patterns are shown at the bottom of the figure. The expected
displacement of each component line from the position for zero field is

calculated, in Lorentz units, by subtracting the two gM values; e.g.,

‘ Op. «<., pp. 161, 222.
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for the left-hand <r component of D2, we have —% — 1 = —%
Lorentz units, which is shown below the line in an obvious notation.

Further explanation is added below the figure.

We note that Di or should be resolved into four com-
ponents, two T lines (Am = 0) polarized parallel to the field and two
<r lines (AM = ±1) polarized perpendicularly. D2 or

should be resolved into six components of which the outer four are

<r lines. A glance at the photograph in Fig. 118 shows that the theo-

retical predictions are confirmed by experiment, as to the patterns

MgM

’4 -2 2 4 -S ’3 ’/ I 3 S

3 3
Di Dq

Fig. 117.—Weak-ficid Zeoniuu effect for the D lines of sodium. The same scale ia

used for all of the Zcoiiiun separations, also for the theoretical relative intoiisitios of the
component lines as shown by the relative heights of the linos as drawn. The position

of the normal triplet in the same hold is shown by throo dots.

'V

themselves, and at least roughly also as to intensities. Examination

of the lines through a Nicol prism shows that the polarizations also are

correctly predicted.

160. The Paschen-Back Effect.—In the discussion in the last two

sections the emitting atom has been assumed to be in a “weak”
magnetic field. The term “weak” is, of course, relative, since fields

in excess of 10,000 oersteds are usually necessary to produce obseivable

Zeeman patterns. A magnetic field is said to be “weak” (or strong)

according as the separations of the Zeeman components of each of the

several lines of a multiplet group are small (or large), compared with

the separation of the lines of the multiplet from one another. Figure

1 19, for example, shows diagrammatically to scale the D lines of sodium



Fig. 119.—Relative separations of the D lines of Na(ll) and their Zeeman components
in a field of 30,000 oersteds.

Consider, however, the Zeeman effect in lithium. The separation

of the two components of the first line of the principal scries^ is of the

order of 0.3 cm.”^. A field of 30,000 oersteds would be expected to

produce Zeeman separations several times larger than this doublet

1 See Table VII, p. 365.
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separation [according to (225), if H «= 30,000, L « 1.4 cm."^]. For
lidiiuni, therefore, a field of 30,000 oersteds is a “strong” field.

It was found by Paschen and Back^ that, whatever the Zeeman
patterns of a given LS multiplet of lines may be in a weak field, the

Zeeman pattern oj the group as a whole in a strong field always approxi-

mated a normal triplet. The transition from weak to strong field is an
interesting phenomenon. As the field is increased to such a point

that the magnetic levels into which one J level is split begin to approach

those belonging to another J level, departures from theweak-field

arrangement begin to occur. As the field increases further, magnetic

sublevels belonging to different / levels may cross one other, provided

they do not have the same value of M. Eventually, when the field

has become strong enough, the magnetic levels are observed to group

themselves more or less closely into a set of equally spaced composite

levels, and the spectral pattern approximates a normal triplet; i.e., we
have then the case of a huge field as described in Sec. 157.

The transition from one type of Zeeman effect to the other is

accompanied by changes in the angular momenta. As long as the

field is weak, the resultant orbital momentum Gl and the resultant

spin momentum Gs remain added approximately into a resultant

momentum Gj of fixed magnitude, characterized by a certain value

of the quantum number /. As the field grows stronger, however, this

coupling is progressively broken down, and eventually, in a strong

field, it disappears. Then A and X become good quantum numbers,

along with L and S ;
the resultant orbital momentum Gl by itself has

a fixed component in the direction of the field of magnitude A/i/27r, and

Gs has similarly a component 2hf2ir, The total angular momentum
in the direction of the field is thus Mhl2Tr, whereM = A + S. Under

these conditions the quantum number J ceases to have any significance

at all. The theoretical tn'atment of the energy then parallels closely

the theory for 1 electron in a huge field, as described in Sec. 157. The
energy can be written, approximately, in analogy with Eq. (216),

Wo being a constant for a given LS term. The selection rules are,

besides those for L and S,

AA = 0or±l, AM = C)or±l, AS = 0.

The normal spectral triplet is produced in essentially the same way as

for 1 electron.

' Ann. d. Physih, vol. p. S<)7 0012); vol. 40, p. 060 (1913).
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In this discussion, however, we have ignored the spin-orbit and
additional electrostatic effects. These effects actually separate
slightly those levels which have the same value of A -1- 2S but different

values of M and thereby introduce a sort of fine structure into the
Zeeman pattern.

A corresponding theory is easily developed for the case of jj

coupling. In this case, however, or in any case other than that of

L8 coupling, there is an intermediate stage in the progressive change
of the Zeeman pattern.

All of these changes of pattern as the strength of the magnetic field

increases are known collectively as the PaschevnBack ejffecL The
effect is said to be incomplete when the magnetic field is strong enough
to make the Zeeman splitting for the energy levels larger than the
mutual separation of thfe J levels composing a given LS or jj term, or a
similar group in other cases, but yet small as compared with the
separations between the terms themselves. Such a field is called

merely ^‘strong.’' If the field could be increased still further, until the
magnetic levels of two different iems, such as a and a approached
each other, the pattern should change again, approaching the normal
triplet as the field becomes so large that its effect predominates over
everything else except the central field. This stage, described in

Sec. 157 as the effect in a “huge field,’' is known as the complete

Paschen-Back effect. Unfortunately, it can scarcely be realized

except in l-electron atoms, in which the first two stages of the Zeeman
effect are practically unobservable.

161. The Stark Effect.—^An effect of an electric field, somewhat
analogous to the Zeeman effect, was discovered by Stark in 1913 and is

known as the “ Stark effect.” It is observed in the well-known “ canal
rays,” when these are moving in an electric field of several thousand
volts per centimeter. An arrangement for producing the Stark effect

is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 120. The anode and cathode in a
glass tube are A and C, respectively, in which the gas is maintained at
such a pressure that the Crookes dark space in front of C is several
centimeters long. The cathode C is perforated with small lioles

through which pass, in cylindrical bundles, luminous streams of

atoms of the gas that have acquired a positive charge immediately in

front of C. These streams of atoms arc the canal rays. A third
terminal 8 is placed immediately behind C, at a distance of a few
millimeters, and an electric field of several thousand (20,000 and up)
volts per centimeter is maintained between 8 and C. For the “trans-
verse” Stark effect, light from the canal rays enters the spectroscope

in the direction of the arrow.
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Stark observed that the spectral lines emitted by the canal rays

when no field exists between S and C are split up, when the field is

applied, into numerous components which are polarized, some of

them parallel to the field (p- or w-) components, others perpendicular

(s- or cr-components). The splitting is usually proportional, at first,

to the square of the electric field strength; in an intense field, however,

the pattern becomes quite different, in analogy with the Paschen-Back

effect in a magnetic field.

Classical theory could not account for the Stark effect, but a good

account of it was developed by Epstein, using an extension of Bohr’s

theory; and it is completely explained by wave mechanics- The

ToSpectromeHr

\

ToPump
Fig. 120.—Arrangement for producing the Stark effect.

treatment of the Stark effect constituted, in fact, one of the most

striking successes of quantum theory. In spectroscopy, however, this

effect is of minor interest because it does not, like the Zeeman effect,

serve to illuminate other parts of the subject. Examples of Stark

patterns are given in White’s book.’

162. The Stem-Gerlach Experiment-—^^rho space quantization of

atomic angular momenta, upon which we have based the discussion of

the Z(’icman effect, constitutes a characteristici feature both of the older

quantum theory and of wave mechanics, in contrast with classical

theory. Its occurrciK^e is not definitely c.onfirmed by the existence

of the Zeeman effect, however, in view of the partial success of classical

theory in accounting for those phenomena. An exi)eriment which

dire(^tly rev(uils the spacer quantization itself was proposed by O. Stern

in 1921 and was carricnl out by him in collaboration with Gerlach.-

In elementary magn(;tic theory, it is shown that a magnet tends to

move so as to increase the magnetic flux through it in the direction of

its magnetic axis. In a uniform field, the only result is that the

magnet experiences a torque tending to line it up with the field. In a

^ Op. ciL] cf. also IIerzberg, op. cU.

* Stern, ZeiU. /. Physiky vol. 7, p. 249 (1921); Gbrlach and Stern, Zeits. f.

Phyaik, vol. 8, p. 110; vol. 9, p. 349 (1922); Ami. d. Physikj vol. 74, p. 673 (1924).
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nonuniform field, however, the magnet experiences a translatory force

as well.

Suppose now a slender beam of atoms having magnetic moments
travels in the direction of the x-axis across a magnetic field whose lines

are approximately parallel to the y-axis but whose magnitude increases

rapidly in the direction of the ;2;-axis. After passing through the field,

let these atoms be collected on a suitable target. Then atoms which

have a component of their magnetic moment in the direction of the

field will be deflected sideways; if the component of the moment has

the same direction as the field, they will be deflected toward +z] if it

has the opposite direction, toward —
So far, the predictions of classical and quantum theory coincide.

According to classical theory, however, each atom will enter the field

(a) (b) (c)

Fia. 121.—Illustrative of the Stem-Gerlach experiment, (a) and (c) represent

views seen in the direction of the beam; (c) shows the trace on the target (exaggerated)*

with and without the magnetic field.

with its magnetic axis inclined at some angle S to the field, and the axis

will then execute a Larmor precession about the field at the fixed

angle 6, Since all values of 6 will occur among the atoms, their

deflections will be distributed in continuous fashion, and the atoms,

instead of forming a small spot on the target, will be drawn out into a

continuous band.

According to quantum theory, on the other hand, each atom will

enter the field in a certain quantum state, defined with the direction

of the field as an axis. Its magnetic moment in the direction of the

field will be gM Bohr magnetons (if the field is not too strong), whex;e g

is the Land6 splitting factor and M has one of several integral values

[cf. Eq. (223)]. The beam will be broken up, therefore, into separates

beams and will form on the target a series of distinct spots, one for each

possible value of M. :

The arrangement used in the experiment of Stern and Gcrlach is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 121. The nonhomogeneous field was

produced between pole pieces of which one had a sharp edge, so that

near it the field was much stronger than elsewhere [cf. Fig. 121(a)]. A
strap-shaped beam of silver atoms was formed by evaporating silver

in a heated oven 0 and allowing atoms from the vapor to stream out

through collimating slits; the beam [shown by the small rectangle in
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Fig. 121(a)] traveled closely past the sharp edge of pole piece P% and

was condensed on a plate at T. With no field, the beam formed a

narrow line on the plate [Fig. 121(c), lower line]. When the mag-

netizing current was turned on, the line was not widened continuously

but was divided into two lines, as shown in the upper part of Fig.

121(c), except at the ends, which were due to atoms passing at some

distance from the sharp edge.

Space quantization of the silver atoms was thus clearly revealed.

From careful measurements of the separation of the two lines and

of the gradient of the magnetic field strength, it was calculated that

each silver atom had a magnetic moment in the direction of the field of

1 Bohr magneton, with an error of 10 percent at most.

These results, and others obtained subsequently, are in complete

agreement with the predictions of wave mechanics. The silver atom

is normally in a state, for w'^hich gr = 2; thus, half of the atoms

should have M = and a moment in the direction of the field of

2 X = 1 Bohr magneton; whereas, for the other half, JIf = — 3^

and the moment is —1. Similar results were obtained subsequently,

with greater precision, by Taylor^ and by Leu^ for sodium and potas-

sium, which arc likewise in states. Atoms of zinc and cadmium,

in Leu^s experiments, were unaffected by the magnetic field. Atoms

of thallium gave a double line corresponding to a moment of 3^ mag-

neton. Zinc and cadmium are normjilly in states, which have

M = 0 and no magnetic, moment. For thallium the normal state is

inferred from spectroscopic evidence to be thus M ^ or —
again, but g == % instead of 1 [by Eq. (228), in which J - ]4,S =

L = 1 ].

The method of magnetic deflections has been extended very

ingeniously by Rabi for the measurement of the magnetic moments

of nucki. The student will find it worth while to look up his papers

on this subject in the Physical Remew^ vol. 49 onward,

163. Isotope Structure and Hyperfine Structure.—The ordinary

fine structure due to sj^in-orbit interaction does not exhaust the possi-

bilities of fine details in spectral lines. Even before 1900, Michelson

and others had shown, by means of the interferometer, that many
spectral lines possess a further structure much finer still. This came

to be known as hyperfine structure.

After the discovery that many chemical elements consist of several

isotopes (Sec. 200), it was believed for a time that each component of a

hyperfine pattern of lines was emitted by a different isotope. But

‘Taylor, Phys, Rev., vol. 28, p. 276 (1926).

ZeiU. jf. Phyaik, vol, 41, p. 551 0927)

.
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later, hyperfine structure was discovered in the spectra of some
elements which, as shown by the mass spectrograph, consist of only

1 isotope. An example is bismuth; the line X = 3,696 A contains six

hyperfine components spread over a range of 0.3 A or 2.3 cm.~^ It

was suggested by Pauli in 1924 that this effect might be due to an

occurrence in the nucleus of angular momentum and an associated

magnetic moment. It appeam that both causes are operative. To
distinguish between them, a tendency has arisen to restrict the term

hyperfine structure to that which is associated with the angular momen-
tum of the nucleus, the other type being called isotope structure.

A photograph illustrating isotope structure in the spectrum of

tungsten is shown in Fig. 122. The spectrum was formed with a

Hyperfine-^ S•^ruc+u^e Tointoilum A 5997

Iso-hope - S+ructure Tungsten X 5225
Fig. .122.—Photographs illustrating (o) hyperfine structure in a spectral line of

tantalum and (6) isotope structure in a line of tungsten. {After Oracot More, Mac-
Millan, and White; from H, E. WhUe, ** Introduction to Atomic Spectral)

Fabry-Perot etalon, hence the same pattern appears repeated many
times in different orders. Tungsten consists of 4 isotopes, with mass

numbers 182, 183, 184, 186, the first two being somewhat less abundant

than the last two. The three lines observed were ascribed to the 3

isotopes of even number, the line due to 183 being assumed to be

masked by the others.

Isotope shifts of spectral lines are found, in general, to be propor-

tional, for a given element, to the differences in atomic mass. As a

rule, however, they do not seem to be purely the result of nuclear

motion, as is the difference in the positions of those lines in the spectra

of hydrogen and of ionized helium which would otherwise fall together

(Sec. 106). The shift associated with an increase in mass from one

isotope to another is even sometimes in opposite directions in different

elements. The cause of most isotope shifts is thought to lie, perhaps,

in some departure from the Coulomb type of field very close to the

nucleus, the departure being different for different elements or even

for different isotopes of the same element.

An interesting example in which the isotope shift probably is a

simple mass effect is afforded by the spectrum of hydrogen, in which it
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was used as a guide by Urey and his collaborators in the discovery of

heavy hydrogen or deuterium. ^ The Rydberg constants for the two

kinds of hydrogen atoms can be found by substituting ilf = Jlfi and

ilf = 2ilfi successively in Eq. (146a) in Sec. 106, which gives

„ R„M\ D _ 2R^Mi
“ Ml + m

~
2Mi + rn

Ml being the mass of an ordinary hydrogen atom and m the mass of an

electron. The difference in wave length for a given line of wave length

X will then be, nearly enough,

X(Ss — Ri) _
R^ 2Mi'

Since Mi/m = 1,837, this means that, for example, the HS line for

deuterium should lie 4,861/3,674 = 1.32 A on the violet side of that

for ordinary hydrogen atoms. This line was observed to be very

faintly visible, in the expected position, in the spectrum from a sample

of common hydrogen, and it increased in strength as the Iiydrogen was

subjected to operations which should increase the relative concentra-

tion of deuterium.

The theoretical treatment of true hyperfine strudure, on the other

hand, resembles closely the treatment of LS fine structure due to the

spin-orbit effect, as described in Secs. 144 and 146. The total angular

momentum of the nucleus Ls assumed to be fixed, so that it can be

represented by a quantum number 7. The value of I may be 0 or

integral or half-integral, and it may be different for different isotopes

of the same chemical element. The angular momentum in question

is presumably the rasultant of spin momenta of the protons and

neutrons of which the nucleus Ls composed; hence, it is commonly said

to be due to nuclear “spin.” 7 remains constant for a given atom »

because in ordinary physical processes the nucleus remains always in

its lowest energy level. This level is degenerate, however, if 7 > 0;

there is a second quantum number Mi, restricted to values such that

|M;| ^ 7. Thus, 7 and Mi in nuclear theory correspond to J and M
in atomic theory.

If the action of the nucleus on the electrons were purely that of a

central field, the only effect of the nuclear angular momentum would be

a (27 -t- l)fold degeneracy of all quantum states, with the selection rule

AM; = 0. But there may exist also an associated nuclear magnetic

moment, as in atoms. Equation (216) in Sec. 157 and its physical

interpretation suggest that a single particle with a mass M equal to

‘ Ubev, Ubiukwkude, and Mubi'hv, Phya. Rev., vol. 40, p. 1 (1932).
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that of a proton, if, like an electron, it has spin might have an

effective magnetic moment of magnitude

5^ - li?
This is called a nuclear magneton. Observation indicates, however,

that the magnetic moment of the proton or hydrogen nucleus is

actually nearer to 3 nuclear magnetons.^

If such a nuclear moment exists, wave mechanics indicates that the

angular momentum of the nucleus is to be added to the resultant

angular momentum of the electrons by a process of IJ coupling exactly

analogous to the LS coupling of electronic orbital and spin momenta
(Sec. 144). The result is then, in general, that each of the quantum

states of the atom as dealt with hitherto is broken up into a group of

quantum states characterized by two additional quantum numbers F
and Mp, which have reference to the total angular momentum of the

atom, that of the nucleus included.

The interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment and the

electronic motions and spins then slightly separates those states which

have different values of F. The number of hypei’fine energy levels

thus produced may be different for electronic states of different J,

If J ^ J, their number is2/ + 1; but, if J < J, it is2J + 1. For the

spacing of the hyperfine levels the analog of Eq. (201) forLS multiplets

is obtained
;
the separation of successive levels is proportional to the

larger of the values of F for the two levels [c/. Eq. (202) in Sec. 146].

As selection rules, in addition to all others, we have ,

AF == 0 or ± J
,

hMp = 0 or ± 1.

A hyperfine spectral muUiplet results from transitions between the

hyperfine levels composing two ordinary J levels. Usually it happens

that the spacing of the hyperfine sublevels in one of the two J levels is

much larger than that in the other, so that the former spacing stands

out in the spectral multiplet as observed, the finer structure due to the

other J level being frequently not resolved at all. The result is then

an easily recognizable ‘‘flag” type of pattern, a good example of which

is shown in Fig. 122.

As an illustration of the theory, consider the following doublet

in the spectrum of thallium (T1 81)

:

&s^6p 6s2 7s (X - 3,777 A; = 26,478 cm."') (a)

6s26p 68^7s ^-Sy, (X = 5,352 A; v = 18,684 cm.-i) (6)

1 Kbllogg, Rabi, and Zachabias, Phys. Rev.j vol. 50, p. 472 (1936).
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Table IX.—Hyphbpinb Stbucturb op this Components op the Doxjblet of
Thalliui^: 6p 6s® 7s ^S^

Under high resolution^ each line of this doublet is seen to be made up
of three components. Their wave lengths and estimated intensities

e oco
Fio. 123.—Hyperfiiie structure of the thallium doublet \ 3 777

angstrome.

are given in Table IX; their relative’s positions on a frequency scale

are shown in Fig. 123.

To produce three component
lines, as observed, there must be
two hyperfinc sublevels in each J
level, just as in the production of

the D—>P triplets in the alkali

spectra there are two J levels in

each L8 term (Sec. 147). Hence,

here 2 = 2/ + 1, and so / = for

the thallium nucleus. Then for

./ = = / ± J,^orP = lorO;
for J = P = 2 or 1. The spac-

ing of the hypeu-fine levels is easily

determined from the observed

separations in the spectrum. The
level diagram is shown for one line

of the doublet in Fig. 124.

It may be remarked that the

Fia. 124.-— Energy levels and transit

tions for tho hyperfinc structure of the

thalliuiii line X — 3,777 angstroms.

same pattern would result if the doublet separations in Fig. 124 were

'Back, Ann. d. Phy.nky vol. 70, p. 367 (1923)
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to be interchanged. According to Back and Wulff, the Zeeman pattern

for the hyperfine components unambiguously assigns the energy-level

differences.^

In Table X are shown a few values of I and of the nuclear magnetic

moment il expressed in terms of nuclear magnetons. M is the mass
number of the isotope in question (Sec. 206). Where no references

are given, the data are taken from Condon and Shortley’s book^ and
were calculated from the observed spectroscopic separations by means
of perturbation theory.

TabiuB X.—Nuclear Spin Numbers I and Magnetic Moments /i

Z M I IJ- z /

H 1 1 2.78* Cd 48 111,113 y2 -0.6
H 1 2 1 0,86* Cs 55 133 H 2.57t
Na 11 23 % 2.22t Hg 80 199 y2 0.5

A1 23 27 3.6t Hg -0.6
Rb 37 85 A 1,3 Tl 81 203,205 H 1.6±
Rb 37 87 2.8 Bi 83 209 3.8±

Kbllooq, Rabi, and Ramsey, Phya, Rea., vol. 50, p. 728 (1929).

t Kusch, Millman, and Rabi, Phya. Rea,, vol. 56, p. 1 176 (1039).

t Millman and Kusch, Phya. Rev., vol. 56, p. 303 (1939).

164. The Breadth of Spectral Lines.—No spectral line as observed

is perfectly sharp, no matter how great the resolving power of the

spectrometer. A line devoid of structure appears densest in the center

and fades out symmetrically on the edges. It is of interest to inquire

as to the causes of this distribution of the

energy within a line.

For convenience in comparing lines, the

mdth A of a line is defined to be the distance

between two points, one on each side of the

center, at which the intensity is half as great

as it is in the center of the line (Fig. 125).

(This is sometimes called the half-intensity width.) The principal

causes of line broadening are the following:

^
(a) Doppler effect .—The obsewed frequency of a spectral line may

be slightly changed by the motion of the radiating atom in the line of

sight, owing to Doppler's principle, the apparent frequency increasing

if the motion is toward the observer and decreasing if the motion is away
from the observer. Only for those atoms which have no component

Fig. 125.—Illustrating
definition of A, the width of

a line.

1 Back and Wulpp, Zeiis. f. Physikj vol. 66, p. 31 (1930).

* Condon and Shortlby, ** Theory of Atomic Spectra,” p. 424, 1935.
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of velocity in the direction of the observer will the observed frequency

of the emitted light be equal to the actual frequency. As is weU

known, the measurement of the radial velocity of stars is based on this

principle.

In a luminous gas, such as the mercury vapor in the mercury arc

lamp, the atoms are moving with a maxwellian distribution of velocity,

the average velocity increasing with temperature. It is obvious,

therefore, that a spectral' line emitted by a gas must comprise, as

observed, a range of frequencies symmetrically distributed about the

frequency emitted by the atom when at rest and, further, that this

range should increase with increasing temperature. The distribution

of intensity throughout the line is determined by Maxwell’s distribution

of velocities. According to Rayleigh, ^ the brightness of the line at a

distance ± AP wave numbers from the center is proportional to

where A: is a constant which depends on the temperature and on the

mass of the atom, and e is the Napierian base of logarithms. From

this formula it follows that the width A defined as above, if it is due

entirely to the Doppler effect, should be

A = 0.72 X 10-' Xyl^

wave-length units, where T is the absolute temperature and M is the

atomic or molecular weight of the radiating atom or molecule.*

Careful studies of the breadth of lines in the spectra of the rare

gases were made by Fabry and Buisson,® using an interferometer

method. They confirmed the formula for A as written above. At

liquid-air temperatures the breadth of the krypton line X = 5,570 A
wasfound to be only 0.000 A, practically all of which could be ascribed to

the Doppler effect resulting from thermal agitation at that temperature.

(b) Pressure.—Using the light from a single unresolved spectral

line, it is possible, under favorable conditions, to produce interference

fringes when the difference in the path of the two beams is as much as

several hundred thousand wave hmgths. In terms of classical theory,

this fact was interpreted to mean that the wave train sent out by any

jjarticular atom is continuous, i.e., is without change of phase, for at

least that numljcr of vilirations. In order that the atom may emit

wave trains of this length, it must bo “free from interruptions” for a

‘ Rayi/Biqh, Phil. Mag., vol. 27, p. 298 (1889).

* Cf. WiiiTO, H. E., “Introduction to Atomic Spectra,” p. 419, 1935.

’ Fabry luui Buisson, ,T. de Phymqiic, vol. 2, p. 442 (1912).
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corresponding period of time. In the terminology of the kinetic

theory of gases, this means that the mean free time between collisions

with other atoms must, on the average, exceed the time required to

emit a complete wave train, since it may be assumed that a collision

with another atom would cause either a change of phase or excessive

damping or other disturbance. Analogous conclusions are deduced,

although as a result of rather different reasoning, from wave mechanics.

Now, collisions between atoms become more frequent the higher

the pressure of the gas for a given temperature. The higher the pres-

sure, the shorter, therefore, should be the wave trains and the more

frequent the abrupt changes of phase. An increase of temperature,

at given density, also increases the collision rate and the pressure.

Thus in general, at higher gas pressure, not only should there be a

broadening of the line due to the Doppler effect but also an additional

broadening due to the increasing frequency of phase changes resulting

from collisions. Michelson confirmed this by showing, by measure-

ments with the interferometer, that below a pressure of the order of a

millimeter, the breadth of the hydrogen line X = 6563 A is almost

entirely due to the Doppler effect; but that at higher pressures the line

becomes considerably broader.

The effect is enhanced by direct disturbances of the energy levels,

or of the radiation process itself, when another molecule comes close

to the radiating atom.

(c) Natural Line Breadth .—^According to wave-mechanical theory,

a line ought also to exhibit a small ‘‘naturaP' width even when emitted

by an atom at rest. As an analogy, a classical oscillator, radiating

energy, would decrease continually in amplitude; it would emit, there-

fore, a damped wave train of finite effective length. It can be shown

that a damped train of sine waves is equivalent to the superposition

of a large number of perfectly regular trains of great length, with

slightly differing frequencies. Such radiation, observed as a spectral

line, would, therefore, be broadened slightly. In the visible region, the

natural line breadth is mostly much less than 0.001 A and so is not

detectable. It is easily observable, on the other hand, in the case of

X-rays.

id) Incipient Stark Effect—^In the spectra emitted by discharge

tubes, a common cause of broadening is the production of a small

Stark effect by strong electric fields, which are not great enough to

produce an obsei*vable splitting of the line but are sufficient to make it

appear perceptibly broader than it otherwise would.

Thus there are many very different factors that may be responsible

for the broadening of spectral lines.
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166. Molecular Spectra.—^In preceding sections of this chapter

we have considered only spectra emitted by atoms. There are other

spectra in vast variety which are believed on good evidence to be
emitted by molecules containing 2 or more atoms.

Thus, in the visible part of the spectrum emitted by a discharge

tube containing hydrogen, only three or four lines belonging to the

Balmer series are emitted by free atoms, which have been produced
by the dissociation of molecules. Many other lines are observed,

however, mostly fainter, which are ascribed to emission by the undis-

sociated molecules themselves. Again, if one looks at the spectrum

of the carbon arc with a spectroscope of moderate resolving power, one
will observe, at the extreme (violet) edge of the visible pai-t of the

spectmm, ‘'bands,'' or very broad lines, which are sharply defined and
brightest on the long-wave-length edge and which fade out gradually

toward shorter wave lengths. With higher resolving power, these

“bands" are seen to be composed of a large number of lines which

arc crowded together at the long-wave-length edge, called the “head"
of the band, and are separated farther and farther toward the short-

wave-length side, the lines, however, being so close together as to

appear, under low resolving power, like a continuous spectrum. These

bands are ascribed to molecules of cyanogen, CN. There are also many
groups or bands of lines in the infrared which have been found to have

a molecular origin.

In the space available here we can discuss only a few of the features

of molecular spectra, r(‘ferring the student to other books or to the

literature for further information.^

In general, the sixectrum emitted by any given kind of molecule

can be divided into three spectral ranges which correspond to different

types of transition I^etween molecular quantum states. The principal

(exception is that the spc^ctrum of some molecules is confined to only

one of these ranges. Simple reasoning in terms of familiar classical

jissumptions concerning molecular structure leads us to expect such a

feature in molecular spectra, and the reasoning needs only to be

translated into wave-mechanical terms in order to constitute a correct

theoretical approach to the subject.

(a) Rotation i^pretra.—Sui)pose a molecule were a rigid stiiicture

but contained elect rical charges so disposed that the molecule possessed

an electric moment. If such a molecule were to rotate, according to

<tassical theory, it would emit radiation for essentially the same reason

^ HEUZBBua, Cl., “Molecular Spectra and Molecular Structure,” 1939; Ruark
and Urey, “Atoms, Molecules and Quanta,” Wetzel, W., “liandenspektren,”

Akademische Verslagsgcsellschaft m.b.H., Leipzig, 1931.
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that an electron revolving in a circle would radiate. It is readily seen

that the radiation would consist of sine waves having a single fre-

quency, viz., the frequency of rotation. Conversely, radiation falling

upon such a molecule would tend to set it into rotation, energy of the

radiation being at the same time absorbed.

A few spectral lines corresponding to this simple picture have bee

observed in the far infrared and are said to constitute rotation

spectra.’^

(6) Vibration-rotation Spectra .—If the molecule were not rigid

but contained atoms capable of vibration under elastic forces about

equilibrium positions, and if the chemical binding were of the ionic

type (Sec. 134), so that some atoms contained an excess of positive

charge and others an excess of negative, then according to classical

theory radiation would be emitted by the vibrating atoms as they

move back and forth. Unless the molecule were at the same time

rotating, the frequency emitted would be that of the atomic vibration.

If the molecule were rotating, however, the emitted line would be

divided into two lines having frequencies respectively greater or less

than the frequency of the atomic vibration, in essentially the same

way as, in the classical theory of the Zeeman effect (Sec. 43), the

precession caused by a magnetic field modifies the frequencies emitted

by a vibrating electron.

Furthermore, it would be anticipated that, if the amplitude of

vibration became large, the atomic vibrations, although still periodic,

would no longer be simple harmonic. This is true even in the familiar

example of the vibrations of a pendulum. The radiation emitted

could then be resolved by Fourier analysis into wave trains with

frequencies representing the fundamental and the harmonic overtones

of the atomic vibrations. Each of these separate frequencies would

then be split up further by rotation of the molecule.

Many spectra corresponding roughly to this classical picture are

known in the infrared and are called ‘‘vibration-rotation spectra.’^

(c) Electronic Spectra.—Finally, according to classical ideas, an

electron in the molecule might vibrate by itself and so radiate. The

emitted radiation would be affected, however, both by the vibrations

of the atoms in the molecule and by the rotation of the molecule as a

whole. It would probably be one of the outer electrons that radiated

in the optical region of the spectrum, and its frequency would be much
affected by the instantaneous position and motion of the nuclei. The

rotation of the molecule would then tend to split up the emitted lines

as in the emission of the vibration-rotation spectrum. Molecular

bands in the visible and ultraviolet, such as the cyanogen bands
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described above, are believed to correspond roughly to this third

classical picture.

The three types of molecular spectra thus characterized will be
taken up individually for a brief discussion.

166- Rotation Spectra.—As a simple model to illustrate certain

features of the behavior of actual molecules, we may imagine a mole-

cule to consist of several mass points held rigidly at fixed distances

from each other. The quantum states for such a molecule, according

to wave mechanics, would be characterized by fixed values for the

angular momentum, in the same way as are the states of an atom
(Sec. 140). The corresponding quantum number J, however, is

confined here to integral values (zero included) . The discussion will be
restricted hereafter almost entirely to diatomic molecules. If there are

only two mass points in the molecule, the line joining them is an axis of

symmetry, and only rotation about an axis perpendicular to this line

has meaning; furthermore, the moment of inertia about all such

perpendicular axes will have the same value.

The relation between angular momentum and energy is found to

be the same according to wave mechanics as in classical theory. For

the angular momentum G and energy W, we shall have, therefore, in

terms of the angular velocity co and moment of inertia J,

G = Iu>, W = W = ~
Inserting here the wavc-meeluinical value of 6’* (Sec. 140), we have

«• 3p-- •

W.J{J + 1)^;,. (229)

Such a molecule can radiate only if it possesses an electrical

moment. Such a moment will «^xist, for example, if one mass point

has ass()(^iated with it a positives charges and the other an equal negative

charge. The selection rule' for J is then found to be the same as that

for the quantum number / of a single electron in a central field:

A/ = ± 1. (230)

Since in the present case W and J increase or decrease together,

A/ = — 1 will correspond to emission of energy and A/ = -1-1 to

absorption. Thus, in a transition from state J to state J — 1, the

emitted frequency will be, since
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JiJ + !)-(/- 1)(/ - 1 + 1) * 2/,

V =^ = 25J, 5 » (2310,6)

Hence a molecule of the type under consideration will emit a spectrum

consisting of equally spaced lines, with frequencies equal to a multiple

of a fixed number, B, For an emission line, J refers to the initial state

for the molecular transition; for an absorption line, to the final state.

The corresponding type of energy-level diagram is illustrated in

Fig. 126. The arrows pointing downward refer to

transitions for emission, those pointing upward to

^ ^ transitions for absorption.

We may form some idea of the spectral region in

which such lines may be expected to occur by estimat-

ing the probable magnitude of I from other considera-

tions. The molecule HCl, for example, might be

,
, ^

expected t,o have an electric moment, since it is strongly

y
^ ionized in solution. In the formula I = Xmr^, in which

r denotes distance from the center of mass of the

molecule, the Cl atom will contribute little because it

is so close to the center of mass. The mass of a
~

I

^ hydrogen atom will be approximately the reciprocal of

the Avogadro number (Sec. 85) or the number of

^ atoms in a gram-atom. Hence, if we assume r = lO” *

Energy-level H atom, we have
agrain for a rota- _ ^

tion spectrum. / ~ 10 'V(6 X 10^®) = 1.7 X lO””"*® C.g.S. Unit.

Thus, for the constant B in Eq. (231a), if we also divide by c to obtain

it in wave-number units, we find

. ^ 6.6 X 10^ -^

^
8ir=* X 1.7 X 10-"® X 3 X 10'® ’

roughly. Thus, for ./ = 10, we find v = 2BJ - 340 cm."-*, or

X = 0.029 mm. = 29/*.

Now all of the hydrogen halides in the gaseous state show broad

absorption lines in the far infrared which are veiy nearly equally

spaced and whose wave numbers are very nearly multiples of a constant

quantity. These lines are believed to result from transitions in which
the rotational state of the molecule alone changes, very nearly accord-

ing to the simple theory just described. Thus for HCl, Czerny^ found

‘ CzEUNTY, Zeita, f. Physik, vol. 34, p. 227 (1925).
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a series of absorption maxima at wave lengths ranging from 120^ to

44iu. The corresponding wave numbers are listed as Ku in Table XI.

Table XI.—Absorption Spectrum of HCl in the Far Infrared

J J'oba Av Voalo — fJ gJ^

4 83.03 83.06

5 (41.27) 103.75

6 124.30
20.73

20.48

20.35
20.52

20.12

124.39

7 145.03 144.98

8 165.51 165.50

9 185.86 185.94

10 206.38 206.30

11 226.50 226.55

Under the heading J is given the larger of the two values of J assigned

to each transition. We note that the spacing of the maxima is almost

uniform but shows a slight trend. In the last column of the table are

shown values of v calculated from the empirical formula, ? == /J — gr/®,

with / = 20.79, g = 0.0016; according to this formula

Ap = / - g[J^ - (J ~ 1 )»] - / ~ (3/2 - 3/ + l)g cmrK

If we have sufficient confidence in the theoretical interpretation,

such data can be used as a basis for the calculation of molecular

moments of inertia. Substituting i? == cf/2 = 20.79 c/2 in Eq. (231b),

we find for the moment of inertia of the HCl molecule, in a state of

minimum rotation, I = 2.45 X lO""^® gram cm. 2
. This value agrees

satisfactorily with our rough estimate, 1.7 X 10”“^®. The slight

decrease in A? as J increases, and hence also in the apparent value of

B, implying an increase in /, is what would be expected if the atoms

were not tightly bound together but became slightly pulled apart by

centrifugal action as the speed of rotation increases.

Thus, wave mechanics accounts satisfactorily for the rotation type

of molecular spectrum.

167. Vibration-rotation Spectra, (a) Approxmate Theory of a

Vibrating Diatomic Molecule .—To obtain a simple model of a diatomic

molecule in which atomic vibrations can oveur, suppose the atoms are

themselves point masses but that, instead of being rigidly bound

together, they are held by a force that varies with the distance between

them. Let this force correspond to a potential energy V, which,

plotted as a function of the distance r between atomic centers, is

represented by a curve of the type of that marked V in Fig. 127. The
potential has been arbitrarily taken to be zero at r = <» . The force
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exerted by either atom on the other will be proportional to the slope

of this curve; it is represented by the curve marked F in Fig. 127.

From the point ro at which V has its minimum value outward, the

force is attractive; for r < ro, it is repulsive, rising rapidly to high

values. Under the influence of such a force, according to classical

theory, the atoms could be at rest and in equilibrium at the distance

ro. If disturbed moderately, they would vibrate about this point; if

given kinetic energy exceeding —To, however, where Fo is the value

of y at r = ro, they would fly apart entirely, i.e., dissociation of the

molecule would ensue. Such a picture corresponds to the observed

properties of molecules, and it is also suggested by wave-mechanical

theory.

According to wave mechanics, how-

ever, there would be a set of discrete

quantum states for the positions of the

atoms relative to each other, with

energies as suggested by the horizontal

lines in Fig. 127. The lowest of these

quantum states would correspond to an

energy a little greater than Fo,—it

might be said, therefore, that even in

their lowest state the atoms have a

certain amount of kinetic energy, which

is analogous to the zero-point energy

hv/2 of a harmonic oscillator. Thus the int(M‘at()nu(^ distaiu^e is not

quite fixed even when the molecule is in this state, although th(i most

probable value of the interatomic distance will Ix^ closer to n. L(^t us

number the quantum states in the order of increasing (‘iiergy, denoting

the number of a state by z; ^ 0. Let the corresponding (‘iiei*gy Ix^

denoted by The values of Wv are all negative';, zen-o (uun-gy Ix^long-

ing to a state in which the atoms are at rest at infinity. Thus, —W,,

represents the energy of dissociation of the molecules wlnm it is in states

numbers and not rotating. The total number of the dis(u*(d.e state's may
be finite or infinite, depending upon the form of the poteuilial (Mirve.

The wave functions and energies for the first f(‘w statevs should

resemble those for a harmonic oscillator. For, if we (expand F in a

Taylor series about r = ro and note that dVIdr = 0 at r = ro, we
obtain

Fig. 127.—Illustration of the

mutual potential energy V and
force F, measured positively as a
repulsion, between 2 atoms in a
diatomic molecule.

7 = Fo +
l(dW\
2\dr^)r

(r - ro)® + lfdW\
6

(r — ro)® — I

and the first two terms of this series represent a potential function
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Conffnnum]

of the same type as that for a harmonic oscillator (Sec. 123).^ The
wave functions and energies for the higher states, however, must
depart considerably from those for an oscillator, owing to the influence

of the remaining terms of the series. Thus the selection rule for the
harmonic oscillator, At; = ±1, cannot be ex-

pected to hold, in general, for a diatomic

molecule, even Av = 0 being possible. The
probability of a jump may be expected, how-
ever, to fall off rather rapidly as Av increases.

To obtain quantum states for the whole

molecule, allowance must then be made for

rotation of the line joining the atoms. If we
suppose that, to a sufficient approximation, the

energies of rotation and of vibration are addi-

tive, we may write for the total energy, by Eq.

(229) above,

w = W, + J{J + l)Bh, ” ^B =

(232a,5)

‘4

‘3

-3
-2

11

The various values of Wv are called vibra-

tional levels of the molecule. The energies

represented by both terms on the right in Eq.

(232a) are (tailed vibration-rotation levels, or

simply rotational levels. In actual cases Bk is

usually very small relative to the difference

between successive values of Wv] hence, the

rotational levels belonging to each vibrational

level form a closely spaced group. The general

arrangement of the rotation-vibration levels is

illustrated in Fig. 128, in which, however, the

relative spacing of the rotational levels is

enormously exaggerated.

Because of tlio ndativc smallness of B, all

lines arising from transitions between two given

vibrational levels will lie close together; they

are said to constitute a bamlj because with low resolving power they

appear as a continuous streak in the spectrum. Bands arising from

transitions in which only the vibrational and perhaps rotational

energies of the molecule change are called vibration-rotation bands.

Fig. 128.—Diagram il-

lustrating the energy levels

for a rigid diatomic mole-
culo (the relative magni-
tude of the rotational

separations being enor-
mously exaggerated), and
a few of the transitions for

the first band.

' The wave functions for the first few states should be practically zero for values

of (r — ro) that arc large enough to give appreciable magnitude to terms of the

series beyond th(‘. first two.
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For a molecule composed of two point masses, the selection rule

for J is found to be, as for the pure rotation lines,

A/ = ± 1.

For many actual molecules, however, AJ = 0 is also allowed. A few

transitions allowed by the rule AJ = ± 1 are indicated in Fig. 128.

From the approximate expression for the energy in Eq. (232a), we
find, since

J{J + 1) - (J - 1)(J ^ I + 1) =

for the frequencies emitted in a transition between levels *

or between v'J and — I,

J — 1; v = — 2BJ, J - 1, 2, 3,
•

v'J; v", / - 1 : p = P.V' + 2BJ, J - 1, 2, 3,
•

h

J — 1 and

;
(233a)

; (233/;)

(233c)

It is assumed here that

According to Eqs. (233a,6), the lines in a given vibration-rotation

band should be equally spaced in frequency, with a separation 2fi. It

is clear, however, that the value v - cannot occur, so that there

is no line corresponding to pure vibration. The nearest frequencies

to this are v — + 2B and PtjV' — 2B, The central line of the

band should thus appear to be missing.

(&) Observed Absorption Bands of Vibrationr-rotational Type ,

—

Absorption bands answering the foregoing description were observed

long ago in the near infrared regions of the spectra of the hydrogen

halides. The band of HCl at 3.5^ is shown, as observed by lines,' in

Fig. 129, percent of absorption being plotted against wave length.

In order to obtain this curve, Imes passed the radiation from a Nernst

glower through 15 cm. of HCI gas at atmospheric pnvssure and then

through a spectrometer containing a prism of rock salt, and measured

the transmitted radiation with a thermopile and a galvanometer. The
band in question had been observed by Biirmoister in 1913 as a con-

tinuous band with a double top and was thought to be capable of

explanation in terms of classical theory. The molecules were assumed
to possess a maxwellian distribution of rotational velocities, so that,

according to chissical theory, the splitting described in Sec. 164(a)

* In absorption, therefore, v' reftjrs to the final state? into which the molecule is

raised by the absorption of a quantum. In considering the spectrum, however,
it is simplest to think only of numerical energy differences, without bothering to

remember which state is the initial or final one in tin? nuliativt? process.
1 Imkh, Afftropht/8. J., vol. 50, p. 251 (1919).
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would be expected to spread the vibrational line out into a broad,

continuous band. When later workers observed a succession of

mnyimn. in the band, it was realized that an explanation could only be

found in terms of a discrete set of rotational quantum states.

The anticipated absence of the central line in Fig. 129 is very

evident. The lines show some approach to equal spacing, but con-

siderable variation occurs; this is well brought out by the following

table of frequency differences, in which those values of J are primed

that refer to transitions in which An = v" — v' and AJ have opposite

Fio. 120.—The principiii fi-bsorption band of HCl in the near infrared {after E, E.

Imes^). The numbers on the lines give the larger J for the transition, thost^ for which

AJ is opposite in sign to Av being primed. {Reprinted by courtesy of PmUice-Hall Inc.^

New York; from 0. Herzherg, ** Molecular Spectra and Molecular Structure

signs, .so that the change in rotational energy is opposite in sign to the

change in vibrational energy and the frequency is less than Vv'v"'

/. / - 1; v"J

J 12' IT ICr 9' 8' T 0'

20.G2 2(i.l5 25.01 25.03 25.30 23.07 2;j

5' Y 3'

(.85 23.04 22.49 22.48

2' 1

'

21.75

J - 1

(T) 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 10 11 12

^j! 41.00 20.24 18.35 18.02 17.38 17.02 10.30 14.92 15.89 14.47 13.27 12.85

(c) rfte Mon; Accurate Empiric.al Theory of Vibratioti-rotation

Bands.—I’he variation in Ay as observed indicates that the theory

developed above, based upon a molecide composed of two point-mass

atoms, is too simple and requires modification. Even on classical

assumptions, complications are to be expected in an actual atom.

When the molecule is in rotation, the position of relative equilibrium

for the 2 atoms should shift outward from ro in Fig. 127, because of

centrifugal action; the result would be an increase in the moment

of inertia 1. .\n effect of the spreading upon the vibrational motion

of the molecules is also to bo anticipated.

The tme formula for the energy levels must, therefore, be more

complicated than that expressed in Eq. (232a), although the quantum

^Loc. cit.
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numbers v and J can undoubtedly be retained as labels. Various

empirical equations have been proposed from time to time, alongside

efforts to improve the treatment based on quantum theory. A form
of equation equivalent to the following has become accepted as

standard, all terms being expressed in cm.-^:

P = Wr + BJ(J + 1) - D^HJ + 1)" • •
• (234)

The coefficients and D* vary somewhat with v and are often written

as power series in this variable:

JBv = Bo — at; + yv^, D® = Do + * * ‘

In these series, wave-mechanical considerations indicate that Bo and Do
should be positive, and that Do as a whole should be comjjaratively

small. If we omit the Do term entirely, wo obtain, in place of (233a)

and (2336), changing to wave numbers instead of fn^quencies:

v', J — 1; J: p — vo'v» — (B»' +
+ (Bo' - • •

• (235a)

v', J; t;", / — 1: p = Pv'v^' + (By + Bo")J

+ (By - ByO*/’-'
• •

• (2356)

These equations yield the lines in order of increasing frcniuency if we

take decreasing values of J in the first cciuation and imu-easiiig values

in the second. For A? between successive Hik^s, wv. find, dtuioiing by

the larger of the two values of J for eai^h transition:

v', J - 1
;
z;", J: Av = By + By. - (By ~ By.) (2./,, - l) . .

.
,

v', J:y", J — 1: A? = By + By. + (By — By.) (2,/,„ — 1)
• •

•
.

In view of the direction in which,/ changes t-liroiighout th(‘ hand, these

equations imply that, if By < //y., AP will decr(‘as(^ from oik* lim*

to the next, as it actually does. 'Flu^ obs(‘rvt*d rati* of de(*n*ase,

however, is greater at higher than at l()W(*r fr<‘(iu(*iK‘i(‘s. This is

easily seen to be accounted for Ijy tlii^ tiu’in in D„ in h]q. (231), pro-

vided Dy and Dy. are both positive. The term in />,, repr(‘S(‘nts

essentially the stretching elTect due to centrifugal action, whi(*h was

referred to above; this stridching, hy incri*asing t he mom(*nt of inertia

/, should decrease the energy, as is eviiUait from tin* approximate

equations (232a,6) ;
hence, in Kq. (231), Dp should l»e |>()sitive.

(d) Relation between Rotation and Vibration-rotation liantLs, It, is

obvious that there must exist a close* relation l)(*t\veen tin* vibration-

rotation bands and the pure rotation spectrum of a giv(‘n substance;

indeed, the rotation spectrum is simply a band arising from transi-

tions in which At; = 0. If we put pyy. = 0 in Mip (2336), we obtain
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V = 2BJ, in agreement with (231a) in the last section. Thus, accord-

ing to the simplest type of theory, the separations of the lines should

he the same in the rotation and in the vibration-rotation parts of the

spectrum, being equal to 2B in both cases. This conclusion is easily

tested. According to (233a) and (2336), the separation of the inner-

most two lines (»/ = 1) in a vibration-rotation band is 45. In the

HCl band just described, this separation is 41.60 cm.“^ Half of this,

or 20.8, agrees exactly with the value obtained for the spacing of the

lines at J = 0 from the empirical formula cited in the last section

for the rotation spectrum of HCl, viz,, A? = / = 20.79. The com-
parison will not be pressed more closely here, because of insufiSicient

accuracy in the data for the vibration-rotation band.

. (e) Bands of Higher Order, and the Heat of Dissociation.—^Besides

the relation between the two kinds of bands, another theoretical point

that can be tested is the prediction that, although transitions for

Ay > 1 are to be expected, the resulting bands should be relatively

weak. If the vibrational levels were equally spaced, as for the har-

monic oscillator [Eq. (184a,6) in Sec. 123], the vibrational frequencies

of the bands for Ay ^ 1 would be proportional to 1, 2, 3,
• •

•
,
just

as they are for the harmonic overtones of a classical vibrating system.

Thus, if we assume that the HCl band at 3.46iLt arises from a transition

between the lowest two vibrational levels (y" = 0, y' = 1), we should

expect to find bands diminishing progressively in intensity at about

1.73ai, 1.15, 0.865, etc. Actually, by observing the absorption through

very thick layers of HCl gas, bands have been obseived at 1.76, 1.20,

and 0.916jLt, the last mentioned being 10,000 times weaker than the

3.46 band.i

The occurrence of these ‘‘harmonic’’ bands with the expected

variation in strength, and the agreement of the spacing in all bands,

including the rotation spectrum, with theoretical expectations, consti-

tute strong evidence that our interi)retatic)n of these infrared absorp-

tion spectra is essentially (correct. A further check is furnished by a

connection with the heat of dissociation of the molecule. The heat of

dissociation represcnits the energy that must be added to a molecule

in its lowest cpiantum state in order to separate the atoms and leave

them at rest an infinite distance apart. Obviously, the energy of the

molecule in any quantum state must be less than the energy of the

separated atoms, else the molecule would dissociate spontaneously.

Hence, the quantity hv for any molecular line, representing the differ-

ence in energy between two molecular states, must be less than the

1 Herzbisrq and Spinks, Zeits. f. Physik, vol. 89, p. 474 (1934); Cleaves and

Edwards, Phys, Rev., vol. 48, p. 850 (1935).
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heat of dissociation. For the HCl band at X = 0.916/»,

hv = 6.6 X 10-« X
o.9i^^°iF4

= 2.2 X lO"*® ergs.

In the ‘‘International Critical Tables,^ the heat of di^ociation of a

gram-molecule of HCl, for dissociation into H2 and CI2 ,
is given as

92 kilojoules, whereas the heats of combination of a gram-atom of H
or Cl into H2 or CI2 are, respectively, 211 and 120.3 kilojoules. Hence

to dissociate 1 molecule of HCl into H and Cl requires

(92 + 211 + 120.3) X
e o2 >^1023

==

•

This is more than three times the value of hv as just calculated for the

highest-frequency vibration band of HCl that has been observed, so

that the theoretical expectation is confirmed.

(/) Effect of Thermal Agitation upon Infrared Ba^ids,—No al.)sori>

tion bands are observed for which i;" > 0 in the spectrum of HCL
This is explained as a consequence of the wide spfuung of the vibra-

tional levels relative to the quantity kT. Moknuiles are s(ddom thrown

by thermal agitation into a vibrational level which can serve as the

initial level for an absorption band with > 0. Even for X = 3.5ai,

hv — 5.7 X 10“^* erg; whereas at T = 288°K. (15°C.),

kT = 288 X 1.38 X 10“^« = 4 X lO-"' <Tg.

If Wo, Wi are the energies of the two states involved in tlui production

of X = 3.6jLi, the ratio of the number of atoms in the upper of these

two states to that in the lower will be the ratio of tlieir Boltzmann

factors or, according to Eq. (148a) in Se<*. 110,

_ ^-(Wi-WQ)/kT — ^hp/kT -- -f'7i _
no

This is so small that practically all molecuh^s of HCl will be in their

lowest vibrational states (?.’ = 0) at ordinary temp('ra.tur(\s. H(mc('

only the absorption band for which v" = 0 can be obs(M'V(Ml; and th(‘

observed rotation spectrum is the 0 — 0 vibration-rotation band

(v = 0 to = 0).

Among the various rotational levels, on the otlnu’ hand, a wide

distribution of the molecules occurs even at room t,(mi|)<‘ra.ture. For

the experimental value of Z?, 20.6/2 crn.-‘, makes Bh ('(pial to

6.6 X 10-®' X 3 X 10'“ X - 2.0 X lO"’ erg.

I Vol. V, p. I7<1.
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Thus, for thesQ states, if the energy of the lowest is taken as zero,

W = JiJ + 1) X 2 X 10"“^® erg, which is much smaller than JcT,

For J = 10, we find = e”®-® = 0.0041. Furthermore, there

are 2/ + 1 fundamental states for each J (with M == —J, • *
"

,

so that even states with J as large as 10 will occur

(2 X 10 + 1) X 0.0041 = 0.08

times as often as states with J = 0. This result agrees nicely with

the number of lines that are actually observed in the HCl band at

3.5/x.

In some other substances, such as 12 ,
an appreciable fraction

of the molecules are normally in higher vibrational states, and other

bands can occur in absorption or in the rotation spectrum.

ig) Infrared Bands of Other Types of Molecules.—^Vibration-

rotation spectra are kndwn for many other molecules than those

which have been mentioned. Their structure is often more complex

than that described above; in many cases transitions for AJ = 0 are

permitted, so that an additional sequence of lines occurs and there is

no gap in the center of the band. Thus the absorption spectrum of

CO 2 shows many vibration-rotation bands from 1.46^ to 15.05/4, and

that of water vapor shows many from 0.69/4 to 6.26/4*; these bands,

together with the rotation lines of water vapor, are responsible for

the nwked absorption of the earth\s atmosphere in the infrared.

In order to exhibit vibration-rotation and rotation spectra of

appreciable intensity, a molecule must possess an electrical moment.

Homonuclear diatomic molecules, such as O 2 ,
N 2 ,

H 2 ,
CI 2 ,

possess no

moments and, hence, have no spectra of these two types. Gases

composed of such molecules are entirely transparent in the infrared

region.

168. General Theory of Molecular Quantum States.—Up to this

point, the electrons in the molecule have been ignored. Actually, the

wave function for a molecule must contain the coordinates and spins

of all of the electrons as well as the coordinates of th(^ nuclei. When
atoms unite into a molecule, the inner elo(‘.trons in ea(‘.h atom can be

regarded as remaining associated, more or less, with the nucleus of

that atom; but the outer electrons come to belong to the molecule

as a whole rather than to any individual nucleus.

(a) Approximate Separation of Electronic and Nuclear Motions .

—

In many cases, especially for the diatomic molecules, the wave func-

tion can be separated approximately into two fa(^tors, of which one

has roforenco to the electrons, whereas the second factor represents

* WkizbL; lt)c. cii.
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vibrations of the nuclei and rotation of the molecule as a whole.

The first factor then represents the electrons as being in a certain

electronic quantum state. This electronic factor is analogous to the wave

function for the electrons in an atom. Both the energy and the

wave function of the electronic state, however, will depend upon the

relative positions of the nuclei. In this respect the situation in a

molecule is quite different from that in the atom. The mutual electro-

static energy of the nuclei is commonly included in the energy of the

electronic state. The electronic energy as so defined possesses a

minimum value for certain relative positions of the nuclei
;
if they move

closer together, or move farther apart, the electronic energy rises and,

hence, so does the energy of the molecule. Thus the energy of the

electronic state is equivalent to a potential energy tending to hold

the atoms together in definite relative positions of equilibrium. It is

in this way that an interatomic potential energy arises in a diatomic

molecule such as was sketched in Fig. 127.

In this same approximation, the energy W of the molecule can be

written as the sum of two parts, a negative part We, representing

roughly the average of the electronic energy, including also the

electrostatic energy of the nuclei, and a much smaller positive part

Wrv, which is associated with vibration of the atoms relative to each

other and with rotation of the molecule as a whole. Thus

W = We + Wre. (236)

For a diatomic molecule, the energy Wrv is what was denoted by W in

Sec. 167, as in Eq. (232a) or (234).

For a detailed discussion of electronic stat<\s we must r(‘f(^r the

student to other books, ^ but something may be said lu^re by way of

explanation of the notation that the student will meet. Only diatomic

molecules will be discussed.

(6) AS Coupling .—As in the theory of atomic states, electronic

spin may be treated in different ways according to circumstances.

If the electronic, spin-orbit effects are sviallj it is possible, as a first

approximation, to assign a fixed value to the c^ompoiumt of the orbital

angular momentum of the electrons about the nuclear line, or line

joining the two nuclei, which is an axis of symincdry. The magnitude

of this momentum is denoted by A/i/27r, where A is some positive

integer or zero. The quantum number A corresponds ti) A or Ml in

atomic theory, which refers to the component of the angular momen-

tum about the axis of coordinates. In a diatomic molecule a unique

choice of axis is supplied by the nuclear line. The total orbital momcn-

‘ Cf. Hbbzbbrg, “Molecular Spectra and Molecular Structure," Chaps. TV, V.
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turn of the electrons cannot have a fixed value in a molecule; hence

there can be no quantum number L. Spectroscopically, however,

A plays a role somewhat analogous to L, since states corresponding

to different values of A have different energies. Hence, in imitation

of the atomic notation for LS coupling, states with A = 0, 1, 2, 3,
• * •

are indicated by the letters S, n, A, #,
• •

•
,
respectively.

The electronic spins are then combined, with the introduction

of a quantum number S* The value of 2S + 1 is often written as a

superscript. Thus, we obtain a set of AS electronic states represented

by such symbols as

IS, «S, •

As with atoms, an important significance of the quantum numbers

lies in the associated selection rules. * There is a strong tendency for

transitions to be limited to those for which

AA = 0 or ± 1, AS = 0.

Instead of introducing next the electronic spm-orbit effects,

however, as is done in atomic theory, we now turn to the consideration

of the nuclear motions, the effect of which upon the energy we are

assuming to be much larger than the electronic spin-orbit effects.

Each electronic state of the molecule may be combined with any one

of the vibrational states for the nuclei, which may be numbered off

as before with a quantum number y = 0, 1, 2, . . . The orbital

angular momentum of the electrons is then added vectorially to the

angular momentum of rotation of the nuclei about axes perpendicular

to the nuclear line. This results in tlie introduction of a rotational

quantum number K, which may have any integral value such that

A.

The quantum number K has the significance that the square of the

resultant orbital angular momentum of electrons and nuclei together

has the value The general selection rule for K is

that

AK = 0 or ±1.

We obtain in this way a set of electronic^hrationrTOtaiion states

for the molecule numbered with quantum numbers A Sv K. But

the electronic spirirorbit effect has not yet been considered. In prepara-

tion for its introduction, we must now add the total orbital angular

momentum of electrons and nuclei, represented by K, to the total

angular momentum due to electronic spin, represented by S, thus

obtaining a grand resultant angular momentum, for which we will
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introduce the usual quantum numbers J and M. The possible values

of J are integrally spaced from K + S down to |X — S|. The effect

of the electronic spin-orbit interaction is then, as in atomic LS
coupling, to separate states having different values of J. Thus a

fine structure, analogous to the LS multiplet structure, is introduced

into the electronic-vibration-rotation levels. The superscript in such

a symbol as *n refers to the (normal) number of J levels

in this fine structure.

In singlet levels, with 5 = 0, there is no fine struc-

ture, just as in atoms. For such levels, J ^ K, and

the quantum number K need not be used. The HCi
molecule, for example, is normally in a electronic

state; hence, the discussion of the vibrational and rota-

tional states of this molecule as given above was

adequate.

(c) Q Coupling.—^When the electronic spin-orbit

effects are not smaller than the effects of molecular

rotation, other modes of approach by means of per-

turbation theory become appropriate. We shall men-

tion only one of them, briefly. If the spin-^orbit effect

is actually large, we have the analog of jj coupling in

atoms. In this case, the electronic orbital and spin

momenta about the nuclear line are first added together,

their magnitude being represented by a quantum
number il. The values of Q are integral or half-integral

according as the number of electrons in the molecuh^

is even or odd. Each electronic state, characterized

by a value of 0, is then combined with a vibrational

state represented by quantum numbei-s v and J. Thus
in this form of coupling, as when 5 = 0, the rotational

levels correspond to the value of J.

The energy of a molecular state thus deptmds, in tht^

case of AS coupling upon five (luantum iiumbei's, A 5 v

K J, or in the case of Q coupling upon throe, ^vJ. Its

variation with the various numbers presents, however, several different

orders of magnitude. The variation with K or J is comparatively

small. Spectral lines that differ only in the K valiujs for the initijxl and
final states lie close together and form a band, similar to the vibration-

rotation bands that have been described. In such cases, if J 9^ K, the

energy varies still less with J, the effect of this variation being only to

introduce a fine structure into the lines of the band. In the case of Q
coupling, 0;: *he other hand, the lines of a band arise from differences in

V
2

0

- - 2

1

0

Fig. 130.—
Diagram illus-

trating general

arrangement of

molecular levels.

To make the

scale correct, the

rotational levels

(numbered by
K ^ J) should

be drawn much
closer together,

and the m and
^2 groups should

lie much farther

apart.
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the values of J. The energy varies much more rapidly with v than it

does with K or J. Each pair of values of v, one for the initial and one

for the final state, gives rise to a possible band. The electronic states,

finally, characterized by various values of A and jS, or of S2, are sepa-

rated in energy by differences of the order of those between atomic LS
terms. These general features of the array of molecular levels are

illustrated for a simple case in Fig. 130.

169. Electronic Bands.—The most general type of transition

between molecular states is one in which changes occur in the electronic

state of the molecule as well as in its nuclear vibration-rotational

state. The spectra hitherto discussed, of rotational or vibrational

type, represent special cases in which the electronic state does not

change. Such spectra constitute, however, only a small fraction of all

known band spectra. When the electronic state does change in a

transition, the resulting change in energy is usually so large that the

band lies in the visible or ultraviolet region of the spectrum. Such
bands may be called electronic bands.

In transitions characterized by a given pair of electronic states

and by given values v' and v" of v, representing a fixed pair of vibra-

tional states, various changes of J (and ol Ky \l K J) may occur.

The resulting lines form a single band. All of the bands due to transi-

tions between a given pair of electronic states, for all possible values

of v' and are said to form a band system. Because various electronic

jumps are possible, the band spectrum of any molecule consists of

many band systems.

The lines in a given electronic band are limited by the selection rules

AK = 0 or ± 1, A/ = 0 or ± 1.

Aside from the fine structure that exists when the rotational levels

are numbered by the quantum number K and K ^ J, electronic

bands are commonly more complicated than the simple type of

vibration-rotation band described above because transitions for

AK = 0 (or AJ = 0) are allowed. Lines for which AK (or AJ if

there is no fine structure) has the opposite sign to At; are said to con-

stitute the P branch of the band; those for AK = 0 (or AJ = 0)

constitute the Q branch; those for which AK (or AJ) is in the same
direction as At; form the R branch. The Q branch is frequently missing,

however, for special reasons, e.g.y in all bands arising from a S S
electronic transition. Sometimes wlien K J, what is regarded

as a single band contains more than one branch of each type.

A good approximate expression for the energies of the molecular

levels is often obtained if we employ an expression like that in Eq.
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(234) for the vibration-rotation part. Omitting the small D* term,

we have then for the molecular energy, in cm.“S

^ = •rr+ + BJCiK + 1)
• •

• (237)

Thus, for the levels belonging to two different electronic states, we

may write
#' = + 1?;- + B'^K(K + 1 ),

+ B':>'K(K + 1);

and we then find for the three branches of the band, as a generalization

of (235o) and (2366):

P'.v',K — l',v"K: V = ?« + PtiV' ~ (-Si' + B”»)K + B''’')K^

(238o)

Q: v'K, v"K: v = v, -{ ?»<»" + (,B'„> — B"»)K{K + 1) (2386)

R: v'K] v",K — 1: ? = ?« + W' + (B'^’ + B'''i)K
' '

I /D/

HereK refers in each case to the larger of the two values ofK concerned

in the transition. If the quantum number K docs not exist for the

levels in question, K is to be replaced by J in all c(iuation.s from (237)

to (238c). The symbol P, = Wi - 1^"')/^ and represents the fre-

quency that would arise from the electronic transition alone; whereas

Since the quantities Bi- and in Eqs. (238(t) to (238c) refer to

different electronic states, they may be expected to diff(M- considerably.

We may suppose the forces between the atoms to b(' <]uite dillerent

in the two cases; hence, their positions of c<iuilibriuni and the. values

of the moment of inertia of the molecule are also diiT(M-ent. This is

in contrast to the case of the vibration-rotation bands, wheni

varies only a little from one level to another. Tlu>. (luadratic terms

in (238o,6,c), therefore, will soon make themselves felt. AsK increases,

the trend of P in one branch will soon be reversed, in th(( V l)ranch

if B'^ > B'^", in the R branch if B'^' < B'^ It is thus a. general

characteristic of electronic bands that one branch is folded back on

itself and on top of the others. At the point in the sp(sd,rum whens t 1h>

branch turns back, the lines arc crowded together, forming a band

head. The band appears to shade away from the head; some bands

are shaded in this way toward the red, some toward the violet. When

a Q branch is present, it may form a second head, although such

behavior is not obviously predicted by Eq. (2386).

A band of this type is often represented graphically by means of a

Fortrat diagram, on which each line is represented by a point or circle,

the ordinate representing K (or .7) and the abscissa, P,
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Such a is shown in Fig. 131 for the CuH band X4,280 A,

which has no Q branch; a spectrogram of this band due to Professor R.

Mecke is shown in Fig. 132. The band is shaded toward the red from

a head which is plainly shown in the spectrogram. The electronic

transition is 'S —* ^S.

The nuniber of different bands in a band system, all arising from

the same electronic transition but with various values of »' and v",

may be very large. The change in v, v' — v", however, although not

confined to ± 1 as for a harmonic oscillator, tends to be restricted to

moderate values. A spectrogram showing parts of three such band

J?ia. 1.31.—Fortrat diagram for the CuH band X4,280 A. Tho linos lu e roprossnted by
cirdos, tho ordinate represonting tho larger J value for the transition, ro “ Vvivn-

Hystems is reproduced in Fig. 133. Extremely low dispersion was

used in order to include a wide spectral range, hence each ba7id appears

as a single line in the figure; the groups that seem to the eye to stand

out are groups of bands having in each case the same value of the

difference ?/ — v". The values of v'y v" (c.g., 6 — 3) are shown for a

few bands. The Swan bands of C2 result from a ®n —> electronic

transition; the violet CN bands, from a the red CN bands,

from a ^11 —^ ^25 transition.

The rotation spectrum of a molecule like HCl Oec. 166) can be

regarded as the 0 — 0 (i.e., i; = 0 to z; = 0) band, and the vibration-

rotation band (Sec. 167) the 0 — 1 band, of a band system in which

the molecule remains in its normal state. In the halogen hydrides,

like HCl, this latter is a state; therefore, J = K and, as already

remarked, there is no fine structure. There is also no Q branch,

and it is partly for this reason that the band exhibit^ a gap in the

center. Furthermore, there is no band head because the P and R
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branches do not fold back but form a single straight sequence of lines.

Thus, bands of this sort are exceptionally simple in form.

Many other interesting features of band spectra could be discussed

if space permitted. We shall mention only one more fact. The
vibrationkl and rotational frequencies are affected by the masses of

the atoms, so that the band spectra of molecules containing different

isotopes of the same element are slightly different. Extra lines in

band spectra have sometimes led to the discovery of rare isotopes,

such as the oxygen isotope of atomic weight 18, present in only about

l/630th as great concentration as 0*®.*

For further information about band spectra the student is refen-ed

to the treatises mentioned in a footnote to Sec. 165 above or to the

literature.

170. The Raman Effect.—^As a final topic in spectroscopy brief

mention .will be made of the Raman effect.

When light passes through a “transparent” substance, solid,

liquid, or gaseous, a certain part of the light is scattered in all direc-

tions (the Tyndall effect). The most familiar example is the light

from a clear sky. Rayleigh ascribed such effects to scattering by the

individual molecules, or by groups of molecules much smaller in linear

dimension than the wave length of the light. If the incident light is

monochromatic, the scattered light is ordinarily observed to be

unchanged in frequency, in accordance with Rayleigh’s theory.

It was shown in 1925 by Kramei-s and Heisenberg, ‘ however, that,

according to classical electromagnetic theory, if the scattering electrons

in an atom or molecule are in motion, the scattered light should con-

tain other frequencies in addition to that of the incident light. Failure

to notice this implication of classical theory had been due to the

common assumption that the radiating particles were at rest except as

disturbed by radiation. In 1928, independently of the theoretical

prediction, Raman and Krishnan discovered the phenomenon experi-

mentally,® in the course of an extensive study of scattering by liquids

and solids. The scattering of light with a change in its frequency has

been studied exteirsively since then and is commonly called the Raman
effect.

To observe the Raman effect, the incident light should be mono-

chromatic and very intense. The scattered light is then seen to con-

• Giatiqtje and Johnston, Nature, vol. 123, p. 318 (1929); MucKEand Childs,

Zeils. f. Physik, vol. 68, p. 362 (1931).

‘ Kramers and Heisenbbko, Zeits. f. Physik, vol. 31, p. 681 (1925).

* Raman and Krishnan, Nature, vol. 121, p. 501 (1928); Raman, Indian Joum,

Phys., vol. 2, p. 387 (1928).
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tain, besides a line of the same frequency as the incident light, several

weak lines of other frequencies. If the frequency v of the incident

light is varied, these other lines move along the frequency axis at the

same rate, maintaining constant frequency differences from v and not

changing greatly in intensity. In these respects the Raman lines

differ sharply in behavior from fluorescent lines, the frequencies of

which are fixed by the scattering substance and which flash out only

when the incident frequency falls upon an absorption line of the

substance. Thus, in the Raman effect, it is frequency shifts in the

scattered spectrum that are determined by the nature of the scatterer

rather than the frequencies themselves.

The explanation of the Raman effect in terms of quantum theory

is very simple. When a photon of frequency v is ^'scattered’’ by an

atom or molecule whose quantum state is not altered in the procsess, the

scattered photon has the same frequency as had the incident photon.

But it may happen that the atom or molecule is at the same time

changed from a state in which its energy is to a state of different

energy W2. If this happens, conservation of energy requires that the

frequency v' of the scattered photon be modified so that

hv' + hv + Wr,

hence,

In terms of such ideas the Raman effect had been predicted, tenta-

tively, at a much earlier date by Smekal.

In the expression just written for r', the term (IVi — W'i)/h can

be interpreted as a frequency vu that the atom might (*on(*(^ivabIy emit

or absorb in the usual way, in jumping from the first state to the

second. Thus for the Raman line we may write

/ = p -h P12.

The difference between the frequency of each Ranfia.n line and the frequency

of the incident light is thus equal to the frequency of some conceivable

emission or absorption line of the scattering atom or nwlvcule.

The intensity of a Raman line has nothing to do, liowevcM', with

the intensity of the emission or absorption line that is thus correlated

with it. The selection rules for the two arc (luito diffc^n^nt; t ransitions

that are forbidden in ordinary spectra may occur fnudy in the Raman
effect. This is one reason for its great theoretical interest. According
to wave mechanics, a Raman jump is possible between two lends A and
B only when there exists at least one third level, C, such that ordinary
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radiative transitions are allowed between A and C and between B and (7.

It is almost as if the atom or molecule actually jumped first from A to C
and then from C to B. The relative probabilities of the various

processes do not correspond to this simple picture, however, nor can

it be said that the atom or molecule remains any definite length of

time in C, as it would in the production of fluorescence.

By means of these principles the array of lines to be expected in any

given case is easily worked out. In the case of the scattering of light

by molecules, for example, there may be Raman lines associated with

the rotational or vibration-rotation spectra of the molecule, in case it

possesses such spectra. In the common type of rotation spectrum,

the selection rule is AJ = ±1 (Sec. 166). For the Raman lines

associated with this spectrum, therefore, the selection rule will be

either A/ = 0 (i.c., J —> J ± 1 for a jump from A to C and J ± 1 J
from J? to C) or A/ = ±2 (c.^., J —>»/ + 1 and J + 1 J + 2).

The case. A/ = 0, however, involves no change in the molecular

energy and hence merely contributes to the ordinary or Rayleigh

scattering. Thus, effectively, for Raman lines of purely rotational

origin, we must have

A,/ = ±2.

The incident line, as seen in the spectrum of the scattered light,

should thus be accompanied on each side by several lines spaced twice

as far apart on the frequency scale as tlu^ lines of the rotational

spectrum. From Eq. (229), it is easily seen that the innermost lines

will be distant from the unmodified line 1.5 times as far as the spacing

between the Raman lines themselves [the frequencies of the various

lines being proportional to 2(2/ — 1), with / ^ 2, / referring to the

upper level].

Besides these rotational Raman lines, there should also appear,

at a much greater distance and only on the long-wave side, a band

corresponding to the ordinary vibratioiv-rotation spectrum. This can

arise from the following Raman transitions, connected to third

levels by allowed transitions as shown, the value of v being indicated

numerically

:

0,J-*{ ,1,J

" Al,J - 2

0, y —

»

s .1, J
(o, J - Ijj^ J - 2

Thus, for this band, the Raman selection rule is

Ai; = 1, A/ = 0 or ±2.
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Linep for which AJ — 0, involving almost no change in rotational

energy, will coalesce into an intense line in the approximate position

of the missing central line of frequency or voi in the vibration-

rotation band. On each side of this intense line, there should then
appear other much fainter lines for A/ = ±2 spaced twice as widely

as in the rotational spectrum. In case the vibrational level for

=

1

lies so low that a considerable fraction of the molecules are maintained
in this state by thermal agitation, a similar but weaker Raman band
should be observed on the short-wave side of the exciting line as well,

associated with the transition t; = 1 = 0.

The Raman spectrum observed in light scattered by gaseous

hydrogen halides such as HCl fulfills these predictions. The spectrum
of the light scattered by HCl gas when strongly illuminated by light

from a mercury arc in glass was studied by Wood and Dieke.^ They
found a line at 4,581.8 A which they interpreted as the single intense

line in a vibration-rotation Raman spectrum excited by the Hg
line at 4,047 A. The frequency difference between these two lines is

2,886.0 cm.“^, which is in excellent agreement with the frequency of

the missing central line in the 3.5m band, viz., 2,885.4 cm."^ [Sec.

167(5)]. Much closer to the exciting line and on both sides of it there

were also a number of lines which they interpreted as the rotational

Raman spectrum excited by the mercury line in question.

Table XII.—Rotational Raman Spectrum for HCl. Excited by X 4,358 A

The data obtained by Wood and Dieke for the rotational Raman
lines excited by another mercury line, X 4,358 A, are reproduced in
Table XII, the wave lengths X of the lines being given in angstroms.
Under ‘‘ v-vq” is given the separation in wave numbers of each Raman
line from the exciting line; under —> J'” are given the initial and

1 Wood and Dieke, Phys, Rev., vol. 35, p. 1355 (1930).
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final values of J; as (?i + POw is given the sum of the frequencies of

the two rotational lines that connect the two states (e.g., for 1 —> 3,

the frequencies of the rotational lines for 1 —» 2 and 2 —> 3 are added

together). The rotational frequencies are taken from Table XI in

Sec. 166; where observed values are missing, calculated values taken

from the last column of Table XI are used or others calculated from

the same formula there employed. The agreement between ? — 5o

and (vi + is sufiiciently good, in view of the uncertainty of the

infrared data, to constitute strong confirmation of the theory as to the

origin of the Raman lines.

Many Raman spectra have been observed. Commonly they are

more complicated than the very simple type exhibited by HCl. Even
homonuclear molecules, such as O2 and N 2,

give Raman spectra

corresponding to vibration-rotation and rotational spectra, although

the latter cannot be observed directly [Sec. 167 (gf)]. The Raman
effect thus constitutes a valuable tool in the study of molecular quan-

tum states.



CHAPTER IX

THE QUANTXIM THEORY OF SPECIFIC HEATS

In the last few chapters, we have discussed the application of

quantum theory to the processes of the emission and absorption of

radiation. The next important application of (luantum theory,

however, after the publication of Bohr^s first paper, was made in a

different field, in relation to the theory of specific heat. The success

of the theory in this field demonstrated beyond doubt the wide range

of applicability of the new ideas. In this chapter we shall discuss

very briefly the applications of quantum ideas to the theory of speciific

heats, mainly with the purpose of pointing out how the newer theory

succeeded where the old one had largely failed.

For the benefit of students who are not at the moment interested

in specific heats, it may be remarked that none of the material in this

chapter is necessary for the understanding of latcu- chapt(u-s.

171. Variation of Specific Heats of Solids with Temperature.- *

Over 100 years ago, Dulong and Petit, as a n\sult of the d(d.(n*mination

of the specific heats of a number of elements, such as iron, lead, silver,

gold, concluded that *‘the product of the atomic wcught and the

specific heat is the same for all elementary (solid) substan(*(\s.*’ This

law is known as the ‘‘law of Dulong and Petit.^^ The product,

atomic weight by specific heat, is known iis th(^ atomic heat.

The law of Dulong and Petit njpresents at l)est only a rough

approximation, and there arc some notable excniptions. Th(^ atomic

heats in terms of joules are given for 03 element's in crystalline form
in the “International Critical Tables.” Converted into cal()ri(\s, the

atomic heats of 58 of these elements average 0.15 cal. peu* gram-atorn;

but they exhibit considerable variation, ranging from 5.38 to ().1)3.

The atomic heats of the remaining 5 of the ()3 (^hMiuMits ar(>! in (‘.oinplete

disagreement with the law: boron, 3.34; l)eryHium, 3.85; carbon

(diamond), 1.46; hydrogen (solid), 0.57; silicon, 4.05. These 5, with

the exception of hydrogen, are light olom(Mits having high melting

points: boron, 2300; beryllium, 1350; silicon, 1 120°C. O^lu^ specific

heats are taken at ordinary temperatuix^s whenn^iu* possibles

The exceptions to the law of Dulong and P(4.it W(U-e the subjec^t

of extended research, and it was early dis(M)V(‘red that at U^ast ones

reason for the failure of the law in these ejuses was the fac.t that the
442
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specific heat varies with temperature. Thus, in 1872, Weber observed

that the specific heat of diamond (i.e., carbon) increases threefold

between 0 and 200®C. The study of specific heats of substances as

a function of temperature has been greatly facilitated in recent years

by the availability of liquefied gases for making measurements at

low temperatures. It has been found that below a certain temperature

characteristic of each substance the specific heat of any solid decreases

rapidly with decreasing temperature, ultimately reaching a value

almost zero. Figure 134 shows the variation with temperature of the

Fro. 134.—Viiriutioii of atomic heat at constant volume with tomperaturo.

atomic h(iats at constant volume of four characteristic substances:

diamond, silicon, aluminum, and lead. The atomic heat of lead at

ordinary temperatures is observed to approximate the value required

by the law of Dulong and Petit, but below a temperature of about

100®K. it drops very rapidly toward zero. The curves for the other

throe substances have the same general form as that for lead. They
differ mainly (1) in the temperature above which they seem to obey

the law of Dulong and Petit and (2) in the rate at which the atomic

heat decreases below that temperature. In the case of diamond, the

curve suggests that a value of about 6 cal. per gram-atom per degree

would not be reached until the temperature exceeded 2000°K.

The curves for nearly all substances are similar to those shown in

Fig. 134; they lie between the curves for lead on the one side and for
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diamond on the other, very commonly even between those for alu-

minum and for lead. Since most of the measurements on which the

law of Dulong and Petit weis based were made at room temperature,

it is obvious why the law is so nearly obeyed.

The curves for different substances are not only similar in appear-

ance but can be brought (almost) into coincidence by suitable change

in the temperature scale for each curve. Thus, if the abscissas of

the curve for aluminum be multiplied by a factor of 4.6, this curve

wiQ nearly coincide with that for diamond. The crosses (X) on the

curve for diamond represent the points from the aluminum curve

shifted in the way described. This fact indicates that the curves

are closely related to each other by some fundamental underlying

law. What is this fundamental law which governs the variation of

specific heat with temperature and which, at sufficiently high tempera-

tures, must give, approximately, the law of Dulong and Petit? Classi-

cal physics failed to find the law. The quantum theory was more

successful.

172. Classical Theory of the Specific Heats of Solids.—According

to classical conceptions, the atoms of a solid element at the absolute

zero of temperature would be at rest in positions of equilibrium under

the action of their mutual attractions and repulsions. Let us con-

sider the energy of the solids in this state to be zero. When the

temperature is raised, the atoms will be set into vibration about their

positions of equilibrium; but as long as the amplitude of vibration

is not too large, the restoring force will be proportional to the dis-

placement, and the vibrations will be, therefore, of the simple harmonic

type.

Each atom of the solid, like a monatomic gas molecule, has obvi-

ously 3 degrees of freedom. According to the principle of the equi-

partition of energy, discussed in Secs. 84 and 85 of Chap. V, when th<j

solid is at an absolute temperature T, each degree of freedom will

have an average amount of energy given by

E = hT,

k being Boltzmann's constant. That is, for each degree of freedom

there is average kinetic energy equal to }4kT, and, because the motion

is simple harmonic, there is also potential energy averaging y^kT us

well. The total average energy per atom is thus ZkT. The total

thermal energy of agitation of a gram-atom of the solid, containing J7,,

atoms, is, therefore, *

Wa = ZNJcT = ZRT,

since NJe ^ R, the gas constant for a gram-atom.

(239)
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I^ow the specific heat of a substance is equal to the energy required

-to x'aiise the temperature of 1 gram 1 degree; hence, the atomic heat is

to the energy required to raise the temperature of 1 gram-atom 1

If> during this rise in temperature, the substance is not

lowed to expand, all of the added energy goes to increase the energy

vibration of the atoms. Calling the value of the atomic heat at

constant volume, measured in mechanical units, C», it follows that

C. =^ = 3ie. (240)

According to classical theory, then, the atomic heat at constant

volxiniQ of a monatomic solid should be (1) constant and independent

of temperature and (2) equal to three times the gas constant R, Since

-fche numerical value of R is 1.9866 cal. per gram-atom per degree, it

follows that the numerical value of on the classical theory of *the

of energy, should be

Cv = 5.96 calories per gram-atom per degree.

The values ordinarily given for the specific heat of a solid refer,

-fco be sure, to the specific heat under constant pressure. The differ-

ence, however, is at most a few percent.^ Hence, to a first approxima-

tion, the value just found for is the numerical value of atomic heat

reqinired by the law of Dulong and Petit.

The value of given in Eq. (240) is obviously very close to the

value which the curves in Fig. 134 approach asymptotically as the

temperature increases. But Eq. (240) predicts no variation in atomic

heat with temperature, as is required by these experimental curves.

173. Einstein’s Theory of the Atomic Heats of Solids.—An impor-

tant advance in the theory of the specific heats of solids was made by

Einstein,^ who applied the quantum theory to the vibrations which

atoms were assumed to execute about their positions of equilibrium.

Lot it be assumed (1) that the atoms of a monatomic solid vibrate

with a frequency v, the same for all atoms, which depends on the mass

of the atom and on the restoring forces brought into play when the

atom is displaced, and (2) that the average energy associated with

each degree of freedom is that given by the quantum theory for a

harmonic oscillator, or, by Eq. (120a) in Sec. 91,

^ See any book on Heat, c.flf., J. M. Cork, “Heat,*' p. 233, 1933; J. K. Roberts,
** Xieat and Thermodynamics,” p. 157, 1933.

* Ann. d. Physik^ vol. 22, p. 180 (1907).
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Since each atom has 3 degrees of freedom, the average energy per

atom Ea is, then,

Zhv
^/kT~^Y

and the total energy Wa of the JVo atoms in a gram-atom is

ZNohv
Wa = NoEa = ^p/kr _ I

(241)

As before, the atomic heat at constant volume is obtained by differen-

tiating Wa with respect to T. Therefore,

n — — %N(,hv ^ ohv^kr b^
dT ~~ (j^hp/kT _ 3^)2^

or, ‘after rearranging and remembering that N^k = R,

[

^hp/kT /

J-
<242)

This is Einstein’s equation, based upon the older quantum theory,

for the atomic heat of a solid at constant volume. It differs from

Eq. (240), given by classical theory, in that the term 3R is multiplied

by the quantity within the square bracket, which is a function of

temperature. Thus according to the quantum theoiy Cv is a function

of temperature.

Now the experimental cui-vos in Fig. 134 show three main charac-

teristics: (1) they have essentially the same form, as wo have seen, for

all substances; (2) at low temperatures, the atomics heat aj^proaches

zero; (3) at high temperatures, i.c., sufficiently high for ea(4i substance,

the atomic heat approaclies the constant valine ZR,

Einstein’s equation, (242), agrees with <\\p(M*iin(mt as regards these

three characteristics. (1) According to hki. (242), the atomic heats

of different substances will differ only because of dilT('ren(^es in the

characteristic frequency v. At corresponding teinpcu-atures, such

that the values of the ratio v/T arc the sanu^, the value of (7„ will be the

same for all substances. (2) If the (luantity hvjkT becomes

infinite, and it may readily be shown that the scpiare brached. in Eq,

(242) becomes zero. Einstein’s equation, therefore, predicts cor-

rectly that the atomic heat should become zero at absolute zero.

(3) If kT becomes very large with resp(i(d- to tlu^ i)roduct hvj hv/kT

approaches zero, and the square bracket approaclu^s unity. At high

temperatures, therefore, the atomic heat should approach 3/2 in

agreement with experiment and with the layr of Dulong and Petit,
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For intermediate temperatures, Eq. (242) qualitatively the
correct variation of atomic heat with temperature, but it yields too
low values at low temperatures. This is shown in Fig. 137 below,
in which the lower curve is for the atomic heat of aluminum as given
by Einstein^s formula, whereas the circles are the observed values of

Cv used in plotting the curve for aluminum in Fig. 134. The frequency
p in Einstein’s foimula was chosen so as best to fit the data. In spite

of the disagreement, really comparatively small, between theory and
experiment, it is remarkable that Einstein’s simple theory should
predict values of Cv so nearly correct.

174. Characteristic Frequencies.—^Einstein’s formula for the
atomic heat of a solid, given in Eq. (242), contains, in the frequency p,

a single constant characteristic of a given substance. Experimental
values of this constant can be obtained from the atomic-heat data by
choosing y so as to obtain the best fit between Einstein’s formula
and the data. But several independent methods of estimating v have
also been proposed. They lead to values in substantial agreement
with those computed from the specific-heat curves.

(a) From the Reststrahlen^^ or Residual Rays ”—One of the most
convincing of these methods is that due to Rubens^ and collaborators,

in which they used the phenomenon of selective reflection for Isolating

long waves. The reflectivity*-® li of a substance for radiation of wave
length X depends on both the coefficient of absorption of the substance

and its refractive index n at that wave length, the value of R being

given for normal incidence, by’"*

P _ (1 — ny +^
(H- ny + nV’

here k = 'Kfi/ATr, ju being the coefficient of absorption for radiation of

wave length X in the material.^ Any substance which exhibits selective

absorption in any spectral region presumably has resonating mecha-
nisms the natural periods of which coincide with the central part of the

absorption band. In those regions, the value of k and, therefore, of

7ik may become large enough compared with (n — 1) to raise the value

of the reflectivity R considerably above its value for neighboring

^ Rubens and Nichols, Ann. d. Phyaikj vol. 60, p. 418 (1897); Rubens and
Kurlbaum, Anyi. d. Physik^ vol. 4, p. 649 (1901); Rubens and Hollnagel, Phil.

Mag., vol. 19, p. 761 (1910); Rubens and von Wartenberg, Kdnigl. Preuas.

Akad., Ber., p. 169, 1914.

® For definition, see Sec. 74(e).

® Sec Wood, R. W., '' Physical Optics.”
* Thus II is not the “absorptivity ” as defined in Sec. 74(d). The fraction of the

radiant energy that is absorbed in a short distance Aas is /z Aa;,
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spectral re^ons. The substance then exhibits selective reflection.

Confirmation of this relation between selective absorption and selec-

tive reflection is found in the work of Nichols and of Rubens on quartz.

Quartz is transparent, or nearly so, up to about 7.6/x but has two very

strong absorption bands near together at about 8.5/*. At 8.5/*, it

is found to reflect 80 percent, while at 4/*, where it is quite transparent,

it reflects only a few percent.

If a continuous spectrum is reflected from a substance which shows

selective reflection at a wave length Xo, the reflected beam will be

relatively much richer in radiation of that wave length than was the

incident beam. After several such reflections, the radiation may be

comprised almost entirely of the wave lengths which are selectively

reflected, the remainder having been almost completely absorbed.

The radiation remaining after several such reflections is called “resid-

ual rays’’ or “reststrahlen.”

By this method, Rubens and his collaborators succeeded in isolating

the residual rays from a number of substances. A few of their results

are shown in Table I, in comparison with values of v calculated by

means of Einstein’s formula from the cuives for the specific heats

of the same substances. The two sets of frequencies are in fair

agreement with each other.

(6) From Compressibilities.—The frequency of vibration of the

atoms, in Einstein’s theory, will depend upon the rate at which a

restoring force comes into existence as the atoms are displaced from

their equilibrium positions. Now the atoms can also be displaced

relatively to one other by compressing the substance; and, when this

is done, the ratio of the stress thus called into existence to the dis-

placement determines the compressibility of the substance. A
relation might be expected to exist, therfifore, b(d,w(^en th(» charac-

teristic frequency of Einstein’s theory and the compn^ssibility.

Einstein developed a tentative theory of this relation* and used it to

calculate values of v from compressibilities. Two values of v thus

calculated are given in Table I.

(c) From Melting Points.—This method of computing frequencies

is due to Lindemann.** It is based on the assumption that the melting

point Tm of a solid is the temperature at whicdi the amplitude of

vibration of the atoms is equal to (“of the same ordcu* of magnitude as”

would be preferable) the average distance apart d of the atoms.

When an atom is executing a simple harmonic motion with amplitude

d and frequency Vj we can write for its displacement

^ Ann. d. Physih, vol. 34, pp. 170, 590 (1911).

* Phya. Zeits.y vol. 11, p. 609 (1910).
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a = (isin27rvi.
^

Its energy is entirely kinetic at the end of a swing, when its velocity is

V == 2irvd(cos2Tvt)aMx = 2irvd;

hence, its energy of vibration is

m being its mass. But by the principle of the equipartition of energy,

cited in Sec. 172, combined with Lindemann's assumptions, the energy

of the atom also equals ZkTm, where Tm is the melting point. Hence,

= 3fcr«.

Multiply this equation through by JVo, the number of atoms in a gram-

atom, and then substitute N^m == A, the atomic weight, andiVoA “ B,

the gas constant for a gram-atom, and we obtain

2nrhH^A = ZRTn.

We can estimate d as follows. If Va is the volume occupied by a

gram-atom of the substance at temperature Tm, Va/

N

o is the average

volume per atom; supposing this volume to be cubical in form and

hence equal, according to Lindemann's assumption, to d’*, we have

Substituting this value of d in the last equation and solving for v, we
find

T.1BLB I.—Comparison of Characteristic Frequencies

Substance
From resid-

ual rays

From
compressi-

bilities

From
melting

points

From
Einstein’s

formula

X p*

NaCl 52.0ju 5.77 4.6

KCl 63.4 4.73 .... 3.7

KBr 82.6 3.64 , .

.

.... 3.2

Aluminum 6.6 7.6 6.42

Silicon 9.6 11.9

Lead 2.2 1.8 1.61

Diamond (extrapolated ) . . 32. 5(?) 30.8

* All frequencies are to be multiplied by see."!.
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Some values of v computed from observed melting points by means
of this formula are shown in Table I.

The fact that values of v computed by these diverse methods

agree roughly with one another and with those calculated by means of

an application of Einstein^s formula to the specific heats indicates

that there must be a substantial measure of truth in the assumptions

underlying all of these theories. Yet it can scarcely be said that any

one of these methods of determining the value of v to be substituted

in Einstein’s equation leads to a very satisfactory theory of the

specific heat.

176. Debye’s Theory of Atomic Heats.—An empirical unprove-

ment was effected in Einstein’s formula by Nernst and Lindemann,

who represented the specific heat as the sum of two terms of the

Einstein type, each containing a different frecpioncy. This was a

step in the right direction. A much moi*o sii(*(*(^ssful theory was

developed, however, by Debye, attacking the problem from a

different angle. ^

Let us postulate, for the moment, a solid (‘.omposcd of atoms that

have no thermal vibrations but are at rest in their r(\spe(*.tive positions

of equilibrium. Let a system of standing waves, say longitudinal,

be set up in the solid. Each atom is then vibrating with an amplitude

that depends on the position of the atom with r(‘spc(*,t to the nodes

and loops of the wave system. If wc suporposi^ more and more
standing-wave systems of both the same fre(iuen(*y as the original

and of different frequencies, the vibrations of any parti(^ular atom
become more and more complex, until, finally, \v(‘. may approach a

condition of atomic agitation similar to th('. tcunperatiire vibrations.

Conversely, wc may think of the temperatun^ vibrations of the atoms
of a solid as being equivalent to a vast complex of standing waves of a

great range of frequencies.

The set of standing waves thus imagimul is similar to the standing

waves which we used in Sec. 87 to ropres(Mit th(^ radiation field inside

an enclosure, but it differs in two resj)ects. In tln^ first place, the

range of frequencies here certainly does not (‘xt(uid to infinity. For
each set of standing waves constitutes a d(‘gr(‘(^ of froc'dom of the

solid, and the total number of degrees of freedom is only 3iV, where N
is the number of atoms in the solid. There exists, tluux^forc*, an upper
limit to the frequency of the standing waves, 'riie wave* length cor-

responding to the highest frequency should be of the order of mag-
nitude of the distance between atoms.

^ Ann. d. Phys-iky vol. 39, p. 789 (1912).
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In the second place, two different types of waves are possible in a
solid: (1) longitudinal waves, velocity vl, and (2) transverse waves,
velocity Vt. These velocities are determined by the elastic constants

of the material and its density.

For the number of degrees of freedom per unit volume dn* of

longitudinal waves in the wave-length range dX, we obtained in Sec.

87, Eq. (109a):

The corresponding number dnr for the transverse waves in the solid

will be the same as for transverse electromagnetic waves as given by
Eq. (1096) in Sec. 87:

d/lr
8vd\

Changing wave length X to frequency v by the relations X = v/v

and |dX| = (v/v^)dv, these equations become

dill, — 4ir
v^dv

dnr = Sjt
p^dv
"4“

The total number of degrees of freedom dn in unit volume of the

solid in the frequency range p to v + dv in the sum, drir, + dury since

both systems of waves are simultaneously present. Therefore,

dn = driL + dnr — 4ir(\ + ^) p'^ dp (243)

Now let us assume that with eacih of these degrees of freedom of

frequency p there is associated an average amount of energy t equal to

. _ hv
^ " ^p/kT _

by Eq. (120a) in Sec. 91, The total energy dWa in this frequency
range p to p + dp in a volume Va equal to the volume of a gram-atom
is then

dW, . V,idn .

and the total energy W

a

o{ the gram-atom, taking into ac'count all

frequencies, is

f,hp/kT __
^

P^dp, (244)
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where Vm is the maximum frequency of the standing waves. We
may take the lower limit to be 0 because the fundamental frequency

of any solid body of experimental dimensions is very small relative

to the frequencies of most of the standing waves.

An approximate value of vm was obtained by Debye from the

condition that the total number of degrees per gram-atom must be

SiVo, where iVo is the number of atoms in a gram-atom. The number
of the degrees of freedom can also be computed by integrating the

expression for dn in Eq. (243) from 0 to Vm- Hence,

v^dv (246)

Since the velocities are computable from the elastic constants, can

be computed from this equation. By means of Eq. (245), we can

also write for Wa, from Eq. (244),

v^dv. (246)

This equation may be compared with Eq. (241) in Einstein's theory.

To bring out the qualitative features of the result, and for purposes

of computation, it is convenient to change the variable of integration

in Eq. (246) from v to

dp

The upper limit for x is then hvmIkT. Since hp and kT both have the

dimensions of energy, x is dimensionless; hence, hpn,/k must have

the dimensions of a temperature. It is <*.onv(^nient to call a tempera-

ture Tc equal to hv^/k the characteristic temperature for the substance

under discussion, so that

V.. == -p- (247a,6)

Let us also introduce iZ = JVofc, the gas constant for a gram-atom.
With these substitutions, Eq. (246) takes the form

rPA 3

Wa = (248)

To obtain Cv, we differentiate W

a

with respect to 1\ according to

the rules for the derivative of a product, remembering that in the

second factor, the integral, T appears only in the limit of the Integra-
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tion. Therefore,

453

or

C. _ dW

A

~ dT
T* {Tc/T)*

- iVTVJ

C, = 95!

Te/T
Tc 1

y (jT<s/T _ j
(249)

This is Debye’s equation for the specific heat of a solid at constant

volume. Like Einstein’s equation, (241), it contains, besides the
universal constant B, just one additionsd constant, here Te, referring

to the particular substance under consideration.

176. Experimental Test of Debye’s Equation.—1. At high tem-

peratures, Debye’s equation should yield the classical value of C„
viz., ZB. For large values of T, Te/T becomes small, and we can write,

since c* = 1 + a: + • •
•

, dropping all higher terms in the series,

gTc/r _ 1 = Is
T'

Similarly, in the integral in (249), x remains small and we can write,

replacing e* — 1 by x,

Hence, by (249), approximately,

Ce = QBifi - 1) = 3ie,

as we had anticipated.

2. At low temperatures Te/T is large. Hence, the second term
in the square bracket in Eq. (249) becomes negligible and we may
replace Te/T in the upper limit of the integral by infinity. As stated

in Sec. 93,

Hence Eq. (249) becomes, approximately.

C, = 9B = 12 ^ 234fi
5^/1 y, y, . (260)

At temperatures much below its ci^aracterietic temperature, therefore,,

the atomic heat of a solid should be proportional to the cvbe of the

absolute temperature. This is confirmed by experiment over a
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considerable range of temperatures. Schrfidinger^ quotes extensive

data bearing on this point; curves for several of the substances given

Fig. 136.—Variation of C„ of lead with temperature from 3®K. to 20°K. from measure-
ments of Keesom and Van den Ende.

in his table are shown graphically in Fig. 135, where Cv, denoting the

specific heat of a gram-molecule, is plotted against the cube of the

absolute temperature for CaFa (17 to 40°K.), FeSa (22 to 67°K.),

and Si (20 to SS^K.). A plot of C, against log T for lead, at much

‘ Phyt. Zeits., vol. 20, p. 497 (1919).
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lower temperatures, is shown in Fig. 136. ‘ The predicted propor-

tionality is seen to hold from almost vanishingly small values of

well up toward C, = 1. Beyond this point, as theory requires, the

curves become increasingly concave toward the axis for T* or log T.

3. For intermediate temperatures, it is necessary to evaluate Debye’s

formula by the summation of series. The results of such computation

Fig. 137.—Comparison of specific-beat formulas with experiment.

lire now available in the form of tables^ giving Co as a function of

the quantity Tr/T.

At a temperature T = Te, it is found that

Co = 2.856/2 = 5.670 cal. mole-i deg.-^

instead of the classical value, Co = 3/2. Thus the critical temperature

of a solid, in Dcbye\s theory, might be defined as that temperature

at which the atomic heat equals 2.856 R.

The upper curve of Fig. 137 is the graph of Debye’s formula for

aluminum, Te being taken equal to 398® in order to secure the best

fit with the data. The agreement between the graph and the observa-

1 Keijisom and Van den Endb, K, Akad, Amsterdam^ Proc,, vol. 33, p. 243

(1930).

* Nernst, “The New Heat Theorem,” pp. 246-264, 1924; Bbattib, J, Math,

Phys. (Mass. Inst. Tech.), vol. 6, p. I (1926),
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tions is seen to be excellent. Similar agreement is found for many
other substances.^

Strictly speaking, however, the critical temperature is not an

adjustable constant in the Debye theory but is supposed to be given

by Eqs. (247a) and (245) in terms of universal constants and the

elastic constants of the material. Values of the limiting frequency

Vm for several metals, calculated from the equivalent of Eq. (245) by
Allen, ^ are given in Table II together with values of Toy labeled

'' calculated,^'- calculated from these values of Vm by means of Eq.

(247a). For comparison, the values of Te that give the best fit

between Debye's theory and the data* are added as observed."

The agreement between the two sets of values of To is very good, in

view of the approximations made in the theory.

Table II.

—

^Limiting Frequencies Ptn and Characteristic Temperatures Te

Element Vm Tey calculated, ®K. Tey observed, ®K.

A1 8.26 X 10“ sec.“i 395 398

Fe 9.67 463 453

Cu 6.81 326 315

Ag 4.39 210 215

Pb 1.49 71 88

It is an interesting fact that values of Vm calculated in this manner

from the elastic constants are also of the same order of magnitude

as the ‘‘characteristic frequencies" obtained in other ways (Sec. 174).

177. Molecular Heats of Mixed Solids.—Excellent as it often is in

so far as agreement with experiment is concerned, Debye's theory

does not give a complete account of the specific heat of solids. A more
complete theory for crystalline solids was developed by Born.^

A crystal can be regarded as composed of many similar groups or

cells of atoms, the groups being spaced uniformly in any given direc-

tion. As a result of the mathematical analysis it may be stated that

the theory of Debye can be used as a good representation of the motion

of the groups as wholes. In addition to this motion, however, there

are a finite number of other modes of vibration which can be regarded

as modes of vibration of the atoms within each group. For each of

^ Cf. Fowler, R. H., ‘^Statistical Mechanics,'' 2d ed., p. 125, 1936; Lewis,
W. M. C., “Quantum Theory."

* Roy, Soc.f Proc.f vol. 94, p. 100 (1918).
* SchrOdingbr, Phys. Z^ts., vol. 20, p. 460 (1919).
* “Atomthcorie dea festen Zustandes," Encyclopiidie der mathcmatischen

Wissensohaften, vol. V, part 3, no. 25, 1923; cf, Fowler, op. city p. 119, 1936,
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these modes a term in the energy of the Einstein form, as in Eq. (241)

above, can be used. The result is a formula combining the expressions

given for C* by the theories of Einstein and Debye, as represented by
Eq. (242) and by the equations from which Eq. (249) was obtained:

C, = 95:
d_

drVriJo + 322
‘ ^hwj/kT

(^Qhvi/kT ^ (261)

n being the number of internal modes of vibration of the atoms within

a cell. A formula of this type had been suggested empirically by
Nernst. At low temperatures the Einstein terms disappear and (251)

becomes equivalent to Eq. (249).

By a judicious choice of Tc and of the v/s, this last formula can

be made to fit the experimental curve very closely in many cases where
the simple Debye theory by itseK does not succeed well. It might be

anticipated that the frequencies of the residual rays would occur

among the vjS, Data confirming this conclusion are shown below;

Xc denotes the wave length corresponding to vj as determined by
fitting formula (251) to the observed values of C®, and \it is the wave
length of the residual rays for the same substance as found by Rubens:^

NaCl KCl CaF,

50/1 61.5/1 34/1

52 63.4 31.6

For NaCl and KCl, only one vj was used in Eq. (251); for CaFc, two
were used, of which one appears to be inactive in optical phenomena.

That characteristic frequencies calculated from compressibilities

or •melting points should be of the same order of magnitude as residual

frequencies, as we have seen them to be (Sec. 174), is undei-standable

if the forces between the atoms of a given cell, which dcteimine the

residual frecpiencies, are of about the same order of magnitude as

those between atoms in different cells which also play a x’ole in the

determination of compressibilities and melting points. It is not so

easy, however, to see just why all of these frequencies should agree

roughly, as they actually do, with the limiting frequency v„, of the

Debye theory.

178. The Molecular Heat of Gases: Classical Theory.—The
specific heat of a gas of low density presents quite a different problem

from that of a solid. The molecules are relatively far apart during

‘ Fobstebling, Zeits. f. Physik, vol. 3, p. 9 (1920).
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most of the time, so that whatever mutual potential energy they may
possess, associated with the forces that they exert on one other, forms
only a small part of the total energy. The energy of the gas can thus
be regarded as the sum of the energies of the individual molecules.

Each molecule will have, in general, at least three typos of motion

—

translation, rotation, and, for polyatomic gases, vibration of the
atoms of the molecule with respect to each other. In aildition, we
have, of course, electronic vibrations, w'hich, for the present, we
shall not consider. Associated with each one of these types of motion
we should expect to find a quantity of energy depending on the number
of degrees of freedom of each type. The total energy Wu of a gram-
molecule at temperature T should, therefore, be

Wit = Wt + Wr + Wv, (262)

’where Wt, Wr, and Wv stand, respective^, for the energy per gram-
molecule associated with translation, rotation, and vibration.

Regarding translation, there should be 3 degrees of freedom per
molecule, whether the molecule is monatomic or polyatomic. Assum-
ing yikT of kinetic energy per degree of freedom, we should have

Wi = NaXZXHkT = %RT. (253)

We should also expect to find 3 degrees of freedom of i-otation, for the
molecule should be capable of rotation about each of three mutually
perpendicular axes. Hence, there should be rotational ('mu-gy per
gram-molecule of magnitude Wr = HRT. Thus, a gas composed
of monatomic molecules should have, since obviously IKi- = 0, total
energy per gram-molecule of magnitude

TFat = Wt + Wr = HRT + HfiT = ZRT,

and its specific heat should be

Cv — ZR = 5.96 calories per mole per degree.

The values of (7, for the monatomic gases helium and argon at
-180“C. are observed to be 3.01 cal. per mole;* for all of the inert
gases at all temperatures, C, is close to 3. This value is almost
exactly half the value just predicted from classical theory. To explain
this fact, since we know that the molecules of a gjis have translation, it
must be assumed that the rotalion of such atoms, if rotation exists,
does not contribute to the molecular energy. Before the advent of
quantum theory, it was supposed that such atoms were spherically
symmetrical, so that the forces exerted on them during collisions

^ “International Critical Tables,” vol. V, p. 80.
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would act through their centers and hence would never set them into

rotation, or would not alter any rotatory motion they might already

possess. For a gas composed of such molecules, therefore, we should

have

Wj^^Wt^HRT ^ 2.98r,

Cv = 2.98 calories per mole per degree,

in good agreement with the experimental values.

A diatomic molecule might then be supposed to consist of 2 atoms
hound rigidly together, forming a “dumbbell’^ molecule. If the line

through their centers is assumed to constitute an axis of symmetry,

any rotational motion about this axis that might exist would never

change as a result of collisions and therefore would contribute nothing

to the specific heat. As was stated in Sec. 84, however, there would
be 2 degrees of freedom corresponding to rotation about each of two
mutually perpendicular axes passing through the center of gravity

of the molecule at right angles to the axis of the molecule. These

2 degrees of freedom should contribute kinetic energy of rotation of

amount TTr == 2 X }^ikT = kl\ Thus, for a gram-atom of a gas

composed of rigid symmetrical dumbbell molecules, w^e should have

W,r = Wt + Wr^ HRT + RT ^ 9iRT
and

Cv = R ~ 4.96 calorics per mole per degree.

The m('nsur(‘d nu)l<*(*iilar heats for six diatomic gases are given

below:*

< Ills N, 0,
: 4.84 4.94 4.98 AM

Five of th(\se valu(\s of C,. agree well with the value just deduced

theoretic^ally for rigid dumbbell molecules. The experimental value

for chlorine, how(^v('r, is much too high. Some explanation for this

discrepancy must be found.

An obvious way in which higher values of Cv might arise is by the

occurrence of cnerg.y of vibration of the atoms relative to each other.

As we have seen in Secs. 84 and 85, the average energy for a vibrational

degree of freedom is 2Ei = 2 X hlkT == kT, Thus, for a gram-atom

of vibrating diatomic molecules, we have Wv = RT\ and, for its total

thermal energy and specjific heat, we have

1 Co is calculated as C„ = C^/y from data in the “ International Critical Tables, ”

hr., rit.
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Wm ^Wt + Wr + Wy -- {H + 1 + 1)RT

Cv — ]4R — 6.95 calories per mole per degree.

This, however, is too large to agree with the experimental value for

chlorinel The specific heat of chlorine thus presents an outstanding

diflSculty for the classical theory.

A rigid triatomic molecule should certainly have 3 degrees of

freedom in respect of rotation, if we assume that all 3 atoms do not

lie in a straight line. Hence, for a gram-atom of such molecules,

WM^Wt + Wr^m + y%)RT = ZRT,

Cv — SR ^ 6.96 calories per mole per degree.

Actually, the molecular heat of water vapor is 5.96; that for CO2 at

20®C. is about 6.2. The specific heat of gases the molecules of which

contain more than 2 atoms, however, is usually well above 3/2. The
excess could easily be accounted for by supposing that in such mole-

cules the atoms are capable of vibration. But then it is hard to

understand why atomic vibration should not occur in H 2O and COs
as well, the energy of which is fully accounted for by translation and

rotation alone.

Thus classical theory, by means of special assumptions as to

molecular structure, could account for the specific heats of many
gases but not for all. Another respect in which the theory failed

was in regard to the variation of specific heat with temperature. There

is no reason, according to classical theory, to anticipate any variation

at all. Yet experiment showed that the specific heats of apparently

all polyatomic gases exhibit marked variation with temperature when
observations are extended over a sufficiently wide range of temperature.

179. Quantum Theory of the Specific Heat of Gases.—The key to

the solution of the difficulties just discussed, as to so man3^ others, was

eventually furnished by the quantum theory. It turned out that the

translational energy of the molecules can be treated adequately by
classical methods, but this is not true of their internal energy, in which

is included the energies of rotation and of atomic vibration.

The quantum theory of the specific heat of gases can be developed

in either of two slightly different forms. In the first form, the internal

energy belonging to each quantum state is treated as a unit, and no

approximations are made. In the second form, the molecular energy

is divided approximately into parts corresponding to the classical

subdivision, as in the theory of band spectra.

(a) {Relatively) Exact Theory of Molecular Specific Heats.—^Let’us

assume, as in the explanation of atomic and molecular spectra, that
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each molecule, in addition to its motion of translation, is capable of

existing in any one of a large number of internal quantum states.

Let its energy when in state number j be 6j. Then, when a gram-mole-
cule of gas is in thermal equilibrium at temperature T, the iVo mole-
cules composing it will be distributed among their internal quantum
states according to Boltzmann’s formula. According to Eq. (148o) in

Sec. 110, the number of molecules in state number j will be

Ni =

C being a constant. Or, if states having the same energy are grouped
together, the number in composite state number t will be, as in Eq.
(148c),

Nr - CtOr (254a)

Wt being the statistical weight of that state and c, the energy of a
molecule when in that state. In the last equation, the value of the

‘ constant C is fixed by the condition that the total number of the

molecules is No. Hence, denoting a sum over all quantum states,
T

X = C Wre-r'l>r = JV’o.

Thus, we can also write, in place of (254a),

AT/i P—*T/kT

Nr = , (2546)

the index of summation being changed here from r to k in the sum in

order to avoid confusion with r elsewhere.

An expression for the internal energy of the molecules can now be
written down. The energy of Nr molecules in state number r is

NrCr; hence, the internal energy Wi of the molecules in a gram-molecule
of gas is

Wi = X Nr^r =
No X

T

by (2546). In order to find the total energy of the gas, we have to

add to Wi the classical value of the translational energy, which, as

given in Eq. (253), is Wt = ^iRT, The specific heat is then

C, = d(Wt + Wi)/dT
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or

C.

erWre^^r/kT

(266)

Now the molecular energies or that occur here are the energies

of the same molecular states that are involved in the production of

molecular spectra. It should be possible, therefore, to take values of e,-

derived from a study of band spectra and to calculate Cv from them,

by means of Eq. (255). Thus a specific heat would be calculated from

spectroscopic data. This has actually been done in a number of cases,

and with complete success. Such calculations constitute a striking con-

firmation of the correctness of the general basis underlying the quantum
theory of molecular structure.

(6) Approximate Theory of the Molecular Heats of Oases.—In order

to arrive at a general explanation of the observed features of gaseous

specific heats, it is necessary now to introduce the fact, that, as

explained in Secs. 167 and 168, the internal energy of a molecule can

commonly be divided approximately into separate parts, in analogy

with the classical picture of molecular energy as described above.

We can write, approximately,

€r = + €o + €n, (256)

where ej denotes energy of rotation; €v, energy of atomic vibration; and

€n, electronic energy associated with the electrons in the molecule.

Of these three parts, the electronic energy remains constant as

long as the molecules are in thermal equilibrium at any temperature

that can be realized in the laboratory; molecular collisions due to

thermal agitation are not sufficiently violent to excite in appreciable

number electronic states above the one of lowest energy. Hence,

the existence of 6„ has no effect upon the specific heat. The other

two parts of the energy, summed for all molecules, constitute, respec-

tively, rotational energy of magnitude Wr = and vibrational

energy of magnitude Wv = S€„. Thus, that portion of the energy

of a gram-molecule of gas which varies with temperature can be

written as the sum of only three parts, as in Eq. (252) above, or as

WM^Wt+Wr+ Wv,

Wt being as before the kinetic energy of the translatory motion. It

is convenient to divide the molecular heat as well into three correspond-

ing parts:
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c, « C,t + C„ + C,v; “ dT'
dWy
dT

These three parts of Wm and of C« may then be discussed separately.

The translational energy and heat are, as in classical theory,

Wt = VzRT, Cvt = HR. (257a,6)

A monatomic gas has no other kind of energy; hence for it C* = HR,
in agreement with experiment. No gas at low density can have (or

has) a smaller specific heat than this.

The rotational energy, also, can be handled independently. To
do this we need first to study the distribution law of the molecules

from the standpoint of the rotational motion considered separately.

The three parts into which the energy is divided in Eq. (256)

correspond, so to speak, to three sets of partial'' molecular quantum
states; there are rotational, vibrational, and electronic quantum
states, and a true quantum state for the molecule is a combination of

one of each of these three. We may ignore the electronic state,

however, since that never changes. Let the statistical weights (or

number of degenerate fundamental quantum states) for the (com-

posite) rotational and vibrational states be Wj and respectively.

Then Wr = wjw^. Thus, the number of molecules in molecular

quantum state number r is, from (254a) and (256),

the factor being included here in the constant C'. The total

number of molecules in rotational state number /, symbol Nj, can

then be found by adding up molecules in all possible vibrational states,

which gives

Here the quantity in par<*ntheses rc^presents a new constant of pro-

portionality. Its value can bo found from the condition that

which gives

Solving this last equation for the quantity in parentheses and sub-

stituting in the preceding equation, we obtain

(258 )
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for the number of molecules in rotational state number J. This

is exactly the same distribution law that would hold if the molecules

differed in no other respect than in their rotational states.

The rotational ener®r of a gram-molecule is then TT, = ejUr,
r

and the rotational part of the molecular heat is

C„
dWr
dT

= JVo
dT '^wje,—ej/hT

(259)

This formula for C», predicts an interesting variation of C,, with

temperature. At very low temperatures Cm should become vanish-

ingly small. For, if T is small enough, the Boltzmann factor

for the state of lowest «/ will be immensely larger than it is for any

higher state, even for the next higher. Both sums then reduce

effectively to their respective first

terms, in which J — 0. Thus, the last

fraction in (259) becomes

/woer‘<‘Ar

and is independent of T, so that Cm — 0.

At high enough temperatures, on the

other hand, it can be shown that Cm
approximates to the classical value. For a molecule of the rigid

diatomic or dumbbell type, the proof is so simple that we may give it

here. For such a molecule, as was stated in Eq. (229) in Sec. 166,

€/ = /(J -1- 1)B, B = (260o,b)

2 being the moment of inertia of the molecule about an axis perpen-

dicular to its axis of symmetry. In this case wj = 2J + 1 {i.e., the

number of different values of the quantum number M). If T is

large enough, many terms will contribute appreciably to the sum,

the variation from one term to the next being quite gradual except

for the first few terms; hence, the sums can be replaced with sufficient

approximation by integrals. Thus

y,wj(r*^AT ^ V (2/ Dff-BHJ+xukT = f • (2x -f- l)e-"*<*+»'*»’dcT j7a

approximately. The equivalence of the integral to the sum is evident

from Fig. 138, in which the shaded area composed of rectangles

represents the sum, whereas the area under the curve represents the
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integral. (The figure is merely qualitative, and is drawn for such a
low temperature that the approximation would actually be poor.) In
a similar way we find, integrating once by parts, that

«e

^ J(J + 1) (2J + i)e-^Jiw'>/kT ^

B r (x^ + x) (2x + 1) g—

^

+ (2® + 1) (2a; + 1)

Upon substituting these values of the sums in (269) we find that the
integral cancels out and

C„ = No-^(kT) = Nok = R.

This is the classical value as found above (total Cr = C^t + C„ = HR
Cvt = HR, ••• C,r = R).

At intermediate temperatures €„ has a value between 0 and R
which can be calculated by evaluating the sums in Eq. (269).

The vibrational energy can be treated in a similar way, provided an
expression can be found, or is assumed, for Wr. At low temperatures,
all molecules will n^main in their lowest vibrational states, and Cvv = 0.

Since the spacing of the vibrational levels is commonly many times
that of the rotational levels, C»f will begin to increa.se from 0 only at
a much higher temperature than C,,. Eventually, however, Cvv
likewise approaches the cljissical value, which, for a vibrating diatomic
molecule, we have fouml to be equal to R.

Thus the; <iuantum theory predicts the following qualitative mode
of variation of C'„ with temperature for a polyatomic; gas of low density.
At very low tcanixmit.ures, U, = HR for all As T inereas^,
C, rises (as niole(;ula.r rotation develops) t.oward the value of C* as
deduced from (*la.s.si(;iil t.lu!ory with the inclusion of rotational motion.
Thcreaft<;r, C, Avill nnnain prac.tically constant again, until molecular
vibrations begin to set in, whereupon a further rise in C„ will occur.
At very much higher temperatures, a third rise may be expected for
any gas, evcai the monatomic ones, as electronic excitation begins to
occur; but temperatures of this order are not at present available
in the laboratory.

180. Comparison of the Theory with Observed Specific Heats.—So
far as is known, the specific heats of ga.se.s. vary with temperature in
the manner just dcdu(!(>d from theory. The most extensive data
exist for hydrogen'

;
the observed curve for this gas is shown in Fig. 139,

' Cf. “Intcnialiomil C’riticiil Tables,” vol. V, pp. 79, 84.
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the absolute temperature being shown on a logarithmic scale. The
shape of the curve agrees with the theoretical prediction.

From & to c (30 to 60'’K.), only the translational motion of the

molecules varies as the temperature rises; if there is rotational energy

present, it is constant. Presumably this part of the curve continuesin

a horizontal direction, as indicated by h * * * a, to 0°K. In this

region, hydrogen behaves like a monatomic gas.

At c (about 60®), a rise begins, owing to an increasing amount of

rotational energy. At d (270°K.), the rotational energy has attained

Fia. 139.—Specific heat at constant volume of ordinary hydrogen plotted against

temperature on a logarithmic scale.

its full classical value equal to R; and, from here to e (500®.K.), Cv

remains constant again, at very nearly the classical dumbbell value,

Cv = Beyond e, vibration begins, an appreciable fraction of the

molecules beginning to exist in their next higher vibrational state.

The approximate constancy of Cv for hj^drogcn at ‘‘ordinar\^”

temperatures is thus seen to be of the nature of an accident, resulting

from the fact that the earth's atmosphere has a temperature of some

290°K.

The complete theory of the hydrogen molecule is, however, more

complicated than as just described. There are two forms of the mole-

cule; these represent alternative quantum states for the pair of protons

in it, in analogy with the singlet and triplet states for 2 electrons in an

atom (Sec. 144, 160). Hydrogen composed entirely of molecules of

one of these two kinds is called parahydrogen, that composed of the

other, orthohydrogen. Only 25 percent of ordinary hydrogen is

parahydrogen; but, if ordinaiy hydrogen is adsorbed on charcoal

cooled to 20°K. (by means of liquid hydrogen), it becomes converted

in the course of a few hours into practically pure parahydrogen.
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In most respects, the two forms of hydrogen possess similar physical

and chemical properties, but they differ markedly in their band spectra

and in the mode of variation of their specific heats with temperature.

These differences arise from the fact that the rotational states of

parahydrogen are restricted to even values of <7, those of ortho-

hydrogen to odd values. As a consequence, below 50°K. the molecules

of orthohydrogen possess rotational energy which does not vary with

temperature, J being effectively limited to the fixed value «/ = 1,

whereas the molecules of parahydrogen are not rotating (J = 0,

effectively). We have not space here to pursue this interesting

subject further.^

As a concluding illustration of the application of quantum theory

to the specific heats of gases, we may return to the problem of chloiine,

which was left unsolved in Sec. 178. Whereas the second vibrational

state (u = 1) for gases such as N 2,
H2 lies far above the first {v = 0),

for chlorine it lies only 560 cm.”^ above the first, as may be inferred

from a study of the electronic band system (Secs. 168 and 169) that

extends in the absorption spectrum of chlorine from 4,800 to 5,800 A.*

The difference in energy between these two states is thus

€1 €0 - Av = 560 X 3 X 10^0 X 6.61 X lO"**^ = 1.11 X 10"i»erg.

Since fc = 1.38 X 10”^®, at T = 288°K. the ratio of the Boltzmann

factors for the two states is = 0.061. Thus,

0.061 times as many molecules will be in the second vibrational state

as in the first. For a rough estimate of the effect upon the specific

heat, we may suppose that the fraction of all of the molecules

are in the second state. Then the excess vibrational energy due to

this cause, in a gram-molecule of gas containing No molecules, will be

Ao(€i -

and the derivative of this expression with respect to T gives for the

contribution of tluj ex(H\ss energy to the molecular heat

= 0A7R,

where R = Aq/c. Adding the usual for a diatomic molecule,

we have then Cv = 2.97/i = 2.97 X 1.98 = 5.88 calories per mole per

degree. This agrees fairly well with the observed value of 6.02 as

given in Sec. 178. A more exact theoretical calculation, by the

^ C/. Kbnnaiid, E. H., ** Kinetic. Theory of Gases,” p. 262, 1938; Parkas,
“ Orthohydrogon, Parahydrogen and Heavy Hydrogen,” 1935.

* Kuhn, Zeits. /. Physik, vol, 39, p. 77 (1926).
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method described in Sec. 179(a) above, ^ gives C# = 6.06. Thus quan-

tum theory succeeds where classical theory failed.

When a similar calculation is made for HCl, whose vibration-

rotation band at 3.4aj or 2,886 cm.-^ [Sec. 167(&)] indicates that

ei — eo = 2,886 cm.~‘ = 5.72 X 10~‘® erg, the ratio of the Boltzmann

factors is found to be only = 6 X 10"’'. Thus, molecular

vibration can contribute nothing appreciable to the specific heat of

HCl, in agreement with the observed fact that for it C® = very

nearly. For Os, €i - «o = 1,566 cm."’, and vibration may con-

tribute about 0.026S to C».

1 Tbatixz and Adeb, ZeUs. f. Phynk, vol. 89, p. 15 (1934).



CHAPTER X

X-RAYS

There is probably no subject in all science which illustrates better

than X-rays the importance to the entire world of research in pure

science. Within 3 months after Roentgen's fortuitous discovery,

X-rays were being put to practical use in a hospital in Vienna in con-

nection with surgical operations. The use of this new aid to surgery

soon spread rapidly. Since Roentgen's time, X-rays have completely

revolutionized certain phases of medical practice. Had Roentgen
deliberately set about to discover some means of assisting surgeons

in reducing fractures, it is almost certain that he would never have been

working with the evacuated tubes, induction coils, and the like, which

led to his famous discovery.

In other fields of applied science, both biological and physical,

uses have been found for X-rays, which approximate in importance

their use in surgery. One may mention, for example, the study of

the crystal structure of materials; industrial diagnosis," such as the

search for defects in the materials of engineering; the detection of

artificial gems or of overripe fruit; the study of old paintings; the

study of genetics by the biologist; the use of X-rays by the doctor in

radiography and in radiotherapy; and many other uses.

But transcending these uses in applied science are the applica-

tions of X-rays made to such problems as the atomic and the molecular

structure of matter and the mechanism of the interaction of radiation

with matter. X-rays provide us with a kind of supermicroscope, by
means of which we can ^^sce" not only atoms and their arrangement

in crystals but also even the interior of the atom itself. Roentgen's

discovery must be ranked with the most important scientific dis-

coveries of all time.

In this chapter, we shall give a brief account of the devel9pment
and the present status of X-rays, with particular reference to their

application to some of the fundamental problems of physics.

EAELY, MOSTLY QUALITATIVE DEVELOPMENTS IN X-RAYS (1895-1912)

181. Roentgen’s Discovery.—In the autumn of 1895, Wilhelm

Konrad Roentgen, professor of physics at Wurzburg, was studying

that fascinating phenomenon, the discharge of electricity through
469
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rarefied gases. A large induction coil was connected to a rather

highly evacuated tube (Fig. 140), the cathode C being at one end and
the anode A at the side. The tube was covered “with a somewhat
closely fitting mantle of thin black cardboard.”^ With the apparatus
in a completely darkened room, he made the accidental observation

that “a paper screen washed with barium-platino-cyanide lights up
brilliantly and fluoresces equally well whether the treated side or the

other be turned toward the discharge tube.”^ The fluorescence was
observable 2 meters away from the apparatus. Roentgen soon con-

vinced himself that the agency which caused the fluorescence originated

TbInducHonCoH

Pig. 140.—Diagram of the tube with which Eoentgen discovered X-rays.

at that point in the discharge tube where the glass walls were struck

by the cathode stream in the tube.

Realizing the importance of his discoveiy, Roentgen at once

proceeded to study the properties of these new rays—the unknown
nature of which he indicated by calling them “X-rays.'' In his

first communications he recorded, among others, the following

observations:

1. All substances are more or less transparent to X-rays. For

example, wood 2 to 3 cm. thick is very transparent. Aluminum
15 mm. thick “weakens the effect considerably, though it does not

entirely destroy the fluorescence." Lead glass is quite opaque, but

other glass of the same thickness is much more transparent. “If

the hand is held between the discharge tube and the screen the dark

shadow of the bones is visible within the slightly dark shadow of the

hand,
'I

2. Many other substances besides barium-platino-cyanide fluoresce

—calcium compounds, uranium glass, rock salt, etc.

3. Photographic plates and films “show themselves susceptible

to X-rays." Hence, photography provides a valuable method of

studying the effects of X-rays.

^ QuotatioMH from papers by Roentgen, Electrician^ vol. 36, pp. 415, 850 (1896).
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4. X-rays are neither reflected nor refracted. Hence, “X-rays
cannot be concentrated by lenses/’ (Subsequent research, however,

has demonstrated that both reflection and refraction can be observed

under special conditions).

6. Unlike cathode rays. X-rays are not deflected by a magnetic

field. They travel in straight lines, as Roentgen showed by means of

“pinhole” photographs.

6. X-rays discharge electrified bodies,^ whether the electrification

is positive or negative.

7. X-rays are generated when the cathode rays of the discharge

tube strike any solid body. A heavier element, such as platinum,

however, is much more effiicient as a generator of X-rays than is a

lighter element, such as aluminum.

It is a stirring tribute to Roentgen’s masterly' thoroughness that

most of the basic properties of X-rays were described in the paper in

which the discovery was first announced.

Roentgen’s discovery excited intense interest throughout the

entire scientific world. His experiments were repeated and extended

in very many laboratories in both America and Europe.*-* This early

work is beautifully illustrative of the qualitative phase of development

of a typical field of physics; it is with special interest, therefore, that

we review in the next four sections a few of the outstanding experi-

ments and theories of the period from 1895 to about 1912.

182. Production and Measurement of X-Rays, (a) Tubes .

—

Early tubes for the production of X-rays very soon )>ecame more or

less standardized along the lines suggested by Roentgen in his second

paper. Figure 141(a) shows such a tube. A residual gas pressure

of the order of 10~® mm, Hg provides, when voltage is applied, a few

electrons and positive ions. These positive ions, bombarding the

cathode C, release electrons—or “cathode rays,” as they were called

then—and the electrons, hurled against the anode A, give rise to

X-rays. A cuived cathode converges the clc^ctrons into a focal spot on
A of desired shape and size. In this type of tube, known as the “gas”

tube, the anode current, applied voltage, and gas pressure are more

or less interdependent, and it is essential that the gas pressure bo

maintained at the desired value. Various ingenious devices were

1 This property of X-rays was independently discovered by Sir. J. J. Thomson
[see letter to Electrician (Feb. 4, 1896)). Thomson pointed out that this phenom-
enon provides a method of studying X-rays much more delicate and expeditious

than the photographic plate or the fluorescent screen and, further, that it yields

quantitative measurements.
‘ The BeibUUter zu den Ann. d. Physik for 1896 contain 400 titles on X-rays.
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introduced for accomplishing this. These gas tubes were practically

the only source of X-rays until the introduction of the Coolidge tube^

in 1913 and are still extensively used.

The Coolidge type of X-ray tube, illustrated in Figure 141(6), is

evacuated to the highest attainable vacuum and incorporates as the

essential part of the cathode a hot spiral filament F of tungsten of

which the temperature, or electron emission, can be separately con-

trolled. This distinguishing feature of the Coolidge tube, viz., control

of the tube current independently of the applied voltage, has greatly

facilitated certain types of X-ray research.

(6) Measurerrmit of X-ray Intensity .—Methods for detecting

X-rays and for studying qualitatively their relative intensities were

based upon the fluorescent and photographic effect of X-rays as

reported by Roentgen. The photographic method was especially

convenient in medical radiographic work. The application of intensi-

fying screens to increase the effective speed of photographic emulsions

was an improvement made independently by numerous investigators.®

But for quantitative measurements of intensity the photographic

method is rather complicated, and it soon gave way to the ionization

method, w'hich is still used today.

The discharging effect of X-rays upon charged bodies, noted above,

was soon traced to ionization of the air molecules. Villari® showed

1 CooLiDon, Phys. Rev., vol. 2, p. 409 (1913).

* Comptes RendvA, vol. 122, pp. 312, 702, 720 (1896); Electrician, vol. 36, p. 702

(1896).

* Vlllabi, Comptes Rendus, vol. 123, pp. 418, 446 (1896).
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that the discharging action in a gas at a given pressure depends on the

nature of the gas. The following were found increasingly active

in the order given: H, CO, air, CO2,
ether vapor, CS2 . Benoist and

Hurmuzescu^ showed that, for a given gas, the discharging action

increases rapidly with density.

At first, the rate of discharge of a charged electroscope was used
in measuring the intcmsity of an X-ray beam, the motion of the leaves

being observed under a low-power microscope. Later, an auxiliary

device known as an ^‘ionization chamber” was introduced. This is

shown schematically in Fig. 142. C is a metal
,
tube several centi-

meters in diameter, from about 20 to 100 cm. long, and closed at both
ends except for an opening or “window” over which may be
placed a thin sheet of cellophane or aluminum for admitting the

Fig. 142.—An iouiaation chiimhor used for nu‘twurinK olootrically the intensity of a
beam of X-rays.

X-rays. A rod rr suitably supported l)y good insulating material,

such as amber or (piartz, is conne(d;ed to an ele(*trometer. An electric

field is maintained between the rod rr and the cylinder C b^'' a battery

B, of a))out 100 volts, one owd of whi(4i is coniu^cted to the ground wire

G, An earthcHl guard ring g pn»v(Mii.s leakage from tlu^ cylinder to

the rod ?t. TIk^ cyliudea- may be filled with a lu^avy gas to make the

arrangement more s(msitiv(^; argon or nud-hyl bromide is often used.

When X-rays (uiter tlui window W, the gtis within the cylinder is

made conducting, and, on accoiint of the (dectric field between the

cylinder and the rod, th('. latter acquires a. <*.harge at a rate which can

be measurc^d by the elec.trometer. This rate is a nu’iasure of the

intensity of tlu^ X-ray beam.

Nowadays th(^ electrometer is often replaced by a vacuum-tube

amplifier and a galvanomc^ter. For very low X-ray intensities, a

Geiger counter with appropriate vacuum-tube circuit [Sec. 209(a)l

may supplant the ionization chamber.

183. Classical Pulse Theory of X-rays.—W(^ hav(‘ seen that X-rays

are produced wheiu^vtu* eIe(d.rons are sudd(u\ly lu'ought to rest by

colliding with a solid obstacle. This fact c^arly suggested a simple

* Comptea Rendua, vol. 122, p. 020 (1896),
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theory of the mode of their production. While being brought to

rest, the electrons must experience, for a brief interval, a very large

negative acceleration. According to classical electromagnetic theory,

such an accelerated body must radiate energy. The sudden stopping

of each electron as it collides with the target, therefore, must result in

the emission of an electromagnetic disturbance or pulse. On this

theory, X-rays consist of a very rapid succession of such pulses, com-

ing at random intervals. It was shown by Stoney that, if such a

stream of pulses is analyzed into wave trains, the components of

shorter wave length are the more intense the greater the velocity of the

electrons which are brought to rest by the target. Stoney showed

also that matter should, in general, be more transparent to the shorter

waves than to the longer waves. The hard, or penetrating. X-rays

should, therefore, be produced by high voltages applied to the X-ray

tube. Qualitatively, this picture of the mechanism of the production

of X-rays seemed to be in agreement with the experimental facts.

(a) The Production of X-rays .—^According to Eq. (39c) in Sec. 38,

if an electron moving at a velocity vo, small relative to the velocity of

light, is brought to rest with a uniform acceleration a, the total energy

radiated is

e being the electronic charge. The time taken in stopping is i = Vo/\a
\

;

during this time the electron travels a distance s = \a\t^/2 = vl/{2\a\).

In terms of s, we can also write

This formula predicts that the energy radiated will increase very

rapidly with the velocity of the electron and will be inversely pro-

portional to the distance within which the electron is stopped. Quali-

tatively, these same features might be expected to hold for stoppage

of an electron by an atom, although in that case the acceleration

would not, of course, be uniform. Experiment shows that the inten-

sity of the radiation from a given X-ray target increases roughly as

vftj i.e., as the square of the energy of the cathode ray, which is at

least not inconsistent with our theoretical expectation. Furthermore,

it is reasonable to assume that an electron moving with a given velocity

will be stopped more suddenly when colliding with a heavy atom than

with a lighter one. A target made of a heavy metal like platinum

should, therefore, give out more X-ray energy, other things being

equal, than one made of a lighter metal such as aluminum. This is

in agreement with Roentgen^s observations.
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Qualitatively, therefore, the classical theory of X-ray production
seemed to be well confirmed. Quantitatively, however, this theory
was destined to meet with serious difi&culties. It still retains an
interest, although we now know that it has reference only to one part
of the X-ray spectrum (known as the ‘^continuous*' spectrum) and,

for accuracy, must be replaced even in dealing with that part by a
more abstract theory, wave-mechanical in nature.

(b) Refraction and Diffraction of X-rays.—Tests of the classical

pulse theory were by no means confined to predictions concerning

the production of X-rays. Convincing demonstrations of such
classical phenomena as reflection, refraction, and diffraction were
eagerly sought. Roentgen's original experiments to this end had

, been negative.

Gouy,^ using a narrow line source of X-rays, obtained a shadow
of a fine platinum wire on a photographic plate. Then he placed a
prism in the lower half of the beam in such a way that if the rays were
refracted by the prism the shadow of the wire would be “broken."
The shadow was sharp and continuous, showing no measurable
refraction. Gouy estimated that the index of refraction could not be
greater than 1.000005. It was pointed out by Maltezos^ that the

Helmholtz dispersion formula

n2 = 1 + CX2 + • •
•

,

where n is the refractive index and C is a constant, predicts that

n —> 1 as X —> 0. Thus the absence of measurable refraction of

X-rays would be accounted for if they had extremely short wave lengths.

Gouy® also searched for evidences of diffraction, with negative

results. A little later, however, Haga and Wind,** using wedge-shaped

slits only a few thousandths of a millimeter wide, observed evidences

of a slight widening of the image on the photographic plate, from

which they deduced that the wave length of the rays must be of the

order of 10“® cm. Walter and Pohl,® in a similar diffraction experi-

ment, confirmed this order of magnitude of the wave length.

184. The Scattering of X-rays.—In an attempt to discover the

reflection of X-rays, Imbert and Bertin-Sans® arranged apparatus

^ Gouy, Cornplcs RenduSj vol. 122, p. 1197 (1896).

^Comptes Rendus, vol. 122, pp. 1115, 1474, 1533 (1896).

* Comptes Rendus, vol. 123, p. 43 (1896).

* Ann. d. Physik^ vol. 68, p. 884 (1899).

Ann. d. Physiky vol. 29, p. 331 (1909). See also Sommbrpbld, Ann. d. Physik,

vol. 38, p. 473 (1912).

* Comptes Rendus, vol, 122, p. 524 (1896).
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as shown diagraromatically in Fig. 143. Between the source S of

the rays and the photographic plate P was placed a thick copper
screen AA, A plane mirror M was so placed that a beam of rays, if

reflected, would pass to the photographic plate P, on which would
appear an image or shadow of an obstacle J5. Such a shadow was
obtained irrespective of the angular position of the mirror M. Indeed,

a plate of parafiBbo was just as effective as the mirror. From these

facts Imbert and Bertin-Sans concluded that, instead of being reflected,

the rays were diffused or scattered by M, somewhat as light is scattered

by fog particles.

This phenomenon of the scattering of X-rays has played a very
important part in the theories of modern physics and has been the

object of many researches both
theoretical and experimental.

(a) Thomson's Theory.—The first

theory of X-ray scattering, an appli-

cation of the classical pulse theory

described in the last section, was pro-

posed by Sir J. J. Thomson.^ Let a

beam of X-radiation be incident

upon an electron of charge — c and
of mass m. The radiation, being

supposed electromagnetic, contains

an electric vector at right angles to

the direction of propagation. As the

wave passes over the electron, the latter will experience aforceP = —Pe
and will, therefore, have an acceleration in the direction opposite to F
of magnitude

Fig. 143.—The arrangement of

Imbert and Bertin-Sans showing
pseudo-reflection (scattering) of X-
rays from the miiTor M.

Consequently, the electron will radiate energy at the instantaneous

rate given by Eq. (38) in Sec. 38, or

ft = 2̂eV
3 c®

if e and E are in electrostatic units.

This energy is abstracted from the primary beam and is reradiated

or scattered as a secondary beam. Its magnitude is most usefully

expressed in terms of the intensity I of the primary beam. This

intensity, defined as the amount of energy crossing unit area per

1 Thomson, J. J., ‘^Conduction of Electricity through Gases," 2d ed., p. 321.
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4ir

[c/. Eq. (23a) in Sec. 34]. Hence,

8x e ,

3 mV

(261a)

(262)

The ratio Q/I, which we shall denote by a,, is called the classical

scattering coefficient for a free electron. Of the incident radiation that

falls on unit area of a surface drawn perpendicular to the beam, a

fraction o-o is scattered. Thus, we can say that the electron scatters

as much radiation as falls on an area equal to <r,. For this reason,

o-a is also called the classical cross section for scattering by a free electron.

For its value, inserting e = 4.80 X 10“‘®, m = 0.911 X 10“®’ gram,

c = 3 X 10’'^ we find

= y = = 6.66 X lO"®® cm.® (263)

(6) The Number of Electrons in a Carbon Atom,—^The energy-

radiated by an electron must represent energy abstracted from the

incident beam. If there are electrons per unit volume in the scatter-

ing material, and if we assume that all electrons scatter independently

(i.e., that no interference takes place between wavelets scattered from

neighboring electrons), we may write for the fractional diminution

—A/ of the incident beam in going a distance Ax

M
I

ruTr Ax,

Since <Te is independent of .r, we may integrate both members of this

equation, obtaining for the intensity I of the beam after traversing a

thickness x of the material,

I =

Jo being the incident intensity. It is jissumod hen® that the only

loss of intensity is that duo to sc^attering.

Actually, processc^s other than senttering arc present and contrib-

ute to the diminution of the incident beam. Barkla and his collab-

oratoi*s,^ however, were able to correct for the excess absorption, for

absorbers of low atomic weight, and so were able to deduce, from

measurements of /, Jo, and x, a value of the product ruje- Using carbon

of density p as the absorber, Barkla found

1 Barkla and Sadler, FhiL Mag.^ vol. 17, p. 739 (IW,)); Barkla, Phil, Mag.,

vol. 21, p. 648 (1911).
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n<r,/p = 0.2,

from which and Eq. (263)

n = 3.00 X 10*»p.

The number of atoms in a gram of carbon is No/

A

where No is Avoga-
dro’s number or 6.02 X 10®* (Sec. 85), and A is the atomic weight

(12); hence the number of atoms in 1 cm.* is Nop/A. Dividing this

number into the value just found for n, we find for the number of

electrons per atom of carbon

nA _ 3.00 X 10®» X 12 _ ^
Nop 6.02 X 10®*

°

(approximately). This was the first reasonably accurate determina-

tion of the number of electrons in an atom and was of great historical

importance. However, it is only fair to say that, had Barkla pei>

formed his experiment under considerably difierent conditions of

wave length and atomic number, the result of the computation would
not have been so satisfactory.

(c) Angular Didribution of Scattered X-rays,

—
^The distribution in

direction of the radiation scattered by an electron is easily obtained

from a formula deduced in Sec. 38. Consider the radiation that is

scattered in a direction making an angle 6 with the direction of the

electric vector E in the primary beam. Let 7» denote the intensity

of the scattered radiation at a point P distant r cm. from the scattering

electron in this direction. Then /j is the same as dWi/dt as given

by Eq. (366) in Sec. 38, except that here q = — e; hence

/»
1 e®o®

4t c*r*
sin®0,

or, after substituting again for the acceleration o in terms of the

intensity I of the primary pulse by means of (261) and (261a),

Ie = ^
I e*

sin®fl ergs cm.“® sec.~® (264)

From this expression we see that if the primary X-ray beam is

plane-polarized, with the electric vector in a fixed direction, then the

radiation scattered by an electron in a direction making an angle 0

with the direction of the primary electric vector E is proportional to

sin®9.

Let us consider now the more general case of a primary beam in

which the direction of the electric vector varies at random. Such a
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beam is unpolarized. Let us draw axes so that the xy plane contains

the direction OP in which the scattered radiation is observed (Fig.

144), and let OP, which is perpendicular to the a-axis, make an angle ^

with the x-axis or dii-ection of propagation of the primary beam.

Resolve the electric vector E in the primary beam into its y- and

a-components, E„ and P,. Then these components, acting upon the

electron, will produce accelerations of magnitude Oy = eE„lm and

a, = eEafm, respectively. Each component of the acceleration, in

turn, will produce a corresponding scattered electric vector at P.

For these two scattered vectors we find, from *./

Eq. (33) in Sec. 37, in which we insert g * —

e

and, first o = Oy, 0 = 5r/2 — <l>, then o = Oc,

9 — ')r/2:

Et = —~cos4>, E2 = “our::*
^ c^mr ’ chnr

Since E[ and PJ are clearly perpendicular to

each other at P, we have P'* = Pi® + Pi®,

where E' is the resultant electric vector in the scattered beam. If we

insert the value of P'® thus found for P® in Eq. (23a) in Sec. 34, we obtain

for the intensity of the scattered beam atP:

y y'P

X

The average value of can then be found by replacing PJ and P*

in this expression by their average values PJ and P|, the bar over a

symbol denoting its time average.

The avei’agc intensity of the primary beam is, similarly.

Because of the random variation of the direction of P, however,

^ = Pf. Hence,

Thus, we can write for the average intensity of the scattered beam,

p = / 1 + COS®^
(266)

* 2

Assuming independent scattering by the individual electrons, we

may multiply lilq. (266) by the number of electrons per unit volume,

and thus we obtain an expression suitable for experimental test.
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According to this result, the intensity of the scattered X-ray

beam should be (1) symmetrical about the direction of propagation

of the primary beam and (2) symmetrical forward and backward,

relative to a plane (the yz plane in Fig. 144) passing through the

scatterer and perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Early

experiments seemed to confirm these predictions. More exact

measurements, however, as will be pointed out in a later section

[197(6)1, reveal radical departures from the second condition of

symmetry.

(d) PolarizcMon of X-rays .—^Among the early significant experi-

ments on scattering is Barkla’s classic work^ on polarization. These

experiments test one of the conclusions drawn from the classical

theory of the production of X-rays, and also the factor (1 -I- cos®0)

in Thomson's scattering equation, (265) above.

Let a stream of cathode rays, proceeding in the direction zO (Fig.

145) impinge on a target at 0. Consider the beam of X-rays proceed-

ing from this target in the direction Oxi. We shall call this the

‘‘primary beam." If we assume that the electrons of the cathode

stream are all brought to rest by accelerations in the direction Oz^

this primary beam should be plane-polarized with the electric vector

in the z direction, as indicated by the vector Z. Let a scattering

material—a small piece of carbon, say—be located at Pi. As explained

in the preceding section, according to classical theory the electrons of

this scatterer should experience accelerations in the direction PizJ as a

result of the passage of the primary beam, and the scatterer should

emit a secondary or scattered beam. The intensity of this scattered

^ Barkla, Roy. Soc.^ Proc., vol. 77, p. 247 (1906).
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beam should be a maximum in the plane yOxi and should be zero in

the direction ZiZi, If this analysis is correct, the intensity of the

X-rays scattered by a substance at Pi should vary from zero in a

direction PiZi to a maximum in the direction P 1P2 .

In his experiments Barkla found that the intensity of the scattered

radiation in the direction of PiZi, although not zero, was considerably

less than the intensity in the direction P 1P2 . This indicates that the

primary beam is at least partially polarized, though not completely

so. A little further consideration indicates that this is just what we
should expect. We assumed, at the beginning of the discussion,

that the electrons of the cathode stream are brought to rest by accelera-

tions in the direction Oz. If we attempt to picture the sequence of

events by means of which a swiftly moving electron is brought to

rest by collision with the atoms of the target at 0, we should conclude

that rarely will an electron be stopped by a single “head on'^ collision

with an atom. In the general case, it will pursue a zigzag course and

will collide with many atoms before being brought to rest. Although

the preponderance of accelerations may be in the general direction

O2
,

accelerations in quite diff(;rent directions are to be expected.

In th(^ primary beam, thcrc^forc, although the z-components of the

electric vector should predominate, ^/-components are also to be

expected. This means that the intensity of the X-rays scattered

from Pi in the direcdiou of P 1P2 should merely be greater than in the

direction PiZi—which is what Barkla observed.

With the secondary beam of X-rays pro(!eediiig in the direction

P 1P2 ,
liow(^V(jr, th(^ situation is different. This secondary beam

is pro(lu(*(Hl by the a<^(^(4eration of (Jectrons at Pi due to the passage

of the ])rimary beam. On account of the transverse nature of electro-

magnetic radiation, this primary beam, regardless of its state of

polarization, can accel(‘rat(i (4ectrons at P\ only in directions lying in

the plane P^PiZi, i.<\, in direcd/ions at right angh^s to PiXi. Conse-

quently, the (4(‘ctri(*. v(Hd.or of the secondary beam proceeding in the

direction P 1P2 must lie entirely in th(‘ plane Pd^\Z\; this secondary

beam must b(? completely f)lane-p()larized. If, then, this secondary

beam be idlow(‘<l to pass over n st‘Coiid sciattcu’cr placed at Pa, the

intensity of tlu^ tertiary radiation sent out from Pa should vary from

zero in tlu^ dir(^(*i.ion P»z» to a. mnximum in the direction

Barkla's (‘xp(u*im(Mits Ussting this conclusion indicated that the

secondary rays wtM-(‘ 70 p(M*C(mt polarized, instead of the predicted

too p(u*ceni.. A similar (^x|)(u*imcnt was peifonned much later by

Compton and llagenow' in which a more intense primary beam was

^ CoMi»TUN luid IIagknow, J.O.S.A.f Rev. ScL InstrumerUSf vol. 8, p. 487 (1924).
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employed, thereby allowing (1) better collimation, i.e., greater defini-

tion of the scattering angle, and (2) the use of smaller scatterers so

as to decrease multiple scattering, i.e., successive scatterings at angles

other than 90®. It was found that within the limit of error of the

measurements the intensity of the tertiary radiation scattered in

the direction P2252 is zero. We may conclude, therefore, that, as

classical theory predicts, the secondary beam itself is completely

polarized.

The results of these early experiments on the scattering of X-rays

confirmed without exception the classical theory in its simple form

as described above. But we must bear in mind, that, as viewed today,

this theory of scattering is imperfect, principally for the following

reasons:

1. We have dealt here with free electrons only, whereas most of the

electrons involved in scattering are bound in atoms.

2. We have neglected possible interference effects between wave-

lets scattered from different electrons.

3. Another t3rpe of scattering process, the Compton scattering,

also occurs. In a later section we shall return to the subject of

scattering.

186. Absorption and Fluorescence.—^Although the classical elec-

tromagnetic theory was remarkably successful in explaining most
of the early observed phenomena of X-rays, there gradually accumu-
lated a mass of data which this theory could not explain. One such

group of data developed on the subject of scattering, as already

mentioned (Compton scattering), one in absorption (photoelectric

absorption), and a third in regard to spectral distribution of energy

of X-rays. The first work on the latter two groups of phenomena will

be discussed in the last section dealing with early developments in

X-rays.

(a) Absorption.—^Roentgen's initial observation that the relative

opacity of materials to X-rays depends not alone upon the density

was early confirmed. Many investigators^ independently concluded

in 1896 that opacity of a material varied in a regular manner with its

atomic weight. Not for some 15 years did the atomic number enter

the picture.

In 1897, Buguet* made the significant observation that the opacity

of a given material to X-rays varied with the thickness of the material

previously traversed by the beam. This effect is explained by assum-
ing that his X-ray beams were composed of several component beams

1 See, for example, Comptes Rendus, vol. 122, pp. 146, 723 (1896).
2 Comptes Rendus, vol. 125, p. 398 (1897).
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having different absorbabilities. The general terms quality and hard-

ness refer to the relative absorbability of a beam, a hard beam having

low absorbability. Any beam whose quality is altered by transmission

through an absorber is called a heterogeneous beam. In 1909, Barkla

and Sadler,^ studying these absorption questions, developed the first

method of producing a homogeneous beam. This method is' discussed

in part (6) of this section.

The general formula for the absorption of radiation was found to

apply to X-rays. That is, if an X-ray beam of intensity i is incident

on a thin slab dx of absorbing material (Fig. 146),

the change in intensity di, actually a diminution,

is given by the relation

di ,

~r = ’—fiaXj

Where ii is called the linear coefficient of absorption.

For a homogeneous beam of X-rays, i.e.^ a beam for

which jLt is independent of x, the last equation can at

once be integrated; we can write for the transmitted

intensity I at any distance x

I -

Jo being the intensity at a; = 0. By measuring J, Jo, and a;, one may
compute jut. In a later section, we shall discuss what is known con-

cerning the dependenc,e of n upon atomic number and upon the quality

of the rays.

In deriving Eq. (266), we are not concerned with what ultimately

becomes of the radiation which is removed from the incident beam.

From our discussion of scattered X-rays, however, we know that

scattering constitutc's one ])roccss by whicdi an incident beam is

weakened. Usually, how(^ver, the amount of radiant energy that is

scattered from an X-ray l)eam is much smaller than the total amount

of energy that is remov('.d from the beam, as represented by the

coefficient fx. This fact was not easy to explain on the classical theory.

(b) Characteristic Seco7ula/ry X-rays .—A new type of phenomenon

was revealed in 1896 by an important observation made by Winkel-

mann and Straubc^l.^ A beam of X-rays was passed through a

photographic plate P (Fig. 147), the emulsion being on the rear side.

Behind a part of the plate was placed a pierce of fluor spar F. On

developing the platen, it was found that the film was much denser in

^PhiL Mag., vol. 17, p. 739 (1909).

^JenaiscJi.. ZaitH. f. Nalvnoisat., vol. 30 (1890).

(266)
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A
I

Pi

ti'

the neighborhood of F, as if F had reflected the rays. An observa-

tion of this kind had been made by Roentgen. But Winkelmann and

Straubel showed that the phenomenon was not one of true reflection,

for they repeated the experiment with a thin sheet of paper AA
between F and P and found that the intensifying

action of F was almost but not entirely destroyed,

although the paper was very transparent to iheincident

beam. From this, they concluded that the quality

of the rays had been altered by the spar in such a way
as to make the beam of rays returned by F more

absorbable in paper than was the original beam. In

other words, the primary rays, incident on the spar,

had been transformed into characteristic “spar/' rays.

Barkla and his collaborators made a thorough and

systematic study of this phenomenon.^ Let a pi-imaiy beam of hard

X-rays from a target T (Fig. 148), after passing through holes in lead

screens jSi/Si, fall upon the secondary emitter F. Let the secondary

beam, taken off at right angles to the primaiy beam, after passing

screens 8282J enter the ionization chamber C, by means of which the

intensity of the secondary beam can be measured either with or without

slabs of absorbing material placed at A or at B.

I

A
Fig. 147.

Fig. 148.—Schematic arrangement for studying secondary radiation.

When the secondary emitter E is of some light material, such as

carbon, an aluminum absorbing screen placed at B absorbs nearly

the same fraction of the secondary beam as it does of the primary

beam when placed at A. This shows that the quality of the secondary

beam as measured by its absorption in aluminum is nearly the same

1 C/. Phil, Mag.y vol. 16, p. 550; vol. 22, p. 396; vol. 23, p. 987; Nature, vol. 80,

p. 37; Cambridge Phil Soc,, Proc., vol, 15, p. 257 (1908-1912),
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as that of the primary beam. We may conclude that the primary

beam has merely been scattered by the secondary emitter.

If, however, a heavier material, such as silver, be substituted for

the carbon at E, the absorption coefficient of the secondary beam in

aluminum is found to be greater than that of the primary beam—which

indicates that the quality of the secondary beam is no longer the same

as that of the primary. Barkla found that the quality or hardness

of the secondary beam, as measured by its coefficient of absorption in

^uminum, is characteristic of the material used as secondary emitter.

Almost without exception, the hardness of the secondai'y beam, as

measured hy its absorbability in aluminum, increased with increasing

atomic weight ofthe secondary emitter.

When absorption coefficients in

different absorbing materials were

compared, a striking feature ap-

peared. If the absorption coeffi-

cients in, say, iron, for a series of

secondary radiations obtained from

a series of emitters of different

atomic weights, are i)lotted against

the absorption coefficients for the

same radiations in aluminum, a

curve is obtained of the typo sliown in Fig. 149. Point a corresponds to

a soft radiation easily absorbed in aluminum. As the penetrating

power of the radiation is increased, the coefficiemts of absorption in both

aluminum and ir<m de(u*easc^ along the line ah. At h, however, thes

absorption (M)efrKd(mt of the radiation in the iron absorber suddenly

increases to point c. This imn-easc occurs for radiation of which the

absorbability in aluminum is about the same as that for the radiation

from an iron secomlary (nnitter. Thereafter, for more penetrating

radiations, the absorption in iron decreases again toward point d.

Similar results were ol)tained with other absorbing materials in

place of iron. The position of the discontinuity was found to depend

on the atomic weight of the a!)sorbor: the higluu’ its atomic, weight,

the great(‘r tlu? penetrat ion in aluminum of the radiation for which the

discontinuity 0(*.curred.

These facts p<nnt unambiguously to the conclusion that a second-

ary emitter l)esides s(^attering the primary beam also emits a fluores-

cent radiation characteristic of the cmittcu- whenever the primary

beam is of greater hardness than this fluorescent radiation. Barkla

called the latter the fluorescent radiation'' of the emitter. For the

heavier absorbers, a second discontinuity was observed beyond point a

Absorplion Coefffeient m Alum’inum

Fui. 149.
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of Fig. 149. This indicated that along with the K fluorescent radia-

tion another and sqfter fluorescent radiation was emitted, which
Barkla designated by L, Barkla recognized that these K and L
radiations constitute lines (or groups of lines) in the fluorescent X-ray
spectra of the several secondary emitters.

A further conclusion from these observations is that there exists,

for each of many absorbers, a K absorption discontinuity which

is not like the resonance absorption line to be expected from the

classical electromagnetic theory. In some cases, a similar L dis-

continuity was found.

The graph of Fig. 149, with the abscissas corresponding, as we
shall see, to an X-ray wave-length scale, foreshadows a new era in

X-ray developments, an era distinguished by studies of spectral

properties of X-rays and by experimentation with homogeneous
beams.

X-RAY SPECTRA

186. The Crystal Diffraction Grating.—The researches of Barkla

in isolating the K and L fluorescent radiations pointed unmistakably

toward the existence of definite, discrete wave lengths in X-rays. An
experiment was greatly needed by which a heterogeneous beam could

be broken up into its spectral components and the discrete K and L
radiations confirmed directly. The only method then available for

such spectral analysis involved diffraction of X-rays from a slit, and

the dispersion obtainable by this method was insufficient for the

purpose at hand.

(a) A Crystal as a Diffraction Orating ,—A new and practical

method for resolving X-ray beams developed out of a brilliant sug-

gestion by Laue. The order of magnitude of X-ray wave lengths,

as revealed by the diffraction experiments described above, is the

same as the order of magnitude of the spacing of the atoms in crystals.

Laue suggested, therefore, that a crystal, with its regular three-dimen-

sional array of atoms, might behave toward a beam of X-rays in

somewhat the same way as does a ruled diffraction grating toward a

beam of ordinary light.

Let it be assumed that plane electromagnetic waves traveling in a

given direction fall upon a crystal. Then each atom will scatter some

of the incident radiation. If the crystal is perfectly regular, the

wavelets scattered by different atoms will combine, in general, in

all sorts of phases and so will destroy each other by interference.

Laue argued, however, that for certain wave lengths and in certain

directions the wavelets should combine in phase and so produce a
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strong diffracted beam.^ It would be expected, therefore, that such
diffracted beams might be observed upon passing a heterogeneous

X-ray beam through a crystal. Such an experiment was performed
by Friedrich and Knipping in 1913.

(6) The Experiment of Friedrich, Knipping, and Laue.^—By means
of suitable screens, S\Si (Fig. 150), a narrow pencil of X-rays from
the target T was allowed to pass through a crystal C beyond which
was a photographic plate PP, After an exposure of many hours, it

was found on developing the plate that, in addition to the interior

central image at 0, where the direct beam struck the plate, there were
present on the plate many fainter but regularly arranged spots,

indicating that the incident X-ray

beam had been diffracted by the

crystal in certain special direc-

tions, just as Laue had predicted.

Figure 151 shows such a photo-

graph, taken by Dr. George L.

Clark,® of an iron crystal. In

their original paper, Friedrich,

Knipping, and Laue, from an

analysis of a series of photographs

of a crystal of zinc blende oriented at various angles with respect to the

incident pencil, concluded that there were present in the X-ray beam
wave lengths varying between 1.27 X 10’”® cm. and 4.83 X 10*® cm.

This positive result proved the cojToctness of the two postulates under-

lying the experiment: (1) that X-rays are electromagnetic waves of

definite wave lengths and (2) that the atoms of a crystal are arranged in

regular three-dimensional order, as suggested by the external sym-

metry of crystals.

This experiment marked the beginning of a now era in the tech-

nique of X-ray measurement and in X-ray theory. Two new and

very important fields of investigation were at om^e opened up: (1)

in X-rays, the study of spee.tni and i\w \m\ of homogeneous beams in

experiments on scattering, n.l)sor|)tion, etc.; (2) the study of the

arrangements of atoms or molecuk's in c.rystals. In the following

sections, we shall confine our discussion to some of the more important

aspects of the former fi(‘ld. For presentations of the allied field of

Fig. 160 .—The arrangement by which
Friedrich and Knipping discovered the
action of a crystal on a beam of X-rays.

‘See; for exiunj>le, Compton and Ai.hson, “X-rays in Theory luid Experi-

ment,’’ pp. 331-340, 1935.

* Friedrich, Knipping, and Laue, Bayer, Akad, d. IFiss., 1912; Le Radium^

vol. 10, p. 47 (1 913).

® This photograph is used by permission of Dr. Clark.
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molecular and crystal structure, the student is referred to standard

treatises on the subject.^

(c) Bragg’s Analysis of the Three-Dimensional Grating.—

A

very

simple and convenient way of looking at the process of diSraction by
a crystal grating was proposed by Bragg.* He pointed out that

through any crystal a set of equidistant parallel planes can be drawn
which, among them, pass through all the atoms (or similar groups of

Fig. 161.—^Laue photograph of an iron crsrstal. {Photograph by Dr, George L. Clark,)

atoms) which compose the crystal. Indeed, a great many such families

of planes may be drawn, the planes of each family being separated

from each other by a characteristic distance. Such planes are called

Bragg planes, and their separations, Bragg spadngs. Traces of five

families of Bragg planes are shown in Fig. 152.

If plane monochromatic waves fall upon the atoms in a Bragg plane,

a wavelet of scattered radiation spreads out from each atom in all

directions. There is just one direction in which, irrespective of the

atomic distribution in the plane, the scattered wavelets will meet

1 E.g.y Bbagg, W. H., and W. L. Bragg, '*The Crystalline State,” vol. I, 1933;

Clark, G. L., “Applied X-Rays,” 3d ed., 1940.

® Bragg, W. L., Cambridge Phil, Soc,, Proc,, vol. 17, p. 43 (1912).
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in the same phase and will constructively interfere with each other,

vie,, the direction of specular reflection from the plane. This follows

from the ordinary Huygens construction as used for the reflection from
a mirror. The beam scattered in this direction may be thought of as
reflected from the Bragg plane. But, now, we note that each Bra^
plane is one of many regularly spaced parallel planes. The beams
reflected from these various parallel planes will combine, in general.

/

Fig. 162 .

—

8f.hcMiuitic roproHoniation of tho rcfloction of monoohroniatic Ijoiima of X-raya
by a cryatal of N}i(.U wIkhi ii lteiorodiroiiuiti<^ Inniin ia incidont. upon it.

in different phiist‘s and so will destroy each other by interference.

Only if certain conditions as to wav(^ lcn|j!;th and angle of incidence

of the beam on the planes are satisfied will thc^ waves from different

planes combine in the same phase and reinforce each other. The
necessary conditions are easily found.

In Fig. 153, let the horizontal lines represent the traces of two suc-

cessive Bragg planes spac(‘d d apart. Denote by 6 the angle between

the direction of propagation of the incident beam and the planes; this

angle is called the glancijig angle of the beam on these planes. Let a
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ray meet the two planes at Oi and O2, respectively, and let a line drawn
from O2 perpendicular to the planes cut the other plane at 0. Draw
Oil and O22 representing rays specularly reflected from the two planes,

and draw aOb perpendicular to Oil and 0^ to represent a wave front

of the reflected beam. Then constructive interference will occur if

the path O 1O2&, taken by waves scattered at O2 ,
exceeds the path Oia

for waves scattered at 0i by an integral number of wave lengths.

Draw Oc perpendicular to O1O2. Then Oia = Oic; hence the differ^

ence in path is cO^b — 2d sin 6. The conditions that there should be a
reflected beam are, therefore,

e ^ 0' (267)
and

nX = 2d sin (268)

where w is an integer, called the “order of the reflection,” and 9' is the
angle between,the Bragg planes and the direction of the diffracted rays.

These two conditions are known as Bragg^s law for X-ray reflection.

The first condition is often omitted in the statement of Bragg's law
with the understanding that it is implied by the teim “reflection.”

Suppose, now, that a parallel wave train, containing a continuous
spectrum of wave lengths, is incident upon a crystal, as represented by
the parallel arrows a, 6, c, d in Fig. 152. In the figure, traces of five

families of Bragg planes are shown, numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, with their

characteristic spacings di, d2 ,

• • * Many other families of planes
might be imagined, some perpendicular and some not perpendicular
to the plane of the paper. Suppose that in the incident beam there
is a wave length X2 such that

nX2 = 2d2sin02,

where n is an integer, d2 is the distance between the set of planes
numbered “2,” and 62 is the glancing angle between the direction of
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the incident radiation and these planes. Then there will be reflected

from this group of planes a beam A, of wave length X*, which will

proceed in the direction of the arrow A. Similarly, we may have

reflected beams B, C, D, • • * in different directions in the plane of the

paper, and also many other beams reflected from other families of

pln-nAR in directions not in the plane of the paper. Each “Laue spot”

in the experiment of Friedrich and Enipping may be interpreted as

produced by such a reflected beam. In general, the most intense

spots correspond to reflections from Bragg planes containing the

greatest number of atoms on each plane.

The crystal represented in Fig. 152 is one of a very simple type, but

the conception of Bragg planes is applicable to all types of crystals. It

should be pointed out, however, that it is not necessary to draw the

Ttrftgg planes actually through the atoms; instead of a given family

of these planes, any other set of planes parallel to them and spaced

the same distance apart could be employed and would lead to the

same conditions for strong reflection.

It should be pointed out also that the Bragg equation (268) does

not give a complete solution to the interference problems of X-rays

scattered from a crystal. The equation predicts only the position

of the center of the expected diffraction pattern for a given wave

length and family of Bragg planes; nothing is said about the intensity

distribution in this diffraction pattern.

187. The X-ray Spectrometer.—Immediately following the

announcement by Friedrich, Knipping, and Lauc of their successful

experiment, many invcistigatora took up a .study of the new phenome-

non. Among tlniso were W. H. and W. Ij. Bragg,' to whom we are

chiefly indebted for tlve early devc^lopment of the X-ray spectrometer.

A spectrometer of the Bragg tyjai is shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 154(a). X-rays from tho targot. T of an X-ray tube pass through

two narrow slits and aS.j, a fc^w hundredths or tenths of a millimeter

wide, the edges of which tire mad<^ of some material, such as lead or

gold, which is V(My opaciiu’i to X-rays. This ribbon-shaped incident

beam of X-rnys I falls at. a glan<*.ing angle 0 on tho cleavage face of a

crystal K—vovk salt, calcite, mi(‘.a, gypsum, quaid-z, etc.—which is

mounted on a table the* ang\ihir j)osition of which can be accurately

read by vernicus or niicrornet.c^r microsc'.opes. The reflected beam of

X-rays, whi(‘h mjik(\s an angle 20 with the incident beam, enters,

through the “ window’’ an ionization (diamIxM- C by means of which

the intensity of the rc^Ilcictcid beam may be measured. By suitably

J liRAfKJ, W. h., NdUrr, vol. 00, p. 4 10 (1012); Buaoc;, W. H., and W. L. BRAaa,

Roy, Soc,f Pror..^ vol. 88, p. 428 (1918) ; Bkaoo, W. H., Mature, vol. 91, p. 477 (1913).
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turning the table D about the axis A, the incident beam may be made
to strike the face of the crystal at any glancing angle B. The ioniza-

tion chamber C is mounted on an arm (not shown) by means of which
the chamber can be rotated about the axis A so as to admit the

reflected beam through the window u?. For protection against stray

scattered radiation, a third slit Sz is attached to the chamber.
For photographic registration, the ionization chamber may be

replaced by a photographic plate PP [Fig. 154(&)]. With the crystal

set at a glancing angle <?, the

reflected beam will strike the plate

at L (or at U, if the crystal be

‘‘ reversed '0- From the position

0 at which the direct beam strikes

the plate, the distances OL and OA
and hence the angles 26 and 6 may
be determined. The wave length

X is then obtained from the Bragg
formula, nX = 2d sin 6,

The distance d between the

reflecting planes of a crystal such

as NaCl is determined as follows.

From his invcistigations, Bragg
showed^ that, in the rock-salt

crystal, the Na and the Cl atoms
or ions occupy alternate positions

at the corners of elementary cubes

in the cubic lattice characteristic

of the crystal, the arrangement
being similar to that shown in Fig, 152, which repnjsents one plane of

atoms. Taking the atomic weight of chlorine as 35.46 and of sodium
as 23.00, we find the molecular weight of NaCl to be 58.46. There-

fore, 58.46 grams of the NaCl contain 2iVo atoms, i.c., ATo atoms of Na
and iVo atoms of Cl, where No is Avogadro’s number. Thus, if we
use the older value. No = 6.064 X 10^®, we find for the number of

atoms n in 1 cm.-cube of rock salt

Fig. 154.—The X-ray spectrometer,
using (a) the ionization method, <&) the
photographic method.

n = 2 X C.064 X 10*» X

where p = 2.163, the density of NaCl. If d is the distance between
the center of one atom and the next along the edge of the cube, 1/d

is the number of atoms in a row of atoms 1 cm. long, and the number

1 See Bragg, W. H., and W. L. Bragg, “The Cryatallme State,” vol. I, 1933,
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of atoms in the centimeter-cube is

Solving these two equations simultaneously for d, which is the desired

distance between the (cleavage) planes in NaCl, we find

d = 2.814 X cm. {Old value.)

The value of d is seen to be dependent on M, the molecular weight

of rock salt; on p, the density of rock salt; and on Avogadro's number,

Nq. The values of No and p are not known to much better than 0.1

percent. There is, hence, a corresponding uncertainty in the value

of d. At present, measurements of X-ray wave lengths can be made
with a precision manyfold greater than the best measurements of M,

Noy or p.

It was, therefore, supposed to be expedient to adopt a new unit of

length, called the X unit ’’ or “ X.U.,” which was very nearly 1 X 10“"“

cm. but which was accurately defined by taking the grating space of

NaCl at 18°C. as exactly 2,814.00 X.U. The grating space of any

other crystal could then be determined from this arbitrarily chosen

standard as follows. Let ^Naci be the angle at which a line of given

wave length is reflected from a rock-salt crystal, and 6e the angle at

which the same line is reflected from some other crystal of grating

space dc Then, from Bragg^s law [Eq. (208)], we have

/iX = 2dNiLaHin = 2dnSin0c,

from which dc may be determined. In later work, calcite was adopted

as the best crystal for practical use, but the standard unit for wave

lengths was not changed.

Recently, howoveu-, it has been found that there was an error

in the old value of e (Sec. 45) and in the value of No deduced from it.

If the present value. No = (>.023 X 10-^ is used in the preceding

calculation, we find

d = 2.820 X 10“*^ cm. {New value.)

Furthermore, it has been found possible to measure X-ray wave lengths

by means of ruled gratings, the grating space of which (^an be measured

directly, so that no assumptions as to structure of a crystal or as to

the value of No are involved. It seems certain that in the future the

absolute values of X-ray wave lengths will be based upon measure-

ments with ruled gratings, crystals being used only to compare one

wave length with another.
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Under these circumstances the old definition of the X unit loses

all its advantage, and it is preferable to redefine the X unit as being

exactly 10^^^ cm. The latter definition will be assumed hereafter.

There are two important corrections which must be made when, by
use of a crystal grating, X-ray wave lengths are measured with a

precision of the order of a few parts in 100,000. First, because of the

thermal expansion of crystals, the grating space d varies with tempera-

ture, and correction must be made if the temperature differs from

18®C., which is the temperature to which grating spaces ai*e usually

referred. Second, it has been found that a beam of X-rays is slightly

deviated by refraction as it enters or leaves a crystal (see Sec. 199

below). Accordingly the observed value of the glancing angle 6 of the

Bragg formula is not quite the same as the angle, within the crystal,

at which the beam of rays strikes the Bragg planes.

In Table I are listed some of the crystals commonly used in X-ray

spectroscopy together with their respective grating spaces. In the

second column, the spaces are listed as given by Siegbahn,^ on the

basis of d = 2,814 X.U. for rock salt; in the third column, headed

‘'corrected,'^ the spaces are given as found by multiplying Siegbahn^s

values by 3.03560/3.02945 so as to bring them into harmony with the

grating spacing of calcite (d = 3,036.60 X.U.) as calculated by Bearden

from observations of the diffraction by a calcite crystal of X-rays

whose wave length had been measured with a ruled grating.®

Table I.—Grating Spaces of Some Crystals Used in X-ray Spectroscopy

Crystal

Grating space d at

IS^C., X.U.
Change in

d per

degree

centigrade,

X.U.
Siegbahn Corrected

Rock salt (NaCl) 2,814.00

3,029.45

4,246.02

7,584.70

9,942.72

2,819.71

3,035.60

4,254.65

7,600.1

9,962.9

0.11

Calcite (CaCO*) .03

Quartz (Si02)

Gypsum (CaS04 *2HaO) .29

Mica .15

It is quite beyond the scope of this book to discuss the various

(ionization) spectrometers or (photographic) spectrographs which

have been developed for the measurement of X-rays. Some, e,g.,

the Bragg spectrometer, use a single plane crystal and external”

^ SiBGBAHN^ '^Spektroskopie der Hdntgenstrahlen/’ 2d ed., 1931.
* Bbarben, Phya, Rev.^ vol. 48, p. 385 (1935).
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teflection, some use transmission and "internal” reflection, some use

two plane crystals in succession, and some use a bent crystal in order

to focus the reflected rays. For details of the various designs and
of their operation, the reader is referred to other books.*

It is obvious from Bragg’s law,

n\ = 2d sin 8,

that the maximum wave length "km measurable by use of a given crystal

is 2d. Actually, Xm is somewhat less than this, since the glancing angle

Woveleng^(Angsfroms)

Fig, 166,—BraRR’a curve for tho onoi’Ky distribution iu an X-ray spoctnini, showing tho
clmractcristic lines a, b, c,

6 cannot usefully exceed about 70°. By use of a quartz crystal, for

example, Wii\'c lengths up to about 7,500 X.U. can be measured. For

measiircmcait of (jxtn^niely long wave k^ngths, certain organic crystals

of large grating space w<u*e originally us<^d (c.f/,, sugar, d = 10.57 A;

lead mellssaU', d = 87.5 A). In recent y(*jirs, howciver, it luis been

found more expcidient to use a ruk^cl grating for this purpose. There

is no such uiipcu- limit to the wave kmgihs which may be nu^asured by

means of a ruled grating. In g<meral, crystuls are now used from very

short wave kiiigths up to about 50 A, and gratings from very long

wave lengths to sonu^what liolow 50 A.

188. Bragg’s Discovery of Monochromatic Characteristic Radia-

tions.—With a beam of X-rays from a platinum target incident on the

cleavage face of a rock-salt crystal, as shown in Fig. 154(a), W. H.

Bragg^ rotated the crystal in steps of AO and the ionization chamber

^ SiBOBAiiN, op. cit. particularly the two-crystal spectrometer, pp. 128-

134, an instrument of vcTy high resolving power. Cf. also, Compton and Allison,

op, cit.f pp. 750“7r>() for focusing spectrographs.

* Nature, Jan. 23, 1913.
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in steps of 2A0. He plotted the curve of ionization current against

glancing angle 6 and found that the current or X-ray intensity did

not vary uniformly with angle but rose at certain angles to a sharp

maximum. A curve similar to that shown in Fig. 155 was obtained.

A group of three maxima, ai, i)i, and Ci, was observed at the respective

angles d of 9.9, 11.6, and 13.6®. A second group of three maxima,

02, 62, and C2, was observed at approximately double these angles.

This second group is similar, as to relative intensities of the maxima,

to the first group. Bragg interpreted the maxima oi, 61, and Ci as

three monochromatic lines; and the second group of maxima 02, 62,

and C2 as second-order reflections of the lines Oi, 61, and Ci. He com-

puted their wave lengths by the formula n\ — 2d sin 6, taking n = 1

for the ''fines’’ Ui, 61, and Ci and n = 2 for the second-order lines

02, 62, and C2. A third-order peak 63 was observed at 36.6°. Assuming

d — 2.814angstromsforrocksalt, he found the following wavelengths:

Tablxi II.—First Measurements op X-ray Wave Lengths by Bbagg
(Platinum Target)

line 0, degrees Sin 9 n angstroms

ai 9.9 O’. 172 1 0.97

bx 11.6 .200 1 1.13

b. 23.6 .400 2 1.13

b. 36.6 .697 3 1.12

ex 13.6 .235 1 1.82

Curves similar to Fig. 155 were obtained with other crystals, the

only difference being that the maxima occurred at different glancing

angles, indicating that each crystal had a characteristic grating space

d. Bragg convinced himself, however, that these respective maxima
for different crystals always represented the same monochromatic

radiation, since, for example, the absorption in aluminum of peak 61

was always the same, whatever the crystal used. In short, the peaks

of the curve in Fig. 155 represent spectral lines the wave lengths of

which are characteristic of the target emitting the rays. These mono-

chromatic lines are superimposed on a continuous spectrum represented

by the partially dotted fine in the figure. Curves of the type shown in

Fig. 155, therefore, represent (subject to certain corrections to be

mentioned later) the distribution of energy in the X-ray spectrum,

continuous and characteristic combined, of an element.

189. Moseley’s Law.—In two classic papers,^ Moseley presented a

systematic study of the characteristic radiations emitted by various

1 Moseley, Phil. Mag., vol. 26. p. 1024 (1913); vol. 27, p, 703 (1914).
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targets, using a photographic method similar in principle to that

shown in Fig. 154(6). He found a larger number of characteristic

lines than Bragg and, also, that these lines could, in general, be

classified into two groups: (1) a group of shorter wave lengths, which,

by means of the value of absorption coefficients in aluminum, he

identified with Barkla’s K characteristic secondary radiations and (2)

a group of lines of longer wave length, similarly identified with Barkla’s

L radiation.

Unlike the optical spectra, howwer, the X-ray characteristic

spectra of the elements were found to be similar from element to

Fio. 166.—Mosoloy’a curve showing the relation between the frequencies of X-ray lines

and atomic number.

element, homologous lines occurring, in general, at shorter wave

lengths the greater the atomic weight of the element in which the lines

originate. In searching for a relation between the frequency of a

^ven line, say the Ka line, and some property of the atom in which

the line originated, Moseley first observed that the frequency did not

vary uniformly with the atomic weight, as is shown by curve A (Fig.

156) in which the square root of the frequency is plotted against the

atomic weight. In Bohr’s theory of the origin of spectra, however,

which had recently been proposed, the charge on the nucleus played a

fundamental role. According to Bohr’s theory, the frequency »> of a

spectral line is given by

r = 2ir^hne*

ft*
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[Sec. 104, Eq. (140a)], from which

\/v oc Z,

Z being the atomic number. Rutherford had shown, from his experi-

ments on the scattering of a particles, that the value of the nuclear

charge, for a given atom, is very approximately one-half the atomic

weight; and Barkla had shown, from experiments on the scattering

of X-rays, that the number of electrons surrounding the nucleus is

also approximately one-half the atomic weight. Guided by these

considerations, Moseley assigned atomic numbers Z to the elements

he had investigated and then plotted a curve between \/p and Z.

Such a plot of Moseley’s data for the Kct line is shown in Fig. 156,

curve jB. The graph is seen to be a straight line, with a small intercept

6 = 1 on the Z-axis. It is obvious from a comparison of the two

curves A and B of Fig. 156 that, as far as the determination of the

frequency of characteristic lines is concerned^ atomic number is a much
more fundamental quantity than atomic weight.

Empirically, the relation between the frequency v of the Kol line

and Z, as determined by Moseley from Fig. 156, curve 5, is

p = 0.248 X 10i«(Z - 1)2. (269)

In Bohr’s equation for the frequency p of a spectral line, as just

written, if we set ^2 = 1 and ni = 2, we obtain for v

V = 0.328 X 10‘« X (270o)

= 0.246 X 10^* X (2706)

by inserting the numerical values of m, e, and h. Except for the slight

correction to Z, Eqs. (269) and (2705) are seen to he almost identical.

This agreement suggests the hypothesis described in the next

section as to origin of the Ka line.

190. The Origin of X-ray Lines, (a) Emission Spectra .—In Sec.

128, we have seen that in an atom there are 2, and only 2, electrons

corresponding to the electronic quantum number, n = 1. These

electrons, which constitute the K shell and may be called the K
electrons, have 1-electron wave functions (in the zero-order stage of

perturbation theory) the values of which are veiy small except close

to the nucleus. The electrons in question are, therefore, very unlikely

to be found at any considerable distance from the nucleus and may
be regarded as the innermost electrons in the atom. In any neutral
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atom of atomic number Z > 2, there exist also 1 or more, up to a

maximum of 8, electrons represented by wave functions with n = 2,

called “1/ electrons.” Their wave functions extend effectively to

much greater distances from the nucleus than those of the K electrons,

so that, although any one of the L electrons might be found closer

to the nucleus than the K electrons, they are most likely to be found

at much greater distances. Then, if Z is large enough, there may
occur, also, M electrons, with w = 3, characterized by wave functions

extending still farther out, and so on, until all of the circumnuclear

electrons are accounted for.

Now suppose an atom in the target of an X-ray tube is bombarded

by an energetic cathode ray and that 1 of the 2K electrons is knocked

out” of the atom. The atom is thereby converted into an ion, and

the ion is left in a quantum state characterized by the absence of 1 K
electron; this state may be called a K quantum state of the ion. Sub-

sequently an L electron may ^^drop” into the K vacancy, i.e., change

from a 1-electron wave function with n = 2 to one with n = 1; the

atom thereby undergoes a transition from a K state to an L state, its

excess energy being emitted as a quantum of radiant energy. The

emission of the Ka line is ascribed to atomic processes of this sort.

The quantum hu of Ka radiant energy is thus equal to the difference

in energy between the K and the L quantum states or levels of the

ionized atom.

In a similar way, the KfS line may be assumed to originate when an

M electron, with quantum. number n — 3, drops into the K vacancy;

^.e., when there occurs an atomic (ionic) transition from a K state to

an M state. The picture may be extended to account for, or to

predict, any one of a large number of characteristic emission lines.

A line may be expected corresponding to any atomic (ionic) transition

from an initial state chara(;tcrizcd by the absence of an electron of

quantum number n to a Hnal state corresponding to the absence of

any electron of ciuantum number greater than n. Of course, in an

actual targe^t in an X-ray tube many atoms are simultaneously involved

and many liruis are emitted simultaneously.

This picture suggests, also, an explanation, at least qualitative, of

the appearance of the factor (Z — 1) instead of Z in Moseley's equa-

tion, (269). When, as a result of bombardment by the cathode

stream, 1 of the K electrons is removed from an atom, there is 1 jK

electron left near the nucleus. This electron “screens” the nucleus

and makes its effective nuc^lear cliarge about I unit less; hen(?e, the

factor (Z — 1). Further work has shown, however, that Moseley's

law holds only as a first approximation.
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After the work of Bragg aad Moseley, the techniques of X-ray
spectrometry developed rapidly. Many new characteristic lines were
discovered, and at the present time it is believed that practically

the entire spectrum of most elements has been mapped out. Following
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Fio. 157.—Plot of the principal K and L lines of tungsten against wave length.
The relative intensity of the Imes, when observed under certain conditions, is indicated
roughly by the heights of the lines on the plot, the heights for the Ly and I lines being
increased in the ratio 1 : 5.

and extending the notation of Barkla, the lines are classified into series

known as the K, L, M, N, etc. series, respectively; the letter desig-

nating a series refers to the initial atomic (ionic) state in the transitions

giving rise to the lines in question. The principal lines in the K
series and L series from tungsten are plotted in Fig. 157, as explained

168.—Distribution of intensity on an arbitrary scale, as measured with an
iouizatiou chamber from a target of silver, in the Z/jS region. The three groups of lines,

/S'l to ^^^ 1 , /3'a to and 7^1 to are satellite lines [Sec. 201(a)l. [FromL. O.
Parrott, Phya. Reo,, vol. 54, p. 99 (1938)].

under the figure. Each series of lines contains several strong lines

and numerous faint ones. To illustrate further the appearance of

X-ray spectra, there is shown in Fig. 158 a section of the L series of

silver, which was recorded with a two-crystal ionization spectrometer

of high resolving power and dispersion.
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Many faint X-ray lines, called “satellite lines,” originate in atomic

transitions between states of double ionization and will be discussed in

more detail in a later section [201(o)]. Except in that section, the

Table III(o).—Wave Lengths in X Units of the More ProminentX Lines of.

Some Representative Elements*

Element z 7t ai oti Xic

s 16 6,021.1 5,361.3 5,363.7 5,008.8

Ca 20 3,083.4 3,351.69 3,354.95 3,064.3

Fe 26 1,763.01 1,932,08 1,936.01 1,739.4

Zn 30 1,281.07 1,292.55 1,432.17 1,436.03 1,280.5

Br 35 918.53 930.87 1,037.59 1,041.66 918.09

Mo 42 619.70 630.98 707.83 712.11 618.48

Ag 47 486.30 496.01 558.28 562.67 484.48

I 53 374.71 383.15 432.49 437.03 373.44

W 74 178.98 184.22 208.62 213.45 178.22

Pb 82 141.25 146.06 165.16 170.04 140.49

U 92 108.42 111.87 126.40 130.95 106.58

* See Note 1 below,

t See Note 2 below.

Table III (6),—v/R Values of the More Prominent K Lines of Some
Representative Elements*

V = frequency; R = Rydberg constant

Element B rt oil Of" MR)k

S 10 181.49 169.97 169.90 181.93

Ca 20 295.54 271.88 271.62 297.38

Fe 20 519.83 471.05 470.69 523.90

Zn 30 711.34 705.02 030.29 634.58 711.67

Br 35 992.10 978,95 878.25 874.82 992.57

Mo 42 1,470.52 1 ,444.23 1,287.42 1 ,279,09 1,473.4

Ag 47 1,874.90 1 ,837.20 1,032.20 1,019.55 1,880.9

I 53 2,431.9 2,378.4 2,107.0 2,085.2 2,440.2

W 74 5,091.4 4,910.0 4,308.2
' 4,209.3 5,113

Pb 82 0,452 0,239 5,518 5,359 0,480

U 92 8,405 8,140 7,209 0,959 8,550

* See Note 1 below,

t See Note 2 below.

discussion will be confined to “first-order lines,” arising in the manner

just described from transitions between states of single ionization.

In Table Ill(a) are listed the wave lengths of the four prine.iiial lines

of the K series, the a,, as, and 7 lines, for a numlier of elements.
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Table III(c).

—

v/R Values op the L Absoeption Limits op Cbetain

Elements*

Element Z Li Lii Liii

Mo 42 212.43 193.39 185.81

Ag 47 280.85 259.91 246.76

I 53 382.26 357.71 335.78

W 74 890.37 850.28 715.30

Pb 82 1,166.47 1,119.05 960.03

IT 92 1,604.3 1,541.0 1,264.2

* See Note 1 below.

Table IIT(d).

—

v/R Values op the M Absorption Limits op Certain
Elements*

Element z Ml Mix Mm Miv My

W 74 208.77 189.95 167.9 140.5

Pb 82 283.7 262,1 225.9 192.0 184.3

U 92 408.9 382.1 . 316.7 273.9 261.0

* See Note 1.

Note 1.—^The wave lengths and v/R values in these tables are taken from

Siegbahn,^ To bring them into harmony with modem wave-length measure-

ments (Secs. 187, 200), they must all be increased by 0.20 per cent.

Note 2.—The line is really a close doublet, experimentally resolved for Rb 37

and elements of higher atomic number. The two components are called (Siegbahn)

01 and 02, 01 being of shorter wave length. For Ag 47, for example, the wave

lengths are Vi = 496.01 X.U.; = 496.65 X.U. In the table, the wave lengtii

of 01 is given for elements for which the line is resolved. The y line is also a close

doublet.^

It is more convenient from the theoretical standpoint, however, to

work with quantities proportional to the frequencies of the lines instead

of with their wave lengths; for this purpose values of v/R are com-

monly employed, v being the frequency and R denoting the Rydberg

constant (in the same units as v). Values of v/R for the same K lines

are shown in Table III(5).

It is to be noted that the phrase ‘‘series of lines” as used in X-ray

spectroscopy refers to a group of lines arising from a common initial

atomic state, whereas in the part of spectroscopy that deals with the

outermost electrons of the atom the term series is applied to a group

of lines having a common final atomic state.

(6) Absorption Spectra ,—The theoretical picture that we have

described furnishes, furthermore, a simple explanation of the dis-

cdi,

* See Hudson and Vogt, Nai. Acad, Sci.f Proc.^ vol. 19, p. 447 (April, 1933).
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continuities that Barkla had observed in the absolution coefficient of

various materials for X-rays. Absorption, as we saw in studying

atomic spectra, is the reverse of emission. If a photon of Ka radiation

is emitted when an electron drops from an L shell into a K shell, then

it should be possible for a photon of this frequency to be absorbed

by an atom while one of the K electrons is raised into an L shell

—

provided there is a vacancy in the L shell into which it can go. As

we have seen, however, in any atom with Z > 10, the L shell normally

contains as manyL electrons as can get into it. Hence for such atoms

the Ka lines cannot actually be observed as absorption lines. The

same is true, for analogous reasons, of all of the X-ray emission Unes

that are commonly observed. A photon can be absorbed, however, if

it has enough energy to remove an inner electron from the atom

entirely. Let Wk denote the energy required to remove a K electron

and to leave it at rest outside the atom. Then a photon of frequency

V can eject a K electron provided v ^ vk where

hPK = Wk.

The explanation of Barkla\s absorption curves is now clear. As v

is progressively increased, at the frequency v = vk the absorption

suddenly incrcasos, i.c., absorption iii the K shell begins; and there-

after it continues for all larger values of v. The cuiwe representing

the absorption coefficient plotted against frecpieiKy or wave length

will, therefore, show a sudden rise toward the side of shorter wave

length at j' == vk. This is what Barkla observed, as is illustrated in

Fig. 149, where the absenssa can also be regarih’id Jis representing wave

lengths plotted on a certain sc^ah^, with shorter wave lengtlLs toward

the left. The critical wav(^ length Xa-, or fretpiency vk^ at which absorp-

tion in the K sh(‘ll Ix^giiis is called the K ahaorption limit. Values

of \k and of vk/H an^ listed in the hist columns of Tables III(a),(6).

Since, in the theon^tical pictun^ the ciuu'gy W

k

recpiired to remove a

K electron is somewhat greaUu- than the eiungy change when the atom

undergo(\s a transition betweiui its K state and another of its discrete

quantum states, it is to bc^ expe(d.(d that Kvk will be greater than the

corresponding quantity for any of tlu^ K lin(\s. Hen(*e vk should

exceed v for any of th(»,s(‘ lin(\s, but all of tlu^se frec[uencies ishould be

of the same order of magnii.ud(\ Tlies(^ conc.lusioniS are in agreement

with the observations of Barkla.

The intimate connection between the emission lines of the K series

and the K absorption limit is further shown by the critical voltage

which must be appli(^d to the X-ray tube in order to generate these

lines. The critical voltag(^ Vk is found to be determined by the
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eFjc = hvK,

where vk is the frequency of theK absorption limit for the material of

which the target is composed, h is Planck's constant, and e is the

(numerical) electronic charge. Furthermore, all of the lines of the

K series are excited at the same critical voUage Vk, and, as the voltage

is increased above Fjc, these lines all increase in intensity at exactly

the same rate. In the case of tungsten, for example, for which

Xjc = 178.22 X.U., we find from the last equation, or from Eq. (147b)

in Sec. 108, that Vk — 69,300 volts. When voltages higher than this

are applied to a tungstenrtarget X-ray tube, all of the X-series lines

of tungsten appear. The explanation of these facts, in terms of the

picture described above, is obvious.

Similar facts and interpretations hold for each of the other series

of characteristic X-ray lines, the L, M
,
JV, • • • series. A significant

difference, however, is that here more than one absorption limit

exists in each case. Thus, three L absorption limits are found, denoted,

in order of decreasing frequency, by Li, Lii, and Lm. There are five M
limits, seven N limits, etc. The theoretical reason for the existence

of these multiple limits will be discussed in Sec. 192. The N and 0
limits have very long wave lengths, however, and can be observed

only for the heaviest atoms. The v/R values of some L and M limits

are listed in Tables III(c),(d).

(c) Fluorescent Spectra.—Finally, the fluorescent radiation that

Barkla observed to be emitted when X-rays fall upon material bodies

is likewise easfiy explained in terms of the theoretical picture. A K
electron may be ejected from the atom as the result of an absorption

process as well as by cathode-ray bombardment. Such an act of

absorption leaves a vacancy in the atom which may be filled sub-

sequently by an electron dropping into it from the L shell, or from the

M shell, and so on. Thus, as with cathode-ray excitation, char-

acteristic radiation belonging to the entire K series of lines appears

in fluorescence whenever any member of the series appears. The
frequency of this fluorescent radiation should be lower than the

frequency of the original incident radiation, in agreement with observa-

tion. Fluorescence is a comparatively unusual phenomenon in the

visible region, but in the case of X-rays it is very common.
191. X-ray Energy Levels.

—

As in the spectroscopy of longer wave
lengths. X-ray spectra are conveniently interpreted in terms of a
set of energy levels. In the emission of a Kot line, for example, an
(ionized) atom undergoes a transition or ‘'jumps" from a K energy
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level to an L level, the difference in energy between these two levels

being emitted as the Ka photon. Although we often speak of an

electron as making the jump, it is to be emphasized that the energy of

each state or level involved in the transition really belongs to the

atom as a whole. It would not be correct to think of this energy as

belonging to a single electron, and it would be an unnecessary com-

plication to endeavor to introduce a set of electronic energy levels.

When a K electron is removed from a neutral atom, the atom is

raised into an atomic K level of much higher energy. The difference

in energy between the K level and the neutral, normal level is equal

to the work required to remove a K electron and

leave it at rest at an infinite distance from the atom;
^

"TTTT
thus it equals what we have called Wk or hvK, where

vk is the frequency of the K absorption limit.

Similarly, there will be three slightly different L
levels having energies grciater than that of thenormal

'

level by amounts ecpial to the work of removing anL
electron. Below the L levels, again, is a group of />

• r
l

-nrxip
five M levels, associated with the removal of an M
electron; and so on. Finally, just above the normal

state lies the whole set of optical levels of the

neutral atom, connected with the emission of the

lines in the arc spectrum; and above this’ set of levels m ^ t.

lies another set belonging, like the X-ray levels, to Fig. 169.--
the ionized atom and associated with the spark Typical arrange-

spectmm in the visible and ultraviolet regions, x-ray energy

Ordinary X-ray spectra constitute, in a sense, an

extension of the spark spectrum to higher levels of energy, resulting

from an electronic va(^ancy in the interior of the ionized atom rather

than from the excitation of one of the outer electrons of the ion.

The typical distribution of atomic levels thus arrived at is shown

diagrammatically in Fig. 159. Jjines indicating transitions between

X-ray levels on such diagrams are often drawn with an arrowhead

at each end, to indicate that, in a sense, an electron moves upward

on the diagram as the atom moves downward. Thus, in the emission

of a Ka line, the atom dro])s from its K level to one of its L levels, an

electron simultaneously changing from anL shell to aX shell; for anLa
line, an electron changes from M to L; and so on. The Kp line results

from the transition of the atom from the K to an M level; the loss of

energy being larger, the Kp line is of higher frequency than the Ka
line. The Ky line r(‘sults from a transition, K to N. The transition

from K to the normal state, representing capture of a free electron
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of negligible kinetic energy into the vacancy in the K shell, would
cause the emission of a frequency vk equal to that of the K absorption

limit; this would represent the “series limit for the K lines.

In a similar way, the lines of the L series are emitted by atoms in

which a vacancy in the L shell has been caused by the impact of a
cathode-ray electron or by the absorption of a photon. The atom then

drops from its L energy level to the M level, or to some lower level,

emitting a photon of radiation belonging to one of the L lines. Lines

belonging to M
,
JV, • • * series may similarly occur.

The energy-level diagram suggests at once a simple quantitative

relation that should exist between line frequencies and absorption

limits,^ It is obvious that the loss of energy by the atom when a Ka
line is emitted, i.e., the hv value of this line, is equal to the difference

in the energies, or in the hv values, of the K and L absorption limits.

The same equality will exist for the frequencies, or for the values of

v/R. This is a conclusion that can easily be checked from the data.

In columns 2 and 3 of Table IV are shown the wave lengths and the

Table IV.

—

Relation op the Frequencies op the Kai .^ Lines op Molybdenum
TO THE Frequencies of the K and the L Absorption Limits

Absorption limits

WB)k - {v/B)t

Observed emission lines

Limit X, X units v/R Line X, Xunits v/R

K 618.48 1,473.4

Li 4,289.7 212.4 (1,261.0) .... Missing

Ln 4,712.0 193.4 1,280.0 Kct2 712.10 1,279.7

Lm 4,904.2 185.8 1,287.6 Kai 707.83 1,287.4

values of v/R for, respectively, the K, Li, Ln, and Lm absorption

limits of molybdenum [see Tables III(b),(c)]. In column 4 are shown
the differences in v/R values between the K limit and each of the three

L limits. The second part of the table shows the directly obseived

values of X and of v/R for the Kol\ and the Ka^ lines of molybdenum.
It is seen that the observed value of v/R for the Koti line is almost exactly

equal to the difference between the value of v/R of the K limit and that

of theLm limit. Similarly, the v/R value of the Ka2 line is equal to the

difference between the value of v/R of the K limit and that of the Lu
limit. Putting this relation in symbols, we can write
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or
*'Krtt Vk VLjxii PKat = Vjc — Vlu*

1 hia example illustrates a law of great importance: The frequencies
of X-ray hnvs are gzven by the differences between the frequLies of
<dm>rption hunts. By means of this law it is possible to infer from
«latii on the lines, the relative positions of certain absorption ’limits
which cnniiot l)(^ direcitly measured.

WluMi absorption limits can be observed, on the other hand, they
tuiiil)lc us, IS wo h*i\ o seen, to locate the various energy levels relative
to th<^ normal state of the atom. Thus, from data on X-ray lines and
ubsorption limits, the whole scheme of X-ray atomic levels can be
built up, and this scheme then serves to represent a wide range of facts

in a compact and clear form.

192. The Quantum Theory of X-ray Terms and Lines.—The sim-
ple* pi<d.ur(^ of the atomic mechanism for the production of characteristic

X-rays that was d(\s(u-ibed above affords no explanation of the occur-

ron(‘(^ of .srtrral different L, M, • • • levels lying close together. This

feaiurt* was not correctly understood until wave mechanics was
devi‘lop(‘d. 'Jiu^ htusis for its explanation is furnished by the theoiy

of atoini(^ structure d(*s(aibed in Secs. 127 to 129. Ajs was there

statt'd, howtw’ca*, t.lu^ scope of this book is such that onlj- a brief

<lcs(*ripti<»u of tlu^ thcM>retical results can be given here.

As explain(‘d in 128, to a first approximation the electrons

in an atom can be supposed to be distributed, in accordance with the

l*a\ili cNchisioii priii(*ipl(^ among a number of representative 1-electron

wave fund ions. Mach of these functions can be chosen so as to be

charad<*riz(‘d by four (luantum numbers (Sec. 153), nljin. The

iirsi. of th(*s<* nunib<n*s, //., Is always a positive integer; the values

n .. 1, 2,
• • • <M)rn'spon(l to the various shells, which wre have also

dcnot<*<l by /v, L, M, * •
• The number Z is 0 or a positive integer less

than n ; it. scrv(‘s t.o d(*sigiiatc a subshell. The number j can take on,

for given I > 0, (‘it las* of two values, j = I + ov I
— and m may

have any on(‘ of the 2j + 1 integrally spaced values from m = j down

,,, Vur coiivi^niencc, there is shown below the constitution
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of the first four shells when completely filled, the X-ray designation of

each shell being given opposite Shell,’’ and the total number of elec-

trons that have the same set of values of j being given opposite

“Electrons.”

Let us fix our attention now on a single subshell of a normal,

neutral atom. This subshell is specified by a particular choice of n

and I n = 3, Z = 1, the subshell containing 6 electrons). We
wish to consider the effect of removing 1 electron.

When the subshell is full of electrons, there is only one possible

choice that can be made of 1-electron wave functions to represent the

electrons j
it is necessary to use all of the wave functions that can be

constructed for the given values of n and Z. Under such circumstances

the total angular momentum of all of the electrons in the subshell is

easily shown to be zero
j
this is true likewise of the total orbital momen-

tum of the electrons and of their spin momenta, and also for the sum

of the angular momenta of both kinds.

K, now, 1 electron is removed from the subshell, there is a variety

of states in which the incomplete subshell can be left, corresponding

to the different combinations of the electronic wave functions that

can be chosen for the remaining electrons. There are, in fact, just

as many different possible states for the incomplete subshell as there

are different types of electronic wave functions represented in the

complete subshell, each state of the incomplete subshell corresponding

to the omission of one of these functions. The resultant angular

momenta, orbital and spin, of the electrons remaining in the incom-

plete subshell can then be added into a resultant, which we may
indicate, according to spectroscopic terminology, as in Sec. 140, by

the quantum number J, In addition, wave-mechanical theory

indicates that the orbital angular momenta can be added separately

into a resultant, with a quantum number L, and their spin momenta

into a separate resultant characterized by a quantum number S
(Secs. 141, 144). Corresponding to what was just said about the

number of possible states for the subshell, however, the sets of values

of J, L, and S that can occur for the remaining electrons in the subshell

are exactly the same as they are for a single electron existing all by

itself in the subshell. For this reason, it is customary to use, instead

of the capital letters J, L, and S, the small letters i, Z, and a, which

would be used if only 1 electron were present. We can, in fact, think

of the “hole” that is left by removing an electron as functioning like

an electron, a conception that has far-reaching applications. The
hole is sometimes thought of as formed by the removal of an electron
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which already possessed the particiilar values of I and 3 in question.

This idea must not be taken too literally, however; it does not imply,

for instance, that 33 coupling necessarily holds in the inner subsheUs

of atoms.

The removal of an electron thus leaves the subshell in a state

characterized by certain values of nljm. Theory indicates, how-

ever, that the energy should not vary with m, so that for many
purposes we may ignore this latter quantum number and retain only

n 1 3. Furthermore, the energy, although varying greatly with the

value of n, should vary only slightly with I and j. Thus, for an atom

with a vacancy in a given shell (given n), there will exist a close group

of energy levels whose number will be equal to the number of the

possible sets of values of I and 3. For n = 1 {K shell), the only values

possible are 1 = 0, j = and there is only one level. For n = 2

(L shell), there is one level for f = 0, j = ^, and also one each for

I = 1,3 = H and Z = 1, j = or three in all. For n = Z(M shell),

there are five possible levels, with Z = 0, i = Z = 1, j = or

I ss 2,3 — M or %

)

and so on. The number of the absorption limits

as actually observed is tlius explained.

Of course, the total number of levels that can occur for an actual

atom is limited also by the number of electrons it contains. The

uranium atom will exhibit the maximum number of levels. The
energy-level diagram for ionized uranium, with energy plotted as

v/R on a logarithmic scale, is shown in Fig. 160. As one proceeds

toward elements of lower atomic number, the electron shells of higher

quantum number n progressively disappear (sec Appendix III) and

therewith, also, the corrcsi)onding energy levels, as well as the X-ray

lines, originating from these levels. In copper, for example, there are.

no 0 levels and only one N level. One should not expect to find,

therefore, in the X-ray sp(«drum of copper such lines (see Fig. 160 for

their origin) us Lfii, Ly<i, l^yn, etc.

In addition to accounting for the general features of the energy-

level diagram, wave mechanics makes definite predictions concerning

the relative probaJnlUirs of tramdtioivs between the various levels. For

a transition accompaiu<^d by what is called radiation of the dipole type,

we have the same selection rules as for 1 electron ^ec. 163)

:

AZ = ±1, Aj = 0 or +1.

Experimentally, it is observed that between many pairs of levels

transitions do not occur. For example, in Table IV, the emission line

corresponding to the transition K —>Lt is listed as “missing.” In
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Fig. 160, also, many apparently possible transitions are not shown bya^ws because the corresponding lines are not observed. For a long
time, no reason was known for such apparent vagaries. Let us see

whether or not we can account for them by means of the wave-
mechanical selection rules.

We must first discover how values of I and j are to be assigned to
such levels as Li, Ln, Lia- This can be done by comparing the
observed array of lines with those allowed by the selection niles a.nd
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endeavoring to assign values of I and j in such a way as to bring the

theoretical predictions into harmony with the facts.

Referring to the uranium diagram in Fig. 160, which is typical of

that for all atoms except for the absence of certain outer levels as

explained above, we note that transitions occur between the K level,

with I = 0, and the Ln and Lm levels, giving rise to the Kai and Kaz
lines. Hence, it must be that I = 1 for Ln and Lni, in order to make
A? = 1. For Li, there remains* then only Z = 0, as indicated at the

left side of the figure. The Kfi and Ky lines,” also, are actually

doublets like Ka, which can be resolved in heavy atoms; they fix

I = 1
,

likewise, for Mn, Mm, Nny Nm. The remaining M levels,

Ml, Miv, and My, must then consist, in some order, of (0, J^),

(2, and (2, %) (i.c., of leyels with Z = 0 and j = 3^, etc.). These

latter three levels could all combine withLn,Lni, i.e., with (1, 3^) and

(1, ^), without violating the rule that AZ = ±1. The rule that

Aj = 0 or ±1, however, limits (2, to combining with (1, %) only.

It is found experimentally that My combines only with Lm, giving

rise to the brightest of the L lines, called Lai, whereas Mi and Miy
combine with both Ln and Lm (lines Lrj, LI, Lpi, Laz, the first two

very weak). Hence, it must be that Mv = (2, ^), and also that

Ln = (1, li)y that, between Ln and My, Aj = 2 and the transition

is forbiddeii. Thus we have identified Li and Ln; Lm is then also

identified, by a process of eliininatioii, as (1,

If enough lines of the M group wore known, we could continue in

this manner and identify all of the ]\[ levels. In default of such

knowledge, we may fall back on the conclusion drawn from wave-

mechanical ])(a*turl)a.tion theory that the levels should lie in the same

order in all shc^lls, and with levels of largc^r j at lower energies. This

principle agr(M\s with all that can ho leanuKl from the observed lines;

and it suffices to (M)mpl(d.e the arrangement of the levels, as shown in

Fig. 160.

The values of n, I, and j thus associatcMl with the various-X-ray

levels are shown at the hdt in Fig. KU). It may he remarked that the

corresponding sp(M*tros(M)pic notation for atomic levels is also some-

times employed, th(^ <H)rresponden(n‘. h(d.ween this notation and the

older X-ray symbols being as follow's (Sec. 142; all the terms here are

doublet t(M-ms)

:

K u /vll.lll Ml M 11,111 M IV,

V

1-Sh 1 :̂
3 />?{!,

jVi 1,111 N\w,v ^vi.vn '

4-Si.i 4/'!..,
a,, ilhi.i •t/'Vi.Tu
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Certain predictions as to the relative intensity of X-ray lines may
also be derived from the theory. Lines in which I and j change in the

same sense should be stronger than those in which I and j change in

opposite directions; and the lines for the largest values of I and j should

be, as a rule, the strongest. These conclusions from the theory agree,

in a general way, with the data. The order of the subscripts com-
monly used in designating lines, a, iS, 7, 5,

• •
•

, indicates, in general,

decreasing intensity; lines such as tj and Z are very weak. In the case

of lines that start from a common initial level, furthermore, the theory

leads to quarditcdive predictions concerning the relative intensities.

When the initial level is the same for two lines, uncertainties in regard

to the relative probabilities of excitation do not arise. Thus, theo-

retically, Kotx should be twice as strong aB Ka^; and experimentally this

is very nearly true.

Experimental work on the relative intensities of X-ray lines is,

however, usually very difficult, because of the numerous troublesome
corrections that have to be made to the observed intensities.^

It should be remarked in cohclusion that the dipole selection rules,

employed above, do not hold in all cases, in agreement with theoretical

predictions. Many weak lines ‘‘forbidden’’ by these rules have been
observed ; especially in the spectra of the heavier elements, lines have
been reported^ corresponding to transitions Lm “> Nn andim —> Nm,
for each of which Al = 0. Such lines are called “quadrupole” lines.

They are subject to a different set of selection rules (e.^., AZ = 0
or ±2).

193. The Continuous X-ray Spectrum.—^The characteristic line

spectrum emitted by an X-ray target as observed is superposed upon
a continuous spectrum. This appears clearly, for example, in Fig. 155.

The positions, i.e., wave lengths, of the lines are determined solely

by the material of the target; their intensity is determined, for a given
target material and tube current, by the voltage applied to the tube.

On the other hand, the wave-length characteristics of the continuous
spectrum are quite independent of the material of the target but are

determined by the voltage applied to the tube. The intensity of the
continuous spectrum, for a given tube current, is dependent both on
the target material and on the applied voltage, as well as on the thick-

ness of the target. In this section, we shall give a brief survey of some
of the more important facts concerning the continuous spectrum.

1 Parratt, PhyB. Rev., vol. 54, p. 99 (1938); see also Sec. 194.
* Idei, Tdhoku Univ., Sd. & Technol, Reports, vol. 19, p. 659 (1930); Kattfman,

Phys, Rev., vol. 40, p. 116 (1932).
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Sec. 1931 THE CONTINUOUS Z-RAY SPECTRUM

A series of four spectral-energy distribution curves, recorded with

an ionization spectrometer for the radiation from a tungsten target, and

for appUed voltages of 20,000, 30,000, 40,000, and 60,000 volts, respec-

tively, is shown in Fig. 161.* The spectral region of this figure lies

between the X and L series lines of tungsten. Starting at the long-

wave-length side, the curves rise to a maximum and then drop rapidly

Fig. 161.—Ulroy’s curves for the distribution of energy in the continuous X-ray spec-

trum of tungsten at various voltages.

toward zero; the position of the maximum depends on the appli^

voltage. The curves are seen to meet the axis at finite angles, as is

shown at the intersections a, b, c, and d, respectively. These inter-

sections can be very accurately measured by making readings nearer

the axis* than the readings shown in Fig. 161. It is seen that the

intersection.s come at shorter wave lengths, the higher the voltage.

A very simple relation exists between these limiting frequencies

and the applied voltage. This relation is shown graphically in Fig.

162, in which limiting frequencies are plotted as ordinates against

applied voltages as abscissas. The graph is a straight line passing

* Those curv(jH aro from the moaHuromciits of Ulrey, Phya. Rev., vol. 11, p. 401

(1918). They arc subject to certain corrections to bo mentioned later.

*See Duane and Hunt, Phya. Rev., vol. 6, p. 166 (1915).
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through the origin; the limiting frequency is strictly proportional

to the applied voltage, the empirical equation of the curve being

1^0 = 2,43X101^7', (271)

where i^o is the maximum frequency which an applied voltage 7' (in

volts) can generate.

The existence of this sharp “ cutoff,” at a limiting minimum wave
length, is hard to explain on the basis of classical theory. The con-

tinuous spectrum is believed to be emitted as a consequence of the

deflection of the cathode electrons by the strong fields surrounding

Fig. 162.—The relation between the limiting frequency and the applied voltage.

the nuclei of the atoms of the target, in contrast to the line spectrum,
which is emitted by electrons of the target itself in atoms which have
been ionized. According to classical theory, the acceleration of an
electron as it undergoes deflection in the field of a nucleus will cause
the emission of a pulse of radiation. The energy-distribution curve
for such a pulse can be found by making a Fourier analysis of the pulse
into monochromatic wave trains. Now a form of pulse can be invented
which produces a sharp cutoff of the distribution curve but no good
reason can be assigned to explain why just this form of pulse should
always be emitted in consequence of the deflection or stoppage of a
cathode particle. Quantum theory, on the other hand, easily explains
the existence of the sharp cutoff.

1 Kbnnaed, Phyfs. Zeits., vol. 24, p. 372 (1923).
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According to quantum theory, our concentinn +i.

which the negative acceleration of cathode electronspLuc^StiSmust be modified in somewhat the same way as the wif*
Of ttc a .pactra, Up. by an aj^
Mlw a aportml lin. r.pr<^ta ladiation tbat in inltan^wtt a fniqiicnay oqnal to the f|«,ueney ot vibmtion rf an decton the
.-lierRV .it ivh.<;h gradually diminBhM dnnng tb. aniaaion ot the mdk!
t.lon. Arjamlmg to ,..antum theory, on the other hand, the radiationl» ,.m.tto.l a« a uumtuni or photon ot energy hr, and ite fr^juency r
IS determined by the Einstein condition that

^

hv = Air,

whiTe A ir is the total amount of energy lost by the electron Thus a
euxthode electron passing through the strong electric field near the
tuK'leus of an atom in an aX-ray target is not to be thought of as under-
|?i>ing continuous acec'leration, accompanied by the emission of radia-
tion, as is nsiuired by (classical theory. The electron may actually pass
thnaigh t h<^ Ih'ld undeviated in direction, but it is much more likely
to issue from the atom in a different direction from its direction of
ai)|»roai-h. It may suffer no change in its energy; and in this case no
radiation is emitted. Or, it may suffer a decrease AlF in energy; in
this latti'i- case the <'nergy lost is emitted as a photon of frequency v

Kiven liy I'iiiistf'in’s eciuution, hv = AW. The amount of energy lost

cannot exceed t he total kinetic energy with which the electron enters

t he target
,
but it may havc^ any value smaller than this.

It folhiws tli.nt tlu^ wasrimuni frequency vo of the X-rays will be the

fretiucncy <if a photon emitted when the electron is brought entirely

If) rest- a.« the result, of a single! eknnentary process. For the energy

with wliich the ehs-troii approaches the atom, we can write eV, e being

the electronic charge and V tho i)otential difference through which it

falls in i»!issing from the (cathode of the tube to the target. The
inaximuin I'nspiency I'o i)r('sent. in the X-rays will thus be determined

hv the f'ljuation

hpo = rV. (272)

In a<l<lition to this maximum frequency vo, we should then expect

.also a whole spect rum of /oiwr frccpuiiicics, emitted by electrons which

lose only !i part of their <ai(‘rgy in a .single encounter with a nucleus,

in the form of a sma ller (piantuin hv. A further reason for the emission

of freipiencies Iow<‘r tlnin vn lies in the fact that, in the vast majority

of case.s, an (“had ron will <(xp<'rience many collisions with atoms of the

t arget before Iieing l)rouKlit to rest. At each of these collisions some

(*f the energy i V is dissipated. Thus, a great deal of radiation is
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emitted by electrons which impinge upon atoms with incident energy

less than eV. If the target is suflBlciently thin, however—say of very

thin gold foil—only a few of the electrons of the incident cathode

stream wUl collide with atoms in it, most of them passing through the

target undeviated. Thus slowly moving electrons will not be present

in a thin target to the same degree as in a thick one. Accordingly, we

should expect that a greater proportion of the energy in the continuous

spectrum from thin targets should lie near the vo limit than from thick

targets. This is in agreement with experiment.

In the continuous spectrum from a very thin target, as a matter of

fact, experiment indicates, in agreement with the wave-mechanical

computation of Sommerfeld, that the maximum of the energy-distribu-

tion curve occurs at the limiting wave-length,

vq itself. On the short-wave side of Xo, the

curve drops abruptly to the axis of abscissas,

whereas toward longer waves it falls nearly

in proportion to l/X^, as illustrated in Fig.

163. The curves for a thick target, as in

Fig. 161, can be regarded as arising from the

superposition of many elementary curves,

such as that in Fig. 163, with various values

of Xo. * In such a target it might be expected

that there would be a most probable type of

collision which would correspond to the peak

or maximum of the energy-distribution curve.

With the shape of the energy-distribution curve we are not, for the

moment, concerned. Rather, let us return to the empirical equation

(271) and to the curve (Fig. 162) which showed, in complete agreement

with Eq. (272), that V « vq. Writing Eq. (272) in the form

Fig. * 163.—Approximate
distribution of energy in the
continuous X-ray spectrum
from a very thin target, near
the short-wave-length Hmit.

Vo iZl
A 300’

where V is in electrostatic units and 7' is in volts, we see that the

numerical constant in Eq. (271) should be equal to the multiplier of

7' in this last equation. That is, we should have

300A
= 2.43 X lO'S

from which, if we use the old value, e = 4.77 X 10~*® e.s.u.,

k = 6.56 X 10-«

Pf. CouFTON and Allison, op. eit., p. 90,
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or, if we use the modem value, e = 4.80 X 10"^® e.s.u.,

h = 6.58 X 10-27.

At the present time (1940), the best value of A as derived from precise

measurements of the limiting X-ray frequency and a modem value of

e of about 4.803 X 10“^®, is^ in good agreement with values obtained

in other ways.

194. Intensity of the Continuous Spectrum.—Determinations of

the total intensity, and of the distribution of intensity in the con-

tinuous X-ray spectrum are by no means so satisfactory as the measure-

ments of minimumwave lengths. This is due to the fact that numerous
troublesome corrections have to be made to the observed energy-

distribution curves, such as those shown in Fig. 161, before the true

curve can be obtained. ^ Among these necessary corrections may be
mentioned the following:

1. The variation with wave length of the ahsorption of the radiation in

its path from the atom of the target in which the radiation originates

to the ionization chamber where the intensity of the radiation is meas-

ured. This path includes the material of tlu^ target itself, since the

X-rays originate at finite (though very small) depths below the surface,

the walls of the X-ray tube and the window of the ionization chamber,

and the air between tlie tube and the chamber.

2. The reflecting power of the crystal grating^ which varies with wave

length.

3. Incomplete absorption in the ionization chamber. Either an

ionization chamber of sufficient huigth to absorl) the entire X-ray beam
must be used, or else corrections must bo madc^ for variation with wave

length of the absorption within the chamber, since the observed ionizar

tion current is proportional to the energy absorbed in the chamber.

4. Second-order reflection,^' According to Eq. (268), which may
take the form

. 2d sin 0
X == ;

n

when the crystal in the spectrometer [Fig. 154 (a)] is set at a given

angle B, a series of wave lengths X will be refh^cted for different values

1, 2, 3,
• •

* of n, provided those several wave lengths are present

in the incident radiation. Suppose, for example, that when the

voltage applied to the X-ray tube is 50 kilovolts, the crystal is set at

iC/. Dunnington, Rev. Modern Physic.% vol. 11, p. 65 (1939), and for the best

experimental work, DuMoiid and Bollman, Phys, Rev., vol. 51, p. 400 (1937).

* These corroetions, however, in no wise affect the determination of minimum
wave lengths.
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such an angle ^0.6 as to give a first-order reflection (f.c., n - 1) of

X = 0.6 angstrom. According to Fig. 161, the minimum wave length

present in the X-ray spectrum generated by 60 kilovolts is 0.250 A.

Under these conditions, there will be reflected into the ionization

chamber the second-order wave length X = 0.3 A, in addition to the

first-order wave length X = 0.6 A. The observed intensity when
the spectrometer is set at X = 0.6 A is, therefore, the sum of the

intensities due to both wave lengths. For an applied voltage of 30

kilovolts, however, only first-order reflection is present at ^o.e, and no

correction is necessary.

6. Secondary 'production of X-rays. If one is interested primarily

in the radiations produced by impacts of the incident cathode rays

alone, corrections must be made for the radiations arising from impacts

of the various types of secondary electrons produced in the target

itself, e.g.j electrons ejected from the atoms of the target by the impact
of cathode rays, or by photoelectric ejection, or by ejection as Compton
electrons in connection with the scattering of the X-rays in the target

[Sec. 198(a)].

6. Characteristic lines. There generally exist several characteristic

X-ray lines superimposed on the continuous spectrum; the intensities

of such lines must be subtracted from the intensity of the beam as

observed.

Without discussing the methods of making these several correc-

tions,^ the final results may be summarized as follows:

a. The total radiation, i.e., the area under the (corrected) energy-
distribution curves, is, for a given target material and tube cur-

rent, very nearly proportional to the square of the applied
voltage.

h. At a given voltage and tube current, the total radiation varies

roughly as the first power of the atomic number of the target.

c. The wave length Xm at which a given energy-distribution curve
for a thick target attains its maximum is roughly 1.5 times the
wave length at which the same cuive meets the wave-length
axis.

d, Wagner and Kulenkampff^ give the following empirical formula
for the intensity Ip of the X-ray energy at frequency v from a
target of atomic number Z when bombarded by electrons which
have fallen through a potential Vi

Ip = CZ(^VQ J') "1~ BZ^y

1 See Kibkpatkick, Phya. Reo., vol. 22, p. 414 (1923).

Ann. d. Phyaik, vol. 68, p. 369; vol. 69, p. 548 (1922).
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where is the maximum frequency, determined by the quantum
relation eV = hvo, and C and B are constants independent of

voltage and target material.

The efficiency of an X-ray tube (with thick target) is very low. If

we define the efficiency as the fraction of the energy carried by the

cathode electrons which is converted into X-ray energy, it varies from

about 0.01 to 0.1 percent.

INTERACTIONS OF X-RAYS WITH ATOMS

196. The Absorption of X-rays.—^In contrast with the apparently

chaotic state of affairs in regard to the absorption of light in the visible

or near-visible portions of the spectrum, we find comparative sim-

plicity in the empirical laws of the absorption of X-rays. Measure-

ments of the absorption coefficient for a monochromatic beam of

parallel rays are readily made by use of the ionization spectrometer

[Fig. 154(a)]. For a given crystal angle 6 and, therefore, wave length

X, the ionization current is measured both with and without a sheet of

absorbing material of known density p and thickness x placed in the

path of the beam, say between the two slits Si and S 2 . These measure-

ments give, respectively, I and h in the equation [c/. Eq. (266) in

Sec. 185]

I = = /oc"''*' (273)

from which the linear ahsorption coejficicnt p or the mass absorption

coefficient p/p may be computed. In this way, being careful to use such

a tube voltage as to eliminate sc^cjond order reflections, one may obtain

values of p/p for various wave lengths and various substances. The

mass absorption coefficient p/p is much more commonly used than the

linear coefficient.

(a) Properties of p/p.—Figure 1()4 shows roughly the mass

absorption coefficient of lead in the wave-length range 0. 1 <X < 1.2 A.

Beginning at ])oint 0
, p/p ris(^s rapidly with in(u-easmg wave length

until point a, eorr(\sponding to X = 0.1405 A and p/p = 8 (about)

is reached, at which the vahie of p/p suddenly drops to point a'.

This is the K absori)tion limit (Secs. 185, 100). Up h) this point,

absorption a(‘.companied by (‘j(‘ction of K eh^ctrons has constituted

the major part of th(i absorption. At longer wave lengths, this K
absorption does not occur at all, hence the drop in p/p.

With further inen^ase in wave huigi.h, liowevor, the absorption

again increases rapidly, being mostly due now to ionization of the

atoms in the L shelb until at point 6, corresponding to X = 0.780 A,
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the Lt absorption limit is reached, at which there occurs another

drop in the absorption to point b\ From b' to c, absorption still

occurs which is accompanied by ionization leaving atoms in Zoi or

Lm states; i.e., the atoms in question are raised to their Ln or Lm
energy levels. None, however, is raised to tbe la level. Similar

drops or “breaks” occur at cc' (X = 0.813 A) and at dd' (X = 0.950 A),

the Lu and Lm limits, respectively; from o' to d, absorption into the

Lm state is still occurring, but beyond d' absorption with ionization in

the L shell ceases altogether. Beyond point d', however, the absorp-

tion again increases rapidly. If we could follow, by direct measure-

ment, the absorption beyond point e, we should find that, in the

region 3.2 < X < 5.0 A, a group of five “breaks" occurs, representing

the five M absorption limits; beginning at about 14 A, there would

come the group of seven N limits; etc.

Curves similar to Fig. 164 are obtained for the absorption of X-rays

in other substances, the respective discontinuities or limits occurring

at longer wave lengths, the lower the atomic number of the absorber.
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In fact, a curve plotted between the square root of the frequency of a
given limit and atonuc number is nearly a straight line «iTnilii.r to

Moseley’s curve (Mg. 166) for line spectra. Such a curve for the K
limit, from Mg (Z = 12) to Th (Z = 90) is shown ui‘ Fig. 165, in

which, as ordinates, are plotted Vv/22, where R is the Rydberg con-

stant. The graph is seen to be nearly, but not quite, a straight line.

For comparison, there are also shown the corresponding graphs for the

La, La, and Lm limits from Ag (Z = 47) to Th (Z = 90).

Fig. 1C5.—The Mosoloy diagram for the K and L absorption limits.

Not only Is there regularity in the wave lengths of the absorp-

tion limits from one element to another, but there is also a remarkable

regularity in the magnitude of the mass absorption coefficient, from

wave length to wave length in a given element, and from one element

to another. Figure 166 shows, on a much larger scale, the mass absorp-

tion coefficients of lead in^ the region o to o' of Fig. 164, plotted as a

function of the cube of the wave length. The two parts of the graph

on each side of the K absorption limit oa' are seen to be straight lines,

with very nearly equal intercepts of about /i/p = 1. We may,

accordingly, write the empirical equation for the variation of p/p
with X in the regions oa and a'o', respectively, as

!^ = k\^ + b, A'X* + b, (274a,6)
P P

where k and fc' are the slopes of the respective lines and 6 is a constant.

' Data from Sieobaun, loc, dt.

* Richtmybb, Phys. /icv., vol. 27, p. 1 (1925).
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To a first approximatioii,^ the mass absorption coefficient for a given

absorber is a linear function of the cube of the wave length, due regard

being given to the spectral region in which the equations apply.

A quantity of more fundamental significance than n or n/p is the

atomic absorption coefficient /i®. This quantity represents the absorp-

tion due to a single atom and is obtained by chvidhig the mass absorp-

Fio. 166.—Mass absorption coefficients of lead as a function of wave length, showing the

K discontinuity and the linear relation between ix/p and X’.

tion coefficient ju/p by the number of atoms per gram, No/A, where

No is Avogadro’s number and A is the atomic weight:

Pa
f*/p

IQa
Equations (274a,b) may then be written

Pa - + 6a, Pa « + 6a. (275a,6)

(More commonly the symbol <ra is written for ba, for the reason stated

below.) In terms of pa a second type of regularity has been found to

exist in the absorption coefficient. The constants ka and fc' vary

approximately as the fourth power of the atomic number.^ Accord-

1 There are slight systematic departures from the X® law. See Compton and
Allison, op. dt,; Cuykendall, Phya, Rev.j vol. 50, p. 106 (1936); Jones, Phya.

Rev,f vol. 50, p. 110 (1936); Andrews, Phya. Rev., vol. 64, p. 944 (1938).

* Bbaog and Pierce, Phil Mag., vol. 28, p. 626 (1914); Richtmtbb and War-
burton, Phya. Rev., vol. 22, p. 639 (19231.
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• in^y, Eq. (275a,6) may be written in the following form, Xjt and \i

denoting, respectively, the K and L absorption limits:

\<\k: Ma - CJZ^\^ + ba (276a)

Xk < X < Xl: ULa = CiZ^X* + (2765)

Here, when X is in centimeters, Ca = 2.25 X 10"-^ C' = 0.33 X lO”®.

It seems surprising that such simple relations should hold, even

approximately, for the absorption coefficients. The theoretical

treatment of this topic is not in a very satisfactory state. ^

(5) Physical Interpi'etation of the Absorption Formulas.—As we
have seen, the so-called absorption” of X-rays is due partly to the

photoelectric effect, to be described in the next section, and partly to

scattering (Secs. 184, 185). Hence, we may conveniently write

/X = r -h (T, IXa — Ta + (Ta,

whei-e T or r® represents the part of the absorption that is due to the

photoelectric effect and <r or Oa the part that is due to scattering.

According to classical theoi-y the scattering should be independent

of frequency [Sec. 184(a)], and for this reason <r or Oa has often been

identified with the constant term 5 or 5a in the empirical formulas

(275a,5) or (276a,5). The term in X® is then identified with the

photoelectric absorption. We shall see, however, that in reality the

scattering coefficient varies considerably with wave length, so that

such an interpretation of the empirical formulas can possess only

approximate validity.

196. The Photoelectric Effect for X-rays.—If part of the absorp-

tion of X-rays is diu’i, as we have assumed, to a photoelectric effect,

it should be possibU^ to obs(n*vc the photoeloctrons thus produced, and

Einstein's photo(‘l(Md.ri(‘. ecpiation should V)e applicable to them. In

the ordinary photocdectric. (4Tect, the electrons come from among the

**free” electrons in the nu^tal (Sec. 67), and their maximum kinetic

energy, when prodneed by a beam of light of frequency v, is Hmvl,

as given by Kq. (53) in Sec. 49:

>2 = hv — wo,

where wo is the work rccpiinMl to remove an electron from just under the

surface of the metal (h = Planck's constant). When photoelectrons

are produced by X-rays, on the contrary, th(\y will come (at least

principally) from th(^ d(H^per-lying slu^lls of the atoms. If a photo-

electron is ejected from the K shell by X-rays of frequency v, the

amount of energy absorbed from tlic radiation is hv; but work equal

‘ See CoMProN and Almson, op. cU.
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to hvK must be done by the electron in escaping from the atom, vk

being the frequency of the K absorption limit. Hence the electron

will emerge from the atom with kinetic energy equal to hv —
If the atom lies on the surface of the absorbing material, the electron

may escape into the surrounding space with this amount of energy

(more exactly with energy hv — hvx — wo, but coo is usually negligibly

small). Otherwise it may lose part of its energy in passing throu^

a layer of matter. Thus the maximum kinetic energy with which

photoelectrons produced by absorption in the K shell may emerge

from the absorbing material will be

nwl^ = Ap — hvK “ h{v — vk) (277)

(provided coo may be neglected). If p < vk^ no photoelectrons at all

can be ejected from the K shell. As v increases above pa, the maxi-

mum energy of the photoelectrons increases linearly, just as in the

ordinary photoelectric effect.

The number of photoelectrons ejected from the K shell of atoms

of a given absorber, however, decreases as v increases, thereby causing

the known decrease in the absorption coefficient as v recedes from vk-

In all cases this number is strictly proportional to the intensity of the

X-rays.

The photoelectrons ejected from the L shell consist of three slightly

different groups, with maximum energies corresponding to the three

L absorption limits, pli, PLn, Pim; the maximum kinetic energies in

the three groups are

Hmvl^ = h{v - pli), Hmvlai = h{v ~ pj^),

Urnvlaii = h{v — pljh). (278a,

6

,c)

The differences in these maximum energies arise from differences

in the quantum state in which the remaining L electrons are left

upon the departure of the ejected one. Similarly, from the M shell

there are five groups; and so on. If we start with X-rays of very high

frequency, photoelectrons of all kinds are produced. If the frequency
is then decreased, as it passes vk, the K photoelectrons disappear;

as it passes the L limits, the three groups ofL photoelectrons disappear

in turn; and so on.

Among the experiments demonstrating these facts may be men-
tioned those of Robinson and his collaborators,^ whose apparatus is

^Robinson and Rawlinson, Phil, Mag,, vol. 28, p. 277 (1914); Robinson,
Roy. Soc., Proc., vol. 104, p. 455 (1923); Phil. Mag,, vol. 50, p. 241 (1925); Robin-
son and Cabsie, Roy. Soc., Proc., vol. 113, p. 282 (1927); Robinson and Young,
Roy. Soe,, Proc,, vol. 128, p. 92 (1930).
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ii|a;*’»mmatically in Fig, 167. A beam of X-rays of frequency*

lltrt)UKh a thin window W a highly evacuated brass box BB
\kl>on a target T of the material under invest^ation. Photo-

- tire *‘Xi)(»lled from the surface of T in all directions and with

% c us indicated by Eqs. (277), (278a,b,c). The whole

l^^< is i>lu(‘ed in a known magnetic field

singles to the plane of the paper,

si'ii l)t‘ vurieil at will. The photoelec-

.11 ,l»>s<’rU)(‘oirdcs in the field. Some of

ill psiss through the narrow slit 8 and

11 V striki' tho photographic plate PP.

,-l,-.-trons leaving T have velociti®

.
,

tlu'y will move in circles of radu

• unil will strike the plate at points

. . . As shown in the figure, the ar-

..,,t is s«<-h U.S to “focus” electro^

till- dilYen-nt parts of the target with the

..lority onto the plate at such positions

1

1

1 /. V, th<‘ (liarneUjr of the circle being

I M‘t ween .S' and /n or I/!!. Fia.168.

mass with rdocity must

,

.UnimltLy

of X-mys
suitable exciting voltage, the Ka

ifcr.lv, »i»e is of the
than the accompanying rad»tion

X-rnv ‘argot arc much mo ^ ^ »monochromatic” beam,

Ui-r wavii huigths and, therefore, s
tHckness, the
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goes arouud in a circle under the influence of the magnetic field, its

momentum p is constant in magnitude but continually changes in direc-

tion. We can imagine that the electron receives continual vector

increments of momentum directed toward the center of the circle. As
the direction of motion changes by d6, an increment dp of momentum
must be added of magnitude (Fig. 168)

dp — pdB.

The force on the electron is euH, e being the electronic charge in

electromagnetic units and v its velocity. Hence during a time dt the

electron receives momentum
dp = eoHdi.

Thus
dp — pd6 = evHdt.

But (Fig. 168)

r

p = erH. (279)

Now according to the relativistic formula [Eq. (67) in Sec. 67)

P - (l -ZJyc^)W (280)

where m stands for the rest mass of the electron (0.911 X 10-®^ gram)

;

and Eq. (68) in Sec. 68 gives for its kinetic energy

From (280)

~
1 - mV 1 - »Vc®’

Hence we can also write'

^

<

281 )

and for an electron revolving in a magnetic field, by (279),

2"

<

2*2)

(Here e is in electromagnetic units.)

^ Calculations from such formulas are most easily made thus:

T = wic*[(costan“i — 1],
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By means of this last formula, values of the kinetic energy T of the

photoelectrons can be calculated from measured values of r, for com-
parison with h(v — va), where ua is any absorption limit. If losses of

energy by the electrons within the absorber are negligible, we can

substitute values of T so found in the photoelectric equation

T va)

and, knowing v, can obtain values of the absorption limit va^ for com-
parison with values measured spectroscopically.

Table V.—Some X-ray Absorption Limits Determined from the Magnetic
Spectrum of Photoelbctrons (after Robinson); Comparison with

Spectroscopic Method

(Data aro ^ivon in Um-iiis of vnfH whoro is tho froqiu^n<\v of thn limit and R is

the Rydberg Tlu^ coluinns headed “Robinson^' give Robinson's

observations, 'riiosc^ lieji(l(*d “Spee." j?ive the values of tho levels determined

from X-ray spectrosc^opy, as j^iven by Siegbahii.
* Indicates moan value.

Robinson found on his plates a number of ^Mincs” representing

groups of photoclectrons. Tho corresponding absorption limits,

calculated in the manner just described, are given in Table V; values

determined spectroscopically are added for comparison. We note
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that Robinson’s results are in complete agreement with the data of

X-ray spectroscopy. It is noteworthy that he found one K level,

three L levels, five M levels, and, in the case of U 92, five of the seven N
levels, the pairs of levels Nvt.y and iV’vi.vn being too close together

to be resolved in his apparatus.

The technique of measuring the velocities of photoelectrons ejected

by X-rays has been developed to the point that this method is now
one of the most reliable for the precise determination of fundamental

constants.^

197. The Scattering of X-rays.—In spite of the remarkable early

success of the classical theory in accounting for many features of the

scattering of X-rays, developments in this subject since 1920 illustrate

strikingly the inadequacy of the classical theory and the superiority

of quantum theory.

(a) The Total Scattering Coefficient.—When a beam of monochro-

matic X-rays of intensity I traverses a thickness dx of scattering

material, part of the incident energy is scattered, for which we may
write <tI dx. The coefficient <r thus defined is called the total linear

scattering coefficient for X-rays of that wave length. According to

the classical theory, on the two assumptions (1) that the electrons

scatter as if they were free and (2) interference between the wavelets

scattered by different electrons may be ignored, the value of <r can

be found by multiplying the scattering coefficient for a single

electron, as given in Eq. (263) in Sec. 184, by n, the number of elec-

trons per cubic centimeter of the material. If we also divide by p,

the density of the material, we find thus for the classical mass scattering

coefficient

^2 — V£l _ Stt w

p p Z m^c^p
(283)

Thus, if we assume that a = <ro, v/p should be independent of wave
length, and it should not vary greatly with the material, since n is

roughly proportional to p (the number of electrons per atom being

about half of the atomic weight)
; it should, in fact, be nearly equal to

0.2, as may be verified by putting into Eq. (283) the numerical values

of the constants e, ?n, and c and the values of n and p for some scatter-

ing material, such as carbon or aluminum. In Fig. 169 are shown
data on scattering for a number of elementary substances; the ordinates

represent the ratio of the scattering coefficient a for the substance,

denoted by <r« in the figure, to the value ctq as given in Eq. (283). We
note from the figure that for light scattering materials and for X-rays

1 See, e.g., Kretschmab, Phys. Reo., vol. 43, p. 417 (1933).
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of X > 0.2 angstrom the scattering coefficients approximate to the

classical, free-electron value, o-o. Otherwise, there are wide departures.

For heavier materials, and especially at longer wave lengths,

tr greatly exceeds co. This excessive scattering is easily explained

classically. When the wave length becomes comparable with the

distances between the electrons in the atom, they no longer scatter

independent^’’; the waves scattered by different electrons become

Fia. 169.—SciiH-orinpc cooflicionts <r* of various eloments for different wave lengths*

relative to the classic^al value <ro. {Reproduced by cotirteay of D, Van Nostrand Com-
pany, Inc., from Fiy. H I-W in A. //. Compton and S. K. Allison, X-rays in Theory and
Experiment,'^ 1936.)

superposed on each other more or less in the same phase, and construc-

tive interference occurs. If the wave length is actually long as com-

pared to the distances between the N electrons in a given atom, the

relative phase differences of the waves are all small, consequently

the amplitude of the resultant scattered wave is approximately

proportional to N, and the intensity of the scattered radiation is

proportional to For a heavy atom, the difference is enormous.

The decrease of <r at short wave lengths which is evident from

Fig. 169, on the other hand* is impossible of explanation by classical
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theory. For X = 0.1 A, the observed scattering coeflSicient is only

about 0.16, instead of the value of about 0.2 deduced above. For

7-rays, the wave lengths of which are of the order of 0.02 A or less,

the total absorption coeflBicient of carbon, including photoelectric

absorption as well as that due to scattering, is only about 0.06. For
such short waves, however, the assumption that the electrons scatter

independently, and approximately at the same rate as if they were
free, should certainly be justified; for, on classical theory, they will

not move far enough from their equilibrium positions to call appreci-

0 30 60 90 120 150 180

Scattering angle, degrees

Fig. 170.—Helative scattered intensity at various angles of scattering, for X-rays
of X 0.71 A scattered by mesitylene, and for X-rays of X 0.017 A scattered by iron.
{Reproduced by courtesy of D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., from Fig. II1-4 in A. H.
Compton and 8. K. Allison, X-rays in Theory and Experimertt,^^ 1935.)

able elastic forces into play. At this point classical theory fails

badly. In the next section, a result will be quoted from wave mechan-
ics which agrees very well with observations in this region of short

wave lengths.

(6) The Angular Distribution of Scattered X-ray Energy ,—The
classical pulse theory of X-rays led to Eq. (265) in Sec. 184,

7 ' = 1 + cos^<<>

*
2

for the intensity I4! of X-rays scattered per electron at an angle 0
from the direction of the incident beam, the intensity of which is 7; r

is the distance between the scatterer and the place where the scattered

energy is measured. According to this equation, the scattering should
be symmetrical forward and backward about a plane passing through
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the scatterer and perpendicular to the direction of the incident rays.

If = 0 or 0 = TT, 1 + cosV == 2; if ^ = ir/2, 1 + cos^^ = 1. Thus
the energy scattered in the forward or backward directions should

be twice that scattered at 90° from the incident beam.

In Fig. 170 are shown data on the variation with scattering angle

<p of the intensity of X-rays of wave length X == 0.71 A scattered from

liquid mesitylene C6H8(CH3)3. For comparison, the variation

predicted by the classical theory of Thomson, as represented by the

above formula, is shown by a solid line in the figure. We note that

the intensity of scattering agrees well with the classical formula at

scattering angles greater than 45° but shows a marked departure at

smaller angles^ Such a departure might perhaps be explained classi-

cally in the same way in which the excess scattering at long wave
lengths was explained above. But in Fig. 170 data are also shown
on the scattering of 7-rays of wave length 0.017 A from iron. These

data show much smaller scattering than is required by the classical

formula (except, presumably, at a zero scattering angle), and the

scattered radiation exhibits great dissymmetry, being confined almost

entirely to forward directions.

Such dissymmetry in the angular distribution presents difficulties

for any classic^al theory, but it is fully accounted for by the wave-

mechanical tlieory.^

198, The Compton Scattering of X-rays, (a) The Compton PJJfccL

It was early found that, in general, secondary radiation is less pene-

trating than th(^ primary—a fact which was later explained by the

presence iji the secondary beam of the charactenstic fluorescent radia-

tion, which, as we have seen above [Sec. 190(c)], is always of longer

wave length and, therefore, is less penetrating than the exciting

primary beam. In a scattering material of very low atomic number,

such a.s carbon, however, the fluorescent radiation is of such a long

\va\'e hiiigth as to be absorbed by even a thin film of air. Yet, even

with carbon as a scattcuor, the secondary beam was found to be some-

what h^ss penetrating and presumably, therefore, of somewhat longer

mean wavc^ huigtli than the primary.

In a spcMitrometric investigation of scattered radiation, A. H.

Compton'-* showed that when monochromatic radiation falls upon a

scatterer, the scattered beam is composed of two lines, one correspond-

ing in wave length to that of the primary beam and the other being of

definitely longer wave length. Figure 171 shows the spectrum of

scattered radiation from a carbon scatterer when irradiated by the Ka
^ C/. Hkitlek, W., *^The Quiiiituin Theory of liadiutioii,” p. 154, 1936.

^Phys. Rev., vol. 21, p. 715; vol. 22, p. 409 (1923).
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line of molybdenum, the scattered radiation being observed at an angle

The vertical line aa gives the waveof 90° from the incident radiation,

length of the primary radiation.

Fia. 171.—The spectrum of scattered

XrTSiyB, shomiig the unmodified line P
and the modified or “shifted*' line 8
{Compton),

There are seen to be two maxima,

or lines, one of which, P, corre-

sponds exactly to the piimai^r

radiation; the other, S, is

‘‘ shifted'’ toward longer wave

lengths from the position of the

primary, the difference in wave

length between the shifted and the

unshifted components being

0.0236 angstrom.

In order to explain the occur-

rence of the shifted component,

Compton boldly applied the ex-

treme quantum picture of radiant

energy, according to which a beam
of radiation consists of a stream

of localized quanta of energy, or

photons. He assumed that the

scattering process could be treated

as an elastic collision between a

photon and an electron and that

this collision is governed by the

two laws of mechanics: (1) the conservation of energy and (2) the con-

servation of momentum.
Let an incident photon containing energy Po = hv^ rebound from

an electron of rest mass m, initially at rest at the point a (Fig. 172).

Po-

Fig. 172.—Vector diagram showing the conservation of momentum when a photon is

scattered by an electron.

After the collision, the electron will move in a direction making an

angle of 0, say, with the initial direction of motion of the photon while

the photon itself will move in a direction making an angle Q with its

inif.ifl.1 direction. Qualitatively, one sees, at once, that the energy
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E$ of the photon after collision and, therefore, also the frequency must
be less than that of the photon before collision, since some of the
energy of the incident photon must have been given to the electron
if it has been set in motion.

If is the kinetic energy given to the electron as the result of the
collision, we have, from the law of the conservation of energy,

JBo = + Em-

Using the relativistic formula, Eq. (68) in Sec. 68, we have for the
kinetic energy of the electron

E„ = _
1^ ^ = £, (284)

where m is its rest mass, v is its velocity after the collision, and c is the
speed of light. Inserting this value of Em in the preceding equation,
and also Eq = hvo, Ee == hue, we have

hvo = hvf + — 1^. (286)

Furthermore, as stated in Sec. 35, a beam of radiation in free space
carries momentum equal to the energy carried by it divided by c.

Hence a photon, containing energy hv, carries momentum hv/c. The
momentum of an electron moving with speed v is given by Eq. (67) in

Sec. 67. Thus for the momenta we have:

hvo/c = the momentum of the photon before the colEsion,

hve/c = the momentum of the photon after the collision,

mvl^/l — = the momentum of the electron (after the collision).

From the law of the conservation of momentum, therefore, we can

write for the ^-component of momentum (in the direction of propaga-

tion of the incident photon)

hvp

c
+ mpc

cos^ (286)

and for the 2/-component, in the plane containing the directions of

motion of both the scattered photon and the electron,

0 “ — sin ^ sin <p. (287)
c Vl - •

In the three independent equations (285), (286), and (287), we have the

four unknown quantities vo, 0, and jS, assuming the frequency of

the incident photon, to be known. By simultaneous solution, we can
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obtain three of them in terms of a fourth, say 6, which is the direction

with respect to the incident beam in which the photon is “scattered”

as a result of the particular collision.

If we introduce the wave lengths- of the 2 photons (whatever wave
length may mean in terms of this picture!), Xo = c/vo and X» = c/ve, we
can write the last two equations thus:

h

Xo

mpc
COS <p,

h . . mjSc
“Sind = —p===z8m<p.
U Vl -

Squaring these two equations and adding them, we have

^2 ^
XS

2h^

XoXff
cosd

1 ^2 - 1 _ ^2
^ • (288)

Similarly Eq. (285) can be written, after dividing it through by c,

h h
,

me— me = —
7
===i*

Xo Xe \/l —

•
• X? ^ X*» XoXs

^
VXo X*/

+ m^c^
2^2m^c

1 -

Subtracting Eq. (288) from the last equation, we obtain

2ftg

XqX^
(cos d — 1) + 2mch

.We — Xo = — (1 — cosd).
me '

(289a)

If we insert here the values h = 6.61 X 10"*^, m = 0.9107 X 10“^^,

c = 2.998 X 10^°, and multiply by 10*, we have

X® — Xo = 0.0242 (1 — cos d) angstroms. (2896)

This important equation states that when incident radiation of

wave length Xo is scattered by a free electron at an angle d, the wave length

Xo of the scattered radiation should be greater than thai of the incident

radiation by the quantity 0.0242(1 — cos d), which, for a given angle

d, is constant whatever the incident wave length. When the scattering

angle is 90®, the ‘'shift*' in wave length between the primary and the

scattered beam should be 0.0242 angstrom. This is very nearly in

accord with Compton's measurements, quoted above. Further, the

shift should be entirely independent of the material of the scatterer,

and for various angles 6 of scattering it should be proportional to

(1 — cos d). These predictions have been abundantly confirmed by
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the investigations of Compton and his collaborators, ^ Ross,^ J, A.

Becker,* Allison ajid Duane, ^ and others. For details, the student is

referred to the original articles.

From Eqs. (284), (285), and (289a) it is readily found that the

energy Em of the recoiling electron is

{*(1 — cosB)

1 +f(l - cos^)' me*'

and, from the construction of Fig. 172, it is evident that the electron

must move in the forward direction, i.e., 4> < 7r/2. Following Comp-
ton's prediction of their existence, these “recoil" electrons, as they are

called, were discovered by C. T. R. Wilson* and W. Bothe.® They have

been studied quantitatively by Compton and Simon^ and others.

Bless,® by the method of the magnetic “spectrograph," similar to

Robinson's method for photoelectrons (Sec. 196), has measured the

value of Em for the recoil electrons and has found that the results are

in agreement with the last equation.

(6) The Unmodified Line.
—^The presence of the so-called unmodi-

fied line (P in Fig. 171) may be accounted for as follows. In setting

up our equations, it was assumed that the electron with which the

photon collides is free. This assumption is justified if the energy given

to the electron is much larger than the work necessary to detach it

from the atom. It is possible, however, that another type of collision

may occur in which the electron remains bound to the atom. Such a

collision may be regarded as taking place between the photon and the

atom as a whole, the mass of which is far greater than that of the

electron. If the mass of the atom be substituted for m in Eq. (289a),

it is readily seciii that the computed change of wave length is so small

as to be beyond the possibility of detection. It may well be that, in

the scattering of photons, the electron sometimes behaves as if bound

to the atom and sometimes as if free,—hence the unmodified and the

modified scattered lines.

^Pkys. Rev.j vol. 21, pp. 207, 483, 715 (1923); Nat. Acad. ScL, Proc., vol. 10,

p. 271 (1924).

* Nat. Acad. Sci.j Proc., vol. 9, p. 246 (1923); Phys. Rev., vol. 22, p. 624 (1923).

^Nat. Acad. Set., Proc., vol. 10, p. 342 (1924).

* Nat. Acad. Sci., Proc., vol. 11, p. 25 (1925); Woo, Y. H., Phys. Rev., vol. -27,

p. 242 (1926).

® Roy. Soc.f Proc., vol. 104, p. 1 (1923).

^Zeits.f. Physik, vol. 20, p. 237 (1923).

^Phys. Rev., vol. 25, p. 306 (1925).

« Dissertation, Cornell University (1927); Phys. Rev., vol. 29, p. 918 (1927).
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It must be admitted, however, that the simple picture which we
have employed above does not harmonize very well with the occur-

rence of an unmodified line. Nor is it clear how the modified line is

affected by the presence of the nuclear field that normally holds the

electron within the atom. These matters, like the properties of atomic

states, can only be cleafed up (?) by an application of wave mechanics.

The treatment of the impact of X-rays on atoms by wave mechanics

leads to the following. conclusions,^ which, as far as tested, are con-

firmed by experiment. At low frequencies, the scattered radiation

has the same frequency as the frequency v of the incident radiation,

constituting an unmodified . scattered line. As the wave length

becomes comparable with the dimensions of the electronic shells in

the atoms, however, the intensity of the radiation thus scattered

diminishes, especially at the larger angles of scattering. Furthermore,

as V becomes larger than the absorption limits for any atomic shell,

Compton scattering accompanied by the ejection of recoil electrons

out of this shell sets in; and, at considerably greater frequencies, the

modified line due to this type of scattering becomes easily observable.

The Compton or modified line is very broad at comparatively low

frequencies. This breadth can be thought of as caused by the motion

of the electrons in the atom; wave mechanics gives a certain proba-

bility distribution for their velocities, from which the broadening can

be computed. In our simple deduction of the Compton effect, the

electron was assumed to be initially at rest; if it is assumed to have a

component of velocity, positive or negative, in the direction of the

incident radiation, the wave-length shift is different. ^

As V is then increased further, the Compton line becomes narrower.

Eventually, in any direction of scattering other than that of the

incident beam, the unmodified line becomes weaker than the Compton
line, sooner at large angles of scattering than at small angles, and

sooner for heavy atoms than for light ones. Finally, only the modified

line remains in appreciable intensity; this happens, for example, in

light scattered at right angles to the incident beam, for vJvk > 300

in the case of carbon or v/vk > 60 in the case of lead, vk being the

absorption limit for the K shell. The modified line is then fairly

sharp and approximately the same in all respects as if the electrons

in the atom were free (and at rest). According to the theory, the

modified line should exhibit the same features as to polarization as the

unmodified line, except at extremely high frequencies.

' C/. Bloch, Phys, Rev.^ vol. 46, p. 674 (1934); Hbitlbr, op. ciU

* For observations see DxtMond and Kirkpatrick, Phys, Rev,, vol. 62, p. 419

(1937). •
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According to the theory, furthermore, the other process by which

X-rays may eject electrons from atoms, that of photoelectric absorp-

tion, should likewise decrease rapidly with increasing frequency of the

incident radiation and should be relatively less important in light atoms

than in heavy ones; the probability of the ejection of a photoelectron

should become equal to that of the ejection of'a Compton electron at

about X = 0.5 A or v/vk = 85 in carbon, or X = 0.025 Aox v/vk — ^

in lead. Thus at high frequencies the ejection of Compton recoil elec-

trons should constitute effectively the only form of action of radiation

upon the electrons in matter.

It may be remarked that only the unmodified scattered radiation

contributes to the beams that are reflected (or more accurately,

diffracted) in certain characteristic directions by crystals (Sec. 186) or

gratings (Sec. 200) and upon which X-ray spectroscopy depends.

Only to this part of the radiation can we apply the classical conception

of scattered waves which are coherent with the incident waves, so that

the waves scattered by different atoms possess definite relations of

phase to one other and are capable of interfering constructively.

The waves representing the Compton scattering must be supposed to

be completely incoherent.

(c) The Scattering Coefficient cls a Function ofFrequency .—The wave-

mechanical theory gives a good account of the observed decrease of the

scattering coefficient at high frequencies, which was described in the

last section. At frequencies much above the K absorption limit of

the atom, as has been said, we can treat the electrons in the atom as

if they were free electrons, scattering independently by the Compton

process. Wave mechanics leads to the following formula for the

amount of energy scattered per electron per second by a group of free

electrons:*

Sir

3 m'

+ ^log(l +2f)
1 +3r (

(1 +
(290a)

where I is the intensity of the incident beam of frequency v and

Qi = Planck’s constant, m = rest mass of electron, c = speed of light).

As f — 0, the complicated quantity in braces approaches % and 0

* Klfjn aijfl Nishina, Zeita. f. Physik^ vol. 52, p. 853 (1929).
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approaches the classical value as found by Thomson [c/. Eq. (262)

in Sec. 184(a)]. If f becomes large, however, as it is for hard y-rays,

approximately

which decreases toward zero with increasing v, varying nearly as

1/v, In any case, the scattering coefficient is

ni2

where n is the number of electrons per unit volume. This formula

fits the existing data very well.

(d) The Compton Scattering Process,—It may be of interest to

remark that even the classical theory leads us to expect radiation that

is scattered by free electrons to be of somewhat longer wave length

than the incident beam. For the electrons must take up the momen-
tum that is carried by that part of the incident radiation that is

scattered, since the scattered waves, because of the symmetry of their

distribution, carry away no momentum on the whole. The electrons

will thus be set in motion in the direction of propagation of the incident

beam (an effect which can be ascribed to radiation pressure), and the

radiation scattered by them will be decreased in wave length because

of the Doppler effect. It can even be shown that, if one quantum hv

is scattered by a free electron initially at rest, the average increase in

wave length is of the same order as the Compton shift. But classical

theory cannot explain the occurrence of a sharp line in the Compton
effect. Furthermore, the moving electron would have to move an

impossible distance in the scattering substance. Quantum theory is

superior in that the entire photon is scattered as a unit by a single

electron, and only this one electron is set into motion.

Finally, reference should be made to another experiment, per-

formed much later, which further heightened the contrast between

classical and quantum theory by demonstrating that the recoil electron

and the scattered X-ray photon are produced at the same time.^ The
scattered photon was detected by observing in a cloud chamber the

track of a photoelectron released by it at some other point in the

scattering material, which was a gas. Recoil tracks and photoelectric

tracks due to scattered X-rays were observed to occur simultaneously.

This observation shows very clearly the discontinuous nature of the

scattering process, which, according to classical theory, should be

^Bothb and Geiger, Zeits, /. Physih^ vol. 26, p. 44 (1924); vol. 32, p. 639

(1925),
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continuous. Most of the time nothing is happening in the scattering
material. At irregular instants, however, a recoil electron is projected
from one of the molecules, and almost simultaneously (presumably
later by the amount of time it takes light to pass from one point to the
other) a photoelectron is ejected from another molecule. At such
instants, we say that an X-ray photon has been scattered '' by the
first molecule and absorbed by the second one.

199. The Refraction of X-rays, (a) Refraction and Bragg^s Law ,

—

The discovery of the refraction of X-rays and the subsequent measure-
ment of indices of refraction are excellent illustrations of the great

advances which have been made in the technique of X-ray measure-
ments since the discovery of the action of the crystal grating. The

Fiq. 173.—Refraction of a beam of X-raya entering the surface of a crystal.

first positive evidence that X-rays are measurably refracted came
from the work of Stenstr6m,‘ who showed from accurate measurements

of wave length that Bragg’s law of the reflection of X-rays from

crystals does not yield identical values when the wave length of a

given line is computed from different orders of reflection. Hjalmar*

found, for example, that the apparent wave length of the Fe Kai
line jis measured in the first order by reflection from a gypsum crystal

(2d = 16.165 angstroms) was 1.9341 A; while measurements in the

sixth order gave 1.9300 A, nearly 0.2 percent less.

This apparent failure of the Bragg formula was shown to be due

to the refraction of the beam of X-rays as it entered the crystal, the

deviation of the beam being such as to indicate that the index of refrac-

tion is l-ess than unity. In Fig. 173 is shown the path of a ray as it

enters the surface jS/S of a crystal at a glancing angle 8 and is incident

on the Bragg plane PP at an angle 8'. Bragg’s law in the form

nX' = 2d sin

where X' is the wave length in the crystal, gives the true law of reflection

at the crystal plane. Measuretnents give 8, however, and it is X, the

wave length in air, that is desired. By the ordinary laws of optics

* Dissortatioii, Lund (1919).

* Zeits. J. Physik, vol. 15, p. 65 (19231.
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X cos 6
^ “

X'
“

cosfl'

Substituting values of X' and of sin = (1 - cos*fl')^ ia the preceding
equation, we find nX/ii = 2d (1 — cos®9//«®)^, whence

n\ = 2dG‘® - cos*9)>^ = 2d0t* - 1 + sin*fl)«

Since 1 — /i is extremely small for X-rays, we can replace /x -f 1 by 2
in this expression and then expand in powers of 1 — /t and keep only
the first power. Thus we obtain

nX = 2dsine(l (291)

A few of the values of 5 = 1 — /x found in this way for mica and
calcite by Larsson^ are as follows:

X, A 1.537 2.499 3.447 5.166 7.111 8.320
S X 10®, mica
d X 10®, calcite

8.94

8.8

24.6

22,4

49.1

41.9
103 182 262

(6) Theory of the Refraction of Z-rays.—Classical theory gives
for the index of refraction /x of a slightly refracting and absorbing sub-
stance, for waves of frequency v,

»2 ^ 1 +
TTTn j£^ (v< —

where rii is the number of electrons per unit volume which have a
natural frequency Vi (of undamped vibration), ji is a constant represent-
ing the effect of damping, and the summation is to be extended to
include all of the different groups of electrons in the refracting
material.2 If v is veiy much greater than all of the characteristic
frequencies Vi, and all jiS are small, we may neglect vi and yiv^ in
comparison with v^] ii also y, differs very little from 1, we may write
/X® = [1 + (/X — 1)]2 = 1 + 2(/x — 1), approximately. Thus for very
large v the last formula can be written:

where n

M = 1 — 3,
ne^

(292a)

2) and represents the total number of electrons per unit

^ Quoted in Sidgbahn, loc. di,

* See Wood, R. W., ‘^Physical Optics,” 3d ed., p. 488, \936.
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volume. . Or, substituting v = c/X, we have

8 _ ne^

X* 2rmc^'
(2926)

Thus, for frequencies much greater than any characteristic frequencies

of the refracting substance, the quantity 6A* should be independent

of the incident frequency.

Analogous results are obtained from wave mechanics. In place

of rti, a coefficient occurs that is mostly less than 1. The frequencies oj

correspond to the various transitions that the atom can undergo either

into a higher quantum state of the neutral atom or into an ionized

state as the result of a process of photoelectric absorption. The

terms corresponding to photoelectric absorption, however, have an

Fig. 174.—Values of 5/X® for calcite, showing anomalous dispersion near the Ca K
absorption limit. [ X = data by Bearden and Shaw; O = data hyLarseon, Thesis, Univ.

Uppsala, Ann. Reporte, (1929).]

appreciable effect upon the dispersion only when the incident fre-

quency V is close to one of the absorption limit»s of the atom. At

other frequencies, Eq, (2926) should hold.

Experiment reveals a behavior of the refractive index in good

agreement with these theoretical predictions. For example, in Fig. 174

is shown the observed variation of 5/X^ with X for calcite in the neigh-

borhood of the K absorption limit of Ca at 3.064 A. The dotted

portion of the curve represents the value d/\^ = 3.67, computed for

calcite from Eq. (2926), The equation is seen to hold very well from

0.5 to 2.5 A.

(c) Direct Measurement with a Prism .—Although the index of

refraction for X-rays differs only slightly from unity, its direct measure-

ment by a prism has been accomplished by several observers. A right-

angled prism may be used, the X-rays entering one face at a glancing

angle of only a few minutes of arc and emerging almost perpendicularly

from the opposite face; the prism may be substituted for the mirror M
in the arrangement- shown in Fig. 175, which is described in the next
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section. With modern technique, the accuracy of such methods may
be very high; the prism provides, in fact, a method for the measure-

ment of absolute X-ray wave lengths with a precision of 1 part in

10,000.* The wave lengths are calculated by means of the complete

formula furnished by wave mechanics. The fact that wave lengths

so measured agree with the same wave lengths as determined by other

methods tends to confirm the correctness of the wave-mechanical

theory of X-ray dispersion.

(d) Measurement by Total Reflection.—Since the index of refrac-

tion of a material for X-rays is less than unity, a beam of X-rays

incident on a polished surface at a sufficiently small glancing angle

should be totally reflected. According to the usual law of optics,

this should occur for glancing angles Or, or less, where

cos^B = M = 1 — 5, sin^B —

for small values of Sr. Since, for a given substance, d/\^ is approxi-

mately constant, it follows that, to the same approximation, Or « X.

From the value of d determined by methods described above, Or may
be computed. Several representative values of Or are shown in

Table VI.

Table VI.—Some Values of the Critical Angle op Total Reflection Br

Substance X, angstroms 5 Or

Glass 0.7078 1.64 X 10-» 6' 10"

Calcite 1.537 8.80 14' 25"

Calcite 3.734 49.2 34' 5"

Quartz 10.0 356 91' 40"

Reversing the procedure, one may observe Sr and compute 8.

One of the first measurements of X-ray refraction was by A. H.

Compton,^ using this method. The measurements of Doan^ are

instructive. Doan^s apparatus, following Compton^s method, is

shown schematically in Fig. 175. A beam of X-rays from a target T,

after passing through a slit Si, falls onto a crystal K, by means of

which one of the characteristic lines in the spectrum of T may be

reflected at a very small glancing angle onto the mirror M. With a

sufficiently small angle of incidence, this beam is totally reflected

from M and falls on a photographic plate PP at R. The mirror M
* Bearden and Shaw, Phys. Rev.j vol. 46, p. 759 (1934); Bearden, Phya. Rev.,

vol. 54, p. 698 (1938).

^ National Research Council^ Bull. 20, p, 50 (1922).

^PhU. Mag., vol. 4, p. 100 (1927).
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is turned very slowly during an exposure; and, when the critical an^e
is reached, reflection ceases. This critical angle can be determined
by noting the distance on the plate between the point 0, which indi-

cates the position of the direct beam, and the extreme edge of the
record of the reflected beam. The metals under study were sputtered
onto a highly polished optical glass surface.

Sj

Fig. 175.—Doan's apparatus for measuring the index of refraction of X-rays by the
method of total reflection.

Table VII shows some of the results obtained by Doan.

Tabi-b VII.—Indkx of Refraction op X-rays by Total Reflection

Wave length,

angstroms
Substance Critical angle

0.7078 Ni 10' 16" 4.42
0.7078 Ag 11' 42" 5.76
1.389 Ni 16' 9" 10.98
1.389 Cu 19' 36" 16.2
1.537 Ni 24' 40" 25.5
1.537 Cu 20' 24" 17.7
1.537 Ag 26' 42" 30
1.537 Au 31' 24" 41.6

The accuracy of this method is not high, however, since the

critical angle of total reflection for any given wave length is sharply

defined only if the coefficient of absorption for that wave length is

negligible—which is by no means the case with X-rays, particularly ofthe

longer wave lengths. For example, the value of 5 for Cu Kai radiation

(X = 1.537 A) reflected by silver is approximately 30 X 10~*, from which

Ok = = 27 minutes of arc (about). Were there no absorption,

.

the coefficient of reflection for glancing angles up to 27 minutes
of arc would be as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 176. Nahring,‘

' Phj/s. Zeils., vol. 31, p. 799 (1930).
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however, shows that, using classical theory and the known coefficient

of absorption of silver for \ = 1.637 A, the coefficient of reflection R
for various glancing angles of incidence 6 should be as given by the full

line of Fig. 176. The dots represent Nahring’s observations. We
< 25', JK = 1 only at ^ — 0.

200. Measurement of X-ray

Wave Lengths by a Ruled Grating.

With the discovery of the total

reflection of X-rays, it | became
plausible that a ruled grating might

be used to measure X-ray wave
lengths in exactly the same way
that a grating is similarly used in

the optical region, provided that the

glancing angle between the X-ray
beam and the niled surface is less

than the critical angle for total reflection. Compton and Doan^ were

the first to make measurements of this kind. Using a grating of

speculum metal with 50 lines per millimeter,^ they found the wave
length of the Xai line ofmolybdenum to beX = 0.707 ± 0.003 angstrom.

For a description of the development of the technique of using

ruled gratings for the measurement of X-ray wave lengths, the reader

is referred to original articles.® We have already mentioned (Sec. 187)

the precise work of Bearden, ^ who measured the wave length of the

Cu Kai line (1,5406 A) with gratings having 100 or 300 lines per mm.
ruled on glass sputtered with gold. His results are probably correct

within less than 0.01 per cent.

For several years, there existed a discrepancy of 0.2 to 0.3 percent

between ruled-grating and crystal values of X-ray wave lengths. As
stated in Sec. 187, however, this discrepancy appears now to have been

removed by the discovery of an error in the crystal values, due in.turn

to an error in the value assumed for the electronic charge. Measure-

ments of X-ray wave lengths made with ruled gratings seem to be the

most reliable ones, since they involve no assumptions as to the homo-
geneity of a crystal; in fact, the only elements that enter into the

1 Nat. Acad. 8ci., Proc., vol. 11, p. 598 (1925).

* The arrangement used by Compton and Doan may be indicated schematically

by replacing the mirror ikf, Fig. 175, by the grating. The glancing angle was less

than 25 minutes of arc.

s Thebaud, J. de Physique et le Radium^ vol. 8, pp. 13, 447 (1927); BXcklin,

Dissertation, Uppsala (1928); Bearden, Phys. Rev., vol. 33, p. 1088 (1929); Howe,
Rev. Set. Instruments, vol. 1, p. 749 (1930).

* Phys. Rev., vol. 48, p. 386 (1936).

note that, although R > 0.6 for $

Fig. 176.T—Coefficient of reflection B
of silver for Cu Kai radiation (\ »
1.537 angstroms) at various glancing

angles of inddenoe 0.
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determination by this method are the wave theory of light as propa-

gated in a vacuum and such well-tested operations as the measurement

of angles and the counting of lines under a micrometer microscope.

SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN X-RAT SPECTROSCOPT

Within the scope of this book, we cannot give the “latest word"

on any of the vaiious ramifications of the subjects introduced. The
selection of a few topics for very cursory discussion in this last part

of the chapter on X-rays is, perforce, arbitrary. For an acquaintance

vdth the many other interesting lines of current research in- this field,

the student is referred to the literature.

Wave length, X.U,

Fig. 177.—The Ka douliU't of Cu (29) with accompanying satellites. The left-hand

half of the curve is plotted on a scale 170 times larger than the right-hand half, and

below it is plotted the intensity due to the satellites alone, obtained by subtracting the

preBumnblo intensity due to other lines as represented by the dotted curve,

201. Multiple Ionization of Inner Electron Shells.—Our knowledge

of the inner stmciture of the atom has been advanced greatly by work

on such X-ray phenomena as satellites, line widths, and relative

intensities of linens and the theoretical explanations of these phenomena.

The explanations all involve atomic states characterized by the absence

of ^ or more inner electrons.^

(a) Satellites or Second-order Lines ,—It was perhaps fortunate that

the spectral apriaratus available to Moseley and the early workers

did not have the sensitivity and resolving power of present-day

spectrometers. The lines which they observed were the more intense

and more easily resolved lines of X-ray spectra. These are the lines

which are represented on the conventional energy-level diagram

(Sec. 191) and were readily interpreted in terms of the extended

^ For a more detailed discussion than that given here see Richtmybb, Rev,

Modem Pkyaics, vol. 9, p. 391 (1937).
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Bohr theory of atomic spectra. As we have seen, these lines are due

to transitions between states of single ionization. They may be called

first-order lines.

With improvements in technique, many other lines were subse-

quently discovered which did not fit into the conventional diagram.

The majority of these lines were rather faint, were usually found close

to and on the short-wave-length side of the more intense “diagram”
lines, and hence were called “satellite” lines. A typical spectral

curve of the satellite structure accompan3dng the Ka lines of copper

is reproduced^ in Fig. 177. The satellites accompanying the LPi,

and Lyi lines for Ag (47) are designated by primes in Fig. 168-

As illustrated in these figures, the satellite structure is observed to be

very complex, containing numerous component lines of various

intensities. Most (if not all) first-order lines are accompanied by such

satellite structure, varying from line to line as well as from element to

element. The total number of component satellite lines now known
far exceeds the total number of diagram lines. If such a confusing

array of lines had been presented to Moseley and the other early •

workers, it is probable that progress in X-ray spectroscopy would have
been much less rapid.

In seeking a plausible interpretation of the origin of satellite lines,

we may focus our attention upon such key characteristics as the

following: (1) the minimum excitation voltage, or, if the lines are

observed in fluorescence, the minimum photon energy for excitation;

(2) wave-length positions of the lines; (3) variation in the relative

intensities of the satellite lines with the atomic number of the radiating

material, or with the voltage and current in the X-ray tube.

Because of the low intensity of the satellites, reliable experimental

information on such characteristics is extremely difiicult to obtain.

After several trials, however, the excitation voltage of certain satel-

lites was definitely shown to be somewhat greater than the excitation

voltage of the accompanying first-order or parent line.^ In the case

of the type of K satellites shown in Fig. 177, the energy of excitation

is found to be equal to the energy required to eject a K electron and
in addition an L electron from the atom, the energies required to eject

these electrons being calculated from absorption limits. Hence, we
may assume, as a working hypothesis, that the initial state for the

emission of these satellite lines is a state of double ionization, in which

1 Pabkatt, Phys. Rev., vol. 50, p. 1, (1936).

® See for example, Dextyvestbyn, Zeita. /. Phyaik, vol. 43, p. 707 (1927) ;

Parratt, Phys. Rev., vol. 49, p. 132 (1934); Coster, Kuipbrs, and Huizinga,

Physica, vol. 2, p. 870 (1935).
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the atom has an electronic vacancy in both the K shell and theL shell.

Such a state may be called a atomic state,” In a fiimilar way,
other states of double ionization, such as KK^ KM, LM, etc., should

be possible.^

An atom in a KL state may undergo a radiative transition into any
one of a number of other states of double ionization, e.g., KL KM
(an electron dropping from the M shell into the L shell), or KL -^LL
(an electron dropping from the L shell into the K shell). Estimates
of the atomic energy indicate that the loss of energy in the transition

KL —» LL should be slightly greater than in the Vagram transition

K-^L, which gives rise to the Ka lines; hence, the former tran-

sition should give rise to satellites close on the short-wave side of theKa
lines. Similarly, the transition KL —>LM should give rise to satellites

on the short-wave side of the Kfi lines. In a doubly ionized atom, the

two vacancies would function spectroscopically in much the same
way as would 2 valence electrons (Secs. 150 to 152). Furthermore, the

vacancies may have different I values corresponding to the various sub-

shells; for example, the satellites associated with the La diagram line

are assumed to originate in transitions between the levels Lm, Mtv or

Lni, My (written compactly as imMiv.v) and the levels MrrMvt^

MvfMy^ MyM\ (or ilfw.vilfiv.v)-

Thus, we may explain the multiplicity of the observed satellite

structures. As far as it has been possible to make approximate

theoretical cal(;ulations, the predictions of wave mechanics lend sup-

port to the explanation just described for the origin of satellites.

^

Some satellites have been reported which are believed to originate

in transitions between states of triply ionized atoms. Thus, we may
have satellite lincjs of second and higher orders, in analogy with the

various higher orders of optical *‘spark” spectra. The construction of

an energy-l(^v(»l diagram for second (or higher) order lines in X-ray

spectra is (>ixtrcmely difficult, however, and, in general, has not been

accomplished (uther empirically or theoretically. It should be stated,

furthermore, that the theory of satellites has scarcely advanced beyond

the (lualitative stage, and it is entirely possible that some of these

lines originate in some type of atomic process other than that just

described.®

‘ This tlieory of satellites was proposed by Wentzel, Ann. d. Physik, vol. 66.

p. 437 (1921) and modified by Druyvesteyn, Zeits.f. Physik, vol. 43, p. 707 (1927).,

2 For discussion and references, see Richtmyer and Rainberg, Phya. Rev., vol

51, p. 925 (1937).

®See, e.g., Richtmyer, Frank. Inat^ J., vol. 208, p. 325 (1929); BU)ch, Phya.

Riw., vol. 48, p. 187 (1935).
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(6) The Auger Effect,—In the discussion of satellites, we assumed

the atom to be doubly ionized without considering how this state

might be brought about. Presumably, it is possible for a cathode-ray

electron to eject 2 electrons at once from an atom. If this is the

origin of the doubly ionized atoms, theoretical estimates indicate that

the intensity of satellites relative to the parent lines should decrease

in a continuous manner with increasing atomic number. This relation

is found by experiment to be true for K satellites, i,e., those accom-

panying lines of the K series, but not for L or M satellites. The

intensity of the satellites accompanying the La line, for example, is

observed to decrease rather abruptly as the atomic number increases from
47 to 50 and to increase rather abruptly at about 75; between atomic

numbers 50 and 75, La satellites are practically unobservable. This

anomalous behavior as to intensity prevented for a time the universal

acceptance of the Wentzel-Druyvesteyn theory of satellite origin.

The difficulty was resolved when Coster and Kronig pointed out the

importance, in this connection, of another physical process known as

the “Auger effect.”^

Under certain conditions of energy, an atom in a state of single

ionization may undergo an Auger transition which leaves it in a state

of double ionization. The electron released in such a transition is,

in the final state, expelled from the atom and left with an amount of

kinetic energy E given by

E ^ Ei — Ef, (293)

where Ei is the initial energy of the singly ionized atom and Ef\s the

final energy of the doubly ionized atom. This type of transition does

not involve the emission of a photon and, therefore, it is often called a

“nonradiative^^ transition. Such transitions are possible, in general,

only when an electron can be ejected«from the atom; and for this to be

possible it is necessary that E as defined by Eq. (293) be equal to or

greater than zero. It is important to note that E is one value of a

continuum of possible values.^

^ Coster and Kronig, Physica, vol. 2, p. 13 (1935).

.

® For the benefit of students who may later study wave mechanics, it may be

remarked that atomic states from which an Auger transition is possible do not

represent true stationary states, or quantum states, of the atomic system. The
atom in such a state cannot be represented by a ^ function of the type of that

written in Sec. 127 but must be represented by a ^ or wave packet (Sec. 120) of a
slightly more general form. As time goes on, ^ changes, slowly or rapidly, into a
form representing an additional electron of the atom as free and the others as

remaining in the atom, which is in a new state of higher ionization.
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Electrons ejected by such radiationless transitions were first

observed by Auger, by means of the short, fat tracks made by them

in the gas of a cloud chamber (Sec. 213) irradiated with X-rays.^

great many possible Auger transitions may occur satisfying

Eq- (293), starting from a given initial state, and, furthermore, many
different initial states are possible. To illustrate a particular transi-

tion, suppose Ei refers to the Li state of an atom of atomic number JZ,

i.e . ,
is the energy of theh absorption limit. If the final state for an

Auger transition is LmMiy, the value of Ef is the sum of the energies

required to remove, first, an electron from the Lm shell and, then, a

second electron from the Miv shell. Of these two energies, the first

is that corresponding to theLm absorption limit of the atom of atomic

number Z
;
the second is practically equal to the energy corresponding

to the Miv absorption limit of an atom of atomic number Z + 1,

since the absence of the Lm electron will cause the atomic field acting

on the ikfiv shell of electrons to resemble more closely that in an atom

of nuclear charge increased by unity. Hence, as a good approxi-

mation, we may write as the energy equation for the transition

JLi —> LmMvf

E (El^z {ELm)z — {Emiv)z^i> (294)

Clearly, nonradiative or Auger transitions provide (1) a means by
which an atom can leave a given atomic state without emitting a

photon, and (2) a means whereby atoms singly ionized by cathode-ray

bombardment may automatically become doubly ionized. The
Auger transition described in the preceding paragraph would (1)

weaken the L lines that start from the Li atomic state by decreasing

the number of atoms in that state, and (2) increase the intensity of

the accompanying satellite lines that start from the LmMrr states.

In order that the Auger transition Li —^LmMxv may occur, the

right hand member of Eq. (294) must be zero or positive, for E cannot

be negative. In other words, we must have

{Eli Eliii)z ^ {Emiy)z+v (295)

The range of elements for which this condition is satisfied can be

determined from a table^ of the energies. In Fig. 178 are plotted

values of the two members of Eq. (295) and of the similar equation for

the transition Li —> LniMv, as functions of Z. It is evident from

the figure that the Auger transitions in question are possible for Z < 50

and. for Z > 75 (about). These are just the regions of Z for which the

^ Augbr, Cornptea Rendus, voL 180, p. 65 (1925).

* SiBGBAHN, loc. cit.
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intensity of theLa satellites is anomalous. Hence, if we suppose that

few atoms in the states Lmllfrv.v are produced directly by the cathode-

ray bombardment, the peculiar behavior of the La satellites as to

intensity is explained.

In a similar way, the Auger effect involving other nonradiative

transitions has served to explain other anomalies of satellite intensity.

The second effect anticipated above is that lines for which Li is

the initial state should be weakened by the Auger transition just

discussed and, hence, shoiUd undergo a rather abrupt change in

of the Li — Lm energy-Klifferenoe for an atom of atomic number Z, in comparison with
the binding energies of JIfiv and My electrons in atoms of atomic number Z + 1.

intensity at Z = 50 and Z = 76 (about). This effect, also, has been

observed experimentally, as well as similar Auger effects on other

lines. ^

Finally, it may be mentioned that the Auger effect furnishes an

explanation, which cannot be discussed further here, of the great

broadness of all lines except those of the K series.®

202. X-ray Spectra and the Outer Part of the Atom.—^The usual

emphasis in the study of X-ray spectra is on the elucidation of inner

atomic structure. The spectroscopic theory discussed in this and

preceding chapters of this book, however, was developed for gaseous

atoms, whereas atoms emitting X-rays are generally packed together

in a solid material. The spectroscopic theory developed for free

1 CooPEB, J. N., Cornell Dissertation; Phya, Reo., vol. 59, p. 473 (1941).

> Cf. Richtmter, Barnes, and Rambbbg, Phya. Rev., vol. 46, p. 836 (1934);

Parratt, Phya. Rev., vol. 54, p. 99 (1938).
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atoms could be utilized in dealing with X-ray spectra because of the

convenient fact that levels arising solely from a vacancy in one of

the innermost shells of the atom are little disturbed by interactions

with neighboring atoms in a solid. Any levels that involve changes

in the outer part of the atom, however, will be greatly disturbed by this

interaction and, hence, will be very different in a gas and in a solid.

In a few instances, X-ray spectra involving gaseous atoms have

been studied. Emission spectra from such atoms have not been

extended to include transitions involving changes in the outer part

of the atom because of the extremely low intensities, but several

absorption spectra of this type have been

observed.

In our discussion of the absorption of X-rays

in Sec. 190(6) and elsewhere, it was always

assumed that, when an X-ray photon is absorbed,

an electron is removed entirely from an atom. It

should be possible, however, with proper incident

hvf for the electron to stop in some outer vacancy

in the atom. In this case the absorbed energy hv

would be less than if the electron were removed

to infinity.

Wave mechanics furnishes the following basis

for such transitions. With an electron removed

from an inner shell, the ion will be surrounded

by a field, due to the nucleus and the remaining electrons, which

will approximate that of a hydrogen nucleus. For an electron

moving in this field, there will exist a dis(*rete set of quantum states

and associated wave functions. The field can be regarded as the

extension outside of the atom of the equivalent central field that is

introduced in the zero-order stage of perturbation theory (Sec. 128).

The electrons remaining in the atom can bo regarded as occupying the

innermost electronic quantum states in this field, Icjaving all the rest of

them unoccupied. It should, therefore, be possible for the electron

removed from an inner shell, instead of proceeding to an indefinite

distance, to stop in one of these unoccupied outer states, i.e., to

change from an inner wave function belonging to an inner subshell

to an unoccupied outer wave function.

According to this theory, we arc led to expect that, instead of a

single level, such as the K level, as hitherto described, there would be

a closely spaced sequence of energy levels, as suggested in Fig. 179.

The uppermost of the levels in the figure, corresponding to the ionized

atom, represents removal of the electron into a state of rest at infimty.

state
Fiq, 179.—niustra-

tion of a IT photoelec-
tric absorption limit

and associated reson-

ance levels.
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The frequency vk corresponding to such removal of an electron from
the K shell might be called the photoehctric absorption limit for a
gaseous absorber. The lower-lying levels, corresponding to states

in which the electron removed from the K shell remains attached to

the atom and represented by one of the outer, previously imoccupied
wave functions, are states of the neutral atom (sometimes called

resonance levels).

Fig. 180.—The K absorption edge of argon and its interpretation in terms of a series

(kf resonance lines and the continuous photoelectric K absorption band. (Illustration

furnished by courtesy of Prof L. G, Parrott,)

A graph of the absorption coefficient should show, therefore, the

well-known photoelectric absorption extending toward higher fre-

quencies from the K photoelectric absorption edge and, in addition,

on the long-wave side of this edge, a series of absorption lines, each

arising from atomic transitions into one of the lower-lying atomic levels

just described; the absorption edge would constitute the series limit

for these lines. The lines should be very closely spaced and observable

only with a spectrometer of very high resolving power; for the energy

differences between the levels should be of the same order of magnitude

as the differences between the ordinary optical levels, i.e., a few elec-

tron-volts or less. The levels associated with a vacancy in one of

the inner shells of an atom of atomic number Z ought, in fact, to

correspond almost exactly, in relative position, to the ordinary optical
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levels for a neutral atom of atomic number Z + 1; for the number of

electrons in the outer part of the atom is the same in the two cases,

and their motion should be affected by the removal of an inner (nega-

tive) electron in almost the same way as by an increase of the (positive)

nuclear charge by 1 unit. A similar structure is to be expected at

all of the absorption limits.

In Fig. 180 is shown an absorption curve for argon near its K
limit, ‘ as observed with a spectrometer of very high resolving power.

There is clear evidence of the type of resonance absorption structure

just described, but the absorption lines are so broad that there is great

overlapping. The electronic configuration fdr argon (Z = 18),

ls®2s*2p*3s“3p®, will be altered in absorption to ls2s®2p*3s®3p*»ip, a p
electronic wave function being the only kind to which an electron

can change from a Is function in accordance with the selection rules.

The spacing of the atomic levels under discussion will thus be almost

the same as that of the opticalP levels of potassium (Z = 19). Hence,

if we ascribe the most intense line in Fig. 180 to the electronic transi-

tion Is —» 4p, we can locate the positions of the other resonance lines

and of their series limit by using the known optical P terms for potas-

sium. The photoelectric absorption edge, drawn in the figure to agree

in wave length with the series limit, should have a finite .“width” when
observed with such high resolving power. Theory indicates that the

shape of an absorption edge should be given by an arc-tangent curve,

whose width is due to the same factors that cause the width of each

of the absorption lines and also of the emission lines. ^

203. X-ray Spectroscopy of Solids.—^As mentioned in the previous

section, the arrangement of the electrons in the outer part of an atom

must be considerably altered when the atom is forced into close proxim-

ity with many other atoms, as in a solid. Consequently, we may
expect the observed structure of absorption edges for atoms in a solid

to be materially different from that found for a gaseous absorber, but,

nevertheless, some type of resonance absorption is to be expected.

Just as an interpretation of a curve such as that in Fig. 180 may pro-

vide us with information about the structure of a free atom, so may
an interpretation of an absorption curve for a solid absorber reveal

information about the basic structure of a solid. Furthermore, with

a solid target in the X-ray tube, we may study the emission spectra

involving the outer part of solid atoms and thus supplement the

> Pabrait, Pht/s. Rev., vol. 66, p. 295 (1936). Resonance absorption structure,

also found for polyatomic gases, was first identified by Kossel, Zeits. f. Phyei-k,

vol. 1, p. 119 (1920).

* See reference no. 2 on p. 550.
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infonnation obtained from the absorption curve. Based on experi-

ments and studies of this sort, with such hdp as can be derived from

an application of wave-mechanical theory, a solidstaie sjtedroscopy is

being developed.

A typical absorption curve for a solid absorber, showing the K
region for copper, is reproduced^ in Fig. 181. The curve shows obvious

indications of resonance absorption, but no distinct lines stand out.

Theoretical considerations indicate that an electron removed from

the interior of an atom must be transferred to an electronic wave
function that represents it as belonging to the entire solid rather than

to an individual atom, and the energies associated with such transitions

are (hstributed over broad bands of

1372 cm Bie 1378 1380

Fig. 181.—The K absorption
edge for solid Cu (29). (I//o «
ratio of transmitted to incident
intensity for a given thickness of
copper; abscissa » wave length
in X.U.)

Spectrographs using a mica

energy instead of being confined to a dis-

crete set of values. The theoiy of solid-

state spectroscopy has not developed,

however, to the point that we can make a
clear interpretation of the details of the

observed structure of the absorption

spectrum. For example, we cannot

locate unambiguously the wave length of

the photoelectric absorption edge for a

solid absorber.

The most fruitful work in emission in

solid state spectroscopy has been in the

long wave length region, 2 from 6 to 200 A.

crystal were employed to about 20 A and a
grazing-incidence ruled grating for X > 20 A. In such work, one
studies, in particular, the X-ray emission lines that involve transitions
of the atomic valence electrons, which have now come to belong to the
solid as a whole. The effect of the interaction with neighboring atoms
is equivalent to replacing the sharp levels of the free atom by bands of
various width. The broadening of levels associated with vacancies
deep in the interior of the atom, such as the K levels in the heavier
atoms, is very slight. At the opposite extreme, however, levels
associated with changes in the outermost atomic electrons are con-
verted into broad bands of allowed energies. Thus the higher lines
(short wave lengths) of the series of X-ray lines, as observed from the
free atom, become replaced in the solid by broad emission bands, which

1 Bebman and Friedman, Phys, Rev,, vol. 56
, p. 392 (1939).

* Skinner, Phys. Soc., Reports, vol. 6, p. 257 (1939), and references. See,
however, reports by J. A. Bearden and collaborators, Phys, Rev., vol. 58, dd 387
396,400 (1940).

» PP
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may overlap. These bands are emitted as valence electrons associated

with the solid as a whole drop into vacancies produced by cathode-ray

bombardment in the interior of atoms. The shape of these emission

bands will be characteristic of the structure of the solid and may
furnish information in regard to that structure.

Lack of space prevents an adequate treatment of this interesting

development in X-ray spectra, but, to cite one conclusion, the Fermi-

Dirac energy distribution of the valence electrons in a metal (Sec. 56)

seems to be confirmed by recent studies of the shape of the X-ray bands
emitted in the ‘Walence — electronic transitions for aluminum.^

1 Cady and Tomboulian, Phys. Reo,, vol. 69, p. 381 (1941) and references there

given.



CHAPTER XI

THE NUCLEUS

In Chap. VI, we referred to Rutherford's experiments on the

scattering of a particles and to the hypothesis of the nuclear type of

atom which these experiments suggested. This was the first evidence

for the existence of nuclei within atoms. The subsequent develop-

ments of quantum theory and its use in explaining the origin of spectral

lines confirmed Rutherford's hypothesis and gave some information

concerning the mass and the charge of the nucleus. Practically the

entire mass of the atom is contained in the nucleus, and its charge is

equal to Ze, where Z is the atomic number of the atom and e is the

numerical value of the charge on an electron. The data furnished by
ordinary spectroscopy and by chemistry yielded little additional

information. More recently, however, new lines of attack have been

developed, and at the present time (1940) our knowledge of the nucleus

is well advanced and is still growing rapidly. Progress has resulted

from work in several fields: (1) radioactivity, natural and artificial; (2)

the precision measurements of the masses of atoms by means of the

mass spectrograph; (3) artificial transformations or transmutations of

nuclei by bombardment with (a) particles from radioactive substances,

or (b) high-speed protons or other charged particles produced b^^

laboratory methods, or (c) neutrons, or (d) r-rays; (4) spectroscopic

investigations in the visible and the ultraviolet regions, which yield

evidence regarding (a) the angular momentum or “spin" of the nucleus

and its magnetic moment, (6) the relative masses of certain isotopes and,

in a few cases, (c) the existence of certain isotopes, the presence of which

had escaped detection by the mass spectrograph; (5) the directmeasure-

ment of nuclear magnetic moments by means of the molecular-ray

methods devised by Rabi (Sec. 162). In this chapter, we shall give a
brief survey of some of these fields and of the information obtained

concerning the structure and the properties of atomic nuclei.

THE MASSES OF ATOMS
204. Positive Rays.—Measurements of the masses of atoms are

made by observing the deflection produced on positively charged ions

of the substance under study by the combined action of an electric and
a magnetic field, the methods used being similar to that by which J. J.

556
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Thomson first measured the value of e/m for electrons. These positive

ions in motion are frequently called positive rays. Three sources of

positive rays are customarily employed: (1) the canal rays (see Sec. 161)

originating near the cathode of a tube containing gas at a low pressure

through which an electrical discharge is passing; (2) the positive ions

emitted by salts when heated^ under certain .conditions; and (3) posi-

tive ions resulting from the vaporiization in the discharge tube of the

substance under study. The first source is used in studying those

substances which can be conveniently introduced into the discharge

tube in gaseous or vapor fonn; the second and the third when the

substance is available only in the solid state.

The apparatus employed by J. J. Thomson for the study of positive

rays^ is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 182. JS is a large discharge

Fig, 182.—^Thomson’s positivo-ray spectrograph.

tube, the cathode K of which is perforated with a very small hole

through which pass the positively charged particles originating

in the region immediately in front of K. These particles emerge

from the opposite end of X as a narrow bundle of canal rays, the

velocity of which depends on their charge and mass and on the poten-

tial V applied to the tube. JJ is a waterjacket for cooling the cathode.

Ml and M2 are the poles of an electromagnet, of which Ai and A 2 are

the soft iron pole pieces electrically insulated from Mi and Ms by

insulating strips /. Thus Ai and A 2 can be maintained at any

desired potential difference, so that in the space between Ai and A 2

we may have a magnetic field and, parallel thereto, an electric field.

A positively charged particle moving from left to right in this space

will experience a deflection in the plane of the paper, due to the

electrostatic field, and at right angles to the plane of the paper, due to

the magnetic field. After leaving the space between Ai and A 2,
thr

deflected particle moves in the field-free, evacuated space inside the

1 See Reimann, A. L., ‘‘Thermionic Emission/* 1934, Chap. VI.

* See Thomson, J. J., “Positive Rays of Electricity,** 2d ed., 1921; Aston,

F. W., “Mass-spectra and Isotopes,’* 1933.
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“camera” C and falls on the photographic plate PP. Thomson found

that the plate, after development, showed a series of parabolas.

Let a particle, as it enters the space AiAi, be moving with velocity

V, initially parallel to and coincident with the r-axis of a system of

rectangular coordinates with origin in the space AiA». Let the mass
of the particle be M and its charge E. Also, let F and H be, respec-

tively, the electrostatic and the magnetic fields, and S the length

of the path through the fields, it being assumed that the fields are

constant over the length S and that they terminate sharply. As a
result of the passage through the field during a time S/v, the particle

will experience a deflection 2/' (from the x-axis), due to the electric

field, given by

and a similar deflection 2' in the 2 direction due to the magnetic field,

assuming that the deflection is small compared with the radius of the

circular path, given by

. _ i^fsy
2 M

(Electromagnetic units are assumed throughout.) After leaving the

fields, the particle moves in a straight line. If the distance of the

photographic plate PP from the space A1A2 is large compared with

the length of the path S, the point where the particle strikes the plate

will have coordinates y and 2 which are, respectively, proportional

to y' and z\ The relation between y and z will be, therefore, the

same as the relation between y^ and 2' that is obtained by eliminating

V from the last two equations, viz,y

2

where C is a constant depending on the dimensions of the apparatus.

This is the equation of a parabola. Accordingly, particles having

various velocities v as they enter the field space A1A2, but having the

same ratio E/M, should make a parabolic trace on the plate, as

Thomson found. For the same value of the fields H and F, particles

with different ratios of E/M should produce on the plate different

parabolas. The fact that the traces found by Thomson were reason-

ably sharp indicated that atoms of a given kind all have the same
mass.

By a systematic study of the relative positions of the various

parabolic traces appearing on a series of plates, Thomson was able to
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determiae the origin of the traces. Traces due to H+, O'*’, 0^,

CO"*", etc., were identified. Knowing the masses of these “standafds,”

the masses of atoms producing other traces could be determined.

Thomson found that when neon, atomic weight 20.18, was introduced

into the discharge tube, instead of a single trace, there were two traces

corresponding to atomic weights 20.0 and 22.0. This suggested

that there are two kinds of neon atoms, one having atomic weight

20.0 and the other having atomic weight 22.0. A direct method was

thus made available for measuring the masses of atoms. This method

was rendered more precise by Aston, whose “mass spectrograph” has

very greatly extended our knowledge of atoms.

206. The Mass Spectrograph, (a) Aston’s “Mass Spectrograph."

Aston’s improvements* in the methods of positive-ray analysis con-

sist (1) in securing greater dispersion and (2) in bringing all ions with a

given ratio E/M to a focus (instead of spreading them out into a

parabola), tliereby .securing greater sensitivity. The principle

enrploycid is r(^pIesolrted in Fig. 183. The positive rays from a

discharge tube (not shown) pass through a narrow slit /Si in the

cathode, tlience through a second slit St, frxrm which they emerge

into the .space between the metal plates Pi and Pt between which

can be maintained an electric field of any desired intensity. This

field causes a d(dloction of the particles toward Pt, the amount of th((

deflection Iwung gr(>at(!r the leas the velocity of the particles. Since

the positir’c-ray stream contains a wide range of velocities, the stream

will l.)(' broaden(!d as it passes through the field, the more swiftly

moving ions passing through the wide slit Sz on the aide a and the more

slow'ly moving ones passing on the side b. After leaving Sz, this

diverging striaim of ions eirters a nragnctic field at right angles to

the plane of the paper, maintained between the circular pole pieces M
of an ehictromagnet. This magnetic field causes deflections, as

shown, the more slowly moving ions being deflected more than the

'• Astoiits carlior papers .are found in the Phil. Mag., vols. 38-49 (1919-1926);

sne also Nature, vol. 116, p. 208 (1925); vol. 117, p. 893 (1926). An account of the

/iiubject Is also given in Aston, op. dL.
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faster ones^ the result being that when the ions emerge from the

magnetic field they are moving in corwerging directions in such a way
that they are brought to a '^focus” at some point L. It turns out

that, with suitable design of the apparatus, the locus of the point

L for ions having various ratios of E/M is nearly a straight line.

Consequently, a photographic plate placed in position PP will record

a number of “lines,” each corresponding to a particular value of the

ratio E/M. In part from the known dimensions of the apparatus, and

in part by introducing into the discharge tube certain known sub-

stances—^H2,
O2,

CO, CO2,
etc.—as calibrating standards, the masses

of other ions can be determined.

With this instrument Aston confirmed the existence of two kinds

of neon atoms which differ from each other only in having different

masses, these masses being very nearly the integers 20 and 22, respec-

tively, when the mass of the oxygen atom is taken as 16.00. Similarly,

when chlorine is introduced into the tube, no line is observed which

corresponds to the chemically determined weight of chloiine, viz,,

36.46, but, instead, there are two lines corresponding very nearly to

the integral values 35.0 and 37.0, the former being the more intense

line. There are, thus, two kinds of chlorine atoms differing from each

other in atomic weight but being identical regarding all their other

chemical and 'physical properties. Hence, they are called isotopes.^

Ordinary chlorine is a mixture of these two kinds of atoxns, in such

proportion that the average mass per atom of a large number of atoms

—which is the mass given by chemical determinations—is 36.46.

In order to investigate whether the masses of atoms are exactly

proportional to whole numbers as suggested in the preceding para-

graph, Aston redesigned and refined his apparatus^ so as to obtain a

resolving power of 600 and an accuracy of the order of 1 in 10,000.

It was then found that there are small, though very significant, depar-

tures from the whole-number rule. The masses of atoms are very

nearly, but not quite, integers, taking the mass of the oxygen atom as

16. For example, whereas with his first mass spectrograph Aston

found that the masses of the 2 isotopes of chlorine were 35.0 and

37.0, respectively, with the more accurate instrument these masses

were found to be, respectively, 34,983 and 36.980. We shall return

to this point presently.

(&) Dempster^s Method.—Dempster's method of measuring the

masses of atoms differs from Aston's in that (1) the photographic

plate is replaced by an electrical method of measurement and (2) the

^ From tsos, equal; and rSros, place (in the periodic table).

* Aston, Roy, Soc., Proc., vol. 115, p. 487 (1927).
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disposition of the electric and magnetic fields is materially different.
His apparatus! is shown schematically in Fig. 184. An electrically
heated metal cylinder A, which serves as anode, has on its front
surface / a salt of the element under study. This heated salt is

bombarded by electrons from the hot wire tow, which is heated by the
battery Bi, the wire being maintained at a potential difference ^2 of
—30 to —60 volts with respect to A by means of the battery Bt.
Dempster found that, when so bombarded, the anode emitted posi-

tively charged ions. These ions, after passing through the slit Si, are
accelerated toward the slit Sz by means of the potential difference V»
of some 800 to 1,000 volts. On emerging from the slit S2, the ions
enter the space al>cdef in which is maintained a uniform magnetic
field, pei’pendicular to the plane of the paper, by means of which
the ions are caused to move in a circular path toward the slit St, the
radius r of the circle being determined by their velocity v as they
enter Si, their mass M, and charge E, as well as the intensity of the
magnetic field 11, according to the well-known equation

HEv =—

•

r

Ions that move in circles defined by the three slits Si, St, and Si
pass through Si and fall upon the metal plate p, which thus acquires
a positive charge at a rate which can be determined by the electrometer
E. For a given ratio of E/M and field H, the value of r and, therefore,

of the current I registered by the electrometer depends on the potential

‘ For Dempster’s articles, see Phyt. Rev., vol. 11, p. 316 (1918); vol. 18, p. 415
fl921); vol. 20, p. 631 (1922).
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difference Vs. A curve plotted between I and Vz shows sharp maxima,
each of which corresponds to a definite value of B/M. In part, from
the known constants of the apparatus and, in part, by use of known
ions, Dempster was able to identify these maxima with definite ions.

When employing a salt containing lithium, Dempster found two
maxima in the neighborhood of the atomic weight of lithium, 6.94, as

shown in Fig. 185, in which the abscissas are the values of M, the

computed mass of the ion, as determined semiempirically from the

constants of the apparatus. The one maximum A corresponds within

Fig. 186.—The isotopes of lithium, as measured by Dempster. The current scale for

curve B is five times as large as for A.

the limits of error of measurement to atomic weight 7.00; the maximum
B corresponds to 6.00. There is no indication of atoms of lithium

with weight 6.94, the chemically determined atomic weight of lithium,

which is indicated in Fig. 185 by the dotted line. By this method
Dempster analyzed a number of elements—magnesium, lithium,

calcium, and zinc—and found them to be made up of isotopes tlio

masses of which are very nearly integers in terms of the mass of the

oxygen atom as 16.

(c) Bainhridge^s Method.—Recently, Bainbridge^ has devised t\

mass spectrograph of high resolving power and precision, wliich has

the great advantage of a linear mass scale. The apparatus is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 186. Positive ions, from a source not shown,

enter through slit aSi the space between the slits Si and 82 , Bc^twe^in

Si and Si is maintained a potential difference of several tliousarKl

volts. Ions of various velocities, masses, and charges pass through

^ Bai^turtpot;, Frarth. TnaL, vol. 21.5, p. 500 (19.33).
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slit Si into the “velocity selector” between. Si and Sz, in which there

sire crossed electric and magnetic fields, both perpendicular to the line

joining ^2 and S3, The electric field is produced by maintaining the

plates Pi and P2 at a fixed potential difference; the magnetic field, by
an electromagnet, not shown. If is the electric field and H the

magnetic field, then only those ions will pass through 83 whi ch possess a
velocity v given by

FE = HEv
t)r

V =
F
H’

HEv = Kiu. 186.—Bainbridge’s
spectrograph.

whore E is the charge on the ion. All

other ions will be bent from the

reetUiiioMr patli and will be lost from the

beam. After passing S3 ,
the ions enter

a uiuforni inagnotic field at right angles

to tli<^ plains of the paper. In this field

th(\v travel in ci regies of radius R such

that

iW
R

or

_ V M

After traversing a semieircumference, the ions fall upon a photographic

I)lai(‘, l(‘a.ving traces (lines), the position of which depends on the

ratios M/E, It is readily seen that,

for ions having a given charge E, M is

proportional to R, and hence the mass

scale is linear. Figure 187 shows the

“mass spoctnim*' of germanium taken

by Dr. Bainbridgc.

206, Isotopes, (a) Isotopes of the

Elements .—All of tlu^ 92 elements have

now been analyzed by means of the

mass spectrograph. As has been im-

plied in previous statements, the

atomic \v(‘ights of tlu^ individual isotopes are commonly expressed on a

scales on which i.h(^ most abundant isotope of oxygen has a weight exactly

(^(Hial to Ki; such wc^ights are called isotopic weights. They are found

(.0 be witliin 0.1 of an integer, which is called the mass number of the

isotope in question, often designated by A.

t I

//
« . a

'

w
70 72 73 74 76

Kic. IS7. 'Cho imiHH spectrum of

.sljowiniJC Mio isotopes 70, 72,

7.'J, 7-1, 7(i. {From a print kindly

furnitihal by Or. fiainbrulgc.)
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The mass unit on the = 16 scale, or the mass of an atom whose

isotopic weight is unity, may be called the catovfdc tnass unit, abbrevi-

ated as a.m.u. Its equivalent in grams is with suflB.cient approximation

equal to the reciprocal of Avogadro^s number (Sec. 46),^ hence,

1 a.m.u. = (6.023 X * 1.660 X lO-^* gram. (296)

To indicate a particular isotope of an element, the mass number

is commonly added to the chemical symbol as a superscript; the

atomic nximber may also be added as a subscript, preferably preceding

the symbol, thus:

(sometimes J^N).

Confusion is thus avoided with the ordinary use of the subscript in

compounds; e.g., the deuterium molecule is iH|, whereas iH^ iH^ is a
molecule containing 1 atom of ordinary hydrogen and 1 of deuterium

(or heavy hydrogen, mass number 2).

A table of the known isotopes is given in Appendix I. Several

of them were discovered spectroscopically (e.gr., O^®).

The relative abundance of the isotopic constituents of each element

is shown in column 5. This can be determined either by comparing

areas under such curves as those in Fig. 186 (allowing for any difference

of scale) or from the intensities of the “line'' produced on the photo-

graphic plate in the mass spectrograph.^ Thus chlorine has been
found to contain 75 per cent of CP® and 25 percent of CP^; silver Ls

52.5 percent Ag^°^ and 47.5 percent Ag^®®. Many isotopes are normally

present only in very small quantities. For example, a recent study of
calcium with the mass spectrograph has revealed the presence, in

addition to masses 40, 42, 43, 44, and 48, of an isotope with A = 46,
forming about 0.0033 percent of ordinary calcium.®

A glance at the table in Appendix I reveals a number of intriguing

features in the distribution of isotopes as a function of atomic number.
For some 17 of the 92 elements, only a single isotope is known (e.gf.,

Be, F, Na, Al, P, I, Cs, Au, £i); and all but one of these elements (Be)
have odd atomic numbers. For other elements, especially those of
even atomic number, many isotopes are known, e.g., as many as 10
for tin (Z == 50). Furthermore, isotopes of odd mass number tend
to be both less numerous and less abundant in nature. Reasons for
such features in the distribution of isotopes should be furnished by an

^ Strictly speaking, (296) gives the weight of an atom of atomic weight unity
[cf. Eq. (297) below], but there is no difference to the number of figures shown.

* For method, see Aston, Ray. Soc., Proc., vol. 126, p. 511 (1930).
® Nibb, Phya. Rev., vol. 63, p. 282 (1938).
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adequate theory of nuclear structure. We shall return to this point

later (Sec. 216).

(6) Isotopic Constitution and Chemical “Atomic Weight.”—^The

atomic weight employed by the chemist obviously represents the
average relative weight of the atoms in the mixture of isotopes with
which he ordinarily works, or the average isotopic weight of this mixture.

The atomic weight of oxygen is arbitrarily taken to be 16.

Oxygen, however, long thought to contain only the atom 0“, was
later found to contain also minute amounts of 0*’' and 0^®; the masses
of the latter, referred to 0“ as 16 exactly, are, respectively, 17.0046

and 18.005. The average mass of the atoms in the normal oxygen
mixture on the 0“ = 16 scale is about 16.0044, as may be determined
from the data given for oxygen in Appendix I. Thus, the atomic

weight Me for any isotopic mixture is related to Mi, the average

isotopic weight of the atoms in the mixture, by the equation

16.0044 y 3,600/^*'

As an example, ordinaiy lithium has been found to consist of 8.3

percent of Li®, with an isotopic weight = 6.0145, and 91.7 percent

of Li^, for which Mi = 7.0146; from these data, its average isotopic

weight is readily found to be Mi = 6.929. The chemical “atomic
weight” will be a little smaller, viz., Me = 6.927. This agrees suffi-

ciently well with the value of 6.940 measured chemically (the ratios

of abundance being known much less accurately than the mass num-
bers themselves).

In this way the chemical atomic weights of a number of the elements

have been calculated from the measured relative abundance and
masses of their respective isotopes. ‘ The results are shown in column
6 of Appendix I. For comparison, the directly observed chemical

atomic weights are shown in column seven. The agreement is seen

to be excellent.

(c) Separation of Isotopes.—Chemically, the isotopes of a given

element are almost or quite indistinguishable, since chemical properties

depend primarily upon the nuclear charge and are little affected by the

nuclear mass. The same statement must be true, in general, of physi-

cal properties, for these are mostly determined by the force fields

surrounding the molecules, which depend in turn upon the number of

electrons in the molecule and the electrical charges on the nuclei but

‘ See Aston: Roy. Soc., Proc., vol. 126, p. 511 (1930); vol. 130, p. 302 (1931);

vol. 132, p. 487 (1931); Hahn, Fi-Ooge, and Mattauch, Phys. Zeita., vol. 41, p. 1

(1940).
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are little influenced by the nuclear mass. One exception, of courser

is the density, which must be nearly proportional to the isotopic weight.

Any method for the separation of isotopes, therefore, must be based

either directly on the (ifference in nuclear mass or on the utilization

of very slight differences in other molecular properties.

The mass spectrograph constitutes the most obvious means for

separating the isotopes of the elements. By replacing the photo-

graphic plate PP in Aston’s apparatus (Fig. 183) by suitably disposed

slits, we should be able to collect one kind of neon atoms, say, in one

compartment and the other kind in another. Or, many kinds of

atoms might simply be collected as deposits on a metal plate. In

this way fairly pure samples of Li® and Li^ have actually been obtained,

also samples of uranium, free from up to 10“® gram.

Many other methods of separating isotopes have been tried, based

on slight differences in the rate of diffusion, of evaporation, of solution,

and so on. Marked success has been attained, however, only in one
case. In the case of hydrogen, electrolytic separation happened to be
very efiScient, and this method is employed on a large scale in the

production of heavy hydrogen, H^. The isotope is evolved, in

proportion to the amount present, five times^ as fast as thus, if a
large volume of water is almost but not quite completely electrolyzed,

the small residue remaining is almost pure heavy water, H|0.

RADIOACTIVITY

We have seen that the mass spectrograph yields very precise data
concerning the masses of atoms and their nuclei. The fact that the
masses of atoms are very nearly proportional to whole numbei*s raises

two questions: whether the various nuclei may not be built up out
of one or more common constituents; and whether or not it may
be possible to transmute one nucleus into another. The first evi-

dence suggesting an answer to these questions came from the field of

radioactivity.

207* BecquerePs Discovery of Radioactivity.—The discoveiy of

the phenomenon of radioactivity, although quite accidental, resulted
directly from the discovery of X-rays. Roentgen had shown that
X-rays are emitted by those parts of the discharge tube which are
bombarded by the cathode rays. This bombardment was also accom-
panied by the emission of the well-known greenish or bluish fluores-

cence. The question arose: Is fluorescence always accompanied by
the emission of X-rays?

1 Lewis and MacDonald, J. Che^n. Phys.. vol. 1, p. 34 (1033).
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Several investigators had apparently found that fluorescent bodies
activated by sunlight gave out a type of radiation which, like X-rays,
was able to pass through black paper and to affect a photographic
plate. In February, 1896, a few months after the discovery of X-rays,
Henri Becquerel^ was trying an experiment of this kind using as the
fluorescing substance the double sulphate of uranium and potassium.
After preparing the experiment and while waiting several days for

sunshine, Becquerel discovered that even in the dark the specimen
emitted a radiation which penetrated not only black paper but even
thin sheets of metal, and that exposure of the fluorescing substance to

sunlight had no effect on the phenomenon.

Becquerel soon found that this radia-

tion was emitted by uranium irrespective

of its state of chemical combination and

that there was no connection whatever

between this phenomenon and phosphor-

escence. Furthermore, the phenomenon

was found to be quite independent of the

temperature of the uranium compound.

It was later discovered that these rays

from uranium possess the power of dis-

(jharging (dectroscopes by rendering the

air through which they pass conducting.

This i)r()perty of ^‘radioactivity,'' as it

wjis (tailed, was soon found to be possessed

by several oth(;r substances. Among them were thorium and two new

(elements, polonium and radium, discovered by M. and Mine. Curie,

radium lieing more than a million times more active than uranium.

208. The Radioactive Radiations.—^Like X-rays, the “rays" from

radioa(!tive matcu-ials affect a photographic plate, cause fluorescence,

and ionize gases through which they pass. Unlike X-rays, however,

these! rays jirc of thrcjc types, which were given the names, before their

natun’i was certainly known, of a-, j^-, and 7-rays. If a small quantity

of radium pnjparation is placed at the bottom of a small hole drilled

into a l(‘a.(l block the emerging rays can be divided into the three

groups by use of a strong magnetic field at right angles to the plane of

the i)ap(T and directed away from the reader, as is shown in Fig. 188.

One group is bent into a circular path to the right and will cause an

impression on a photographic plate PP. These are the /S-rays. From

the direction of their deflection, it follows that they must be negatively

charged particles. By studying quantitatively their deflection in

^ liEcgujaitui/s papern appoar in Cornptes RenduSj vol. 122 (1896).
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magnetic and electric fields, it was shown that these particles are

electrons; they are ejected from radioactive materials with velocities

which in some cases are very high. A second type of radiation is

deflected slightly toward the left. This type consists of positively

charged particles called particles,” which were shown to possess

a ratio E/M of the order of magnitude of that for atoim. These a
particles were found to have a mass 4 (taking the mass of the oxygen

atom as 16) and to carry a charge +2e. This identified them with

the nuclei of helium atoms. The third type of radiation, the 7-rays,

proceeds undeviated by either electric or magnetic fields, has a very

high penetrating power, and is now known to consist of electro-

magnetic radiations of very short wave length l3dng, in general, in

the spectral region beyond the shortest X-rays.

Recently it has been found that many artificially produced radio-

active materials emit positroTis instead of (negative) electrons, a

positron being the same as an electron in all respects except that its

electrical charge is positive (see Sec. 221). The tendency of usage

seems to be to apply the term ^^jS-rays” to both electrons and positrons

when emitted by radioactive substances. In Fig. 188, the path of a

positron jS-ray would be a circle like that shown but curving toward

the left instead of toward the right.

The three types of rays are further differentiated from each other

by their penetrating power. The a-rays are absorbed by a few centi-

meters of air at ordinary pressure. They are reduced in intensity

one half by passing through 0.006 mm. of aluminum. Their initial

velocities are of the order of 2 X 10® cm.-sec."^ The jS-rays are,

roughly, 100 times more penetrating, since it requires something like

0.5 mm. of aluminum to reduce their intensity to half. The initial

velocities of the jS-rays, in some instances, exceed 99 percent of the

velocity of light. The 7-rays are able to penetrate many ’centimeters

of even so dense a metal as lead.

A short additional discussion of the properties of these radia tions

will be given in the next few sections. For further details, the reader

is referred to special treatises^ or to the original articles.

209. The Alpha-rays, (a) General Properties .
—^The velocity and

the value of E/M for a-rays were determined by Rutherford by means

of a modification* of the usual method in which magnetic and electric

1 Rtjthebford, Chadwick, and Elms, Radiations Irom Radioa/ tive Sub-

stances,” 1930; SoDDT, “The Chemistry of the Radio Elements,” 19H; Hbvbsy
and Panbth, “Radioactivity,” translated by R. W. Lawson, 1936; F. Rasbtti,

“Elements of Nuclear Physics,” 1936.

* Cf. Ruthebfobd, Chadwige:, and Ellis, loc. cit.
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fields are employed. The ratio of charge to mass, E/Mj was foimd to

be almost exactly half as large for the a particles as it is for atoms of

hydrogen. Additional observations were then necessary in order to

determine E and M separately.

By means of the apparatus shown in Fig. 189, Rutherford and
Geiger counted the number of a particles emitted per second by a given

quantity of radium C.^ The radioactive material was deposited on a

disk D placed inside the highly evacuated vessel A at a known distance

from a small circular opening S of known area, the opening being

covered by a sheet of mica thin enough to allow the passage of the

a particles into a brass chamber C. This chamber was evacuated

to a pressure of several millimeters of mercury and had at its center

an insulated wire WW^ which, by means of a battery J5, was maintained

Fia. 189.—Apparatus of Rutherford and Geiger for ** counting*' oe particles.

at a potential, with respect to the walls of the cylinder, just less than

the critical discharge potential. When an a particle entered C,

the ionization caused by its passage through the gas in C lowered the

critical potential by an amount sufficient to allow the passage through

the cylinder of a momentary current, which could be detected by a

“kick” in the electrometer E. In this way, Rutherford and Geiger

were able to detect the passage of single a particles. Thus, knowing

the rate at which the a particles passed through S, the aperture which S
subtended at Z), and the quantity of radium on P, it was possible to

determine the total number of a particles emitted per second per gram
of radium C.

The total charge carried by the particles was then determined with

the apparatus^ shown schematically in Fig. 190. Through a window
W, a parti(des from a known quantity of radium C deposited on the

plate P were allowed to fall upon a collecting plate C ; the charge that

they imparted to C was measured with an electrometer. To complete

the electrical screen around C, the window was covered with aluminum
foil thin enough to allow all of the a particles to pass through it. The
entire vessel was evacuated.

‘ Ruthkrford and Gbigbr, Boy. Soc. Proc,^ vol. 81, p. 141 (1908).
= Jhid,, p. 162.
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Division of the observed total charge by the known number of the

di particles then gave the charge on each one. This turned out to be
twice as great as the electronic charge or the charge on a hydrogen ion.

From this result and the previously found value of E/M, the mass of an
a particle was foimd to be approximately four times that of a hydrogen
atom. Thus the a particle must be the nucleus of a helium atom.

This conclusion was confirmed, both qualita-

tively and quantitatively, by the observation

that helium is produced as a result of a-ray

activity. Rutherford’s observations led to the

conclusion that 1 gram of radium in radioac-

tive equilibrium would emit 1.3 X 10^^ a
particles per second, and that these, after

becoming neutralized by picking up electrons,

would, in 1 year, form 0.16 cc. of helium gas.

The velocity of the a particles from radium

C, determined as above by Rutherford, is

2.06 X 10* cm. per sec. Since their mass is

“ 6.023 X l6*»
“ ^

we find for their initial energy

= 14.1 X 10~® erg,

or

1 6oi^)^l()~̂ ^ ^ 10* electron-volts.

More recent measurements give an initial velocity of 1.92 X 10* cm.

per sec. and an initial energy of 7.68 X 10® electron-volts. It has

been found that the a particles from a given substance may all have

the same initial energy, or they may foim several sets, the particles in

each set having the same energy. In the latter case, when the a par-

ticles are separated by means of a magnetic field, a “line spectrum” is

obtained.^

In Table I below are shown initial velocities and energies for the

a-rays from a number of typical radioactive substances.

(6) The Range of Alpha Particles .—Because of its double charge

and great mass, an a particle produces an enormous number of ions as

it passes through matter. Since energy is lost in producing these ions,

and also in exciting many molecules without ionizing them, the a.

To Bhtirometor

-- r 1 - -1
L J

c

W

P

Fig. 190.—Ruther-
ford's apparatus for meas-
uring the charge carried by
the a-rays from a known
quantity of radioactive
material.

^ Cf. Rasetti, 030 . ctf., p. 114.
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particle rapidly loses velocity, until finally it is moving too slowly to
produce any ions at all. The total length of path along which an a
particle causes ionization is called its range. Since the range increases

with increasing initial energy, it is commonly used as a measure of the
initial energy of the a particle.

Various methods have been de-

vised to measure the range of a parti-

cles. An approximate method makes
use of the scintillations produced R
when a particles strike a screen of ^

phosphorescent zinc sulfide, the range

of the particles being measured by the

maximum distance between source

and screen, in air under standard Fig- lOl.—Arrangement for meaa-

conditions, at which scintillations can source R by tlio ionization which they

be observed. A more precise method pieces of wire

is illustrated diagraminatically in Fig.

191. The a particles from a radi()activ(5 source H pass through the

opening in the screen S. The ionization produced in the space between
two strips of wire gauze, GiG^, 1 mm. or so apart, is measured for various

distances between GiG *2 and Ji (by varying either distance or gas pres-

sure) . Curves are obtained similar to that shown in Fig. 192 for radium
a

I

E
E
u.
«J
a.

5

I
C

0 I

2^ 3
_

5
^

Fiu. 192.—Ionization produced by a piirticlcB from radium C at difforont distances
from the source. The ordiiiakt roprosents about 25,000 pairs of ions per centimeter at

the left end of the curve, or, at the maximum, about 00,000, in air of standard density.

C. 'rhe general shape of the (Mirvo may be a<!Counted for as follows.

Since the impulses given to the component parts of an atomic system by

the passage near or through it of an a particle depend upon both the

magnitude of the forces and the time during which those forces act, and

since the speed of the parti(‘l(i is greatest at the beginning of its path, the

smaller ionization ovc'ir the first few centimeters is explained. As the

particle loses energy, and tlierefore velocity, owing to the formation of

ions, the times during which the forces act, and therefore the impulses,

GjG2

r-t'-

1

1

II
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increase for given distances of passage between a particle and atom,
and the ionization per centimeter increases to a maximum; beyond this

it falls rapidly. Since the exact end of the ionizatipn curve is diflScult

to determine, it became customary to take the point 6, where the

straight line ah intersects the axis, as a measure of the range. A range
so determined is called an extrapolated range.

The ordinate of the curve in Mg. 192 represents about 26,000 ion

pairs per cm. in standard air at the left-hand end of the curve, and
about 60,000 at the maximum of the curve. An ion pair consists of

the ionized molecule and the electron ejected from it.

The ionization curves for a particles of lower initial energy are

practically the same as a part of the curve shown in Fig. 192 taken

from the proper point outward. For example, if the particles have
such an initial energy that their extrapolated range is 4.9 cm., instead

of 6.9 cm. as in Fig. 192, the curve will start at the point corresponding

to 6.9 — 4.9 = 2.0 cm. in the same figure.

Such curves are affected, however, by straggling of the particles;

even if all of them have the same energy initially, their individual

ranges differ slightly because of statistical fluctuations in the number
and kinds of ions or excited molecules that they produce. By modify-

ing the arrangement shown schematically in Fig. 191, so as to count

the number of particles that cross the space OiG^, instead of measuring

the total ionization produced by them, the distribution of the indi-

vidual ranges can be found. In the observations of Holloway and
Livingston,^ the counting was done by connecting (?i or (?2 through an
amplifier circuit to a thyratron, which, when suitably adjusted, has the

property that voltage impulses below a certain magnitude have no
effect upon it, whereas those exceeding this critical voltage cause a

large momentary rush of current through the thyratron this cur-

rent was made to activate a mechanical counter by means of an
electromagnet.

Plotting the number of particles as thus observed against the

distance x from R to (?i (Fig. 191), we obtain a curve in which the

ordinate represents the number of a particles that have traveled a

distance equal to x without stopping. The slope of this curve then

gives the number that stop per unit of x. In this way the true mean
range of a particles of a given initial energy can be found. Doubtless

in the future it will become customary to state as the range of the

•particles the mean range rather than the extrapolated range.

1 Holloway and Livingston, Phys. Rev.j vol. 64, p. 18 (1938).

* See Reich, H. J., ‘‘Electron Tubes and Circuits,” 1940; Dow, W. G., “Funda-
mentals of Engineering Electronics,” 1937.
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In experiments where it is not convenient to measure the range
in air, it can be determined in metal foils whose '^stopping poweri^ in

equivalent centimeters of air has been determined empirically. The
range of the a particles from radium C in aluminum, copper, and
lead is, in units of 10-® cm., 4.06, 1.83, and 2.41, respectively. The
“mass stopping power” of various elementary substances, or reciprocal

of the range divided by the density, for a-rays, is nearly inversely

proportional to the square root of the atomic weight. The (extra-

polated) ranges in air of the « particles from a number of typical

radioactive substances are given in Table I.

Table I.—Range, Initial Velocity, and Enbbgt op Alpha Particles prom
Typical Radioactive Substances*

Emitter

Range, cm.,

in air at 760

mm. and 15®C.

Initial

velocity,

cm. sec.“^

Initial

energy,

ev.

Uranium I 2.73 1.40 X 10*

1.51

4.05 X 10*

4.74

7.68

5.26

4.23

8.76

Radium 3.39

Radium C 6.97 1.92

Radium F (polonium) 3.93 1.59

Thorium 2.90 1.44

2.06Thorium C' 8.62

Compiled from a similar table given by Rutherford, Chadwick, and Ellis.

The increase in initial energy of the a particle that is required to

lengthen its range by 1 cm. represents the loss of energy by the particle

in going 1 cm. If we divide this loss of energy by the number of ion

pairs produced in 1 cm,, we have the average loss of energy per ion pair.

This loss appears to be about 35 volts per ion pair, in air. Part of

the energy, however, is undoubtedly lost in exciting molecules without

ionizing them.

It may be remarked that protons (or hydrogen nuclei) produce

about ^ many ions and lose about as much energy per centimeter

as do a particles of the same velocity, owing to the fact that the ioniza-

tion produced by a charged particle is roughly proportional to the

square of its charge. Since the mass of the proton is likewise 34 as

great, its initial energy is also 34 as great as that of an a particle

moving with the same velocity. This means that protons and a

particles of the same velocity have about the same range. Or, again,

an a particle has 4 times the energy of a proton of the same range. If,

however, we compare protons and a particles having the same energy,

we find that the protons have ranges 6 to 10 times as great as the a
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particles. A deuteron, or nucleus of heavy hydrogen (H®)i has twice

as much energy as a proton of the same range.

210. Radioactive Transformations.—^The early study of radio-

activity led to the conclusion that the emission of a and p particles

was associated with a chemical change in the radioactive atom. The
transformation was found to follow an exponential law. During each

successive element of the time, a certain definite fraction of the

surviving atoms of the original substance decay'' or disintegrate, so

that the total number surviving decreases in proportion to where

t is the time and X is a constant, the decay constant. Thus, during a

time T = (log2)/X, half of the atoms disintegrate. The time T is

called the 'period^ or half-^alue period^ of the radioactive substance.

Instead of T, a time equal to 1/X is sometimes cited; it is the mean life

or average time during which an atom of the radioactive substance

exists before disintegrating. [C/. analogous relations in the emission

of radiation, Sec. 125(a).]

The half-value period of uranium, for example, is estimated at

4.5 X 10^ years, which is presumably long^; enough to account for the

considerable quantities of uranium that exist in the earth's crust.

In disintegrating, uranium gives rise, indirectly, to radium, with a

period of 1,600 years; this period is so short, relatively, that radium
is found only in uranium-bearing rocks, where it has been produced

within the last few thousand years. Radium emits a particles and
thereby becomes converted into an inert gas known as radon (Z = 86)^

or radium emanation; this gas also emits a particles, but it has a

period of only 3.825 days.

If the new atoms formed as the result of radioactive change are

themselves noticeably radioactive, many of their chemical properties,

and the boiling point of the new element composed of them, can often

be determined even if their mean life is so short that the new element

(iannot be accumulated in visible quantity. A radioactive substance

can be followed in chemical reactions by means of its radioactivity, so

that the chemist can tell, for example, whether it remains in solution

or is precipitated or passes off as a gas. Usually a chemically similar

substance, called a ‘‘carrier," is added, so as to have something visible

to work with; it is then easy to tell whether or not the radioactive

substance follows the carrier in a chemical operation.

The nuclear theory of the atom made it possible to propose a pre-

cise theory of radioactive transformations which is in agreement with

all of the known facts. When an atom, for example, loses an a particle,

its mass number must decrease by 4, and its atomic number by 2, since

the particle carries a double positive charge out of the nucleus. The
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new substance formed will thus be an isotope of an element standing

two columns to the left of the original substance in the periodic table.

It may be one of the stable isotopes of that element which occurs in

nature, or it may be a new isotope, stable or unstable.^ That just

one a particle is given out in such processes for each atom that is

transformed has been sho^vm by counting the number of a particles

given out by a known amount of a radioactive substance in a given

time and comparing the number so obtained wth the known rate of

disintegration of the material.

The ejection of a jS particle from a nucleus, on the other hand, with-

out changing its mass number, increases its positive charge and thereby

raises its atomic number by unity. The emission of a 7-ray can

obviously change neither the mass number nor the atomic number.

It appears that 7-rays are not associated with an independent type of

radioactive change but constitute an incidental accompaniment of

transformations involving the emission of an ct or particle.

A systematic study of radioactive substances and their disintegra-

tion products has led to the discovery that the naturally' radioactive

substances can be groupcid into several radioactive scries, the elements

of a given series being so arranged that ea(*h is a disintegration product

of the preceding element. Thus, the uranium atom of mass number

238 {Z = 92), called uranium I” or U I, may emit an a particle

and thereby become converted into a nucleus with atomic*, number

Z “ 90 and mass number A = 234. The new sul)stance so produced,

called ^^uranium Xi” (UXi), is found by clmmical tests to be an

isotope of ordinary thorium {Z = 90, A = 232). The UXi atom then

emits a ])arti(^le (period, 24.5 days) and becomc^s ^'uranium X**’^

(IJX 2 ;
Z = 91, A = 234); this emits another fi particle (pcniod, 1.14

minutes) and becomes uranium II (\J 11; Z = 92, A = 234). Thus

U II is an isotope of ordinary uranium and is chcnnically indistinguish-

able from it; but its ma.ss number is 234, nob 238, and its period, a

million years or so, is much shorter than that of

Uranium II also emits a particles (period, about 10 ** years), forming

ionium, with Z = 90, A = 230. Ionium then emits another a par-

ticle (pciriod, 7.0 X 1

0

* years) and bo(‘.omes radium (Z = 88
,
A = 226).

The atomic weight of radium, dotermincul chemically, is 225.97. The

end product of this series, after the emission of five more <x particles

and four more fi particles, is radium G or radium lead (Z = 82,

A = 206), which Is indistinguishable chemically from ordinary lead

^ The transformed atom will promptly lose 2 of its eiroiimnuelear electrons as

well, thus bringing the number of its electrons into harmony with its reduced

niielenr charge.
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and has a measured atomic weight of 206.05. The entire uranium

series is shown in Table II, and also, along with a similar series starting

from thorium, in Fig. 193. In this figure, the emission of an a particle

is indicated by an arrow pointing obliquely downward to the left, the

emission of a particle, by a short horizontal arrow pointing to the

right. (Two small branches at UXi and at radium C are omitted.*)

Two radioactive members of the uranium series, Ra C and Ra E,

are chemically indistinguishable from ordinary bismuth [Z = 83,

A == 209).

Table II.—^Thb Ubanium Series of Radioactive Substances

Nucleus.. UI TJXi UX, UII I® Ra Rn

Z 92 SO 91 92 90 88 86

A 238 234 234 234 230 226 222

Ray ot jS a a a
Period. .. 4.5 X 10® 24.5 days 1.14 min. 10® years 7.6 X 10® l,600years

years years

1

Nucleus . . Rn RaA RaB RaC RaC' RaD

Z 86 84 82 83 84 82

A 222 218 214 214 214 210

Ray a a /5 ce

Period— 3.826 days 3.05 min. 26.8 min. 19.7 min. (10“® sec.)

Nucleus . . . RaD RaE RaF RaG (Pb)

Z 82 83 84 82
A 210 210 210 206

Bay P P a
Beriod (25 years) 5.0 days 136.3 days

(U « uranium, lo - ionium, Ra • radium, Rn - radon. RaF - polonium.)

The end products of both the uranium and the thorium series are
isotopes of lead^ with A — 206 and 208, respectively. Ordinary
lead has atomic weight 207.2; analysis by the mass spectrograph
reveals the presence of isotopes 206, 207, and 208, with a small amount
of 204. The atomic weight of lead, however, depends somewhat

^ C/, Ruthbbpobd, Chadwick, and Ellis, op, cU,, Chap. 1.
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on the source. Uranium-bearing minerals usually contiun lead—

a

fact in itself confirming the series of radioactive transformations

from uranium to lead. The same is true of certain thorium-bearing

minerals. The atomic weight of lead coming from uranium-bearing

minerals is only a little over 206, whereas lead associated with Norway
thorite has an atomic weight of 207.9, which is nearly the value

208 predicted for the end products of the thorium series.

U B M SS 86 87 88 89 90 91 % S
,
Atomic Number

Fig. 193.—The radioactive-disintegration series of uranium and of thorium.

211. Gamma-ray Spectra and Nuclear Energy Levels.—Direct

measurements of the wave lengths of some of the 7-rays have been

made by use of the crystal grating. The wave length is so small,

however, in comparison with the grating constants of available

crystals that only the longer wave lengths can be measured in this

way. Consequently, an indirect method has been developed based

on the magnetic spectrum of the secondary i^-rays which are produced

by photoelectric absorption of the 7-rays in matter.

The method employed by Ellis^ has been followed, with modifica-

tion, by subsequent investigators. In Ellis's experiments the source

» Ellis, Roy, Soc., Proc., vol. 99, p, 261 (1921).
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Fig. 194.—The jS-ray spec-

trograph of Ellis.

of the secondary rays was placed at W (Fig. 194) near a lead block B.

W was a small glass tube 1 cm. long and 0.7 mm. in diameter, the

inside walls of which were coated with a deposit of radium B which

served as a source of the 7-rays under study. Around W was wrap-

ped a foil of the metal M—Pb, Pt, W, etc.—^which was to serve as

the source of the secondary iS-rays. The 7-rays passing out through the
walls of the tube excited secondary jS-rays in the metal foil. The
whole apparatus was placed in a magnetic field (and, of course, in a

highly evacuated enclosure). The electrons

passed, in circular paths, through the wide

slit S and were ‘^focused’' onto the photo-

graphic platePP at L, Upon developing the

plate, a number of “lines’* were found cor-

responding to various electron energies which

could be determined by knowing the mag-

netic field and the diameter LW of the cir-

cular paths.

The data in Table III, taken from Ellis’s paper, wiU serve to

illustrate the method of analyzing the results. For any given metal

M, there was observed a number of lines on the plate of which three

were more intense than the others. These same three appeared on

the plate for each element but were shifted in position in such a

direction as to indicate that the corresponding electrons had less

energy the greater the atomic number of M. This is shown in the

upper part of Table III, in which the energies of the electrons are

expressed in electron-volts (Sec. 106). Ellis interpreted these elec-

trons as photoelectrons ejected from certain levels in the atoms of the

emitting substance. The change in the energy of the electrons in a

given line from one element to another agrees closely with the differ-

ence of the energies of the K levels of the 2 atoms. Hence, he con-

cluded that the electrons forming the three lines were expelled from

the K levels of the respective atoms by three different 7-ray frequen-

cies. Applying Einstein’s photoelectric equation

hv = P* + TTjc,

where Eh is the observed kinetic energy of the photoelectron and

TTk is the energy required to remove the electron from the K level

of the atom, one obtains at once the energy hv of the incident 7-rays.
Data from each metal are found in this way to give the same group

of three 7-rays, as the loweV half of Table III shows. These, then,

are three Imes in the 7-ray spectrum of radium B, the ’ respective

wave lengths of which are 0.0518, 0.0425, and 0.0355 angstrom. In a
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similar way energy values of many other lines in 7-ray spectra have

been measured.

Table III.

—

Determination of the Wave Length op Gamma-rays from the
Energy of Secondary Beta-rays (ELLis)

Tung- Plati-
Lead

lira-

Emitter——

>

sten num 60 nium
74 78

oZ
92

Secondary /3-ray energies in el(5c-
1.66 mtron-volts X 10“®
2.20

2.76

Ek of emitter 0.693 0.782 0.891 1.178
Mean X,

energy angstroms

Energy (hv) of 7-rays in electron- 2,35 2.36 2.38 2.40 2.37 0.0521

volts X 10“® 2.89 2.91 2.92 2.92 2.91 0.0425

3.46 3.46 3.49 3.48 3.47 0.0355

Photoolectrons from shells other than the K shell have also been

observed. In addition, there is a eontiiuious bai'kgrouiid in the spec-

trum of th(^ se(5()iidary jS-rays whi(‘h is due to Compton electrons

resulting from .^caUemig of the 7-rays.

If the interi)retation of such observations is correct, it will also

be exp(M;ted that a 7-ray may be absorbed photoelectric^ally by one

of the electrons surrounding the niicloiis that emits the 7-ray itself.

Radioactive substanc(\s emitting 7-rays of a given wave length ought,

then^forc^, to emit, also, groups of
/
3-rays forming a spectrum of jS-ray

lines coi-r<\spon(ling to ojc'ction from the K, L, M, *
• • shells of the

radioactive atoms. Such is, indeed, obseiwed to be the case. The

production of sccondai'y /S-rays in this manner Ls commonly called

iniernal c()tivcrm)n of the 7-ray. It happesns mu(*h more frequently

in the K slu^ll than in the L shell; the probability tliat the 7-ray is so

converted before escaping from the atom varies in different cases

from 0.001 or less to 0.1. jS-ray lines produced in this manner are

much sharper (the velocities of the j8-rays Vxnng more nearly imifomi

within (^ach group) than are the lim^s ex(ut(Kl by the same 7-rays in

extran(X)us substances. Hence most wav(^ huigths of 7-ray lines have

actually Ixhui d(d,(u*mine(l from observations of the energies of the

internal-conversion jS-rays.

Not all i3-rays arise from internal conversion of 7-rays, however.

As wc shall s(x.> in the next section, many of tlHun com(5 from the

nucleus it^ielf,
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All 'v-ray spectra, apparently, consist of sharp lines. Some of

them have wave lengths longer than the hardest X-rays obtainable

from the same atom, but most of their wave lengths are shorter than
the shortest K line from any element (viz., 112 X.U. = 0.112 A, from
uranium). It seems clear, therefore, that the 7-rays cannot possibly

consist of radiation emitted by the circumnuclear electrons; in view
of the success of the modem theory of atomic spectra, we can assume
with safety that the electrons can emit no harder lines than the K
lines. The 7-rays must, therefore, be emitted somehow by the
nucleus.

(a) Nudear Energy Levels.—In some cases measurements of X-ray
spectra have yielded sufficient data so that it has been possible to

postulate a system of energy levels in the nucleus, transitions between

Tabus IV.

—

Somb Linbs in the Gamma-bay Spectbitm op Kadiijm B and the
Eneboy Levels in the Radium C Nucleus (Elus and Seinneb)

Line
Wave length,

angstroms

Energy (unit:

10® electron-

volts)

I

Origin

Proposed energy

levels (unit: 10®

electron-volts)

Ct* 1.37 0.090 4 » 0
Cl 0.230 0.537 B - 0.537
Qtm .196 0.629 C = 0.625
Ct* ,115 1.073 E-^F D = 2.572
Ci* .098 1.250 E = 2.942
Et .0634 1.947 F =• 4.048
Et .0607 2.035 0 = 6.31
E, .0513 2.404 B^E
E, .0480 2.572 A^D

.0451 2.733

Eb .0419 2.942 A-^E
Ei .0351 3.511 B —> F
Ei$ .0263 4.684 C-^Q
Eir .0257 4.800 B’-^G

* Measured by Rutherford and Andrade by crystal reflection.

which give rise to r-ray lines in exactly the same way that X-ray
lines originate in transitions between levels in the extranuclear struc-

ture of the atom.

The wave lengths and energy values of some of the lines in the

7-ray spectrum of radium B, as found by Ellis and Skinner, ^ together

with the “name’' of the line, are shown in the first three columns of

Table IV. These investigators found it possible to postulate a series

of seven levels .4, B, C, • • • transitions among which give rise to the

» Ew-is and Skinner, U<yy. Soc,, Froc,, vol. 105, pp. 165, 185 (1924).
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14 observed lines, as indicated in column 4. The resultiixg energy-

level diagram is shown in Fig. 195.

In view of the difficulty of making the measurements, it is a
scientific achievement of the first magnitude to have isolated and
measured a set of 7-ray lines with sufficient precision for the construc-

tion of an energy-level diagram. Like most scientific advances,

however, this accomplishment raises fresh questions. First of all,

how do the nuclei come to be in excited states out of which they can

undergo transitions to lower levels? The situation is quite different

from that in vacuum tubes, where atoms are continually being excited

by electron impact.

A clue to the answer is furnished by the fact that (in natural

radioactivity) 7-rays are emitted only by substances wluch also

emit a- or fi-rays. It is reasonable to suppose that the emission of an

a or jS particle leaves the residual nucleus not in its normal state but

in an excited state of higher energy. If this is the correct explanation,

then the 7-ray spectrum ascribed to radium B is really emitted by
nuclei of the I’adioactivo product, which is radium C; and the enei^
levels deduced from these rays are levels of the radium C nucleus,

not of radium B. This conclusion has been confirmed by experiment,

most clearly by Ellis and Wooster.^ They compared the difference

in the energies of the secondary jS-rays produced by a given 7-ray
line in the radioactive source and in platinum with the difference in

the energies of the K levels in the two substances.

It appears that all natural 7-rays are emitted by nuclei which

have just been formed as a result of a- or /3-ray activity. The interval

^ Ellis and Woostbb, Cambridge Phil. Soe., Proe., vol. 22, p. 844 (1226).
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of time between the formation of the new nucleus and the emission

of the 7-ray is probably extremely short, of the order of 10“i* sec.

Hence, the 7-ray activity is observed to decay at the same rate as the

a- or i9-ray activity to which it owes its origin, the rate of decay having

reference primarily to the process of emission of the a or j8 particle.

Since the emission of a 7-ray thus involves no change in nuclear

charge or mass number, being analogous in these respects to the

emission of radiation by atoms, there is a strong tendency nowadays
to restrict the terms “radioactive” and “radioactivity” to the emission

of a or |3 particles.

212. Beta-ray Spectra.—^When the jS-rays from a radioactive sub-

stance are spread out into a spectrum according to their velocity,

by means of a magnetic held, it is commonly found that the spectrum
consists of narrow lines superposed upon, a continuous background.

In the beginning it was thought that all jS-rays come from the nucleus,

but later work appears to have shown, as we have indicated, that all

of the lines are due to the ejection of cireumnuclear electrons from the
atom. In most cases these j8-rays consist of photoelectrons produced
by 7-rays. One line from a disintegration product of radium C,
however, is perhaps due to direct interaction between an excited

nucleus and the K shell of electrons, the nucleus jumping to a lower
nuclear energy level without the emission of radiation and thereby
furnishing the ener^ for the ejection of &K electron [in analogy with
the Auger transitions in the X-ray region, Sec. 201(6)].

The j8-rays forming the continuum, on the other hand, are believed
always to come from the nucleus. In confirmation of this inter-

pretation, measurements have shown that, in the emission of such
pnmary fi-T&ys, as they are called, just one ray is emitted for each
nucleus that is transformed.

When the number of j8-rays per unit of their energy is plotted
against the energy as abscissa, a curve is obtained which rises (luickly
to a maximum and then sinks slowly to zero at an upper limit of energy.
The observed maximum energies range from 6 X 10® to over 3 X 10*

electron-volts. An experimental curve obtained for RaE (period,
5 days) is shown in Fig. 196.

Such curves show that the energy of the /9-ray which is emitted by
atoms undergoing a given type of radioactive transformation varies
greatly from atom to atom. This fact presents great difficulties in
regard to the conservation of energy. The kinetic energy of the
fi-i&y should represent the energy lost by the nucleus in undergoing
the transformation. The loss in energy might have one of several
different values, according as the nucleus is left by the /3 transformation
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in one or another of those nuclear levels whose existence is revealed

by the 7-ray spectra; but a variation due to this cause would result

in a line structure in the spectrum of the primary jS-rays, instead of

a continuum.

It was suggested at one time by Bohr that the law of the con-

servation of energy might not hold for the jS-decay of nuclei. There

is no other indication of a failure of this law, however. At the present

time, preference is given to a hypothesis proposed by Fermi. He
assumes that another particle of a new kind, called a neutrino^ is

emitted along with the i5-ray. The neutrino is supposed to carrj^

Energy, kv.

Fia. 106.— 8pc<^t.ruiii of HaK. The ordiiiale ropreBonis, on iin arbitrary scale, the

number of /i-rays emitted per unit of thoir kinetic energy.

no charge and to have a very small mass, hence it can pass unhindered

through iuil<‘s of rmitter and so has eluded experimental detection. The

upper livnt of tlu' jS-vay (uiergy is then regarded as representing the

Cinergy that, is lost by the inudcMis in its traiisfonnation; the difference

botw(Hni this (uun-gy and t.liat of the
/
8-ray is carried off by the neutrino.

Thi.s theory, howev(‘r, is still in ilu; specnilative stage.

213. Observations on Individual Charged Particles.—At this point

it. may be ins 1 .iMictiv(^ t.o describe briefly some additional methods by

which it has been found possible to make observations on single

charged part.ichvs. '^riie experiments described hithei'to have been

such Jis to yi(*Id only statistical results, from which the properties

of individual particles* could only be inferred by means of indirect

reasoning.

In Sec. 2()9(a) above, we described the method by which Ruther-

ford and Geiger counted the a-rays emitted from a radioactive sub-

stance. Each a particle was made to cause a separate pulse of ioniza-

tion in an ionization chamber, and these pulses, detected with an

electrometer, were counted. This method has been used extensively
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to count particles of all sorts, under the name of a Geiger counter.

Even 7-rays can be ‘‘coxmted” with such devices, the ionization in

the counter being caused by secondary electrons ejected from mole-

cules of the enclosed gas or from the walls of the counter.

Various changes have been made, however, in the ionization

chamber, and still greater changes in the method of counting the

impulses of ionization.^ ' Nowadays the small electrical impulses

from the ionization chamber are usually magnified many times by
means of an electron-tube amplifier. In the experiments of Holloway

and Livingston referred to in Sec. 209(6) above, amplified impulses

up to 250 volts were observed, each due to the entrance of a single a
particle into the ionization chamber.

For a particles, an alternative but somewhat less reliable method is

to count the scintillations or flashes of light produced by them when
they fall upon a phosphorescent screen, which may be coated with

impure zinc sulfide. By comparing counts made in this way with

those made using a Geiger counter, it has been shown that each

seintillation is produced by a single particle. The individual scintilla-

tions can be seen easily under a microscope.

The most instructive method of studying individual charged

particles, however, is to observe the tracks made by them in a Wilson

expansion chamber or cloud chamber.^ The method depends upon the

fact that when dust-free air saturated with water vapor is expanded

quickly and thereby cooled, if no ions are present, a considerable

expansion is necessary in order to cause precipitation of the vapor,

whereas if ions are present, a somewhat smaller expansion causes a
droplet of water to condense about each ion as a center. In this way
the path of an ionizing particle can be made visible as a row or ^Hrack^’

of cloud droplets condensed about the ions.

The cloud chamber is commonly made a few centimeters deep and
considerably wider, and the expansion of the air contained in it is

produced by jerking the floor of the chamber downward, e.g., by
suddenly releasing the air below it through a valve into an evacuated

vessel. In a modification due to Shimizu, the floor of the chamber
consists of a tight-fitting piston which is caused to move up and down
periodically. Vapors of liquids other than water, such as alcohol,

are often used. The particles to be observed are admitted to the

1 C/. Rasetti, op. cii., p. 18; articles in Rev. Sd. InstrumentSf or articles describ-

ing observations made with the use of counters; Wynn-Williams, Roy. Soc.j Proc.,

vol. 136, p. 312 (1932).

» Wilson, C. T. R., Roy. Soc.j Proc., vol. 85, p. 286 (1911) ;
vol. 87, p. 277 (1912)

;

vol, 104, p. 1 (1923). Cf. Rutherford, Chadwick, and Ellis, op. cit., p. 57.
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chamber just before the expansion; and, after the pressure has been
restored, an electric field may be applied momentarily to clear the
space of ions. The tracks are illuminated by a strong beam of light

and are either observed visually or photographed through the g1g.HH

top or sides of the chamber. By using two cameras pointing at
different angles, stereoscopic pictures of the tracks are frequently
made. (Cf. Fig. 223 in Sec. 234.) The whole apparatus is often
arranged to operate automatically, expansions being produced at
intervals of 10 to 30 seconds. Photographs may be taken on motion-
picture film.

Fig. 197.—Cloucl-clmmber tracks of tx particles from polonium.

Since an a particle produces something like 50,000 droplets p(?r

cm, ill air at ordinary prijssurc, it makes a heavy, solid-looking track

in a cloud chainlier. Tlie tracks arc practically straight, except for an

occasional kink where the a particle came very close to a nucleus and
suffered an apprcnnable deflection (r/. Fig. 197). The distribution of

such paths as to ranges is easily studied in a cloud chamber. Protons

also make solid-looking trac^ks, but they are more slender. An
electron, on the oilier hand, producing only perhajis 100 droplets per

centime^ter, looks thin and knobby; under a low-power microscope the

individual droplets can be distinguished and counted (cf. Fig. 227 at

Sec. 230). A 7-i‘a.y produces no track at all, except that starting from

some point along its geometrical path there may be seen the short track

of an electron ejected by it from a molecule of the gas.

The cloud cha.inb(9* has been of immense service in the study of

high-speed partichjs of all sorts, because of the possibility of observing
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the effects caused by each individual particle. In the field of natural

radioactivity, cloud-chamber observations have always yielded results

in harmony with those obtained by other methods.

THE STRUCTURE OF NUCLEI

214* The Building Up of Nuclei, (a) The Elementary Particles ,

—

A survey of the data on radioactivity in the light of Rutherford^s

nuclear theoiy of the atom raises the question as to the constitution

of the nucleus. A mechanism capable of emitting a-rays, /?-rays, and

a whole spectrum of monochromatic 7-rays must possess a well-

ordered, though probably very complex, structure. And, fii*st of all,

of what elementary particles is the nucleus composed?

Since electrons were known to be emitted from some nuclei, it was

natural to assume in the beginning that electrons formed one con-

stituent of many, perhaps all nuclei. Such an assumption would make
it possible to cany out Prout’s old hypothesis in a new form, by
assuming that all nuclei consisted of electrons and protons (a proton

being the nucleus of a hydrogen atom). Radioactive nuclei have

never been found to emit protons, to be sure; and they do often emit a
particles, which are helium nuclei. But the helium nucleus, being

almost exactly four times as heavy as a proton with a positive charge

twice as great, might consist of 4 protons combined with 2 electrons,

the latter adding very little to the mass but serving to make the

nuclear charge come out right.

On the basis of wave mechanics, however, certain objections can

be raised against the assumption that electrons exist inside of nuclei.

According to the indeterminacy principle (Sec. 121)
,
the indefiniteness

of position of a particle in one direction, Ax, and the indefiniteness

of the corresponding component of momentum, Ap, are always at least

large enough so that

Ax Ap ^ h,

k being Planck’s constant and = meaning ''is of the order of.” Now,
if we make Ax = 2 X 10“^-* cm., which is of the order of nuclear

diameters [cf, Eq. (307) in Sec. 215],

_ A _ 6.6 X 10“27

Ax 2 X 10-12 3.3 X 10-1®.

To estimate the indefiniteness in energy, we must use relativistic

formulas. For the total energy TF of a particle with momentum p,

Eq. (73) in Sec. 69 gives

+ p^c*.
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If we make p only as large as the value just found for Ap, the term
p*c2 = (3.3 X 10-«)*(3 X IQi")® = 10-8 erg*. For an electron, this

is easily seen to exceed greatly the term m^c*. Hence for such a value

of p we may write

= pV = 10-8, W = 10-* erg = = 6 X 10’ ev

[c/. Eq. (144) in Sec. 105]. Only a small part of W is represented by
the rest energy

mc^ - (0.9 X lO”^^ 1^0^
" ^ ^ ^ 10® electron-volts.

Thus a free electron confined within a space as small as a nucleus

would have to have a kinetic energy of the order of 6 X 10’ electron-

volts. In a nucleus, no doubt, an electron would really be in some

sort of quantum state; but a more rigorous wave-mechanical argu-

ment leads to the same conclusion as to its energy. Yet, experi-

mentally, we find that when an electron issues from a nucleus as a

j3-ra.y, its kinetic energy never exceeds 4 X 10® electron-volts, or

Mty found. In view of the contrast between these two

numbers it secuns im])robable that nuclei can contain electrons.

I'hei-e arc other theoretical objections connected vdth nuclear spin,

but these we shall not discuss.

In view of these difficulties with the assumption that nuclei con-

tain electrons, thc'i discovery of the neutron in 1932 led at once to the

general adoption of a radically different theory of nuclear composition.

The ])roj)(M*ti(*s of the neutron will be discussed in detail later (Secs.

220, 223). All th:it we nc^ed to know about them here is that they are

particU^s liaving almost the same mass as a proton but no electrical

charges at all. In th(‘ theory of nuclear composition generally held

today it is assiiin(‘d that

1. Nucha an^ coinposcMl of protons and neutrons.

2. Wh(‘n an (‘hHdron is emitted from a nucleus as a /3-ray, it is

(‘r(‘at(^d in some way at th(^ instant of omission, a neutron in the

iuicl(‘us changing at tlu^ sanui time into a proton. If a positron

is emitted, a i^roton (dianges into a neutron.

'rims the idea of th(^ conservation of (dectrons has been abandoned,

but cons(‘rvation of (deetrical charge is retained.

li, will be instructive to survey the existing array of nuclei on the

basis of this theory.
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(6) The FormaMon of Nuclei,—^According to the theory of nuclear

composition just stated, the helium nucleus, with atomic number

Z = 2 and mass number A = 4, must consist of 2 protons and 2 neu-

trons. But, when the mass of the helium nucleus is compared with the

combined masses of 2 protons and 2 neutrons, an appreciable dis-

crepancy is found to exist.

The mass of the neutral hydrogen atom, HS in terms of atomic

mass units (0^® = 16, cf Sec. 206), as measured with the mass specto-

graph, is^

HI = 1.00812 a.m.u., (298)

the last figure being uncertain. Here, for simplicity, we have let the

atomic symbol stand also for the mass of an atom; no misunderstand-

ing will result from this double use. Dividing this number by 1,837,

the ratio of the electron mass m to H^ (Sec. 45), we have m in mass
units; and then, subtracting m from H^, we have the mass of a proton;

this we shall indicate by the symbol p, which is often used to denote a
proton. Thus we obtain

m 0.00056 a.m.u.; p = 1.00757 a.m.u. (299a,6)

The mass of a neutron, on the other hand, is (Sec. 220)

n == 1.00893 a.m.u., (300)

the last figure being uncertain. The mass of a neutral helium atom,
on the other hand, as measured with the mass spectograph, is

He4 = 4.0039 a.m.u. (301)

If we subtract from the mass of neutral helium the combined masses of
2 neutral hydrogen atoms and 2 neutrons, the result is the same as the
difference between the mass of a helium nucleus alone and the com-
bined masses of 2 protons and 2 neutrons; the masses of tlie 2 circum.
nuclear electrons, which are included in the mass of the ncutz*al helium
atom, are canceled by the masses of the electrons in the 2 hydrogen
atoms. (It is customary in nuclear calculations to work in this way
with the masses of neutral atoms, for the reason that it is usually these
that are cited as the result of experimental measurement.) Since,
from the numbers just cited,

2H1 + 2n = 4.0341,

^Barkas, Phys. Rev,, vol. 55, p. 691 (1939). All atomic masses quoted up to
Z =* 40 will be taken from this article.
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we find that, if 2 protons and 2 neutrons were to combine into a helium

nucleus, there would be a loss of mass of

AJIf = 4.0340 - 4.0039 = 0.0300 a.m.u. (302)

A plausible interpretation of this loss of mass suggests itself when
we recall the relativistic relation between mass and energy, described

in Sec. 69, according to which each erg of energy is accompanied by

1/c* grams of mass, c being the speed of light. * The loss of mass would

thus be accounted for if the binding of the protons and neutrons into

the helium nucleus were accompanied by a corresponding loss of

energy.

The amount of energy that is associated with an atomic unit of mass

is times the unit of mass, whose magnitude is given in Eq. (296) in

Sec. 206. We find thus that 1 atomic mass unit or

1 a.m.u. = 1.660 X 10"®^ X (2.998 X 10^®)* = 1.492 X lO"* erg;

or, if we divide by 1.601 X 10~‘® erg [Eq. (144) in Sec. 105], we find

that 1 a.m.u. = 9.32 X 10® electron-volts. It is customary in

nuclear work to use ev (or eV, EV) as an abbreviation for electron-

volts and Mev (sometimes MEV, MV) for a million electron-volts.

Thus

1 a.m.u. = 1.492 X 10“® erg = 932 Mev. (303)

For future use, we may note also the energy equivalent of the electronic

mass. Calculating m as in obtaining Eq. (299o) and using Eq. (303),

we find mc‘^ — 0.000549 X 932 or

jwc® = 0.511 Mev. (304)

Combining Eqs. (302) and (303), we have then, as the loss of

energy in the formation of a helium nucleus, or its binding energy

relative to free protons and neutrons,

AW = 0.0300 X 932 = 28.0 Mev. (305)

This is nearly three times the kinetic energy of the fastest a-rays

known. Hence we can understand why a particles are never broken

up into protons and neutrons as they arc hurled about. An alterna-

tive possibility, however, is that a helium nucleus might break up into

2 deutcrons, or nuclei of heavy hydrogen, H*. The mass spectrograph

^ves

1 Some writers speak of a conversion of rest mass into energy. The view

adopted in this book is that mass accompanies energy of all sorts in an unvarying

proportion, so that both mass and energy are always conserved.
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f306)

Thus
H* = 2.0147 a.in.u.

2H2 - He4 = 4.0294 - 4.0039 = 0.0266 a.m.u. = 23.8 Mev.

This is more than twice as large as the largest a-ray energy, so that

He^ is very stable, also, as against disintegration into 2 deuterons.

Similar results emerge from a study of many other nuclei. Nuclear

or atomic masses are often discussed in terms of the dift'erence between

the isotopic weight Mi and the mass number This difference is

commonly called the mass defect, although mass excess would seem

to be a more logical term. The terminology may be extended to the

neutron, which may be regarded as a nucleus of atomic number

A
Fig. 198.—Approximate curve showing packing fraction i

— -1;. .1 as a function
of mass number A (ilf* = isotopic weight). The packing friu^tions of (‘.orijiin iwotopos
are indicated by crosses.

Z = 0. For neutrons, Af< = 1.0089, as in Eq. (300), and .1 = 1, so

that their mass defect is 0.0089. The mas.s defect of 0‘* is, of course,

zero, because of the way in which mass iiumboi-s arc defined. The
change in mass (i.e., rest mass) in any nuclear reaction i.s the .same as

the change in the sum of the mass defects, since tiro sum of the nmss
numbers remains constant.

It is more usual, however, following Aston, to discuss the piu'king

fraction, or ratio of the mass defect to the atomic nunil)er. An
approximate curve of packing fractions as a function of mass number
A is shown in Fig. 198; the data used in drawing the e.urvo are given
in Appendix I. The packing fractions for a few isotopes are indicated
by crosses. Below A = 30, two curves ai-e drawn, since there is an
evident tendency for the packing fraction to be larger when the atomic
number is odd than when it is even.

We note that the packing fraction decreases up to about Z = 60,
after which it increases again. This means that the energy released
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per particle in building up the nucleus out of neutrons and protons

increases up to 2 = 60, after which it slowly decreases. As a rough
rule, however, we can say that the energy thus released per particle

is not very different for atoms beyond boron (Z = 5), amounting to

something of the order of 0.009 a.m.u., or 8 Mev.
216. The General Theory of Nuclear Binding.—It is clear that the

protons and neutrons composing a nucleus must be held together by
attractive forces of some sort, otherwise the mutual electrostatic

repulsion of the protons would disrupt the nucleus. The true nature

of these attractive forces, however, and the exact law of their action

are not known with certainty. In this respect the situation in nuclear

theory is quite different from that in ordinaiy atomic theory. The
mathematical form of the interaction between electric charges, for

some reason, is the same at atomic distances as it is at physically

observable distances, the only difference being that at large distances

it is possible to use the approximate, classical form of mechanics,

whereas on the atomic scale the more exact wave-mechanical form

must be employed. Thus, observations of electrostatic interaction

on the ordinary physical scale led at once to a knowledge of this

interaction on the atomic scale. In constructing a nuclear theory, on

the other hand, our only resource is to endeavor to infer the laws of the

interaction between the nuclear particles from the observed properties

of nuclei, or to try various hypotheses (?oncerning these laws and to

(compare deductions from them with the results of experiment. We
shall not enter upon a detailed discussion of the hypotheses that have

been proposed, but shall restrict the dis(Jussion to (lertain ideas that

have proved useful and seem destined to form a permanent part of

mudear theory, rcjferring the student elsewhere for furtlier information. *•

One general property that the nuclear forces must possess is indi-

(rated by cx^rtain fcxitures of the scattering of a particles by atomic?

nuclei. The scattering is found to obey the law deduced by Ruther-

ford (Sec. 100) so long as the distance of (dosest approach of tlu?

a parti<de to the niKjleus, as calculated from its velocity and the angle

of scattering, remains greater than a certain distance p, which is

(diaracteristic of the scattering nuekms. Otherwise departures from

Rutherford's formula occur; the scattering is tluui said to be “anom-
alous." Sin(?e Rutherfortl's deduction rested on the assumption

of the ordinary inverse-square law of force, and since, according to

(dassic.al theory, this assumption would be justified if the nuclear

1 ty. llABK'i’Ti, op. cit.; PruERLS, The Theory of Nuclear Forces, Nature, vol. 145,

p. 687 (1940); Betue, Rev. Modern Physics, vol. 9, p. 69 (1937); and many articles

in the literature.
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charge were symmetrically distributed within a distance p of the

center of the nucleus, the value of p deduced from the scattering

experiments is regarded for convenience as the ^‘radius" of the

nucleus. Classical theory is not really applicable to the scattering

phenomenon, to be sure, but wave mechanics, also, leads to Ruther-
ford's formula, and it is thought that the classical interpretation of

p may represent correctly certain features of nuclear theory. The
values of p deduced from the experiments are represented roughly

by the equation

p == 2 X 10-i»2^cm. (307)

As indicated by this equation, p a nearly. Thus the volume

of the nucleus^ is proportional to Z. Since Z, in turn, is nearly

proportional to the number of particles in the nucleus, we reach the

^
conclusion that the density of all nuclei is nearly the

o *0 same. In this respect, there is a strong contrast
*
o ® Q

between the nucleus and the electronic envelope of the
^

* atom, in which the mean density of the electrons

. o increases rapidly with increasing Z. The fact that the
Fig. 199.— density does not change much when one more particle

SeuB^^^comiw^d is added implies that the interactions between particles

of protons (•) which hold the nucleus together are sharply limited in
neutrons

addition of a particle affects only

those near to it. The interaction between two particles

must, therefore, drop off quickly to zero when the distance between
them exceeds a certain limit; and the observed values of p imply that

this limiting distance must be of the order of 10"^® cm. or less.

Thus a nucleus resembles somewhat a drop of liquid, held together

by cohesion. It is doubtless more penetrable, however; perhaps a

swarm of bees in the air would be a better analogy. The latter com-
parison illustrates also the fact that, like the electrons in the atom, the

individual neutrons and protons do not have any fixed places in the

nucleus. The wave function for the nucleus probably does not

represent them as changing position from time to time, however; it

merely assigns a certain probability for each possible position in the

nucleus, this probability being the same for each neutron, or for each

proton. In Fig. 199 is shown a diagram that may help in visualizing

some of these conclusions.

Besides its nearly constant density, a nucleus also resembles a drop

of liquid in the fact, noted in the last,section, that the binding energy

is almost proportional to the number of constituent particles. Just

as the heat that is given off when a molecule of vapor condenses onto a
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drop of liquid is independent of the mass of the drop, so the energy

released when one more neutron or proton is added to a nucleus is

(nearly) independent of Z, amounting roughly to 8 Mev per particle.

The classical analogies must not be taken too literally, however.

For classical mechanics to be applicable to nuclear phenomena, the

energies of the particles would have to be high enough to make their

de Broglie wave lengths small as compared with nuclear dimensions.

According to Eqs. (166a,6) in Sec. 116, to have a wave length even

as small as 10~^® cm., a neutron or proton would have to have kinetic

energy equal to

1^.2 ^ ^ ^ (6.61 X io-^vio~^«)^
2^ 2m 2m 2 X 1.66 X IQ-^^

or

1.3 X 10-» erg = 820 Mev.

This is large as compared with the amount of energy associated with

one particle in a nucleus. Presumably, therefore, the correct theory

of the nucleus must be wave-mechanical in nature. A nucleus will

doubtless possess a characteristic series of quantum states; and,

because of the eloc^trical charges on the protons, radiative transitions

between these states may occur, accompanied by the emission or

absorption of y-rays. Thus are to be explained the energy levels

associated with y-ray lines, such as those described in Sec. 211.

216. Nuclear Forces and the Ratio of Mass Number to Atomic

Number, (a) The Aiir(iefion heiwaen Neidrov^s mid Protons and the

Neutron-proton Ratio ,—The existeiKJC of the deuteron, consisting of

1 neutron and 1 proton, shows conclusively that an attraction of some

sort cjxists betwe^en a ncnitron and a proton. This attraction might

coiK^eivably b(^ the sole action holding the nucleus together against

the disruptive tcmdcncy of the electrostatic repulsion of the protons.

It is possible t<o account for th('. broad c.haractoristics of stable nuclei

on the basis of tlu^sc’; l;wo forc-ic actions alone [but sciO (h) below].

Let us iK'iglec^i; at fii-st the repulsion of the protons, supposing only

the neutron-proton attraction to exist. Then it is easily seen that all

stable nuclei should contjiin as nearly as possible equal numbers of

neutrons and protons, since the energy of given number A of par-

ticles will be a minimum when thc^'' are half protons and half neutrons.

For, suppose a nuclcMis contains N neutrons and P protons, and suppose

that N > P,, Then, if a neutreni w<jrc to be replaced by a proton, the

(mergy of the nucleus would be decreased by the amount of the negar

f.ivc potential energy due to the added proton interacting with iV — 1

neutrons and increased by the amount of the energy due to the inter-
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action of a neutron with P protons. If iV — 1 > P, the net effect

would be a decrease in the nuclear energy. Hence, under these
circumstances, there would be a tendency for a neutron to emit an
electron as a jS particle and to turn into a proton, thereby decreasing
the nuclear energy and at the same time making N more nearly equal
to P. In the same way, we may infer that, if P — iV > 1, a proton
should emit a positron and turn into a neutron.

The decrease in energy due to such a change would have to be
sufficiently great, to be sure, to provide not only some kinetic energy
for the emitted particle but also its rest energy mc^; othermse no
change could occur. The energy of interaction of proton and neutron
must be relatively large, however. The mass of the deuterium atom

being 2.01472 a.m.u., the loss of mass when it is formed out of a
hydrogen atom and a neutron is, by (298) and (300),

1.00812 + 1.00893 - 2.01472 = 0.00233 a.m.u. = 2.17 Mev. (308)

In helium the average binding energy of a neutron or proton is con-
siderably greater than this, viz,, by Eq. (305),

^ = 7.0 Mev. (309)

For the average loss of energy when a proton or neutron us added to

heavier nuclei, the curve of packing fractions indicates something of

the order of 8 Mev, as stated in Sec. 214(6). In comparison with
such energies, the rest energy of an electron or positron, 0.51 Mev as

in Eq. (304), is rather small. Thus, we should expect a strong tend-
ency for N and P to become nearly equal as a result of /8-ray activity.

The effect of the electrostatic repulsion of the protons must now he
considered, however. The potential energy due to this repulsion

adds a positive term in the energy, roughly proportional to P®. Hence,
its presence will cause P to tend to diminish, and the actual ratio of N
to P will be that at which there is a balance between the tendency
of the proton-neutron attraction to bring N and P into equality and
the tendency of the proton repulsion to diminish P.

The magnitude of the energy due to proton repulsion can be
estimated from the classical picture of the nucleus described above.
Equation (307) indicates that the distance between protons in a
nucleus should be of the order of 10“'* cm. The electrostatic energy
of 2 protons 10“'* cm. apart is only

(4.80 X 10“"')*

10“'*
= 2.30 X 10“" erg = 1.4 Mev.

This is small compared with the total binding energy of a helium
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nucleus, or 28 Mev. From this example it is clear that proton repul-

sion will have little effect upon the ratio N/P ia light nuclei. The
repulsive effect will rise rapidly, however, as Z increases. If the

80 protons in a mercury'* nucleus, for example, were distributed uni-

formly over the. surface of a sphere of IQr^^ cm. radius, which is a.

little larger than the value of p as given by Eq. (307), their electro-

static energy, computed classically, would be

(Ze)^ _ (80 X 4.80 X 10-'*>)‘'*

2r 2 X 10-12 X 1.60 X lO'^^ X 10^
— 460 Mev.

If they were scattered throughout the sphere, as they are in reality,

their energy would be still larger. The total energy released in

binding 120 neutrons and 80 protons into with a mass of 200.028,

is only 120 X 0.00893 + 80 X 0.00812 - 0.028 = 1.69 a.m.u. or

1 ,570 Mev. Thus, in the heavier nuclei, the effect of proton repulsion

be(^oines comparable with that of the neutron-proton attraction, and

t he number of protons should, in consequence, be considerably smaller

than tlie number of neutrons in the nucleus.

The composition of the nuclei that occur in nature is in good

agreement with tliese deductions from our tentative assumptions.

A glance at the* table in Appendix I shows that there is a strong tendency

for N, whicli (Hpials A — Z, to equal P or Z up through calcium,

Z = 20. Beyond this point N always exceeds P, the ratio N/P
increasing to about 1.5 in the heaviest nuclei.

The o(HMiri’(^n(x* of isobars, or isotopes having the same mass

number hut dilhu-ent atomic iiumlKu*, might seem to present a difficulty

for the theory just state<l, since, for a given number A of particles,

there should be a uniciue value of P or Z that makes the energy a

minimum. Isobars arc not abundant, however, and, where they do

occur, usually only two, rarely three, different values of Z occur for

a giv(ui valu(^ of A. Perhaps in such cas<3s the difference in energy is

too small to i)ermit transformation, by the omission of a jCil-ray, into

the isohiir of lowest emu'gy. The known masses are not sufficiently

ac<‘.urate as y(^t to p(*rmit a general test of this explanation. Further-

morci, in a. f('w easels jtl-ray activity is actuall}’' observed to be going on;

for example, a rare isotope of i)otassium, rjK**®, isobaric with the com-

monest is()top(3 of calcium, aoCa*”, is responsible for the slight radio-

activity which potassium hits long been known to exhibit.

All known nuclei with Z > 83 are likewise radioactive, presumably

b(jcaiis(3 of th<^ overwhelming effect of proton repulsion. Probably

the n()iiocciirr(‘n(*.c of nuehu with Z > 92 is due to the rapidity with

which su(?li nuclei, if they existed, would undergo radioactive change.
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(6) The iTdercLctioTts of Neutrons with Neutrons und Protons with

Protons,—Since a proton and a neutron interact, in spite of the absence

of an electric charge on the neutron, it seems probable that neutrons

also interact with one other. If this is so, then it may be surmised

that a gimilqr short-range attractive interaction may exist also between

protons, superposed upon their electrostatic repulsion j
it may be that

2 protons, if they come close enough together, will attract each other.

The interaction between protons can be studied by observing the

scattering at wide angles of high-speed protons by the element hydi’o-

gen, which is just a collection of almost stationary protons so far as

the impinging proton is concerned, the deflecting effect of an electron

being negligible because of its very light mass.^ Careful experiments

point to the existence of an attractive interaction between 2 protons

which can be said very roughly to overbalance their repulsion when
they are less than e^lmc^ or 3 X 10”^* cm. apart. ^ (All such state-

ments are essentially of the nature of classical analogies

^

of course;

the mathematical analysis of the data follows wave-mechanical lines

throughout.)

The attractive effect between 2 protons, as inferred from the

scattering experiments just mentioned, is about the same as that

between a proton and a neutron. It is natural to suppose that a

similar attraction exists also between neutrons. If the neutron-^

neutron and proton-proton attractions are equal, it is easily seen that

the conclusions drawn above concerning nuclear composition remain

valid. Since these conclusions agree with the facts, we may infer

that the two attractive effects, if not equal, are at least not very

different.

Another point to consider, in dealing with the binding of particles

into a nucleus, is the possibility of proton and neutron spin. In the

deuteron the band spectra of deuterium, H|, indicate the existence

of an angular momentum corresponding to a quantum number / = 1.

This is easily accounted for if the neutron and proton each has spin

with s = In spectroscopic terminology, we may then explain

the value J ~ 1 by supposing that the nucleus H| is normally in a
triplet state {cf. Sec. 150).

If these conclusions as to spin are correct, there may well be a
tendency for neutrons, and likewise protons, to occur in pairs in the

^According to classical mechanics an electron would be set in motion hy a
proton passing close to it, but, by conservation of momentum, the effect on the
velocity of the proton would be very small. Corresponding results follow from
wave mechanics.

* Cf. Bheit, Thaxton, and Eveeblxtb, Phys. Rev., vol. 65, p. 1018 (1939).
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nucleus, the members of each pair having opposite spins. This is in

agreement with the observed facts. The smallest nucleus that can

be constructed out of completed pairs is the helium nucleus, He*.

As we have seen, the binding energy per particle of He* (7.0 Mev)
is of the same order of magnitude as that of all heavier nuclei, and
is over three times greater than that of the deuteron (2.2 Mev), which

contains only a single neutron and proton. The next three elements

after He have smaller binding energies per particle than has He*, as

is evident from the fact that their packing fractions, given in Appendix
I, are larger. Thus the structure of the helium nucleus or a particle

must represent a peculiarly stable configuration, in analogy with the

closed subshell of atomic theory.

As Z becomes large, the binding energy per particle increases again

and finally becomes greater than that of He*. This suggests that

heavy nuclei may be thought of as formed, in part at least, of helium

nuclei, which are more lightly bound together than the particles

in the helium nucleus itself. Mass numbers divisible by 4 do not

seem to occupy any privileged position, however. On the other hand,

there is an obvious tendency for the neutrons and protons to occur

in pairs. Inspection of the table in Appendix I shows that elements

with even atomic number Z have, as a rule, many more isotopes than

those with odd Z, Furthermore, even Z usually goes with an even

value of A, the mass number, and odd Z with odd A, and this means
that usually the number of neutrons is even. An odd value of Z is

combined with an even value of A in only four stable nuclei (H®, Li®,

N^*). It is also significant, doubtless, that some 87 percent of the

earth's crust is composed of elements of even atomic number.

217. The Explanation of Natural Radioactivity.—The broad fea-

tures of natural radioactivity are easily understood in terms of the

theory of nuclear structure just described, as is also the related fact

that elements with Z > 92 do not occur in nature. A nucleus con-

taining 93 protons, even if it contained also the most favorable number
of neutrons, would presumably break up quickly owing to the repul-

sions of the protons. In uranium (Z = 92) and thorium (Z = 90),

we see such a process of disintegration actually occurring, although at a

slow rate; protactinium (Pa, Z = 91) is much scarcer and disintegrates

more rapidly, as befits its odd value of Z. Stability is not reached

until Z has sunk to 83 (bismuth).

That it should be an a particle that breaks off from a nucleus, under

such conditions, rather than either single protons or neutrons or some

other group of them, is not so easily seen. This fact must be a con-

sequence of the specially low energy of the two-pair structure of the a
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particle. The eventual emission of p particles, on the other hand, is

readily explained. As successive a particles are emitted, thereby

decreasing equally the number N of neutrons and the number P of

protons in the nucleus, the ratio N/P, already greater than unity,

becomes still larger; it may become so large that a neutron turns

into a proton with the emission of an electron, thereby lowering the

energy and bringing N/P nearer to its normal stable value. Thus is

explained the occurrence among the naturally radioactive heavy

elements of the emission of negative jS-rays but never of positive ones,

i,e.j of positrons.

It is sometimes helpful to employ the following semiclassical

picture of the process of a-ray emission. Imagine a group of 2 neu-

trons and 2 protons forming an a
particle to start out of the nucleus.

At first, they will be held back by the

attraction of the remainder of the
nucleus; as they move out, therefore,

the potential energy of the nucleus

rises. The attraction rapidly de-

creases, however, until at a certain

point it just equals the repulsion

between the a particle and the protons

in the remainder of the nucleus; at this

point, the potential energy is a maximum. Beyond this point the
repulsion predominates, the potential energy decreases, and the «

* particle is accelerated outward. The trend of the potential energy V
of the nucleus, assumed zero at infinity, as a function of the distance r

of the a particle from the center of the nucleus, will thus be as illus-

trated in Fig. 200. We can think of F as constituting a “potential

barrier” tending to hold the particle in the nucleus.

If we adhere strictly to classical theory, to be sure, we encounter
serious difficulties in endeavoring to understand the slow rate of a-ray
emission on the basis of this picture. If an a particle is to escape
across the barrier, it must have an energy W exceeding its maximum
potential energy Vm when at the top of the barrier. While it is still

inside the nucleus, therefore, having presumably the same total energy
W but less potential energy, it must possess a considerable amount of
kinetic energy and so must be in motion; why, then does it not issue
immediately from the nucleus, instead of waiting for an appreciable
length of time? Furthermore, why may one atom of a substance
like radium disintegrate almost immediately, whereas another atom,
apparently identical with the first, may wait a thousand years?

“potential barrier” for an a particle

in a nucleus.
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As in so Tiijuiy other csises, wave mechanics comes to the rescue.
If W > T m, wav(! lueehanicH indicates that the a particle should
depart ciui<*kl.v, just as in classical theory. Escape is also possible,
howcvcM", if 11 < Vm, contrarj' to the classical result. The process
i.s similar to tlu^ Auger effect in atoms [Sec. 201(6)]. Provided IF > 0,
the 'I' waves l(>ak through the barrier, at least at a slow rate, so that
tlu‘ i)r<)l)al)ility of finding the particle outside the nucleus continually
iner<‘!ises with the time. The higher the top of the barrier, i.e., the
gi ('at th(. \ alue of Vm ™ H

,
and the wider the bariaer, the slower

i.s th(! rati' at which the wave packet streams outward and the
is tilt* chancit per sttcond that the a jiarticle issues from the nucleus.
1 n t Ids \s !iy, wtt can understand even such slow disintegration as that of
uranium, where the chance of escape of an (« particle is only 4.9 X 10~’*

pi‘r

\\’ht*n it dotvs come out, the kinetic energy of the a particle will

l»i‘ cnual to its whole energy W. Since, as we have seen, Vm > W,
ihv ol)s<M-ved kiiu‘lic energy of the « particle sets a lower limit to the
luught of the barrier that must be assumed to surround the nucleus.

ARTIFICIAL TRANSMUTATION OF NUCLEI

Since disintegration of nucha occurs spontaneously in the case of

t hi* nniioactivc* (*l(‘in(‘nts, it is natural to wonder whether nuclei might
not also be <lisint(‘grat<'d by bonil)arding t-liein artificially with high-

speiMl particles. We hav(^ se(ui, howev(‘r, that the binding energies

of nu<’h*i are at least, of th(i order of scwcTal million electron-volts.

I’ntil reriaitly tin* only sourci^s of eii(a*gu‘s of this order of magnitude
\ver<‘ the tv partich‘s from th(‘ radioactive^ chaiuMits. Recently, other

s<tur<M's of high-sp<‘(‘<l partich's have bc(ai developed, and today the

t mnsmutation of mich'i is a (a)ininonplaee in physical laboratories.

218. Artificial Transmutation by Alpha Particles.—It was first

shown l»y nuth(*rfor(l‘ in ItHU that the mu^lei of nitrogen atoms would

e*init swiftly moving prot.ons wluai bombard(‘d l)y the a particles

froju ra<lium ('. A bri(‘f d<*scriptioii of Rutlua-ford’s experiment will

l)e given, to s(‘rv<‘ as a basis for a. Ixd.Ua- unch^rstanding of what follows.

A .-k<‘trh of his ai)paratus is shown in Fig. 201. One end of a box

/{ was «*lose<l by a metal plat<‘ /(/, in th(^ (xaiUa* of whi<di was a hole

en\ er(‘<l by a thin sh<*(*t. of silver foil W. Just outside the window

was a 7Ai\r sultide senaai, the scintiHations on which were obseived

l>\ a niicros<'op<‘ .1/. 'Fhe source of a particles, consisting of radium

< \ was placed on a small disk Z>, whose distance x from W could be

‘ Hi T iiKiiKoiti), Phil. Mtig-j vol. 37, p. 681 (1919).
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varied at will. AA were side tubes through which various gases could

be introduced into the enclosure.

When the box was filled with oxygen or C02 at atmospheric pres-

sure, no scintillations were observed on the screen when x exceeded

the “range” of the « pariicles emitted by radium C—in these gases

about 7 cm. When, however, the box was filled with nitrogen,

scintillations were observed when x was as great as 40 cm. Since

the « particles from the radium source could not penetrate 40 cm.

of air, Rutherford proposed the hypothesis that the a particles, by
colliding with the nitrogen nuclei, caused tbe disintegration of the

latter, with the emission of long-range particles which produced the

Fig. 201.—Apparatus by which Rutherford observed production of long-range particles

when a particles collide with atoms of some of the lighter elements.

scintillations. Measurements of the magnetic deflection of these

particles suggested that they were protons—a surmise confirmed by
subsequent work. Rutherford and Chadwick^ later showed that

many other light elements could be similarly transmuted. To study

the phenomenon in solids, the source D was moved close to the window
W, which was replaced by a thin layer (foil where possible) of the

element under study, and the scintillations produced by the ejected

protons were observed on the screen F. By putting various thick-

nesses of material of known stopping power between W and F, the

equivalent range in air of the protons emitted from these substances

could be determined. In this way it was found that all elements

from B(5) to K(19), with the exception of C(6) and 0(8), could be

transmuted, with the emission of protons.

The ranges of the emitted protons varied from element to element

under bombardment by a particles from radium C, as follows, ranges

being given in air and expressed in cm.

:

Source B(5) N(7) Fl(9) Na(ll) Mg(12) Al(13) KSSI
Range 5$ 65 68 90

* Euthbrfobd and Chadwick, PhU, Mag., vol. 42, p. 809 (1921) and vol. 44, p.

417 (1922) ; Phys. Soc., Proc., vol. 36, p. 417 (1924).
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Now Rutherford had measured the range of protons in air as a func-

tion of their velocity, and he was able to show that even if all of the

energy of the a particle from radium C were given to the proton as a

result of the collision, it would have a range of only about 57 cm. It is

seen, therefore, that in the case of Fl(9), Al(13), and P(15), at least,

the initial energy of the proton exceeds that of the incident a particle.

The disruption of these nuclei must, therefore, be accompanied by an

evolution of energy. Whence comes this energy?

Rutherford’s answer was that the energy was supplied by the

nucleus from which the proton came, this nucleus being caused to

^‘explode” by the impact of the ot particle. He assumed that the a

particle continued on its way, although with diminished energy and in

a different direction. Recent work, on the contrary, indicates that

in such phenomena the a pailiicle is actually captured by the nucleus,

forming a nucleus of a dift'erent element. In a cloud chamber in which

the track of the incident a. particle, that of the proton, and that of the

recoiling nucleus can all be plainly seen, there is no trace of a track

made by an escaping a particle.

Rutherford’s original nitrogen transmutation is, therefore, now
believed to be represented by the following equation:

Nu + He^T-^O^’ + H^

Here, for simplicity, we have written the symbols usually employed for

neutral isotopic atoms to reprefsent their nuclei, He'* indicating the

incident a particle and H*^ the ejected proton. According to the

equation, the nitrogen nucleus gains 4 units of mass from the He^ and

loses 1 unit in H*, so that its mjiss rises by 3 units, from 14 to 17; and

it also gains 2 units of positive charge from He** and loses 1 unit in H^
so that Z risers by 1, from 7 to 8. The nitrogen nucleus thus becomes

transmuted into a nucleus of the rare isotope of oxygen, In any

such equation, the sum of the atomic numbers Z must balance on both

sides of the equation, representing conservation of elecjtric charge, and

the sum of the atomic numbers A must also balance, representing con-

servation of neutrons and protons. The balance for Z could be

exhibited numerically in the equation by writing it in terms of more

explicit isotopic symbols, thus:

-h 2He^ ^ + iH*.

Actually, theoretical considerations indicate that, in such occur-

rences, a single intermediate nucleus is probably first formed, in a very

unstable condition, so that a more complete description of the reaction
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would be
7N“ + aHe* -» tfFw jO” +

The iutermediaite nucleus c&nnot (ordinarily) be detected experi-
mentally, however, so it is simplest to omit it in writing the reaction.

There should also be a balance in terms of energy. In equating
ener^es it will obviously be necessary to include the rest energy of the
nuclei as well as their kinetic energy. In the particular case under
discussion, the mass of 0^^ has not been measured directly; therefore,
this particular nuclear reaction can only be used the other way round,
as a means of cabuilating the mass of 0*^ In the case of another
of Rutherford's reactions,

+ Be* Ne** -f- HS
all four masses have been measured directly and the energy principle
can be used to furnish a test of the assumed reaction. Actually,
however, the energy balance involves some other factors such as a
possible emission of 7-rays; therefore, further discussion of it will be
postponed [see Sec. 225(/c)].

219. Artificial Transmutation by High-velocity Protons.—During
the last 10 years, methods have been developed for producing, arti-
ficially, positive ions of high velocity, thus making it possible to con-
duct transmutation experiments without the limitations incident to
the use of radioactive sources. A later section will be devoted to the
discussion of such methods. It is appropriate at this point, however,
to describe the pioneer experiments of Cockcroft and Walton, in which
nuclear transmutations were first produced by means of artificially
accelerated ions.^

T-he high potential for use in these experiments was produced by
means of a combination of condensers and rectifiers.^ The method
has analogies with the old scheme of charging a number of condensers
in parallel, insulating them, and then connecting them in series so as
to add up their potentials; but here all connections are made electri-
cally. Two columns of condensers are used, cross connected with
rectifiers in such a way that, when the potential of either column is
raised sufficiently relative to the other by means of a potential differ-
ence applied at their bases, electrical charge flows across through the
rectifiers to the other column. Thus, by using an alternating potential
difference, charges are pumped up to the tops of the columns. Poten-
tials as large as 700,000 volts could be produced in this manner,

1 Cockcroft and Walton, Roy. Soc., Proc., voL 137, p. 229 (1932).
® C/. Cockcroft and Waiton, Roy. Soc., Proc., vol. 136, p. 619 (1932): Grei-

NACUBE, Zeits.f. Phyaikf vol. 4, p. 195 (1921),
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using an applied voltage of a quarter as much, supplied by a high-ten-

sion transformer.

In this way Cockcroft and Walton were able to bombard a number
of the lighter elements with protons having energies up to 600,000
electron-volts, the proton current being of the order of 10“® ampere.
Under such bombardment, a number of the elements emitted a
particles, the process being thus the converse of bombardment by a
particles. When lithium, for example, was bombarded by protons of

250 electron-kilovolts equivalent energy, a particles were observed
whose range in air was about 8 cm., corresponding to an energy of some
8.6 X 10® electron-volts. Increasing the bombarding energy up to

500 electron-kilovolts did not appreciably alter the range of the emitted

a particles. The a particles were observed both by means of scintilla-

tions and with an electrical counter [Sec. 209(o),(6)]; later their tracks

were observed b^^ Dee and Walton in a cloud chamber.^

These results were explained by assuming that the proton pene-

trates the Li^ nucleus, after which the product nucleus thus formed
breaks up into two a particles, the net reac-

tion being ^

Li" + (310)
0:^0

If this interpretation is correct, a simple con-

clusion can be drawn concerning the direc-

tions of projection of the a particles. Their

inomentuin is so large that the momentum
of the iiKsident protoh can bo neglected; it follows then from the con-

servation of momentum that the a particles must be projected with

approximately equal velocities in opposite directions, Cockcroft and

Walton confirmed this conclusion by placing a thin lithium target at 45°

to the stream of incident protons as shown in Fig. 202. They found

that in a large number of cases scintillations appeared simultaneously

on the screens iSi and iSa-

Thc^ energy relations in this reaction are particularly interesting

b(^c.aus(^ the (energy of the a particles so greatly cx(‘oods that of the

incident protons. The excess energy must bo derived from the rest

(mergy of the Li^ nucleus. As an energy equation we may write

Fia. 202.

Li^ + + S(H0 == 2He* + £(2He4),

in whic.h isotopic symbols have been written to represent rest energies

and E{IV) and E{2 He^) stand for the kinetic energies of the proton

and of the a particles, respectively. Or, following recent custom, we

1 Dee and Walton, Roy. Soc.j Proc., vol. 141, p. 733 (1933).
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may write

LV +W = 2He^ + Q (311)

wHere Q = £/(2He^) — ^(H^) and represents the hecat of reaction or

net amount of energy released by the reaction, in the form of kinetic

energy in the present case. To test the equation, we have, from

modern data, using Eq. (303)

:

Mev
Rest energy of LP (7.0180 a.m.u.) 6640.8

Best energy of (1.0081 a.m.u.) 939.6

Kinetic energy of 0.260

Best energy of He^ (4.0039 a.m.u.) 3731 .

6

Kinetic energy of each He^ 8.6

Thus from the kinetic energies

Q = 2 X 8.6 - 0.25 = 16.95 Mev;

whereas, from the masses and Eq. (311),

Q - Li^ + - 2He4 = 17.2 Mev.

The agreement is within the experimental error. Thus we are dealing

here not only with a transmutation of the elements but also with a

genuine release of energy out of the lithium atom, at the expense of its

ordinary measured mass.

In this calculation we have used masses of the neutral atoms,

whereas the equation refers, strictly speaking, to the hare nuclei. The

balance of the atomic numbers in the equations implies, however, a

balance in the numbers of circumnuclear electrons as well; hence,

errors due to the inclusion of the electronic masses in the values used

for nuclear masses cancel out.

To make such calculations significant, it is obvious that atomic ^

masses must be known with high precision; and many of them are.

The error in the mass-spectrographic values cited here is supposed to

be less than 0.0002 in the case of Li^ and less than 0.00007 for each

of the others. If these errors all had the value stated and the same

sign, the error would be 0.0005 or about 0.5 Mev. It is most likely,

however, that the error in Q as calculated from the masses would not

exceed 0.2 Mev, which is about the difference between the two values

of Q as found above.

The kinetic energy of the proton is so small in this case that

variation in its energy should make little difference in the range of the

OL particles, as was actually foimd to be the case.

Cockcroft and Walton also tested the elements Be, B, C, 0, F, Na,

Al, K, Ca, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Ag, Pb, U and observed an emission of a
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particles in most cases. Later work has shown that in many cases

the weak effect obseiwed was really due to an impurity in the target.

The following nuclear reactions proposed by Cockcroft and Walton,

however, appear to have been confirmed:

Boron: —> 4Be* + sHe^ or 3 2He^;

Fluorine: ^ sO^* + 2He^.

Thus, in the case of boron, the product is sometimes three a particles,

sometimes two a particles and a Be® nucleus.

For fluorine, the energy equation can be written

+ HI - -- He^ = Q,

19.0045 + 1.0081 - 16 - 4.0039 = 0.0087 a.m.u.,

corresponding to

Q = 8.1 Mev.

Here Q represents the gain in kinetic energy due to the reaction, or the

kinetic energy of 0^® and He^ minus that of H^ According to later,

more precise observations,^ the a particles pro-

duced by this reaction have a range of 6.95 cm.

when released by protons accelerated in a

cyclotron (Sec. 224) to an energy of 1.63 Mev.

The kinetic energy given to the O^® nucleus

was not measured, but allowance for it can

easily be made in the following manner.

In the later experiment just mentioned, the

a particles were observed in a direction at right

angles to the proton beam; and under such cir-

cumstances a complete dynamical analysis of the collision is easily

made. Let Mi,M2 , Ms denote the masses of the proton, a particle, and

residual nucleus, 0^®, respectively. The O^® nucleus moves off ob-

liquely (Fig. 203); let us resolve its velocity into two components, V\\

parallel to the proton velocity v, and Vx opposite to the velocity u of

the a particle. Then by conservation of momentum

v
X.

fvff^

uu
4X

1

Fig. 203.

Miv = MsFn,

M2U = MzVxt

Thus

(2 = + + Fj.*)

y„ =

V, =

Miv
HU’
M2U

Mz:)

' HiSNDiiiRBON, Ltvinoston, and Lawrbnce, Phys. Reo., vol. 46, p. 38 (1934).

1
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or

where Ex = Mxv^f2 and Ez = M%u^l2, representing the respective

kinetic energies of the incident proton and of the ejected a particle.

For 6.95-cin. a particles, we have Ez = 7.70 Mev.^ Substituting

in (312) this value and Ei = 1.63 Mev and the approximate masses

Mx = 1, Mi = 4, Mz = 16, we find

Q = 8.10 Mev.

This agrees excellently with the value of Q calculated above from the

atomic masses (8.11). Every such check not only confirms the

particular nuclear reaction that has been assumed to occur but also

Fig. 204,—Chadwick’s apparatus for the production of neutrons.

supports once more the principle of the close relation between mass
and energy.

220. Discovery of the Neutron.—^Late in 1930, Bothe and Becker

observed that a number of the lighter elements, when bombarded
by a particles from polonium, emitted a very penetrating radiation.

The effect was very marked for beryllium, the radiation from which

was reduced in intensity only one half by passing through 2 cm. of

lead. An even more penetrating radiation was emitted when the

a particles struck boron. It was presumed that these radiations

consisted of 7-rays.

In 1932, however, Mme. Curie-Joliot and M. Joliot^ observed

that these radiations from beryllium and from boron were able to

project protons at extraordinarily high velocities from matter contain-

ing hydrogen. The experiment was repeated by Chadwick,® who
used the arrangement illustrated in Fig. 204. The polonium emitting

1 Livingston and Bbthe, Rev. Modem Physics

j

vol. 9, pi. 245 (1937). Plot on
p. 266.

® Curie and Joliot, Comptes Rendus, vol. 194, p. 273 (1932).

^ Chadwick, Roy. Soc., Proc., vol. 136, p. 692 (1932).
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the particles was placed on a disk D in an evacuated vessel S and
opposite a disk of beryllium, Be. The radiation emitted by the
beryllium entered the window w, of thin aluminum foil, of the so-called

''valve counter’’^ C, which registered a count every time a quantum
of the radiation entered C. With 3 cm. of air between S and C,

some 4 counts per minute were registered. This number was not
changed materially by inserting as much as 2 cm. of lead between
S and C, which showed the great penetrating power of the radiation.

If, however, a thin sheet of paraffin wax was placed immediately in

front of Wj the number of counts was markedly increased. This increase

Chadwick ascribed to the ejection of particles from the paraffin by the

penetrating radiation, some of these particles passing through the

window w into the counter and causing it to register. By putting

absorbing screens of aluminum just in front of the window, he showed
that the particles had a maximum range of some 40 cm. in air; and he
concluded that they were protons from the fact that they produced

in the counter an electrical impulse of the same size as protons of the

same range produced in other ways. A range of 40 cm. for protons

means an energy of about 5.7 X 10® electron-volts.

It had been suggested by Mme. Curie-Joliot and M. Joliot that

these protons owed their origin to a collision between photons of the

]:)enetrating radiation from the beryllium and the hydrogen nuclei

in the wax, similar to the Compton effect for electrons. If the hydro-

gen nucleus recoils, as does the electron in the Compton effect, we can

c.omi)ute, by use of the formula given for Em in Sec. 198(a), the energy

hvf) necessary to giv(^ the recoiling nucleus 5.7 X 10® electron-volts for

the most favorabh’i case where d = 180®. We find that

hv{) = 55 X 10® electron-volts.

Chadwi(!k found, however, that it was difficult to imagine a nuclear

process by which a 7-ray of such high energj'^ could be produced

through the impact of an a-ray upon a beryllium nucleus. The most

favorable possible reaction would be

Be® + He‘ C'® + 7 .

The mass of was known both from data on the artificial trans-

formation of B’® and from observations of the isotope effect in the band

spectrum of carbon; the value now accepted is = 13.00766. If we

subtract this from the modern masses of Be® (9.01497) and He^

(4.00388), we have a net loss of rest mass of .01119 = 10.4 Mev.

Adding 5 Mev for the kinetic energy of the a particle and neglecting

^ Chadwicic, Cor^sTABLK, anrl Pollard, Roy. Soc., Proc., vol. 130, p. 463 (1931).
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that of we have a maximum of less than

16.4 X 10® electron-volts.

Chadwick^s own estimate was 14 X 10® electron-volts, based upon the
assumption that for B®, whose mass had not then been measured, the
mass defect was zero. Both estimates are far below the energy of
the supposed 7-ray.

To explain this discrepancy, Chadwick reverted to the neutron”
hypothesis that had been put forward by Rutherford 12 years before.
On the older view of nuclei as composed of protons and electrons in
close combination, it was reasonable to expect that a nucleus might be
formed of a single proton and an electron, combined in much closer
fashion than they are in the hydrogen atom. Not being surrounded
by an electric field, such a nucleus would produce no ions and so could
move with great freedom through matter. It would be deflected or
stopped only when it collided bodily with an atomic nucleus, in which
case the latter would be projected at a speed proportionate to the speed
of the neutron. Many experiments had been made in Rutherford^s
laboratory in search of such neutrons, but to no avail.

Chadwick assumed that the radiation from beryllium or boron
consisted of neutrons projected at high speed according to the reactions

4Be» + sHe^

+ 2He^ + on\

0^1 (or or just n) standing for a neutron. The high penetrating
power of the radiation is thus accounted for at once. Furthermore
such particles would require far less energy in order to project a proton
at Mgh speed from an atom of hydrogen than would a photon, for a
matenal particle carries much more momentum in proportion to its
energy.

Accorc^g to Rutherford’s original hypothesis, the mass of the
neutron should be almost the same as that of the proton. This
anticipation was confirmed by Chadwick from a comparison of hisme^urem^ts of recoil protons with certain observations on recoil

vdS wh
tiins produced will have a maximum

collision IS central, so that the recoil nucleus isthrown strmght ahead and the neutron is thrown straight back. Forsuch a coupon, the ordinary laws of elastic colUsions give for Zvelocity V of the recoil nucleus*

*If is the speed of the neutron after the collision, ilfofti. + = Af..conservation of momentum and MMv* ^ 14M (n^ u
o) by

energy.
^ >SAf»(»o - i>o ) by conservation of
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V
2Mo

M + Mo""’
(313)

where M and Mo are the respective masses of the nucleus and the

neutron and vo is the initial velocity of the neutron. Now, for the

protons produced by neutrons, Chadwick deduced from their maximum
range a maximum velocity of v — 3.3 X 10® cm. sec.”^. For the

recoil nitrogen nuclei, Feather, observing the tracks made by these

nuclei in a cloud chamber, found a maximum track length of 3.5 mm.
in air at 15° and 76 cm. pressure, corresponding, according to previous

measurements by Blackett and Lees, to a velocity^ of = 4.7 X 10®.

Inserting these values of v in turn in (313), and also ilf == 1 for protons

and M == 14 for nitrogen nuclei, we obtain

3.3 X 10® - 2Mo
1 + Mo"®’

4.7 X 10*
2Mo

14 +
from which Mo = 1.2, vo = 3.0 X 10® cm. sec.*"^

A much better value for the mass of the neutron can be obtained

from later obseiwations on the disintegration of the deuteron (nucleus

of heavy hydrogen) by 7-rays, which was discovered by Chadwick and

Goldhaber in 1934.2 In this reaction, the 7-ray photon is absorbed

by the deuteron, and the proton and neutron composing the latter fly

apart at considerable velocity

:

H2 + nr -> -b nK

From the size of the pulse produced by the proton in the ionization

chamber, Chadwick and Goldhaber estimated the energy given to it

in the r(*action at 0.24 Mev. Since the velocity of the neutron must

be about eciual and opposite to that of the proton, in order to preserve

the conservation of momentum, the momentum of. the photon being

much smaller, the total kinetic energy of the two particles is thus close

to 0.48 Mev. The 7-rays used, from thorium C", were very hard,

with hv = 2.62 Mev. The difference,

2.62 ~ 0.48 - 2.14 Mev = 0.00230 a.m.u.,

repn^sents energy whi(^h must appear in an excess of the combined rest

mtisses of proton and mnitron over the rest mass of the deuteron; it

represents, therefore, the “binding energy” of the deuteron. From
mass-spectrographic data, the deuteron exceeds the proton by

2.01472 - 1.00812 = 1.00660 a.m.u.

* FiiiATHKu, Roy. Soc., Proc.f vol. 136, p. 709 (1932).

* Chadwick and Goldhabkr, Nature, vol. 134, p. 237 (1934); Roy. Soc., Proc.,

vol. 151, p. 479 (1935).
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Adding 0.00230 to this, we have, finally, for the mass of the neutron

Jl/o == 1.00890 a.m.u.

Another reaction discussed by Bethe^ gives Afo = 1.00893. Thus the

neutron is heavier than the proton by 1.00893 — 1.00812 = 0.00081 or

about one and a half times the electronic mass (0.00065).

In subsequent work, neutrons have been found to produce many
interesting effects in colliding with nuclei. We shall return to this

subject (Sec. 223) after describing two otherfundamental discoveries that

were made about the same time.

221. Positrons.—In the course of some observations of tracks made
by cosmic-ray particles in a cloud chamber, in the presence of a

magnetic field of some 15,000 oersteds, Anderson, in 1932, obtained a

photograph of a track which could only have been caused by a posi-

tively charged particle^ (reproduced in Fig. 226). The track passed

through a sheet of lead that had been placed in the chamber but was

unequally curved on the two sides of the lead. This difference of

curvature was ascribed, as in other similar cases, to a loss of energy

of the particle in the lead, the direction of motion being assumed to be

from the side on which the track was less curved toward that on which

it was more curved, indicating a lower velocity. If this conclusion

as to the direction of motion was correct, however, the direction of the

curvature of this particular track was such as to indicate that the

particle carried a 'positive charge. Yet it could not be a proton;

for the curvature was so great that the particle, if a proton, would have

an energy of only 300,000 volts, and a proton of this energy is known
to have a range in air of only 5 mm., whereas Anderson^s track showed
no diminution of curvature in a distance of 5 cm. Other tracks of the

same nature were observed subsequently. Anderson concluded that

these tracks were caused by positively charged particles having the

same mass and numerical charge as the electron. He called the new
particle, at first, a '^positive electron,” later a ^‘positron.” Negative

electrons he proposed to call ^^?iegatrons” thus leaving the term
electron to stand for particles of both signs; but “negatron” does not

seem to be coming into use, and the meaning attached to the term
electron” varies.

Subsequent work has confirmed Anderson^s discovery and has
revealed other experimental sources of positrons. They are emitted

by many artificial radioactive substances, as described in later sec-

tions. Furthermore, they can be produced by the passage of 7-rays,

1 Bethb, Phy$. Rev,, vol. 53, p. 313 (1938).

2 Andeeson, Science, vol. 76, p. 238 (1932); Phys, Rev,, vol. 43, p. 491 (1933).
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or even, probably, of high-speed electrons, through nuclear fields.

So far as is known, they are an exact counterpart of ordinary electrons,

differing only in the sign of their charge. In a cloud chamber, they

produce the same thin, beady track, but curved in the opposite direc-

tion in the presence of a magnetic field.

Positrons are produced by 7-rays in a manner strikingly different

from any effect of radiation so far described. It appears that when a

7-ray of sufficient energy traverses a

strong electric field, like that near an

atomic nucleus, there is a certain

chance that the 7-ray may, in a sense,

be converted into an electron and a posi-

tron. Thus, algebraic charge is con-

served, equal amounts of positive and

of negative electrification being pro-

duced. This phenomenon is called

‘^pair production.’’ Of the 7-ray
energy hv, a part 2mc^ must go into

the rest energy of the pair of particles;

the excess hv — 2//?c- appears as their

kinetic encM-gy. Hence, such pro(‘csses

can oc(^ur only if the 7-ray plioton has

energy hv > 27n.c^ = 1.02 Mev or a

wave lengtli

X < 0.012 A = 12X.U.

A partially satisfactory theory of this effect can be based on Dirac’s

relativistic*, theory of the electron;^ and such experiments as have been

perforiuc'd appe^ar to (confirm the theory.^ A photograph obtained

by Curie and Joliot, showing a positron-electron pair produced by a

7-ra.y in t.h<^ gas of a cloud chamber situated in a magnetic field (a

rare evenlO, is reproduced in Fig. 205.®

Th(M*(' are thus three distinct wixys in which a photon can cause the

emission of an el(H*.tron from matter: by photoelectric absorption, by

the pr<)(‘ess of Compton scattering, and by pair production. The

first and third of th<‘S(^ three processes involve absorption of the entire

photon; the se(M)nd process merely weakens it. In the first two proc-

1 CJ, llwiTLioii, “The Quiintuiu Theory of Jladiation,” Chap. IV, 1936.

2 Andkrson, Science, vol. 77, p. 432 (1933); Meitnkr and Philipp, Natumiss.,

vol. 21, p. 280 (1033); Chadwick, liLACKK'n’, sind Occhialini, Roy. Soc., Proc.,

vol. 144, p. 230 (1934); Chuie and Joliot, Comptes Itmdus, vol. 196, p. 1581 (1933).

® Chkie and Joliot, J. de Physique, vol. 4, p. 494 (1933).

Fio. 205.—A pair consisting of a
uogativo electron and a positron pro-

duced by a 7-ray in the gas of a cloud

cliambor situated in a mngnotio field.
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esses, a preexisting electron is ejected from an atom; in the third, a
new electron is created, along with a positron. The relative prob-

ability of the three processes depends upon the frequency of the photon
and also upon the atomic number of the atom in which the process

occurs. A beam of soft X-rays liberates many more photoelectrons

than Compton electrons. As the frequency moves into the typical

7-ray region, however, the photoelectric absorption decreases rapidly,

and the Compton scattering, which decreases only slowly, becomes
dominant. Finally, as hv passes 2mc\ pair production begins, and
ultimately, at extremely high frequencies, it becomes the principal

cause of the weakening of a 7-ray beam as it passes through matter.

To give a birds-eye view of the facts, there are indicated roughly in

Table V, for 4 typical atoms, the photon energies at which successive

pairs of the three processes become equally probable.

Since positrons can be created, we should anticipate that they can

also be destroyed; and such indeed appears to be the fate of all posi-

trons. The commonest process of destruction is one in which a

positron unites with a free or loosely bound electron and both dis-

appear, their entire energy passing away in the form of 2 photons of

equal frequency. If their kinetic energy is negligible, the photon
frequency will be given by hv = mc^ = 0.51 Mev, and its wave length

will be 0.024 A = 24 X.U. An alternative but much less probable

process is the combination of a positron and an electron near a nucleus

and the emission of all of their rest energy in a single photon of

hv = 2mc* = 1.02 Mev.

Most positrons come to rest before being annnihilated,^ and are then

unable to penetrate the interiors of atoms; hence, the observed

annihilation radiation should consist mostly of the single frequency

» C/. Bethb, Roy, jSoc., Proc,^ vol. 160, p. 129 (1935)t
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V — mc^lh. This latter radiation has been observed by several

experimenters.^

The older observations of Gray and Tarrant^ also merit a comment.
They noticed that the very hard 7-rays from Th C" were scattered very

strongly by lead and, upon investigation of the scattered rays, found

in them a strong component of about hv — 5 X 10® ev and also some
indication of rays near 10* ev. These rays they ascribed at first to

fluorescence by the nucleus. It is now believed that they arise from

annihilation in the lead of positrons which are produced in the lead

itself by the primary 7-rays, for which hv == 2.6 X 10* ev; the mean
free path of a positron so produced in lead should be only of the order

of 0.5 mm. We have here an interesting example of the interplay

that often occurs between different and apparently unconnected lines

of research. Had the positron been discovered a few years earlier,

Gray and Tarrant would not have wasted time elaborating their theory

of nuclear fluorescence. On the other hand, had the discovery been

delayed longer, the theory of nuclear fluorescence might have come to

be accepted for a time.

That positrons are not commonly met with in the laboratory is

due, no doubt, to the abundance of (negative) electrons in matter

with which they may unite. But why are electrons so abundant?

Perhaps because there are so many nuclei, built out of neutrons and

positive protons, which serve to bind the electrons into atoms. Then
why are there no negative protons which might similarly bind positrons

into atoms? Thus does each discovery in physics raise fresh questions,

answers to which it is left for future physicists to discover.

222. The Discovery of Induced Radioactivity.—^Almost immedi-

ately after Anderson announced his discovery of positrons, it was

reported by several experimenters that positrons are emitted from

many targets when bombarded by high-speed ions. Tt was supposed

at the time either that the positrons were produced as a direct effect

of the bombardment (which is now believed never to occur), or that

the bombardment gave rise to 7-rays and these produced pairs of

electrons and positrons.

While studying with an ionization chamber the positrons emitted

from aluminum or boron when bombarded with a particles from

polonium, Curie and Joliot made the important discovery that the

emission of positrons did not cease at once when the polonium was

^ E.g., by Klemperer, Cambridge Phil. Soc., Proc., vol. 30, p. 347 (1934);

Crane and Lauritsen, Phye. Rev., vol. 46, p. 430 (1934).

* Gray and Tarrant, Roy. Soc., Proc., vol. 136, p. 662 (1932) ; vol. 143, pp. 681,

706 (1933).
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removed.^ The positron activity was found to decay exponentially, as

does the activity of a radioactive substance, with a period (or tiine

required for a decrease to half) of 3 min. 15 sec. in the case of alumi-

num, or 14 min. in the case of boron. It was concluded that the a

particles had transformed atoms of aluminum or boron into atoms of a

radioactive isotope of some other element, which then eventually

disintegrated into positrons and stable atoms of some sort. The
following reactions were suggested, denoting a positron:

18A127 + aHe^ ibP»o + on\ + /?'*•;

+ aHe^ 7NI8 + on\ 7N18

Here Si*® and are stable isotopes known to occur in nature, but

P*® and are not, only P®^, and being found. In these

cases, the primary reaction results also in the ejection of a neutron.

Now this explanation can at once be put to a chemical test; for P®®

should be chemically separable from Al, and from B. Curie and
Joliot made such tests for the aluminum reaction as follows. Alumi-

num which had been thoroughly activated by a-ray bombardment was
dissolved in HCl and the solution evaporated to dryness, within the

space of 3 min., and then the residue was tested for positron activity.

It showed none. The activity had presumably gone off in the gas that

was evolved. It is known that phosphorus treated in this manner
would pass off as the gas PHs. The process was then repeated, but
this time the gas was caught in a tube with walls sufficiently thin to
transmit the positrons. Most of the activity was then found in th<^

gas. As a second test, the aluminum was dissolved in aqua regia,

without evolution of gas, and a compound of zirconium was added
which would precipitate phosphorus as zirconium phosphate, the
aluminum remaining in solution; the positron activity was now found
in the precipitate but not in the solution. These tests showed con-
clusively that the substance emitting the positrons w’as definitely not
aluminum and was almost certainly an isotope of ordinary phosphorus.
Similar tests identified the substance produced from boron as nitrogen.

The discovery of induced radioactivity advanced nuclear work
enormously, because it opened a new possibility of establishing the
chemical nature, i.e., the value of the atomic number Z, of the products
of nuclear reactions. If these products are radioa(;tive, they can be
followed in chemical reactions by means of their radioactivity; whereas
otherwise they cannot be located and their chemical nature remains
necessarily an inference from indirect evidence, such as considerations

1 Irene Curie and F. Joliot, Cmnpiea Rendus, vol. 198, pp. 254, 408, 559
(1934).
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of mass and energj'. It is particularly easy to demonstrate that a
given radioactive substance is 7iot isotopic with a given element; it is

onlj'- necessary to mix the two and to show that they precipitate in

different proportions, or othermse behave differently, in some one
chemical operation.

As soon as Curie and Joliot announced their discovery, the study of

induccxl radioactivity was taken up in many other laboratories, and
now examples of it were announced at a raj^id rate. The subject will

l:)e discussed in detail in a later section (See. 225). Before discussing

nuclear reactions further, however, it will be advantageous to return

first to a more detailed discussion of the properties of neutrons and
then to desci-ibe the princi})al methods that have been developed

for the production of high-speed ions to be used in bombarding nuclei.

The various lines of nuclear research during the decade from 1930 to

1940 have been so interwoven that they are hard to separate.

223. Experiments with Neutrons.—^The discovery of neutrons by
Chadwick in 1932 was followed at once by numerous other investiga-

tions.^ Neutrons arc much harden* to work with than charged par-

tick's, since tliey do not iutc'ract with the clo(t-rons in atoms and so

produce no ions. For this rc'ason their penetrating power is enormous,

as wo have seen, and they cnin be d<>tected only by means of nuclear

rea(*tions. It has hem necessary to invent novel methods for handling

them. In this section, a sliort account will be given of the properties

of neutrons as rovoakxl bj^ experiment.

(a) Sourccfi of Neutrons ,—The original reaction discovered by
Chadwick is still widely utilized for the production of neutrons,

lladon gas obtained from radium is mixed with finely divided beryl-

lium, from wliieh neutrons are lilxu-ated by the a particles from the

radon. Sucli a soui'cx^ lasts only a few days, however; and radon also

emits 7-rn.ys, which may he a source of inconvenience. Hence,

polonium is sometimes substituted, which emits no 7-rays and has a

period of 130 days. Anolluvr good method of obtaining neutrons Is

by bombarding a light ekunciiit with deuterons from a cyclotron (see

next section). The most iisc^ful target for this purpose is cither

beryllium or a substan(x> containing deuterium, such as '^leavy'^ ice

or heavy paraffin, the respective reactions bciing

4Be‘-* + iTP^f/B^o + onS (314)

iH2 + iir-’ -> oHc-^ -1- unt (315)

The + H- (or d — d) reaction nxjuires unusually low voltages;

200,000 volts is enough. Wlnui 500,000-volt deuterons fall on heavy

' Cf. Pasutti, op. ril., pp. 233-207; a suiiunarizitig arti(^lri by Anialdi and

Konni, Phys. Rdy., vol. r)(), p. 800 (103(»); and nuiny nrOcIca in the litoratun*.
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ice, 2 X 10^ neutrons per second are produced for each microampere

of deuterons absorbed in the target. At higher voltages, however, the

beryllium target is superior; from it, a microampere of 1 million-volt

deuterons yields 17 X 10^ neutrons per second, or 2.7 X 10~® neutron

for each deuteron absorbed. This is about the same yield per particle

as in the production of neutrons from beryllium by bombardment with

a particles. In any case, as judged by the usual standards, the

efficiency of neutron sources is very low.

(6) The Measurement of Neutron Intensities ,—There are several

different methods by which neu-

trons may be detected and counted.

We may count the recoil protons

or other recoil nuclei produced b}'’

them in matter; or, if the recoil

nuclei are produced in a gas, the

ionization caused by them may be

measured in an ionization chamber.

Another method is to utilize one

of the many nuclear transmutations

which neutrons have been found to

cause. If such a transmutation

occurs in a cloud chamber and re-

sults in the ejection of a charged

particle from a nucleus, a V-shaped double track will be seen, caused

by the charged particle and the residual nucleus, the neutron itself

producing, of course, no track (Fig. 206). Or, ionization caused by
the products of the reaction may be measured. Ionization chambers
lined with lithium or boron, or filled with BF 3 gas, are often used,

especially for slow neutrons, the ionization being due to a particles

released in one of the two reactions,

Li« + n-^W -f HeS + KeK

(The residual nucleus formed in the first of these reactions is the rare

isotope of hydrogen.)

Finally, Fermi and others have often employed as detectors of

neutrons some substance, such as silver, which is made radioactive by
them, the induced iS-activity of the detector being measured with an
ionization chamber. Some of the methods of producing and detecting

neutrons are illustrated in Fig. 207.

(c) Neutron velocities are most accurately determined by measuring

the ranges of recoil protons or other nuclei produced by them, as

in the pioneer experiments of Chadwick, described in Sec. 220. The

Fig. 206.—Disintegration of a nitro-

gen nucleus by a neutron, presumably
coming from below. Tracks of the
ejected particle and of the recoil nucleus
are visible. (Feather, loe. cU.)
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prohnindouell^z/ \

chamber \„A^

proton ranges can be measured either with an ionization chamber or

in a cloud chamber.

The neutrons projected from a given target bombarded with a
homogeneous parallel beam of ions have different velocities according

to the direction in which they leave the target. Relative to the com-
posite nucleus that is first formed by the capture of a bombarding
ion, the neutrons should all have the same velocity; but this nucleus

is given a forward component of motion by the impact. Hence, the

neutrons that are projected in the

same direction as the bombarding

ions have the highest velocity, those

projected in the opposite direction

the lowest. For experimental pur-

poses it is customary to utilize those

neutrons which are projected at

right angles to the ion beam, and
values of neutron energies are com-

monly quoted for this direction of

emission.

As an example of the results, the

neutrons emitted by the — d"
(H“ + H^) reaction have been found

to form a single, nearly homo-
geneous groups

;
presumably if the bombarding deuterons all had

exactly the same energy, so would the neutrons (in a given direction),

in accordance with the equation of nuclear energy balance. Neutrons

from the Rn — Be reaction, on the other hand, are found to consist

of several groups, with a maximum around 4.8 Mev but ranging up to

13 Mev.
(d) Transmutations Caused by Neutrons,—Whereas charged par-

ticles require high energies in order to penetrate heavy nuclei against

electrostatic repulsion, neutrons, carrying no charge, ought to be

able to penetrate all nuclei with ease. They ought, therefore, to be

especially effective agents for the transmutation of atoms. This

expectation is borne out by the facts. Particularly interesting is the

induced radioactivity produced in many substances by neutron bom-

bardment, first observed by Fermi in 1934.® The induced activity

consists of the emission of electrons or, less often, of positrons, accom-

panied sometimes by y-rays. The period of decay varies greatly

1 €f. Hudspeth and Dunlap, Phya, Rev., vol. 57, p. 97 (1940).

* Cf. Fermi, Amaldi, D'Agostino, Rasetti, and SBGRii, Roy. Soc., Proc., vol.

146, p. 483 (1934), and references there given.

Fig. 207.—Diagrammatio represen-

tation of various methods of producing
and detecting neutrons.
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from element to element. Examples of such reactions will be given

later (Sec. 225).

(e) Slow Neutrons ,—The important observation was made acci-

dentally by Amaldi, Fermi, and others^ that the activity induced by
neutrons in silver, rhodium, and many other elements was greatly

enhanced* when the neutron source and the target were surrounded

by material containing hydrogen, such as paraffin or watei', or when
such material was merely placed between the source and the target.

Fermi explained this effect by assuming (1) that in the hydrogenous

material the neutrons were slowed down as the result of successive

impacts with hydrogen nuclei and (2) that many substances absorb

slow neutrons much more strongly than they absorb fast ones.

These assumptions have been confirmed by later work. Neutrons

have come to be called ^'slow^' when their energies are less than about

1,000 electron-volts. A neutron will lose energy upon colliding with

any nucleus that is moving with smaller momentum, but the loss is

especially large in collisions with protons because of their relatively

small mass. It can be shown that neutrons colliding at random with

protons having much smaller velocities will have their energies

reduced on the average in the ratio 1/e by each collision, e standing

for the Napierian base. Thus, a neutron entering hydrogenous

material at room temperature with an energy of 5 Mev, provided it

does not combine with some nucleus, will be reduced to the energy

of a molecule at room temperature, or 0.025 ev, after some 20 collisions

(since loga (5 X 10V0.025) = 19.1); thereafter its energy will oscillate

about this latter value. Neutrons which have thus come into thermal

equilibrium with matter are called thermal neutrons.

The mean free path of neutrons between elastic collisions in paraffin

or water has been found to be of the order of 5 cm. at 5 Mev, but it

rapidly decreases, until for a thermal neutron it is only 3 mm. Thus,

neutrons that have passed through 10 cm. of paraffin will mostly be

thermal neutrons. That their velocities really are only of thermal

magnitude has been shown by mechanical methods.^

There is, to be sure, a slight chance that a neutron may actually

combine with a proton during the slowing-down process, according

to the reaction
H2.

1 Amaldi, D’Agostino, Fermi, Pontbcorvo, Rasbtti, and SEORifi, Roy, 3oc,j

Proc., vol. 149, p. 522 (1935).

* Dunning, Pegram, Fink, Mitchell, and Segr6, Phys. Rev,, vol. 48, p. 704

(1935); Rasetti, Sbgr^, Fink, Dunning, and Pegram, Phya, Rev., vol. 49, p. 104

(1936).
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In this reaction, the excess energy is radiated away as 7-rays, which

have been detected. The probability of capture increases as the

velocity of the neutron decreases, but even at thermal velocities the

neutron will execute many elastic collisions with protons before being

captured—70 to 120 according to Bethels theoretical estimate,^ about

150, occupying a time of L6 X 10"^ sec., according to experimental

indications.®

Presumably the ultimate fate of all neutrons is to be captured by
some nucleus. Slow neutrons are especially interesting because for

them the probabilities of capture in going a given distance are rela-

tively large.

(/) Scattenng and Absorption of Neutrons.—A neutron passing

close to a nucleus may be either captured or merely ^'scattered,’’ i,e.,

deflected and perhaps changed in energy as if by an elastic collision.

The probability of either event is commonly expressed in terms of an

equivalent cross section. The scaiterinei cross section of a nucleus for

neutrons can be defined as follows. Imagine a uniformly distributed

beam of neutrons, all moving in the sanu'. diroi^tion and at the same
speed, to pass over the nucleus. A (‘.(u*tain number of them will be

deflected or ‘'scattered” as the rc'sult of an (tastic (U)llision with the

nucleus. This number is the sanu'. as the numl)er which, according

to classical coiK^eptions, woulil cross a.n ar(^a of a (H>rtain size drawn
on a plane i)erpendicular to tlie beam. Th(‘ latt(u* area is the cross

section for scatt.(n*ing of neutrons by the nuchsus in (luestion. In a

similar way, a cross sccUon for capture of a. neutiron b\^ a given nucleus

can bo defined.

The scatienng cross secMon iov neutrons is found to increase with the

atomic number of th(uiu(*leus, but to vu.ry only mod(M‘ately (in general)

with lUMit.ron spcK^I. Very roughly, it may be said tiiat about 5 cm.

of any solid or licpiid material will scatter half of the neutrons out of

i\. beam.

Cross scctious for rapture, on tlu^ otlu^r liand, vaiy greatl.v, and
irregularly, from one olenuMit to i.lu^ next; and they also vary a. great

(leal with th('. speu'd of mait-ron. Capture (U’oss socd.ions tare

usually relatively small for fast neutrons and relatively largo for

thermal on(\s; for this I'oa-son, maitrons to be us(^d for the production of

transmut,ations are comnujiily first slowed down in paraflBn. A few
values of thc^ (*a|)tur(^ cross s(^(?tion <Tc for thermal neutrons at room
temp(^ratur(^ are, in units of 10"'®* cm.®:

' JiwTiis iiiicl UA(!iriCR, R.n\ Aioderrt Physics, vol. 8, p. 129 (1936).
“ Cf. lUsF/iTi, op. viL, p. 201.
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z 3 5 15 47 48 49 64 79 80
Element Li B P Ag Cd In Gd Au Hg
<rc 65 600 1 55. 22,200 90 450

Some of these cross sections seem, at first sight, to be astonishingly

large in comparison with estimates of nuclear size. Equation (307)

gives for the radius of the cadmium nucleus, for example,

p = 2 X (48)H X 10-« = 7.3 X IQ-i* cm.

and, for its area of cross section, irp® =» 1.7 X 10““ cm.* Thus for

cadmium <r« is over 1,000 times irp*. And "yet nuclear forces are sup-

posed to have a very short range! The explanation undoubtedly
is to be formd in the fact that classical mechanics is inapplicable here;

we are dealing with a wave phenomenon, not a collision between
classical particles. In Sec. 51 it was remarked that, according to

classical electromagnetic theory, an oscillating electron, in spite of

its minute size, might absorb as much radiation as falls on an area

equal to a considerable part of a square wave length. The same
principle holds in wave mechanics. The de Broglie wave length of a
thermal neutron, by Eq. (166o) in Sec. 116, is 1.6 X 10“® cm., so

that even Hoo of a square wave length, or 2 X 10”** cm.*, is far larger

than any known value of or«.

Wave-mechanical theory indicates, further, that the cross section

for capture should vary inversely as the speed of the neutron, i.e.,

1

It is as if the chance of capture were proportional to the length of time

during which the neutron remains in the neighborhood of the nucleus.

For velocities of thermal magnitude, this law has been shown by
experiment to hold in the case of silver and boron, but it does not

hold for cadmium. In these experiments, the velocity of the neutrons

relative to the target was varied by causing the target, mounted on a
revolving disk, to have a known velocity toward or away from the

neutron source.^

The absorption cross section of cadmium does decrease, however, if

the neutron velocity is increased sufficiently. A layer of cadmium
0.5 mm. thick effectively absorbs all thermal and near-thermal neutrons

out of a beam; in the process of absorption, the cadmium atoms
are increased in mass number by 1, the excess energy being emitted

1 Phys. Reo,, vol. 49, pp. 104, 777 (1936).
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as 7-radiation. The absorption is very much weaker, however, for

neutrons of energy above 0.4 electron-volt. For this reason, cadniium
screens are often used where it is desired to filter out neutrons of

thermal energies and to leave only the faster ones. In Fig, 208 is

reproduced a curve obtained recently by Baker and Bacher showing the

variation of ae in cadmium for neutrons of low energy. ^

The absorption by capture of neutrons in cadmium is thus selective

in much the same way as the absorption of light by dyes is selective.

A number of other substances seem to possess absorption lines or

bands, commonly called '^resonance” levels of energy, mostly at

neutron energies of 1 or a few volts. The phenomenon is of great

theoretical interest. Wave mechanics predicts the proportionality of

Fia. 208.—Variation of tho cross section for capture of very slow neutrons in cadmium.
{After Baker and Baefuir^

ffe and l/v only for neutron energies that are small relative to the

lowest resonance level. The experimental facts are not very clear as

yet (1940), however, because of the diflBiculty in working with mono-
chromatic neutrons of adjustable velocity.

Some typical nuclear reactions caused by neutrons will be discussed

below. First, however, it will be appropriate to turn aside for a

moment from the main narrative and to describe the devices that

have been developed during the decade 1930-1940 for producing

high-speed ions for use in nuclear research.

224. The Production of High-speed Ions.—In view of the high

energies that are involved in natural radioactive processes, taken

together with Rutherford's success in transmuting nuclei by bom-
bardment with a particles, it was early realized that the study of

nuclear phenomena would be greatly advanced if the experimenter had

available a copious supply of ions of various sorts moving at very high

and adjustable velocities. From about 1930 to the present, many

' Bakbb aud Bacheb, Phys, Rev., vol. 59, p. 332 (1941).
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methods of producing such ion beams have been tried. ^ In most of

them the ions were accelerated to their final velocities in a long vacuum
tube, to the terminal electrodes of which there was applied a potential

difference of the necessary magnitude.

Mention has already been made of the condenser-rectifier cascade

used by Cockcroft and Walton for the production of large potential

differences (Sec. 219). Transformers with theii* secondary windings

connected in series have also been employed for the production of

voltages up to 1 million volts; to avoid having a

potential difference of this magnitude between

the primary and secondary of a single trans-

former, part of the secondary winding of each

transformer is used to supply voltage for the

primary of the next, only the first transformer

being supplied from an independent source. A
disadvantage of this method is that the final

voltage produced is necessarily subject to fluctua-

tions whose frequency is that of the alternating

current.

A device free from this latter objection is the

electrostatic generator developed by Van de

Graaff.2 The principle is illustrated in Fig. 209,

An endless belt B is caused to run rapidly over

two pulleys placed one above the other. Electric

charges from a generator G is sprayed onto the

lower end of the rising half of the belt by means

illustrating corona discharge from the points of a comb C.

cipie of the Van de At the top, the belt Oilters a Spherical terminal T,
Graaff geiieratoi. ^ which the charge is transferred from the belt

by means of another comb C'; or, still better, charge of the opposite

sign is spraj^ed onto the belt, supplied by another generator G' inside

the terminal. In this way the charge on the terminal is continually

built up, the potential attained being limited only by the rate at which

it leaks off. A,discharge tube can then be connected between the

terminal and the ground, or between the oppositely charged terminals

of two such generators standing side by side.

^ For a more complete discussion than can be given here see Livingston and
Bethe, Rev. Modem Plumes, vol. 9, p. 246 (1937), also two articles in J. oj Applied

Physics, vol. 9 (1938), one by Wells on p. 677 and another by Kurie on p. 691.

2 Van de Graapp, Phys. Rev., vol. 38, p. 1919 (1931); vol. 43, p. 149 (1933);

L. C. Van Atta, Northrup, C. M. Van Atta, Van de Graapp, Phys. Rev., vol

49, p. 761 (1936).
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The Van de Graaff generator constructed by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology 3rields currents of 4 milliamperes at 2.5 X 10®

volts. ^ A similar generator at the Westinghouse Research laboratories

yields a current of comparable magnitude at voltages up to 3.7 X 10*

volts, the voltage holding steady within 3^ percent for

several minutes at a time.^ This latter generator is sur-

rounded by air at 120 lb. pressui*e, in order to increase

the insulation; it is enclosed within a vessel 47 ft. high,

made of steel % to 1% in. thick and shaped like a pear

standing on its smaller end. Two belts 31J^ ft. long and
18 in. wide are used, running at speeds of about 80 ft. per

sec. The construction of such an instrument presents

many technical problems and well illustrates the elaborate

character of the apparatus that is needed for much of

modern physical research. To smash a nucleus 10""^^ in.

in diameter, the physicist constructs a machine standing

60 ft. high!

The vacuum tube used for the acceleration of ions by
means of high potentials is commonly made in sectionsj

and inside it a series of insulated metal cylinders is

mounted with short gaps between them (Fig. 210). The
ions travel along the axis of these cylinders and the electric

field in the gaps exerts a focusing action tending to prevent

spreading of the beam away from the axis. In the West-

inghouse installation just mentioned, the accelerating tube

is about 25 ft. long and consists of 130 sections. The and^^^short-

necessity of constructing an accelerating tube long enough diagram

to withstand the total potential difference is a drawback ©rating^^tube

to any of the methods so far described for the production for use with

of high-speed ions.

A radically different principle is utilized in the well- source ;r, tar-

known cyclotron invented by Lawrence and Livingston.®

Instead of attempting to produce a high potential, they accelerate the

ions by means of many successive impulses. Use is made of the fact

that a charged particle moving in a uniform magnetic field revolves in

a circle with an angular velocity depending only upon its ratio of charge

to mass and upon the strength of the field, but not upon its velocity,

^Phye, Rev,y vol. 57, p. 563 (1940).

* Phys, Rev,, vol. 58, p. 162 (1940).

•Lawkbnce and Livingston, Phys, Rev,, vol. 45, p. 608 (1934); Lawrence
and Cooksey, Phys. Rev,, vol. 50, p. 1131 (1936). Cf, Kubie, J. ofA pplied Physics,

vol. 9, p, 691 (1938).

Fig. 210.
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The accelerating system of a cyclotron is shown diagraminatically

in Fig. 211. BB represents the horizontal cross section of a flat cir-

cular box which can be evacuated. Above it and below it, and only

a few inches apart, are the pole pieces of a powerful electromagnet,

not shown in the figure; this magnet produces a nearly uniform field

of 10,000 to 20,000 oersteds. Inside the box BB are two hollow,

semicircular electrodes often called “dees,” such as might be formed

by cutting another circular box in two along the diameter EE and

slightly separating the halves. Between the dees, a rapidly alternating

potential difference, of from 3 to 9 kilovolts at 8 to 15 megacycles, is

produced by means of an electrical oscillator.

Fig. 211.—Diagram of the essentials of a cyclotron, except for the magnet, whose pole

pieces would be situated just above and just below the box B.

To produce ions, a suitable gas is introduced into the box at a

pressure of 10”* to 10“® mm. Hg, and electrons are shot into this gas

at the center of the dees (C), from a filament placed just above the

dees and maintained at a negative potential relative to the mean
potential of the dees, A positive ion thus produced at C will be

drawn into whichever dee happens to be negative at the moment and

will move along a semicircular path in the space inside the dee, where

there is no appreciable electric field. If the frequency of the oscillator

and the magnetic field strength are properly adjusted, the ion will

arrive again at the crack between the dees just at the moment when
the potential difference between them has the opposite sign and will

be accelerated further. The radii of the successive semicircular paths

increase with the speed of the ion, but the time required to traverse

a semicircle remains constant and equal to the half-period of the

oscillator. Finally the ion, after 50 to 100 revolutions, is traveling

near the periphery of the dees and enters the space between two deflect-

ing plates PP, where an electric field deflects it slightly outward so

that it passes out of the box BB through the window W. Or, instead

of the window, a target may be inserted at this point to be bombarded
by the ions.
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Naturally a good many accessories are required, and a cyclotron
is a fairly large, complicated, and expensive instrument. The dees
and pole pieces are commonly 30 in. or more across, so that many
tons of iron and copper are required for the water-cooled electromag-
net. With such a cyclotron a current to the target of 10~® amp. of
deuterons at 5 million volts is readily secured. From the new
60-in., 220-ton cyclotron at the University of California a current of
10“® amp., consisting of deuterons of 16 million volts energy, has
been brought out into the air, where it formed a blue streamer nearly
5 ft. long.‘

A limit to the ionic energies that can be produced with a cyclotron
will probably be set, ultimately, by the relativistic variation of Tnaas

with velocity, which tends to throw the ion out of step with the
alternating potential on the dees. A proton with a kinetic energy of

10 Mev has a velocity, calculated nonrelativistically, of

(2 X 4.8 X 10-“ X lOA^
\- 300 X 1.66 X 10-*‘ /

= 4.4 X 10* cm. sec.-*

At this speed the relativistic correction on the mass is already

a* _ (4.4/30)*

2c* 2
= 0.011 or 1 percent.

For the acceleration of electrons, whose speed is close to that of light

at energies above 1 Mev, the cyclotron is (at present) quite useless.

226. Some Typical Nuclear Reactions.—Nuclear reactions may be
classified either a(!cording to the nature of the bombarding particle

or ray, or acciorclitig to the nature of the resulting products. For the
bombardment of nuclei, four principal kinds of projectiles have been
used: protons, deuk^rons, helium nuclei (i.e., a particles, or “helions”),
and neutrons. Each of these four kinds of particles has been observed
on occasion to <^ausc the emission of each of the others, with the single

exception that deuterons have been observed to be emitted only in

the reaction

Be* -I- H* Be* -f H*.

The heavier nuclei are more easily transmuted by neutrons, which
are not repelled by the nuclear charge; a particles, on the other hand,
are effective chiefly on the lighter nuclei. Furthermore, incident
7-rays are observed to cause the emission of neutrons from many
materials; and 7-rays are often observed to be emitted as the result

of bombardment with material particles.

* Lawbbnce! ut al., Phys. Rev., vol. 56, p. 124 (1939); photograph in an article

by Mann, Nature, vol. 143, p. 683 (1940).
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A bombardment process is often denoted by parentheses enclosing

two symbols, the first symbol denoting the incident particle or ray,

the second, the emitted particle or ray (or particles)
;
a, p, d, n, 7 are

used to denote, respectively, an a particle, a proton, deuteron, neutron,

or 7-ray. The incident particle is always understood to be captured

by the initial or bombarded nucleus. A symbol denoting the initial

nucleus may precede the parentheses, and another denoting the residual

nucleus left after the departure of an emitted particle (or particles)

may follow it. The reaction mentioned in the last paragraph would

thus be denoted by Be® (p, d) Be*. In this notation the best known

types of nuclear reactions may be listed as follows:

(«, p) (Pi «) id, « ) in, a )

(a, n) (P, n) id, P ) in, P )

ip, y) id, n ) in, 2n)

id, 2n) in, 7 )

Here 2n denotes the emission of 2 neutrons.

Reactions of all of these types have been found, in certain instances,

to result in the production of radioactive residual riuclei, A list pub-

lished in 1940^ contains 335 different kinds of artificial radioactive

atoms, differing from each other in mass number or in atomic number

or both. Such atoms are particularly easy to identify l)ecause they

can be followed by means of their radioactivity and identified by

chemical procedures. A radioactive isotope, natural or artificial,

is now known for every element except hydrogen and perhaps Z = 85.

The induced activity consists of the emission of a jS particle, either

positive or negative; sometimes, however, it is a secondary negative S
particle, ejected from the K shell of the atom by interaction with an

excited nucleus. In some cases the activity is accompanied by an

emission of 7-rays. Observed periods (time for the activity to decrease

by one half) range from 0.022 sec. (B^-) to 7 years (Co®°).

The total number of nuclear reactions known today is well toward

1,000. The list just mentioned contains 685 reactions resulting in

induced radioactivity; and many others are known in which the

residual nucleus is one of the stable ones that also occur naturally.

Out of this wealth of material we can select for detailed discussion

only a veiy few reactions. These we shall group under general state-

ments of the features which they have been chosen to illustrate.-

We begin with a few general features that characterize certain classes

of reactions.

1 Livingood and Ssabobg, Rei). Modem Physics^ vol. 12, p. 30 (1940).

* References, if not given, may be found in Livingston and Bbthb, Rev .

Modern Phynics, vot 9, p. 245 0937), or in Livingood and Sbaboro, loc. eiU
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(a) Nuclear reactions may be ezoergic or endoergic, i.e., Q may be
positive or negative. Q is the net amount of rest energy of particles

or nuclei that is converted into other forms; it may also be found by
adding to the kinetic energy of the residual nucleus that of any
particles that are emitted in the reaction, or the energy hp of the

7-ray in a (—, 7) reaction, and subtracting the kinetic energy of the

bombarding particle and the initial nucleus. To evoke an endoergic

reaction, the bombarding particle must possess kinetic energy at

least equal to Q; the actual ^Hhreshold'^ or minimum kinetic energy

required may, for other reasons, be higher. The (p, a) reactions

discussed in Sec. 219 were all exoergic. Some reactions of this type

are endoergic.

Reactions equivalent to the simple addition of a proton or neutron

to a nucleus, such as (d, n), (d, p), (p, 7), (n, 7) are nearly always

exoergic, the nuclear energy decreasing because of the attraction

between protons and neutrons that is postulated to explain nuclear

binding (Sec. 216). Most (d, a) reactions, also, are exoergic, the net

r(\sult here being the emission of two proton-neutron pairs in the form
of a (‘losoly bound ot particle as against the capture of a pair in the form
of a loosely bound deuteron. For example:

(d, p): Q - 8.55 Mev;
(d, n) : Mg25 + + n\ Q = 6.2 Mev;
(d, q:): -h H2 C12 + He^, Q = 13.40 Mev.

On the other hand, (p, n) or {n, p) reactions are always (?) endoergic.

A (p, n) rciK^tion merely substitutf.?s a proton for a neutron in the

initial nucleus, and an (n, p) reaction substitutes a neutron for a

proton, which (changes Z by unity without any change in the isotopic

number A. In a stable nucleus, however, the division of the A
consi-iliKuit |)articl(‘s into protons and neutrons has been adjusted so

as to make l.lu^ <‘nergy as low as possible, or very nearly so [Sec. 21()(a)];

h<^nc<‘ any change in Z witliout a change in .4 is almost sure to increase

th(? eiKugy of the nucleus, at the expense of the kin(‘ti(; energy of the

incident proton or neutron. Examples:

(p, n): + itP Q ~ —9.5 Mev (calculated);

(71, p): + on' + iHS Q = -9.7 Mev.

For the reason just stated, the residual nuclei produced in a (p, n)

or an (n, p) reaction should be radioactive, tending to revert to th(!

initial value of Z by the emission of a /S-ray; and such appears usually

to be the case.

(b) Neutrons used for bombardment may differ greatly in effectiveness

according as they are slow or fast Obviously only fast neutrons can
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produce an endoergic reaction; an exoergic one, on the other hand, can

be produced by neutrons of any speed, the cross section for such a

reaction tending to become very large at low neutron speeds [Sec.

223(/)]. Examples:

(n, a) : Be® + (fast only) —> He® + He^, Q « —0,63 Mev;
(n, a): Bw + ->Li^ + HeS Q = 2.4 Mev.

The second of these reactions occurs especially freely with slow neu-

trons and is much used for their detection [Sec. 223(6)].

(c) Sometimes three or more particles remitfrom a homhardmevtj 6.p.:

Bii + 3He^ + ni; 4He^.

In these examples, the peculiar stability of the a particle is again in

evidence.

(d) (n, 2n) and (n, 7) reactions produce a residual nucleus isotopic

with the initial one, usually detected by means of its radioactivity (Cd

being an important exception). Many examples are known, e.p.:

(n, 2n) : S®® + S»i + 2n\ S®^ + /3+ (26 min.)

;

Au1«7 + -> Aui«* + 2n\ Au^®® Hg'®® + ^ (13 hi\,

4-5 days)

;

(n, 7) : Na®® + -> Na®^ + hv, Na®^ -h* Mg®^ + (14.8 hr.) ;

U238 + U®®® + hv, U2®® (93)2®® + r* (23 min.).

Here^ indicates a positron jS-ray and a negative one. The times

given are the periods (or times in which half of the radioactive atoms
disintegrate). The symbol hv is written for a 7-ray that is emitted by
the residual nucleus (Na®^, U®®®); this nucleus is left in an excited state

and emits the 7-ray in settling into its normal’^ state, in which it then

remains for a time before undergoing radioactive transformation. The
symbol 7 is reserved for a 7-ray emitted later by the final nucleus that

is formed as the result of radioactive change (e.g,, Mg®^, this nucleus

being left in an excited state by the departure of the jS-ray. Thus the

third reaction mentioned results in a double 7-ray emission.

The two periods given for Au^®® represent an example of what is

called nuclear isomerism (atoms with the same Z and A but different

physical properties). Apparently the bombardment produces two
different forms of atoms of Au'®®, which decay radioactively at differ-

ent rates; perhaps in one form the atoms are produced in a metastable,

excited state out of which radiative (or 7-ray) transitions into the

normal state happen not to occur.

The properties of the nucleus arising from the decay of XJ®®® are

still in doubt. Perhaps the element Z = 93 may yet be found in

nature. (See also Sec. 226 below.)
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The reactions just written illustrate two common ways in which the

emission of 7-rays may result, directly or indirectly, from the bom-
bardment of nuclei. Several other ways may be mentioned next.

(e) Reactions of type (a, p) or (a, n) often result directly in the ends-*

sion of y-rays; so do some deuteron reactions. The 7-rays are believed

to be emitted by the residual nucleus, which is left in an excited

state by the departure of the proton or neutron and emits the 7-ray in

descending into its normal state, or into some other state of lower

energy. The residual nucleus may or may not undergo subsequent

radioactive transformation. An example of such 7-rays, due to a

deuteron reaction, is discussed in case (Z) below.

On the other hand, (p, ot) and (p, n) reactions do not seem to give

rise to such 7-rays, the residual nucleus being always left by the

reaction in its normal state.

(/) A nucleus ma.y be merely excited by an elastic collision with a

bombarding particle, thereafter emitting a y-ray as it returns from a

higher quantum state to its normal state. This process, analogous

to the excitation of atoms by electron impact in a vacuum tube, might

be expected to occur often, but actually it is not common.

{g) The intermediate nucleus formed by the capture of the bombarding

particle may emit a y-ray before breaking up. Such occurrences, how-

ever, are rare.

An interesting example of both of these features is presented by one

of the first proton reactions to be discovered:

Li7 + Hi-^2He^

(Sec. 219). This reaction Is accompanied by the emission of 7-rays.
There appears to be a definite 7-ray line or band at 0.46 Mev, emitted

at least whenever the proton energy exceeds 0.86 Mev.^ These

7-rays have been ascribed to a noncapture excitation of the Li’' nucleus

by collision with a proton, the Li^ nucleus emitting a 7-ray in returning

to its normal state. That is, whereas some Li’' nuclei capture the

nucleus and then break up into two a particles, according to the

reaction just written, others are merely excited as the result of an

inelastic collision.

The assumption that the Li’ nucleus actually possesses an excita-

tion level 0.4G Mev above its normal state is supported by a peculiar

feature of another reaction, in which Li’ nuclei appear as products, viz.,

+ + IIK

Two groups of protons arc produced by this reaction (coming from

' Hudson, Herb, and Plain, Phya. Rev., vol. 57, p. 587 (1940).
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different individual nuclei, of course); their energy difference, as

measured, is 0.45 Mev.^ It is assumed that the faster protons arise

when the Li^ nucleus is left in its normal state, the slower when it is

left in an excited state lying 0.45 Mev higher.

Among the 7-rays from a mass of lithium bombarded by deuterons,

there appears also to be a much harder component with a photon
energy of about 17.5 Mev.^ It is believed that these rays are emitted

by an intermediate Be® nucleus, a complete statement of the reaction

first cited being as follows:

Li^ + HI Be®', Be®' Be® + 7, Be® 2 HeS

the symbol Be®' standing for an excited berjdlium nucleus. The
amount of rest mass that disappears in this reaction is:

Li^ + HI - 2He4 = 7.01804 -|- 1.00812 - 2 X 4.00388 =
0.01840 a.m.u. = 17.15 Mev.

This energy, plus the kinetic energy of the H^, must supply both the

energy of the 7-ray and the kinetic energy of the two a particles. The
kinetic energy of the a particles, by a principle of mechanics, cannot be

less than that of the Be® nucleus out of which the a particles are

formed; and the kinetic energy of Be® will he indistinguishable from

that of Be®'. The kinetic energy of Be®', in turn, is of that of the

incident H^, the Be®' nucleus being eight times as heavy as and
hence retaining of the velocity of the proton and the same fraction

of its kinetic energy. Now resonance, i.e,, maximum excitation of the

7-rays in question, occurs when the protons have an energy of 0.44

Mev. Adding % of this energy to the energy available from the rest

masses, we have a maximum of 17.54 Mev available for the 7-ray.
This probably exceeds the energy of the 7-rays, thus leaving something

over for the kinetic energy of the a particles, which will be much slower

than those due to an immediate disintegration of Be®' (Sec. 219).

In most instances, on the other hand, the emission of material

particles tends to occur so much more quickly than the emission of

radiation that 7-rays can be emitted only by nuclei which are either

stable or at most a- or jS-active.

(h) A number of (p, 7) reactions are known, a proton being captured

to form a product nucleus in an excited state and the excess energy

being then emitted as a 7-ray; the product nucleus may or may not
subsequently undergo radioactive change. For example:

1 Rumbaugh, Roberts, Hafstad, Phys, Rev., vol. 54, p. 667 (1940).

* C/. Htidson, Herb, and Plain, Phys. Rev., loc. cit
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C12 + HI^ N« + hv, C'* + /3+;t (9.93 min.).

Thus, to sum up, 7-rays may be emitted

(1) by the initial nucleus struck by the bombarding particle, which
is not captured [Li^ in case (/)];

(2) by a nucleus formed directly by capture of a bombarding
particle [Na®^, in case (d), or in case (A)], rarely by such

a nucleus which thereafter breaks up by ejecting one or more heavy
particles [Be®' in case (gr)]

;

(3) by the residual nucleus that remains after capture of a bom-
barding particle and the subsequent emission of one or more heavy
particles [case (e)];

(4) a final nucleus formed by radioactive change [Mg®^ in case (d)].

(f) Emitted 'protons often occur in several groups with different

energies. Besides the example mentioned under (g), another is

described below.

(j) .4s the energy of the hombardi'tig particle is increased, the frequency

of all reactions increases, often more or less exponentially, but with a
particles there are often indications of the existence of resonance levels,

or energies at which a sudden increase in the yield occurs,

(k) Sometimes two differeyit reactions result from the same bombard-

ment, some nuclei reacting in one way and others in another.

These last three features are all well illustrated by the alternative

reactions, ‘

F*® + a. — Ne^^ 4" p Qi,

Fi® + 0£ + n + Q2,
Na®" ^ Ne®® +

the letter p standing for a proton, as a does for an a particle. Here

the minimum effective a-particle energy, or threshold, is found to be 1

Mev higher for the (a, n) reaction than for the {a, p), but for a energies

well above the minimum the probabilities for the two reactions are of

comparable magnitude.

The proton spectrum from the first of these two reactions,

pitt + q; Ne®® + p,

was studied by Chadwick and Constable.® The ciuwe of proton inten-

sity was found to show 6 broad maxima between the extreme proton

ranges of 20 cm. and 55 cm. The bombarding a particles came from

polonium; their energy could be decreased in any desired ratio by

interposing a suitable thickness of absorbing material. When the

iSaha, Zeiis,f. Physik, vol. 110, p. 473 (1938).

* Chadwick and Constadle, Roy. 80c., Proc., vol. 135, p. 48 (1932).
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energy of the a particles was decreased below that corresponding to

an a-particle range of 3.25 cm., the proton spectrum became shortened,

one pair of maxima disappearing; at about 2.7 cm., another pair

disappeared; and below 2 cm. the whole proton spectrum was absent.

Two distinct causes for the occurrence of such maxima have been

recognized and must be carefully distinguished. The maxima may
correspond to different 'possible states for the resid'ual n'ocleus. That is,

the emission of the proton may leave the residual nucleus, here Ne^®,

in any one of several different quantum states. To each of these states

will correspond a different value of the reaction energy Q, which repre-

sents the (algebraic) excess of the proton and product-nucleus energies

over the bombardment energy, or, also, the (algebraic) net loss of rest

mass. On the other hand, there is also evidence for the existence of

resonance levels for the efficiency of the a particles, or energies at which

the probability of a transmutation is especially large. Since, for a

given final nuclear level, the proton energy must vary equally with the

a-particle energy, in order to preserve the energy balance, there will

be, for each value of Q, as many maxima in the proton spectrum as

there are resonance levels for the a particles, and separated by the

same energy differences.

In the observations of Chadwick and Constable, the fact that the

proton groups disappeared by pairs as the a-particle energy was
lowered indicated that each pair must correspond to a particular

resonance energy of the a particles. The respective resonance ener-

gies, at which the three pairs appeared with maximum intensity, were

estimated at 5.26, 4,0, and 3.4 Mev. The separation of the two
groups of protons composing a pair was about the same in all pairs.

We can account for the occurrence of the pairs, therefore, if we sup-

pose that the Ne^^ nucleus may be left in either of two possible quan-

tum states. For reactions leading to these two states, Chadwick and
Constable calculated from their data that Q — 0.99 or 1.67 Mev,
respectively. Thus the two levels of Ne^^ would lie 0.68 Mev apart

(f.e., 1.67 - 0.99).

That all three pairs were observed simultaneously when high-speed

a particles struck the target, in the experiments of Chadwick and
Constable, may have been due to the fact that the a particles are

slowed down to a stop in the target, so that combined effects due to all

speeds below the maximum were observed. It may be that in reality

the a resonance levels are fairly sharp, transmutations being almost

absent for intermediate energies. If that is so, however, the con-

tinuous distribution of proton energies, upon which the low maxima
were superposed, must have been due either to unfavorable experi-
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mental conditions or to straggling of the protons after they left their

point of origin. These questions are not yet cleared up satisfactorily,

because of the diflBculty of bombarding a target with a particles of

sharply defined energ3^

The study of the same reaction was extended by May and Vaidya-
nathan, using the swifter a particles from RaC' (7.0 cm. range).

‘

They found three other groups of protons, whose actual ranges as

observed were of the same order as those just described, because of

the high a energies, but which corresponded to the negative Q values:

—3.2, —2.1, —0.1 Mev. They observed no duplications resulting

from the superposition of various a resonance levels, apparently

because they used thin targets and thus kept their a-particle energies

within a narrow range. They recalculated Chadwick and Constable’s

Q values, from better range-energy data for protons, as 0.87 and 1.47.

Pose, using polonium particles, had foxmd Q values* which May and
Vaidyanathan recalculated as 0.6 and 1.3 Mev. They concluded,

therefore, that protons with a Q value of about 1.4 Mev certainly

exist, but, finding no trace of an 0.87 or 0.6 group at a point where

they should have found it, they suggested that the appearance of such

a group in the observations of Chadwick and Constable and of Pose may
have been spurious.

If the 1.4 group is assumed to result from the production of Ne**

in its normal state, we have then the following energy levels for Ne**,

measured from the normal state:

Ng*2 level 0 (0.6) 1.5 3.5 4.6

Q value 1.4 (0.8) -0.1 -2.1 -3.2

Here 1.5 = 1.4 — (—0.1), etc. Positive Q means that the protons

and the No** nucleus together have more kinetic energy than the

bombarding a particle; negative, that they have less.

As calculated from the masses, which refe^ of course, to the normal

nuclear states,

Q = pi® + He4 - Ne** - = 19.00452 + 4.00388 - 21.99864
- 1.00812 = 0.00164 a.m.u. == 1.53 Mev.

This agrees very well with the observed value of 1.4 Mev.
In direct observations of the yield for both the (a, p) and the (a, n)

reactions of fluorine as a function of a-particle energy, Saha found

indications of the existence of resonance levels for the a particles®;

1 May and Vaidyanathan, Roy, Soc,, Proc,, voL 155, p. 519 (1936).

* Pose, Zeita. f. Phyaikj vol. 72, p, 528 (1931).

* Saha, Zeits. f, Phyaiky vol. 110, p. 473 (1938),
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but his values for these levels do not seem to agree at all with those

found by Chadwick and Constable!

These fluorine reactions have been discussed at some length, in

part, for the purpose of illustrating the general fact that precise work

on nuclear phenomena is difficult, and hence conflicting or imperfect

data exist in the literature in regard to many nuclear reactions.

(1) Neutrons
j
also, tend to he produced in groups, corresponding to

different quantum states for the residual nucleus; y-rays resulting from

transitions of the latter nucleus can often be observed.

Consider the reaction, so much used as a neutron source:

Be» + + nK

Using 0.9 Mev deuterons (H^), and determining the neutron energies

from recoil proton tracks produced by them in a high-pressure cloud

Be* + H*(0.9 Mev) B'® -f n.

(chamber containing methane, Bonner and Brubaker obtained the

curve shown in Fig. 212 for the recoil protons.^ Only proton tracks

pointing almost straight away from the target were counted, on the

assumption that these tracks were made by protons projected in

practically the same direction as the incident neutrons.

The four peaks in the curve are interpreted as meaning that the

nucleus may be left-in any one of four possible quantum states.

The protons that are projected straight ahead, in collisions with

neutrons emitted by deuterons of given energy in a direction at right

angles to the deuteron beam, should, therefore, have energies equal

to one of four sharply defined values.

Actually, however, it is impossible to screen off high-speed neutrons

effectively, so that the walls of the cloud chamber are struck by
neutrons over a wide area; many of them, after being deflected by a

nucleus in the wall, may, by an oblique collision, produce a proton

moving in the direction selected for observation but with reduced

* Bonnbb and Brubakbr, Phys, Hev,, vol. 50. p. 308 ^1936).
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energy. Furthermore, the deuterons are slowed down somewhat in

the target, which causes a corresponding variation in the neutron
energy. Thus the proton spectrum may consist, as observed, of four

broad peaks instead of four lines, and only the high-speed edge of these

peaks represents neuti*ons projected in the ideal manner, i.e,, at 90®

by deuterons of maximum energy. Additional small amounts of

spreading result, also, from lack of homogeneity in the incident

deuteron beam and from straggling of the proton tracks themselves.

From the curve, the authors conclude that neutrons projected at
90° by 0.9 Mev deuterons have energies of 4.52, 4.0, 2.6, or 1.4 Mev.
For the neutrons of highest energy we find, from Eq. (312) in Sec. 219,

in which Mi = 2, M^ = 1, Mz = 10, nearly enough,

Q - (1Mo)4.52 - (^o)0.9 = 4.26 Mev.

The masses give

Q = 9.01497 -b 2.01472 - 10.01605 - 1.00893 = 0.00471 a.m.u.

= 4.39 Mev.

The last figure of the masvses being (luite uncertain as given here, the

agreement is satisfactory and in-

dicates that in the emission of the

4.25 Mev neutrons the nucleus

must be left in its lowest state.

For the other three groups of neu-

trons, we find similarly Q — 3.68,

2.14, 0.82. Subtracting these

numl)(M*s from 4.25, we infer energy

levels of at 0.6, 2.1, and 3.4

Mev above the normal state, about

as shown in Fig. 213.

It happens that the 7-rays

from this same reaction have been

studied by Kruger and Green*; 7-wb at tho bottom of the figure,

they confirm the e.xistence of the

four energy levels of B***. From the distribution of the tracks of

Compton oIc(;trons ejected by the 7-rays from a thin piece of mica foil

in a cloud chamber, it was inferred that six 7-ray lines occur, with hv

energies of 0.51, 1.07, 1.44, 1.96, 2.81, 3.21 Mev. These 7-rays could

be interpreted as arising from various transitions between four levels

of the B*“ nucleus, as indi(^ated in Fig. 213, where energy levels chosen

to fit the 7-ray data are represented by the diagram; the 7-ray ener-

^ KnuaEK and (Irben, Phys. Rev,^ vol. 52, p. 773 (1937).

From
7^ rays; protons

- 3.2 3.4

2.0 2.1

0.5
'

0.6

0 Mev.
0.5 1.2 1.5 20 2.7 3.2 Caic.from levels

0.51 1.07 1.44 1.96 2.81 3.21 Observed

Fhi. 213. —IfhierKy levels of All

energies, iiieluding Uioso of tho six
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gies calculated from these levels are given below the diagram in

comparison with the observed energies. The agreement is within

the experimental error. The four nuclear levels as determined from
the 7-rays agree satisfactorily with those indicated by the neutron
groups.

It may be remarked that beryllium bombarded with deulerons
also exhibits the following reactions, illustrating again the fact that
alternative sets of products often occur:

Be» + H2 Li^ + HeS Be» + Be^® + H^.

(m) The result of a bombardment varies greatly with the nature of the

bombarding 'particle. This is in harmony with the principle laid down
by Bohr, that the bombarding particle is first captured to form an
intermediate nucleus, whose composition will depend upon the nature
of the captured particle. For example,

A127 + HI ^ + hv;

A127 + He4->Si»° + HS
P*® + n\ P»» Si"* + /3+ (2.55 min.)

;

^ Mg« + HeS

Al« + H* -» Al« + HS Al« -»• Si“ + |8- 7 (2.4 min.)
;

Si*® n,

Al** + Na*‘ + He®, Na** -»• Mg*® + /3- 7 (14.8 hr.)

;

Mg** 4: p, Mg** -» Al** + /S- 7 (10.2 min.).

(n) Artificial radioactive nuclei formed with an increase in N — P,
or the excess of the number N of neutrons in the nucleus over the
^lu^her P of protons, tend to exhibit neQotive fi-ray activity^ those formed
with a decrease in N — P, positron activity. This would be expected
as a consequence of the tendency for the ratio N/P to change toward
a stable value (Sec. 216). Thus, the principal types of reactions ^n n
be clMsified as follows with respect to the predominant kind of p-r&y
activity to which the reactions of each type give rise, numerous excep-
tions occurring except for (p, 7) reactions:
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(o) Radioadive isotopes commonly lie close to stable isotopes of the

same element, lighter ones tending to transform radioactively with a
decrease of Z, heaoier with an increase. Typical examples are presented

by the isotopes of sodium, Na** (radioactive, Na®* (stable),

Na®* (jS”, 7); and the isotopes of antimony, Sb^“‘i“-‘®® (all radioactive,

/S+), Sb‘®i'i®® (both stable), (all /3-),

(p) A radioactive isotope lying between 2 stable isobars may be con-

verted sometimes into one isobar, with the emission ofa positron, sometimes

into the other, with the emission of a negative electron, the period of decay

as observed being necessarily the same for both processes. Example:

As™ —> Se™ -f d~, 7 ; As™ —* Ge™ -f- or if, 7 (?).

The period is 26.8 hours. The entry, “or K, y (?),” means that there

is reason to.suspect that capture of a K electron by the nucleus and
emission of a 7-ray may also occur as a third alternative, with the same
effect on Z as the emission of a positron.

(q) The same radioactive isotope can usaaUy be prodwed in more

than one way. As an example, Ag“', with decay reaction.

Agios pdioo + (24.5 min.),

can be produced in no less than seven ways:

Agiw ^ Ag’®* + 2n‘, Ag*®^ + 7 —» Ag*“* +
Pdios + H® -> Agio® + n», Pd>®* -H Ag«»,

C(ii« -I- n‘ Ag'o* -H HS Pdi“ + H‘ Ag"» + n‘,

Rh‘»» -
1
- He* Agi« + nK

(r) Radioactive isotopes may be formed of an element otherwise

unktmon. At least eight reactions result in the production of radio-

active products which should have Z = 43 and whose common chem-

ical properties are those to be expected for this missing element.

Presumably the absence of this element in nature results from some

accidental combination of features that makes every combination of

neutrons with just 43 protons unstable.

(s) The existence in nature of several isotopes of an element compli-

cates the interpretation of observations because of uncertainties as to the

particular isotope to which a reaction is to be referred. In a few

cases, however, e.g., lithium and uranium, sufficiently large samples

of separated isotopes have been secured so that the assignment can be

tested directly.

(t) Masses of isotopes that do not occur in nature, or at least not in

sufudent almndance to be measured otherwise, may often be cad/ndated

from a nuclear reaction. For example, in cyclotron work some indica^
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tion has been found for the existence in helium of a light isotope,

He®, but in extremely minute amounts. Such nuclei should be

produced in the two reactions:

(p, a)

:

Li« + He® + He^ + Q,

(d, ti): H® + H2-^He» + ni + Q.

The masses of the other nuclei involved here are known. The value

of Q for the first reaction was determined by Neuert, and more recently

by Perlow, who made very careful measurements of the range of the

emitted a particles. The second reaction was studied twice by

Bonner; in his second investigation, he measured, by means of recoil

protons in methane, the velocities of the neutrons projected straight

forward by the deuterons, thus eliminating the effects of angular

spread. The date, place, and results of the four investigations are

as follows:

Place Date
Reac-

tion

Q
(Mev)

He^ mass

Neuert* Cologne 1935 (P> a) 3.0172 ± .0007

Bonner t Rice Institute (Texas) 1938 (d, n) .... 3.01700 ± .00010

Perlow J Chicago 1940 (P. “) 8.95 3.01688 ± .00011

Bonner § Cambridge (England) 1941 (d, n) 3.31 3.01698 ± .00006

*Phy8. Zeita., vol. 36, p. 629 (1936).

iPhya. Rm., vol. 63, p. 711 (1938).

t Phya. Rev., vol, 68, p. 218 (1940).

Rev., vol. 59, p. 237 (1941).

These results illustrate the increasing accuracy of nuclear work and the

close agreement that can be obtained between measurements made
in different laboratories.

226. Fission of the Nucleus.—^The present chapter dealing with

nuclear phenomena will be closed with a short discussion of a very

striking phenomenon not discovered imtil 1939.^

In 1934, Fermi tried the effect of neutrons upon thorium (Z = 90)

and uranium (Z = 92) and found that jS-ray activity was induced in

both. The observed decay curve for the activated uranium was such

as to point toward the existence of four different radioactive substances,

with periods of about 10 sec., 40 sec., 13 min., and 90 min. Fermi

found that he could separate the substances exhibiting the 13- and
90-ixiin. activities from the uranium by chemical means, and thus

^For a more detailed discussion and further references to the literature see

Turner, Rev. Modem Physi-cs, vol. 12, p. 1 (1940).
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prove that they were not isotopes of that element;, and, hy rfurther

tests, he satisfied himself that these substances were not isotopic with

any known element having Z > 86: Since it did not seem possible

that these substances could have a value of Z extremely different

from that of uranium, Fermi concluded that they were new elements

with Z > 92, wluch had been produced by one or more processes of

j8-decay from uranium atoms activated by the capture of a neutron.

Thus, the periodic table seemed at last to have been extended upward.

Fermi's results were confirmed and extended, qualitatively, by
others. Every experimenter seemed, however, to find a different

set of periods. Furthermore, it soon became necessary to assume that

the supposed “transuranic” elements (Z >92), in decaying, gave

rise to other radioactive elements which would actually be isomeric

with known heavy atoms. The number of different substances

reported became so numerous and were interrelated in such a way that

it was difficult to fit them into any plausible scheme.

Finally, in 1939, Hahn and Strassmann began a thorough investigar

tion in the hope of establishing definitely the chemical nature of the

new radioactive substances. In the course of this work, they dis-

covered, in uranium irradiated with neutrons, a new substance with

a jS-ray period of 250 to 300 hr., which, according to elaborate chemical

tests, was either radium (Z = 88) or barium (56). To settle the

identity of this substance completely, they performed a series of

fractional precipitations and crystallizations of the kind used for

separating radium from barium. The activity definitely followed

the barium, not the radium. After further experiments, Hahn and

Strassmann finally felt justified in concluding that the radioactive

substance was barium. To explain its origin, they proposed the

radical hypothesis that after capturi-ng a neviron, a uranium nucleus

may break up into two or more large fragments, each of the size of a

moderately herwy atom. The radioactive barium nuclei they inter-

preted as fragments produced in this manner by the division of

uranium nuclei.

Once the possibility of this new type of disintegration, called by

Meitner and Frisch “fission” of the nucleus, was accepted, the facts

fell rapidly into order, and fresh corroborations were rapidly obtained.

Many of the fission products were recognized as substances already

familiar in the study of induced radioactivity. Thorium and prot-

actinium (Pa 91) were also found to undergo fission when bombarded

with neutrons. Radioactive isotopes of 18 elements, with Z ranging

from 35 to 53, also of Hg (80) and of Bi (83), have been identified

among the fission products produced.in thorium and uranium,
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The energy released in such a fission is enormous. A uranium
nucleus (92) might break, for example, into barium (56) and krypton

(36). The heaviest known isotopes of these elements have A = 138,

86, respectively, or a total of 224, as against 239 for the formed
by capture of a neutron. Hence, the fragments would have to be new
isotopes of great weight, such as Ba^^®, Kr®^ which would then rapidly

rise in Z, by successive emission of negative P particles until they
attained a stable ratio of neutrons to protons. Now the mass of

TJ*®® exceeds its own atomic number, A - 238, by 0.132 a.m.u.,

whereas the mass of an ordinary Ba atom is less than A by about

0.084, and that of krypton, by 0.070. li we could assume mass defects

of the same magnitude for the heavy Ba and Kr isotopes resulting

from fission, we would have available

0.132 + 0.084 + 0.070 == 0.286 a.m.u. « 267 Mev of energy.

Some of this energy, at first, would be stored in the fission nuclei

as energy of excitation, to be released later in jS-ray activity, but much
of it should appear at once as kinetic energy of the fission nuclei,

which should, therefore, be projected apart at high speed. Huge
pulses of ionization ascribed to such fission nuclei have, in fact, been
observed in ionization chambers, the pulses indicating total energies

of some 160 Mev. These pulses have proved to be a convenient means
of detecting the occurrence of the fission process itself.

Variation of the sj>eed of the incident neutrons was found to cause a

marked variation in the number of fissions produced in uranium.

Fission can be produced either by fast neutrons or by thermal neutrons,

but not by neutrons of intermediate speed; the thermal neutrons are

effective in the inverse ratio of their speed.

An interesting theoretical problem arose when these facts con-

cerning the production of fission were considered in combination with
the following phenomenon. The bombardment of uranium with
neutrons has also been found to give rise to a substance, chemically

identical with uranium itself, which shows negative jS-ray activity,

with a period of 23 to 24 minutes, presumably changing into the trans-

uranic element Z = 93. The yield curve for this activity shows a
resonance maximum at a neutron energy of 25 electron-volts. Now
the radioactive uranium nucleus thus produced ought surely to contain

more energy than one which has merely captured a thermal neutron.

Why, then, does it never undergo fission? Since neutrons of 25 ev
energy can excite this /S-ray activity, why can they not also cause

fission?
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As an explanation, Bohr suggested that perhaps the thermal
neutrons can cause fission only in the isotope which forms about
0.7 percent of natural uranium, whereas the radioactivity just men-
tioned results from the reaction, He supposes
that fission of a S5nithetic can occur only if the energy brought in

by the captured neutron greatly exceeds 25 ev; hence, fission results

from the bombardment of only if the impinging neutrons are

fast ones. Bohr's explanation has recently been shown to be correct

by means of experiments upon samples of the separated isotopes.

The samples, amounting to 17 X 10"® gram in the case of were
prepared in a mass spectograph.^ Thermal neutrons cause fission

only of with a capture cross section inversely proportional to

their speed and of the order of 4 X ICh®^ cm.®. Fast neutrons are

required for fission of U®®*.

The theoretical explanation of the process of nuclear fission itself

presents an interesting problem. Why can it occur only in the three

elements of largest atomic number? Perhaps the answer is to be
found along the lines of the following picture. We may think of the

nucleus as being normally pulled into a spherical shape by the short-

range attractive forces between neutrons and protons [Sec. 216(a)],

just as a suspended drop of water is made spherical by surface tension.

If the nucleus became flattened through some cause, the potential

energy due to these forces would be increased. The electrostatic

potential energy due to repulsion of the protons would, on the con-

trary, decrease, but in a lesser degree, so that the equilibrium would

be stable. If the deformation became large, however, the decrease

in electrostatic energy would probably become predominant, and the

deformation would then tend to increase further. If the nucleus

actually became pinched apart into two fragments, both tjrpes of

energy would decrease further as the fragments separated and rounded

themselves off into spheres, and the final total energy might thus be

less than the energy of the original nucleus. Now we have seen [Sec.

216(a)] that the ratio of electrostatic energy to short-range energy

increases with increasing Z, Presumably for Z = 90 to 92 this ratio

is so large that the nucleus has only a narrow margin of stability

against change of shape, and for Z > 92 (or 93?) equilibrium is entirely

impossible. The nucleus U®®® is perhaps just on the verge of insta-

bility, so that it becomes unstable and breaks in two upon the mere

addition of one more neutron; whereas to make an unstable U®®®

out of U®®® the added neutron must also bring in a considerable

amount of energy, thereby setting the product nucleus into vibration.

^ Nier, Booth, Dunning, and Grossb, Phys, Rev.j vol. 58, p. 476 (1940).
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A further and very important feature of nuclear fission is the

following. Since any heavy atom contains an excess of neutrons

as compared with the stable isotopes of its possible fission fragments,

we might anticipate that free neutrons would also be found among
the products of fission. In the case of uranium, it is actually found

that 2 or 3 neutrons are emitted in each fission process.

Now this phenomenon seems to open up startling possibilities.

If each neutron emitted could be made to cause a fresh fission, accom-
panied by the emission of more neutrons, a “chain reaction’’ would
occur; the number of neutrons and the rate of fission would increase

rapidly. Thus a tremendous amount of energy might be released

in a fraction of a second. In this way a bit of uranium might perhaps

be made to act as a tremendously strong explosive; or, if the process

could be controlled, we should have an atomic source of power. The
energy released by the fission of all the atoms in a pound of uranium
would be 1 million times as great as that obtainable by burning a

pound of coal.

Several factors, however, militate against the occurrence of a
practically usable chain reaction. The neutrons may be captured

in other ways; they will be slowed down by successive elastic impacts

with nuclei; and they tend to leave the scene by diffusion. At the

moment (1940) it is not known whether or not it is feasible to procure

the necessary conditions for a chain reaction.



CHAPTER XII

COSMIC RAYS

The two most acitivo fields of research in physics at the present

time arc nuclear research and the phenomena attending cosmic rays.

Many of the features of cosmic rays lie more properly in the realm of

meteorology than of physics, but within the last ten years some of

these phenomena have turned out to possess novel physical features

of supr<mie ink'rost. Nature has, in fact, provided in the atmosphere

a gigantic laboratory in which atoms are bombarded, not with pro-

jeetil(\s of (»n(u*gic\s limited t-o a nuTe 5 or 10 million electron-volts,

but with rays of various kinds having energies up to many billions of

volts. In this (diaptcM' a short account will be given of the more

prominent pluaiomena due! to this bombardment.^

227, Early Work on Cosmic Rays, (a) Discovery of the Rays ,—It

has known for in^arly 100 years that the air possesses a slight

(do(d,ri(‘al eondiietivity. In 1899-1900 a careful study of the phe-

nomemon was made by hUster and Geitel- and by C. T. R. Wilson.®

The method us(^<l was to mount an eloetroscopo on an insulating

support su(‘h as a.inb<'!r, inside a closed vessel, and to observe the rate

a.t which (^l<‘<^t!'i(*al <*luirge was lost by the electroscope. Wilson took

t.h(‘, pr(‘(‘n.ut.ion of e.onin^cding the other <md of the insulating support

to a sourex^ of pot.(uitial (Hpial to iha initial potential of the electroscope,

so tlijiti l(\‘ikag(^ along the support would tend to maintain the charge

and th(^ <)l)S(‘rv(Ml loss of (charge could only be due to its neutralization

by ions e<)ll(M*t.(*<l out of the air. The conductivity of the air enclosed

in the <‘l<‘etroseoi)e was found to be permanent, in spite of the continual

removal of ions from it by the electrical field. From this fact it may

1x5 inf( 5rr(Hl i.hat the ions arc continually being regenerated by some

agency.

* For furtbcii* iiifonnation the student may referred to Rasetti, ** Elements

of Nu<‘.lon.r Pliysir.K,*’ 1936, and to various articlfjs in Rev, Modem Physics, vols.

10, 1 1 ;
silso A. II. (Vunpton, Rev. ScA. InslrurneTUs, vol. 7, p. 71 (1936), and R. A.

Millikan, “CoHinio lUys,” 1939.

® lOusTKu iui(i (Ji'iiTKi), Phys. Zeitii., vol. 1, p. 11 (1899); CiKitkl, Phys. Zeits., vol,

2, p. 116(1900).
^ C. 1'. R. Wii>iON, (Uiwhrhd^e. Phil, Sor.., Pror.., vol. 11, p. 32 (1900),

643
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The cause of this natural ionization of air was generally supposed
to lie in traces of radioactive material residing in the apparatus or

on its surroundings, or perhaps in the earth or the atmosphere. Other

experimenters found that the ionization varied with the material of

which the electroscope or ionization chamber was constructed, and
that it could be partially screened off by surrounding the apparatus
with a heavy layer of water or lead. In the expectation that the

ionization should be much less at a considerable height above the

earth, Gockel ascended in a balloon and made observations at various
heights. He found that the ionization did decrease with increasing

height, but only slightly. ^ In 1911-1914 Hess and Kolh5rster extended
balloon observations® to much higher altitudes and found that above
a few hundred meters the conductivity begins to increase again.

Kolhorster showed that the increase was continuous up to 9,000 meters,
at which 93 ions per cm.® per sec. were produced in the ionization
chamber attached to his electroscope, as against 13 at the earth's
surface.

To explain the greatly increased ionization at these high altitudes,
Hess proposed the novel hypothesis that it was caused by a penetrating
radiation falling upon the earth from the outside. He remarked that
this radiation could not be coming in large part from the sun, since
the ionization was found to be sensibly the same by night as by day.
Its penetrating power must be much greater than that of the hardest
7-rays known. For the very hard 7-rays from Th C", the value
of the mass absorption coefficient /t/p, or absorption coefficient divided
by density (Sec. 195), is 0.036 in A1 or 0.041 in Pb, hence perhaps
0.035 in Thus a beam of these 7-rays would be reduced to half
strength in a thickness x of air at standard density given by
where p/p = 0.035 and p = 0.001293, or of magnitude x = 163 meters.
In his balloon observations, Kolhorster found that the ionization
decreased to half in a descent of roughly 2,200 meters, at an average
height where the density of the atmosphere is ^2 of its density at the
surface. At normal density this would mean a decrease to half in
about 1,000 meters, or times the distance for the 7-rays.

The observations of Hess and of Kolhorster may be regarded as
constituting the discovery of cosmic rays. The latter became known
in Germany as ''Hohenstrahlung'" or ‘^Dltrastrahlung"; the name,
cosmic rays, is due to Millikan and Cameron (1925).

1 Gocxbl, Phys. Z&its., vol. 11, p. 280 (1910); vol. 12, p. 595 (1911).

ain nofS
4^'* vol 12, p. 998 (1911); vol. 13, p. 1084 (1912); vol. 14, p.

Yd le^lf 7lf
Verhandlungen, vol, 15, p. 1111 (1913);
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(6) First Observations of Cosmic Bays under WaUr.—Ajx important

step forward was taken by Millikan and Cameron^ when, in 1928,

improving upon earlier observations by Kolhorster,® they lowered

sealed electroscopes to various depths below the surfaces of snow-fed

mountain lakes, which should be especially free from radioactive

contamination. The type of instrument used is described in the next

section. Even over the water the ionization was observed to be less

than over the land, presumably because 7-rays from the earth were

screened off by the water. As the electroscope was lowered into the

lake, the ionization feU off rapidly in the first meter or so, presumably

owing to screening off of 7-rays from the atmosphere. Thereafter

it decreased more slowly with increasing depth, and less rapidly as

the depth grew greater, in the manner illustrated by Fig. 215

below.

The ionization did not vary as a simple exponential function of

the depth, however, as it would if it were caused by homogeneous

radiation entering the water vertically from above. In part, the

observed variation could be explained by assuming that the incident

rays are distributed in direction; for rays entering the water obliquely .

would pass through more water and so be weakened more in descending

to a given depth than would rays entering vertically. Even allowing

for this complication, however, the observations indicated that the

rays causing the ionization at great depths were much harder

more penetrating) than those that are responsible for most of the

ionization at small depths.
_

' *

Observations were made in two lakes in California, Arrowhead

Lake, at an elevation of 6,100 ft. (latitude 34”), and Gem Lake at 9,080

ft. (latitude 38°). In Gem Lake, the ionization was stUl decreasmg at

50 meters below the surface. The ionization in the lower lake was

found to be less than it was at the same depth in the lake at the higher

elevation. When, however, the compaiison was made between a pomt

at a given depth in the lower lake and a point in the upper one situated

farther below the surface by a depth of water equivalent in weight to

the column of air between the elevations of the two lakes, close agree-

ment was found. Hence, by plotting cosmic-ray intensities agamst

the total depth below the top of the atmosphere, expressed in equiv^

lent meters of water, the observations in the two lakes could be

represented by a single curve. This fact is explained if we assume that

( 1) equal weights of water and air absorb the rays equally and (2)

1 Millikan and Cameeon, Phys. Rev., vol. 28, p. 851 (1926); vol. 31, p. 921

Preuss. Akad., Verhandlunym, 1923, p. 366.
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the initial intensity of the rays as they enter the earth's atmosphere

is the same in the two localities (which were 250 miles apart).

The part of the combined curve lying just above and just below the

equivalent of sea level, treated as approximately exponential, gives a

value of 0.25 per meter for the absorption coeflicient of the

cosmic rays in water, or an apparent ma^-absorption coefficient

m/p - 2.5 X 10"^ cm.2 gram”'^ In air (p; ~ 0.001293) the apparent

absorption coefficient would then be 0.32 per kilometer. Such

numbers do not represent true absorption coefficients, however, for

two reasons: (1 ) the rays are undoubtedly not homogeneous, and (2)

they vary widely in their directions of motion.

These results reinforced so strongly the evidence from the balloon

observations that belief in the existence of a penetrating radiation of

extraterrestrial origin became general. From this time on the number
of workers in the field rapidly increased. Until about 1932, the main

object of investigation was the magnitude of the ionization due to

cosmic rays as a function of elevation, position on the earth, time of

day, and so on. During this period the radiation itself was generally

believed to consist of photons resembling 7-rays but of much shorter

wave length; and speculation was common as to the possible place of

origin of such photons. Apparently they could not be coming from

the sun or even from the stars; for the cosmic-ray ionization has

always been found to be almost, or quite, uninfluenced by changes

in the position of the sun or of the star masses composing the galaxy.

Yet it has been estimated that the total amount of energy brought

to the earth by cosmic rays is comparable with that brought in by

starlight.^

228. The Measurement of Cosmic-ray Ionization.—Before pro-

ceeding with the discussion of cosmic-ray phenomena, it may be useful

to discuss briefly the experimental methods employed in measuring the

ionization. For this purpose, a string electrometer of very small

capacity has usually been used. Millikan and Cameron, in the work

discussed in the last section, used an instrument of the Wulf type, the

essentials of which are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 214.^ The
two fibers FF, of platinized quartz, hung from an insulating quartz rod,

are charged by means of the charging wire C and tend to spread apart

because of their mutual repulsion. The spreading is resisted by the

downward pull of the quartz bow B. The positions of the wires are

read by means of a microscope (not shown); the wires are kept in a

I Rbgenke, Zeits. f, Fhysih, vol. 80, p. 666 (1933).

» Millikan and (>ns, Phys, Rev., vol. 27, p. 645 (1926).
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plane perpendicular to the axis of the microscope by the attraction of

induced charges on the metal wires A A.

Sometimes only one fiber is employed, opposite an earthed plate.

In any case, the position of the fiber is either observed visually from
time to time, or it may be projected upon a slowly moving photo-
graphic film driven by clockwork, so that the instrument is self-

recording. In the latter case, the fiber may either be illuminated

intermittently by an attachment connected to the clockwork, or a

small spot on it may be made to produce a continuous trace on the

film. The clock can also be made to charge the

electroscope from time to time. Carefully made
self-recording apparatus of this kind has been

mounted on ships by Millikan and sent on long

voyages over the ocean in order to compare the

ionization at different geographical locations.

The apparatus required no other attention than

the periodic winding of the clock.

In any instrument for measuring ionization

there is a zero effect due to residual radioactive

contamination of the instniment itself. This

zero effect is commonly determined by either

sinking the instrument deep under water or

taking it down a coal mine, the residual ioniza-

tion there observed being assumed to be due to radiation from the

walls of the instrument. In later instruments, the residual effect

was r(Mi(ler(‘(l unimportant by using largo ionization chambers attached

to the electroscope, so as to increase the volume of the enclosed

gas in comparison with the area of the walls, and also by raising

the pressure of the gas {e.g., to 30 atmospheres). Often other gases

than air are used, in which the ionization is greater. Reduction

to air at standard density is then made by means of comparison tests

using Vrays from radium. In making measurements near the surface

of the earth, the apparatus is commonly shielded with 5 to 10 cm. of

iron or lead, in order to cut off radioactive rays from the surroundings.

In comparing ionization at different places, the same instrument is

used at all locations. Thus the comparative results do not depend

upon the assumption that the ionization per cubic centimeter is the

same in instruments of dilhirent design.

The absolute magnitude of the ionization, or the number of ions

formed per cm.® per sec., is determined by an elementary calculation

from the known capacity of the electroscope system and the observed

Fia. 214.—The elec-

troscope of Millikan and
Otis for nioasuring cos-

inic-ray ionization.
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rate of decrease in its potential. It has been hard to obtain consistent

results on this point. Thus, Millikan^ obtains a sea-level value of 2,5

ions per cm.® per sec., in standard air, whereas Clay and Jongen®
find 1.3, and Compton* finds 1.2. The cause of these discrepancies

is not known. On the other hand, data on the ratios of the ionization

at different places, obtained by different observers, agree very well.

229. The Altitude-depth Cturve.—^Until about 1930, the primary
subject of investigation in cosmic-ray work was the variation of the

Fig. 216.—^Variation of cosmic-ray ionization below the surface of Lake Constance
(^Regener), The ordinate gives the ionization in terms of volts lost per hour by the
electrometer, the scale for the upper curve being 10 times as great as for the lower.

ionization as a function of altitude in the atmosphere or of depth under
absorbing material. A few typical results may be cited.

(a) Observations under Water,—The most precise observations of

cosmic-ray intensity under water are perhaps those of Regener.**

In Fig, 216 is shown his curve for the ionization at various depths below

the surface of Lake Constance (altitude, 395 meters above sea level,

latitude, 47.5® N.). The upper curve repeats part of the lower one on a
tenfold greater scale. We note that at 200 meters below the surface

1 MiiiiiiKAN, Phys, Rev,j vol. 39, p. 397 (1931).

* Clat and Jongbn, Physica, vol. 4, p. 245 (1937).

® Compton and Turner, Phye, Rev.f vol. 62, p. 799 (1937) ; cf. also Compton,
WoLLAN, and Bennett, Rev. Sci. InstrumerUej vol. 5, p. 415 (1934).

*Regbnbr, Zeite, f, Phyeik, vol. 74, p. 433 (1932); cf. also Phys. Zeits., vol
.34, p. 306 (1933).
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the ionization, reduced to 2 percent of its surface value, is still decreas-

ing with increasing depth. The value labeled Jo in the figure was
presumed to represent the residual effect in the instrument. If Jo

is subtracted from the ordinates of the curve for the greater depths,

the result is a fairly good exponential curve corresponding to a value of

the mass-absorption coefficient (in water) of about m/p = 0.19 X lO”*.

This is almost 200 times smaller than the value iu/p = 0.036 cited

above, in air, for the hard 7-rays from Th C". At 8 meters below the

surface, the apparent value of /x/p according to Regener's curve is

about 0.76 X 10~®. At a similar depth (10 meters below the surface

at sea level) the data of Millikan and Cameron give about 0.9 X 10“®.

Thus the cosmic rays that cause ionization in deep water must be

something like 100 times more penetrating than the hardest 7-rays

from radioactive substances.

(6) Cosmic-ray Intensity at Various Altitudes above the Earth .—As a

typical example illustrating the variation of the ionization with altitude

may be cited the results obtained by Millikan, Neher, and Haynes^

near Fort Sam Houston in Texas (latitude 39°). Instruments were

carried up into the stratosphere by sounding balloons, each instrument

containing a recording electroscope and a recording barometer and

thermometer, all operated by clockwork. The electroscope was

recharged every 4 minutes from a charged condenser, which was so

well constru(*ted that it lost by leakage only percent of its charge

.

per hour. The instrument weighed 2.5 pounds and was carried aloft

by five l-meter balloons. As the top of the flight was approached,

the rate of ascent was diminished by the bursting of two or three

balloons; and after 33^ hours the instrument, automatically detached

from the balloons, floated back to earth supported by a parachute.

The parachute was of silk colored red, so as to attract attention, and

an envelope offering a reward for the return of the instrument was

attached. Four out of five instruments were eventually recovered,

two within 12 hours, one from a distance of 80 miles.

The results from two of these flights are shown by curve C in Fig.

220 (page 664). The ordinate represents the number of ions per cm.*

per sec. that would be produced by the cosmic rays in air at standard

density, which serves as a measure of their intensity. The actual

ionization at high altitudes is much less because of the lowered density

of the air. The abscissa in the figure represents the depth below the

top of the atmosphere in equivalent meters of water (calculated as

pressure in cm. Hg times 10.33/76, sea level being, therefore, at 10.33

on the axis of abscissas). The altitude itself can also be calculated

^ Millikan, Nbuea and Haynes, Phye. Rev., vol. 50, p. 992 (1936).
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from the recorded pressure, being about 92,000 ft. for the last point

shown on the curve (p = 1.29 cm. Hg, 98 percent of the way to the

top of the atmosphere).

The should be a more significant quantity than the

altitude for cosmic-ray work, however, since it gives directly the mass
of air above the point in question. For this reason—to digress

for a moment—the cosmic-ray ionization at a given point ought to

vary with the barometric reading; and such is indeed found to be the

case. From a long series of readings at different barometric pressures,

Compton and Turner deduced^ a decrease at Chicago of 1.6 percent

for each increase of 1 cm. Hg in the bai*ometric height. One might

expect to obtain a similar value from the altitude curve. Since 1 cm.

Hg means an increase in the effective depth of the atmosphere equiva-

lent to 10.33/76 meter of water, the apparent absorption coefficient

of the atmosphere at the earth's surface, as inferred above [Sec. 227(6)]

from the observations of Millikan and Cameron, would lead us to

expect a decrease per cm. Hg of 0.25 X 10.33/76 = 3.1 percent. This

agrees only as to order of magnitude with the direct value of 1.6

percent.

Curve C in F^g. 220 shows a maximum ionization of 240 ions per

cm.* per sec. (in standard air), as against about 2 at the earth's surface.

The most interesting feature, however, is the decrease within the upper-

most 5 percent of the atmosphere. This represents a real decrease

in the ionizing power of the cosmic rays. Did the instruments, then,

actually ascend above the source of the rays, which is, after all, in the

atmosphere itself? A more probable explanation is believed to be

the following. As the cosmic rays, whatever they are, enter the

atmosphere, they produce secondary rays of some sort; the ionizing

power of the secondary rays is greater than that of the primary, and
hence, as the whole set of rays, primary and secondary, proceeds

downward toward the earth, their combined ionizing power increases

for a time. Eventually, however, the number of secondaries will

reach an equilibrium value, and thereafter the ionization will decrease

again, as all rays lose energy in collisions with air molecules or are

stopped. What, then, are these mysterious rays that come out of

the depths of space? And what is the nature of the secondaries that

they produce? Are they photons? High-speed electrons? Protons?

Or some new kind of particle, hitherto unknown to physics?

230. Discovery of the Latitude Effect.—In 1927, the Dutch physi-

cist Clay made observations of cosmic-ray intensity during a voyage
between the Netherlands and Java (7® S.) and obseiwed that the

1 Compton and Txjbnbb, Phys. Eev., vol. 52, p. 799 (1937;.
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intensity was distinctly less in equatorial regions than in Europe.^

This variation, confirmed by him during later voyages and by other

observers, is hard to explain on the assumption that the cosmic rays

are photons; for there is no obvious reason why photons coming out

of the depths of space should tend to avoid the equatorial regions of

the earth. Just such a variation is to be expected, however, if the

cosmic rays are high-energy charged 'paHicles^ perhaps electrons. For

a charged particle would be deflected by the magnetic field of the earth;

if it were approaching the polar regions it would be moving more or

less parallel to the magnetic lines and would undergo a minimum of

deflection, but if its line of approach lay near the equatorial plane it

would be deflected to a maximum extent and might be unable to reach

the eartli at all.

The general theory of the effect of the earth's magnetic field upon

the motion of charged particles through it is very complicated. For

particles moving in the equatorial plane, however, tlie theory becomes

very simph^. Since the principal features of the motion are well

illustra ted in this special case, the appropriate theory may be developed

here as an illustration. For this purpose, as is done also in treating

thd! general ciis(^, we shall idealize the earth^s field somewhat by sup-

posing it to be exa(^tly the field due to a magnetic dipole of a certain

strength locahd at the CHjiiter of the earth.

231. Motion of a Charged Particle in the Equatorial Plane of a

Magnetic Dipole.—In the ecpiatorial plane of a dipole, which is a plane

drawn through the dipole and everywhere perpendicular to its mag-

netic axis, th(^ magnetics lines are everywhere perpendicular to the

plane, and tlu^ field strength is

^ oersteds,

where M is the magnetic monuuit of the dipole and r is the distance

from its center. In this field a moving particle carrying a charge of c

electromagnetic; units, positive or negative, experiences a force

F = evil
evM

which deflects it sideways
;
to an observer looking in the direction of the

magnetic Iin(;s (or northward at a point on the earth's equatorial plane)

the deflection is counterclockwise for a positive particle, clockwise ior a

negative one;. {Cf. Fig. 2 Hi, wliero the plane of the paper represents

the (Hiuatorial plain;, the dipole being indicated by M, The curves

* ('i/W, A had, Arnslcrdnm, Proc.^ vol. 30, p. Ill •'5 ('1927).
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AA, BB illustrate possible paths which might be followed in the
direction of the arrows by positive particles if the magnetic field is
directed away from the reader, or by negative ones moving in the
opposite direction, or moving with the arrows provided the field is
directed toward the reader.) Being perpendicular to the velocity of
the particle, the force does no work, and hence the hinetic energy of
the particle and ite speed v remain constant.

Let ^ denote the angle between the radius drawn from the instan-
taneous position of the particle to the dipole and the tangent to its

Fig. 216.—Diagram to illustrate the motion of a charged partide in the equatorial plane
of a magnetic dipole M.

path, drawn in the potion of motion (Fig. 216); let this angle be
measured positively in the usual counterclockwise Section from the
former line to the latter (hence, negative in Fig. 216 at g and h)-
The component of the momentum p of the particle perpendicular to
the radius is p sin^; and the moment of momentum of the particle
about the center M, measured positively clockwise (contrary to the
usual convention), is rpsini^-. (Here at slow speeds we can write
p = mo, but for energies of cosmic-ray magnitude it is necessary to
use the relativistic formula.) The component of the force F per-
pendicular to the radius, on the other hand, is

F cos^f^ ~ evHcoa^f =

Hence, by the usual principle connecting moment of momentum and
moment of force,

^(rp sin
1^) = rFdoaf = 5^cosi^.
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dr

3F

Hence^ by substituting in the preceding equation,

^(rpsin^) = eM dr

dV

(316)

and, upon integrating, we have for the moment of momentum,

rpsin^ (317)

where we have written ph arbitrarily for the constant of integration.

Thus we can write

sin^ (318a,6)

The reason for the choice of notation will appear presently.

Equation (318a) fixes the slope of the trajectory at every point in

terms of r. Hence, in general, if one position of the particle is known,

the trajectory can be traced. If we introduce a new variable, p = r/ro,

and a new constant, jS =* 6/ro, Eq. (318a) becomes sin ^ + i8p“^

It is thus made evident that a single set of curves for various values of

jS will serve to represent, in terms of r© as the unit of distance, the

trajectories for particles of all masses and energies.

Ambiguity arises, however, in tracing a trajectory past a point

where sin ^ = ± 1, because there sin ^ ceases to vary with and

hence ^ is not given accurately enough by Eq. (318a) . Or, in geometri-

cal terms, it is evident that from any point where sin ^ = ±1 the

path could be continued along a circle about Af, with fixed r and

sin^ = ±1, thus satisfying Eq. (318a); whereas this may not be the

true continuation of the path at all. To see how to get past such

points, we may employ the time rate of change of ^ as obtained by

differentiating Eq. (318a):

whence, by (316),

The algebra does not actually give us this equation at an instant when
cos ^ = 0, .but the equation holds both before and after such an instant,

and all quantities involved in it are continuous functions of the time^
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hence it holds also when cos ^ 0. Thus the equation will tell us

how ^ varies along the path near a point where sin ^ — ±1.

It is worth noting that, if 6 is given the proper value, these equations

possess a singular’' solution representing a circular orbit aboutM as

center, with radius equal to ro. On a circular orbit ^ — —^/2,

sin = —I, as at fc in Fig. 216, and dtp/dt = 0; by (318a) and (319),

these conditions are satisfied if

or if

r = ro, 6 — — 2ro. (320a,6)

The circular orbit could also be deduced by more elementary methods,

of course. We may call it the critical circle. Its radius, which is the

constant ro, given by (3186), above, diminishes with increasing momen-
turn or energy of the 'particle.

For the application to cosmic-ray particles, we are interested prin-

cipally in orbits that extend to infinity. A particle at infinity will be

approaching along a certain straight line (such as aa in Fig. 216);

and the distance of this line from ikf, multiplied by p, will represent

the initial moment of momentum of the particle about M, If we
make r = oo in Eq. (317), we find for this initial moment of momentum
the value ph. Hence, the constant 6 introduced above represents tlies

distance of the line of approach at infinity from the location of the

dipole at M,
The possible orbits now fall into two distinct classes according as

b ^ — 2ro.

1. 6 > — 2ro.
—^The properties of these orbits differ according

as 6 > 0 or 6 < 0. At r = oo, ^ = 0. If 6 > 0, Eq. (318a) shows

that sin rp increases as r decreases; hence \p continually increases up to

the value, ^ = t/2, at which point the path is perpendicular to the

radius (e.p., at j in Fig. 216). The corresponding value of r, symbol ri,

represents the distance of closest approach to the dipole, along this

particular path, or the distance to the ^‘perigee" of the orbit; its

value may be found by putting r = ri and sin ^ == 1 in Eq. (318a)

:

i = 7* + ••• ri = |(6 + Vb^ + 4r?). (321a,b)

(We reject the other root because it is negative.) At this point

d4^/dt > 0, as is evident from (319) and (321a); hence the orbit swings

outward again and recedes back to infinity; in fact, it is symmetrical

about the perigee. (Cf, orbit F in Fig. 217, where, as also in Fig. 216,
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the orbits are only very roughly correct.) Since, from (3215), for

6 > 0, ri > ro, none of these orbits for 6 > 0 penetrates the critical

circle. The orbits for 6 = 0 just touch it, with ri = ro (e.g., E in

Fig. 217).

If —2ro < 6 < 0, on the other hand, the term 6/r in Eq. (318a)

predominates at first over the term rg/r®, and sin ^ < 0. Hence ^
decreases at first (c/. orbits C, D in Fig. 217), reaching a minimum
value when 64/dt = 0 or, by (319),

and, from (318a),

sin^ =

Since we are at present assuming

this last equation for sin yp

defines a real negative angle.

Thereafter p increases again, and

the orbit, after crossing the criti-

cal circle, passes perigee at r = vi

as given by Eq. (321b) and then

returns to infinity. If h is close

to —2ro, however, the minimum
of p is close to — 7r/2, and at

this point r is close to ro, and

dr/dtj which eciuals — v cos is

much smaller than v] hence the

particle may revolve several or

many times about the critical

circle before plunging inward

and reversing its direction of

revolution.

2. b < ~2ro, \b\ > 2ro.—In

this case r and ^ both decrease

until yp becomes — 7r/2, at which

4r§

that b > — 2ro, so that \b\ < 2ro,

A B C D E F

Fig. 217.—A fow orbits (only roughly

correct) for a charged particle in the equa-
torial plane of a magnetic dipole M.

Dint, by (318a), r = rs, where

-1 = Lo + A, r* = |(-b + Vb^ -
4r*o).

r| Vi Z

Since —h> 2n, r* > ro. Hence in (319), at r = n,
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Thus^ continues to decrease. The orbit is, in fact, ssnnmettical about

r = r* as perigee. Since rj > ro, all orbits coming from infinity for

6 < — 2ro, like those for 6 > 0, lie entirely outside the critical circle

(e.g., orbits A, B ia. Fig. 217). For these same values of h it can be
shown that there exists another set of orbits which lie entirely inside

the circle and are periodic; but with these we are not concerned.

For the applications to cosmic-ray particles, the feature of greatest

interest about the orbits just described is the least distance from the

center, rat., to which the particle can approach for any value whatever
of 6. This wiU be the smallest possible value of ri for h > — 2ro.

From (3215) ,
we find that

for any value of 6, since 6/Vi® + 4r§ > —1 even if 6 < 0. Heni-c

the smallest value of ri occurs for the smallest admissible value of (>,

and, putting b = — 2ro in 0216), we find

rata = (\/2 - l)ro = 0.414 ro. (323)

The actual orbit for 6 = — 2ro, to be sure, does not come so close as this

to the dipole; it is a spiral wrapping endlessly about the critical circle

and approaching it asymptotically from the outside. But, for,

6 > — 2ro, orbits can be found whose perigee distance lies as close a.s

desired to rain as defined by Eq. (323).

A second point of physical interest is that, as stated above, aU
orbits for — 2ro < 6 < 0 cross the critical circle; orbits of this type can
be found, in fact, crossing at all possible angles. For, by (3216),
ri = ro at 6 = 0; and hence, in view of (322), ri < ro for any 6 < 0.

The value of ^ as the orbit crosses, symbol is found by putting
r = ro in (318a):

sinfo = 1 + —

•

ro

As 6 ranges from 0 to — 2ro, ^o obviously ranges from t/2 to —ir/2.

At the same time, ri ranges from ro down to rain or (\/2 — l)ro.

232. .Motion of Charged Particles in the Magnetic Field of the
Earth.—With the mathematical results of the last section before us, we
are prepared to discuss the conditions under which charged pai’ticles

approaching the earth in its geomagnetic^ equatorial plane will reach
its surface. The results of the general theory will then be stated

* The geomagnetic equatorial plane of the earth is a plane perpendicular to the
axis of that dipole which, placed at its center, best reproduces its magnetic field.
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for any direction of approach, without proof. In all cases the earth’s
field will be imagined replaced by the most nearly equivalent dipole
field.

(a) Partides Approaching in the Geomagnetic Eguaiorial Plane.—If
the momentum p of the particles is so small that r,^, as given by (323)
and (3186), is greater than the radius a of the earth, the particles
cannot reach the surface at all. We have rmin = a for a momentum
P = Pi, where

a = ra^ = (^/2 - l)ro = (v^ - 1) ..R (324a)

M ''Pi

Pi = (,^/2 - 1)*^. (3246)
- CL

A

Here M is the earth’s dipole moment and e is the numerical charge
on the particle, both in electromagnetic units.

As p increases above pi, rmia decreases and particles begin to strike

the surface at small glancing angles. They will come from the west
if they are positively charged, from the east if negatively charged
(positive ones moving counterclockwise in Figs. 216 and 217, if the
geographic north pole is below the plane of the paper). When p
reaches the value

(325)

ro, Jis given by Eq. (3186), has shrunk to the value ro = a. All orbits

crossing th(^ critical circle are now intercepted by the earth; since we
saw above that orbits cross this circle at all angles, the particlesmay now
strike the earth at all angles above the horizon. The same is true at

nil higher vnhuNs of the momentum.
If we wish to spe^ak of the velocity v of the particle in place of its

monu^ntum p, wo may calculate v from the relativistic formula,

E<i. ((>7) in See. 67,

_ nw
^ ”

(1 - v^c^)^’

m being the rest mass. The velocity of cosmic-ray particles is nearly

that of light, however, and hence varies little. It is more useful

to introduce the kinetic energy E. According to Eq. (281) in Sec. 196

^ -4
At small energies, i.c., if p <K me, this reduces to jEf == p^/2m *= mv^l2.

If p » 7/w, or E» mc^j the approximation

E — pc — rnc^ (326o)
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is useful. The kinetic energies Eio and corresponding to the

critical momenta pi and ps at which the particles just begin to reach

the earth or to fall upon it at all angles, respectively, can be found by
substituting for p in Eq. (326) the values of pi and pj as given by
Eqs. (3246) and (325), viz.:

For Fio, p = (V^ - 1)®^; for Em, V =
CL CL

If we insert in these formulas, for the earth,*

M = 8.04 X 10*® e.m.u., a == 6,370 km.,

and also c = 2.998 X lO^®, e = 4.803 X 10-10/2.998 X IQi® e.m.u.,

m == 0.9107 X 10-*^ gram for electrons or w = 1.0076/(6.023 X 10*®)

grams for protons, we obtain:

For electrons, Eio = 10.2 X 10® ev; E^o = 59.4 X 10* ev.

For protons, Eio = 9.3 X 10® ev; E20 = 68.5 X 10® ev.

These are enormous enerjgies; and it is noticeable that at -such high

energies the difference in mass between proton and electron makes very

little difference in the deflection of the particles in a magnetic field.

(6) Particles Approaching from any Direction ,—For the theory of

the general motion of electrons in the earth^s field, there are available

the studies made long ago by Stormer,® who ascribed the aurora to

excitation of the earth’s atmosphere by electrons coming from the sun.

The application of the theory to cosmic rays was discussed by Epstein,^

who pointed out that the variation of inertial mass with velocity does

not cause complications, and this application was developed in detail

by Lemaitre and Vallarta® and others.* The results of the rather

complicated analysis can easily be summarized.

If, as we shall suppose, the cosmicrray particles of a given energy

approach the earth equally in all directions, tlien, as Lemaitre and
Vallarta point out, they remain equally distributed in direction in

' Equation •(326a) is obtained by expanding thus;

me \ V /

* ^'Smithsonian Physical Tables/* 1934.

* StOrmbr, Terr, Mag., vol. 22, pp. 23, 97 (1917); vol. 36, p. 193 (1930); also

Nat. Acad. Sci.y Proc., vol. 17, p. 62 (1931), where references to the original

publications are given.

* Epstein, Nat. Acad. Sd., Proc., vol. 16, p. 668 (1930); vol. 17, p. 160 (1931).

* Lemaitre and Vallarta, Phys. Rev., vol. 43, p. 87 (1933); vol. 47, p. 434

(1936); vol. 49, p. 719 (1936); vol. 60, p. 493 (1936).

® For references see Johnson, Rev. Modem Physics, vol. 10, p. 193 (1938).
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spite of their deflection by the magnetic field. If the earth’s field is

that of a magnetic dipole, there is a family of periodic orbits in which

electrons might be trapped permanently, the critical circle in the

equatorial plane as described above being one of them. Most of the

orbits, however, extend to infinity.^ Critical energies Ei and E2

occur in all cases, corresponding to those described above, but these

energies decrease with increasing geomagnetic latitude® X on the

earth. At the poles, iSi = jB2 = 0. That J?i = 0 is evident without

calculation; for particles of any energy can easily reach the poles, if

the field is exactly that of a dipole—they have only to follow the axial

line of force, thus undergoing no deflection. At points on the equator

(X = 0), the values of Ei and E2 are those given sisE 10 and E20 above.'

At a given point on the earth’s surface, in geomagnetic latitude X,

particles with energy less than the value of Ei proper to that latitude

cannot arrive at all. As the energy is raised above iJi, particles

begin to arrive at the top of the atmosphere within a certain cone of

directions near the horizon; this cone opens from the west if the

particles carry a positive charge, from the east if they are negative.

As the energy rises, the cone enlarges. It consists of a principal part

and a number of narrow bands; within it the rays arrive with the

full intensity with which they approach from the depths of space.

When the energy reaches the second critical value, E^j the cone fills

the whole sky; particles now arrive with equal intensity from all

directit)ns, just as if the magnetic field were absent. No further change

in th(‘ arriving particles then occurs with further increase in the energy.

Or, viewing the distribution of the particles over the earth, we may
summarize as follows. Charged particles with energy less than a

lower limit Em cannot reach the earth’s surface on the geomagnetic

(jquator, although they may reach it elsewhere; Eio = 10.2 X 10® ev

(electron-volts) for electrons, 9.3 X 10® ev for protons. Particles

with cuicrgy exceeding a second critical value E20 arrive at all parts

of the earth’s surface from all directions and hence with full inten-

‘ SorjK! int(T(*HUng lisurc^s and photographs of electron paths are given by
Jiriiche, Zrits. J. vol. 31, p. 1011 (1930).

^ Cieoinagnctic hiiilude is measured from a plane perpendicular to the axis of

that magnetic dipole, situated at the center of the earth, whose magnetic field most

nearly jipproximatcs that of the earth. A better approximation can be obtained

by displacing the dipole some 200 miles toward the western equatorial Pacific

Ocean. The actual observed magnetic poles, whore the oarth^s field at it« surface

is vertical, dilTer considerably in position from the locations of the geomagnetic

poles, or those points at wluch the geomagnetic latitude is 90°; e.g.^ the observed

north i!iagiH‘tic pole is located at 70° N., 9C° W., whereas the geomoffnetic north

pole is at 7S° N., 69° W.
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sity, just as if the magnetic field were absent ;
J!?2o ** 59.4 ev for electronsi

58.6 ev for protons. As we move north or south from the equator,

the mimimim energy for arrival, JBi, and the minimum energy for full

intensity, JB2,
both decrease; between latitudes 30 and 50°, decreases

especially rapidly, until at magnetic latitudes above 60° even electrons

or protons of 2 billion electron-volts will arrive from aU directions

without diminution by the magnetic field.

Further details concerning the intensity of the arriving particles

are furnished by Fig. 218, copied from one of the papers by Lemaitre

eS9.6

Fig. 218.—Dependence of cosmic-ray intensity on magnetic latitude. (For explanation
see text.)

and Vallarta. The abscissa X represents the geomagnetic latitude,

measured from the geomagnetic equator. The ordinate represents

the total intensity of the arriving cosmic-ray stream, expressed as

percent of the maximum possible intensity; it also represents the

fraction of the sky from which the rays come, the number per unit

solid angle from this part of the sky being the same as it is outside

of the earth’s field. The curves drawn in the figure refer to particles

having given values of p = o/ro, as indicated near the center of each
curve [ffl — radius of the earth, j*o = radius of the critical circle, defined

by Eq. (3186)]; the corresponding energies in terms of billions of

electron-volts are given on each curve for two kinds of particles, those
for electrons preceded by the letter e and those for protons by p.

In using such curves in the interpretation of the observed ionization
due to cosmic rays, however, it must be remembered that rays entering
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the earth^s atmosphere obliquely have farther to go through it before

reaching a given altitude above the earth, and thus will be weakened
by absorption much more than are rays that enter vertically. The
centers of the curves in Fig. 218, at I = 50 percent, should give a fair

idea of the latitude at which particles of given energy produce half

of their maximum possible effect; but the variation of the effect due to

such particles with increase in the latitude will probably occur mostly

between the latitudes corresponding to J = 26 and / = 76 percent.

233. The Variation of Cosmic-ray Intensity with Latitude.^—In

1930, A. H. Compton, Bennett, and Stearns organized an extensive

survey of cosmic-ray intensity at various locations on the earth.

Observations were made at 69 stations by a number of cooperating

observers, all using similar instruments calibrated on the spot by
means of the ionization produced by a standard radium capsule.

These observations confirmed the existence of the equatorial drop in

intensity, as reported by Clay.

Compton pointed out, however, that his results correlated much
better with geomagiietic latitude than with geographic latitude, and
this has been confirmed by later work, especially by the extensive

sea-level observations of Millikan and Neher. The latter observers,

and Clay independently, discovered in 1934 that even the slight

variation in the strength of the eai-th^s magnetic field along the equator

is reflected in the cosmic-ray intensity, which is some 4 percent lower

in the East Indies and the Indian Ocean, where the magnetic field is

strongest, than it is on the opposite side of the earth, in equatorial

South America, near which the field is weakest.

All obseivations indicate, on the other hand, that the cosmic-ray

intensity docs not vary much from one location to another above geo-

magnetic latitude 40®, N. or S., which means in the United States

above, roughly, 30® in geographic latitude. From a geomagnetic

latitude of 40® N. or 40® S. to the equator, the drop amounts to about

10 percent on the average, rising to 12 percent in eastern Asia and
sinking to 8 percent in the longitude of equatorial South America.

The drop begins rather suddenly as the limiting latitude is passed.

The most accurate study of the equatorial drop is probably that

made by Compton and Turner. They mounted a recording electro-

scope on a steamship of the Canadian Australasian Steamship Com-
pany plying regularly between Vancouver and Auckland (New

1 C/. CoMi»'roN, Phya, Rev., vol. 43, p. 387 (1933); Millikan and Neher, Phys.

Rev., vol. 47, p. 205 (1935), vol. 60, p. 15 (1936); Compton and Turner, Phya,

Rev., vol. 52, p. 799 (1937). Other references are given by Johnson, Rev. Modem
Physics, vol. 10, p. 193 (1938).
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Zealand) and Sydney (Australia), the route crossing the geomagnetio

equator almost where it crosses the geographic equator. The observa-

tions were extended over 10 months.

A decided seasonal effect was noted in these observations, especially

at the extreme north and south ends of the range, where the cosmic-

ray intensity during the warm months averaged less than during the

cold months. In Fig. 219 are shown the curves obtained by Compton
and Turner for the four seasons, ordinates representing average cosmic-

ray intensity and abscissas the geomagnetic latitude. The seasonal

Fig. 219.—Variation of oosmic-ray ionization with latitude on the Pacific Ocean.
The value called “100 per cent” is chosen arbitrarily (and differontlv for the curves
NN, SS). (See text.)

variation, which has also been recorded by others, is believed to be
correlated with atmospheric temperature; such an interpretation is

supported by observations in Europe showing a variation of the same
order of magnitude with temperature at a given station. (Tempera-
ture effects on the apparatus itself were shown not to occur.) From
their data, Compton and Turner inferred a decrease of about 0.18
percent per degree centigrade of rise of temperature.

The temperature effect was believed by Compton and Turner to
account for perhaps 3 percent pf the observed decrease of 10 percent
from high latitudes to the equator. Correcting for it, they found as
the true geomagnetic effect the curve labeled NS in Fig. 219, repre-
senting ionization corrected to a temperature of 21 ‘^C. In drawing
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this curve, the southern half SS has been folded back over the northern
half NNN in order to show how nearly they agree.

The close correspondence thus revealed between variations in

cosmic-ray intensity and the features of the magnetic field at the
surface of the earth constitutes convincing evidence that at least

part of the primary cosmic rays must consist, not of photons, but of

charged particles of some sort. The effect of the magnetic field upon
the particles must be produced before they enter the earth^s atmos-"^

phere; for the atmosphere is so thin relative to the earth’s dimensions
that any effect produced within it could have little influence on the
large-scale distribution of cosmic-ray intensity over the earth. If

all of the primary cosmic rays are charged particles, however, those

which cause the ionization near the equator must have energies exceed-

ing 35 billion electron-volts (or p = 0.75), for otherwise, as is evident
from Fig. 218, the latitude effect would be larger than it actually is.

An alternative possibility, of course, would be that the equatorial

effect is due to an agency (photons?) which, for some reason or other,

is little affected by the earth’s field, whereas the latitude-sensitive

part of the cosmic-ray ionization is due to charged pai-ticles of much
lower energy.

From the curves of Fig. 218 and the remarks made above concern-

ing the use of these curves, it appears that particles of about p = 0.37,

or electrons of 8 billion or protons of 7 billion electron-volt energy,

would show little increase in their effect above latitude 40°. They
should also be iiiefifective below 25°, however, so that the further drop
in the ionization from that point to the equator must be due to the

presence of particles of still higher energy. Thus we may conclude

that the primary cosmic rays, whatever their nature otherwise, must
include charged particles of energies ranging upward from 7 or 8 billion

electron-volts.

At higher altitudes than sea Level, the latitude effect is much greater.

As an illustration, altitude curves obtained in different latitudes by
Bowen, Millikan, and Nehcr, with the use of sounding balloons, are

shown in Fig. 220. The abscissa represents dc^pth below the atmos-
phere in meters of water (1 atmosphere = 10.3 meten-s). We note that

the maximum ionization decreases by 73 percemt in going from high

latitudes to the equator (as against a decrease of 8 to 12 percent at

sea level). The decrease is about one half if the comparison is made
at altitudes a third of the way down from the top of the atmosphere.

The critical geomagnetic latitude, above which variation with latitude

ceases, seems to be 50 to 55° in the upper half of the atmosphere, as

against 40° at sea level.
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The higher value of the critical latitude at higher altitudes indi-

cates the presence of slower particles than those that are responsible
for the sea-level effect. Not much energy can be coming in carried b}'

particles of less than 2 billion ev (p = 0.2± in Fig. 218), however,
otherwise the critical latitude.would be higher still. The energies
must, therefore, range widely upward from 2 X 10® electron-volts.

A quantitative analysis made by Johnson* points toward a
broad ene^ distnbution with a maximum around 10 billion voltsand reachmg weU up toward 50 bilUon. The number of particles
however, measured per unit of the energy axis, increases continuously
TOth decre^mg ener^. The curve of total incoming energy falls off

a^lT
^ because of the smaller energy carried per particle.Such calculations, however, must be regarded as essentially tentative.

‘Johnson, Rev. Modem Physies, vol. 10, p. 193 (1938), espeeiaUyp. 236.
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234. Observations on Siu^e Cosmit-ray Particles.—The investiga-

tions described in preceding sections had to do with the average
ionization produced by cosmic rays. Methods have also been invented
for the observation of single particles, and such observations might be
expected to furnish more direct evidence concerning the nature of the

rays. Even if some of the primary rays are high-energy photons,

the ionization resulting from them will be nearly all produced by
Compton olocitrons ejected by the photons from the walls of the

apparat.us or fi'om molecules of the air, and it should be posable to

observe these secondary electrons.

Ckml-chamh(T observations of cosmic-ray particles were first made,

accidentally, by Skobelzyn in 1927.* (For a description of cloud

chambers see Sec. 213.) While studying the secondary |S-rays pro-

duced by 7-rays from radioactive material, he noticed occasional

triw^ks which were hardly curved at all in his magnetic field of 1,500

ga\iss. 'The ionization along these tracks was about as dense as aloi^

tlu^ tracks of the j8-rays; therefore, he concluded that they also were

made by electrons. From the smallness of the curvature of the tracks

he e.a lcula t<*d tliat the energy of the particles must be above 16 X 10* ev,

which I'xceeds any energies encountered in radioactivity. In direction

the track.s were stmngly concentrated toward the vertical. Skobelzyn

conclu(lc<l, th(‘refore, that these tracks were those of the particles

that iU'o n'spotisibki for the ionization ascribed to cosmic rays.

From th(! frc.ciuencj'’ of the occurrence of such tracks in his appara-

tus, SkoI)elzyn estimated that about 1.2 per minute crossed each square

(«>ntiin(^1.('r of a horizontal plane. Assuming a specific ionization of

•10 ion pairs p(M' cm. of track, he concluded that the particles would

cans*! a t.otal ionization of 1.2 X ‘^%o “ 0-8 pairs of ions per second

in each cubic; eemtimeter of air. This is of the same order of magmtude

as the ol>s(>rved c,osmic-ray ionization, 1.5 to 2 ion pairs per cm.* per

s('c. A b(;(t('r mod(;rn estimate would be an average of perhaps 70 ion

pairs per cm. of track [Sec. 235(6)] and 1.7 particles per cm.* per

minut e; thewo data give about 2 ion pairs per cm.* per sec.

Coiintn- oJmtnatiom constitute a second method for the detection of

individual charged particles. Whenever a counter is used for any

purpose, a slow bmikground rate of counting is always evident. Part

of t.his is (louldicss duo to radioactive contamination in the walls of the

count.er, for the background count varies with the material of the wall;

but. i)art of it is und(nd)tcdly caused by cosmic-ray particles.

In ordta- to eliminate effects due to rays from the walls of the

counUirs, which are not very penetrating, Bothe and Kolhorster

> Rkobkijivs. XeiU. f. Physik, vol. 43, p. 354 (1927); vol. 64, p. 686 (1929),
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introduced the device of using two counter^ and recording only instances

in which both counters discharged at the same moment, which they

called coincidences.^ In their work the counter discharges were

recorded on a moving photographic film running 1 cm. per sec., and a

coincidence was considered to have occurred when two counts were

recorded within. 0.01 sec. of each other. It will occasionally happen,

to be sure, that a coincidence occurs owing to the independent passage

of two particles, one through each counter; but the number of such

occurrences to be expected in a given time can be calculated from the

total counting rates of the individual counters. The number of

chance coincidences so determined was subtracted from the observed

number as a correction.

The arrangement just described was
used by Bothe and Kolhorster in an
attempt to measure directly the ab-

sorbability of the cosmic-ray "particles.

Their apparatus is sketched in Fig. 221

.

The circles C represent in cross section

two tubular counter chambers 5 cm. in

diameter and 10 cm. long. Between
these could be placed at will a (bor-

rowed) block of gold 4.1 cm. thick to act

as an absorber. The whole was sur-

rounded by iron 5 cm. thick and lead 0

cm. thick, in order to screen off all local

radiations and thereby permit only the highly penetrating cosmic-ray
particles to activate the counters. Two blocks Pb, Pb of lead were
placed close alongside the counters in an effort to stop particles that
might pass through the upper one obliquely and then be scattered into

the lower.

When observations were made with this apparatus near the roof
of the building, about 3 coincidences per minute were observed, and
this number decreased by 25 percent when the gold absorber was put
in place. From this result, Bothe and Kolhorster deduced the value,
fi/p = 3.5 X 10“^ cm.2 gram~S for the mass absorption of the cosmic-ray
particles. A similar experiment performed later by Rossi, ^ in which the
cosmic rays were filtered through a layer of lead 5 cm. thick placed above
the counters, gave /x/p = 1.6 X IQ-^ in a lead absorber 9.7 cm. thick.
For comparison, we may cite the value deduced from Millikan and
Cameron’s curve for the (apparent) mass absorption coefficient of the

1 Bothe and KolhOrster, Zeits, /. Physik, vol. 56, p. 751 (1929),
» Rossi, Zeits, f, Physik, vol. 68, p. 64 (1931),
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cosmic rays in air at sea level, /z/p = 2.5 X 10“*®. This is of the same
order of magnitude as that found for the particles in the counter
observations. The value deduced from the depth curve should be
higher, as it actually is, partly because few of the rays were filtered

out in making the measurements of the ionization, and partly because
many of them would be traveling obliquely and so should decrease

relatively more rapidly as the thickness of the absorbing layer of

atmosphere is increased.

The counter method was improved later by Rossi in two respects.

First, he replaced the photographic film by an electromechanical

device for recording the discharges of the counters.^ This was accom-
plished by connecting each counter to the grid of a three-electrode

tube in such a way that the discharge of a counter momentarily
lowers the potential of the grid and stops the current flowing through
it. The tubes are connected in parallel and function as comparatively
low resistances in a circuit that contains also a detector tube. When
passage of electricity through the counter tubes is completely stopped
by their functioning simultaneously, the grid of the detector tube
rises momentarily in potential and so causes a pulse of current in its

anode circuit, which causes in turn an audible click in a telephone,

or may be made to actuate a mechanical counter of some sort. Such a
(iountcr circuit can be used to record coincidences between any number
of counters.

'riie second improvement introduced by Rossi was the use of three

<u)unt^rs in a row,® an observation being recorded only when all three

counters respond simultaneously (or at least within a c-ertain very
small fra(^tion of a sc^coiid of each other). In this way coincidences

due to secondary ele(!trons ejected from the surroundings are effec-

tively eliminated. When a primary particle passtvs through the first

counter, only a secojidary produced by it in the walls of this counter

itself (‘.ould pass through the other two counters; but the counter walls

are very thin, and hence such s(MU)ndaries should be very few in iiiupbcr.

h]qually rare should be the occasions when two sc^condaries are pro-

duced in the surroundings by the same primary particle and one of

them passes through each of the other two counters. Two secondaries

pi-oduced by a high-speed photon will also seldom cause a coincidence.

A single se(H>ndary passing through the entire row of counters, however,

<^ould not be distinguished from a primary particle. Thus the arrange-

^ Uossi, Nature^ vol. 125, p. 036 (1930). A good oircuit for use with a single

f.ounter is dcHoribcMl by Nehcr and Harper, Pliys, liev,^ vol. 49, p. 940 (1936).
* Rossi, J. Physikj vol. 82, p. 151 (1933). Cf. also Tuve, Phya. Rev.,

vol. 35, p. 651 (1930).
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ment selects charged particles moving within a narrow solid angle

of directions. Such an arrangement of counters is sometimes called

a telescope.

Rossi also avoided screening the apparatus closely with lead all

round, because, as his investigations showed, secondary particles are

produced in such screens in large numbers and may seriously falsify

the results.

Using three counters (Fig. 222) in a vertical line, Rossi ^ studied

the absorption in lead of cosmic-ray particles which had already been

filtered through 7 cm. of lead (placed above the counters). Moving

one counter out of line was found to reduce the fre-

quency of coincidences to that which was to be

expected as a result of chance (1 in 26 hours as

against 1 to 2 per hour with the counters in line).

He found that 46 ± 5 percent of the coincidences

remained when 101 cm. of lead were placed between

the counters, concluding that nearly half of the

particles can penetrate such a thickness of lead. If

we assume for purposes of calculation that the

absorption is exponential through each successive

layer of lead, we find for the mean mass absorption

coeflicient-.inthefirstlOcm. oflead,iu/p = 1.8 X 10~®

(total absorption, 19 percent); in the next 16 cm,,

ll/p = 0.6 X 10’'®; and in the last 76 cm.,

p/p = 0.65 X 10~».

These figures show unmistakably that the cosmic

rays include charged particles of enormous penetrating power.

The two methods of observing cosmic-ray particles that have been

described were brought into relation with each other in 1931 by Mott-
Smith and Locher, who placed a cloud chamber between two counters

and noted that tracks in the cloud chamber and coincident responses

of the counters occun*ed together. This indicated that the two effects

must be due to the same type of charged particle. In 1932, Blackett

and Occhialini introduced the system, now generally employed, of

allowing the coincident discharge of the counters to release the expan-
sion of the cloud chamber. Such an arrangement is sketched in

Fig. 223. The counters can be connected so that a particle passing
through any chosen combination of them will release the mechanism
that withdraws the piston and operates the cameras. In this way,
much useless photographing is avoided (otherwise, it requires 10 to

Fio. 222.
'‘counter telescope”
used by Rossi in

studying the ab-
sorbability of oos-

mio-ray particles.
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20^ random expansions to obtain a track)
^ and only tracks having a

suitable position and direction are photographed.
From 1930 on, many investigations of cosmic-ray particles were

made by various observers. The interpretation of the results of such
experiments piesents special diflSlculties because of the enormous
penetrating power of the particles and because of their powerful
effects upon matter, and it is often hard to harmonize the results of
different investigations. We shall discuss only certain points on
which general agreement seems to have been reached, referring the
student for further information to recent
summarizing articles, such as appear
from time to time in the Review of
Modern Physics and elsewhere,^ or to the

literature.

Tho. interpretation of recent work has

often depended upon a precise knowledge
of the behavior of high-speed particles.

It will be convenient to summarize at

this point what is known in regard to

certain of their properties.

235. Energy, Mass, and Specific

Ionization of Charged Particles, (a)

M ea sureinent of Charge, Mass, and

Energy.—The standard method of crossed

elo(d.ric and magnetic fields (Sec. 44)

yields, for a cliargod particle, its velocity

and Iho ratio of its charge to its mass.

Additional obsc^rvations of some sort are

needed in onler to find e and m sepa-

rat<ily; from and the velocity, the energy can then be calculated.

VVhen th() velocity of the particle is almost equal to the velocity of

light, howev(‘r, the velocity becomes difficult to measure with sufficient

ae.(airji(\\^ to make the measurement significant. There is then no

point in using an electric field to deflect the particle; the easier measure-

ment with a magnetic field yields all the information that can readily

be obtained.

Formulas for the rapid motion of a charged particle in a uniform

rnagnei.ic field were obtained in Sec. 196. If M is its mass, q its

num(u*i(^al (diargo in electrostatic units, and p the radius of the circle

wlu(di it dc^s(U'il)es in a magnitude field of H oersteds, then, from Eqs.

Fig. 223.—A counter-con-
trolled cloud chamber, with
stereoscopic cameras CC. An
electric field is momentarily ap-

plied between the ring R and the
piston to sweep the space clear of

ions. [After Steams and Froman^
Am. Phye. Teacher^ vol. 7, p. 79

(1939).]

Cf. Am. Phys. Teacher, vol. 7, p. 79.
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(279) and (282), the momentum p and kinetic energy B of the particleare given by the equations^

E = mA(i +

If If «: Mc\ expansion gives, since (1 + x)M = j ..j. 3.^2 _

(327c,5)

(328)

(328a)

mJI!
^*

1!
^ expressed in electron-volts and m for the electronicmass, we have from the last equation, for a particle of mass M, numeri-

al charge equal to that of the electron, and kinetic energy E «: life*
approximately,

(3286)

(328c)

E„ = 0.088g(Fp)*,

within 1 percent if S < JlfcysO. If E» JIfe*, we have

-Ef» Mc^-. E = qHp - Mc^ + . ,

or, if q equals the electronic charge,

E„ == SOOHp - (ilfc*)«r,
(328(i)

vdthin 1 percent if £ > lOMc^ For the intermediate region, theplot shown m Fig. 224 may be of use in passing from one to another

Tn Wh Scales, logarithmicm both directions, are shown for both electrons and protons

of A conclusion from these formulas is that the curvature
of the path of a charged particle with energy greatly exceedinc its
rest energy (F» ilfc») is almost independent of its mass (p = E/qH
nearly). An approximate estimate of the energy of such a particlecan be made, therefore, from the curvature of its track in a cloudchamber wthout knowing its mass. Partly for this reason and partly

“ enXL!”^
particles were long supposed always to be electron, thienergies of cosmic-ray particles as determined from cloud-chamber

observations are commonly calculated on the assumption of an elec-troruc mass. An energy so calculated might be called an “ equivalent
electron energy. A more precise method of reporting &e datasometimes employed, is to report the values of Hp.

* ’

* - «>d. la Ih. follaaiag ...y,
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The curvaiure of the tracks in a cloud chamber thus gives priintirily

a measure of the energy, or, more precisely, the momentum of the
particle. The mase must then be inferred in some other way. The
principal source of evidence as to the mass, and also as to the magnitude
of the charge, has been the amount of ionization caused by the particle

in the gas in the cloud chamber. The sign of the charge can be inferred

from the direction of curvature of the path, provided the direction of

motion of the particle is known. In the case of cosmic-ray particles.

Fia. 224.—Relation between kinetic energy E in electron-volts and Hp (p = radius
of curvature in centimeters in a field of H oersteds), for electrons and for protons, on
logarithmic scales. Numbers on ourvo refer to the cross lines and give ratio of
velocity of particle to that of light. For a particle k times as heavy as an electron,

multiply Hp and E for an electron by k; or, multiply by 100 and read on the scales n
cross-section spaces to the right of or higher than the point on the curve where for h *
126, 158, 200, 251, 316, respectively, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

it may reasonably be assumed that tracks near the vertical were

traversed in a downward direction. Or, if a track passes through a

slab of absorbing material, it may safely be assumed, as in Anderson^s

discovery of the positron, that the particle traveled toward the side on

which greater curvature of the track gives evidence of lower energy.

(b) The Specific Ionization in Air ,—The ionization produced by

electrons in air has been studied experimentally over a wide range of

energies. ^ The ionization produced by a cathode ray has been found to

increase with increasing energy of the ray, up to a maximum of several

^See E. Rutherford, Chadwick, and Ellis, ''Radiations from Radioactive

Substances,” pp. 444j5^., 1930,
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thousand ion pairs per centimeter of path at an energ7 of 1,000 volts

or so, above which it decreases again. It was found by W. Wilson*

that for /3-rays of energies’ from 6 X 10* to 1.7 X 10* ev the total

ionization produced in standard air was almost inversely proportional

to the square of the speed of the S particle, decreasing from about
214 ion pairs per centimeter of path at 6 X 10* ev to about 46 ion
pairs at 1.7 X 10* ev.

The ions measured in these observations include those produced by
secondary dectrons ejected from molecules by the /8 particles with
sufficient energy to produce additional ions. The primary ionization

produced by the S particle itself can be determined separately by
counting the drops of water produced in a cloud chamber (C. .T. R.
Wilson). The path of most of the secondary electrons is so short that
usually all of the ions formed directly or indirectly as the result of a
single primary ionization lie at first very close together, and, if the
expansion is performed immediately after the passage of the d-ray,
a single droplet of water is condensed on the entire cluster. The
primary ionization determined in this way is about half as great as the
total ionization, at electron energies around 10® ev. The total ioniza-
tion itself can also be determined in the cloud chamber by delaying
the expansion a fraction of a second {e.g., 0.2 sec.) so as to give time
for the ions to spread out by diffusion. If the expansion is great
enough, each ion then gives rise to a separate droplet; or, the expansion
can be so adjusted that droplets form only on the positive ions.

As far as the appearance of tracks in the cloud chamber is con-
cerned, however, a complication is presented by the fact that occa-
sionally a secondary of exceptionally high energy makes what appears
to be a branch track. The appearance of the tracks is determined by
the average amount of ionization exclusive of that on such branch
tracks; this is called the probable ionization.

The term “specific ionization” is applied in a general way to any
number representing ions or ion pairs per centimeter.

Approxir^te theoretical formulas for the ionization produced by
charged particles of high energy have been derived from wave mechan-
ics. The way in which the ionization should vary with the energy
of the particle is illustrated by certain of the curves in Fig. 233 below
[Sec. 237(c)]. Curves e-ec and ep-ep illustrate the total and the
probable ionization, I'espectively, produced by an electron, whereas
the curves labeled p and ot160 illustrate the total ionization produced,
respectively, by a proton and by a “mesotron” (Sec. 238) 160 times
as heavy as an electron, the medium being in all cases air of standard

^ W. Wilson, Roy, Soc., Proc., vol. 85, p, 240 (1911).
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density. Actually the quantity plotted ia the rate of loss of energy
per cm., but the number of ion pairs produced is nearly proportional
to this, being about equal to the energy loss in ev per cm. divided by
32 (for air). References are given under the figure. The theoretical

formulas seem to agree with observation, but they have not been
checked thoroughly for electrons.

As shown by the curves in Mg. 233, the theoretical formulas
predict a decrease in the ionization, due to the decrease in the time
during which the particle can act on an atom, as its speed increases,

up to approximately the speed of light, when the energy of the particle

becomes of the order of its rest energy. Above this point the ioniza-

tion should increase again as the energy of the particle increases, but
very slowly, about as the logarithm of the energy; from 10® to 10^®

electron-volts, the probable ionization should about double. The
increase results from the increasing contraction of the electric field

of the particle toward a plane perpendicular to its motion (Sec. 36),

which in(*.rcases the sharpness of the impulse given to atomic electrons

by particles passing at some distance from the atomic center. A
further factor, causing an increase in that part of the total ionization

which is produced by secondaries of high energy, is the increase in

the maximum energy which can be transferred to an atomic electron

in a close collision.

Observations by Corson and Brode^ on cosmic-ray particles,

presumably electrons, with energies up to 30 Mev, gave evidence

of the predicted increase. They found a (probable) specific ion-

ization of about 50 ion pairs per cm. of path in standard air at the

minimum (just above 10® ev). The total ionization will then be

somewhat greater. The theoretical formula indicates a minimum
of about 50 ion pairs per cm. for the probable and 65 for the total

ionization.

The most important feature of the theoretical formulas in their

application to cosmic-ray observations is the way in which the ioniza-

tion should vary with the kind of particle. The ionization should be

roughly 'pwportional to the square of the charge and, hence, should be

about the same for positive and negative particles. Otherwise it

should depend, to a close approximation, only on the velocity. Since,

at given velocity, kinetic energy and mass are proportional to each

other, even in relativistic mechanics, it follows that particles of equal

charge but differerd masses should produce about the same ionization at

kinetic energies proportional to their masses.

» CoiiaoN and Brode, Phys. Rev. 53, p. 773 (1936). For a correction see Brode,

Rev. Modem Phyeics, vol. 11, p. 222 (1939), especially p. 228.
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Because of this feature, corresponding curves for particles qi

different mass in Fig. 233 are almost exactly alike in shape but dis-

placed relatively to each other along the axis representing the logarithm

of the energy. Thus a particle k times as heavy as an electron should

produce about the same ionization as an electron with an energy 1/k

times as great. Herein lies the reason for the relatively heavy ioniza-

tion ordinarily produced by a proton. According to the theory, how-
ever, a proton track, though clearly distinguishable from an electron

track up to a proton energy of 10® X 1,837 or about 2 X 10® ev,

should actually be less dense at proton energies exceeding 2 X 10®

electron-volts.

Since we have seen that the curvature of the tracks in a cloud

chamber gives at once an approximate value of the energy of the

particle, it is clear that, over a considerable range of energies, the

density of the ionization along the track furnishes information in

regard to the mass, at least provided the magnitude of the charge

can be inferred in some way with sufficient certainty.

In different materialSf theory indicates, with some support by
experiment, that the total ionization should be roughly proportional

to the total number of atomic electrons per cubic centimeter.

236. Showers and Bursts, (a) Showers .—When cosmic-ray tracks

are observed in a cloud chamber, it frequently happens that two or

in a cloud chamber. {Anderson and Neddermeyer.)

more tracks are seen which appear to have been produced simul-

taneously; often they diverge from a common center lying in the

walls or outside of the chamber. The first observation of this sort

was made by Skobelzyn, in the course of the work described above

(1927; Sec. 234). If there is a solid obstacle in the chamber itself,

such as a sheet of lead, groups of tracks may often be seen diverging



Fia. 226.—Reproduction of the first cloud-chamber photograph showing a track
recognized as that of a positron (Sec. 221). [Photograph kindly lent by Professor C. D.
Anderson, See Phys. Rev,, vol, 43, p, 491 (1033).]
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from a point in this obstacle; frequently a single cosmic-ray track

coming from above seems to end at the initial point of a group of tracks.

(Cf. Fig. 227.)

Such groups of tracks are believed to be made by showers of

(negative) electrons and positrons created as the result of the impact
of a high-speed particle or photon upon matter. From a statistical

study of the curvature of the tracks it is inferred that positive and
negative particles occur about equally often, and with energies ranging
from 1 Mev up to 600 Mev, 5 to 20 Mev being the most common
energy. The distribution curve obtained for them by Anderson and
Neddermeyer is shown in Fig. 225.^

Interesting statistical data on the occurrence of ehowers of varioiLs

sizes were also obtaLued by Anderson and Neddermeyer. ^ They
used a counter-controlled cloud chamber divided midway by a
horizontal lead plate 3.5 mm. thick, placed in a horizontal magnetic
field of 7,900 oersteds and viewed horizontally. At Pasadena, near
sea level, out of 2,684 photographs of cosmic-ray tracks, 383 or 14

percent showed showers of two or more particles. On Pikes Peak
(elevation, 4,300 meters above sea level), out of 1,775 photographs,
752 or 42 percent showed showers. Two-particle showers were the

commonest; but in both places the next commonest size was a shower
of 6 to 10 particles. One photograph obtained on Pikes Peak showed
more than 300 tracks of electrons and positrons, their total energy
being estimated to exceed 15,000 Mev; four others showed showers
of at least 100 particles. Often it was evident that the number of

particles in a shower increased as the shower passed downward through
the lead sheet. Three of their photographs are reproduced in Fig. 227.

The increased frequency of showers at higher elevations is an impor-
tant feature of these observations. An increase in the frequency of

all tracks would be expected, since the cosmic-ray ionization itself

increases with altitude; but the showers increase much faster than
the single particles, especially the larger ones. Frequencies of occur-

rence were calculated by dividing the number of photographs by the

time taken to obtain them, exclusive of the 15-second intervals required

after each expansion to reset the cloud chamber. The rate was thus
found to be 34 photographs showing tracks per hour in Pasadena and
120 per hour on Pikes Peak, The ratio of the number of photographs
per hour showing n tracks on Pikes Peak to the corresponding number
at Pasadena, for various values of ti, was calculated to be as follows:

1 'Tntemational Conference on Physics,” p. 174, University Press (John Wilson
k Son, Inc.), Cambridge, Mass., 1935.

^ Andebson and Neddebmeteb, Phys, Rev.^ vol. 50, p. 263 (1936).
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n 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11-20 21-100

Ratio. 2.7 7.6 6.9 17 24 18 33 24

The increase in the frequency of large showers at the higher elevation

is very striking.

(6) Bursts ofIonization.—In 1927, the German physicist Hoffmann,

while studying the ionization caused by cosmic rays in an ionization

chamber, noticed that occasionally a large deflection of his electroscope

occurred.^ He convinced himself that these deflections were not

caused by some defect in the apparatus and indicated, therefore, the

sudden production of a large burst of ionization. The phenomenon

has been studied extensively, especially since 1932. Bursts are

observed to vary greatly in size, their frequency decreas-

ing with increasing size. Apparently no limit can be

set as yet to the possible size of a burst. Using an ion-

ization chamber 36 cm. in diameter filled with argon at

50 atmospheres and shielded by 12 cm. of lead, at

Huancayo, Peru (altitude, 3,360 meters), Schein and

Gill observed a burst of some 10® ion pairs, which they

ascribed to about 10,000 cosmic-ray pai*ticle8 having a

total energy of some 10^^ ev; and they say that even

larger bursts occurred.*

No further details concerning observations on bursts

will be given here, however, chiefly because it seems to

be well established that they are caused by the same

showers of particles that are observed in cloud chambers.

Burst observations thus constitute an alternative method

of studying showers.®

(c) Observations on the Production ofShowers.—Still a

third method of observing showers of charged particles is by means of

three or more counters not placed in a row (if placed in line, they count

both showers and single particles).^ In 1933, Rossi used the arrange-

ment shown in Fig. 228. A coincident discharge of the three counters

can only be caused by a shower which contains at least two particles,

including the incident one (or, very rarely, by two independent parti-

cles passing through the apparatus almost simultaneously).

1 Cf. “International Conference on Physics,” p. 226.

* Schein and Gill, Rev. Modem Physics, vol. 11, p. 267 (1939).

^ For a summary of burst observations see Froman and Stearns, Rev. Modem
Physics, vol. 10, p. 133 (1938).

* Kossi, Zeits. f. Physik, vol. 82, p. 151 (1933).

Fia. 228.—
Sketch of three

nonoollinear
counters for

detection % of

showers gener-

ated in A.
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With the apparatus unshielded, Rossi observed 6.76 triple coinci-

dences per hour. The number of chance coincidences, calculated
from the rates of the counters when counting separately, he estimated
at 3 per hour. A lead plate 1 cm. thick, placed above the upper
counter at A, increased the coincidences to 14.1 per hour, owing to the
production of showers in the lead plate.

The number of showers as a fimction of the thickness of the shower-
producing matter was studied, using a similar arrangement, by varying
the thickness of the block A, When the counting rate with the block A
removed was subtracted as a correction, the number of the remaining

Fig. 229.—Itelativo numbers of showers observed under various thicknesses of lead.

coincidences, plotted against the thickness of the lead block A as

abscissa, gave a curve like the left-hand third of that shown in Fig. 229.

Many similar observations have been made subsequently by others,

the curve being thereby extended to gi*eater thicknesses. The figure

shows the data obtained by several observers. A considerable dis-

crepancy is to be noted for the greater thicknesses.

The maximum number of showers in lead occurs at a thickness of

about 1.3 cm. Some observers find a second slight maximum at about
20 cm. Similar results have been obtained using iron or aluminum.
Such curves, or similar ones in which the whole number of showers is

plotted, are called (Rossi) ‘Hiransition^^ curves.

It seems clear that the showers observed in this way are somehow
produced in the lead. That their number should increase at first

with increasing thickness of the lead is reasonable. The subsequent

decrease in their number, however, as the thickness is increased further.
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can only be due to absorption of the primary shower-producing agency.

For an increase in the thickness is equivalent to the addition of a

fresh layer of lead on top. This added layer will (1) itself give rise to

shower particles, some of which may penetrate the lower layers of

lead, and (2) absorb some of the shower-producing particles, so that

fewer showers will be generated in the underlying lead. If the lead

already in place is thick enough so that few of the shower particles

produced in the added layer can get through it, the absorption effect

will predominate; the number of showers observed below the lead

will then be decreased by an increase in its total thickness.

The initial rapid decrease of the showers up to 10 cm. of lead,

followed by a very slow continued decrease, must mean, then, that the

shower-producing agency, whether it be particles or photons, consists

roughly of two parts, a more highly absorbable or “soft” component

3

and a very penetrating or “hard” component. The

^ rate of the tiow decrease, corresponding to

/«/p = 0.6 X 10-*,*

agrees with the value ;t/p = 0.55 X 10“*foundbyRossi
for the absorption in lead of cosmic-ray particles filtered

through 25 cm. of lead, which would certainly represent

the penetrating component. The more absorbable rays

which, in the absorption measurements, wereremoved

^ by 10 to 20 cm. of lead would then represent the soft

component.

In order to explain the occurrence of a maximum in

Fiq. 230.— the transition curve at less than 2 cm. of lead, we must
toan^ment for suppose that the shower particles themselves are easily

ai^Sba^ty of absorbed. This hypothesis can be tested directly by
shower partides. measuring the pmetraiing power of the shower par-

tides. This is easily done by placing an absorbing screen above

the lowest of the three counters {e.g., at R in Fig. 230). It is found

that the shower particles are mostly absorbed by a few centimetere

of lead.

In view of these results, it is a reasonable hypothesis that the soft

component of the primary cosmic rays consists of shower particles

that have been produced, directly or indirectly, by the penetrating

component in the overlying atmosphere or in other material bodies.

The mode of initiation and growth of the showers in matter thus

becomes a theoretical problem of great importance. We shall devote

the next section to a ^scussion of this problem.

* Moboan and Niblsbn, Phys. Reo,, vol. 51, p. 680 (1937).
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237. Theory of the Shower Phenomenon, (a) The Shower ProceBB.
Until 1934, the origin of showers of cosmic-ray particles was generally
held to be a mystery. The materials for a theoretical understanding
of them had already been accumulated, however, and during the next
three years an apparently satisfactory theory for the common type
of shower was developed.

Several physicists, noting that shower tracks usually do not all

diverge from a common point, su^ested that they may originate in

cascade fashion.^ In 1935, Auger pointed to the production of elec-

tron-positron pairs by photons, which was described

in Sec. 221, as a possible step in the process. These
ideas led to the following picture of the life history

of a shower. A high-energy photon becomes con-

verted, in the field of a nucleus, into an electron and
a positron [c/. Fig. 231(a)]. These particles con-

stitute a shower of two rays; or, if the photon itself

had been produced by a high-speed particle, we have
at this stage a shower of three rays. The particles,

accelerated in the fields of other nuclei, then radiate

part of their energy in the form of fresh photons, this

process constituting the extension to high energies of

the process by which the continuous X-ray spectrum

is produced [Fig. 231 (6)], These photons in turn dis-

appear in giving rise to additional pairs of electrons

and positrons; these produce fresh photons; and so

on. At such high energies, it can be shown that the

particles and photons should usually move almost in

the same direction as the ray by which they are produced^ so that the

whole group of particles and photons will move on in close array.

The number of photons and particles in the shower may continue

to in(irciise for some distance. Eventually, however, the energy of a

parti(*le becomes so low that it loses more energy in the production of

ions than in the production of photons; its remaining energy is then

rapidly frittered away and the particle comes to rest. Similarly, the

photons come finally to lose energy principally by the ejection of

Compton electrons from the atoms, and soon after that they become

too weak to produce pairs. Because of these factors, the number of

rays (particles and photons) in a shower increases to a maximum and

then decreases again. In the end the positrons that have been

produced all combine with atomic electrons, and the total number of

(jharged particles in the world is thereby restored to its initial value.

1 C/. Montgomeby, Phy9. Rev., vol. 45, p. 62 (1934).

(a) (b)
Pig. 231 .—

Diagrams iUus>

trating the proc-

esses by whicli

showers are built

up.
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The entire history of the shower occupies, of course, only a minute
fraction of a second, since the particles are moving almost with the
speed of light.

To develop this hypothesis concerning the growth and decay of

showers in quantitative form, is is necessary to know the probabilities

of the various elementary processes that are involved. We shall con-
sider these in turn.

(6) The Laws of Pair Production by Photons .—The theory of the
conversion of photons into pairs is given in Heitler’s book on radiation. ^

The probability for the occurrence of such a conversion can con-

Fig. 232.—Approximate plot of the theoretical cross sections for tlie action of higli-
onergy photons upon atoms of lead, aluminum, or air: Cp/Z is the cross section ap for
absorption of the photon with production of an electron-positron pair dividcjd l>y the
atomic number Z of the atom {Z — 7.26 for air); <rc, the mean cross section for the
Compton ejection of each electron from any atom (the cross section for the entire atom
being Z(T(^ ; erph/Zt the cross section for photoelectric absorption of the photon divided by
Z (shown for lead only, inappreciable in aluminum or air for hv > I Mev) . The photon
energy hv is plotted logarithmically. {From data in Heitler, *'Quant\im Theory of
Radiation'' 1936.)

veniently be stated in terms of a cross section <rp for pair production.
If a uniformly distributed beam of photons, each of energy hv, passes
through matter containing n nuclei per cm. as many photons will be
converted into pairs per centimeter of matter traversed as cross an
area nap perpendicular to the beam. Or, the mean distance L that
a photon goes before being converted into a pair is L = I /{nap).

Theory indicates that ap should vary rapidly with the atomic number Z
of the nuclei, in fact almost as especially below hv = 25 Mev. The
theoretical values of ap for three materials, divided by Z, are shown in

Fig. 232. For comparison, the cross section per electron for Compton
1 Hbitlbb, W., ‘‘Quantum Theory of Radiatioa,*’ 1936.
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scattering, <rc, is also shown {nZ<rc being, therefore, the number of
Compton electrons produced per photon per centimeter of path),
and also the cross section <rph for photoelectric absorption of a photon
in lead, in which photoelectric absorption is still appreciable up to 5
Mev. Some values of L in centimeters are as follows:

Energy hv, Mev In standard air In A1 InPb

25 9.8 X 10* 27.4 1.25
100 5.9 X 10* 17.0 .86

1,000 4.6 X 10* 13.2 .70

When a photon turns into a pair, part of its energy becomes the

proper energy of the electron and the positron that are created; this

part amounts to 2mc^ or 1.02 Mev. The remainder takes the form of

kinetic energy. The latter may be divided in any ratio between the

electron and the positron; and the probability for either particle to

r’c^coive a given fraction of the available kinetic energy is, very roughly,

the same for all fractions.

(c) The Loss of Energy hy Charged Particles.—A charged particle

passing through matter may lose energy by any one of the following

processes (at least)

:

(a) ionization and excitation of atoms;

(iS) emission of radiation due to acceleration in the atomic fields;

(7) (H)llisions with nuclei resulting in nuclear transmutations.

In the case of particles of very high energy, (7) is known to occur but

is rare. l"hc principal causes of energy loss are therefore (a) and (jS).

The loss due to ionization and excitation can be calculated from the

obscrvc’id ionization, provided we know the mean loss of energy per

ion produced. Experiments with jS-rays indicate that in air the mean
loss is about 32 electron-volts per ion pair, not vaiying much with the

speed of the eh^ctron. The observed minimum value of the probable”

ionization, 50 ion pairs per cm., thus implies an energy loss of at

least 50 X 32 = 1,600 ev per cm. of path in standard air.

Theoretical formulas for the energy loss have been developed and

appear t.o be in agreement with such experimental data as exist. Some

curves plotted from the theoretical formulas are shown in Fig. 233,

as is explained further below, or under the figure. The theoretical

minimum loss due to ionization and excitation by electrons is about

11 Mev per cm. in lead, or 2,100 ev per cm. in standard air, at an

electron energy of about 10® ev; of the minimum loss in air, about

1,680 ev per cm. corresponds to probable ionization. The curves
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ir—150

233.—Some curves showing the approximate energy loss by charged particles
pasung through matter, as calculated from wave mechanics. Abscissa: kinetic energyE of the particle on a logarithmic scale. Ordinate: expectation (-dE/dx) of loss of
energy by a particle per cm. (iV particles aU of energy E lose N( --dE/dx)dx units of
energy in going a distance dx). Curve ePh — ecP&: loss due to ionization and excitation
of atoms by an electron in lead. eJPh - etPh: total loss when the direct emission of
rotation (due to acceleration of the incident electron) is included, the difference in
ordinates between this curve and the preceding representing the loss due to radiation
alone. Curve ep ” “probable” loss in standard air by an electron duo to ionization
and excitation, omitting single collisions in which more than 10^ ev is lost, c — cc, the
same loss when all coUisions are included, the fastest electron that leaves the scone of an
lomzing coUision being regarded as the incident one. e - et, loss by the same electron
when the direct emission of radiation is included. Curves ml60 and p: total loss in
standard air by a mesotron 160 times as heavy as an electron, and by a proton, respec-
tively. the radiation loss being negligible. Broken parts of curves are less certain.*

For mesotrons and protons, and for the probable” loss by an eloctron,
Bloch’s formula [Zeiit. f. Physik, vol. 81, p. 363 (1933)] was used, .is modified by
Babha for particles of spin [Roy. Soc., Proa., vol. 164, p. 257 (1938)'],
viz.: (- dE/ix) = {Zre*NZIiJ^*) {log [2M8«Tr/(l - (8>)/*Z»] - 2^»), where
e = rfectronic charge, N = number of nuclei per unit volume and Z is their
atomic number (Z = 7.26 for air), p. = me’ — rest energy of an electron, /S ratio
of velocity of the incident particle to that of Kght, / = 13 ev, FT - maximum
^owed loM m a collision {W - 10* ev for the “probable” loss, otherwiseW =. 2m(2M + E)E/l(M + fi)« + 2fiE]- where M is the rest energy and E the
kinetic ene^ of the incident particle). For electron coDisions with all lossesmclud^, M^Um s expression [Ann. d. Physik, vol. 14, p. 631 (1932)] was integratedup to Ir =* E/2y giving

{-dE/dx) - (2r«*JVZ/M/8»){ log [mi3»Z/(1 — /J»)/«Z’] + l -
- [2 - (1 - 1 /t,)s] log 2 + (1 - l/v)V8|,

^ f however, the curve in Fig. 233 was merely
continued so as to jom the probable-loss curve at 10* ev.
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for heavier singly charged particles, such as protons, are nearly the
same but with all energies increased in the ratio of the mass. Thus
the minimum loss for a proton should occur at an energy of about
1,800 Mev.

The energy lost in radicAion, owing to acceleration of the charged
particle in the fields of the nuclei (partly screened by the atomic
electrons), has been studied in a number of theoretical papers, cul-

minating in the treatment given by Bethe and Heitler in 1934.^

The radiant energy emitted per centimeter by a particle of mass M
carrying a charge ze (e = electronic charge), moving with kinetic

energy E through material composed of atoms of atomic number Z, is

found to be represented by an expression of the type

(329)

where f denotes a function that is the same for all particles and mate-
rials. At high energies, f tends to become constant; the rate of emis-

sion of radiant energy is then nearly proportional to the energy of the

particle. The loss of energy by radiation decreases rapidly with
increase in the mass M of the particle; hence, it is usually important
only in the case of electrons. Because of the factor Z*, the rate of

loss by radiation is much larger in matter composed of heavy atoms,

such as lead, than in matter composed of light atoms.

For our purpose it will be convenient to express the rate of loss of

energy in terms of an equivalent mean free path for radiation

This is a distance such that, if the loss by radiation were to remain

constant, the particle would lose all of its kinetic energy in going a

distance or, in going a distance dx at initial energy E, the expectation

of loss of energy by emission of radiation is EdxH, According to

Eq* (329), we can write

where F == I //.

An actual particle will not radiate all of its kinetic energy in the

distance of course, because, as the energy decreases, the rate of

emission decreases. Furthermore, the radiation is emitted in quanta

or photons; what has just been said has reference to the mean expecta-

tion of the emission of photons, not to a continuous emission of

radiation as in classical theory. A photoA may contain any fraction

1 Bbthb and Hbitlbr, Roy- Soc., Proc-^ vol. 146, p. 83 (1934). Cf. also

Hbitlbr, loc. cit.
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of the kinetic energy of the particle, from 0 to almost 1. According

to the theory, only slightly more energy is radiated, on the average,

in the form of photons containing less than half of the kinetic energy

than in photons each containing more than half. If we count the

photons emitted by a group of particles, however, we shall find more
of the small ones than of the large ones; the mean number of photons

per unit of energy varies a little faster than the reciprocal of hv.

In Fig. 233, the energy lost per cm. of path, according to the

theoretical formulas, is plotted against the logarithm of the energy E
of the particle. If y is the ordinate of the curve, the expectation of

loss of energy by a particle moving with energy E in going a distance

dx is ydx] or N such paiiiicles lose as a group Nydx units of energy.

As explained under the figure, some curves refer to the total loss

including the loss due to radiation, others to the loss due to ionization

and excitation of atoms alone; and, for electrons in air, a cuive is

shown for the loss by ionization and excitation when those collisions

are omitted in which the electron loses more than 10^ ev in a single

collision, the loss so defined corresponding to the “probable'' ionization

defined in Sec. 235(6). Curves are shown for electrons in lead, and,

in standard air, for electrons, for protons, and for mesotrons (Sec. 238)

160 times as heavy as an electron, the radiative energy loss for the

latter two kinds of particle being negligible over the range of energies

considered.

The curves illustrate strikingly the fa<Jt that the radiation loss

predominates at high energies (for electrons, above 100 Mev in air

or 10 Mev in lead). At energies exceeding the limits for the curves

shown, an electron whose kinetic energy is .B X 10® ev radiates on the

average about 30 E ev per cm, in standard air, or 1.95 B X 10® ev per

cm. in lead.

By integrating the area under the curve giving the total energy

loss, we can find the range of an electron in a given material as a

function of its initial kinetic energy, or the total distance that it will

travel before coming to rest. Heitler^ gives the following values of

the range in centimeters for an electron moving through standard air

or through lead, the initial kinetic energy B being expressed in terms

of mc^, the electronic rest energy, as a unit:

E 0.1 1 10 100 1,000 me*

Air 4.4 160 20 X 10* 63 X 10»

Pb 9 X lO-^ 3.7 X 10-* 0.30 2.5

^ Hbitlsb, loc, cU,
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(d) The Growth amd Decay of Showers .
—^The application of the

theoretical results just described to the growth and decay of showers is

complicated by the great straggling of the elementary processes.

Pairs and photons may be produced quickly, or their production may
be delayed; and the energy of individual particles or photons may vary
over a wide range. For this reason, to follow the course of a shower
mathematical]3

'’ presents a difficult problem which has been solved

only roughly.^ We can cite only the results of the analysis. Before

doing this, however, it may be instmctive to describe a simplified

model of the shower process which predicts correctly many of its

principal features.

For this purpose, let us assemble rough values of a few of the quanti-

ties that are important in shower production, as follows:

Standard air A1 Pb

L(for hu ss 1,000 Mev) 4.5 X 10*

3.3 X 10*

13 0.7 cm.

5 (for radiation) 10 0 . 5 cm.
£7j(ionization « radiation) 120 65 9 Mev
Ri 280 X 10*

25

8 0.5 cm.
Ecp 16 5 Mev

Here L is the mean free path for pair production, and { is the cor-

responding quantity for the emission of radiation by an electron,

as just defined. Ei is the energy of an electron at which its mean
loss of energy due to inelastic collisions (ionization and excitation)

equals that due to the emission of radiation; and Ri is the approximate

range of such a particle in the material in question, or the distance it

will go before stopping if it starts with energy Ei. Ecp is the photon

energy at which the probability of loss of energy from the photon

by production of a Compton electron equals the probability of loss

due to pair production.

To develop a simplified theory, let us now assume, arbitrarily,

that each charged particle produced as one member of a pair goes a

distance $ and then emits all of its kinetic energy in 1 or more photons.

Sinc,e the average frequency at which radiation is actually emitted,

as stated above, is about v/2, where hv = JE?, the energy of the particle,

we might expect about 2 photons from each particle. The number of

photons increases rapidly, however, as the frequency is decreased;

^ Carlson and Oppbnhrimeb, Phya . Rev., voL 51, p. 220 (1937); Bhabha and
Hbitlbh, Roy. Soc,, Proc., vol. 159, p. 1 (1937); Snyder, Phya. Rev., vol. 53, p. 960

(1938).
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a given amount of enei^ at a frequency j'/4, e.g., would make 4

photons, as against % at frequency 3v/4. A better estimate, there-

fore, should be 3 photons pe!r particle. Each photon, we will assume,

goes a distance exactly equal to L and then turns into two particles,

whose energies 'we suppose to be equal, as they actually are on the-

average. The net result, on this simplified picture, will then be that

in a distance { -f L one particle is replaced by 3 X 2 = 6 particles.

This is equivalent to an average rate of multiplication in proportion

to eT^*, where x is the distance covered from the beginning of the

shower and = 6; since, as appears from the data given above,

1/ = 1.4 1 roughly, this makes = 6 and

^log6^ 1

2.4J 1.345

In an actual shower, of course, photons and particles will coexist.

But photons are produced more rapidly than particles, and smaD
photons are produced especially rapidly; hence, we might expect to

find about twice as many photons as particles in a shower.

To allow roughly for the effects of ionization, we might now make
the simple assumption that the shower stops when the energy of each

particle equals the value at which losses by ionization become
equal to losses by radiation. Assuming that particles and photons

have equal energies, we should thus obtain for the maximum number
of particles in a shower (3^)(£^o/l?<), Bo being the initial total energy.

The distance covered up to this point would be Xx, where

Ei

or xi == 1.34 { log (Eo/Ei), Eo/Ei representing the total number of

particles and photons. Actually, however, ionization losses and
straggling would stop the net growth of the shower somewhat before

the point xi is reached and, on the other hand, would keep it going with
diminishing strength for a considerable distance beyond. We may
try to make a first correction for straggling by assuming that at the

point Xi half of the particles have sunk below Ei in energy and have
been stopped. We are thus led to put down as rough estimates of the

maximum number Nm of charged particles in the shower and of the

distance Xm from the starting-point at which the m,aximum number
occurs

Nn, = (331o,6)
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The corresponding values derived from the mathematical analysis,
according to Berber, * are well represented, for Eo/Ei > 20, by the
equations

= 0.4J 1^

1 + 1.6 (log - l) ,

a:* = f
P 0.81ogf! + 0.5

-a
,

(332a)

(3326)

A few values calculated from these equations are:

Eo/Ei 25 WM 100 250 500 1,000
log {Eo/El) 3.22 Kl9 4.61 5.52 6.21 6.91

4.7 15 35 65 124
1.8 WM 3.4 4.4 5.2 5.9

These values are of the same order of magnitude as the rough estimates
given by the easily remembered Eqs. (331a,6).

Additional features predicted by our simplified theory and con-

firmed by the more exact analysis are the following:

1. The general course of the shower is the same whether it is

started by a particle or by a photon.

2. Showers in different materials differ chiefly in the spatial scale

of the phenomenon. The maximum occurs in lead at 1 to 3 cm.,

depending on the energy of the initiating ray, in iron at four times

as great a distance, and in standard air at % to 2 kilometers. The
whole range of the shower will be several times as great as the distance

to the maximum.
3. The number of photons in a shower should be nearly double the

number of particles.

4. The maximum number of particles should increase linearly with

Eo (actually a little more slowly)
; and it may attain any magnitude

if the initial energy is sufficiently large.

One other interesting feature, predicted by the more exact theory

and due especially to the relatively rapid production of small photons,

is:

5. The rays composing the shower soon come to be distributed in

energy roughly in proportion to 1/E\ Such a distribution has been

found to agree well with statistical studies in the cloud chamber.
I Sbbbeb, Phys. Rev., vol. 54, p. 317 (1938).
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The most interesting application of shower theory, perhaps, is to

the upper atmosphere of the earth. The number of cosmic-ray

particles traveling within 20® of the vertical has been measured at

high altitudes, by Pfotzer in latitude 49®, and by Carmichael and
Dymond near the north magnetic pole.^ To make these observations,

triple-coincidence arrangements of counters were sent aloft carried

by pilot balloons; in the work of Carmichael and Dymond the counts

were transmitted to the ground by radio, and the atmospheric pressure

was inferred from the observed wave length of transmission. Closely

similar curves were obtained at the two locations, rising to a maximum
at 8 cm. Hg or about a tenth of the way below the top of the atmos-

phere, and dropping to half of the maximum value at 2 cm. in the case

of Pfotzer’s observations. The upper parts of these curves agree

well in shape with a theoretical curve drawn to represent the number
of particles at various depths in a shower assumed to be initiated at

the top of the atmosphere by an electron of 7 X 10® ev energy. Since

this energy lies in the range that is inferred for part of the primary

cosmic rays from the latitude effect (Sec. 233), the agreement of the

theoretical and experimental curves supports the hypothesis that the

primary cosmic rays consist in large part of electrons which prodiujo

showers in the atmosphere and that the high ionization in the upper

part of the atmosphere is mostly due to the electrons and positrons

in these showers.

Before leaving the subject of showers, two final remarks concerning

the observations should be made.

Occasionally a charged particle appears to eject an atomic electron

from an atom with very high energy; thus one particle may be seen

to enter a plate of material and two to leave it. If the incident

particle is negative, the nature of such an occurrence is unmistakable.

If the incident particle is a positron, however, it may be impossible

to tell whether the emergent pair of particles arose in the manner
described or represents a true shower of two particles, the incident

particle having stopped in the plate after emitting a high-energy

photon.

Our discussion has been limited, furthermore, to showers of thc^

ordinary type, in which all tracks are ^‘well collimated*^ or not too

far from parallel (an average semiangle of divergence of 10 to 15®).

Occasionally showers are observed in the cloud chamber in which

the tracks do not seem to be collimated at all, and in such cases heavy

tracks ascribed to recoil atoms are often seen. Such showers are

1 Pfotzer, Zeits. f. Physikj vol. 102, pp. 23, 41 (1936)
;
Carmichael and

Dymond, Nature,, vol. 141, p. 910 (1935).
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believed to be due to nuclear disintegrations induced by the cosmic

rays in some manner not yet well understood.

238. Mesotrons.—^After the discovery of the latitude effect on

cosmic-ray ionization, the belief became general that the primary

cosmic rays consist, at least in large part, of (negative) electrons.

It was also believed that the cosmic-ray tracks seen in cloud chambers

are mostly made either by these primary electrons or by secondary

electrons or positrons.

By the end of 1934, however, several difficulties with this inter-

pretation had emerged.

Let us consider what energy an electron would have to have in

order to penetrate the whole depth of the atmosphere. If we multiply

an ionization loss of about 2,500 ev per cm. by the thickness of the

atmosphere in terms of standard air, or 8 X 10® cm., we obtain

2 X 10* ev for the total loss. This is less than the energies with

which most of the primary rays enter the atmosphere, as inferred from

the latitude effect (up to 10** ev or more—see Sec. 233).

So far, therefore, the assumption that the primary cosmic rays are

electrons meets with no difficulty. The picture is changed completely,

however, when losses by radiation are included. The total loss

becomes then, roughly, 2,500 + 3 X 10-®J5 ev cm.“*, E denoting the

energy of the electron and the second term representing the mean

loss of energy due to radiation iwicording to the Bethe-Heitler formula

[Sec. 237(c)]. Thus in a distance dx the mean loss is

dE = -{a + hE)dx,

where a = 2,500, 5 = 3 X 10"®; whence, upon integrating,

jf?f» being; the initial (^nerg;y in ev at a; = 0. Thus E becomes zero,

and the electron stops moving, when

or

x = 3.3 X 10Mog(l + 1.2 X 10-«J5o) cm.

To make x = 8 X 10® cm., so that the particle can just reach the earth,

we should have to have
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If Eq were only 10^^ ev, which is already far above the upper limit of

6 X 10® for the latitude effect, the range in standard air would be

only 2.4 km. Thus electrons or positrons with energy of ordinary

cosmic-ray magnitude could not possibly get through the whole

thickness of the atmosphere.

Similar difficulties were revealed by laboratory experiments. As

we have seen in Sec. 234, Rossi detected charged particles capable of

passing through a meter of lead, which is equivalent, as regards

theoretical energy loss, to more than the whole atmosphere. Further-

more, as we have pointed out before, with a cloud chamber in a

magnetic field, it is possible to determine directly the loss of energy

by a particle in passing through a layer of matter; it is only necessary

to measure the difference in the curvatures of the tracks above and

below the layer of matter, from which the change in energy can be

calculated [with a possible error of a few percent in case the mass

of the particle is uncertain—see [Sec. 235(a)]. Extensive measure-

ments of this sort were begun by Anderson in 1932, at Millikan's

suggestion, and were continued by Anderson and Neddermeyer^ and

others.^ In such observations it was found very difficult to secure

consistent results. In some cases, energy losses were obseived that

agreed well with the Bethe-Heitler theory of radiation, which had

been brought out in 1934. In other cases, especially for high-energy

particles, the loss was certainly much less. For a few years, it was
believed that all of the known facts taken together pointed toward

a breakdown of the wave-mechanical theoiy of radiation for electron

energies above 10® electron-volts. The development of the theory of

showers was probably delayed for a time by this erroneous conclusion.

As the experimental work progressed, however, it gradually

became clear that all cosmic-ray particles are not alike. In 1936,

Anderson and Neddermeyer reported observations on the amount of

energy lost by cosmic-ray particles in passing through a lead plate

3.6 mm. thick placed across a cloud chamber. They found that,

although the individual variations were enormous (presumably due to

straggling in the emission of photons), the average loss by particles

forming part of showers was in approximate agreement with the theory.®

For a further test, Neddermeyer and Anderson replaced the lead

plate by one of platinum 1 cm. thick, equivalent to nearly 2 cm. of

lead.^ It was found that shower particles of energy below 500 Mev

^ Anderson, Phys, Rev,, vol. 41, p. 405 (1932), and later issues of theP/iy«. Rev,

* For references see Rev, Modem Physics, vol. 10, p. 174 (1938).
* Anderson and Neddermeyer, Phys, Rev,, vol. 60, p. 263 (1936).
* Neddermeyer and Anderson, Phys, Rev,, vol. 51, p. 884 (1937).
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could get through even such a thick plate in small numbers, but they
emerged with almost a total loss of their energy. This can be tinder-

etood if these particles are electrons or positrons and are able to
traverse the plate only because their radiative energy losses happen
to be abnormally low. The particles occurring singly, on the other
hand, lost, as a rule, less than half of their energy in traversing the
platinum.

The data in question and some later ones are shown in Fig. 234.

The abscissa represents the energy with which a particle entered the

Fio. 234.—Energy loss in 1 cm. of piutiiium as fuuution of incident oiiorgy. (Energy
calculated on assumption of electronic mass.) {Anderson and Neddenncyer.)

cloud chamber, the ordinate, its loss of energy in passing through
1 cm. of platinum. Circles refer to shower particles, solid dots to

particles that occurred alone. All points referring to particles that

traverse the platinum must necessarily lie below the line drawn in the

diagram, since this line represents total loss of energy in the plate.

The plot furnishes clear evidence for the conclusion that at least two
different kinds of cosmic-ray particles occur in cloud chambei*s, char-

acterized by wide differences in penetrating power. The occurrence

of cases of an apparent gain of energy, however, well illustrates the

difBlculty of making accurate measurements of this type. Highly
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penetrating particles, with, energi^ up to 10® ev, have been reported

also by Crussard and Leprince-Einguet.^

All of the facts can be brought into harmony with the wave-
mechanical theory of radiation if we assume that the exceptionally

penetrating particles have a mitch smaller ratio of charge to mass than

has an electron. As we have seen, a satisfactory theory of showers

can be developed, using wave mechanics, on the assumption that

showers consist of electrons, positrons, and photons. Furthermore,

it is possible to interpret the soft or nonpenetrating component of the

cosmic rays, defined as that part of the rays which is absorbed by
about 10 cm. of lead [Sec. 236(c)], as consisting of shower rays that

have been produced in solid objects or in the atmosphere above the

point of observation. The penetrating component of the cosmic rays

is then presumably to be identified with the penetrating particles

observed in cloud chambers. What is the nature of these particles?

Can they be protons? A proton would suffer no appreciable loss

by radiation in passing through matter, losing energy only by ioniza-

tion, and so would be much more penetrating than an electron. The
following objections can be raised, however, against the assumption

that the particles in question are protons:

1. Since more than a third of them carry a negative charge, it

would be necessary to admit the existence of negative protons, for

whose existence there is no other evidence.

2. The tracks of the penetrating particles are scarcely distinguish-

able from electron tracks, whereas a proton of energy below 2 X 10® ev

should make a track many times heavier. If the penetrating particles

are protons, they ought often to be seen close to the end of their

range, moving slowly enough to cause dense tracks. Careful search

by several investigators has failed to reveal an appreciable number
of such tracks in cloud chambers.®

3. The distribution in energy of the high-speed electrons ejected

from atoms by penetrating particles does not agree well with that

obtained from theory on the assumption that these particles are

protons, but would be consistent with a mass several times smaller.®

In view of these considerations, it is thought that the penetrating

cosmic-ray particles are probably a new type of particle, with a mass
intermediate between the masses of the electron and the proton.

From Eq. (329), it is evident that the mass would only have to be

10 to 20 times the electronic mass in order to reduce the radiation loss

1 Cbussard and Lbpbincb-Ringubt, J, de Physique, vol. 8, p. 213 (1937)
* C/. Beo, Modem Physics, vol. 10, p. 180 (1938).
s Ibid,, vol. 11, p. 203 (1939).
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to small proportions and so make the particles highly penetrating.

Various names have been proposed for these new particles (dynaton,

yukon, barytron, heavy electron); the drift is toward the name
mesotron or, perhaps, meson.^

The mass of the mesotron has been estimated mostly from its ioniz-

ing power in the gas of the cloud chamber. As stated in Sec. 236(6),

a particle carrying the same charge as an electron but k times as heavy
should ionize almost like an electron having an energy 1/ft times as

great. In 1937, Street and Stevenson^ obtained a track in a cloud

chamber under 11 cm. of lead with Hp = 9.6 X 10^ oersted-cm. and a

specific ionization about 6 times as great as in normal thin tracks.

If the particle entered from above, its sign was negative. The heavy

ionization would be explained if this particle had a mass 130 ± 30

times the electronic mass. It certainly was not a proton, for, if it

had been, its energy would have been only 4.5 X 10® ev [by Eq.

(3286)];. a proton of this energy is known to have a range of only

1 cm. in standard air, whereas the track in question was clearly

visible over a length of 7 cm. A thousand counter-controlled expan-

sions were necessary to obtain this single useful track.

Other estimates of the mass of the mesotron have ranged from

100 to 400 times the electronic mass; a favorite guess is about 180.

Perhaps the mass is not a fixed quantity. Only further experiments

can answer this question.

239. Origin and Fate of Mesotrons.—If mesotrons exist, where do

they come from, and what becomes of them? There is at present no

evidence that they play any role in ordinary nuclear transformations

or in any other laboratory phenomena.

There is some evidence, furnished by airplane observations at

25,000 ft., that mesotrons may be produced by photons.® An indirect

argument of another sort, on the other hand, indicates that they may
be produced principally by 'primary protons.

At low latitudes, more mesotrons are observed to come from direc-

tions west of the zenith than from directions east of it. Now, as was

explained in Sec. 232, the theory of the motion of charged particles

through the earth’s magnetic field indicates that such particles, if

their energy lies in a certain range, should arrive at the earth pre-

dominantly from the west or from the east according as they carry

positive or negative electrical charges. Observation shows that about

^Mesotron is apparently formed from the Greek root '*moso,*’ middle, and a

meaningless fragment of the word, electron.

* Strbidt and Stevenson, Phys. Rev.^ vol. 52, p. 1003 (1937).

’ScHEiN and Wilson, Rev. Modem Physics, vol. 11, p. 292 (1939).
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57 percent (or 73 percent?) of the mesotrons are positively charged.

Such a moderate predominance of positives, however, does not seem
to be suflBicient to account for the observed '^east-west asymmetry”
in their directions of arrival if we assume that the mesotrons are them-

selves the primary particles. From an analysis of all of the data,

Johnson concludes that the part of the cosmic-ray ionization which

varies with latitude must be entirely due, directly or indirectly, to

positive primary particles.^ If this is true, the mesotrons must
represent secondary particles of some sort produced in the earth^s

atmosphere.

At this point speculative theory steps in with the suggestion that

protons colliding with other protons or with neutrons in the nuclei of

atoms may be able to produce mesotrons in a manner rather analogous

to the production of photons by electrons in colliding with nuclei

(e.p., in the emission of continuous X-rays).^ Thus we arrive at the

hypothesis that the mesotrons are produced by primary protons

entering the earth's atmosphere from the outside.

This conclusion is supported by recent observations by Herzog,

who succeeded in taking cloud-chamber photographs on an airplane

at 29,000 ft. and found many heavy tracks which he ascribed to

protons.*

Unlike the mesotrons, showers do not exhibit an east-west asym-

metry of any magnitude, at least not at high altitudes.^ Taken in

conjunction with the shower theory, this fact suggests that the primary

particles which cause most of the showers at high altitudes consist of

electrons and positrons in about equal proportions.

As to the ultimate fate of the mesotrons, the theoretical specula-

tions just mentioned indicate that they should spontaneously turn

into electrons or positrons, according to the sign of their charge;

part of their energy, including the excess of their rest energy, will

then be either emitted in radiation or carried off by a neutrino (Sec.

212). There is as yet (1940) no satisfactoiy experimental evidence

that mesotrons do become electrons or positrons. Several phenomena
are known, however, which are most easily explained on the assump-

tion that for some reason or other the mesotrons possess a limited

mean life in the atmosphere.

The slight decrease of the cosmic-ray ionization with rise of temper-

ature, mentioned above (Sec. 233), would be accounted for if the

^ Johnson, Rev, Modem Physics, vol. 10, p. 232 (1938).

* For references see Rev, Modem Physics, vol. 10, p. 176 (1938).
* Hhbzog, Phys, Rev., vol. 69, p. 117 (1^1).
« Cf, Rev, Modem Physics, vol. 10, p. 228 (1938).
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mesotrons decay spontaneously. For, a higher temperature, at

given barometric pressure, means that the atmosphere extends

farther upward from the earth, so that the mesotrons produced

in it have farther to go and more of them perish before reaching

the earth. ^

Data of another sort pointing to the existence of mesotron decay

have been obtained by Rossi, Hilberry, and Hoag.® Using a vertical

counter telescope, with 12.7 cm. of lead between the counters in order

to stop the soft component of the cosmic-ray paiiiicles, these experi-

menters compared the mesotron intensities at four different elevations

near latitude 50®, viz., at Chicago (180 meters) and stations at 1,616,

3,240, and 4,300 meters in Colorado. The observed increase of

mesotron intensity with altitude was ascribed to a combination of

absorption and disintegration of the mesotrons in the intervening

vertical air mass. At each station except Chicago, the absorption in a

thickness of graphite equal to 87 grams cm.*"® was also determined.

Carbon has the same ratio of electrons to mass as have nitrogen and

oxygen; therefore, the true absorption of mesotrons in the two mediums
should be about the same. Nevertheless, only about half as many
mesotrons were found to be stopped by the graphite as by an equal

mass of atmospheric air. The additional apparent absorption in

the air may be due to spontaneous disintegration of the mesotrons

during the longer time it takes them to traverse the air.

On this assumption, it was calculated from the data that a meso-

tron of cosmic-ray energy would travel in a vacuum an average

distance of 9.5 km., o<^ciipying a time of 3.2 X 1()~® sec., before dis-

integrating. For a mesotron at rest, the mean life would then be

about 2 X 10"” sec., the longcu’ time for the moving one being due to

the relativistic eff(?!c.t on time scales (Sec. 04). The tfimporature effect

referred to above would be explained by a mean life at rest of about

3.4 X 10”® sec.

It may be remarked that the data just mentioned gave for the

apparent mass absorption coefficient of the mesotrons in air, near sea

level (70 cm. Hg), ii/p ~ 0.8 X 10”®, increasing to 2.4 X 10“® at 48 cm.

Hg. In carbon, the data gave g/p = 0.4 X 10”® near sea level. This

latter figure is in rough agreement with the value of 0.56 X 10”® found

by Rossi for the penetrating component of the cosmic rays in lead near

sea level (Sec. 234). The two measurements are probabl}'- not strictly

comparable because of differences in the loss of intensity due to

scattering in the two cases.

1 Blackett, Phys, Rev., vol. 54, p. 973 (1938).

® Rossi, Hilberry, and Hoag, Phys. Rev., vol. 67, p. 461 (1940).
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The study of mesotrons is obviously in its infancy. The student

should consult the literature of the subject from 1940 on for further

developments.

240. Conclusion.—^In this chapter, as proposed at the beginning,

we have touched only upon certain topics in the field of cosmic rays

concerning which definite results appear to have been achieved.

Many other topics might have been discussed. A few of these may
be mentioned in conclusion.

The student may have wondered whether the shower particles

which have been assumed to constitute the soft or easily absorbable

component of the cosmic-ray particles at the earth^s surface have been

produced by mesotrons in the neighborhood of the point of observa-

tion or constitute the remnants of showers produced by incoming

electrons in the upper atmosphere. It does not seem possible that

particles from the latter showers could get through to the earth in

suflSicient numbers; but this point is still (1940) obscure.

In this connection, mention may be made of the interesting

observations of Auger and others on vefry broad showers.^ Coincidences

were obtained with two or three counters placed as much as 10 meters

apart. Studies of the results suggested the interpretation that the

particles responsible for such coincidences belong to showers containing

up to a million particles, each produced by a single primary particle

with an enormous energy of the order of 10^® ev. About 60 such

showers seemed to arrive per hour at sea level, but 600 per hour on

the Jungfraujoch (3,500 meters).

Certain unusually narrow and 'penetrating showers^ on the other

hand, have been interpreted by Bothe as showers of mesotrons,^

Neutrons, also, have been found by various investigators in th(^

atmosphere. In obseivations by Korff and others,’’ they were found

to increase from about 6 X 10”^ slow neutrons per cm.® at sea level

to nearly 4 X 10”® per cm.® at 1 meter of water below the top of the

atmosphere (altitude, 10 miles). The neutrons were detected with a

counter filled with BFs at 0.1 atmosphere pressure [cf. Sec. 223(6)]; the

counter and a barometer were carried aloft by pilot balloons and their

readings were automatically transmitted to a ground station by short-

wave radio. The neutrons may be entering the earth’s atmosphere
from the outside, or they may be produced in it by processes of nuclear

disintegration.

1 Augbk, Comptes Rendua, vol. 206, p. 1721 (1938); vol. 207, p. 228 (1938) ; J. de

Physique et le Radium, vol. 10, p. 39 (1939); Rev. Modem Physics, vol, 11, p. 288.
* Bothb, Rev. Modem Physics, vol. 11, p. 282 (1939).

* Cf. Korff, Rev. Modem Physics, vol. 11, p. 211 (1939),
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Small variations in cosmic-ray intensity at a given station have
often been detected, but their significance is uncertain.^ There

appears to be a diurnal variation with a maximum at noon and a

minimum at midnight, the extreme range being roughly 0.4 percent.

This variation may be caused by cosmic rays coming directly from the

sun, or it may result from the deflecting effects of the sun's magnetic

field upon paiticles approaching from outside of the solar system.

Such variations are obviously of great importance in connection

with the problem of the origin of the primary cosmic rays. Where do

they come from, and how do they acquire their enormous energies?

No convincing theory has been proposed. In so far as they consist

of charged particles, they have presumably been accelerated in electric

fields of enormous extent, existing in stars or throughout space.

Possibly they are produced in the new stars of explosive type called

‘^supernovae."

Many questions still unmentioned will probably have occurred to

the student. In the literature he will find answers, or attempts at

answers, to some of these questions. Othei’s will doubtless foim the

subject of future investigations. The last section of this book might

better be called not a conclusion" but an ''introduction to future

research." Further surprises may be in store for the physicist in the

fascinating field of cosmic rays.

* See Rev. Modem Physics^ vol. 11, pp- 163-190 (1939).





APPENDIX I

Isotopic Constitxttion op the Elements

The data in this Appendix have been taken from the sources listed below,

relative abundances of isotopes and chemical atomic weights being taken from the

first paper listed.

Hahn, FLOaoE, anil Mattaucb. Phya. Zeita., vol. 41, p. 1 (1940); Bahkas, Phya. Ran. 56, p.

691 (1939); Dsmpbter, Phya. Rev., vol. 63, pp. 74, 869 (1938); Aston, Roy, Soc., Proc., vol. 163, p.

391 (1937); Pollard, Phya, Rev., vol. 67, p. 1186 (1940).

In computing the chemical atomic weight from the isotopic weights and the

data on relative abundance, the factor 16/16.0044 = 1/1.000275 was used to

convert from a.m.u. to chemical units.

Chemical atomic weight

ont
Maw
number
A of

isotopes

Atomic.
Paokinii; Relative

(O « 16)

z a.m.u.
(Ow « 16)

fraction
X 10*

abundance,
percent

Computed
from relative Observed
abundance

H 1 1

2
1.00812
2.01472

81.2
73.6 1.0080 1.0081

He 2 4 4.00388 9.8 100 4.0027 4.003
U 3

?
6.0169
7.0180

28.2
25.7

7.9
02.1 i

6.937 0.940

Be 4 9 9.0150 16.7 100 9.013 9.02

B 6 10
11

10.0160
11.0129

16.0
11.7

20
80 10.81 10.82

C 12
13

12.0040
13.0077

3.3
6.9

98.0
1.1

12.012 12.010

N 7 14
ir>

14.00750
16.0049

5.4
3.3 14.007 14.008

0 8 10 16.0000 0 99.70
17 17.0045 2,7 0.04 16.0000 16.0000
18 18.006 0.20 ,

F 9 19 10.0045 100 18.9903 19.00
No 10 20 19.0988 90.00

21 20.9997 0.27 >• 20.191 20.183
22 21.9986 9.73 S

Na 11 23 22.9961 -1.7 100 22.990 22.997
Mr 12 24 23.9924 -3.2 77.4 )

26 24.9938 -2.5 11.5 V 24.32.3 24.32
20 25.9898 -3.0 11.

1

\

A1 13 27 26.990 -3.7 100 26.983 20.97
Si 14 28 27.987 -4.6 89.6 )

29 28.987 -4.,

5

0.2 28. 125 28.06
.30 29.983 -6.7 4.2

P 16 31 30.984 -5.2 100 30.08
s 16 32 31.9823

1

-6. ,5 95.0
1

33
.34

32.9a3
33.978

-5.2
-6.5

0.74
4.2 ^ 32.005 ,32.06

.30 35.978 -6, 1 0.016

Cl 36
37

.34.980

.36.978
-6.7
-5.9

75.4
24.6 35.462 ,35.457

A 18 36 ,35.978 -6.1 0.31
.38 ,37.974 -6.8 0.06 39.926 39.944
40 ,39.9750 -6.2

K 19 39 ,38.975 -0.4 93.44
40* ,39.975 -6.6 0.012 39.006
41 40.974 -6.4 6.55

Ca 20 40 39.974 -0.5 90. 06
42 41.971 -6.9 0.64
4.3

44
42.972 -8.0 0.15

2.07 40.08

46 0.003
48 6.185
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1
Chemical atomic weight

Hileznent
Z

Mass
number

Atomic
Paokinj;
fraction
X 10*

Relative
(0 - 16)

A of
isotopes

masSi
a.m.u.

(0« - 16)

abundance,
percent

Computed
from relative Observed
abundance
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Element
Z

Mass
number
^of

isotopes

Atomic
mass,
a.m.u.

(Ow - 16)

Packing
fraction.

X 10*

Relative
abundance,
percent

Chemieal atomic waisht
<0 - 18)

Computed
from relative
abundance

Observed

Hf 72

Si”
(19
(28)
(18)
(30)

178.6

.

Ta 73W 74

•

100
0.2±

22.

C

17.3
30.1
29.8

180.88

183.92

Re 76 186
187

38.2
61.8

186.31

Oe 76 184
186
187
188
189
190
192

0.018
1.50
1.64

13.3
16.2
26.4
40.9

190.2

'

190.038
192.038

+2.0
2.0

Ir 77 191
193

191.040
103.041

2.1
2.1 1

102.22 193.1

Pt 78 192
194
195
196
198

0.8
30.2
35.3
26.6
7.2

HH 195.23
194.040
105.040
196.039
198.044

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.2

An 79 197 197.039 2.0 100 196.99 197.2

Hg 80 196
198
199
200
201
202
204

0.15
10.12
17.04
23.25
13.18
29.54
6.72

200.61200 . 028 1.4

Tl 81 203
205

203.057
205.057

2.8
2.8

29.1
70.9 }

204.42 204.39

Vh 82 204
206
207
208

204.058 2.8 1.5
23.6
22.6
52.3208.057 2.7

Bi
Po 84—

• «r>

rin 86— 87

209

222*

209.055 2.6 100 209. (M) 209.00

222

Hu 88

A<5 89

223*
224*
226*
227*

226.05

Th 90
Pa 91

232*
231*

232. 12 5.2 100 232.06 232.12

XT 92 234*
235*
238*

O.OOG
0.720
09.274 1

238.06 238.07
238. 14 6.6

* Radioactive,
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First

Ionization

Potentials

(Where

Known),

Lowest

Spectral

Terms,

and

Electron

Configuration

op

the

Elements.

{Continued)





SOME USEFUL CONSTANTS AND EELATIONS
(Except in Oo, me*, Mic*, kT at 15®, the last figure given is uncertain)

c velocity of light^ 2.9978 X 10^° cm. sec.**

F the faraday* 9,648.9 e.m.u. mole**
c electronic charge* 4.803 X 10**® e.s.u.

m electronic mass (Sec. 45) 0.9107 X 10**^ gram
e/m ratio of electronic charge to mass® 1.7591 X 10’ e.m.u. gram**

mass of atom of atomic weight 1 (Sec. 206) 1.6604 X 10"*^ gram
Ml atomic mass unit (Sec. 206) 1.6599 X 10"*^ gram
h Planck's constant^ 6.610 X 10“*’ erg sec.

R universal gas constant j8®15 X 10'ergsdeg.-.uolc-*

(82.06 cm.® atm. deg * mole**
iVo Avogadro’s number (Sec. 85) 6.023 X 10*® mole**
k Boltzmann's constant (Sec. 85) 1.381 X 10“*® erg deg.**
V Stefan's constant* 5.735 X 10“® erg cm.** sec.**

deg.“*

Rydberg's wave number* 1.0973742 X 10® cm.“*
Ms/'inn, ratio of masses of hydrogen atom and elec-

tron (Sec. 106) 1,837
A*

flo *= radius of smallest Bohr orbit in

hydrogen (See. 103) 5.27 X 10*® cm.
27re*

« “ fine-structure constant" (Sec. 148). . . 0.007314 * 1/136.7

1 electron-volt (ev, Sec. 105) * 1.601 X 10“** erg
Mic* rest energy of 1 atomic mass unit (Sec. 214) 932 X 10® electron-volts
me* rest energy of the electron (Sec. 214) 0.511 X 10® electron-volts
A;7'atl5®C. {T = absolute temperature = 288.1®K.) 0.0248 electron-volts
If hv eyi,/300 (Fw ** potential difference in volts or energy in electron-volts),

X «= c/y, » X X 10® =* wave length in angstroms, ? *= 1/X or wa.v<*s
per cm.,

Xa
12,378

P = 8,079 F,.

^Bisoa, Jiev. Modem Phj/sica, vol. 1, p. 1 (1929).
Phys, Eev., toI 49, p. 204 (1936).

vol. 64, p. 972 (1938).

^Dukhington, Bev, Modern Phytnea, vol. 11, p. 66 (1939).
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Boldface numbers indicate references of special importance.

A

A coefficient, Einstein’s, 304, 307

Aberration of light, 29

Abraham, 60?i.

Absorption of light, 247, 305
coefficient of, 163, 619, 522
by molecules, 420, 428, 429
by neon, 247

by sodium, 248

Absorption limits, 503, 506, 508

tables of, 502, 527

Absorptivity, 158, 162, 163

Ader, 468n.

Agostino, 617n., 618/i.

Air pump, invention of, 20

Alhazen, 10

Alkali metals, doublet separations, 365

spectr«a, 345-353, 362-366

term energies of, 350

Allen, 456

Allison, 487, 535

Alpha rays or particles, 567, 568 -573

range of, 571-573

scattering of, 220-224, 59

1

theory of, 697-598

Amaldi, 615/i., 61 7n., 6 IS

AmptVe, 38

Anaxagoras, 5

Anderson, 610, 675, 690

Andrews, 522n.

ilngatroin, 207, 210

Angstrom (*10“'’ (mu.), 207

Angular inoincMitum, of atom, 339, 355,

412

with one elec^tron, 299, 302

in Bohr’s theory, 228-229, 302

of mohumlo, 419, 430, 431

of nucleus, 41

1

orbital and spin, 309, 342, 355

prinelpio of, 28

a,s vector, 299

Arago, 36, 41

Archimedes, 9

Argon, central field for, 314

Aristarchus, 9

Aristotle, 6, 14

Aston, 567n., 559, 660, 664n., 665n.,

590, 699

Atom, Bohr theory of, 226-233, 256

early views of, 217

nuclear theory of, 226-233, 256

Thomson’s theor}’- of, 219

wave-mechanical theory of, for com-
plex atoms, 311-320

for one-electron atoms, 297-303

Atomic heat, 442

Atomic mjiss unit (a.m.u.), 564, 565,

589, 708

Atomic numbers, 224, 320, (table) 699

Atomic weights, 565, (table) 699

Auger, 549, 679, 696

Auger effect, 548, (in nucleus) 582

Average weight of energy levels, 362

Avogadro’s number, 97, 182, 708

\^

B coefficient, Einstein’s, 305

Babha, 682n., 685n.

Bacher, 254n., 619n., 621

Back, 395, 405, 413, 414

Bficklin, 96, 544?i.

Bacon, Roger, 10

Bainbridge, 562

Baker, 621

Balard, 36

Bahncr, 210, 212

Baliner series, 210, 211, 214, 370, 371

Bands, 417, 423, (photographs) 436

branches and systems of, 433-435

electronic, 418, 433-437

head of, 417, 434

from isotopes, 437

709
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Bands, rotation, 417, 419-421, 426, 428,

435

vibration-rotation, 418, 423-429

effect of temperature on, 428

in relation to rotation bands, 426

Barkas, 588n., 699

Barkla, 477, 480, 481, 483-486

Barnes, 550n.

Barometer, invention of, 20

Bartholinus, 36

Bearden, 494, 542n., 544, 554n.

Beattie, 455n.

Becker, J. A., 535

Becker, R., 60n.

Becquerel, 567
Bennett, 64891., 661

Benoist, 207, 473

Bemouilli, 28

Bertin-Sans, 475

Beta rays or particles (jS*), 567

origin of, 582, 587, 598

primary and secondary, 579, 582

spectra of, 582

Bethe, 279, 59l9i., 612n., 619n., 626n.,

683

Bierens de Hahn, 205n.

Biot, 36, 38

Birge, 64n., 97w., 20571., 23671.

Black, 29

Black body, 160

radiation, discussion of, 161, 162,

166-170, 173-179, 189-191

Planck’s law, 191, 200-206, 306,

307

Rayleigh-Jeans formula, 189, 202

Wien’s formula, 190, 202

Blackett, 668, 695n.

Bless, 535

feloch, 536n., 54771., 68271.

Bohr, 258, 641

on hydrogen, 226, 227, 229, 230, 234,

236, 237, 256

Bollman, 51771.

Boltzmann distribution law, 255

Boltzmann factor, 192

Boltzmann’s constant, 182, 708

Bonner, 634, 638

Booth, 64171.

Bom, 12571., 261, 456

Bothe, 535, 53871., 606, 666, 696

Bowen, 663

Bradley, 29

Bragg, 488, 488/1., 491, 492, 495, 522

Bragg planes, 488

Bragg’s law, 490, 539

Brahe, Tycho, 17, 29

Breadth of spectral lines, 414, 550

Breit, 59671.

Brewster, 147i.

Brickwedde, 41l7i.

Brode, 673

Brown, 183

Brownian motion, 183

Brubaker, 634

Briiche, 6597i.

Buguet, 482

Buisson, 415

Bunsen, 36

Burmeistcr, 424

Bursts of ionization, 676

C

Cabeo, 20

Cady, 55571.

Calcite crystals, 493, 494

Cameron, 644, 645, 646

Canal rays, 406

Carlo, 250, 251

Carlisle, 37

Carlson, 685/1.

Carmichael, 688

Camot, 33

Cathode rays, 92

Cavendish, 30, 31

Cavendish Laboratory, 48

Celsius scale, 29

Chadwick, 568/1., 600, 606, 607-609,

631-634

Characteristic frequencies, 447—449, 457

functions, values, 296

temperatures, 452

X-rays, 495

Charge cloud, 300, 313, 329

Charged particles, energy loss by, 681-

685, 690-691

ionization by, 671-674, 681

measurement of charge, energy, mass,

669-670, (plot) 671

motion in magnetic field, 526, 670,

(plot) 671

of dipole, 651-655

of earth, 656-661
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Charged particles, observations on
individual, 679, 583-686, 665-669

Chemical combination, basis of, 320,

32^332
of certain elements, 320-337

Childs, 437n.

Chlorine, specific heat, 469, 460, 467
Clark, 48871.

Clausius, 34, 48

Clay, 648, 650, 661

Cleaves, 427ri.

Cloud chamber, 684

Coblentz, 201, 205

Cookroft, 602, 603-604

Coincidences, method of, 666

Collisions of the second kind, 248
Color vision, 48

Compton, A. H., 481, 487m., 531, 535,

542, 544

on cosmic rays, 643n., 648, 650, 661,

662

Compton, K. T., 100

Compton effect, 531-539, 612, (fig.) 680
Condon, 31374.

Configuration, 375, 376

Constable, 607n., 631-634

Contraction, in space and time, 136

Loi'entz-Fitzgerald, 130

Coolidge, 472/1.

Cooksey, 62374.

Cooper, J. N., 550/4.

CJooper, L., 8n.

Copernican system, 11, 16, 18, 29
Copernicus, 11

Corpuscles, 95

Correspondence principle, 342

Corson, 673

Cosmic rays, 643-697

absorption, in air, 644

of particles, 666, 668, 678, 691, 695

in water, 645, 648-649

discovery of, 643

ionization duo to, 644, 648

bursts of, 676

measurement of, 646

variation, with altitude, 649, 688

with latitude, 650, 661-664

with temperature, 662, 694

with time, 697

nature and origin of, 650, 697

particles, 665-669, 689-696

711

Cosmic rays, penetrating and soft com-
ponents of, 692, 696

showers of, 674, 676-688, 694, 696

Coster, 546/4., 548

Coulomb, 30, 31

Counters, Geiger or valve, 684
telescope of, 668

Coupling, jjf 380
L3 or Russell-Saunders, 345, 353-

358, 377, 383

in molecules, (A 8) 430, (Q) 432

Crane, 613w.

Crussard, 692

Crystal diffraction grating, 486
Curie, Marie, 567

Curie, Pierre, 567
Curie-Joliot, 606, 611, 613

Cuykendall, 522«.

Cyclic interchange of variables, 58
Cyclotron, 623

Czerny, 420

D

2), 343, 348
d, 317

Darwin, 294, 309, 367

Davis, 252

Davisson, 273, 275, 277, 278, 281

Davy, 33, 40

De Broglie, 260, 261, 262, 263, 267, 269,

284

Debye, 450

Dee, 603

Degeneracy, 298, 315, 353-355, 384

nuclear, 411

Degrees of freedom, 179

in an enclosure, 184

energy of, 180-183

Democritus, 6

Dempster, 561/4., 562, 699

Descartes, 22

Deuterium, 411

Deuteron, 674, 589, 609

Dewar, 209

Diamagnetism, 45, 387, 389

Dieke, 440

Dirac, 261, 309

Dispersion, 22, 64

Displacement currents, 48, 60, 61-54
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Displacement law, 175, 204

Dissociation, heat of, 422, 427

Distribution law, Boltzmann, 255

Doan, 542, 544

Doppler, 36

Doppler effect (moving mirror), 172

on spectral lines, 414

Dorsey, 64

Dow, 672rA.

Drinkwater, 371?^.

Druyvesteyn, 546n., 547n.

Duane, 513n., 535

Du Bridge, 105n., 121

Du Fay, 30

Dulong and Petit, law of, 442

Du Mond, 617w-., 536w.

Dunlap, 61771.

Dunning, 64l7^., 61871.

Dunninginn, 96, 9677., 517

Dushman, 28677.

Dymond, 688

£

Eckart, 279

Edison, 109

Edl4n, 241

Edwards, 42777.

Eigenvalues (eigenfimctions), 296

Eighteenth century, physics in, 28-32

Einstein, 103, 183, 306, 445, 448

on relativity, 122, 131, 132, 150, 151,

161n., 152
’

Einstein frequency condition, 227

Electricity, discoveries in, 30-32, 36-38

Electi-olysis, 37, 43

Electromagnetic field, 48-61

energy in, 59

momentum in, 59

theory of, 33, 48, 49, 50, 51-61

Electron, 81, 95, 610

charge, 95, 97, 708

discovery of, 92

e/m 91, 94, 97, 708

energy loss by, 681-685

mass, 97, 240, 588, 708

motion in magnetic field, 526, 670,

(plot) 671

range in air or Pb, 684

rest energy, 58, 708

Electrons in complex atoms, 313-317,

375-376, 379, 381, 477, (table)

705

transitions of, 338, 345, 369, 376,

505

creation of, 587, 611, 612

equivalent, 379

free, 113, 118-121

in molecules, 429-432

recoil, 538, 579

Electron-volt, ev, 237, 708

relation to wave number, 246, 708

Ellis, 568w., 577, 578, 580, 581

Elster, 84, 86, 100, 109, 643

Emissive power, 166, 166, 162, 170

Emmissivity, 163

Empedocles, 5

Endoergic and exoergic, 627

Energy, conservation of, 33, 34, 44, 583

per degree of freedom, 180-183

density of electromagnetic, 69, 65,

158, 160

in isothermal enclosure, 161, 170

inertia of, 145, 689, 606

loss by charged particles, 681-685,

690, 691

nuclear sources of, 680, 642

of oscillators in equilibrium, 196

relativistic, 143, 144, 670

rest, 145, 589

of thermal agitation, 194, 195

Energy levels, 197, 198, 296

in cm.”^, 237

of harmonic oscillator, 297

in magnetic field, 387, 392, 397

molecular, 419, 422, 423, 430, 432

nuclear (sec Nucleus)

of one-electron atom, 298, 368

X-ray, 504-511, (resonance) 551-552

Estermann, 284

Epstein, 407, 658

Equipartition of energy, 180-184

Equivalent electrons, 379, 383

Ether, 140

Euler, 28

ev (« electron-volt), 237, 708

Everblud, 596n.

Exchange effect, 330, 374

Excitation of atoms, 243-249

Excitation potentials, 247

methods of observing, 251
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Exclusion principle, 315-316

Expansion chamber, 584

F

F, 343, 348

/,317
Fabry, 207, 415

Fahie, 14?i.

Fahrenheit, 29

Falling bodies, laws of, 8, 14

Fankuchen (fig.), 282

Faraday, 38-45, 86, 87

Faraday (unit of charge), 86, 708
Faraday effect, 44

Farkas, 467n.

Fast ions, production of, 621

Feather, 609

Fermat's principle, 266

Fermi, 583, 6157?.., 616-618, 638, 639

Fermi-Dirac gas, 114

Ferromagnetism, 335, 387

Field, Coulomb, 313

modified central, 313

Field currents, 113

Fine structure, 25

in alkali-type spc<^tra, 362

in molecular spectra, 432

for one-electron atoms, 366-372

Fine-structure constant, 367, 708

Fink, 61871.

Fitzgerald, 130, 137

Fizcau, 125

Miigge, 565??., 6^)9

Fluorew^em^e, 155, 249, 438, 439, 482

l<\)ote, 244, 244?/.

Force, 28, 143, 144

Forsterling, 457??..

Fortrat tiiagram, 434

Fowler, A., 353w..

Fowler, R. H., 456?/..

P>amos of reference, 123

inertial or Galilean, 131, 152

Franck, 247, 250w.

Franklin, 30

Fraunhofer, 36

Frenkel, 359r^.

Fre<iucncy (in spectroscopy), 207

Fresnel, 35, 36, 125, 126

Friedrich,'*487

Frisch. 2^. 639

Froman, 676n.

Foucault, 36

G

Galileo, 12-17, 29
Gkdvani, 37

Gamma rays, 567

internal conversion of, 579

origin of, 581, 625, 628-631

scattering of, 529-531, 537

spectra, 577
Gas constant, 182, 708

Geiger, 221, 222, 223, 224, 638n., 669

Geitel, 84, 85, 100, 109, 643

Gellibrand, 20

Gerlach, 407

Geomagnetic (defined), 666, 669

Germer, 273, 275, 277, 278, 281

Giauque, 437

Gilbert, 20

Gill, 676

Glancing angle, 489

Glazebrook, 467»

Gockel, 644

Goldhaber, 609

Goucher, 252

Goudsmit, 254n., 309

Gouy, 475

Gram-atom, 86

Gram-ion, 86

Gram-molecule, 86

Gravitation, 20, 21, 26, 150, 152

Gray, L. H., 613

Gray, S., 30

Green, G., 37

Green, G. K,, 635

Greenhill, 8

Greinacher, 60271.

Grosse, 64l7i.

Groimd state normal state, 231,

(table) 705

Guericke, 20

H

Hafstad, 630?i.

Haga, 475

Hagenow, 481

Hahn, 565n., 639, 699

Hallwachs, ^
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Hamilton, 32, 262
Harper, 667».

Hart, 21n,

Hartley, 209

Hartley’s law, 209
Hartree, 314

Haynes, 649

Heat, caloric theory of, 29, 33, 34

discoveries in, 29, 33^34

kinetic theory of, 29, 32

mechanical equivalent, 34

Heath, 5n.

Heisenberg, 261, 293, 437

Heitler, 531n., 683, 685n.

Helium, isotope He*, 616-616, 638

mass and binding energy, 688-589

production of, 570

spectrum of ionized, 239, 371

Helmholtz, 34, 60

Henderson, 605

Henry, 46

Herb, 629?i.

Hertz, G,, 247

Hertz, H,, 50, 83

Herzberg, 384w., 417n., 427, 430n.

Herzog, 694

Hess, 6M
Hevesy, 568/t.

High potentials, production of, 602, 622

High-speed ions, production of, 621

Hilberry, 695

Hjalmar, 539

Hoag, 695

Hoffmann, 676

Holes in subsholls, 331, 508

Holloway, 672, 584

Homonuclear molecules, 429, 441

Homopolar compounds, 330

Hooke, 28

Hoiistoun, 270/?..

Howe, 544^.

Hudson, C. M., 629n.

Hudson, J. C., 502n.

Hudspeth, 61 7n.

Huggins, 210

Hughes, 105n.

Huizinga, 546n.

Hull, A. W., 525w.

Hull, G. F., 69

Hunt, 513n.

Hurmuzescu, 473

Huygens, 28

Hydrochloric acid, specific heat of.

468

spectrum of, 420, 421, 424, 427-429,

432

Hydrogen, Bohr’s theory of, 233-235

energy levels, 237, (table) 238,

(diagram) 242

heavy, 411, 566

orthohydrogen, 466

parahydrogen, 466

spectrum of, (figs.) 211, 237, 241, 371

fine structure, 366-371

isotope structure, 410

Hyperfine structure, 409-414

I

I, (nucleus) 411

Idei, 512n.

Imbert, 475

Imes, 424

Impenetrability of molecules, 330

Indeterminacy principle, 292-294, 339

Induced emission, 306

Inert gases, 322, 384, 458

Intensity of elecjtromagnetic waves, 66

Intercombiriation lines or series, 216

Interference of light, 35

Ionization of atoms, 243-255, 499

by f.harged particles, 671-674, 685

multiple, 247, 254, 337, 545

Ionization chamber, 473, 584

Ionization energy or potential of atoms,

233, 243, 253, (table) 254, (plot)

353, (table) 705

Isobars, 595

Isoelectronic atoms, 338

Isothermal enclosure, 161

Isotope structure, 409

Isotopes, 560, 562-566, ftable) 699
separation of, 565, 637, 641

Isotopic weight, 563 (table) 699

Ives, 138w.

J

Jeans, 179, 184, 390?^.

Johnson, 658w.

Johnston, 437

Joliot, 606, 610, 613
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Jones, 522n.

Jongen, 648

Joule, 34

K

ifc, 182, 205, 708

K lines or series, 486, 497

Kaufman, 512n.

Kayser, 208, 211

Keesom, 455

Kellogg, 412n.

Kelvin, 34

Kennard, 116w., 514n.

Kepler, 17, 69

Kepler’s laws, 18, 19

Kerr, 45«.

Kikuchi, 281

Kinetic theory of gases, 48

Kircher, 20, 29

Kirchhoff's law, 163, 306

Kirkpatrick, 518n., 536?i.

Klein, 537w.

Klemperer, 613w.

Knipping, 487

Knox, 36

Kolhorster, 644, 645, 666

Korff, 696

Kossel, 553w.

Kramers, 437

Kretschmar, 528n,

Krishnan, 437

Kroiiig, 548

Kruger, 635

Kuhn, 4677t.

Kuipers, 546/4.

Kulenkamptf, 518

Kurlbaum, 191

Kussmann, 205/4.

L

L lines or series, 486, 497

Ladenburg, 100, 205

Lagrange, 28

Larsson, 540

Land6, 398

Land4 g or splitting factor, 397-403

table, 401

Land4’s interval rule, 361

Langmuir, 258

Laplace, 37

Larmor, 390n.

Larmor precession, 390

Laue, 486

Laue spots, 491

Lauritsen, 613n.

Lawrence, 623, 625

Lead, spectrum of, 382

X-rays from, 520, 521

Least action, 266, 268

Lebedev, 69

Leibnitz, 28

Lemaitre, 658, 660

Lenard, 85, 98, 100, 251

Lenses, discoveries concerning, 20, 22,

24

Leprince-Ringuet, 692

Sjds^G. N., 258, 566n.

Lewis, W. M. C., 456n.

libration, 257

light, corpuscular theory of, 24, 32, 33,

108, 109, 260

discoveries in, 29, 34-36

electromagnetic theory of, 49

velocity of, 30, 36, 63, 64, 134, 138

wave theory of, 24, 32-36, 109, 260

Lightning, 31

Lindemann, 448, 450

line breadth, 370

Lipperhey, 14

liveing, 209

Livingood, 626n.

Livingston, 572, 584, 605/1., 623, 626n.

Locher, 668

Lodge, 14w.

Loeb, 19271.

Lorentz, 50, 55, 87, 88, 95, 126

in connection with relativity, 130,

135, 137

Lorentz transformation, 134

Lorentz unit, 394

Lorenz, 87

Loria, 25071.

Lummer, 169, 177, 191

Lyman series, 236

M

MacDonald, 566n.

Mach, 28n., 122
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Magnetic moment, of atom, 397, 409
of one-electron atom, 392

due to orbital motion, 384

due to spin, 309, 385
of earth,' 658, 659

of nucleus, 409, 411, (table) 414

Magnetism, 10, 20
Magneton, 392

nuclear, 412

Malteses, 475
Mann, 128n.

Marsden, 222, 223, 224
Mass, atomic unit of, 564, 565, 589, 708

electromagnetic, 80
of energy, 61, 68, 145, 589, 606

inertial, (defined) 142

reduced, 232
rest, 143

variation of, 140

Mass defect, 590
Mass numbers, 563, (table) 699

Mass spectrograph, 559-563

Masses of atoms, 556, 588, (table) 699

spectrum of, (photograph) 563

Mattauch, 56591., 699

Matter, nature of, 86
Matrix component, 307

Maxwell, 46-49, 50, 52, 65

Maxwell’s equations, 54

Maxwell’s law, 192

Mayer, J. E., 192n.

Mayer, M. G., 192n.

Mayer, R. J., 34

Mean life, 304

Mechanics, discoveries in, 20, 27, 28, 32

and geometrical optics, 262

relativistic, 140

Mecke, 437n.

Meggers, 244

Meitner, 639

Mercury, spectrum of, 250, 377-379,

401

Mersenne, 20

Mesotrons (mesons), as cause of show-

ers, 678, 696

decay of, 694

discovery of, 689

energy loss by, 682

mass of, 693

origin of, 693

showers of, 696

Metals, electrons in, 113-121

Metastable-levels, 378

Michelson, 64, 126, 128, 207, 370, 409,

416

Michelson-Morley experiment, 126, 137

Micron, 207

Microscope, electron, 266

gamma-ray, 294

Miller, 128w.

Millikan, 95, 96, 103, 183n.

on cosmic rays, 643/^, 644-649, 661,

663, 690

Mitchell, 618n.

Mohler, 244, 244n,

Molecules, average energy of, 194, 195

diatomic, 180, (spectra) 419-437,

459, 464

velocity distribution, 192

wave-mechanical theory of, 421, 429

M0ller, 682n.

Momentum, electromagnetic, 59, 68
indeterminacy of, 292-294

relativistic, 142, 143, 145

Montgomery, 679ri.

Morgan, 678w.

Morley, 126, 128, 370

Moseley, 320, 496, 497, 498
Moseley’s law, 496

Mott-Smith, 668

Multiple quantum states, 255

Multiplets, jjj 382

LS or Russell-Saunders, 355, 358, 383
of one-electron atoms, 366-369

of spectral lines, 357

Multiplicity of a term, 356

Murphy, 411

N

No, 86

N^ing, 543

Neddermeyer, 675, 690

Negatron, 610

Neher, 649, 661, 663, 667n.

Neon spectrum, 247, 248

Nemst, 450, 455n., 457

Neuert, 638

Neutrino, 583

Neutrons, 587, 588, 615-621, 696

capture of, 619

counting of, 616
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Neutrons, discovery of, 606

forces on, 693, 696

mass of, 610

in niiclear reactions, 606, 614, 615,

617, 618, 626-629, 631, 636-638,

642

scattering of, 619

slow and thermal, 618

sources of, 615, 625-629, 631, 634, 642

velocity of, 616

Newton, 21-28, 30, 36, 69, 132*

Nichols, 69, 448

Nicholson, 37

Nicholson, J. W., 227

Nickel crystal, 273, 280

Nielsen, 678w.

Nier, 564w., 641w.

Nishina, 537n.

Noncombining terms, 367

Normal state, 231, (table) 705

Normalization to unity, 291

Northrop, 622n.

Nuclear reactions, 601-6 12

alternative bombardments, 637

results, 631, 636

determination of mass by, 637

duo to neutrons, 028--(i26

{Sec also Neutrons)

emission of 7-raya, 628^-631, 635, 637

ondoergio or cxoergic, 627

energy relations, 603- 606, 627, 631

635, 640, 642

isotopic product, 628

many particles pnxbnuMl, 62S

neutron groups omitt(Ml, 634

notation for, 601™<)02, 626

proton groups omit.ied, 629, 631

with radioactive product, 626, 63(>

637

614, 036

611, 631

S®S Au'»«, 628

Na«, 631

AP«, 636

Na*^ 628, 636

Mg2^ 636

Ah 7«, 637

Ag'‘>«, 637

Z = 43, 637

resonance levels, 631, 633

Nuclear reactions, types of, 625--626

A12T -h OE pso
-f 71, 614

+ H' -+ Be® -h a or 3oe, 605
B^® + 71 — Li^ + o£, 616
BiP + « N13 + w, 614
Be® + HI Be® + H*, 626
Be® + H 2 + n, 615, 634
Be® + a C 12

-f n, 608
Be® + a -> N« -f n, 608
pio + H- a, 605
Fio + -> Na®® + w, 631
Fia 4- a Ne®2 + 631
Hi 4- n ^ H®, 618
H® 4- H® He® 4- w, 615

Li7 4- HI 2HeS 603-604, 629

Li« 4- H® 4- HS 629

Li® 4- 71 H® 4- a, 616
NH 4. « 017 HI, 601

Nucleus, 222
,
656-642

angular momentuni (or spin 1
, 411

constituents of, 586

energy from, 640, 642

energy levels, 577, 580, 593, 632

of Bi", 635

of No®®, 033

energy of, 589, 590-591, 693, 594

fission of, 638

isomeric, 628

magnetic moment of, 409, 411, 414

motion of, 232, 320, 43J

radius of, 592

structure of, 591-597, 641

theory of, 591 -599

transformation of, 574-577, 599-606,

689

{See also Nuclear reactions)

O

Occhialini, 668

Octets of elements, 324

Oersted, 38

One-electron atoms, 226-241

transitions of, 227, 234

Operators, 360

Oppenheimer, 685?^.

Orbits, elliptical, 256, 302
frequency of revolution, 236
in one-electron atom, 231-233, 302

Oscillators, harmonic, energy levels, 297

radiation by, 79
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Oscillators, in thermal equilibrium, 191-

197, 199

wave-mechanical theory of, 295-297

Otis, 646n.

P

P, 343, 348

p, 317

Packing fractions, 590, (table) 699
Pair production, 611, 680

Paneth, 568w.

Paramagnetism, 387

Parratt, 512n., 54071., 550n., 5537^.

Particles, 290, 294

in nucleus, 586, 591-593

Pascal, 20

Paschen, 371, 395, 405

Paschen-Back effect, 403

Paschen series, 236

Pauli, 315, 410
Pauling, 29671.

,
33271.

Pegram, 61871.

Peierls, 591n.

Pendulum, 14, 28

Peregrinus, 10

Period (of decay), 574

Periodic system, 320-337

Bohr’s table, 321, 597

standard table, 704

Perlow, 638

Perot, 207

Perrin, 92

Perturbation theory, 319, 354

approximation, first-order, 319

zero-order, 314-318, 380-382

Pfotzer, 688

Phosphorescence, 155

Photoelectric effect, 83-121

and Compton effect, 537, 612

discovery, 83

due to 7-rays, 578-579, (fig.) 680

due to X-rays, 523-528, 537, 552

electrons, energy of, 100-102

source of, 105, 117-121

nature of, 85, 97, 106, 108, 111-121

variation with frequency, 103, 119

with intensity, 100

with potential, 98, 101

various properties of, 104, 121

X-ray, 48^86, 504

Picard, 27

Pierce, 522a.

Plain, 62971.

Planck, 69n., 190, 191, 197, 198

Planck’s constant, h, 197, 206, 708

Planck’s radiation law, 200-205

Pobl, 475

Point charge, imiformly moving, 70,

148

accelerated, 73-80, 150

Poissoff, 37
Polarization of light, 35, 36, 62

Pollard, 60771., 699

Pontecorvo, 61871.

Positive rays, 556

Positrons, 568, 598, 610-613, (fig.) 674

Potential barrier (nuclear), 598

Poynting’s vector, 59

Preston, 400

Preston’s rule, 400

Pringsheim, 169, 177, 191

Probability amplitude, 291, 311

Probability for momentum, 292

of transition, 304, 307

wave-mechanical, 291, 300

Protons, due to bombardment, 600,

626, 627, 629, 631, 636

energy loss by, 681-684

forces on, 593, 596

mass of, 588

measurement of energy, 671

range of, 573

scattering of, 596

Prout, 217

Ptolemy, 9

Pythagoras, 5

Q

Q (nuclear heat of reaction), 604-606,

627

Quadrupole X-ray lines, 512

Quantum defect, 352

Quantum numbers, for atoms, 298, 300,

310, 315, 317

71 X 298, 350

nljm, 381, 507

J M, 340, 353, 355, 376, 381, 396,

405

Las X, 343, 344, 405

LSJM, 355, 376
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Quantum numberSi for atoms, i, 411

F Mf, 412

effective principal, 362

of electrons in atoms, 374-377, 381,

(table) 705

in K and L shells, 318

for mole<iules, (J) 419, (r) 422,

(A) 43(M31, iS) 431, (K) 431,

(J M) 432

of X-ray levels, 508-610

Quantum of energy, 198, 200

Quantum states, 198, 199, 227, 255,

294, 296

duo to spin, 309

in external field, 384

of hannonic oscillator, 197, 297

of ions, (X-ray) 499

in magnetic field, 389-390, 391,’ 398

of many-electron atom, 312, 314

of molecules, 429

diatomic, 419, 422, 423, 431

multiple, 255

normal, 231, (table) 708

nuclear, 593

of one-eicctron atom, 230, 297, 298

Quantum theory, birth of, 190, 197-200

(See also Wave mechanics)

R

lif (see Rydberg constant)

Rabi, 409, 412

l^idiatioii, al)sorj>tioii and einissioii of,

304

by charged particles, 76, 683-685

dipole, 308

by harmonic oscillator, 79

quadnipole, 309

ilensity of, 158

in electromagnetic field, 59

intensity of, 66, 156, 157, 159

pressure due to, 69, 164, 170

resonance, 248

(See also Black-body radiation)

Radioactivity, 666-583

definition of, 582

discovery of, 566

explanation of, 597

induced, 613-615, 626, 628(<i)

nuclear transformations in, 574-577

Raman, 437

Raman effect, 437

Ramberg, 547n., 560n.

Ramsauer, 282n.

Rare earths, 335

Rasetti, 56^., 584n., 617n., 618rt

Rayleigh, 179, 184, 415, 437

Rayleigh (R. J. Strutt), 249

Rayleigh-Jeans formula, 189, 201

Reflection from moving mirror, 170

Reflectivity, 168

Refraction, 9, 10, 20, 22, 64

of X-rays, 476, 539-544

Regener, 646/1., 648

Reich, 572w.

Reimann, llOn.

Relativity, 122-153

and electromagnetism, 147

mechanics, 140

properties of light, 124-130

wave me(dianics, 309, 358

general theory of, 160

Newtonian, 122, 134, 139

special theory of, 130, 131

Residual rays, 447

Resonance potentialH, 253

Resonance radiation, 248, 250

Richardson, 100, llO/^., 371

Richardson's equation, 1 10

Richtmyer, 100, 521, 522, 545a., 547/t.,

550/^.

Ritz, 216

Ritz combination principle, 216

Itoberts, 630/i.

Robinson, 524, 527

Roentgen, 469-471, 484

itojansky, 296/1.

ROmer, 30

Rosa, 64

Roseubergor, 5/t.

Ross, 535

Rossi, 666, 667, 668, 676, 695

Royal Institution, 33, 40

Ruark, 25rm.

Rubens, 191, 447, 448, 457

Rumbaugh, 630w.

Rumford, 33

Runge, 211

Rupp, 282, 283

Rutherford, 568, 668n., 569, 570, 599,

600, 608

on scattering of a's, 221-224
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Rydberg, 211-217, 322 Shimizu, 684

Rydberg constant, 214, 216, 236, 241,

411, 708

for one-electron atom, 240, 368

Rydberg formula, 214, 216, 362, 362

Rydberg-Schuster law, 216, 243

S

8, 343, 348

317

Sadler, 477rt., 483

Saha, 631r6., 633

Savart, 38

Scattering, of a particles, 220-224, 591

by Compton effect, 631-539

of y rays, 529-531, 637

of light, 437

of matter waves, 290

multiple and single, 221

of neutrons, 619

of protons, 596

of X-rays, 475-482, 628-639

angular distribution, 530

plot, 529

Schein, 676, 693w.

Scheiner, 20

Schrodinger, 260, 261, 285, 294, 454, 456

Schuster, 215

Screening of nucleus, 499

Seaborg, 626n.

Segr^, 617»., 618w.

Selection rules, in atoms, 308, 339, 376

I, 346

i, 369, 381

X fif 393

J M, 341, 405

Ir A, S, 344, 405

for molecules, J, 419, 424, 429, 433

K, 431, 433

A S, 431

for Raman lines, 439

for X-ray lines, 509, 612

Serber, 687

Series (spectral), discovery of, 210-212

fundamental, 348

interrelations between, 212-217

principal, shaip, diffuse, 212, 347-349

relation to terms, 216

Shaw, 542w.

Shells, 317, 318, (table) 336, 508

Shortley, 313w.

Siegbahn, 494, 602

Silberstein, 135«.

Simon, 535

Simultaneity, 132

Skinner, 550n., 580

Skobelzyn, 665, 674

Slater, 332w.

Smekal, 438

Smythe, 3l7t.

Snell, 20

Snyder, 68572..

Sodium, energy levels, (diagralm) 349,

(list) 363

quantum defects, 352

spectrum, 212, 241, 248, 348-352,

363, 364

excitation of, 245, 246

Zeeman effect for, 402-404

Sodium chloride, 492

Sommerfeld, 114, 256, 256/^., 367, 372,

516

Soimd, discoveries in, 20

Space quantization, 300

Space-time, 133

Specific heats, 442-468

of gases, classical theory, 457-460

as observed, 465

quantum theory, 460-465

of solids, 442-456

classical theory, 444

Debye^s theory, 450-456

Einstein^s theory, 445

mixed solids, 456

variation with tempemture, 442-

444, 453-456

Spectra, alkali type of, 345-353, 362 -

366

arc and spark, 209

from ionized atoms, 337

from many-electron atoms, 383

mode of origin of, 337

molecular, 417

electronic, 418, 433-437

rotation, 417, 419-421

vibration-rotation, 418, 421-429

from one-electron atoms, 233-241,

369

two-electron type of, 372

(See aUo Series)
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Spectral lines, breadth of, 414
Spin, electron, 309, 330, 385, 431

special correction due to, 368
neutron and proton, 596

nuclear, 411

Spinks, 427w.

Spin-orbit effect, on LS terms, 355,

358-361, 365

on magnetic levels, 395

in molecules, 430, 431, 432

in one-electron atom, 368

Spin-spin interaction, 366

Stark, 406

Sta.rk effect, 406

Stationary states, 227, 294, 296, 312
Steams, 661, 676n.

Stefan-Boltzmann law, 166-170, 204
Stenstrom, 539 .

Stem, 284, 407

Stem-Gerlach experiment, 407
Stevenson, 693

Stilwell, 138n.

Stokes’ law, 96

Stoletow, 84

Stoney, 87, 474

StOrmer, 658

Strassmann, 639

Straubel, 483

Street, 693

Strutt, 2AQn.

Subshells, 317, 318, 330, (table) 336,

382, 508

'r

Tarrant, 613

Taylor, 409

TelcHc.ope, 14, J 5, 24

'Perms (spectral), 215, 216, 238
of alkali metals, 350

dotiblet, 362

jji 380

LS, 345, 353-362

singlet and triplet, 374

Thales, 5

'Phaxtou, 596n.

Tlierinal radiation, 154

Thermionic emission, 109-113

origin of thermions, 117

Thermodynamicjs, 33, 34

Thermometer, invention of, 29

Thibaud, 64471.

Thompson, 38n.

Thomson, G. P., llSfi., (fig.) 282
Thomson, J. J., 221, 657, 658, 559

on electrons, 80, 93, 94, 95, 109
on X-rays, 218, 471, 476

Time (in relativity), 122, 132

Tolman, 1927?..

Tomboulian, 5507?..

Torricelli, 20

Townsend, 95

Tracks, (photograph) 685
Transition curves, 677
Transitions, probability of, 304, 307,

308

radiationless, 548, 582

Transmissivity, 158

Transmutation of atoms, 574-577,

599-642

Trautz, 46871.

Turner, 63871., 64871., 650, 661, 662

Tuve, 66771.

U

XJhlenbeck, 309

Ulrey, 513??..

Uraiiium, fission of, 638

X-ray diagram for, 510

Ur(\v, 256a., 411

V

Valence bonds, 329 332

Vallarta, 658, 660

Van Atta, 622n.

Van dj^ Graaff generator, 622

Van d(m Kndo, 445

Vect,or (liagnims, 300

for J M, 341

for L S J, 356

for Zeeman effect, 393, 396, 397

Volocit.i(^s, transformation of, 138

Villari, 472

Vinci, Leonardo da, 10

Viscosity of gases, 48

Vogt, 5027i.

Volta, 37

W
Wagner, 518

Walter, 475
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Walton, 602, 603, 604

Waxburton, 5227^.

Wave equation, 288
for harmonic oscillator, 296

for a one-electron atom, 298

for a particle, 288, 295

Wave functions, 296

of harmonic oscHUttor, 297

of one electron, in complex atom, 314

of one-electron atom, 298, 301

Wave length, de Broglie (of matter

waves), 269-272

measurement of, 35, 207-209

Wave mechanics, of many-electron

systems, 311-320

of one particle, 259-310

relativistic, 309, 358

Wave number, J, 207

in terms of electron-volts, 246, 708

Wave packets, 291-294, 599

Waves, electromagnetic, 61-70

matter (e.g., electron), 259-292

difraction of, 273, 281, 283

geometrical optics of, 262

physical significance of, 289-292

refraction of, 263, 278

wave length of, 269, 271

phase, 261

standing, in a box, 187

Weber, 443

Weizel, 417n, ®

Wentzel, 547n.

White, A. D., 16n.

White, H. E., 353n.

Wien, 179, 190

Wien displacement law, 176, 204
Wien’s formula, 190, 191, 201

Williams, R. C., 370

Williams, W. E., 371n.

Wilson, C. T. R., 535, 584w., 643, 672

Wilson, E. B., Jr., 296n.

Wilson, V. C., 693n.

Wilson, W., 672

Wind, 475

Winkelmann, 483

Wollan, 648w.

Wood, 248, 249, 249n., 440

Wooster, 581

Work function. 111, 118

Wulff, 414

Wynn-Williams, 684n.

X

X-rays, 469-555

absorption of, 482-486, 502-504,

619-623, 537
^

lines, 550-553

absorption limits, 503, 506, 508, 552
tables of, 502, 527

Auger effect, 548

characteristic, 483, 495
continuous spectrum, 512-519

limiting frequency of, 514
critical voltages, 503

diffraction of, 475, 486-491, 537, 544

discovery and properties of, 469
efficiency of production of, 519
emission of, 474, 475, 499, 515
energy levels for, 504-511

quantum theory of, 507-512

fluorescence, 484-486, 504
frequencies, 497, (table) 501-502

harness of, 483

homogeneous, 483

intensity of, continuous spectrum, 517
lines, 512

measurement of, 472, 517

involving periphery of atom, 550
from multiply ionized atoms, 545
photoelectric effect, 523-528, 537, 552
polarization of, 480, 536

pulse theory of, 473-474, 476-480
reflection of, total, 542

refraction of, 475, 539-544

scattering of, 475, 480-482, 628-639
angular distribution, 530
classical (Thomson) theory, 47(>

coefficient of, 528, (plot) 529
Compton, 531-539

second-order (or satellite) lines, 515

from solids, 553

spectra, 486, 495-496, 505-507, 512

origin of, 498

plots of, 500, 502

selection rules for, 509, 512

spectrometer for, 491-495

target thickness, effect of, 510
tubes for, 471

wave lengths, 475, 494, 496, ftable^

501-502

measurement of, 542, 544

X-unit, 207, 493-494
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Y

Young, 34, 48

Z

Zacharias, 412n.

Zeeman, 87

Zeeman effect, 87-92, 384^06

Zeeman effect, anomalous, 384

classical theory of, 87-92, 387-391

in huge field, 391-395

normal triplet, 384, 394, 401, 405

Paschen-Baok effect, 403

photographs of, 404
in strong field, 403-409

in weak field, 396-403

Zinc, spectrum of, 209


